
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

 
Other limitations: 

 
• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse 

event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease, 
condition, or concomitantly administered medication. 

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of 
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on 
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner. 

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or 
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate 
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true 
population affected with an adverse event. 

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products. 
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or 
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or 
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more 
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse 
event reporting systems. 

 





EON‐561130 1/29/2024 13:44 Purina Pro Plan Joint Health and 
Mobility Chicken and Rice Formula

Dog has eaten this food and has resulted in purely liquid diarrhea accompanied with blood. 10 Years Irish Wolfhound Dog 120 Pound

EON‐561121 1/29/2024 9:24 Stella & Chewy's SuperBlends Raw 
Blend Wholesome Grains Wild-Caught 
Whitefish Dog Food 21 lbs.

My female dog had loose stool and refusing to eat. My male dog has been vomiting, diarrhea with 
blood in it and refusing to eat. Both dogs have flatulence. 
I have returned the food to Petco. I was feeding them Stella & Chewy and Orijen Amazing Grains Red 
Meat. I just opened another new bag and they are refusing to eat it.

3 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐561120 1/29/2024 9:04 Purina prime bones chew stick with wild 
venison.

After receiving this treat the first time he was shaking, low energy, and vomited the next day and within 
the vomit was a hard chunk of the treat. After a few weeks I attempted to give him the treat again and 
same thing happened. He was low energy the next day and then vomited. He does feel better after 
vomiting.

1 Years Beagle Dog 50 Pound

EON‐561109 1/29/2024 7:44 Purina Dog chow  became ill around 12/28/23. a few days later I took her to the vet. She was lethargic, wasn't 
eating, throwing up, drinking a lot, and filling up with fluid. The vet did bloodwork and other tests and 
they could not come up with a definite reason for her symptoms. I ended up having to put her down on 

. The night before I took her she had a seizure.

9 Years Pit Bull Dog 98 Pound

EON‐561107 1/29/2024 6:08 Meow Mix Original Choice Dry Food Fed cats Meow Mix Original Choice dry cat food and the cats all threw up. I have returned the open 30 
lb bag and 2 other bags to Walmart, 

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 16 Pound

EON‐561105 1/29/2024 4:40 Hill's Science Diet Adult Sensitive 
Stomach & Sensitive Skin Chicken 
Recipe Dry Dog Food

We bought a new bag of Hills Science Diet sensitive stomach and immediately,  started having 
diarrhea and lethargy. We took him to the vet, where he was given extensive antibiotics and probiotics. 
Upon completing his medication and being given the okay to give small amounts of his food mixed in 
with his bland diet, his symptoms started again.

7 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐561096 1/28/2024 22:36 Purina friskies extra gravy pate with 
chicken in savory gravy

Opened up a 3 to 4 cans of friskies purina wet food with serial numbers ending in 1157,1159 & 1161 
all contained mold and smelt off my cat has been eating this and has been getting sick every time

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐561095 1/28/2024 22:32 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets EN 
Gastroenteric Dry Dog Food

Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets EN 
Gastroenteric Wet Dog Food

Been buying Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets EN Gastroenteric Dry Dog Food for years and in 
November 2023 both of my dogs began having loose cow patty stools every time they went to the 
bathroom.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐561079 1/28/2024 16:28 Purina Pro Plan Sport Development 
Large Breed High-Protein Puppy

He started vomiting after eating from a new bag of Purina Pro Plan. Vomited approximately 8 hours, 
then had diarrhea for another 2 days.

11 Months Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 81 Pound

EON‐561077 1/28/2024 15:52 Taste of the Wild - High Prairie - A Grain 
Free recipe - Canine Recipe with 
Roasted Bison & Roasted Venison

 showed signs of reduced activity, panting, gagging, not barking, sleeping a lot - gradually 
worsened. On 12/16/23 we rushed him to emergency vet: gasping, possibly coughing blood, very 
weak. X-rays and lab work inconclusive. Ultrasound: showed dilation in heart chambers/poor 
contractile function. He was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy and Laryngeal paralysis. 
Pimobendan and Taurine were prescribed for heart. Told to keep his exercise to minimum.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 120 Pound

EON‐561075 1/28/2024 14:44 Signature Pet Care - Mixed Grill Classic 
Paté for Adult Cats and Kittens - Cat 
Food

I purchased "Signature Pet Care Cat Food Mixed Grill 5.5 Ounce" on January 22, 2024 and fed it to my 
cat that evening. No other changes to his diet were made. The next day (1/23), my cat threw up twice 
(clear, foamy vomit), refused to eat both breakfast and dinner, and refused treats, which is a very 
abnormal behavior for him. He also exhibited lethargy (which is also very unusual for him) which 
continued to the following day (1/24). He was brought to the emergency vet ) 
6pm 1/24. Blood tests found extremely high liver enzymes (ALT of 1600, AST 550, bilirubin 1.9); x-rays 
and ultrasounds pointed to no obstruction. His clinical signs and labwork, especially the sudden onset 
and acute symptoms, are potentially indicative of a poisoning, which a veterinarian suggested may be 
a result of contaminated food. He is currently hospitalized and his repeated labwork continues to point 
to an exposure to a form of toxin/poison.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐561054 1/28/2024 4:12 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Petites Races Shredded Blend Chicken 
and Rice Formula

I have observed a consistent pattern of illness in my three dogs, which appears to be directly related to 
the consumption of Purina Pro Plan dog food.

Initially, one of my dogs presented with symptoms of vomiting and severe diarrhea, including traces of 
blood. Believing it to be an isolated incident, possibly due to a temporary illness, I temporarily switched 
her diet to a bland, homemade alternative. Following this change, her condition improved. 

However, soon after, my other two dogs exhibited identical symptoms. Applying the same dietary 
adjustment resulted in a similar positive recovery. Later, I reintroduced Purina Pro Plan into their diets, 
only to witness the same distressing symptoms. I knew then that something was wrong. I stopped 
feeding them the product once again, which led to an improvement in their health. Notably, this pattern 
occurred with an older and newly purchased bag of this food, suggesting a possible issue with the 
product itself. 

I clarified to the manufacturer that my intent in communicating this information was not to seek a 
refund or compensation in the form of coupons. Rather, it is to alert them to a potential problem that 
may warrant further investigation to prevent serious harm to other animals. As a precaution, I have 
decided to prepare my dog's meals at home going forward.

I trust that you will take this report seriously. If you would like to speak to me directly regarding this 
issue, feel free to contact me at the number I provided. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

1 Years Corgi - Welsh Cardigan Dog 35 Pound

EON‐561051 1/28/2024 0:28 Purina EN Gastroenteric canned dog 
food

He was eating the implicated food for one week prior to getting sick. He completely lost his appetite on 
Saturday 1/6/24 and Monday 1/8/24 overnight severe diarrhea started. It was constantly oozing out 
nonstop for 4-5 days. Severe dehydration ensued, inability to walk and extreme weight loss. The 
implicated food was stopped on 1/6/24. He’s been eating home cooked diet since he regained his 
appetite and luckily has completely recovered. Recovery took about 2 weeks. He went to the 
emergency room once and had a visit with internal medicine as well.

15 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 61 Pound
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EON‐561048 1/27/2024 23:12 Purina Beneful Healthy Weight with farm-
raised chiken

 threw up approximately 3 times (each time she ate the food).  is approximately 8 years 
old
She is a smaller dog and it affected her more. She threw up and was constipated approximately 3 
days.

5 Months Pit Bull Dog

EON‐561047 1/27/2024 22:08 Purine one healthy weight Opened a new bag of one healthy weight delivered to me. By chewy. All 6 dogs became I’ll within 
about 8 hours severe vomiting with blood in it. I have some pictures. Each dog vomiting more than 6 
times in the last 12 hours lethargic. Drinking but won’t eat. 
I am not going to fill this out for each dog as synptoms were exactly the same. 5 basset hounds 
ranging from 10 months to 7. One Bernese mountain dog age 8. Contacted chewy hotline. As I toe this 
they are still vomiting

7 Years Hound - Basset Dog 60 Pound

EON‐561044 1/27/2024 21:04 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Chicken and Rice

 vomited her food and vomited blood multiple times. She became weak, lethargic, pale gums. 
She was taken to the vet.

 and  vomited twice, all food contents. They did not have to go to the vet.
This was after eating from a brand new bag of food.

11 Years Hound - Basset Dog 50 Pound

EON‐561037 1/27/2024 18:36 Purina true instinct turkey and venison 
dry dog food

It started with my cat in November of 2023 he got sick ended up dying 3 days later from the puking 
lethargic All the above and now my bulldog is showing the same symptoms this is January of 2024 sick 
from Purina true instinct turkey and venison and I would like something done about this

EON‐561035 1/27/2024 17:40 Adult Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Dog became very sick randomly, stopped eating, was vomiting, extreme weight loss, and vaginal 
discharge. Vet ran labs and found extremely high liver enzymes, 4x what they should be, and bladder 
struvite crystals. Vet recommended we switch food brands. About 2 weeks after we switched food 
brands, liver enzymes went back to normal and have never been out of range since. Symptoms 
resolved.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 26 Pound

EON‐561034 1/27/2024 17:12 Fancy feast- both gravy flavors and 
pates- list of upc codes and lot numbers 
to be attached

Have been feeding my cats fancy feast for quite some time- since the summer- have noticed them 
refusing and not eating it and /or projectile vomiting after taking a bite.

17 Years Siamese Cat 10 Pound

EON‐561033 1/27/2024 17:04 Nutro wholesome essentials complete 
daily nutrition adult cat salmon and 
brown rice recipe

I purchased a bag of nutro wholesome essential adult natural dry cat food salmon and brown rice on 
January 6th 2024 from eBay. I fed this bag of cat food to six of my indoor cats four of my outdoor cats 
and one dog all of which over the last week have been throwing up multiple times a day yellowish 
greenish liquid or brown liquid or white foam. My animals have absolutely no health issues, never 
have. Before nutroI fed them Iams cat food which I stopped because there was what I believe pieces 
of plastic in the cat food. So I go and buy the nutro cat food thinking it's better not knowing it came 
from the same exact company. I highly believe the bag of cat food I have is contaminated and I would 
like it to be tested. I brought this attention to not only eBay but to the manufacturer as well and asked 
to have it tested. Not sure if they will do this or not which is why I'm reaching out to you. My animals 
are extremely sick they have no energy they cannot eat and I do not have the money to take 10 pets to 
the vet. So I have to start with one and go from there and even that will be a struggle as I live on SSI 
disability. I am extremely upset with this company for producing two bags eins and nutro that harmed 
my animals. This cat food is not cheap and his cat food is supposed to be healthy and all natural 
ingredients for them. They did give me an option to get my money back or a coupon. I went with 
getting my money back and I'm currently waiting to see if that happens. I have contacted them a 
second time explaining to them I am very upset and I want something further done. Not sure if I will get 
a call or email back. But I feel this should be brought to your attention and I strongly believe this bag of 
cat food was contaminated. While I was giving my report to the manufacturer we found out the bag of 
cat food expires and less than one month, so I'm not sure if that has anything to do with it. The bag 
was not destroyed when I got it I keep it in a container in the bag itself with a lid in my kitchen. Nothing 
on my end could have contaminated the food. I keep very good care of my pets and their food their 
food dishes their water their water dishes and I make sure everything is always clean. Like I said this is 
very upsetting to watch this many animals be this sick at once. Please help me.

Domestic Mediumhair Cat

EON‐561031 1/27/2024 16:36 Purina puppy chow Started pup on purina dog food after a few days of her eating she is now vomiting , not eating and 
having diarrhea.

2 Months American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 20 Pound

EON‐561028 1/27/2024 16:12 Purina One Vomitting and then bloody diaherria -- total
Lack of interest in eating and drinking. Required an IV and antibiotics from the vet

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound

EON‐561025 1/27/2024 16:08 Purina One Plus Urinary Tract Health 
Formula

Cat is not a finicky eater and requires a fish-free urinary food. One week after consumption, cat 
constantly vomited, refused to eat food, and lost weight. Put cat on different food and problem 
resolved itself.

Purina One Plus Urinary tract Health Formula dry Cat Food
Lot 32501087 Exp. Mar 2025

10 Years Russian Cat 12 Pound

EON‐561024 1/27/2024 16:08 Purina One Smartblend Chicken and 
Rice Formula Dry Food

 started the dog food on Tuesday (1.23). Wednesday (1.24) she started having explosive 
diarrhea, gas, bloating, behavior changes, etc. 3 other people in the  area that I know 
of also bought this food the same week and all dogs ended up sick. One has even passed this week.

7 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 55 Pound

EON‐561023 1/27/2024 16:08 Golden Rewards Premium Dog treats 
Duck Jerky, Golden Rewards Chicken 
Flavor Premium Dry Jerky Treats for All 
Dogs 64 oz, Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs Snack for All Dogs 18 treats 
12.0 oz, Ol' Roy Triple Flavor Kabobs 
Rawhide Chews Dry for All Dogs 24 oz

We have been giving  jerky treats bought from Walmart, Big lots and other pet stores, they all 
seem to be made in china. Recently we noticed he started to urinate more and his water intake 
increased, we contacted  Vet and after doing Urine test, his glucose was 3+, upon doing 
additional testing of his kidneys, prostate, and bladder,  Vet believes its Fanconi-like 
syndrome, we stopped giving  treats as soon as we heard about Fanconi syndrome. it has been 
about 3 weeks and  is stable. We have to do urine testing every 3 months as the Vet 
recommended.

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 56 Pound
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EON‐561022 1/27/2024 16:08 Purina Cat Chow Indoor My husband and I got a bag of Purina Cat Chow for indoor cats and when we opened the bag the 
kibble looked different than normal but we thiught nothing of it. After feeding this to my cat a few days 
later my cat is not eating or drinking water, she's vomiting has diarrhea and is overall not well. We took 
her to the vet 2 timss in the past 72 hours and it was said that her liver enzymes were elevated and her 
xrays came back abnormal. A lot of her symptoms align with possible salmonella infection. She could 
have been susceptible to this bacteria due to being on antibiotics a month before for a small infection 
at the site of her incision from her spay. She had been eating the same cat food for over 6 months now 
with no issue. But now that this new bag was opened she's sick. Nothing in her environment has 
changed. No new pets no sickness no new anything. Her environment has been exactly the sane the 
only thing different is the appearance of this food. We have ruled out any other environmental factors. 
My cat is an indoor cat. She never goes outside. She's fully vaccinated and hasn't had any other 
issues before this

1.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐561021 1/27/2024 16:08 Hill's Prescription Diet Multi-Benefit W/D 
Vegetable & Chicken Stew - Therapeutic 
Dog Nutrition

I opened the first can in a case of 12 cans of Hill's Prescription Diet Multi-Benefit W/D Vegetable & 
Chicken Stew and observed a black substance around the inner edges of the top lid of the can.

EON‐561020 1/27/2024 16:08 Purina Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers My cats have eaten Purina Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers for several years. Yesterday, 2 of them ate as 
usual, and they spent the next 24 hours vomiting. They couldn’t keep anything down at all, and one of 
them is currently at the vet’s office for evaluation (the other is a stray who lives on our porch, which 
had several piles of vomit on it this morning…). The only thing the both of them shared was the can of 
purina fancy feast gravy lovers, which is why I’m submitting this report.

6 Years Unknown Cat 16 Pound

EON‐561017 1/27/2024 15:32 fresh from the kitchen™ home cooked 
chicken recipe

We had been feeding our dogs FreshPet for approximately 1 year. We normally fed them the FreshPet 
variant "roasted meals® tender chicken recipe with garden vegetables". At the end of December we 
switched to the variant ~"resh from the kitchen™ home cooked chicken recipe".  began vomiting 
and quit eating, 24 hours later she died on the way to the vet, no diarrhea was observed. Within 10 
minutes of her last breath she defecated a large amount of blood and began bleeding through her 
nose.

8 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐561015 1/27/2024 15:32 Purina Indoor Cat Chow Feed Purina Indoor Cat Chow and Purina Gentle, as well as Purina Friskies wet. Upon getting a new 
shipment, 1 cat ended up hospitalized with toxicity and the other 8 ended up with diarehha and 
committing. All cats had to be put on medication.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐561014 1/27/2024 15:32 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal High Fiber I had recently replaced a bag of Royal Canin Fiber Response because the smell seem off and had 
begun using a new one. Shortly thereafter my dog became sick with vomiting begin the evening of 
approximately 1/12 or 1/13. As a few day lapsed, within approximately 2 hours of eating he was 
throwing up and becoming progressive worse I contacted the veterinarian. He saw the Vet 1/16. His 
test results were not significant enough to define what the problem was so he was generically label as 
having pancreatitis. Additionally, testing has not defined what the illness is/was. In additional to 
vomiting he has had bloody diarrhea. After getting him on boil chicken breast and rice, meds and 
supplements he has improved.

11 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 16 Pound

EON‐561013 1/27/2024 15:32 Purina Beyond Dry Cat Grain Free 
Chicken & Egg

 finished a bag of her food, so I purchased a new bag of the same. Upon consumption of 
the new food, by day two, she was unable to keep any of it down. Has been vommitting with each 
consumption since. She has never vomitted before. There have been no other changes in diet or 
lifestyle. She has lost an entire pound in the last week. We saw the vet yesterday and they could not 
find any other causes for her symptoms. They suggested we immediately discountinue her new bag of 
food and they placed her on antibiotic treatment.. She has stopped drinking water today and has 
limited movement.

8 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐561012 1/27/2024 15:32 Roosevelt Wishbone Chicken and 
Green Lentil Grain Free Recipe Dry Dog 
Food, Roosevelt Mountain Hut Whitefish 
& Green Lentil Grain Free Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

Dog now suffers from DCM after years of feeding Roosevelt grain-free (manufactured by Kriser's) 
brand dog food

6 Years Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog 55 Pound

EON‐561011 1/27/2024 15:32 Purina Dog Chow I have two seven month old doberman puppies, they have been eating purina their whole life until this 
past week ( 01-20-2024) My male dog had been throwing up all that morning and not wanting to eat his 
food. Which was odd because he loves food and is always is up for a meal. Later that day my female 
had started having watery poops, then came the throwing up. My female pup had kind of distancing 
herself from her food for the past couple weeks, like not eating as much as she used to and not eating 
her full meals when it was put down for her. That night my female had thrown up all night keeping us 
all awake trying to care for her. Couple days went by of both the pups being sick and not wanting to 
eat..anything they would turn their heads away. We ended up taking the female to the vet because she 
was in the worse condition. Nothing came back positive, we were given some medicine. ( 01-24-2024) 
Now (01-26-2024) My female dog has not gotten better and still has not eaten food, she is still 
throwing up and now with less watery poops. She is still very weak. We have tried everything for the 
poor girl but nothing has seemed to help. I have bought so many bags of their dog food and spent so 
much money on vet visits and supplies but nothing is helping her. I know its the dog food that started 
this. Both dogs want nothing to do with the dog food they have eaten their whole life.

EON‐561010 1/27/2024 15:32 Purina One Smart Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula

Upon opening a newly bought bag of Purina and giving it to my dogs they became very sick with 
vomiting and diarrhea. I was feeding then rice and boiled chicken which helped and they were doing 
much better and the vomiting/diarrhea stopped. I slowly mixed their Purina kibble back into their diet 
(not knowing what had caused the diarrhea) and they became ill again. My dogs have ate this for 3 
years and get excited to eat it every night immediately eating it/finishing it. Now they wont even touch 
the food but will take other food offered to them. I stopped giving the kibble again and they are doing 
better.

3 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐561009 1/27/2024 15:32 Purina Pro Plan Salmon & Rice 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach Small Breed

They have been on Purina Pro Plan for several years now. The older one has been on it for 4 years. 
The younger 1.5 year old has been on it since he was a puppy. Got a new bag on January 18th, we 
opened it on either the 21st or 22nd. Tuesday the 23rd they both had runny diarrhea. The younger 
ones stomach was gurgling and had bad gas. Those two symptoms carried over into the 24th. Took 
him to the vet on the 24th as they said bringing one dog in would be fine and got him on some 
medication. His symptoms are still continuing on Friday January 26th. He is going back to the vet to 
have some more test ran as his diarrhea is yellow. Nothing had changed as far as diet goes or gone 
anywhere. Just opened a new bag of Purina.

2 Years Spaniel - Cocker American Dog 26 Pound

EON‐561008 1/27/2024 15:32 Stella & Chewy's Wild Red Raw Blend 
Kibble Grain-Free Red Meat Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

Mixed 1/2 cup Stella and Chewy, Raw Blend into her regular food at 5pm. By 10pm she became 
violently ill, vomit and bloody diarrhea.

16 Months Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 95 Pound

EON‐561007 1/27/2024 15:32 JustFood For Dogs
Complete Meal. Cooked Fresh. Simply 
Thaw and serve.
Fish & Sweet Potato Recipe

The food I've been purchasing at Petco--Justfoodfordogs fresh frozen fish & potato 72 oz packages--
some of the packages have been leaking when they dethaw in the refrigerator. This indicates a bad 
seal since there are no outward tears in the packaging - a decent amount of juice is just seeping out of 
the bag as it thaws. This means that possible contamination could be happening before the food is 
frozen. I've spoken to a rep from Justfoodfordogs and they're now aware of the issue and have told me 
not to feed my dog any package that leaks. I've purchased from several locations of Petco in  - 

. This is a very expensive high end dog food and it's very 
concerning that it keeps happening.

EON‐560921 1/26/2024 10:21 Temptations tasty chicken flavor super 
value size 30 ounce. Treats for cats

I found Temtations Chicken flavored cat treats had clumped and had mold on them. The product was 
purchased through Amazon, arriv d approximately 2 weeks ago and was about 3/4 full.

EON‐560920 1/26/2024 10:21 Purina ONE SmartBlend Natural 
Chicken and Rice Dry Food

Dog woke up and had thrown up all her food from night before thought she had a stomach bug she 
was pretty sleepy throughout the day and died that night wasn’t even thinking it was the food until 
same night our lab threw up the food and is now currently sick

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 15 Pound

EON‐560919 1/26/2024 10:21 Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain 
canine recipe

On sunday 1/14/24, we started  on a new bag of Taste of the Wild dog food (her normal brand). 
 woke up on monday 1/15/24 with severe bloody diarrhea. She was taken to the emergency vet 

where they told us she lost a lot of blood and needed IV fluids and tests. They performed a number of 
blood tests, X rays, etc. and diagnosed her with Acute Hemorrhagic Diarrhea Syndrome. She was 
given fluids and sent home that evening with a range of medications to treat diarrhea and improve 
health. She gradually improved over the next week and now is doing fine. We paid $1400 out of pocket 
for the Vet, as we did not have insurance.

2 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐560918 1/26/2024 10:21 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 
Salmon and rice formula

Issues began with an aversion to food, progressed to vomiting and diarrhea. Took pet into vet for 
blood and urinalyses found protein spillage. Switched to bland diet had improvement on vomiting 
however now had aversion to water. Supplemented with wet food and ice cubes. Diarrhea continued. 
Vet suggested a prescription food and probiotic. No improvement. Went to specialist initial findings are 
a B12 deficiency. prescribed and additional type of food, antibiotics and weekly B12 injections. Pet has 
lost 10lbs since start

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐560917 1/26/2024 10:21 Purina One +Plus - Healthy Puppy After becoming a little lethargic, my dog curled up to go to sleep and passed away with no other signs 
or symptoms.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 4 Pound

EON‐560916 1/26/2024 10:21 Inaba Churu Skin & Coat 50 tubes I have been supplementing my 2 cats’ diets with Inaba Churro purée treat tubes for over 1 year. I just 
recently switched to a new variety of these treat tubes called Inaba Churu Skin & Coat, 50 14g 4-
variety tubes per container. All other foods had remained the same. Both cats were in different diets 
and this was the only food that overlapped. Both cats are 5 years old in excellent health, and current 
on vaccinations/checkups at the Vet.  is exclusively an outdoor cat while  is 
exclusively an indoor cat. The 2 cats never interacted. They were both fed twice a day.

We noticed  not eating the night of 1/20. By the next evening he developed severe stomach 
tenderness and was throwing up. He became disoriented, weaker eventually could not walk. Although I 
was able to get him to drink water, he died at 4:15am on  before I could get him into the Vet when 
they opened at 7:30am.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐560915 1/26/2024 10:21 Victor who pro plus dog food My dog was eating this product twice a day. And became very ill and vomiting and had diarrhea. We 
stopped using the food and noticed a significant difference in his health.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 22 Pound

EON‐560913 1/26/2024 10:21 Victor Purpose Senior Healthy Weight After eating Victor Senior Dog food  declined very fast. She would not eat, became lethargic, was 
vomiting and could not walk. She developed diarrhea/bloody stool
Veterinarian diagnosed her with gastro paresis and Paralytic ileus. She spent two days in the hospital. 
Stated that she ate something not good for her.

12 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 90 Pound

EON‐560911 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and 
stomach lamb and oatmeal formula

Dog was reluctant to eat which is unusual as he has a good appetite. Only ate part of the food for a 
couple days. Noticed blood streaks in stool so switched dog food immediately. Appetite has since 
returned on new dog food and blood is no longer in stool

14 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐560910 1/26/2024 10:20 Rabbit Blend Purchased Rabbit Blend from  at their retail store located at  
. There was hair, skin, large bones in the product. I took the product back to the 

store and , the owner of the store, said this is normal and good for German Shepherds. He 
said he breeds GSDs and he feeds them this all the time, and he sells the product online to people in 
all 50 states. I fed my dog the Rabbit Blend that night and my dog became very sick vomiting and 
Diarrhea for the next 48 hours. Also it seems like the hair in the product is clogging up my dogs 
digestive tract, but  also said the hair in the product is great for GSDs. My dog lost 7-8 pounds 
over the next week and I had to take him to the vet multiple times.  said it was not their food that 
caused the issue and I can't prove it was the food that caused the dog to get sick, but my dog got sick 
immediately after I fed him the food. Also, when I was at the store I saw Amish children clubbing 
rabbits with hammers and tossing the whole animal into grinders in back of the building. When you 
read the reviews online and look at  website it looks like a legitimate company with AFFCO 
statements on all of the products, but it seem like its just a bunch of Amish guys tossing whole animals 
into grinders and then selling the raw product at the retail store or online.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐560909 1/26/2024 10:20 Inaba Churu Skin & Coat 50 tubes Please see: Your initial Pet Food Safety Report, ID 381677, was successfully submitted on 1/25/2024 
2:58:52 PM EST to the FDA, and it was issued an Individual Case Safety Report Number (ICSR) of 
2152076. Please contact SRPSupport@fda.hhs.gov if you don't receive a confirmation email from 
noreply.srp@fda.hhs.gov.

 diet was also being supplemented with Inaba Churu Skin & Coat 14 oz treat tubes for 
about 7-10 days prior to symptoms.

Though not as severe,  began experiencing similar symptoms on the exact same date 
as …tender stomach, not eating or drinking, etc. He also was not going to the bathroom, at all. I 
am not or not whether  was going to the bathroom as he is an outdoor cat.  died before I 
got him to the Vet on . I got  to the Vet in time for treatment. The Vet did not discover the 
cause of  illness, but he was very constipated, had a lot of trapped gas and was very 
dehydrated. He was given a laxative, supplemental fluids, etc and I was able to bring him home that 
day. Although he is now going to the bathroom, eating and drinking, his stomach continues to be 
tender.

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐560908 1/26/2024 10:20 Diamond Naturals 
Large Breed Adult Dog 
Chicken and Rice Formula

Occasional vomiting and loose stools 1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐560907 1/26/2024 10:20 Taste of the wild Salomon Opened a new bag of taste of wild salmon and had liquid diarrhea 3 days in a row after eating the new 
bag which shipped to us through chewy at the beginning of January. Never has had accidents until 
now. Also have to take him out multiple times a night now which is not normal for him.

7 Years Siberian Husky Dog 80 Pound

EON‐560906 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina One Plus sensitive skin & 
stomach

#10/01/21 I switched from Blue wet & dry cat food to Purina per vet.  born 9/20 had mild 
sensitive stomach issues.  ( born 08/21)was fine prior to this. November 2023 vomiting 
increased to daily for  and  stopped eating and disposition changed.  I took 
both to vet,  had crystals and needed to be catheterized, he died on table after catherization , 
she said it was too much to his system. , vet was shocked both of us were upset.  got blood 
work ‘ ultrasound early November. It showed decline in liver function & possible enlarged liver or 
stomach. Results sent to a surgeon. Options were endoscopy or exploratory surgery $200-$3000. 
Surgeon was OOT, vet suggested we try prednisone for 3 months. It has been almost 2 months he is 
gaining weight and no vomiting. I worry what will happen when we end prednisone in February 2024.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐560904 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Beef & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

I have always fed my dogs the same Purina pro plan and never had never any issues. This past 
weekend, both of my dogs started vomiting and diherra everywhere. Lots of straining, some blood in 
stool, stool, very mucousy. Both dogs were pretty lethargic. At first, I thought they caught a stomach 
bug so I fed them a bland diet of chicken and rice for a few days. After the second day, their poops 
solidified, they stop puking, and they seemed in much better spirits so the next morning I fed them the 
normal food (Purina pro) again. Later that day, the same things, both of them had diarrhea in the 
house, and one of them vomited. So I went out and bought a bag of a different brand of dog food for 
the past few days they have been fine. The problems only started a few days after I opened a new bag 
of Purina pro. I can only come to the conclusion that it must be the food, especially after they started to 
get better after changing it and got sick again when fed Purina.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐560903 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina One High Protein Dry Dog Food 
Lamb & Rice Formula

He has been eating the same brand and flavor of food for many years. I opened a new bag in January 
and soon after eating his first meal from the new bag, he began vomiting. This continued for a few 
days until he eventually refused to eat the food. I switched him to a different brand of food and he ate it 
and did not get sick again.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound
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EON‐560902 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula My small dog is approximately 3 years of age. She weighed 13lbs and was extremely active and 
playful. About 3 weeks ago, she randomly stopped eating her food unless she was starving. She 
started obsessively eating organic materials. Im talking I had to remove all of my indoor plants, (All non 
toxic for pets). She was eating dirt to the point she would vomit mud. She was eating wood/sticks to 
the point where she was chewing on the back deck of my house. She would eat the other dogs stool, 
leaves, I caught her one time licking metal bars of exercise equipment. On the 23rd of January, I came 
home from work and my home looked like a murder scene. There was vomit and very very bloody 
diarrhea from the front to the back of my home. She was lethargic. Any water she drank within 5 
minutes it was thrown up again. I took her down to a local vet around 3pm. They kept her overnight 
and she is still there with them as I type this. I am hoping she is well enough to come home today but 
we will see around 1pm. They immediately started her on an IV for dehydration, antibiotics and some 
other injectable medication I didn't catch the name of. At 4pm yesterday, the 24th, when I checked in 
on her she was still refusing food voluntarily and was still passing loose stools, although the blood 
seems to have subsided. 
I randomly came across a facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/JudyMorganDVM) with a post 
that intrigued me. It was a warning about possible contaminated foods from the supplier level and 
listed brands to be aware of and other pet parents reports and complications. My pets food was on the 
list and her ailments matched exactly to what others have been reporting. I have only fed my girls 
Purina One for at least the last 3 years and have never had a problem with any of my pets.

Terrier - West Highland White Dog 9 Pound

EON‐560901 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

 developed diarrhea on 1/23/24 and vomiting on 1/24/24. On 1/24, the diarrhea turned severe and 
mainly consisted of blood. Vomit also seemed to be blood tinged. We made the decision on the night 
of  that it was  time to pass. He had been fighting nasal cancer for over a year and 
complications from his radiation treatment caused him to aspirate some. I'm not sure if the food is any 
way related because of his prior illness and since my other dog has not seemed to develop any 
symptoms. But before symptoms started on 1/23/24 he was doing well considering everything.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560900 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach (salmon adult for pets under 25 
pounds).

Dog had vomiting episode a couple hours after consuming her breakfast of purina pro plan. Took to 
the emergency vet, did scans and found no issues. She was given an anti-nausea drug and a can of 
bland dog food to use. Shortly after swapping back to purina, she vomited again.

Terrier - Jack Russell Dog

EON‐560899 1/26/2024 10:20 Open Farm RawMix Wild Ocean Recipe Vomiting after every meal of Open Farm RawMix Ocean Blend. 4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐560898 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina ONE Plus Healthy Weight High 
Protein formula

Ate only Purina One Plus, High Protein chicken. Started with vomiting followed by rectal bleeding. 
Took to vet and started her on bland diet, her feces was tested for worms, which was negative. Started 
probiotics.. After 7 days started to transition her back to her dry food Purina One and the following day 
rectal bleeding started all over. Another 7 days on bland diet and probiotics. 
Will no longer purchase Purina One.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐560897 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach and 
Skin Formula

 was vomiting but still eating. Then she got weak, took her to the vet labs ultrasound X-rays 
came back ok. Vet gave her antibiotics said intestinal bacteria…sent her off with antibiotics. She died 2 
days later

10 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐560896 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Formula Salmon and Rice, 
Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Formula Beef and Rice

 was acting lethargic, then started vomiting. Initial vomit contained food and continued until 
it was clear with white foam. He then began having what looked like strawberry jam seeping from his 
rectum. It was after my vet was closed, so I rushed him to the emergency vet. By the time we walked 
in the door he had what looked like straight blood coming from his rectum (it was pooled on the floor). 
While waiting to be seen, it happened again when he stood. They ran tests and determined that he 
had no parasites that could be causing the issue.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐560895 1/26/2024 10:20 Pet Center Inc. brand Chicken Nibbles 
100% Chicken Breast Raw Dehydrated 
Chicken Breast Dog Treats

Urinalysis was performed because dog had clinical symptoms of lower urinary tract infection - 
hematuria, pollakiuria, urinary accidents approximately 4 days duration. Urinalysis identified 
hematuria/pyuria/bacteriuria consistent with UTI, as well as incidental finding of glucosuria. 
Glucometer blood glucose confirmed normal blood glucose. After treatment with antibiotics, lower 
urinary tract infection resolved - confirmed on urinalysis and urine culture - and glucosuria has 
persisted in the absence of hyperglycemia. Urine was submitted to PennGen Laboratories at University 
of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine - results consistent with Fanconi Syndrome.

6 Years Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog 18 Pound

EON‐560894 1/26/2024 10:20 Purina ProPLAN Veterinary diets 
Overweight management

The only food my dog, her name is  ate is the Purina "Proplan veterinary diets" which is the 
prescription food my Vet doctor prescribed. 
There were no issue with the food until a few weeks ago, I started to notice different color and smell of 
the canned formula. I thought it was normal to have different color/smell for canned food. 
Unfortunately I started to notice that  is reluctant to eat the food and her appetite reduced, her 
she only ate half of the canned food. A few weeks later she started to have bloody diarrhea and 
vomiting. It last for 5 days, and she got very sick and I had to take care to the Vet. She was treated 
with medicines including suralfaste, metronidazole, proviable combo, cerenia inj, etc. 

After that I throw away bad canned formula that has bad smell/color whenever I can easily detect it. 
 was able to recover from this sickness.

Unfortunately after that episode, I accidently fed her one canned formula that had similar bad 
smell/color and she resumed a new episode. 
Now I am very nervous and have to do thorough examination of each canned formula before feeding 
her. 

I contacted the pet food company and they keep saying their product doesn’t have problem. I don’t see 
they have willingness to correct the problem. This is what they said: “Please be assured that our 
products, including our wet dog foods, are safe to feed and can be fed with confidence. Our products 
are formulated by professional pet nutritionists and veterinarians and are produced under strict quality 
standards.”

13 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog
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EON‐560893 1/26/2024 10:16 Purina Pro Plan Sport Performance 
30/20

Started vomiting, diarrhea, passing large amounts of blood and a little trouble walking. 8 Years Pit Bull Dog 76 Pound

EON‐560892 1/26/2024 10:16 members mark beef and brown rice, 
members mark chicken and rice, purina 
moist and meaty burger, purina one true 
instincts tender cuts in gravy

Starting mid December 2023 started with food refusal. thought he was being picky because he only 
wanted homemade dog food which i gave them periodically with the kibble. Did not have any 
symptoms of anything else and seemed fine otherwise. opened a new case of Purina canned food on 
1/1/2024 since he would not eat all of his other food that i fed them. starting 1/2/24 we noticed he was 
doing a weird breathing thing then would breath normal. it was random over next couple days and he 
was also not eating well but drinking so on 1/4/24 we took to vet to get checked out. they assumed 
after exam he must have hurt his back probably just pain since that could cause his not wanting to eat 
and heavy breathing. took him back to vet on 1/6/24 because refusing all food told them not pain he is 
going up and down stairs etc no problem but now lethargic also and seems like stomach hurts seems 
nauseous. labs and xrays done nothing to concerning according to vet sent home with rest and 
appetite stimulant and pepcid ac to help with appetite. At home he started having what looked like 
seizures or mini strokes. returned to vet on same day  showed them video clip of some of the 
episodes he had 4 within an hour. vet said likely to continue and he was suffering so we made decision 
to euthanize not knowing that this could be GI illness instead. two days after euthanizing him i learned 
of recall of (members mark brand beef and rice and chicken and rice) and saw many posts of illness 
and seizures on Facebook by other owners that were feeding puring foods.. and he also ate purina.. 
he had just started with canned true instinct tender cuts in gravy purchased12/31/2024 and started to 
eat it 01/01/2024(served with kibble in am)prior to that can he ate pedigree can since sept 2023 and 
had been refusing to eat all his purina moist and meaty burger packets purchased 12/4/2023( served 
in evening with kibble). my 2nd dog died also was euthanized . and my third is still sick not 
doing well at all has to keep going back to vet labs they dont know what is causing this. if he doesnt 
improve he will also need to be euthanized. please help me , im begging you to find out what is in the 
food.

15 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560891 1/26/2024 10:16 Purina Pro Plan Bright Mind Adult 7+ 
Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food 
30-lb bag; Purina Pro Plan Adult Large 
Breed Weight Management Chicken & 
Rice Formula Dry Dog Food 34-lb bag

In September, our 8 yo female golden was having diarrhea and vomiting. We took her to the 
emergency vet and after several tests and xrays, there were no answers. In November, our 7 yo male 
golden started having diarrhea and when it turned bloody, we took him to the emergency vet. No 
answers after several tests. Both dogs were more or less fine aside from extremely itchy skin until 1/20 
when the 8yo female started having diarrhea and vomiting again. We made the choice to switch from 
Purina Pro Plan (a food line I have been feeding my dogs for over 20 years) hoping this would help. 
While the female has improved, the male is now going through a bout of diarrhea and bloody stools. 
The food switch was gentle - mostly chicken, rice and pumpkin small amounts of kibble. Not enough to 
make either of them sick. The male can't go more than a couple hours without needing to go outside, 
has no interested in food or water and is definitely more lethargic than usual. The female has improved 
as far as no diarrhea or vomiting but is still quite lethargic.

Male also dropped 5 lbs in less than a week.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 95 Pound

EON‐560793 1/25/2024 11:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Beef and Rice

We have fed our 2 dogs (  and  a 4-year-old and a 2-year-old Labradoolde Purina Pro Plan 
forever. We purchased the food from Chewy Autoship. We were using the shredded beef flavor. 

 had a 5-minute seizure and was vomiting  Once he came, we took him to the vet to get 
checked out. A few days later, our 2-year-old,  started vomiting and having loose stools. After 
reading other reports and reviews of this food (maybe it is a bad batch), we no longer feel safe using it. 
That is sad because we love Purina Brand and it is affordable to us. We also feed two cats, Purnia Cat 
Chow.

4 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560792 1/25/2024 11:04 Purina Pro Plan Puppy We got my puppy from the Humane Society on 01/17/2024. The shelter had given us a bag of Purina 
Pro Plan, which they said the puppy had been eating since intake. We continued to feed this to him. 
On 01/21/2024,  began displaying symptoms of lethargy, extremely excessive vomiting, blood in 
stool, excessive urination, and severe weakness and fatigue as well as nausea. These symptoms 
persisted through 01/23 and the morning of I admitted him to my veterinarian. Upon further 
examination by our vet, he was concluded to be suffering from aflatoxin poisoning, a serious and fatal 
condition that was known to persist in pet foods. Purina Pro Plan is the ONLY food that our puppy has 
been consuming.

8 Weeks Shepherd Dog - Dutch Dog 9 Pound

EON‐560791 1/25/2024 11:04 Purina one adult dog food Got sick throwing up , weak and had the runs 7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
EON‐560790 1/25/2024 11:04 Hemp Calming Chews for Dogs Dog 

Calming Treats Anxiety Relief 100% 
Golden Ratio of Natural Ingredients 
Calming Dog Treats Aid with Separation 
Barking Stress Relief Thunderstorms, 
Hemp Calming Chews for Dogs with 
Anxiety and Stress - 180 Soft Dog 
Calming Treats - Dog Anxiety Relief - 
Storms Barking Separation - Valerian 
Root - L-Tryptophan - Hemp Oil - Made 
in USA, Hemp Well Calm Dog Soft 
Chews Small Pack - 8 ct., PetHonesty 
Hemp Hip + Joint Health Senior Chicken 
Flavored Soft Chew Joint Supplement 
for Senior Dogs

If you search on Amazon, Walmart, Chewy, etc, there are numerous products like 
https://www.amazon.com/Calming-Anxiety-Ingredients-Separation-
Thunderstorms/dp/B0BW9MZJJW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2X0CIPFYVKYNA&keywords=hemp+pet+treats&q
id=1706193890&sprefix=hemp+pet+treats,aps,158&sr=8-1&th=1 or https://www.amazon.com/Hemp-
Calming-Treats-Dogs-L-
Tryptophan/dp/B07W8LYX4S/ref=sr_1_5?crid=2X0CIPFYVKYNA&keywords=hemp+pet+treats&qid=1
706193890&sprefix=hemp+pet+treats,aps,158&sr=8-5 which contain hemp seed as their main 
product. Seeing that the governor of NY just veto a bill in dec 2023 stating "said in a veto message on 
Friday that the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not yet approved adding hemp seed to 
animal feed, and so “more information is required.” I have tried to research and see that the FDA has 
not approved even hemp seed for animal feed including treats, but these companies continue to sell 
these products. WE who try to run a business and abide by your rules are being hurt by people who do 
not. Like the stores selling high THCa products when it violates the Farm bill 2018 0.3% total THC rule.
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EON‐560789 1/25/2024 11:04 Purina One +Plus
Healthy Weight

I usually feed her Purina One. She has excessive urination and we have had to let her out every hour 
for a week now, since we opened a new bag of her food. Prior to this she would go out every 4 hours 
or so. 
I picked up a bag of Purina Puppy Chow and she will barely eat it, and this dog would garbage if I let 
her - paper towels, napkins, etc. 
I am currently making her meals with human foods while I look for another brand of dog food.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560783 1/25/2024 10:48 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Shredded Blend Chicken &amp; Rice 
Formula Dry Dog Food 18 lb Bag

Completely healthy 1 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 5 Pound

EON‐560781 1/25/2024 10:44 Purina Pro Plan large breed chicken and 
rice formula dry dog food

My dog has been on Purina Pro Plan chicken and rice dry dog food his whole life. We receive an order 
a 47 pound bag from Chewy every 11 weeks. On January 7th I opened up a new bag of Purina Pro 
Plan large breed chicken and rice dry dog food and fed my dog three meals over a 12 hour period 
totaling 3 cups worth only from the new bag. That night and into January 8th, my dog experienced 
severe diarrhea, vomiting, and was lethargic. We did not feed him any dog food from that bag on 
January 8th and switched to a different dog food as recommended by the vet as a precautionary in 
case there was something wrong with the new bag of food. Since then, he has not had any of the 
symptoms he was experiencing and we have not fed him any more of the purina pro plan large breed 
chicken and rice dry dog food.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐560780 1/25/2024 10:44 Ol Roy T Bone Flavor canned dog food Fed her 1 full can of Ol Roy food Friday afternoon around 6pm. Within two hours she was throwing up 
and pooping huge amounts. The next morning she was unresponsive. She spent all day Saturday and 
Sunday and Monday morning with the vet and she died early Monday morning.

13 Months Collie - Border Dog 17 Pound

EON‐560779 1/25/2024 10:44 Purina Pro Plan Neurocare and Purina 
Pro Plan Complete Essentials (Most 
Flavors).

My dogs were all eating Purina Pro Plan wet/dry food and became extremely sick.  has been 
eating Purina Pro Plan all his life and started with seizures, which I believe that is all related to Purina 
Pro Plan food. He was also on Purina Pro Plan Neurocare dry dog food. While eating this food, he was 
lethargic, nauseous, had loss of appetite, and diarrhea. On 12/2/2023, I took him to the veterinarian 
they did some tests on him, but not a reason for why he was feeling this way. They did prescribe him 
nausea medication, appetite suppressant and an antibiotic. He continued to get sicker and sicker. On 
12/18/2023, our veterinarian referred us to the Emergency Hospital in . He was in ICU for 3 
days. We stopped all Purina Pro Plan dog foods on 1/12/2024. As of today,  is still very sick, and 
don't know what is going to be the outcome.

8 Years Dachshund - Standard Long-haired Dog 26 Pound

EON‐560778 1/25/2024 10:40 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
wet food cans (most of the flavors).

My dogs were eating Purina Pro Plan wet/can food and became extremely sick and died.  was a 
happy 17yr old pup and when he was eating this food, he was lethargic, nauseous, had loss of 
appetite, and diarrhea. On , I took him to the veterinarian they did some tests on him, but 
not a reason for why he was feeling this way. They did prescribe him nausea medication, appetite 
suppressant and an antibiotic. He died two days later on 1 .

17 Years Dachshund - Standard Long-haired Dog 26 Pound

EON‐560777 1/25/2024 10:40 Purina one plus vibrant maturity (chicken 
and rice formula)

After feeding Purina chicken and rice kibble  started vomiting and having diarrhea. He vomited 8 
times during the day and diarrhea’d every 2 hours. Once I fasted him the vomiting stopped and his 
behavior returned to normal. We took him to the vet, who gave him an x ray and found no issues other 
than an upset tummy, suggested an anti parasite drug and Imodium and Metamucil for the diarrhea. 
We started him on the protocol and fed him first bland chicken and rice with the drugs and he did well. 
Then after refeeding him the kibble the vomiting and diarrhea started again, he’s also lethargic and not 
behaving normally.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 55 Pound

EON‐560776 1/25/2024 10:40 Purina one +plus adult high protein 
healthy weight formula dry fog food

Had bad diarrhea after eating the new bag of food. Thought he just wasn’t feeling well. Stopped good 
gave rice and hamburger for a couple days. Resumed the new bag of food. And diarrhea happened 
again. Stopped the food and again gave rice and hamburger a couple more days. Repeated again and 
the same result. Contacted chewy and they refunded my money for the hood

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 34 Pound

EON‐560775 1/25/2024 10:40 Blue Buffalo Tastefuls 12-count variety 
pack

On 01/02/2024 I purchased from Walmart, UPC #4024314073, a 12 pack of 5.5 oz Blue Buffalo 
Tastefuls variety pack canned cat food. (Best By: Oct 16/2026 Lot #20261017U) The product was 
stored in a dry pantry. I opened a can on 01/18/2024 and found mold. I contacted the manufactor on 
01/19/2024 and have not received a reply. I of course did not feed this can to my pets, so there has 
not been any illness.

EON‐560774 1/25/2024 10:40 Purina pro My 3.5 year old dog refused from day one to ever eat dog food. I tried so many kinds but he just 
wouldn't so I began feeding him food that I would make for him. We got another dog about a year later 
and that one would eat dog food she loved it. We didn’t have to feed her we would just always have a 
filled bowl out at all times. He would never even go near it. 
One night we were all shocked because our other dog the one who hates dog food was actually eating 
dog food with his sister. We were so excited to see this. We video recorded it took pictures. It was a 
really fun night for us.
The very next day that 3:00 in the afternoon he had a seizure. He had one, then another by this time 
we are in the car racing for the vet which luckily us across the street. The were able to stop the seizure 
but it wasn't looking good. 
My best friend passed away 3 days later. He was never the same dog after that first seizure. He 
suffered so much those last few days but I selfishly couldn't let him go. I didn't do anything but hold 
him 24/7 that entire time. If I had to use the bathroom he was in my daughter's arms or on the floor 
next to me. He continues to have seizures almost every two hours until he passed away.
My healthy beautiful friend eats dog food for the first time ever, then he dies. I have to believe that it 
wasn't the dog food. That I didn't kill my best friend. But, sadly buying that dog food might have killed 
him.

3.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560773 1/25/2024 10:36 Orijen Senior  has been not well for a couple months now.
Bloody Diarrhea, Vomitting, Unable and or not interested in eating,Fatigued, Lethargic, Dehydration, 
Weight Loss.

13 Years Spaniel - Tibetan Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560772 1/25/2024 10:32 Purina Pro Plan Weight Management Vomiting profusely, dry heaving, red eyes, muscle weakness, dehydration, fever, labored breathing 3 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 69 Pound
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EON‐560770 1/25/2024 10:28 Purina Pro Plan Puppy We have been feeding our puppy this same food for 7 months. Yesterday we started a new bag and 
about 3 hours after eating it he began having diarhhea and vomitting. He vomitted 3 times last night, 
and this morning his lips and eyelids were swollen after he ate more for breakfast. We took him to the 
vet for blood tests and other tests, and it is clear the food led to his vomitting and allergic reaction. We 
spent over $600 at the vet getting tests, switched him to a new food, and he received a steroid and 
bendadryl to reduce the allergic reaction.

9 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 28 Pound

EON‐560769 1/25/2024 10:28 Purina Pro Plan Natural Large breed 
plus formula

after about a week of the current bag of purina pro plan plus adult large breed formula, both of my 
dogs started showing gastro issues. One dog vomiting more that usual, more lethargic and with a 
strong yeast smell and the other hospitalized with vomiting and bloody diarrhea and more lethargic. 
The dog hospitalized was diagnosed with acute hemorrhagic gastroenteritis and dehydration.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 61 Pound

EON‐560752 1/25/2024 8:44 Royal Canin Renal Support Early 
Consult Dry Dog Food

 started having severe diarrhea for a week after opening a new bag of food and it would not 
resolve on its own.

8 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 118 Pound

EON‐560751 1/25/2024 8:40 Purina HA Vegetarian Dog started with vomiting noted on 10/27/2023. He was seen and evaluated at that time. Abdominal 
radiographs were performed and it was noted that there was some delayed gastric emptying. 
Biochemical screen noted elevated Amyl/Lip as well as an elevated Spec cPL (pancreatitis). Renal 
values were slightly elevated but holding steady from prior lab tests and UPC was in borderline range. 
Dog was treated with cerenia and ondansetron and recovered from this incident. A nutritional consult 
was done with Dr. McKenna at Purina and it was suggested to have dog moved over to Purina HA 
vegetarian diet as lower if fat and low purine content to help control urate crystals. Dog started 
developing some loose stool on 11/1/2023 and was started on Tylan soluble which seemed to help the 
condition. Dog became sick again with vomiting and not wanting to eat and was seen on 12/5/2023. 
Owner had gone off the prescription diet and was feeding boiled chicken and white rice at this time. 
Repeated abdominal radiographs were performed as delayed gastric emptying was noted again. 
Repeated biochemical screening noted a slight increase in CRE (1.6 vs prior value of 1.2), Spec cPL 
was normal. Hypertension was noted at the time of the exam (owner had taken dog off telmisartan 
prior to time of exam due to the vomiting). Hypertension returned to normal once telmisatran was 
started back up. A Texas A&M panel was also run and dog was diagnosed with B-12 deficiency. Dog 
again was treated with ondansetron. Also added in Cobalaquin B-12 oral supplement and OTC 
omeprazole. Dog was started back up on the Purina HA diet again. 12/11/2023 dog broke with 
diarrhea again and at that time a diarrhea PCR and fecal was sent to outside lab. Owner again started 
feeding dog boiled chicken and white rice/potatoes. 
Fecal float was negative for parasites. Dog got sick again while waiting for diarrhea PCR. PCR came 
back as salmonella positive. 12/19/2023 dog started doing more poorly. The renal values did get 
slightly worse (SDMA went from 12 to 25, CRE went from 1.6 to 3.0, dog was azotemic and not on 
prior BW). Dog was hospitalized on IV fluids and antibiotic therapy (ampicillin in house and clavamox 
to go home). Fecal culture confirmed salmonella was suseptible to clavamox and that was continued 
for 2 weeks total therapy. Renal values after therapy when rechecked on 12/20/2023 CRE was down 
to 1.9 and SDMA down to 17 and dog was feeling good. Repeat fecal culture was performed on 1/5 
2024 and was negative for salmonella.

Owner is very concerned the Purina HA vegetarian diet was the source of the salmonella. I cannot say 
that it is or is not the culprit as other food items were fed at this time. The fact that the diet was a 

11 Years Dalmatian Dog 59 Pound

EON‐560750 1/25/2024 8:40 Purina Pro Plan
Complete Essentials
shredded blend
chicken and rice formula

I noticed something in my dogs food bowl, a piece of white food. Upon closer inspection, I noticed that 
it was a worm. I had seen a post about worms in this particular food but didn't think it was true. I 
immediately went to the food container and started inspecting the food. I broke open many morsels 
and there were worms INSIDE the food. I obviously stopped giving the dogs this food and closed the 
container. I was waiting on trash day to clean the container out. When I opened the container, there 
were worms everywhere, coming out of the food! Truly disgusting.

EON‐560749 1/25/2024 8:40 Kirkland Signature 
Super Premium 
Adult Dog
Chicken Rice & Vegetable Formula
Made with Fresh Chicken

After a few feedings with this bag of food, my dog started to have constant diarrhea and vomiting. The 
diarrhea and vomit became bloody and he was taken to an emergency vet. X-rays and blood samples 
were taken with no explanation other than a possible ulcer that could not be seen on the X-ray. He was 
fed a bland diet at the vet's direction for 10 days before he was switched to another brand of dry dog 
food. His stool became firm again. I began mixing the Costco food with the new brand and the diarrhea 
and vomiting has returned.

10 Years Plott Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560748 1/25/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice Formula

On January 15th I purchased a 47lb bag of "Purina Pro Plan Chicken Essentials" Dog Food from a 
"Pet Supplies Plus" store in . My dog has eaten this same product for the last 2 years. I 
filled up our normal dog food container with the new food that night and made the remark to my 
partner that the food looked different than it had in the past. I fed my dog ~3 cups of this new batch on 
January 16th, 1.5 cups in the morning, 1.5 in the evening. By that night she was whimpering, throwing 
up, and having severe diarrhea every 2ish hours. The diarrhea continued for 5 days until we visited a 
vet urgent care for treatment of the symptoms. 

We have 2 other dogs that live in the house that eat different food, but drink from the same water 
sources and live in the same spaces. Neither have exhibited any symptoms. None of the dogs have 
come into direct contact with any other dogs within the last 3 weeks. 

Given the difference in appearance of the food in this bag and the timing and nature of her sickness in 
relation to eating a brand-new batch of this food, I decided to submit this adverse event report.

5.5 Years Retriever - Flat-coated Dog 109 Pound
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EON‐560747 1/25/2024 8:36 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Hairball + 
Healthy Weight

I have three cats. They eat two wet food meals per day and one dry food meal everyday. They are on 
different wet foods, but they all eat the same dry food. On 01/07/2024 we purchased a new dry food, 
Purina Indoor Cat Chow with Chicken. They only get 15-20 grams of dry food per day. Our two males 
get 20 grams of dry food at lunchtime and our female cat gets 15 grams of dry food at lunchtime. 
Because it is a small amount I think it took a few weeks to see adverse symptoms. But on Sunday our 
female was vomiting everywhere and our males started getting very bad diarrhea, it even looked like 
there was a little rectal bleeding for the two that had diarrhea. We called our vet today and she thinks it 
is probably food poisoning, and the only thing that they have all eaten was the Purina Indoor Cat Chow 
with Chicken. One of my cats is 9 and has never had diarrhea before, and the other I have had for 2 
years (think he is about 5 years old), and he has never had diarrhea in that time. I am very confident 
that it is the Purina because it is the only food they have all eaten, and there has been some 
improvement since I have stopped feeding them that food. Additionally, it is not just food sensitivities, 
because they have eaten Purina before in the past with no adverse reactions to it. I have kept the food 
it its original packaging and would like to have it tested.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐560746 1/25/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice

I purchased Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach Salmon on January 14, 2023. After feeding this to my 
4 dogs they became violently ill. They were all vomiting blood and had bloody diarrhea that same night 
that lasted for several days. I own 5 dogs and the only dog that did not get sick was the one that was 
not fed this food. After taking one to the emergency vet for fluids and medication and getting the others 
on the same meds/fluids they are doing better but it has taken over a week. My vet determined that 
after several test that is was very likely the dog food.

3 Years Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐560745 1/25/2024 8:36 Purina ProPlan At the advice of our vet, we changed our dogs' diet to Purina ProPlan on 7/15/2022. Before this diet 
change, our dogs had no health problems until now, thirteen months later. 

 1.5 yrs old, blood work on 9/18/23 showed live enzymes over 500. Removing Purina ProPlan 
immediately from his diet, new test results on 1/23/24 his live enzymes dropped to 245. 

Our other French Bulldog,  had a tangerine-sized cancer tumor removed from his abdominal wall 
on 1/18/24 and is also being treated for calcium oxalate crystals. His life expectancy is less than 12 
months.

5.5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐560744 1/25/2024 8:32 Purina dog chow complete adult beef 
flavor

Dog had it's first and only seizure, lost control of bladder, bowel and legs. Afterwards she was foaming 
at the mouth. I feed her Purina Dog Chow Beef flavor lot number: 4716-0126-p9 dated 09-21-2023 
10:14, purchased from the Sam's Club in  Switched food to be safe and no further 
symptoms.

4 Years Unknown Dog 80 Pound

EON‐560743 1/25/2024 8:32 Purina puppy chow We had been feeding our dogs the Jinx brand which was a really nice brand, but we had ran out so my 
fiancés mother had gotten a small bag of Purina puppy chow. My dog  was perfectly fine but over 
the course of one week, he had slowly stopped eating, losing weight fast, and starting getting very tired 
and not playful. On January 23 he had completely stopped eating and on  he had passed 
away. I noticed that after he died he had more blood that feces coming out. I believe there was some 
sort of parasite in the food which was causing him to not eat and lose a lot of weight.

3 Months Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐560742 1/25/2024 8:28 Hill's Science Diet Sensitive Stomach 
and Skin Adult Chicken & Vegetable 
Entree

I, a veterinary student at  Purchased "Hills sensitive stomach and skin, adult, 
chicken and vegetable entree" canned food for a 9 year old personally owned German Shorthair 
pointer, directly from Hills via the VIP program. He is fed Hills Sensitive stomach and skin dry food 
daily. He has eaten this particular canned food in the recent past with no adverse affects. After giving 
him a portion of the newly purchased entree he began to show gastrointestinal signs and distress. He 
went from a solid stool to a loose and urgent stool. He then proceeded to show signs for roughly 36 
hours and was lethargic during. After stopping the canned food symptoms improved. Once canned 
food was tried again, the symptoms returned. The canned food has been stopped and the symptoms 
are improving.

9 Years Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 50 Pound

EON‐560741 1/25/2024 8:28 Royal Canine Labrador Retriver Adult 
Dry Dog Food, Merrick Bsckcountry Raw 
Infused Grain-Frre great plain red, Orijen 
Amazing Grains six fish

Dog was eating Royal Canine and Merrick and developed bloody diarrhea and vomiting, she couldn't 
eat anything. I took her to the vet. They took x rays and did blood work. They said her intestines and 
stomack were inflamed. They gave her an IV and other medicine. It continued for a few days, I was 
giving her rice and chicken and she got better. I put her back on Royal Canine and Merrick and the 
diarrhea and vomiting returned. I switched her to Orijin and now she doesn't want to eat and developed 
a bad rash on her stomach.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 75 Pound

EON‐560740 1/25/2024 8:28 Hill's Prescription Diet Multi-Benefit W/D 
Vegetables & Chicken Stew

I opened cans of the Vegetables & Chicken Stew Flavor Hill's Prescription Diet W/D formula and 
immediately noticed a thick, black, slimy substance on the bottom of the can lids. I opened 4 cans of 
the case of 12 & it was in all cans. It's very thick and greasy. My husband & I think it is machine 
grease. There is no way I could feed this to my dog. It's disgusting & scary. I took photos and called 
the Hill's company. The representative immediately recognized the problem & tried to explain this is 
normal. No Way! I have been using this dog food for months, and this was something new & 
disgusting. I sent all the photos, including the lot number, UPC, expiration dates, etc. The next day 
their quality control dept. sent me an email explaining the black substance is a normal reaction 
between iron & sulphur. If they are so aware of this issue, why haven't they corrected the problem? I 
am very worried that this black substance is harmful & will hurt dogs that eat it. I am requesting the 
FDA test the substance to find out what it is & if it's harmful. I have seen online that other people have 
been upset by this foreign substance. I did not feed any of that case of food to my dog. I still have 8 
more cans of that case & would be happy to send it to you for analysis, as well as the photos I took.
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EON‐560739 1/25/2024 8:28 Purina ProPlan Complete Essentials 
Beef and Rice

My girl was fed and ate nothing but Purina Pro Plan. In August I went to buy more food and they were 
out of the Sensitive Stomach Salmon and Rice so I bought Turkey and Oatmeal, she ate may a 
quarter of the bag and had loose poop, vomited bile and refused to eat anymore. So I stopped and 
found a bag of the Salmon which was her favorite. She started to eat again but was experiencing the 
loose poop again and refused to eat, even if fed by hand, she turned away or spit it out. Still had no 
idea it was the food. Bought the Essential Beef and Rice, thought success! Nope after a week of 
eating this the same thing so I took her to the vet,  was just not her happy self. The Vet took 
blood to run some tests and prescribed her with some med and Purina EN food. It was a fight to get 
her to take the meds, and only ate 2 bowls of the food, absolutely hated it. Vet called with results, very 
high liver enzymes and suggested a bland diet to see if she would at least eat. Now were are into 
November with all this still going on.  stopped eating even the human ground turkey. She was 
just so sad and lethargic, back to vet as I noticed a very distended stomach. Our vet took one look at 
her and her eyes and said she is in liver failure. Off to the Emergency Veterinary Hospital. They ran all 
kinds of tests and confirmed the enzymes were still very high and they kept her to run further testing 
and put her on meds and an IV. We agreed to a liver biopsy and the results were not what we were 
hoping for. She had severe liver damage brought on by copper accumulation. After being there a week 
and having fluid taken out of her stomach twice we were advised that she was not going to get better, 
there was not a portion of her liver to save. We made the decision to put our girl to rest. This is just 
awful that this food could make her sick and take her from us.

33 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 53 Pound

EON‐560738 1/25/2024 8:28 Heart-to-Tail filet mignon flavor in soft 
package

Found chicken claw in Heart-to-Tail filet mignon flavor food package on December 29, 2023. Took to 
Aldi to Chelsey, Manager of store. Gave her package, receipt and claw. Also returned 15 packages of 
food for return. Also talked with her about napkins which smell like petroleum.

EON‐560736 1/25/2024 8:28 Purina Fancy Feast poultry and beef 
classic pate cat food (24 cans)

I purchased a box of Purina Fancy Feast poultry and beef pate cat food (24 cans) of three flavors, 
Turkey, Chicken, and beef. Several cans, all Turkey pate, were bulging or puffy instead of concave like 
they should be. I am concerned that these cans may have botulism. I returned them to the  
store (Kroger)on 1/24/2024 when I discovered the problem. They are located at  

. I told them my concern & also to get a replacement box. I opened the new box at 
the store in front of the manager and found another bulging puffy can of Turkey pate in that box. If I am 
right cats across the country may be in danger of dying or severe illness. Some people may not realize 
that something is wrong with these cans. I contacted the manufacturer and I was given the upc code 
from an individual can of the turkey product. I am not sure if this is correct (5000042984) for those in 
the box but it is the same can as those sold individually. The grocery store manager told me that they 
probably already had thrown out the boxes containing the bad cans. The remaining boxes on the shelf 
had a upc code of 05000057547 with a tiny 3. These boxes should have been pulled and checked but 
it does not appear that the store is doing that. The turkey product also is in other boxes containing a 
variety of different flavors, so I don't know if they are also a problem as well as cans sold individually. I 
have been using this product for years so I am very familiar with the product and how it normally looks.

EON‐560735 1/25/2024 8:24 Orijen Regional Red
Batch/lot # is 3031571–30182 
Mfg. 18/01/2023 
Best By 19/10/2024

we had bought a bag of the Orijen Regional Red barcode 64992
10513, Batch/lot # is 3031571–30182, Mfg. 18/01/2023, Best By
19/10/2024

This product gave our dog diarrhea, and we weaned him into using it,
we then gave this to a friend whose dog was already using Orijen, and
their dog had the same issue having diarrhea. As soon as both dogs
quit using this bag of food their digestive issues were resolved.

I notified Orijen twice, once on 1/3/24 and again ~1/17/24, they have not responded to either inquiry

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 62 Pound

EON‐560734 1/25/2024 8:24 4Health Salmon and Potato Pucking, diarrhea, not steady on there feet. This was a brand new bag of dog food she had been 
fed.Took her off of food seems better.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐560732 1/25/2024 8:24 Purina® Pro Plan® brand Dog 
Food—Complete Essentials—Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula Adult 
Dog Food

I have been feeding all 4 of my dogs Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice Formula Adult dog food for a couple of years without issues. With this last bag of food, ordered 
from Chewy.com, on 12/26/2023 and delivered on 12/28/2023, I began feeding them on 12/29/2023 
and within a few hours, all 4 dogs had severe gastrointestinal issues (vomiting and diarrhea). I didn't 
associate it with the food immediately and continued feeding them the same food until I changed their 
food on 1/2/2024 to a different brand. The dogs' symptoms began to improve and within 72 hours they 
were all recovered. I contacted Purina to notify them on 1/19/2024 and they responded with "Please be 
assured that the data obtained has been properly noted and reported to the appropriate individuals in 
our company for further evaluation". I kept a small bag of this food in my freezer and I just wanted to 
notify you in case there is a need to investigate the food. Thank you.

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐560731 1/25/2024 8:20 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach 
salmon

Vomiting and diarrhea 7 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560730 1/25/2024 8:20 Pro Plan Adult 7+ Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice Dry 
Dog Food

We started feeding our healthy 2 year old golden retriever a new bag of Purina Pro Adult 7+ complete 
essentials shredded blend chicken and rice dog food. Immediately after feeding her this new bag of 
food, we noticed she was not feeling well. She started having horrible diarrhea and vomiting non stop. 
We took her to the emergency vet and they could not figure out what was wrong with her. The only 
change made prior to her getting incredibly sick, was this new bag of purina pro dog food.

Retriever - Golden Dog
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EON‐560729 1/25/2024 8:20 4health potato and salmon All three of my dogs have been on 4health dog food since I have had them. I normally have no issues, 
but around middle of December all three of my dogs became sick. All three of them were throwing up 
all sorts of colors and having massive diarrhea. Four weeks I eliminated possible objects like certain 
treats and outside events as well as toys. The only thing that staying consistent is the food. It wasn’t 
until about three weeks later that I finally threw away the bag of dog food only to buy a different bag 
and once since then have they had any sort of incident. Whatever was in my bag of dog food was 
making all three of my dogs sick and with the same symptoms the only symptom that one of them got 
that the other two didn’t was scabs and rashes. Since getting rid of that bag of dog food, everything 
has cleared. I would like to know what will be done about that. I don’t want any one else having to go 
through that.

11 Months Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐560728 1/25/2024 8:20 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry 
Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Turkey & Rice Formula 
High Protein Dry

 has always been on Purina products form Puppy until roughly 2 weeks ago stopped in 
1/12/2024.
From8/18/2024 through 1/12/2024
Will not Eat 
Vomit 
Nausea 
Diarrhea with Blood 
Lethargic

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐560727 1/25/2024 8:20 Purina ONE Chicken & Rice Formula  has been fed this exact food for 1.5 years with no issues at all. She is an extremely healthy, very 
active dog with no health issues at all. I purchased a new bag of her dog food at my local grocery store 
and began feeding that bag on 1/21/24. She had pretty extreme diarrhea Sunday night. Monday, her 
condition worsened and included vomiting, panting, restlessness, tail chewing, dehydration, and she 
even hid under furniture. I took her to our local emergency vet at 12 am on 1/23/24 where they 
discovered (in addition to her projectile diarrhea) a very low potassium level, extreme dehydration, and 
signs of acute stress. The other 2 dogs in our family are on different food, and her new bag of food is 
the only thing we can think of that would cause this kind of reaction in our normally happy, VERY 
healthy and VERY active dog.

2 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐560726 1/25/2024 8:20 Purina one chicken rice Ill.Bloody stool. Vomiting 5 Years Havanese Dog 16 Pound
EON‐560725 1/25/2024 8:20 Purina Pro Plan I am their pet sitter. I fed them 1/22/24 twice that day the male was not interested in the food  

was she ate in the am and pm she was completly fine! I had let them out to go potty 11pm and they 
were both playing they came back in and went to bed. I went to ket them out at 6am and she had peed 
and puked up some dog food i let her out of her cage and went to let the other out I turn around and 
she is on the floor in full seizure. I know a seizure i worked in a vets office as an assistant for 5 years 
and also had a dog with epilepsy. They were switched to Purina Pro Plan with in the past few weeks. 
Please pull this from shelves 73,000 other pet owners have sent in reports of some illness with there 
dog. Check into saving One pet at a time of Facebook numeous post about dogs being sick, seizure or 
dying. Parasite and high level of metals are being reported.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560603 1/24/2024 8:52 4Health Sensitive Stomach We were woken up at 1:30am on December 24th to  shaking and falling off our bed. He was 
seizing. He seized for what seemed like 5 minutes. He control of his bladder and was vomiting. He 
came out of that seizure and seemed to be ok for about a half hour and then started seizing again. We 
took him to an emergency vet an hour away where they gave him kepra and kept him. He spiked a 
fever the next day so they did a chest x-ray and realized he aspirated during the seizures. They started 
antibiotics. On  his fever was over 106 and they told us he was extremely ill and they 
didn't think he was going to get better so we made the hard decision to stop his suffering and put him 
to sleep. For a couple weeks prior to the seizure he had not been wanting to eat his food. This was 
totally abnormal for him. We would tell him to "eat his food" and he eventually would. Looking back he 
was also vomiting more than normal. Our other 3 year old frenchie also quit wanting to eat his food

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 35 Pound

EON‐560512 1/23/2024 10:44 Retriever 
Mini chunk

My dog ate food on Thursday January 18th, January 19th he wouldn't hardly touch the food and then 
on January 20th we were woken up by excessive vomiting and diarrhea. All of January 20th and 21st 
he was lethargic would not eat and continued to vomit and on January 21st he could no long make a 
bowl movement and strained to try, he also appeared to be very skinny. I brought him into the vet 
office on January 22nd and was told he had a severe liver infection which cased him to have a UTI. 
The vet proceeded to explain to me that this is caused by poisoning and going untreated he would die. 
The only change was his food.

4 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐560511 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina Puppy Chow She became very lethargic, bloody diarrhea, vomiting. All of my dogs reacted the same way to it. 4 Months Bulldog - American Dog 20 Pound
EON‐560510 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina puppy chow beef Started having seizures shaking laying around not being herself 4 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 2 Pound
EON‐560509 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Weight 

Management Dog Food Chicken & Rice 
Formula - 34 lb. Bag

 has been on same dog food for years. Started a new bag then later that evening he has diarrhea. 
Following days he threw up. Then 3rd day he threw up 5 times after eating and had to see the vet.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐560508 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina one Whole issue was food refusal, after buying 3 different food (all Purina) but I didn't know at the time, the 
food was encouraged. I had to leave her for a week, and when I came back she was too week to get 
into the car. 
She lost her appetite, her hair, and weight (30 pounds) and then her eye site. As soon às I returned we 
went to the vet and discovered she had developed diabetes and was already blind.

6 Years Great Pyrenees Dog

EON‐560507 1/23/2024 10:44 There is no label the owner of the 
business claims you don’t need to 
because it’s custom

The dog food is claimed homemade fresh dog food. The meat smells spoiled it’s green and moldy, 
heard from rumors that the meat is from dead cows that died from illness in the field that are being 
ground up. The organ meat is contaminated with liver flukes and sometimes cows that have cancer 
tumors and not fit for human consumption. The meat is not refrigerated and sits out sometimes for 
weeks. They mix beef and pork together and the buckets they put it in are never washed. They are not 
sealed containers. They grind there dog food at the end of the month so the organs sit out for that 
long. Please stop them from selling anymore of this dog food before animals get hurt.
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EON‐560506 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
shredded blend chicken and rice 7+

We opened a new bag of Purina Pro plan chicken and rice 7+ early December. Days later my boy 
started having diarrhea and vomiting. We stopped the food and gave boiled chicken and rice. He 
seemed a little better and we started back in his Purina and again had diarrhea, vomiting, gas and 
stopped eating. Went to vet various times for fecal tests, X-rays, blood work, barium study, ultra sound 
and even had exploratory surgery. Vets couldn’t figure out what was wrong and eventually said a bad 
case of IBD. He was fine before this food and ended up dying on …about 1 month after eating 
that food. My younger cattle dog also had diarrhea on Purina Pro Plan chicken and rice adult but we 
stopped hers immediately after suspecting her food and her diarrhea stopped after switching her to a 
different food.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 74 Pound

EON‐560504 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Adult Dry Dog Food - Salmon 
& Rice

We switched from 4Health dog food to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach Adult Dry Dog Food -
Salmon & Rice. He was fine with the first 40 lb bag (3 cups a day), but once he started eating the 
second 40 lb bag he started getting sick each day, vomiting, refusing to eat it, lethargic, and not feeling 
well. After about a week, we switched him back to 4Health and he was okay again for a couple of 
weeks. We then started mixing the 4Health with the Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach Adult 
Dry Dog Food - Salmon & Rice (mainly because the Purina was very expensive and because we 
wanted to see if he would be okay with it being mixed-in) and he started throwing up again, lethargic, 
and not feeling well.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 170 Pound

EON‐560503 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina puppy Small breed formula I purchased a bag of dog food from Amazon. It was the Purina Pro Puppy high protein. We had fed her 
this for a while, but recently we got a new bag and found bugs like worms and other things in the dog 
food. So I had no choice but to throw it all away. We didn't notice it right away but we were wondering 
why she started having loose stools, and missing a patch of hair. We couldn't think of anything other 
than this dog food, we threw away all of our dog food and purchased a new brand of dog food.

6 Months Pug Dog 15 Pound

EON‐560501 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina One +Plus Healthy Puppy Dry 
Dog Food High Protein Real Chicken 
16.5 lb Bag

diarrhea for three days every 15 to 20 minutes 3 Months Dachshund - Miniature Dog 3 Pound

EON‐560499 1/23/2024 10:44 Pure balance hi protein 90/10 Both dogs ate from the Pure Balance Hi Protein 90/10 bag of dry kibble daily and both showed signs of 
lack of appetite, bloody stool, diarrhea, lethargy, weight loss. Both dogs tested negative for worms and 
when their diet was switched away from pure balance, both returned to normal and began eating and 
gaining weight.

1 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 50 Pound

EON‐560498 1/23/2024 10:44 Purina one lamb and rice formula., 
Purina dog chow Complete adult beef 
flavor

I was feeding Purina One lamb and rice formula since approx. October of 2023, and a homemade vet 
directed food because  my bulldog didn't want the kibble and wasn't eating much of it. I decided 
to ween her into the Purine dog chow complete adult mix.so was feeding both brands . She became 
sick on 1/13/24and died ,She presented with what I thought was a treat stuck in her throat. She 
drank water. Coughed. And vomited a few times, she became lethargic and would only get up to go 
out side and drink .She barely ate .She would eat crushed ice Her eyes were red and her nose was 
runny. stool was mushy. i contacted her vet and gave her green tea and honey. she refused to eat and 
only drank a little .She was still lethargic only getting up to go out. She vomited again . I called to get 
her seen sooner and had appt. made On day 5 she had crushed ice, refused food, went out, came in 
laid down a while. She drank water vomited a large amount went and laid down again and 
unexpectedly died a short time later.

6 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560497 1/23/2024 10:41 Merrick limited ingredient diet grain free 
real duck recipe

A case of cans were mostly dented (14 of 24 cans). Remaining cans when opened were purple-ish, 
gooey, and smelled rancid

EON‐560496 1/23/2024 10:41 Purina Pro Plan Beef and Rice Formula On January 14th I bought a new bag of dog food and in the following days my dog did not want to eat 
it. on January 20th my dog started vomiting and having bloody stools. took him to an emergency dog 
clinic where they preformed emergency surgery.

EON‐560495 1/23/2024 10:41 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin Adult 
Complete Razas Medianas y Grandes 
(  Golden 1.7años), Purina Pro Plan 
Razas Medianas y Grandes Adulto 
(  maltes 4 años), Purina Pro Plan 
Active Mind +7años  maltes 
11años), Purina Pro Plan cachorro 
( 6 meses)

Inició con una desparasitación con seguimiento de la veterinaria a cargo; porque el cachorro  
(1.7kilos y 6 meses de edad) le identificamos parásitos (muy extraño porque todos las mascotas 
siguen al pie de la letra con las desparasitaciones y este pequeño tuvo exámenes de heces a los 2 
meses y salió limpio) por ende el proceso se lo aplicamos a los 4 perros. Cuando se concluyo el 
proceso de desparasitación iniciamos con  (6kilos y 4 años de edad) con diarrea con sangre 
super fuerte; se le hicieron exámenes de heces y sangre los cuales salieron alterados inicio un fuerte 
tratamiento por infección intestinal, luego empezó  el cachorro con diarrea y de igual con 
antibióticos, seguido  (10 kilos y 11 años) también empezó con vómitos y también la veterinaria 
le mando antibiótico y probióticos para alivianar los síntomas.

Tenemos un golden de 1.7 años 35 kilos que consume Purina Pro Plan de Salmon y presenta eructos, 
siempre anda salivando, empezamos a darle alimento de Purina Pro Plan de Pollo y "resulto que era 
alérgico" porque apenas comía la daba diarrea, cosa que no le pasa con pollo natural cocinado.

4 Years Maltese Dog 6 Kilogram
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EON‐560494 1/23/2024 10:41 Pure Balance Pro Veterinarian 
Formulated. Sensitive Skin & Stomach.

Late summer of 2023 I purchased Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice 
Flavored as a backup. I never bought this brand before. The first bag was consumed. Noticed some 
bloating but did not connect the dots that it may have been the food. October 2023 purchased another 
bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice... Because we have two homes 

 wasn't always using PPP, the other home in , I serve him different food. I packed the 
PPP Kibbles in his travel bag. December 24th to December 26th I was traveling and used the PPP 
Kibbles! He immediately started panting and drinking a lot of water! There were then, some red flags 
about what he ingested... I called the vet immediately, they had an opening January 2nd. When  
got home in , he was fed his other food, the panting began to subside. We drove to 

 on January 1st to attend his appointment the next day! I fed him 1/4 cup of his PPP with 
Fresh Pet. He also had his Froggy filled with PPP before his appointment.  receives a blood test 
his panels stated a high level of glucose. Dr wanted him back morning the next day to take more 
panels and begin a plan to administer insulin.  began throwing up at about 7pm, NON-STOP!!! 
He continued throwing up until 6:45am ! I grabbed him to help him and noticed his eyes 
were glazed over and he had his final breath and died at 7:13AM, in my arms! Vet 2as shocked as 
there were no life threatening signs in his blood panel to suggest death otherwise he would have kept 

 in the office!

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 28 Pound

EON‐560492 1/23/2024 10:41 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets JM 
Joint Mobility Canine Formula - 32 lb 
bag

I started my boxer on Purina JM Joint Mobility on 8/22 as recommended by my vet for his aging hips. I 
purchased a small bag from the vet's office and he was fine with the change in food. I purchased a 
large bag online from Purina on 10/6 but mixed it with Science Diet. I don't know the exact date he 
started eating the large bag. On 10/27 he started vomiting daily and had diarrhea. I didn't connect it to 
his change in food because we had already changed it with the small bag. The vomiting stopped. I 
ordered another bag from Purina on 11/10. My dog, who has no history of seizures starting having 
facial focal seizures then a grand mal on 11/27. We put him on medication to stop the seizures but 
decided not to have an MRI. He had another grand mal seizure on 12/4 then had a facial seizures for 
over three hours on 12/23. He slowly declined where we had to put him down on . I don't know for 
sure if all of this is connected to the food but the timeline matches up closely enough that I thought it 
was important to share this information. I froze a few cups of food in case it needs to be tested.

EON‐560491 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina pro plan high protein with 
probiotics shredded blend chicken and 
rice formula dry dog food 35 pounds

Dog  would vomit after eating 3 meals straight, I talked with the vet and was recommended to hold 
off on food and water for the weekend and if still a concern to come in on Monday. The vomiting had 
stopped so we continued as normal. Now would vomit every 7 to 10 days but has lost about 10 pounds 
over the last 3 weeks. 
New bag was opened on Jan 01, vomiting started 04Jan24 and food was swapped on 22Jan24.

Second dog- She is a Maltese/ Yorkie about 2.5 years old. She has vomited 3 or 4 times but lost 
appetite and started having nervous shakes. She would only eat maybe 5 pieces every 2 days.

2.5 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐560490 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina Dog Chow complete adult beef 
flavor dog food. Bar code# 17800 10032

 was throwing up and diarrhea with bloody mucus. He was lethargic and seemed weak. He was 
shaking and was sweating. This lasted about two days. During this time we did not give him any of the 
Purina Dog Chow complete adult beef flavor dog food. Bar code# 17800 10032 He seemed to get 
better witholding the food from him.

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560489 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
weight management

Horrible gas and runny poops 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 31 Pound

EON‐560488 1/23/2024 10:40 Applaws natural cat food tuna fillet in 
broth

I purchased a case of applaws tuna fillet in broth 5.5oz cans. Upon starting the new case my cat 
began showing symptoms of upset stomach. Before realizing it could be the new batch of cans, his 
issues severly progressed landing us in the ER last night. This is the same food we always feed him 
but this specific lot has to have some sort of defect as it caused severe GI issues and he is now 
medicated, hoping the damage was not fully done. The veterinarian assesed based on exams that the 
roof cause must be from a bad lot of food.

3 Years Maine Coon Cat 19 Pound

EON‐560487 1/23/2024 10:40 The Blue Buffalo Co True Solutions Jolly 
Joints

The dog (also a report) Has  became very sick. Stopped the food but the cat started eating it 
from the bag (the cat is used to eating dog food on a regular basis). The cat now has the same 
symptoms as the dog. I have removed the food from the cat. The cat is always eating from the dog 
bag, so unsure of when It started.
Both are fighting for their lifes

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 16 Pound

EON‐560486 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 
Turkey Dry Dog Food

At the recommendation of my vet, I began feeling my dog Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach Turkey 
dry dog food. She has been on this food for about six months with no issues. However the most recent 
bag that was purchased on January 3, 2024 (not opened until January 18) caused her extreme 
digestive distress, including bloody diarrhea. There has been no change in her diet. After switching to 
a different brand of food for dogs with sensitive stomachs and having to put her back on medication, 
she is feeling better. There is definitely something wrong with this batch of Purina Pro Plan. Please 
investigate and help prevent other dogs from going through this misery.

8 Years Greyhound Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560485 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina Beneful I started feeding my dog Purina Beneful on December 6, 2023. We had the dog for three months prior 
to that, And he was very healthy and happy. The dog often showed signs of not wanting to eat the food 
after I introduced it, but eventually gave in. By January 15, 2024 the dog was vomiting and had 
diarrhea. He did not want to eat or drink, So we took him to a veterinarian, where he was diagnosed 
with renal failure at 1.5 years old. He did not get into any poison or toxic material at our home. The 
food is the only thing that we would have caused this problem with our otherwise healthy dog.

1.5 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐560484 1/23/2024 10:40 The Blue Buffalo True Solutions Jolly 
Joints

I opened a new bag of Blue Wilderness Jolly Joints and have been feeding service dog this for a 
month. He started to urinate everywhere. Then he is vomiting everywhere. We came to the vet and 
they put him on an antibiotic thinking urinary tract infection and possibly stones. With an ultrasound 
they found he had no stones. He was dying but why? I then switched him to Taste of the Wild (which 
he had been eating prior to opening the Blue Wilderness Bag. Some relief. I then cut all dog food and 
he is eating boiled turkey, white rice, and broccoli just in case there are undetected stones. He is 
immediately improving. With the below zero temps I put a cat,  in my room. I noticed she was 
eating out of the Blue Wilderness bag. She has the same symptoms now. I am unsure if I bought the 
food from Walmart or Petsmart 

10 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560483 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina dog chow complete adult beef 
flavor

 became very lethargic and weak. Would not eat, vomiting, diarrhea with bloody mucus. 5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐560481 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina One Lamb & Rice We have fed our dogs the same food for quite awhile now with no issues. On Dec. 12th, I ordered a 
bag of Purina One Lamb & Rice from Chewy. On Jan 7th, we opened the new bag of food and fed all 
three of our dogs that evening. By Monday morning (Jan 8th),  (the smallest) already had diarrhea. 
I didn't know it was the food, so they were fed again with it Monday morning and Monday evening. 
Monday night,  vomited.

Tuesday (Jan 9th), I feed them with it again in the morning (still not knowing if  symptoms were 
from anxiety or what). Tuesday afternoon,  vomits. Then, when  and  poop, it's 
soft serve and orange like  explosive diarrhea. This is when I realize it's not just an  thing 
and call the vet. I tell them I opened a new bag of food that Sunday and believe it could be that and 
they tell me to put them all on a bland diet. 

They didn't have an opening to see  until that Friday, so from Monday-Friday, she was waking me 
up at all hours of the night to go out to diarrhea and having to go multiple times during the day. I take 
her to the vet that Friday (Jan 12th) and they do an x-ray and blood work on her. The x-ray shows no 
obstructions and blood work comes back normal. The conclusion is that my suspicions are correct; the 
dog food made our dogs sick. They send me home with medicine for her.

That Saturday, even after being on the bland diet already for four days,  poops transform into 
diarrhea sprays, to the point of having accidents in the house. The vet doesn't have an appointment 
until Thursday and Friday (Jan 18th & 19th), so I snag both for  and  In the meantime, I 
take a stool sample in to have tested; no parasites. I take both dogs in and at the end of the week; 

 still had explosive orange poop and  still had soft serve orange poop (despite it being 12 
days after being fed bad food and 10 days of still being on the bland diet). They send me home with 
the same care plan as 

Now here we are, two weeks later, still on a bland diet and medicine until everyone's poop finally return 
to normal.  has and we're pretty close for the other two.

If we only had one dog, I may not have even thought the dog food was the culprit, but since we have 

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐560480 1/23/2024 10:40 Purina dog chow complete adult beef 
flavor

 vomited the product up 2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 100 Pound

EON‐560479 1/23/2024 10:40 Diamond Naturals skin and coat real 
meat recipe dry dog good with wild 
caught salmon 30 pounds

 went into severe heart failure r/t dilated cardio myopathy with no underlying heart conditions in 
the presence of a grain free diet

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 77.8 Pound

EON‐560391 1/22/2024 12:16 Smartbones mini chicken bones On Jan 6 2024 4 of my dogs were given these treats. My husky became very ill with sever vomiting/ 
lethargic/ dehydration however she had more than one of these treats. Its important to note my dogs 
have eaten these treats for years and are not sensitive to them. My other 3 had only 1 treat and they 
all vomited within hours of eating. I figured it was a bad bag or just a fluke so I had tossed it out. I buy 
in bulk so I have 7 unopened bags and believe the issue is with the Vietnam facility. However; I also do 
have a Cambodia bag that Is unopened. We purchased another bag to see if the issue was actually 
the batch. Our cattledog was given one treat on 01/21/2024 and he vomited within one hour of eating 
this time. Batch numbers are pretty far off so again I believe its the facility 

These will be related to:
Report ID Status ICSR # Title Report Type Description
01/22/2024 11:15:24 AM 381237 Initial 2151755 Smartbones Mini Chicken bones Pet Food Safety 
Report
01/22/2024 11:12:20 AM 381232 Initial 2151754 Smartbones Mini Chicken bones Pet Food Safety 
Report
01/22/2024 11:03:04 AM 381230 Initial 2151752 Smartbones Mini Chicken bones Pet Food Safety 
Report
01/22/2024 10:56:06 AM 381150

1.5 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐560389 1/22/2024 12:12 SmartBones Mini Chicken Dog Treats Vomited a few hours after eating 4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐560388 1/22/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Small Breed Formula Salmon 
is the first ingredient. No corn wheat or 
soy.

As stated above, the vet recommended at that appointment (June 24, 2023) that we switch to a 
different dog food and one that was recommended was this dog food (Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin 
& Stomach Salmon, adult, small breed formula). So on July 6th when we received the new food from 
Chewy.com, we gradually made the switch slowly over a couple of weeks and then she was fully on 
this new food. In less than a month after we switched to this food  started to have stomach 
issues. Below are dates that I have text messages from my son and myself regarding  and what 
was going on. (My 23 year old son,  has had  sleep with him for most of her life, so he is 
very aware when something isn't right with her. The messages are from him to me, unless they say 
from me.) I also have dates for when and why I took her to be seen. 

8-5-23
 been struggling with her breakfast. Today she didn’t finish it and she’s acting uncomfortable. 

Same thing happened a few days ago. 
Me: “Not sure what is up with that. Her poop hasn’t been really solid since the food switch so not sure 
if that is the issue.”

9-16-23
 is acting very strange again this morning, she seems uncomfortable. Circling around on bed and 

weird stretching. She acted hungry for a second then she didn’t touch her food. When I put her on the 
potty pad she just laid down on it. It took her a while to get her to go potty. Sounded like her tummy 
was growling a lot before she woke up 

9-18-23  had vet apt. for her stomach issue (they took stool sample: Ova and parasite 
(Centrifugal Fecal Flotation) Test and Giardia Antigen Test (2320), came back normal on the 23rd.
They said to follow up again if she had another round of issues to check for pancreatitis.

9.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 6.5 Pound

9-22-23
 looked uncomfortable, she didn’t seem super excited about breakfast, she had one bite and then 

Peter her tail down and went to the edge of the bed.

10-20-23
 had a bad night last night, poor pukey girl :(

11-17-23
 tummy has been making weird sounds last night and she barely touched her food

11-21-23
 threw up in my bed again :(

12-7-23
She is throwing up and not doing well

12-8-23 
 puking again

12-13-23
Me:  threw up watery and white foam with blood in it. I have her scheduled to get blood work 
drawn for tomorrow at 12, unless they get a cancelation. They will check for pancreatitis, and this is
one of the signs.
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12-14-23  had bloodwork done at Pawsitive Care Veterinary Clinic. - Canine Pancreatic 
Lipase(cPL)(2073)
Results:
1) Slight decrease of calcium - not concerning
2)cPL within normal range. No indication of pancreatitis 
Interpretation: A few results are just outside the standard reference interval, but these can be 
considered normal because 10% of animals fall just outside the reference interval. I have no concerns 
at this time.

12-14-23 - evening
Me:  puked again tonight so I will keep her so you can sleep.

Around this time I started her on bland diet of canned pumpkin, rice, and boiled turkey. She started out 
enjoying eating it. She ate some of the Purina here and there when she didn't want this food, and just 
a little bit here and there only because she acted like she wanted to eat it and went to where it was. 

12-20-23
 threw up again

12-21-23
Me: The vet can’t see  until Jan. 22 or I can try and call next Thursday to get their spot they save 
for emergencies. I had already called today right when they opened and they had their 2 spots already 
taken. I am going to call the old vet in  and see if he can see her. I checked around our area 
and just not sure about some of these other places. 

12-21-23
Me: Got  an appointment for (tomorrow) Saturday at 9:20 at old vet place in 

At this time  also was not wanting to drink much, but was still peeing large amounts.

12-23-24 - Appt. at  
They did an exam, an ear swab, fecal, urinalysis, and abdominal radiograph survey. Urinalysis showed 
she had a UTI and they gave her antibiotics to take for that, and some Canine I/D Turkey Loaf Cans. 
Also put her on regimen of 5 mg of Famotidine and 5 mg of Omeprazole. He had a little debris in her 
ear and wants her ear cleaned out with OTC ear wash twice this week and then monthly. Other results 
were normal. They wanted to see her back in 14 days to recheck. 

I slowly tried to get  onto the canned food, mixing it in a little at a time with the rice, pumpkin diet. 
She no longer really wanted the rice bland food or canned food at a certain point, slowly began to stop 
eating stuff, unless she would go a long time without food than would eat. Drank less water, but I 
would add water to the food.

1-8-24 - I took her back to  for a recheck of her urine, and follow-up appt. She 
said she still had a slight infection in her urine, so they put her on another 7 days of antibiotics, and 
switched the food to Royal Canine GI Low Fat Canned food. They wanted to do another UTI recheck 
and we scheduled an appointment for 1-19-24. 

She liked the new food at first, but then was less and less interested in it. Drank very little and it was 
apparent that she just wasn't wanting to eat much. The vet office called to check on her and I told them 
she wasn't really wanting to eat much. The vet sent a text message with a recipe to try to get her to 
eat, cream of wheat, egg, low-fat cottage cheese, a little oil and sugar. She wanted it at first and then 
didn't want much of it. She was very boney, no muscle mass and clear to me that she was not going to 
put on any weight and just didn't act like herself anymore. She didn't want to 
play with her favorite toy anymore and too me looked like she was starving to death.

I made the call to the vet office on 1-16-24, and told them we thought it was time to put her down, but I 
wanted my 2 kids to have another full day with her. She said I could let them know when I wanted to 
schedule it. I sent a text back and asked for a Thursday appointment, so we set it up for 2:20 on 1-18-
24.

The evening of 1-16-24 around 5pm  had a seizure. I called the vet right away and asked to move 
up the appointment for the next day. We didn't want her to suffer. She only had the one seizure. 

 we went in at 9:40am for her euthanasia.

I have not contacted either vet offices to release  medical records, but I am not against doing 
that, if need be.

EON‐560387 1/22/2024 12:00 Purina Pro Plan Weight Management 
Chicken and Rice

Approximately 3-5 days after opening a new bag of Purina Pro Plan the dog was not eating normally 
and became very lethargic. around day 4 the dog began to have difficulty standing or walking. We 
discontinued the food and changed to a different dog food and the dog resumed eating and began 
inproving.

1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐560386 1/22/2024 11:40 Smartbones Mini Chicken bones Vomited a few hours after eating 2 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 95 Pound
EON‐560385 1/22/2024 11:36 FROMM- DUCK A LA VEG RECIPE I BOUGHT A NEW BAG OF FOOD WHICH WAS A DIFFERANT FLAVOR THAN NORMAL. 

STARTED THAT ON SUNDAY NIGHT, HE WOKE ME UP NUMEROUS TIMES TO GO OUT AND 
POOP. STARTED GETTING MORE LIQUID LIKE AND MORE OFTEN. HE WAS REMOVED FROM 
DAYCARE BECAUSE WE DIDNT KNOW WHAT WAS CAUSEING THE DIARRHEA AND DIDNT 
WANT TO GET ANYONE ELSE SICK. DIARRHEA BECAUSE MORE LIQUID AND MORE OFTEN. 
FRIDAY MORNING HE THREW UP, TOOK TO THE VET DID XRAYS, BLOOD AND FLUIDS. 
SLOWLY GETTING BETTER

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 80 Pound

EON‐560378 1/22/2024 11:08 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Chicken and Rice Formula Dry Catfood

My cat experienced vomiting and diarrhea after eating this food. She was also lethargic and sleeping 
alot. I stopped giving her the food on 1/7/24 and she hasn't vomitted or had diarrhea since stopping the 
food. She returned to her normal self within a couple days having much more energy and super 
playful.

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐560376 1/22/2024 11:04 Smartbones chicken and vegetable 
chews- 56 mini

Dog became severely ill after eating treats a few hours after. Vomiting lethargic dehydrated. Vomited 8 
times in 24 hrs.

13 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 80 Pound

EON‐560370 1/22/2024 10:40 Natural Balance Limited Ingredient 
Reserve Duck and Potato Recipe

We opened a new bag of dog food and my dog continued to become ill. She had diarrhea the day after 
the first feeding of the new bag of dog food. Then she threw up within 8-10 hours of each feeding. Our 
dog has been on this food for 2+ years now and never had an issue. We noticed when we opened this 
bag of food that it looked different than it normally does. We bought her another bag from a different 
store which appeared to look like her food normally looks and no more throwing up or diarrhea.

Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog

EON‐560369 1/22/2024 10:40 Purina pro plan adult sensitive shin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

She had near diarrhea and a bloody discharge. Vet said she had an infection in her anal glands. She is 
also itching like crazy

3 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound

EON‐560368 1/22/2024 10:40 Orijen Original Grain Free Dry Cat Food Started a new bag of Orijen 2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐560367 1/22/2024 10:40 Wholesomes Grain-free Whitefish Meal 
and Potatoes Food for dogs and 
puppies.

 started developing diarrhea in small increments then it started to get severe over a 2 weeks span. 
I went to release her from her crate Sunday morning and it was diarrhea everywhere in it. She never 
had an accident as bad before. After that incident, she wouldn’t eat for the whole day and seemed 
lethargic. I offered her plenty of water throughout the day to flush the illness out. The next day I fed her 
the same dog food only to have the diarrhea return again so I immediately stopped using it and 
offering her plain rice and chicken and vegetables.  hasn’t had any diarrhea since and her poop is 
firm again. This is the second bag of dog food from this brand. I returned the first bag because I 
suspected it was causing diarrhea and just switched the flavor(ingredients). It has to be the dog food 
from this company.  is much better since I stopped feeding her the dog food.

5 Months American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 27 Pound

EON‐560365 1/22/2024 10:40 Purins Pro Plan Compleye Essentials 
Beef & Rice

Dog became lethargic and vomited approx 2 hrs after every meal - had just begun feeding that 
particular Pro Plan Complete Essentials Beef & Rice adult dry food mixed with 25-50% Purina Pro 
Plan puppy food. Symptoms remained for a week and product was discontinued being fed. Continued 
feeding puppy only - vomiting immediately stopped and dog returned to normal. Reaction to Pro Plan 
Beef and Rice was obvious.

11 Months Setter - Irish Red Dog 45 Pound

EON‐560364 1/22/2024 10:40 Purina Friskies Pate All 4 of my cats started throwing up (repeatedly) after being fed Purina wet food. American Shorthair Cat
EON‐560363 1/22/2024 10:40 Purina Puppy Chow Complete Puppy 

Dog Dry Food - Chicken High-Protein 
Real Meat

I slowly switched from Kirkland kibble to Purina because of a new puppy. Dog started randomly 
throwing up every day or 2. Confirmed it wasn't snacks or any other food. Switched kibble and hasn't 
vomited since. I am going to note that it might just be a sensitivity with my dog since the vet did 
mention that their bodies can reject certain kibbles as they grow older.

14 Months Unknown Dog 62 Pound

EON‐560362 1/22/2024 10:40 Purina One True Instinct Vomiting and severe diarrhea. 4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound
EON‐560361 1/22/2024 10:40 Purina one true instict wet food Started her on a new wet food, she's been taking it over a month now, and in the last week she has 

been having severe diarrhea, and vomiting. Meds aren't working. She's the only animal in the house 
sick, I'm stopping this food immediately.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐560348 1/22/2024 8:44 Abound Small breed Chicken and brown 
rice recipe

 has had some vomiting at night 2 days this week. Today we discovered that our current bag of 
dogfood is expired and the prior bag was also expired.

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560341 1/22/2024 7:32 RCBHN German Shep Puppy 30# We rescued a litter of 4 German shepherds at 4 weeks of age. Purchased first bag of Royal Canin 
puppy kibble at Petco while transitioning from milk. No issues. I work for two veterinary hospitals and 
order from Royal Canin directly, 30 lb bag of GS Puppy food arrived, I opened it Sunday, January 14, 
2024, at dinner time. 
We adopted two pups 2 weeks ago, the others have been adopted. Within 20 minutes of feeding, both 
pups had extreme explosive vomiting, lethargy. I immediately went to the bag of food and could smell 
a difference in the kibble. Three hours later, vomiting still occurred. Fortunately with my background I 
monitored closely and kept them hydrated. I have not fed it since, still waiting on a reply from Royal 
Canin but they’re swamped with complaints.
We’ve had over 500 foster dogs the last 23 years and I have always supported, stood by their product 
and recommend
it to all of our adopters.
But something is definitely wrong.

A client opened a new bag of Royal Canin adult kibble, her dog would not eat it, she contributed it to 
her dog just having a dental with several extractions. As in the rescue world, we have a long term 
foster with a stomach of steel, never had any GI issues. I mixed 1/4 cup in with his 1 3/4 cup RC 
weight management kibble just once and he had explosive bloody diarrhea and vomiting, that was on 
December 15th.
I dumped the kibble in the woods for wildlife (oops) I wasn’t aware of any issues at the time.

10 Weeks Shepherd Dog - German Dog 20 Pound

EON‐560335 1/22/2024 3:24 Purina Pro Plan Performance 30/20 
Chicken and Roce Formula

 became extremely dehydrated and lethargic. She then had diarrhea and became extremely 
bloated which turned into constipation. The vet said she had an infection. She stood up the next day 
and then flopped down and died.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐560334 1/22/2024 2:52 A Taste of the Wild (Rocky Mountain) 
Feline Recipe dry food (Production Code 
best by Sep 2024. 3248 T CR0901 SCN 
16:51 337)

 has been eating A Taste of the Wild (Rocky Mountain) Feline Recipe (dry) kibble for many years. 
It is her only food source. She does not eat any other food and she has never has human food. She 
was a very healthy indoor cat with normal organ levels, zero health issues ever. She has no contact 
with other animals at all. With my newest bag of Taste of the Wild (Rocky Mountain) she began 
vomiting occasionally. For the first couple weeks it did not seem worrisome as it was not frequent. I 
realized it was not hairballs, but I was still keeping an eye on her became she is not a cat who vomits. 
At 4pm on Tuesday January 16th 2024 she vomited up a large volume of food (Taste of the Wild 
kibble) that she had just consumed. The vomiting became acute and over the next 12 hours she 
vomited 4-5 more times. She was listless, obviously in stomach pain and very uncomfortable. She was 
definitely sick and not behaving in her normal way. I called the vet  

 at 8am Wednesday January 17, 2024 and was able to bring her in for a 10:45am 
appointment.  did a medical exam, ran blood tests, gave her fluids, and some anti-vomit and 
antibiotic injections. He determined she was suffering from gastronomic distress and inflammation. He 
sent me home with a week supply of anti-vomit pills and a week supply of antibiotic. The blood results 
from 1/17/2024 determined that all of  organ levels were normal, but her white blood cell counts 
were very high because of the inflammation.  stopped eating food and when she would drink 
water her would vomit it up, multiple times per day. She has been very listless up to this point and is 
obviously in stomach distress. Today is 1/21/2024 and she is still suffering from these symptoms right 
now. In researching her issues and the food that she had been eating, I found MANY current 
complaints about the exact same issues from other pet owners about gastrointestinal issues with this 
current lot of A Taste of the Wild and other brands which were sourced from the same ingredients. I do 
not want this to happen to other pets and it is important to me that this is investigated. I still have the 
bag of A Taste of the Wild and will keep it in case it needs to be tested.

11 Years American Shorthair Cat 12.5 Pound

EON‐560333 1/22/2024 2:52 Purina pro plan essentials Pet started vomiting in the middle on the night, wanted outside kept laying down in the snow wouldn’t 
come in. Got him inside about an hour late he was pacing and laying down not well. He laid down 
wouldn’t and couldn’t get up. Was cold to touch. Rushed to emergency vet hospital. They did several 
imagine test that all were normal! They found low platelets but couldn’t find why. They transferred him 
to my normal vet hospital for monitoring. He quickly declined starting having bloody diarrhea. They did 
more imaging test and his blood work was normal. He then crashed. They did cpr twice brought him 
back and he crashed again. The vet said nothing was abnormal on the tests all they found was an 
inflamed GI.the only thing he has was purine pro plan!

9 Years Mastiff Dog 135 Pound

EON‐560332 1/22/2024 2:52 Purina Pro Plan Small Breed Chicken 
and Rice Formula

Bought Purina Pro small breed chicken and rice formula to feed our pug,  for first time Jan 9 and 
began to mix with old food on 10th of January.  became ill, listless, and would not eat starting on 
12th, continued to be sick with vomiting and diarrhea on 13th. Once he started to eat again on 13th he 
was given soft human food, not Pro Plan and improved to near full recovery by the 15th. On Jan 15th 
and the morning of 16th he was given Pro Plan again, and morning of 16th he became ill again and 
had a seizure. Taken to veterinarian and and given blood test and X-ray. Results were fairly normal, 
and the vet did not determine a cause for why illness or seizure occurred. Recommended a 
neurological work up. On the evening of 16th  became more ill with another seizure and inability 
to walk. We again discontinued Purina Pro on the 16th.  slowly improved over the next couple 
days with no more seizures. By the 19th he appeared fully recovered and has had no symptoms for the 
last several days. While we do not know if Purina Pro was related to his illness,  became ill within 
a two days after we started mixing Pro Plan into his food, he recovered when it was stopped and then 
became ill again when Pro Plan was resumed. His symptoms are the same as cases we found 
reported on the Internet where dogs have become ill after eating Pro Plan. Therefore we decided to 
report this case as potentially related to Purina Pro Plan.

5 Years Pug Dog 15 Pound

EON‐560331 1/22/2024 2:52 Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach salmon and rice large 
breed puppy food

I opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, which is what  had always eaten. Within one hour of 
eating her first serving out of the new bag, she became very ill, vomiting multiple times and remaining 
lethargic over the next 48 hours. I immediately discontinued use of the food.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 38 Pound

EON‐560330 1/22/2024 2:52 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
shredded blend chicken and rice formula

 was on this food for over a year. The vet recommended it. And out of the blue he started throwing 
up and having diarrhea. We went to the vet, who ran tests which came back to nothing. Additionally, 
he was lethargic, drinking excessive amounts of water, etc. So we were instructed to go on a bland 
diet and once it resolves to slowly introduce food. We did that, and once we started introducing food 
the diarrhea came back. So we went back, more and more tests were done, and they decided we’d try 
a prescription diet, from another brand and that seems to have helped. But he is still having symptoms, 
and is getting an ultrasound tomorrow.

6 Years Spaniel - Springer English Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560329 1/22/2024 2:48 Wellness complete health 7+ age 
advantage paté chicken entree smooth 
loaf 3 ounce can

I discovered a sizable piece of blue plastic inside the can of Wellness 3 ounce cat food, mixed in with 
the wet food. This is the chicken, smooth loaf variety.

EON‐560328 1/22/2024 2:21 ORIJEN Original Cat Cat has been eating Orijen Original dry food for over a year. Opened a new bag and she fell sick within 
a couple of days of eating it. Symptoms were diarrhea, lethargy, loss of appetite, and refusal to eat 
food. She has never been sick before.

7 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐560327 1/22/2024 2:21 PEDIGREE for adult complete nutrition 
grilled steak and veg. flavor

dog started throwing food up . bought pedigree dog food always since she was a pup ! this pedigree 
for adults came from the dollar store at  in many  ! carried dog to the vet clinic in 

 and she was very sick had to have ivs !PANCREATITIS! is the cause this dog has never 
been sick and the dog food is all she had eaten
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EON‐560326 1/22/2024 2:21 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials
Salmon & Rice formula

Two weeks into opening a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, adult, salmon & rice flavor,  began 
exhibiting signs of lethargy, diarrhea, and loss of appetite. Took her in to the vet as I was concerned 
about this. They told me they found bacteria in her poop and contributed that to something she may 
have ate. They prescribed me a bland wet food to feed her, anti diarrhea gel, and some pills. We gave 
her the medicine and she began getting better, then we incorporated the purina back into the wet food 
portions so she wouldn't have such an abrupt start. She was fine for another two weeks until it all 
started happening again. But this time she began vomiting, and the diarrhea is green in color. She has 
vomited up both bile and stomach contents, but since putting her back on the prescription wet food, 
she seems to be able to digest what she's eaten, albeit still bad because of the diarrhea.

My other cat has been exhibiting some symptoms as well but she doesn't eat Purina Pro Plan. 
However, she is eating Purina Beyond Simply chicken & rice flavor. If it's what I think it might be 
(salmonella contamination), then my other cat got it from sharing the litter box with  and stepping 
on the contaminated waste.

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐560325 1/22/2024 2:21 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula 
Adult

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula dry dog food for 
many months. He started throwing up during the night and day. We removed the food completely and 
switched him to human chicken/rice/vegetables. He continued to throw up after a few days and we 
took him to the vet. His exam, bloodwork and xrays were all clear so we could not figure out why he 
would not stop throwing up. He finally stopped throwing up while on the diet of chicken/rice/veg about 
a week later. We added back in a small amount of dog food and he started throwing up again, but just 
the dog food. This happened for 2 days and we took the dog food back out, and he stopped throwing 
up. I think that there is something wrong with this food, it appears that others have had this similar 
concern on social media. He is on a different brand dry dog food and is not throwing up. This food is a 
problem and should be investigated and recalled.

1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐560323 1/22/2024 2:21 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 
Large Breed Puppy

Excessive vomiting after every meal, diarrhea, loss of appetite, loud stomach movements lengthy. 
I have been feeding my do Purina pro plan puppy sinsative stomach large bread dry dog food for 
4mths. With their food she has never had an issue. Dec 18th I opened a new bag of the food and the 
next day she was constpated not eating. Then she started vomiting after the 2nd day dinner. She has 
bad travel anxiety that affects her eating so we assumed it was because of our car ride so we 
continued to leave her food for her but she did not eat it. By day 4 she had pooped out a small piece of 
her rubber toy indicating that she had consumed some. We thought after that it would be better but it 
actually got worse. She was eating normal again however every single time she ate she was throwing 
it back up within a few hours. This lasted for about 5 days. That’s last 2 days of which she had not 
eaten more than about half of her serving only one time a day. At this point, I talked with my sister who 
is a vet tech and she suggested we gave my dog plain boiled chicken and rice. So i did i took her 
purina food away and only gave her the rice and chicken. It is important to note that she always has 
and always will eat from a slow feeder so it is not her eating too fast that causes the vomiting. That 
first bowl of rice and chicken and every day after that she was very eager to eat it. The first day of rice 
and chicken she did not throw up anymore but still was constipated. Day 3 of rice she was back to 
complete normal stool and eating schedule/amounts. During her dinner on day 4 I put her prurina food 
bag by the door as I was about to throw it all away, I grabbed my shoes and came back to the room 
but by then she had eaten about one cup of it. A few hours later in the middle of the night she threw 
everything up you could see the purina food along with a the rice in it and she had diarrhea again. The 
next morning after she ate the purina food and threw up I gave her a small amount of rice and chicken 
again and she immediately threw it up as if it was never even touched it looks completely in tact. So 
obviously her stomach was upset so I did. It give her more food. Throughout the day her stomach as 
making loud noises and she still had diarrhea. By dinner that day she ate her rice and chicken normally 
and did not poop at all. The next morning so day 6 of rice and chicken and 2 days post 

10 Months Shepher Dog (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound

purina pieces she was completely normal again meaning appetite and stool. By that point I started to 
consider it being the dog food. So I started researching on google. I found that other people were 
saying specifically the purina pro plan large bread sensitive stomach was making their dogs do the 
same things as mine. I decided to reach out to purina directly and file a complaint. Not only did purina 
completely ignore everything else I said and just said they were sorry to hear about my “dogs loose 
stool” but they also said that their food in completely safe to get my pets. They also said they will be 
mailing me coupons for my next purchase (as if I would still even want to buy from them). They more 
importantly completely disregarded how sick my dog got and SHE WAS TOTALLY FINE ON CHICKEN 
AND RICE BUT ATE A SMALL AMOUT OF THEIR FOOD AND GOT SICK AGAIN BUT HAS BEEN 
ENTIRELY HEALTHY AFTER THAT. It has been a total of 18 days on chicken and rice and she has 
only had issues that one day after eating a small amount of their food. I know without a doubt that their 
food made my fur baby sick. There is no questioning that and for those thinking it is just her stomach, 
remember she was better, ate a small amount of their food and got sick again and after that was 
completely healthy again. I have not dared to give her a new bag of their food until I hear they have 
done something about this. That is very unfortunate for my dog because we had such a long process 
of trying foods that she could eat and not get extremely gassy from being that she does have a 
sensitive stomach. Other that this instance her purina food never bother her and was out favorite go to. 
I hope they recap this and figure it out soon because she loved their food and really do not want to 
have to change it up on her and cause her stomach problems if I do not absolutely have to. She is 
currently still eating rice and chicken some carrots too.
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EON‐560322 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Savor Chicken and Rice My dog has been on Purina Pro Plan almost his entire life. I purchased a new bag about 6 weeks ago 
and just after he began to eat it he became very sick. He began vomiting daily, diarrhea, very lethargic, 
stopped drinking water. This went on for about two weeks and I didn't get him into the vet immediately 
as I was currently dealing with the death of a family member. I finally got him into the vet on Jan 9 
which is when they told me he has stage 4 kidney disease. I since have stopped feeding him the 
Purina and the vomiting has stopped and we are currently treating him with meds and IV fluids. The 
pet store where I purchases the food advised there is a significant problem with Purina and I was also 
advised to report to FDA. I did take a photo of the barcode from the bag and also kept a sample as I 
intend on having it tested.

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30.8 Pound

EON‐560321 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina pro plan puppy lamb and rice I bought purina pro plan puppy lamb and rice in the middle of December from chewy and I started 
feeding my puppy and less than a week later ge started have severe diahera and started vomiting 
called my vet right away and told me stop the food for a week and just feed him boiled chicken and 
rice and some pumpkin and he started feeling better so I called the vet and they said to start food 
again and he got deathly ill again so I stopped again and went back to the boiled chicken and rice and 
did this for 2 more weeks and tried couple days ago with the pro plan again and he got sick so vet said 
to stop completely

6 Months Shar Pei Dog 36 Pound

EON‐560320 1/22/2024 2:20 Diamond Maintenance Seizure 11 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 15 Pound
EON‐560319 1/22/2024 2:20 Orijen Six Fish Dog Food Dogs have eaten this highly rated food since 8 weeks of age, dogs have been less interested in food 

and after last bag they both regurgitate or vomit the food.
9 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 62 Pound

EON‐560318 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula

 vomited 8 times in 24 hours beginning Friday January 19th.  rarely ever vomits. We switched 
him to rice and ground turkey Friday evening and Saturday morning but did not realize he had vomited 
again overnight Friday. Took  to our vet on Saturday morning for an emergency appt. They ran 
bloodwork and did xray. Xray showed no foreign bodies. Bloodwork showed high liver levels and they 
asked us to go to our emergency vet. Emergency vet performed ultrasound and found an irritated GI 
tract consistent with ingesting a toxin or bacteria. Antibiotics, anti nausea meds & liver protector have 
all been prescribed. No new treats or food had been fed. Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Salmon & Rice has been our food for years. Our other dog eats the under 2 year version of this so it’s 
a different food.

8 Years Retriever - Flat-coated Dog 67 Pound

EON‐560317 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Adult with Probiotics Turkey 
and Oat Meal Formula dry food and 
Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essetials Turkey & Sweet Potato wet 
food

3 Dogs (2 German Shephard/Black Labrador Retriever Mix 6 year old dogs -  and  as 
well as 13 year old Lab/Jack Russell mix senior -  were all eating Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin 
and Stomach Turkey and Oatmeal for approximately a year. A few months ago the dogs started losing 
appetite and becoming lethargic. 3 weeks ago they started to completely refuse their food and having 
diarrhea.  became sicker than the other 2 and had to go to the vet ($600 for lab work, x-rays 
and fecal test). No definitive diagnosis was given but the main thing these dogs had in common was 
dog food). With all of the reports of issues with Purina, I have been feeding all three with bland diet of 
chicken rice and pumpkin and am now slowly transitioning to different food.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐560316 1/22/2024 2:20 Royal Canin Golden Retriever Adult Royal Canin Golden Retriever dog kibble ( expiration February 2025). We bought a new bag of Royal 
Canin and the next day out dog vomited twice and diarrhea. We are concerned if this food is bad.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 110 Pound

EON‐560315 1/22/2024 2:20 Retreiver Mini Chunk On Thanksgiving (Nov 23) I noticed  looked like he was dying. He became bones. I took him to 
the emergency vet the next day. His ribs & spine were beyond visible. I have a photo of him less than 4 
weeks prior where he looks normal

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐560314 1/22/2024 2:20 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Renal 
Support Early Consult Dry Dog Food

I am concerned the bag of Royal Canin Renal Support dry dog food we received is contaminated. We 
ordered a new bag of food on Jan. 11, 2024 via Chewy.com. We received the food on Jan. 12th and 
started giving the food to our dog,  the same day.  was boarded at a dog kennel from Jan. 12 
until Jan. 15. When we picked him up on Jan. 15th the kennel told us that he had diarrhea. At the 
kennel he did not have access to things or food that would irritate his stomach. Upon returning home 
Jan. 15th  ate minimally throughout the week, with diarrhea each day and no improvement. We 
eventually had to take him to a pet hospital for IV fluids and medication to stabilize him. He had been 
lethargic, no appetite, and he lost several pounds of weight in the process. We stopped giving him 
Royal Canin on Jan. 18th because of his hospitalization, as well as it became our concern it could be 
the food irritating his GI tract. 

 bloodwork showed mild-moderate systemic inflammation but was otherwise unremarkable, and 
his abdominal ultrasound was within normal limits, with no overt notable causes for his signs. We 
submitted a blood panel to be further tested and evaluated.
According to my internet research, there are hundreds of reports of dogs having similar symptoms 
from various dog food brands including Royal Canin. From what I understand, the growing concern is 
at the supplier level. No recalls yet for the various brands but research is starting as people are 
reporting to FDA and dog food manufacturers.

10 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 53 Pound

EON‐560313 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

Gave dog the food in question and after the 3rd time eating it, he became sick with vomiting, diareah 
and was lethargic. He refused to eat.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐560312 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
shredded blend Beef & Rice formula.

We fed our 2 dogs Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Shredded Blend Beef & Rice dry dog food. In 
November 2023, our 11 month old English Mastiff,  had a seizure out of no where. One week 
later, he had another seizure and we rushed him to the vet. They ran bloodwork tests on him. The 
bloodwork panel was clear - no issues. He was also tested for Valley Fever and Tick disease since we 
live in Arizona. He was negative for both. A week later, November 19, he had another seizure, this 
time while at Petsmart. His seizures (4) were all grand mal. We rushed him back to the emergency vet 
as it was a Sunday and they put him on Keppra (seizure med) and kept him over night. We picked him 
up on noon Monday Nov. 20. He appeared to be ok. We took him to our home vet and they said to 
keep him on meds and watch him. On , 2023 at 5:15am I noticed him moving around the 
bedroom and making noise. I got up and he was bumping into the Christmas tree, the sofa and the 
wall. He acted drunk. I let him outside and he took facing the house, with his head resting on the side 
of the house. I called his name and he looked around. I got him and guided him into the house and laid 
him down on his bed. I then realized something was wrong with his eyesight (he lost vision). A moment 
later, he started seizing, grand mol. My husband heard him thrashing around on the floor and came 
over to help. We felt him heating up so we applied cold wet towels on him as well as a fan on him. The 
seizure never let up. He was foaming at the mouth. We were unable to move 185 lbs that was 
thrashing around to my car so we had to wait until we could safely move him. We called the 
emergency vet and they told us to bring him in. We dragged him on the blanket he was laying on to the 
garage. I ran to a neighbor's house to ask him to help my husband lift  into my car, still seizing. 
We took him approximately 5 miles to the emergency clinic and they took his temperature - 110 
degrees. They could not break the temp. Due to having a grand mol seizure for 2+ hours and a temp 
of 110 degrees, this left him unresponsive and with brain damage. We had no choice but to euthanize 
our baby. We are broken. No prior health issues. This happened when I switched him to the Purina 
Pro Plan Food. Our 12 year old golden retriever got super dry skin and was scratching himself until he 
was bleeding.

11 Months Mastiff Dog 185 Pound

EON‐560311 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina ONE Smartblend Adult Dry Dog 
Food Natural Lamb and Rice Formula 
(44lb)

 began with bouts of periodic diarrhea and vomiting on Christmas. This continued off and on, and 
he was seen by our vet on 1/15/24. An X-ray was done to make sure there were no blockages, which 
proved there were not. Bloodwork was also done which showed no apparent reason for his symptoms. 
He was given IV fluids, B12, and anti-nausea medication. We’ve noticed that when we have given him 
cooked meat, but he has not gotten sick. As soon as we started giving him his dog food again, he 
began with extreme vomiting again.

4 Years Rottweiler Dog 90 Pound

EON‐560310 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy 
Chicken and Rice formula

Multiple episodes of vomiting and diarrhea after eating Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy food. Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐560309 1/22/2024 2:20 4Health grain free beef and potato 
formula

Transitioned my dogs onto the food over 5 days and when everyone was 100% on the food, vomiting 
(up to 3 times a day), lethargic, gurgling stomach, gagging with nothing coming up, burping and farting 
that smelled the worst I’ve ever smelled (literal like something was rotting inside them). Kept on the 
food for 3 days to make sure it was the food. After day 3 of vomiting immediately removed them from 
this kibble and made a bland diet. Today is day 2 off the 4Health food and no vomiting, gagging, upset 
stomach and back to being energetic and playful. Something is terribly wrong with this food, all 3 dogs 
are different ages and not related in any way.

10 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 67 Pound

EON‐560308 1/22/2024 2:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

Fed animal from new bag of food. Dog started refusing to eat on 3rd day. Started vomiting and had 
diarrhea. Very lethargic.

6 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 102 Pound

EON‐560274 1/20/2024 21:56 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Sensibles

Diarrhea and blood - not just blood, but pouring blood rectally 1 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 53 Pound

EON‐560272 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina ONE Plus Indoor Advantage with 
real salmon as #1 ingredient. Helps 
maintain a healthy weight and helps 
minimize hairballs.

The day I switched my cats' dry food from Purina ONE Tender Selects to Purina ONE Indoor 
Advantage, both of my cats vomited several hours after eating it. They managed to keep the food 
down, but vomited water and foam. I was worried enough that it might be the food that I immediately re-
bagged the food and set it aside, switching them back to the other bag of Purina ONE. One of my cats 
(  recovered that afternoon. My other cat  from the same litter) ended up with urinary 
problems days later that required a $7,500 surgery to correct. He is mostly recovered now, after a 
month. Neither of my cats had any health problems prior to this incident. The date that I fed them the 
food was between November 27 and December 1. I bought the food before Thanksgiving. I didn't know 
what to do with the food or where to report it until the MSNBC article was published yesterday. I still 
have that bag of cat food sealed up, and I would be happy to send it to you.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐560271 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Salmon and Rice Dog Food, Cadet 
100% Beef Sticks Premium Dog Treats

Recurrent vomiting and diarrhea for approximately 4-5 days. Normally no stomach issues: 
feeding/water bowls washed daily. Definite decreased energy. Abnormally bright yellow vomit and odd 
consistency stool (slimy). Dog did not consume any non-food items. Took to vet on 1/12 and placed on 
metronidazole and an anti nausea medication. Stool resumed near normal consistency and pattern 
within two days of treatment. Stool tested and without abnormal organisms. Up to date on 
vaccines/preventatives.

21 Months Samoyed Dog 58 Pound

EON‐560270 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula 
*UPC
Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula
Purina One +Plus Healthy Weight High 
Protein Formula
Purina One True Instinct High Protein 
with Beef and Salmon

I have five dogs who have been eating Purina dog food for years. The newest dog, a 15 month old 
golden doodle, was the first to stop eating his food that he normally ate so fast that he had to be put 
outside until the other finished. When my 4 year old yellow lab stopped eating, I knew the food was the 
problem. I realized that all five dogs had begun to have very stinky gas, and not there's presence of 
diarrhea. They are also on the verge of lethargic. My vivacious lab doesn't even want to go outside, 
where she always wants to be. My elderly girl's belly is swollen. They all, instead of eating their food, 
walk around, sniffing all the bowl like they're hoping there's something different in there.
I had not been looking for dog food issues, but now that I am, I'm seeing a lot of people are having 
similar or even worse problems. Estimated date of onset.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐560269 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina cat chow naturals Threw up food 4 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐560268 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina pro plan shredded blend beef 
and rice formula

Dog was shaking like he was having a seizure, would jump when you would go to pet him, became off 
balance and threw up multiple times. After receiving the last bag of dog food he ate it a few times and 
threw up multiple times after consuming. Our other dog had a similar issue but was not as bad as the 
Rotti. They were not interested in the food like something was wrong with it and since switching 
they’ve had no issues and haven’t got sick at all. Took to Emergency vet and they asked what he ate 
since they ruled out a seizure when the seizure meds did not help him. Only thing he had ate was the 
purina pro plan dog food. This happened back in Sept 2023 and we could not figure out what would 
have caused the issue but when he continued to eat this food for the past couple months he continued 
to get sick. Removed the food over a week ago from today and we’ve had no issues with either dog.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 120 Pound

EON‐560266 1/20/2024 21:32 Purina Puppy Chow tender and crunchy Had seizures, dehydration, diarrhea, vomiting chunks of blood, lethargic, fevers 2 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 27 Pound

EON‐560265 1/20/2024 21:29 Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural Premium 
Dry Dog Food Real Beef Pea & Brown 
Rice Recipe 14 Lbs

I purchased Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural Premium Dry Dog Food, Real Beef, Pea, & Brown Rice 
Recipe, 14 Lbs from Meijer on December 22nd, December 24th I noticed my dog was very lathergic, 
not really moving, refusing to go outside…this went on for days followed by diarrhea and joints so achy 
he could barely stand, his paws would just tremble trying to stand. He had a fever of 105.8 for four 
days then 107 for two days…our vet ran many tests and we could not figure out the source of this 
infection…then I remembered I just opened that bag of food that did have a stronger smell than normal 
thinking weird but nothing to much of it…it’s been 22 days and my dog is panting, not moving, on 
countless meds. I bought a new bag of food from another store and he’s been able to keep that down, 
and no odor from the food. I have the bag that caused his sickness due to some type of contamination

5 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 48 Pound

EON‐560264 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice

My dog has been eating Purina Pro Plan for Sensitive Stomach for 3 years with no problems then I 
bought a new bag of the Purina on Jan 2 2024 and he started having a loss of appetite, then loose 
stools and diarrhea. I took him to the vet this week and they did blood work and labs show his liver 
enzymes are raised and pancreatitis. I’m taking him back in two weeks to get retested to see if his 
numbers improve. I stopped giving him Purina 6 days ago and the diarrhea has stopped.

3285 Days Terrier - Rat Dog 22 Pound

EON‐560263 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina cat chow naturals with added 
vitamins minerals and nutrients

Bought this purina brand dry cat food December 27th 2023 and he had a seizure a couple weeks after 
then as of January 19th he had another seizure then threw up the color of the dry cat food and was 
meowing on and off all night

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐560262 1/20/2024 21:28 Stella & Chewy's freeze-dried raw Chick 
Chick Chicken dinner morsels

After eating Stella & Chewy's freeze-dried Chick Chick Chicken food that was always fed dry every 
day, my cat experienced severe constipation and died. He did not produce a bowel movement for 8 
days, and then he died. We know this fact based on our litter box camera footage. We took his dead 
body to his vet, and she looked over his dead body and did not see any signs of other illness and 
proposed that he most likely had an obstruction, such as constipation. Without doing a necropsy, this 
was the best explanation for his death. He did not have any prior symptoms or any diagnosed health 
issues, so constipation is the most likely explanation. My other cat who is alive who has also been 
eating this food dry has also been experiencing constipation and produces small pieces of dry, crumbly 
poop during every bowel movement. The bags of Stella & Chewy's freeze-dried foods explicitly say the 
foods can be left out to eat dry without rehydrating, but this is dangerous and causes constipation due 
to the high bone content and extreme lack of moisture in the food. I wish I would have known this prior 
to my cat's death, and Stella & Chewy's should not be allowed to advertise on the bags that this food 
can be fed dry without rehydrating.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐560261 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula  wasn't eating well and was losing weight. He was drinking a lot of water, particularly in the 
mornings. He was more lethargic, and had minimal interest in eating. He also hadn't wanted any dog 
treats for a few weeks, so he was only eating his dog food one time per day. He vomited some bile, 
which was highly unusual, and had some diarrhea, so I took him to the vet to check his health on 
12/13/23. His heart was fine, and the vet didn't feel any masses, but said his abdominal area was 
sensitive when he palpated it. He took blood to run a full panel of tests to determine the underlying 
problem. The next day we found out that some of the values were off the charts, and he was 
diagnosed with stage 3 kidney failure. We were shocked, as  health was excellent previously. 
We started daily LFS fluids subcutaneously at home, Hills Kidney Care Food (which he barely ate), 
Entyce, Enalapril, Metronidazole, and Phos-Bind (which took 3 days to get).  drank some water 
for a few days on his own, in addition to the fluids, but wasn't interested in food so ate very little. On 
Monday, 12/18,  seemed stable, but on , the decline was evident. He was not 
drinking on his own, not eating, laying quietly. On  night, he slept by our bedside, and in the 
morning when we got up, he took his last breath by our bedside.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 44 Pound

EON‐560260 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina one plus large breed adult 
formula

Larve was found in quantity in a bag of purina pro plan

EON‐560259 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina One small bites - chicken Issue comes & goes. Lethargic, vomits, loss of appetite, diarrhea (sometime mucus/bloody) Can go a 
few days & seems o.k., then s/s start again. Also, hyperactive bowel sounds you can hear across the 
room. Been tested for parasites. Put him on store bought spring water to check if well issue. No 
difference. Just heard about Purina One issue with vitamin supplement issue & decided to send my 
issue to you. Now, my other 15 y.o. shih-poo is having similar symptoms. Starting on difference dry 
dog food as of today. This has been going on with  for 2 months. Only constant was Purina One.

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐560258 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina Dog Chow Vomiting, diarrhea, rectal bleeding 

Diarrhea, rectal bleeding (
(  is male 15 month old 12lbs)

7 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐560257 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Dry Dog Food

A new bag of Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Dry Dog Food Lot 
number 32806001 1528L 08 with a Expiration date of April 2025 was purchased and  would 
have random bouts of vomiting immediately after eating the food. On 1/17/24 he started vomiting with 
blood in it as well as diarrhea with blood in it. He would refuse to eat the food and was lethargic. He 
was taken to the vet and was given IV fluids and anti-nausea medication. This was the only food he 
ate.

1 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 46 Pound

EON‐560256 1/20/2024 21:28 Dog cookie without label, Dog treat/ 
looks like a peanut butter cup/no label, 
Iced dog cookies without label

I went in to  in  to check out their newly renovated store. I always read pet 
treat labels because I have a smaller dog with allergies to certain ingredients. They're selling 
homemade dog treats with NO labels and the girl at the counter couldn't seem to tell me what's in 
them either. I thought every product being sold had to have some ingredient labeling. So I'm filing this 
report in hopes this can be corrected because I'd hate to see a pet get sick or die from something their 
owner bought that didn't have proper labeling.

EON‐560255 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina® Pro Plan® Veterinary Diets EN 
Gastroenteric Low Fat™ Canned Canine 
Formula

She lost all appetite and she was vomiting and having diarrhea daily. I brought her to the vet to see 
what was going on they ruled out cancer. They recommended purina pro plan EN food to help.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 9 Pound

EON‐560254 1/20/2024 21:28 Purina Cat Chow Senior Essentials 7+ Purchased Purina Cat Chow Senior Essentials 7+ and fed it to our three cats. We have been feeding 
them this food for years with no issues. One of our three cats (19 year old female DSH) refused to eat 
it. The other two (19 year old male DSH and 16 year old female DSH) ate it. Both became ill within a 
matter of days. They lost weight extremely fast and became weak. We switched to a different food and 
offered it to both sick cats. One accepted the new food and has made a nearly complete recovery (he 
is still regaining weight). The other cat refused any other food and died very quickly. The cat that died 
was the youngest of our three and was in perfect health. She had never experienced illness prior to 
this event.

16 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 7 Pound

EON‐560253 1/20/2024 21:28 The Honest Kitchen Tasty Whole Food 
clusters Whole Grain Beef and Oat, The 
Honest Kitchen Food Clusters Whole 
Grain Chicken & Oat Recipe Dog Food

After eating Honest Kitchen Chicken, beef, with and without grain clusters for a year or more, both 
dogs suddenly started walking away. Both dogs are ravenous eaters normally.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐560252 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina one smart blend true instinct  was perfectly healthy and had no health issues. On Sunday January 7th she went outside for a 
few hours as she does every day. When we went to let her back in she could barely walk or use her 
back legs. We had to carry her in and lay her in her bed. Her pupils were dialed and non-reactive to 
light, she was panting heavily, seemed disoriented, and was shaking badly. She would not eat or drink. 
We let her rest in her bed and her conidditionndodnnotnimprove through the evening. We were worried 
she got into something while she was outside so we went and checked the enclosed run where our 
two dogs go, there was nothing there to indicate and hung out of the ordinary that could have caused 
this issue. 

We let her rest through the night and in the morning her condition had not improved. Our vet was able
To get her in that morning so we took her to be evaluated. The vet did a thorough physical and x-rays. 
There was nothing on the x-ray that could cause her issues (no bowel obstructions, breaks in her 
spine, etc). The only thing that the vet said showed up in the x-ray was some fine gravely looking 
substance in her intestine which was odd. There is no gravel in our yard where they stay only grass. 

The vet prescribed steroids thinking the issue may be some kind of clot in her spinal column blood 
flow. This was a guess though and there was no definite diagnosis.

9 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560251 1/20/2024 21:24 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers Chicken 
Feast in Gravy

1/15/2024  started eating Fancy Feast last week - We noticed she would not eat entire can but 
liked the moist food - We noticed she was not eating as much as before she is still drinking water - Her 
stool this week is black and runny - We took her to the groomer who noticed that she had lost 
significant weight and was not acting her normal self - laying down during grooming session - etc . . . 
We have an appointment with the VET tomorrow for bloodwork and evaluation -

Years Persian Cat

EON‐560250 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina One Tender Selects Blend I currently work at a vet but I have fed 15/17 of my cats Purina One Tender Selects dry food. All cats 
began to throw up food, blood, and then their stomach lining. My one cat had to be hospitalized and 
were on fluids and meds. It took days for my cats to recover with at home treatment while the one was 
in the hospital. I can provide proof of diagnostics etc. I tried re-feeding the food (a different bag) and 
the same thing happened. I have had to cut Purina out of their diet completely and they are fine now. 
Purina is working with me to hopefully pay my vet bills since their food caused this.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐560249 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina one chicken and rice formula Upon opening a new bag of Purina one chicken and rice  started having diarrhea. It accelerated 
the following day to diarrhea with blood and blood running out her rear end. On New Year’s Eve we 
ended up at the emergency vet and were given meds and put her on boiled chicken and rice. Once 
she started feeling better we started giving her Purina mixed in and immediately the diarrhea and 
blood began again. So we stopped the food immediately and have seen improvement. My cat was 
eating this food some also and began vomiting blood.

3 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 19 Pound
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EON‐560248 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Pro Large Puppy Breed We had two dogs that this hit hard. The first dog was our German Shephard. He got very sick with 
Diarrhea and vomiting after starting on a new bag of Purina Pro chicken and rice. We had to rush him 
to ER Vet when he started having bloody diarrhea on Sunday, January 14th. Our Bernedoodle doesn't 
eat the same type of food, but when the German got sick, the Bernedoodle "  got into his food 
while we were busy tending to the German. Just two days later, January 16th, we had to take our 
Bernedoodle to the vet and she was admitted for two days. Same symptoms as everyone else is 
saying, diarrhea, vomitting, lethargy, muscle weakness and bloody diarrhea. She almost didn't make it 
which is why she had to spend two days in the hospital. The vet couldn't find anything wrong and said 
it may be salmonella poisoning or maybe they got into something. Both of these dogs are inside dogs 
and are only taken outside on a leash. We see everything they do outside and they didn't get into 
anything new. The only common denominator is the dog food. I am just extremely thankful that both 
dogs made it, but we are switching immediately to a new dog food.

3 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound

EON‐560247 1/20/2024 21:24 PURINA PRO PLAN I have bought Purina Pro Plan for my Gooden Doodle for that last 3 years after she turned 1. Around 
June of 2023, my dog developed Lymphoma. We had to put her to sleep in September of 2023.

3 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐560246 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Pro Plan Shredded Blend 
Chicken & Rice Formula Small Breed 
Weight Management Dry Dog Food

I began feeding peanut purina pro plan weight management after changing him from his diet food. He 
readily ate it then suddenly a week later, he began to have diarrhea and then began vomiting. His 
kidneys had began to rapidly decline and was diagnosed with stage 5 renal failure.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐560245 1/20/2024 21:24 Puppy Chow Tender & Crunchy with 
Real Beef Dry Dog Food

We picked up a bag of Purina Puppy Chow just before Christmas to assist  with the feeding of 
puppies she had 2 weeks prior. We took some of her regular dog food of Pedigree and mixed it with 
Purina Puppy Chow. We picked up Purina as the store was out of Pedigree at the time. We have 4 
dogs in the house and two of them were fed just pedigree that was used for the mix and they were fine 
with no issues. Since we were low on the main food we fed the mix to  and then gave the rest to 

 The mix was fed to  on 12/25 The night of 12/26 she started to be lethargic, vomiting and 
had diahrea. We also found a pool of blood by her. Before we could get her to a Vet she had passed 
the morning of 12/27. Later that day  started to show the same symptoms of lethargy, vomiting 
and diahrea. We tried to assist him at home but on 12/30 he got worse with blood in the stoole and we 
rushed him to the Vet. They ran tests but could not determin why he was that way. They sent him 
home with meds.

1 Years Siberian Husky Dog 40 Pound

EON‐560244 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach TUrkey and Oat Meal Formula

I received this food on January 14th and gave it to the cat. He ate a large portion and seemed to like it. 
He ate some the following day. After that, I noticed he wasn't eating much, and was starting to act a 
little depressed/lethargic. The only things he was interested in were treats, and it was still difficult to 
get him to eat. He also stopped having bowel movements a few days ago, and I administered Miralax 
to help with that. I read a report about Purina Pro Plan foods being implicated in widespread animal 
illness, and I realized this was the brand/variety of food I had just switched him to. I took the food away 
today, and have gotten him to eat a little wet food. He is still lethargic and acting sick.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐560243 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Cat Chow Naturals I purchased Purina Cat chow naturals for the first time, served both cats 3 servings total from the bag, 
both cats reacted by vomitting, immediately stopped and switched back to their normal food. One cat 
remains in good health while the other has been lethargic, uncontrolled diarrhea blood in their stool 
and sores on rectal area from not being able to hold a bowel. My kitten-  has been to vet 3 times 
has had to have a vitamin b shot, fluids introduced and a penicillin shot along with take home meds to 
control diarrhea. Problem has been on going since 12/23 and is current as of 1/20/24 medicine has not 
helped. Food was purchased from Walmart store 
I am at my vet today 01/20/2024 Prior to switching to Purina cat chow natural  was in perfect 
health, I own two kittens both are indoor only cats. No other pets in current household.

9 Months Domestic Mediumhair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐560242 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Beyond Simply Grain Free 
Chicken and Egg
Also
Purina Beyond Simply Grain Free Indoor 
Cat Wild Caught Salmon Egg & Sweet 
Potato Recipe UPC code 017800169011

I recently heard of pets getting sick from their pet foods. I am now wondering if the Purina dry food I 
was giving my kitty was tainted in some way as I read other pet owners also have had a concern about 
Purina food. My 7 year young, healthy, active , very playful kitty became very lethargic around Labor 
Day so I took her to the vet to see what was going on with her. She had a check up in February last 
year and was healthy. The vet told me she was anemic and put her on an antibiotic and steroids. She 
told me she did not know what was causing her illness however. I took her back in 2 weeks and she 
was given more medicine. She gradually got worse and after 2 1/2 months of trying to make her better, 
she only got worse and was deteriorating with every passing day. She had no quality of life left. My 
beautiful calico was put to sleep. She was never let outside so it just makes me wonder if it was the 
Purina Grain Free Chicken and Egg cat food. We also used Purina cat litter for her.

7 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 13 Pound

EON‐560241 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult 11+ Tuna and 
Salmon Entree

After our other cat had a reaction we thought was allergy related (Noted in a separate report: She 
immediately started reacting and within a week started ripping her hair out, we finally had to take her to 
the vet and he said she was having a reaction and asked what food we were giving her. She has been 
taking a medication to stop the reaction since (that is now going on 6 months), and she has been 
fine.).

Since we thought it was allergies, we started giving it to this cat, and he immediately started over 
grooming himself to the point there were so many knots in his fur we needed to shave him completely 
to rid of it. The moment we stopped giving him this wet food he stopped the behavior. That is both cats 
with both having the same reaction to this food.

3 Years Scottish Fold Longhair Cat
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EON‐560240 1/20/2024 21:24 Victor Hi Pro Plus Set of 4 french bulldog puppies were switch to Victor Hi Pro Plus dog food as I fed it for many years 
before the recall. About 24 hours after starting the food, puppies began to not really want to eat. 
Normally food is not left over in the bowl and food was not being eaten. Puppies then began to 
become lethargic, dehydrated and had loose mucousy stool. Puppies were taken off the Victor Dog 
Food and switched back to Purina Pro Plan and 2 of the 4 puppies had symptoms resolve. 1 female 
was found deceased on 01/19/24 and second female puppy was taken to the vet where stool and 
blood samples were taken and puppy was found to have no parasites/parvo and I was advised by the 
vet that he believed the food was bad.

7 Weeks Bulldog - French Dog 3 Pound

EON‐560239 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina Kitten Chow Nurture I bought the Purina Kitten dry food on the yellow bag, as I have done for years. Water feeding once 
bought, my cat started throwing up. Every time she would eat the food, within the hour, she would 
throw up. She became lethargic and would do nothing but sleep. The same happened to my other two 
animals. It only stopped when I switched to another food brand.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐560238 1/20/2024 21:24 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Dog had diarrhea and vomiting, refusal to eat food 1 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐560141 1/19/2024 16:36 Good Lovin peanut butter flavor filled 
bone 
6.7 oz

Item is Good Lovin - peanut butter stuffed 6.7 oz bone 
Bone was suppose to be suppose to be stuffed with peanut butter- have bought item many times with 
no issue- this time item appears to be stuffed with cow feces - smells like cow feces too - dark brown - 
doesn’t look like product normally does
Glad I did not give to my dog , definetly not the stuffing that is safe for my dog , item was not expired

EON‐560138 1/19/2024 16:32 Royal Canin Hydrolyzed Protein 
Moderate Diet

Opened a NEW bag of Royal Canin Hydrolyzed Protein Moderate Calorie on 12/5/23 [next day 12/6 
moaning, 12/8 vomiting and 12/9 & 12/10 Rectal Bleeding & Bloody Diarrhea [liquid Hematochezia] 
fish blood pouring out his bottom = trip to the ER.  was ill: 12/6/23 through 12/10/2023 [ER visit 
on Sunday, 12/10/2023] at 3am in the morning. 

ER Treatment: He was given IV fluids [Lactate Ringers Solution and Cerenia a anti-nausea medication 
both Subcutaneous in the same location] due to dehydration and was sent home with 3 days of 
MetroNIDAZOLE

BAG DETAILS: Manufactured on 12/Sept/2023 04:53 476424 & Expires on 12/March/2025 
337B2RGU03

Video and Photos: https:// /2022/New-Food-Opened--ER--
Gastrointes/n-jVnknx

3 Years Bulldog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐560137 1/19/2024 16:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

I have feed my dog purina pro plan for years with no issues. I noticed a series decline in the quality of 
Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and stomach salmon and rice. since the bag/formula changed in the 
last few months. We noticed a sharp decline in our dog  health. Loose bloody stool, throwing 
up daily, poor appetite. The last few bags of food that we bought where just off and had a chemical 
smell to them. Alot of mornings  refused to eat at all. Took  to the vet several times. The 
vet said it was a gastrointestinal problem, maybe inflammatory bowel disease. We did two different 
xrays and a ultrasound to rule out any blockage. I took him off Purina and started feeding a bland diet 
because he was refusing to eat the Purina. At that point he started doing a lot better. The vet told me 
that Purina was a very good dog food and that I should put him back on it, against my better judgment 
I listened to the vet and that is when  became extremely sick, no energy, bloody vomit and 
diarrhea inflamed intestines, bleeding internally. There was nothing else we could do for him. I lost my 
dog. He died on 

33 Months Rottweiler Dog 85 Pound

EON‐560136 1/19/2024 16:28 Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult 
Chicken Flavor

Dog had diarrhea during the night, in the house (not normal), in some of that diarrhea, there was 
blood. He was lethargic, slept for a few minutes, then threw up twice. He went back outside to poop 
more diarrhea, very weak, had to rest before return inside house. Drank lots of water. Would not eat 
breakfast of scrambled eggs made exact every day (no spices). Blood on buttocks and down back of 
legs, blood under tail.

9 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 132 Pound

EON‐560135 1/19/2024 16:20 Purina One True Instinct 
Adult Dry Dog Food
Beef All Natural High Protein

I had a subscription deluvery thru PetSmart for Purina One True Instinct Beef dog food. The order I 
received on October 28, 2023 was infested with larvae of Indian Mealy Moths. I wasn't aware of the 
problem until early December, 12/08/23, affter I had been feeding the food to my dog for a few weeks. 
I kept noticing these small moths in my pantry. Then when I opened the bag of dog food that I had 
stored in an interior closet, I saw that it was full of moths. I immediately threw out the food and 
promptly notified Purina by email. They didn't respond to the email, so I followed it up with certified 
letter sent thru USPS. Purina responded by sending multiple coupons and a reimbursement check 
dated 12/26/2023 in the amount of $52.51 the cost of the food. My dog did not show any signs of 
illness and I have since received another shipment of the same food that I check frequently. I saw 
online reports of other pet owners who feed their pets Purina food and felt I should share my recent 
experience thru this portal.

EON‐560134 1/19/2024 16:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon Recipe

We had been feeding Purina ProPlan Sensitive Skin & Stomach mixed with RX dog food to both our 
dogs for several years. They seemed OK with occasional issues that were attributed to food allergies 
and environmental allergies. However, this past Summer we purchased a large bag of ProPlan and our 
dogs both became sick-seizures/diarrhea/HAIR LOSS/weight loss & sores on feet with BAD SMELL. I 
thought it was an allergy to Purina. Stopped feeding ProPlan, gave the unused food to a friend and 
HER DOGS GOT SICK after first feeding.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐560133 1/19/2024 16:20 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets EN 
Gastroenteric low fat

Mom had some Purina pro (not Rx) she was feeding her dog, lives with us in the same household. He 
started to have diarrhea and then stopped eating the food. He would back away from the bowl. Very 
odd for him because he will eat anything. Mom thinking he just didn’t like the food, gave it to me to 
feed my dogs so it wouldn’t go to waste. 1st day of feeding it to my shepherd mix, he started having 
violent diarrhea and vomiting. The only thing we could think was the food, so we stopped feeding the 
shepherd mix the purina. At the same time, we were feeding  her pro plan en ex food, canned 
and kibble. She loved the food previously. She ate from the bag bought in December for about 2 days 
and she had some severe middle of the night emergency outdoor with diarrhea. Then she stopped 
eating it. We thought her tummy was just upset, but the other dogs that were eating a different brand 
were not sick. She will not eat the canned food purina pro en Rx food either. Backs away from the 
bowl. Put her on a different brand and she can’t seem to get enough food…eats it all. I do believe 
something is going on. 3 dogs sick and stopped eating it, switched food and they are doing great. 
Please, Purina, take this seriously. I have 5 dogs in the household, the other 2 dogs that did not eat 
the Purina did not get sick. Quit feeding the Purina Pro and all dogs are doing very well.

10 Years Beagle Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560132 1/19/2024 16:20 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
shredded blend chicken and rice formula

Dog refusing to eat food, when he did eat the food he would almost immediately throw it up. Boxer (German Boxer) Dog

EON‐560131 1/19/2024 16:20 Purina One Smartblend Adult Dry Dog 
Food

Vomiting, severe diarrhea, lethargic, refuses to eat anything, weak 17 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 15 Pound

EON‐560130 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Cat Chow Gentle Sensitive 
Stomach + Skin

Began having liquid stool that contained some blood. 11 Years Norwegian Forest Cat

EON‐560129 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach No Corn Wheat or Soy Salmon 
& Rice Formula

My dog was hospitalized for 3 days due to constant bloody diarrhea and bloody vomiting. On the 14th 
of December 2023 My dog started vomiting. This continued for several hours until we took him to an 
emergency vet, where they gave him fluids and directed us to keep an eye on him and try to feed him 
in the morning. Upon leaving the emergency vet he started having extremely bloody diarrhea. He was 
unable to control his bowels whatsoever. He was admitted to the animal hospital for 3 days and luckily 
made a full recovery. All of this happened less than a week of getting a brand new bag of dog food.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 110 Pound

EON‐560128 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Cat Chow Gentle Sensitive 
Stomach + Skin

Lethargy and vomiting daily 1 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐560127 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

Came home from work and the dog had blood, diarrhea, and vomit all over the house. He continued to 
have diarrhea for 5 days and had blood running from his anus. The vet came back with he had 
pancreatitis. He has never had an issue like this before and the only thing he had eaten was Purina 
Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and stomach.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐560126 1/19/2024 16:16 ProPlan Veterinary Diets NC Neurocare Vomiting and diarrhea since opening new bag in October of 2023. I removed Neurocare 3 times, he 
recovered on homemade diet, each time I returned to Neurocare, which he had been on without 
incident for over a year, he got ill. He had 2 stool samples, his cousin was positive for Giardia, so we 
treated both (cousin had gotten into Neurocare as well), both negative. 
Symptoms returned each time food was given back. Had to have fluids, injection for vomiting at vet. 
Labs and x-rays were negative.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 69 Pound

EON‐560125 1/19/2024 16:16 purina one plus large breed I fed my dog Purina Pro Plus and my dog has gastro issues. Pain and more. I immediately switched 
him to another brand and he has been better. Purina Pro was not a new brand to us so its weird my 
dog became so sick. He had sulfur gas and more. please remove this

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐560124 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina ONE +Plus Urinary Tract Health 
Formula High Protein Adult Dry Cat 
Food

My two female spayed cats (  approx 9 yrs and  2 yrs) were both given Purina One Plus 
Urinary Tract formula purchased at Walmart. 16 pound bag. A few days after starting feeding from this 
same bag, the younger cat began vomiting bile and lost over half her weight in a few weeks. She 
began to refuse to eat and started having a low body temperature constantly. She was taken to the vet 
and was found to have a UTI but nothing that explained other symptoms. The following day the older 
cat had a seizure at home and began vocalizing. She appeared to recover but in two days was found 
on the floor at home with a very cold temp and vocalizing loudly. She was unable to walk. The older 
cat was taken to the vet and found to have kidney failure. She died that night. The younger cat was 
kept overnight at the vets and given fluids and placed on 14 days antibiotics and an appetite stimulant. 
The veterinarians believed the cats may have ingested a poison of some type due to rapid change in 
both pets with no other indications other than the UTI. The younger cat is still recovering after 
completing the medications and is starting to return to a normal eating pattern. I do not have the 
bag/container of the cat food as I place it into a hard container for storage, however I still have 
samples of the Cat Food. The animals are kept indoors always and I have no plants or other materials 
that could account for other accidental poisoning. Two dogs in the home on a different brand food 
have had no illness. The illness seemed to start shortly after the cats had started consuming this new 
bag of food. The cats had previously been eating this same brand with no ill effects for over six 
months. The cats were treated at .

9 Years Unknown Cat 9 Pound

EON‐560122 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Cat Chow Gentle Sensitive 
Stomach + Skin

Severely lethargic. Did nothing but sleep. Also started vomiting daily. 4 Years Russian Cat
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EON‐560121 1/19/2024 16:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish super premium wet 
food for dogs

I never knew anything about Rachel Ray food until now…My yorkie became ill on Wednesday night, 
Jan 17th, 2024 after I fed him Rachel Ray wet food over the weekend. He was exhibiting signs of 
sickness such as lethargy, vomiting in the morning, and stumbling while walking as though he was 
having a seizure. Concerned, I took him to the 24/7 vet hospital. Although my dog has a heart murmur 
and has been taking medication for a few months, I don't believe that was the cause of his symptoms 
because he attempted to vomit without anything coming out and eventually fell down. I decided to stop 
giving him the food, and thankfully, he returned to his normal self. It is likely that there was an 
ingredient or something in the food that affected my dog's behavior. Due to this ordeal, I have decided 
to never purchase Rachel Ray food again. As I conducted research, I discovered that other pet owners 
have experienced similar symptoms in their dogs. I am aware that a heart murmur can cause someone 
to fall or faint, but he never had that problem before taking medication, nor did it happen while he was 
on the medication until after he ate Rachel Ray food. However, once I stopped giving him the food, he 
returned to his normal state again. I am aware that a heart murmur can cause someone to fall or faint, 
but he never had that problem before taking medication, nor did it happen while he was on the 
medication until after he ate Rachel Ray food. However, once he stopped eating that food, he returned 
to his normal state again. I called the Vet that night and drove an hour because we don’t have a 24/7 
hospital in my local area. They examined  and said it was due to his heart murmur being that was 
one of the symptoms. The dr never asked what I fed him because at that time, i wasn’t aware of 
Rachel Ray products until after I got home and did research. It was just strange for my dog to have 
these symptoms when he has never encountered these symptoms prior to knowing about he had heart 
murmur and while taking prescription meds. It was just odd.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560120 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Go Cat Within a few short days,  became very lethargic. He stopped all activity and lay around with a 
glazed over expression. He showed no interest in eating and his fur became scruffy with lack of self-
cleaning. His stools were runny. We took him to the vet who did a lot of tests: blood test, physical 
exam, took his temperature and ultrasound. He said that  was very anemic but that his organs were 
okay. He had a drip and we took him home the next day. He declined again after that and wasn't 
interested in food. His breathing seemed laboured and his heart rate was high. Today he is finally 
showing interest in tiny bits of chicken and is walking over to drink water.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 4.4 Kilogram

EON‐560119 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach

Animal refused to eat food provided but would eat other types of food. Animal would smell food and 
walk away. After initially eating the food the animal had trouble with bowel movements, then diarrhea, 
then vomiting, then hives/redness in the skin and became overall lethargic.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐560118 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Proplan
Under two years
Puppy
Large Breed Formula

On 1/4/24 we opened a bag of Proplan Large Breed Chicken & Rice kibble and  ate approximately 
6 cups. The next morning (1/5/24) she didn’t feel good, vomited 5x, and had several diarrhea piles. We 
took her to the vet. She had a temperature of 107. She was put on IV antibiotics all day. By 4 pm the 
fever was gone and she did feel some better. 1/6/24 she was lethargic all day but had no fever. 1/7/24 
between midnight and 1 am she passed away. For the previous 4 weeks she was contained an 
indoor/outdoor pen that had a roof and concrete or wood laminate floor. She was nursing her litter of 
puppies and we do not allow mothers to expose themselves to unnecessary things like grass, dirt, 
other animals etc. She was exclusively fed Proplan Large Breed Puppy Chicken and Rice Kibble, Post 
natal vitamins, and water. She sees a vet yearly, is up to date on vaccinations (last vaccinations done 
were December 2022), and is tested yearly for heartworms and tick disease. She has never had health 
issues of any type.  has had her hips, elbows, and cardiac certified through the Orthopedic 
Foundation for Animals. She is also clear of all genetic diseases tested through Wisdom Panel. A 
week after she passed away, we fed 11 other dogs from the same bag of food  was fed from. All 
vomited within 5 minutes and had diarrhea around 30 minutes later. All 11 survived because none of 
them ate very much of the food. After they got sick so fast we knew that was why  died. Before this 
we had no idea #1 why she was sick, and #2 why she died.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 70 Pound

EON‐560117 1/19/2024 16:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Chicken and Brown Rice Dog Food

 was fed Blue Buffalo from the time of adoption (~3 years) to time of death, typically chicken and 
brown rice but occasionally other varieties within the "Life Protection" sub-brand. At his time of death, 
he was a 10 year old German Shepherd in exceptional health given his age. Symptoms developed 
rapidly and included loss of appetite, shallow breathing, and general lethargy not typical of him. 
Veterinarian diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DMC) resulting in heart failure. Ultimately, I 
elected to put him to sleep to prevent further pain and suffering. Dates are approximated but event 
occurred in October of 2021.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 95 Pound

EON‐560116 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Cat Chow Gentle Sensitive 
Stomach + Skin

Lethargy and liquid stool 9 Months American Shorthair Cat

EON‐560115 1/19/2024 16:16 Purina Pro Plan
Adult
Sensitive Skin and Stomach

Dog became very lethargic, got diarrhea, vomited after eating Pro Plan kibble, and wouldn’t drink 
hardly any water. The vet gave us Pro Plan EN, but the symptoms didn’t improve. After a week, we 
started him on chicken and rice and eliminated the kibble and EN, not the symptoms have mostly gone 
away.

16 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 76 Pound

EON‐560075 1/19/2024 11:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult We switched our cat to part wet/part dry food and did a bunch of research and chose this because it 
was grain free. She immediately started reacting and within a week started ripping her hair out (we had 
assumed it was stress initially), until we finally had to take her to the vet and he said she was having a 
reaction and asked what food we were giving her. She has been taking a medication to stop the 
reaction since (that is now going on 6 months), and she has been fine. (noted in a separate report: We 
also gave it to our other cat: Scottish Fold/Maine Coon - who immediately started over grooming 
himself to the point there were knots in his fur to where we needed to shave him completely to rid of it. 
The moment we stopped giving him this wet food he stopped the behavior. That is both cats with both 
having the same reaction to this food.)

9 Years Bombay Cat 5 Pound

EON‐560071 1/19/2024 10:44 Purina Pro Plan Changed food to purina pro plan puppy and shortly after dog had diarrhea for a week straight until food 
was changed.

5 Months Australian Kelpie Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐560064 1/19/2024 10:12 -Purina Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Chicken Hearts and Liver
-Purina Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Chicken and Beef Feast, -Fancy Feast 
Gravy Lovers Chicken Hearts and Liver 
Feast in Gravy.
-Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers Beef and 
Chicken Feast in Gravy

For 10+ years both cats were fed Purina's Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers cat food. It is the only food my 
picky female will eat. I never had any issues until after opening a new case from Chewy recently, she 
refused to eat. Finally, when she was hungry enough she ate the food and by the end of the day had 
diarrhea. Male cat also became lethargic and vomited for several days. I reported the issue to Chewy 
and purchased a different flavor or Fancy Feast, again it lead to intermittent diarrhea/vomiting.

12 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐560063 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina Beneful IncrediBites Pate' just for 
Small dogs.

I went to CVS and purchased 2 Purina Small Dog wet food little packs. The next morning, after feeding 
her with the food at night, my dog had diarrehia. She is a Pomeranium, by the way. Her breed was not 
listed in the pull down. I returned the dog food I purchased to CVS and got my money back. I was 
surprised to read in the news that many dog owners are complaining of their dogs getting sick from 
Purina dog food products. It's pretty scary, as Purina is a popular brand. I hope the company is 
investigated.

4 Years Unknown Dog 13 Pound

EON‐560062 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina ProPlan Under 2 Years After using a new bag of dog food of the same formula, our dog starting having lethargy, vomiting, and 
severe diarrhea. He is currently in the hospital now getting treatment with no evidence of obstruction. 
Given reports online I am worried this could be food related. He stays at home and is only exposed to 
our family and our yard.

1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐560061 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina Pro Plan Sport Multiple times we have purchased Purina Pro Plan (Sport) from Petsmart. We thought the problem lied 
with Petsmart so we stopped purchasing thru them and bought the brand else where. Until we had the 
same problem again. Many times we would purchase a bag of food that was infested. Stringy nests 
and maggots were crawling throughout the food. Luckily we found the issue each time before our Dog 
consumed too much.

EON‐560059 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina lamb and rice Bought 2 bags of purina pro plan. Both bags had bugs in them. We returned each bag to the store. 
The store clerk said its a common problem with purina. I had 2 dogs with bloody stool at this time as 
they did consume some of this food before I noticed the bugs in the first bag. I stopped feeding them 
kibble altogether after this. I am reporting this a year later bc I was not aware that these things could 
be reported to the fda.

EON‐560057 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina Pro Plan - Complete Essentials 
Chicken & Rice Formula

12/24/23  became lethargic, fever, had diarrhea, stopped eating, and began throwing up. 
We took him to the vet on 12/27/2023 Vet found nothing...prescribed antibiotics and nausa medicine. 
Two days later started throwing up blood. Took him back to the vet. He was admitted on 12/29/23. X-
ray were done to rule out blockage. Nothing was found. Stayed 2 nights with 2 rounds of xrays and IV's 
for 2 days. Release 12/31/23. (Medical Records can be provided)

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐560056 1/19/2024 10:12 ORIJEN Grain Free & Poultry Free Six 
Fish High Protein Fresh & Raw Animal 
Ingredients Dry Dog Food 23.5 lbs.

bloody diarrhea 8 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-coated Wheaten Dog 29 Pound

EON‐560055 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina Pro Plan Sport Performance 
30/20 Salmon & Cod Formula Dry Dog 
Food - 33 lb. Bag

After giving food she had bad diarrhea very explosive with blood in her stool for 2 weeks in those two 
weeks I took her off for a fews days gave her some more and her diarrhea got worse and appear 
green I took her to the vet immediately she needed antibiotics now she’s on antibiotics for 2 weeks

2 Months Pit Bull Dog 10 Pound

EON‐560054 1/19/2024 10:12 Purine Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach salmon & rice

Refused dog food, weight lose, vomiting, stopped eating all food, drooling, lethargy 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound

EON‐560053 1/19/2024 10:12 Kirkland Signature Pate in Natural 
Juices Wet Food For Adult Cats Frain-
free recipe Turkey Recipe

I found large, hard (inedible) chunks in my cats wet food.

EON‐560052 1/19/2024 10:12 Purina Beneful Prepared Meats I gave my dog a New brand of food to try out. I gave her Purina dog wet food. Within a couple of days 
she was vomiting, had diarrhea and wouldn’t eat anything. Within a couple of days after eating the 
food she had a stroke and couldn’t walk anymore. She died one week after eating the food. I took 
really good care of my dog. She had no prior health issues and was completely healthy before eating 
the Purina wet dog food. I believe the dog food caused her to get sick and die. I even regretted giving 
her the dog food

11 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐560051 1/19/2024 10:08 Taste of the wild ancient mountain She vomited and was lethargic and stopped eating for several days. 1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound
EON‐560050 1/19/2024 10:08 Whole Hearted Grain Free Dog Food Once my dogs were put on this food, we had to take constant trips to the vet. Gastrointestinal 

problems, fatigue and low energy. 

One of my dogs even has a small growth on their leg that we believe to be a product of the food. 

As soon as we changed brands both of my dogs behavior and general health dramatically improved.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐560049 1/19/2024 10:08 Milk bone brushing chews On the Sunday before thanksgiving 2023 I bought milk bone dental treats and gave one to my hound 
named  in the morning. Within 90 minutes he began having diarrhea. For the next three 
days, he continued to have diarrhea approximately every 90 minutes. Since then, his system is still 
incredibly sensitive and he has noticeable digestive issues if I give him anything besides his normal 
food and treat. He was never sensitive to new foods or treats before. The milk bone dental treat was 
the first thing I’d ever seen upset his digestion and it was quite severe. He is still not quite the same 
after nearly two months.

9 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 77 Pound

EON‐559959 1/18/2024 12:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

Dog has been on Purina Pro Plan for years. Wednesday opened a new bag of dog food. 2 days later 
vomiting, then stool eventually became liquid

2 Years Shiba Inu Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559944 1/18/2024 11:08 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food 
With Probiotics for Dogs Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula

Starting 5-6 weeks ago, my dog has been vomiting and has had diarrhea. I first thought she had a 
virus. She them stopped eating her Purina Pro Plan food. She refused to eat it entirely. She would eat 
any other food we tried to give her, but she wouldn’t eat the Purina, because it was making her sick.

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐559939 1/18/2024 10:32 Purina Beyond Alaskan Cod Salmon & 
Sweet Potato Grain-Free Canned Dog 
Food

I purchased the Purina Beyond Alaskan Cod, Salmon & Sweet Potato Grain-Free Canned Dog Food 
for my dog to add as a treat to his regular dog food that he has been on for 2 years. The one can 
lasted about two days, and then I noticed that he started to tense up and have accidents. This lasted 
about three days. He went from tensing up and having accidents to shaking. He was also constipated 
over the course of the two days. I took him to his vet on January 5, 2024, and they told me that his 
change in food may be the cause of his seizures since he stopped having them once I stopped the 
food.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 33 Pound

EON‐559933 1/18/2024 9:48 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin 
Stomach Large Breed

Opened a new bag a few days ago of the PPP Sensitive Skin and Stomach adult large breed formula 
and our dog has been throwing it up for 4 days now.

3 Years Great Dane Dog 100 Pound

EON‐559932 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach

Shortly after opening a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach, which he has been 
eat for several years, he started having very liquid diarrhea. He was also very lethargic. The vet said to 
put him on a bland diet so I gave him eggs and rice with a little pumpkin. . After several days, the vet 
ran blood tests and a fecal tests but nothing showed up, so he remained on the bland diet for about a 
week and a half but he still had the same very watery diarrhea. I changed him to a grain-free dog food 
with probiotics and prebiotics and it finally started to ease up.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559931 1/18/2024 9:44 Diamond Puppy We bought a new bag of Diamond puppy food on Frisay and began feeding to out pets. Starting 
Monday our younger dog  American bully began to throw up and his bowls were not solid and 
was nothing but blood, that same day they both lost their appetite and were not being thei usual active 
selves. We took  to the vet and he was given antibiotics but still today 1/17 his bowls consist of 
nothing but watery blood. We took bucee to the vet today due to his symptoms getting worse over 
night, when we looked him his kennel he could hardly keep his head up and his puppy pad was 
covered in blood coming from his anus. When taken to the vet they tried to give him antibiotics but 
unfortunately his body could not fight it and he passed.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐559930 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina One Tender Selects Blend Cat vomited a large amount and continued to vomit multiple times. 2 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
EON‐559929 1/18/2024 9:44 Snif-snax all natural premium dog treats 

smoked chicken breast
came in for vomiting/tenesmus. euglycemic glucosuria found on routine urinalysis. questioned owner, 
feeding chicken treats.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 3.2 Kilogram

EON‐559928 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina one tender selects blend salmon He started vomiting intermittently and wasn’t eating very much, he’d only have a bite or two of the dry 
food and he’d walk away, he also would only lick the gravy off the wet food which normally he'd devour 
the entire serving. He also had diarrhea.

2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐559927 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina kitten chow My cat ate some kitten chow “ brand new bag” around 9am on Christmas Day then started vomiting, by 
4:45 pm she had aspirated from vomiting. Food is possible culprit.

12 Years Ragdoll Cat 11 Pound

EON‐559926 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

After feeding the dogs the new bag of food both had diarrhea and one had vomiting. I had their poop 
tested for parasites and it came back negative. They both started medicine and pretty much back to 
normal. I stopped feeding the food. Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559925 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina One true Instinct high protein Both dogs have been eating Purina one true instinct high protein dog food. Our basset hound started 
having diarrhea one week ago. This morning our golden doodle started vomiting and defecating blood 
and tissue. Spoke with our emergency on call vet - they are closed due to inclement weather. 
Metronidazole 250mg BID and sucralfate 1gm TID started.

2 Years Hound - Basset Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559924 1/18/2024 9:44 Instinct Original Grain Free Pate Real 
Chicken Recipe.

This report is about canned wet food by Instinct brand, their real chicken recipe. Started my cat on a 
new can of food. Fed him 1/3 can in the morning. He looked like he felt unwell right away. It is a day 
and a half later and he is tired, lethargic and is not interested in eating. This is very unusual for me cat. 
He has also been staying in a curled up position, indicating he may have experiencing pain and an 
upset stomach.

7 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound

EON‐559923 1/18/2024 9:44 Heart to Tail Dog Treats Bacon Flavored 
Curlz

My dogs symptoms were diarrhea and vomiting. Brittany Dog

EON‐559922 1/18/2024 9:44 Nature’s Recipe Second feeding of Nature’s Recipe my dog lost all coordination and was in a stupor. His breathing was 
labored and his eyes drooped and couldn’t focus.

4 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐559920 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina One Tender Selects Blend with 
Salmon

Stopped eating and drinking. Vomiting. Diarrhea with blood 12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8.5 Pound

EON‐559919 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina Proplan Adulto Diggestive problems, bloody defecation. 7 Years Greyhound - Spanish Dog 30 Kilogram
EON‐559917 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Skin & 

Stomach Salmon & Rice Dry Dog Food
She's been vomitting bile and her poop is yellow. 8 Months Barbet Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559916 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina One Sensitive Skin and Stomach 
turkey

My kitties all started getting super sick out of no where. The only thing they were eating was Purina 
One Sensitive Stomach Turkey, Friskies&Fancy Feast chicken/turkey in gravy/pate . I have bought 
multiple bags and didn’t keep most of the lot number. I do however have multiple cans I stopped 
feeding when I started to notice something was right. This started for us in June and then by 
September there was a huge problem causing my cats to have bloody diarrhea and vomiting. I lost one 
in September and another in October. Then  got really sick displaying neurological and ocular 
symptoms. They also all had upper respiratory issues as well as heart issues and change in liver 
enzymes and swollen kidneys.

3 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐559915 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula with Probiotics Dry Dog Food

Started with symptoms of vomiting, frequent diarrhea (yellow, mucus, liquid) and lethargic on 1/9/2024. 
Her veterinarian thought she may have eaten something bad or potentially a parasite (e.g., giardia). 
Our other dog, same age and breed (8.5y.o. male golden retriever), started having similar diarrhea 
(yellow, mucus-ey, liquid). We started feeding them both plain boiled chicken and rice. They were put 
on probiotics and metronidazole by their veterinarian. Her poop was tested and she was negative for 
active worms or parasite infection. On 1/12/2024, their symptoms started improving (no more vomiting 
and less frequent diarrhea), so we started reintroducing the Purina Pro Plan back into their diets 
slowly. Within 12 hours of reintroducing the Purina food (1/13/2024), they both started vomiting and 
having frequent diarrhea again. We immediately took them both off the food and went back to the plain 
chicken, rice, and canned pumpkin under the advisement of their veterinarian and their symptoms 
improved within 12 hours (1/14/2024). Today (1/17/2024) is the first day they both have had semi-solid 
and brown bowel movements and have normal energy levels again. They are both still on a diet of 
plain cooked chicken, rice, and canned pumpkin.

8.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐559914 1/18/2024 9:44 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

Had been feeding Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon for years with no issues. 
Opened a new bag in December 2023 and with new bag, dog started refusing to eat. Would eventually 
eat some and would vomit and become lethargic. Have since switched foods and dog has recovered.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559817 1/17/2024 10:48 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach

About a week or so after feeding my dogs Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach, my first dog 
started vomiting and had serious diarrhea. A week after that my other dog started the same thing. 
They both were hunched over in pain and just wanted to rest and not move

EON‐559814 1/17/2024 10:36 Purina ONE Natural Dry Dog Food 
SmartBlend Chicken & Rice Formula

Lethargic, couldn't walk, shaking, red eyes, drulling, no drinking 8 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559807 1/17/2024 9:32 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula We had been previously buying our dog food from Chewy when the dogs began puking. We thought 
maybe chewy was keeping older food since we had the food on Autoship. The next bag we bought 
from Walmart and they also puked with that bag.

Latest incident: Bought the dog food at TSC on January 13. Brought the food home in trunk of our 
Suburban. Immediately took it in the house and fed the dog around 10:00 pm that night. Remaining 
food was placed in an airtight tote. Dog was puking by 7:00 pm the following night, January 14.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 46 Pound

EON‐559806 1/17/2024 9:32 Purina pro plane sensitive skin Nausea, vomiting, no appetite, black diarrhea, lethargy Bloodhound Dog
EON‐559805 1/17/2024 9:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and 

stomach Adult with Probiotics Turkey 
and Oat meal formula high protein dry 
dog food

After each time ingesting the food  began to dry heave and try to bring up the food. she would 
also try to eat excessive amounts of grass in order to calm her stomach. Made her experience diarrhea 
as well.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559804 1/17/2024 9:32 Purina Pro Plan Salmon Sensitive 
Stomach

Diarrhea 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559803 1/17/2024 9:24 Purina Friskies Pate Salmon Dinner I've been feeding my cats Friskies wet cat food from a variety pack called "Friskies seafood paté 
favorites." I bought the food on 12/31/23 from a Walmart at  

 between 12:45 and 1pm. I've been feeding my 2 cats the cans with no issues until today 
(1/17/24). I opened a can of the "salmon dinner" flavor and I observed white chunks in the food. Upon 
touching the chunks, they feel like some sort of hard plastic that has been softened a bit by the 
moisture from the food. I documented it and did not feed my cats the food. I three the can away. My 
cats have been acting normally, and I haven't observed the plastic in any prior cans.

EON‐559802 1/17/2024 9:24 Purina Friskies Dry Cat Food Surfin & 
Turfin Favorites

He became extremely sick once he ate it and started losing weight extremely, became lethargic, began 
vomiting for days to the point where he could no longer move. Following that, we had to start giving 
him water ourselves to keep him hydrated. He passed away a couple days later because of this 
happening

12 Years Siamese Cat 5 Pound

EON‐559763 1/17/2024 0:32 Purina One Tender Selects Blend with 
real salmon

He was given small amounts of Purina kibble over the past two days. He vomited once yesterday. 
Today (1/16) he ate a very small breakfast and has had diarrhea twice, vomited three times, is very 
nauseas, not eating and is lethargic.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐559757 1/16/2024 22:36 Purina Dog Chow 
Green Bag- Chicken Flavor

Excessive diarrhea and throwing up started occurring. Pup didn’t eat and any water would exit in either 
direction. About 8 hours later symptoms were worse, weight was noticeably lost, pup was lethargic and 
weak. She could not stand and would try lifting her head from lying position but couldn’t hold it up. 
Within 24 hours of onset of symptoms she seemed to not be able to survive. She was taken to 
veterinarian and ended up hospitalized for four days.

4 Months Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559755 1/16/2024 21:40 Purina Pro Plan Chicke & Rice formula Dog has been on Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice food for a year. I bought a new bag in December 
2023 and she started urinating a ton. Got her antibiotics for a UTI and continued feeding this bag. a 
week later, had extreme diarrhea every 2 hours for 3 days. Stopped the food and put her on a bland 
diet from the first day of diarrhe. Brought her to the vet after the 3 days since she had not improved, 
they treated it as giardia although they didnt see any parasites in her sample, but recommended i give 
the dewormer just in case. 1 week later, still not improving. Back to vet, was prescribed metro. Poop 
finally started solidifying so i slowly transitioned her back onto a NEW bag of PPP, back to runny stools 
the next day. I have since put her on Farmina and she is good as new. Hoping Purina didnt cause 
underlying issues internally.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 41 Pound

EON‐559753 1/16/2024 20:40 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula Hospitalized 11.14.23 -  with bloody diarrhea, vomiting, lethargic, poor 
appetite, weight loss, Leukopenic, HCT 55, PLT low, alb 2.2, gastroenteritis

5 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559751 1/16/2024 19:52 Purina Dog chow Diarrhea and vomitting 1 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 53 Pound
EON‐559739 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina One +Plus  experienced a couple head jerks and didn't realize that it was seizures. He has been fed Purnina 

plus one dog food since he was a puppy. December 29th he had another episode of the head jerk and 
I rushed him to the emergency vet. They did a blood panel that didn't show anything that would explain 
his health issues. He then had multiple seizures while in the hospital. The day that I thought I was 
going to pick him up, he experienced a very violent seizure and for his safety and others, we had him 
put to sleep.

20 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐559738 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina One +plus Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

 is a 2.5yo male castrated DSH. Referrd to  on 1/14/24 from  for 
hypernatremia. 1 day hx of seeming off and being wobbly. Normal prior. Normally drinks well. Maybe 
he’d been drinking a little more prior to presentation. Owner had opened new bag of food on 
Wednesday (1/10), transferred to storage container then threw bag away. Patient eats Purina One 
Sensitive Skin and Urinary Health that the owner orders from Amazon.com. Nothing else patient 
could’ve gotten into. Na 192 on intake to Emergency Service. Transferred to ICU yesterday 
(1/15) and is continuing treatment for hypernatremia. Appears to be improving. Prioritizing salt 
ingestion over hyperaldosteronism due to diagnostic findings and history.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 4.9 Kilogram

EON‐559737 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials can/wet food

In October she stopped eating, drinking and was nauseous, lethargic and had diarrhea. She couldn’t 
get up, maybe because the problem started with the food.she went into the hospital 2 times, and there 
was nothing they could do, besides giving her a food suppressant and nausea medication. On 

 she died out of nowhere.

14.5 Years Rottweiler Dog 109 Pound
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EON‐559736 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina Pro Plan with Probiotics 
Shredded Blend Chicken Rice Formula 
Small Breed Dry Dog Food 34 lbs.

This is my second report. My first report was about the same product but the dog on that report 
(  died. After that dog passed, we got a new puppy a few weeks later. We got  on 
December 23,2023. It was Christmas so I wasn't able to make it to the store to get him new food. At 
this point, I didn't know the food was the problem. So I gave him the food I already had, Purina Pro 
Plan with Probiotics Shredded Blend Chicken Rice Formula Small Breed. Diarrhea started December 
25, 2023. He started sleeping a lot and being really lethargic. December 27th, 2023 I decided to take 
him to the emergency vet because he started throwing up and was incredibly lethargic. Not typical 
crazy puppy behavior at all. Doc put him on fluids and then sent home numerous meds. They couldn't 
figure out what was wrong with him. So I brought him home and put him on a bland diet of boiled 
chicken and plain rice. He slowly started getting better. 2 days later I gave him watered down dog food 
(same exact one) and within 2-3 hours he went down hill fast and back to extremely sick. It then 
dawned on me that it is without a doubt, it is the dog food. I immediately stopped feeding it and within 
24hrs he was going back to a normal puppy! I then went to the store and bought him Royal Canin and 
he has been completely fine on it! I cannot stress enough that it is 100% the food. I have a case open 
with Purina and have been sent on to their adjuster.

7 Weeks Retriever - Golden Dog 12 Pound

EON‐559734 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina puppy chow My puppy started vomiting and having extreme diarrhea. I immediately stopped giving her that food 
and called the vet which the directed me to switch foods.

15 Weeks Shar Pei Dog 26 Pound

EON‐559733 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula She ate a cup of the food and threw it up on a walk, she began dry heaving acting like she had vertigo 
just laying in random areas. The next day my daughter observed her eyes were yellow where they are 
normally white, and the inside of the ears were yellow. The ER vet diagnosed her with toxic hepatitis. 
She spent 2 nights in the animal hospital on medications and is still on liver support and anti-biotics. 
Once she came home she was perked up acting better. We fed her some of the same food and she 
became lethargic again, this is when we changed her food to Blue Buffalo and after a day or 2 she 
began acting better. Any help with this would be appreciated
thank you

4 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound

EON‐559732 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina One Lamb and Rice
Purina One Chicken and Rice Senior

I lost my husky at 9 years old the . We have been feeding Purina One Lamb and 
rice for the last couple of years to our 3 dogs. November 2023 my husky stopped eating. We played 
the game thinking some of it was picky husky behavior and we had our niece living with us and he 
didn’t care for her. Fast forward he was barely eating anything. Definitely no dog food at all and we 
were struggling daily to find something he would eat. He was lethargic but was still drinking and going 
outside fine. As it continued we finally realized something else was going on. His poop was orange one 
morning and I immediately called the vet. He had no fever and was treated for GI upset with antibiotics 
and anti-nausea medication. For 2 more weeks we played the game some more with anti-nausea 
medication and appetite stimulants. Still very improvement in his eating. He was having good and bad 
days depending on whether or not he ate and how much he ate that day. I noticed he seemed bloated. 
We eventually took him off the appetite stimulants and the weaned off the anti-nausea meds. Minimal 
improvement. He had started at night with some weird breathing as if he was short of breath but it 
wasn’t constant. Christmas Day he was doing pretty well.  he got up and when he 
went outside there was blood in his urine. We thought ok maybe a uti. Called the vet they had no 
openings but offered a drop off appt that day. So we took him in. I got a call from the vet that his gums 
were pale and he was very lethargic that morning. They did an ultrasound and said his abdomen was 
full of fluid/blood and he had likely already lost half his blood volume internally. The vet didn’t 
recommend surgery as there was no guarantee and he was already in such bad shape and that we 
should get the family together and come say our goodbyes. I am still devastated. He had been healthy 
prior to this mess starting.

9 Years Siberian Husky Dog 87 Pound

EON‐559731 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula, 
Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach No Corn Wheat or Soy Salmon 
and Rice Formula, Purina Pro Plan 
Complete Essentials Shredded Blend 
Salmon & Rice Formula

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan since October 2022. On October 29, 2023 she started vomiting 
bile in the morning and has never stopped since. To this day she vomits bile in the morning multiple 
times a week. She's been to the vet countless times for all types of testing and nothing has been found 
wrong with her body (vitals checked, blood panel, GI panel, pancreatic panel, ultrasound, xrays). She's 
been prescribed multiple medications to try. The only thing consistent is that she's been on purina pro 
plan food the whole time. Now we're hearing of many other pets having very similar issues on the 
same food, but Purina doesn't seem to be yet investigating.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559730 1/16/2024 18:32 The Crump Group Dog Delights Beef 
Tender Sticks

I purchased Dog Delights treats at Costco just before Christmas. I broke them in bits and used them 
as potty treats. After about a 10 days both my dogs quit eating. There was no change in their diet 
except these treats. My dogs got Lethargic, had diarrhea and quit drinking.I stopped the treats my 
dachshund got better  My little 6 month Yorkies diarrhea turned to blood he filled with fluid and had to 
be Euthanized on . Both were in excellent health before the treats.

6 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐559729 1/16/2024 18:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Chicken and Rice Formula

On Sunday January 14th 2024 around 7pm  vomited and then started having a seizure. Her 
seizure lasted approximately 2 minutes. We rushed her to the vet. This is the first time she has ever 
had a seizure.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11.5 Pound
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EON‐559728 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina Pro Plan with Probiotics 
Shredded Blend Chicken Rice Formula 
Small Breed Dry Dog Food 34 lbs

I gradually changed  diet to the Purina ProPlan small breed shredded. He ate it mixed with his 
food for 10 days and then started with diarrhea. He then started throwing up. He stopped eating. 
Extremely lethargic. He was not himself at all. A couple days of sickness and then he started having 
bloody diarrhea. Then bloody vomit. I took him to the emergency vet where they couldn't figure out 
what was wrong with him. They kept him over night in hopes that fluids would help. When they called 
with an update they said there is no progress. He then died over night at the hospital. Blood work 
looked normal except for a high white blood count. X-rays looked normal. We had no definitive 
explanation. We (including our children) were devastated. Fast forward to Christmas. We get a new 
puppy, a golden retriever. Since I got him at Christmas time, I didn't have time to get puppy dog food. 
So I fed him the same food I had gave to  In 2 days the new puppy had diarrhea. Then 
vomitting started. He was incredibly lethargic so on day 3 I took him to the hospital. No answers as to 
what happened! Lots of fluids, bland diet for 2 days and he was back to being a puppy. So the vet 
suggested watered down small amount of dog food. I used the same ProPlan I had and within 2-3 
hours he was right back to horribly sick. It then dawned on me that it has been the dog food the whole 
time!

1 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 22 Pound

EON‐559727 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina Pro Plan Essentials Suddenly  had a seizure. On our way to the ER he had 3 more. In the ICU he had another seizure 
and the meds wouldn’t stop it. We had to euthanize him.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐559726 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina Beneful Incredibites(wet food)
Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula (dry 
food)

 has been having diarrhea for 3 days now. only thing shes been eating is a mix of both Purina 
Beneful Increibites mixed with dry food from Blue Buffalo. shes wanting to go poop every 20 mins for a 
good day now. i saw a post about a lot of brand names having issues so i figured it could be that since 
its all she eats.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559725 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Chicken & Rice w/ Shreds
Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken & Rice 
w/ Shreds
Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin 
Salmon Large Breed

Australian Shepard....In November and again in January. Had diarrhea and vomiting. After most recent 
occurrence, requested bloodwork and elevated pancreas and liver numbers.

Labrador ....January, had diarrhea, vomiting, confusion, excess urination

13 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 29 Pound

EON‐559724 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina one for old dogs Both 2 dogs died. Some rectal bleeding, dogs got sick and died within 7 days of each other 
Both had signs of some kind of poisoning. I had started Purina for senior dogs around 1 month before 
sickness then death

12 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559723 1/16/2024 18:29 Purina One Tender Selects Blend with 
real Salmon as #1 ingredient

I've been giving him Purina one teder selects blend. Recently I switched to Fancy Feast. Ocean 
whitefish and Salmon and accents of garden greens. This product I've been giving him for about 2 
years. Prior to that it was Purina Complete. And Purina naturals. For the past month I realized he 
hasn't been able to use the bathroom. (Defecate). I took him to the vet, and being I didn't have money 
for blood n exrays, they gave him an enema. It's been 2 weeks. He hasn't eaten anything and barely 
drinking water. And hadn't used the bathroom yet. I've called everyone (organizations vets extra) I 
can't get pet insurance so I can get more of a diagnosis. I know it's the food. He's dying n I can't get 
any help from anyone. Everyone is giving me a runaround because I'm on public assistance. I don't 
know who else that can help me. All low cost vets don't do payment plans. I don't know what to do. 
Please help me.

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐559722 1/16/2024 18:29 Merrick Backcountry Raw Infused Large 
Breed Recipe with chicken and lamb

I started noticing my dog have less and less energy over the course of about a week. I had another 
dog here to visit, whose breed is a puggle, and she had eaten some of  food while she was here 
because she’s a pig. The next morning, the puggle was puking blood and and had to be taken to the 
vet. I waited a few days because  was still eating at that time but got sick the next day from the 
other dog. She basically wouldn’t eat the Merrick dog food I normallly feed her, and lost appetite for 
about a week now, while I’m still trying to get her health back to normal. I’ve been feeding her food that 
I cook for her now, and will probably keep it that way. I have an $800 vet bill from when I brought her in 
for her lethary, and I believe it’s from the Merrick dog food.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559720 1/16/2024 18:28 Frisky chicken extra gravy Having diarrhea, vomiting and just laying sick. 12 Years Ragdoll Cat 11 Pound
EON‐559719 1/16/2024 18:28 Purina ProPlan Adult Shredded Beef 

and Roce Formula
After opening a new bag of Purina ProPlan Adult Shedded Blend Beef and Rice formula, both of my 
dogs became ill with vomitting and diarrhea.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐559718 1/16/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Dog Food Salmon and Rice 
Formula - 30 lb. Bag

 the dog was slowly transitioned to new food, Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach and 
experienced severe gastric upset. They have previously transitioned to new food with no issues. 
Initially the transition seemed to be going well and then suddenly had multiple episodes of diarrhea 
and vomit in a day, which led to extreme hemorrhaging, requiring overnight hospitalization at ER to 
stabilize. After bloodwork panels, examinations, and X-rays were completed to rule out any health 
issues, or obstructions, we were informed that the bloodwork came back normal by 2 different facilities 
(a regular vet initially in the day and later that evening, the ER). It was suggested it possibly be the 
food but could not be confirmed by the vets, as bloodwork came back normal, no other diet or lifestyle 
changes had been recently made, and they could not test the food themselves for any issues of 
course.  was sent home with multiple medications, given a bland diet per vet's recommendation, 
and then suggesting she transition slowly back to the food. After attempting to transition her back onto 
Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach,  began to experience vomiting and diarrhea once 
again.

11 Years Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559717 1/16/2024 18:28 Friskies seafood pate favorites. 32 can 
box.

Friskies canned cat food seafood pate variety pack 32 cans. 4 flavors. 2 of the flavors smell foul and 
my cats run from it like the plague. Ocean whitefish and tuna. As well as sea captain's choice...both 
are flavor my cats enjoy normally and I have used for years. I can tell you with 100% certainty there is 
something not right here it smells like rotten meat and burnt metal. The other 2 flavors in the box smell 
normal and my cats are eating it as usual.

EON‐559716 1/16/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Urinary dry cat food I have 4 cats. All 4 of them have been on Purina Pro Plan UR dry cat food for several years. No 
issues. No health problems. I opened a new bag of cat food about 5 days ago and the next day and 
since then every cat is vomiting, lethargic, sneezing, drooling and overall ill.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐559714 1/16/2024 18:28 Purina Friskies Oceans of Delight Both vomiting after eating 2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 2 Pound
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EON‐559713 1/16/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult Toy Breed 
Chicken and Rice Formula

 started vomiting, having diarrhea, and urinary incontinence out of the blue. I took her to the vet for 
extensive testing and started feeding her chicken and rice for about a week. The vet found nothing 
clinically wrong with  so I slowly started feeding her the same Purina kibble as before.  
immediately began having diarrhea again. So I went back to chicken and rice for a few days and her 
stool returned to normal. I tried again to reincorporate the Purina kibble, even more slowly this time, 
and the diarrhea immediately came back.

I decided to try a different kind of kibble for  also made by Purina. She tolerated this different kind 
of kibble very well, so it is my assumption that the particular original bag of food I was feeding her is 
defective in some way.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 9 Pound

EON‐559712 1/16/2024 18:28 Friskies Vomiting and diarrhea stopped eating 8 Years Siamese Cat 15 Pound
EON‐559711 1/16/2024 18:28 Diamond Naturals beef and rice formula My dog has had diarrhea since giving this new food for months now. 2 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐559710 1/16/2024 18:24 Purina Friskies Gravy Swirlers Yowling after eating food. Vomited 6 times within 3 hours 11 Years American Shorthair Cat 19 Pound
EON‐559709 1/16/2024 18:24 Purina Pro Performance 30/20 Beef 

Bison
Purchased a 33 pound bag Purina Pro Performance 30/20 On December 23 from Petco in  

. On January 4 my dog vomited about 7 to 8 times throughout the night into early morning 
hours and I had to take him to the veterinarian on 5 January for x-rays and get fluids cost close to $820 
on January 15 took him to a sitter to watch him while I went out of town and prepared his food in 
individual bags. Received a call from the lady stated that there were worms or something crawling in 
his food. I looked in the dog food bag, and there were worms or maggots or something in the bag I 
have photos that I can share Petco did refund me the money but I wanted to file this complaint I don’t 
know if it was something on my end or if it’s a bad batch the expression date on the bag showed 
February 2025

EON‐559708 1/16/2024 18:24 Purina ONE Lamb and rice formula 40 
lbs

It started out with dry flakey skin and puss filled bumps that would bleed. I assumed it was an allergy 
or reaction to something but didn't know what. Then he started throwing daily but was still energetic so 
I figured it'd pass. The day I skipped the dog food and fed him table food instead he did not throw up at 
all and was still very energetic. Still not suspecting it to be the dog food I fed him it in the morning. A 
short time after that he started throwing up again, yellow foam surrounded by orange ish liquid and 
became almost lifeless. His eyes were sunken in and he did not go to the bathroom all day. I then 
noticed while he was itching his penis came out and had no pigment to it. It was like white /gray 
instead of red pink. I immediately stopped the Purina dog food & started nursing him back to health 
with broth, steamed chicken and rice. He's slowly returning to health and his skin is starting to clear up. 
I called Purina and asked them if there were any recalls they told me that there was a rumor and 
adviced me to switch to Purina sensitive skin & stomach. And said they'd send me out a refund for 
$70.00. I did not have the information from the bag of food as I keep it in an air tight 40 lb bin. It was 
Purchased at Target. I'm so thankful that I realized it was the food before it was too late. Had I not took 
the food away my dog would probably not have made it as it was slowly poisoning him

6 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 100 Pound

EON‐559604 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina One. Large Breed
Purina One Large breed puppy
Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
stomach

Vomiting, lethargy, flatulence
Was feeding Purina One when symptoms began. Switched to ProPlan sensitive stomach. Symptoms 
persisted.

2.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 90 Pound

EON‐559603 1/16/2024 2:36 My dog became violently ill once she 
began eating VICTOR Super Premium 
Dog Food - Purpose - Senior Healthy 
Weight - Gluten Free Weight 
Management
Dry Dog Food For Senior Dogs with 
Glucosamine and Cho

My dog became violently ill once she began eating VICTOR Super Premium Dog Food - Purpose - 
Senior Healthy Weight - Gluten Free Weight Management
Dry Dog Food For Senior Dogs with Glucosamine and Chondroitin, for Hip and Joint Health, 40lbs
Order ID: 113-3144423-7608254, 114-5441904-4422614
She began to defecate over 15 times in the house, which ruined my carpet. (This was 15 times in one 
night). This went on for about a week. My dog also began to throw up. She has always been healthy, 
but became very lethargic and would only sleep, eat, following uncontrollable diarrhea. My Siberian cat 
also ended up getting sick. 
I took my dog to the vet, had x-rays and bloodwork work done, but everything came back fine. The 
gave me a flora supplement to pour over her food, which helped, but only when I used it. It wasn’t until 
I realized the new good much not be agreeing with her that I replaced the food with science diet as 
recommended by my veterinarian. 
The cat did not go to the vet, but the dogs vet bill was about $765. The carpet cleaners cost me $120, 
not to mention the cost of the dog food. 

The whole point of this new food was to help my dog with her joints, and instead, it caused health 
issues and costly vet bills.

Although the flora supplement helped, her health got worse, and she had to be put down.

13 Years Pit Bull Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559602 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

Has been having diarrhea for multiple weeks 1 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 67 Pound

EON‐559601 1/16/2024 2:36 Hill's Prescription Diet c/d Multicare 
Stress Urinary Care with Chicken Dry 
Cat Food, Hill's Prescription Diet c/d 
Multicare Urinary Care Stress Chicken & 
Vegetable Stew Wet Cat Food, Hill's 
Prescription Diet i/d Digestive Care 
Chicken & Vegetable Stew Wet Cat 
Food

He began vomiting continuously and appeared lethargic. I took him to the vet and was told he was in 
renal failure. I had him on IVs and gave medicine. He lived for 30 days but I had to take him to the ER 
when he began to suffer from toxic uremia and I had to put him down on 

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐559599 1/16/2024 2:36 Hill's Prescription Diet c/d Multicare 
Stress Urinary Care with Chicken Dry 
Cat Food, Hill's Prescription Diet c/d 
Multicare Urinary Care Stress Chicken & 
Vegetable Stew Wet Cat Food, Hill's 
Prescription Diet i/d Digestive Care 
Chicken & Vegetable Stew Wet Cat 
Food

She began vomiting continuously and appeared lethargic. I took her to the vet and was told she was in 
renal failure. I had her on IVs and gave medicine. She has reversed from end stage renal failure from 
the event in question to stage III CKD, she needs constant care and is not well but surviving.

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐559598 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry Dog Food 35-lb bag

On Dec 24,2023 began feeding from most recent bag of Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded Blend 
Chicken & Rice Formula with Probiotics Dry Dog Food, 35-lb bag, purchased from Chewy, Best by 
APR 2025, 3297 1084 1749L 05. Dog has been enthusiastically eating this food since Mar 2023 
without issue. She is now reluctant to eat this food but eats other human food well without issue. In the 
past 3 weeks he has begun to show signs of lethargy and has taken on a bodily foul smell that cannot 
be attributed to any other source.

1.75 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559597 1/16/2024 2:36 Purine Cat Chow Indoor Hairball+ 
Healthy Weight

Had bad diarrhea and bloating. 7 Years Ragdoll Cat 6 Pound

EON‐559596 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Large Breed Puppy Food With 
Probiotics Salmon & Rice Formula

Our dog had been using Purina pro plan large puppy salmon and rice for almost four months. We are 
very consistent with his treats and food so nothing was out of the ordinary. In the beginning of 
December he started getting bloody stool and diarrhea, he had a lack of appetite for about a month! 
We spent over $500 at the vet trying to figure out what it was and they couldn’t find anything wrong. 
We eventually changed foods to different brand and now he is fine. We are very concerned there was 
something harmful in the Purina food.

10 Months Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Dog

EON‐559595 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina Pro Plan Vet Diet HA Formula - 
Wet

My vet suggested Purina Plan HD as she has to be on a Hydrolyzed protein diet. She was constantly 
having stomach issues, diarrhea and losing weight. She had one seizure that the vet as well as a 
specialist could not explain. Thousands of dollars spent in medical testing, ultrasound, bloodwork, 
medicine and overnight stay in the hospital only to have results come back negative. I immediately 
changed her food to a non-Purina product and she is 100% better.

11 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 10 Pound

EON‐559594 1/16/2024 2:36 Purina Pro Plan Sport 30 20 chicken rice I bought a new bag of Purina pro plan sport 30 20 chicken rice and after one day of feeding him from 
that bag he got sick, lethargic, vomited, diarrhea.

1 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559593 1/16/2024 2:32 Stella & Chewy's raw coated kibble He quit eating over a few days and then started violently throwing up-about 10x in 2 hours. After the 
initial food, it was mostly bile or a white liquid, but he was heaving so horribly. Took him to one vet who 
did an xray, gave him antinausea shot, iv (noted he had already lost over a pound). The anti nausea 
shot worked for about 24 hours and he started throwing up again. Got the run around at the first vet so 
took him to another vet who did a huge battery of tests from blood to stool, gave him an IV. Found 
nothing wrong in any of these tests. He was down almost 3 pounds by this point. Vet suggested a food 
allergy and gave me a prescription for an allergen free cat food. Unfortunately the first ingredient is 
corn which is highly allergenic in the USA so I switched to Stella and Chewy's duck away from the 
Stella & Chewy's chicken, thinking the chicken could be the culprit. He ate this ok for about a week and 
then started throwing it up. So I switched to Fromm's game bird flavor. A month later, I couldn't find the 
game bird Fromm's so he's now eating Fromm's chicken and gaining weight very well. So issue was 
not a food allergy. At a loss for what happened to him especially since these 2 vets found nothing 
wrong with a very healthy cat. 2 days ago I read that Stella & Chewy's food has been found to be 
having issues and making cats sick or killing them, so I'm certain this was his original issue. He has 
been eating Stella & Chewy's food for over 3 years, the raw coated kibble, chicken without issue and 
then all of a sudden gets sick.

7 Months Maine Coon Cat 15 Pound

EON‐559592 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ Sensitive Skin 
& Stomach. Salmon & Rice Formula. 
4Lb.

On Sunday 01/07/24  began to have watery stool three times in the evening when normally she 
only has one to two bowl movements on her daily walk. The same thing happened 01/08/24. We 
believed that she was getting better when she was normal on 01/09/24 but then it returned on 01/10/24 
and her stool turned bloody. On 01/11/24 we went to Banfield Pet Hospital  

 They took a stool sample and prescribed a bland diet, an antibiotic, a probiotic and a 
paste to help solidify her stool. She is currently on this diet and improving.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559590 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina ONE High Protein Wet Dog Food 
True Instinct Tender Cuts in Dog Food 
Gravy With Real Beef and canned 
AND
Purina ONE Natural Sensitive Stomach 
Dry Dog Food

Vomiting blood
Pooping blood
Nausea ongoing
Loss of apetite

5 Years Spaniel - Springer English Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559589 1/16/2024 2:32 Victor super premium dog food. Classic 
multi pro for normally active dogs

My dog started having diarrhea for a few days and then he was lethargic for a few hours and died. 8 Years Bulldog - American Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559588 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina One True Instinct with a blend if 
real turkey and venison

Dog was taken to vet on Friday for physical and rabies shot. Dog was healthy. Purina One True 
Instinct purchased on Thursday and started on Friday. Dog found deceased this morning. No signs of 
sickness,trauma etc. Incidentally my other dog,a large labrador retriever started vomiting today.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559587 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina one digestive health Been giving this food for years but he started puking after eating the last month or so. Got a new food 
and it has sense stopped

5 Years Siberian Husky Dog 90 Pound

EON‐559586 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina pro weight management Turkey 
and rice entree wet

I changed  food to purina pro plan for weight management two days prior and she died 2 cans 
out of the case later, at 2 in the morning with a seizure. She was also very lethargic the night of her 
death.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 103 Pound
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EON‐559585 1/16/2024 2:32 Nature's Protection Superior Care Grain-
Free White Fish Adult Small Breed Dog 
Dry Food

This kibble is the size of a Split Pea. I wondered when I opened it, why any company would make 
kibble so small. I even looked and read the bag to make sure it was not puppy food. I should have 
listened to my inner voice. My dog was eating this food and choked to death. It got into her trachea 
and she choked to death in just minutes. We got as much food out of her throat as possible and 
rushed her to the emergency vet but it was too late. They said the food was too small and she had 
aspirated the food. My husband was standing next to her when it happened. She was perfectly fine 
and then in just seconds she was choking to death. This food is a danger to any dog no matter the size 
it is not an appropriate size for an adult dog and should be evaluated for safety in dogs.

7 Years Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog 17 Pound

EON‐559584 1/16/2024 2:32 Purina Beyond Grain-Free Pate 3 
Flavors Variety Pack Canned Cat Food 
3-oz case of 12
Purina Beyond Grain Free Chicken & 
Sweet Potato Recipe
Purina Beyond Grain Free Alaskan Cod 
& Spinach Recipe

Vomiting, including pink/blood in vomit. Has been vomiting more frequently since December 2023 4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐559582 1/16/2024 2:32 Kirkland signature nature’s domain 
salmon and sweet potato formula dog 
food 35 lbs

Diarrhea, mucousy stool with blood, vomiting. Began squirting blood instead of stool, lots of gas and 
urgency every 1-2 hours for bowel movements

2 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 73 Pound

EON‐559580 1/16/2024 2:04 Purina prop plan sense skin and 
stomach lamb and oat meal

Opened a new bag of Purina pro plan food and shortly after she got explosive bloody diarrhea 6 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559579 1/16/2024 2:04 Purina ONE Plus Dry Large Breed Dog 
Food for Adult Dogs Real Protein Rich 
Natural Chicken Flavor

My Saint Bernard has been on the Purina Pro plan purchased from Walmart for years. These last two 
months, in November he had a seizure, and then in December, he had another seizure. The same bag 
of food, the same brand. I wasn't sure what was causing the seizures, I honestly thought it was 
separation anxiety and have been monitoring his condition. Since his last seizure, he's been a little off. 
With the last of his food, I gave some to an outside dog that we brought in because of the freeze. The 
dog ate the food for two nights, and on the second night had a massive seizure. It seems oddly 
coincidental that with this bag of food they both had seizures.

3 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 150 Pound

EON‐559578 1/16/2024 2:04 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Adult High protein with probiotics 
shredded blend Beef & Rice Formula dry 
dog food

scoops of food were coming up with a white cloth substance baked into the food. One string was 
connected through 7 pieces of food and was 5" long.

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐559577 1/16/2024 2:04 FULL MOON
*Natural Essentials"
jerky tenders
Antibiotic Free Chicken Recipe

Letter to Full Moon (consumerinfo@fullmoonpet.com)

On Friday, January 5th, I purchased a bag of Full Moon, "Natural Essentials" jerky tenders from a local 
grocery store, for which I have a receipt. I was alarmed to find the tenders covered in what appeared to 
be mold, despite the stamped 2025 expiration date on the package. Unfortunately, the stamped, "Best 
Buy" date was on the strip that is pulled to open the package, so I inadvertently threw it away.

I have purchased Full Moon treats for years and my dogs really enjoy them. Recently, however, I have 
noticed differences in the level of product quality; some packages contain treats that do not look or 
smell fresh, while others are of excellent quality. Those differences are reflected in my pocketbook, 
depending on my dogs' reception of the treats. They refuse the contents of some packages but devour 
others. My observations over the years have led me to conclude that, presently, there are quality 
control issues at Full Moon. But I have never seen anything resembling the disturbing inadequacy of 
this purchase. 

I have not contacted the FDA or any other entity, but I would appreciate a prompt response to my 
concerns. FDA reports on health issues associated with commercially produced jerky treats, ranging 
from gastrointestinal upset to Fanconi syndrome, are worrisome. My dogs are precious to me, so I 
trust you will take this correspondence seriously. 

Please feel free to contact me at 

Sincerely,

EON‐559576 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina dog chow beef Got my dog new bag dog food and she been getting very sick. She been throwing up and fooming 
from the mouth. Been having a lot of diarrhea basically like water. Took couple days before realizing 
what was making her sick.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 130 Pound

EON‐559575 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula We had been previously buying our dog food from Chewy when the dogs began puking. We thought 
maybe chewy was keeping older food since we had the food on Autoship. The next bag we bought 
from Walmart and they also puked with that bag.

Latest incident: Bought the dog food at TSC on January 13. Brought the food home in trunk of our 
Suburban. Immediately took it in the house and fed the dog around 10:00 pm that night. Remaining 
food was placed in an airtight tote. Dog was puking by 7:00 pm the following night, January 14.

2 Years Pointer - English Pointer Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐559574 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina One Natural Chicken and Rice 
Formula Dry Dog Food

Woke up one evening to  vomiting, upwards of 10-15 times. Started noticing blood in her vomit 
as well. The next day the vomiting stopped and diarrhea started, which lasted for 3 days over the 
holiday weekend before we could take her to our vet. During that time we fasted her for 12 hours and 
then fed a bland diet (no more purina). Vet ran fecal and blood tests which confirmed  was very 
dehydrated but could not determine the cause of her sudden illness. She was prescribed probiotics 
which cleared things up in the next couple of days. 

This all started after opening a new bag of Purina One Chicken and Rice. Since then, she has been 
eating purina again without signs of sickness but after realizing that this could have been the cause of 
her illness we have stopped feeding her purina.

2 Years Jindo Dog 42 Pound

EON‐559573 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina One lamb and rice Opened a new bag on Purina one lamb and rice on 12/5/23. Within days both of my dogs were 
throwing up and having very bad diarrhea. Both had no problems with this food before. 
Best Buy date April 2025 329910792357L08

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559572 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Salmon & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

After our most recent purchase of Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food both our pups became ill. They would vomit every morning after being fed with this food 
twice a day. Luckily we quickly got on trying to figure out what was going on and eliminated everything 
out of their diet except for their food. They were still getting sick so we quickly realized it was the only 
thing it could be. We have since put them on chicken and rice until we can find a new brand and they 
are immediately better - no vomiting at all. Very concerning to think what is inside of Purina Pro that 
could be causing this in otherwise very healthy dogs.

3 Years Spaniel - Cocker English Dog 32 Pound

EON‐559571 1/16/2024 2:00 Beneful originals with farm raised beef Dog began throwing up after consuming dog food. He then became lethargic and began shaking. After 
several events he was taken to the vet where he was treated for dehydration.

5 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 22 Pound

EON‐559569 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina kitten Chow nurture About thirty minutes after my cat ate the food she would have very loose stools.she also would 
occasionally vomit it up about fifteen minutes after eating the food.

4 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐559568 1/16/2024 2:00 Chicken Dry Puppy Food × 1
15kg
Every 12 weeks
Chicken Dry Kitten Food × 1
10kg
Every 5 weeks

I have purchased dog and cat food from Scrumbles uk, directly from their website, the delivery was 
alright but the second day after both my dogs and the cat have consumed their food separately they 
have started to have diarrhoea fallowed by vomiting, all 3 ! I have tried again to feed them with what 
I’ve purchased and the vominting and diarrhoea continued. 
I have informed Scrumbles, that although i did fallowed the instructions how to gradually increase the 
portion and how much to feel them, i have informed them about the situation, and that previously i 
have purchased the same food from Asda and Pets at Home and had no issue, and that I strongly 
believe that the food wasn’t stored properly or maybe it is a bad batch. They have refused to take any 
responsibility, they did not empathise with my situation, they only responded with the same message 
every time that did not involve anything from my query, to some point i was wondering if they are even 
reading my emails. It took almost 2 weeks for both my dogs and the cat to recover but they still appear 
to have some abdominal pain, and lack of energy. It is impossible that all 3 to have the same 
symptoms without having to do with their food from Scrumbles.

4 Years Bichon Frise Dog 5 Kilogram

EON‐559567 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

Our dog,  has been on Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and Stomach for the last 5+ 
years. Over the last 3 months he has had bouts of severe diarrhea hours after his evening feed. He 
solely eats this dry dog food and has not had any changes to his activity or diet, but over the last 3 
months he has had multiple days in a row of late night diarrhea, totaling in at least 15 nights over the 
last 90 days. We purchase the 30lbs size bagged dog food from Amazon and have used 2 bags since 
the issue began.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559566 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula We had been previously buying our dog food from Chewy when the dogs began puking. We thought 
maybe chewy was keeping older food since we had the food on Autoship. The next bag we bought 
from Walmart and they also puked with that bag.

Latest incident: Bought the dog food at TSC on January 13. Brought the food home in trunk of our 
Suburban. Immediately took it in the house and fed the dog around 10:00 pm that night. Remaining 
food was placed in an airtight tote. Dog was puking by 7:00 pm the following night, January 14.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559565 1/16/2024 2:00 Purina Fancy Feast Canned Wet Cat 
Food Variety Pack 3 oz. 48 count Grilled 
Poultry and Beef

I fed my cat one can of Fancy Feast in the morning. Specifically the Turkey Feast in gravy that comes 
in the 48 count box I get at Sam’s. She ate two bites and came to find me just before throwing all of it 
up. She would not touch the rest of it on her plate. I have offered her another can (exact same flavor) 
this morning and she will not go near it. She was very lethargic for the rest of the day which is not quite 
normal for her because she loves to play and patrol our home.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐559508 1/14/2024 21:28 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula We had been previously buying our dog food from Chewy when the dogs began puking. We thought 
maybe chewy was keeping older food since we had the food on Autoship. The next bag we bought 
from Walmart and they also puked with that bag.

Latest incident: Bought the dog food at TSC on January 13. Brought the food home in trunk of our 
Suburban. Immediately took it in the house and fed the dog around 10:00 pm that night. Remaining 
food was placed in an airtight tote. Dog was puking by 7:00 pm the following night, January 14.

7 Years Pointing Dog - French Pyrenean type Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559507 1/14/2024 21:12 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula We had been previously buying our dog food from Chewy when the dogs began puking. We thought 
maybe chewy was keeping older food since we had the food on Autoship. The next bag we bought 
from Walmart and they also puked with that bag.

Latest incident: Bought the dog food at TSC on January 13. Brought the food home in trunk of our 
Suburban. Immediately took it in the house and fed the dog around 10:00 pm that night. Remaining 
food was placed in an airtight tote. Dog was puking by 7:00 pm the following night, January 14.

2 Years Coonhound - Bluetick Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559499 1/14/2024 19:16 Pro Plan Adult Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice Dry 
Dog Food

After eating the food from and new bag of Purina Pro Plan she started having diarrhea and would not 
eat anymore food. She turned her nose away from her food. And she was not drinking much water and 
lethargic. She was sick for anbout four days. After buying another new bag of food she started eating 
again and the diarrhea stopped.

6 Years Beagle Dog
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EON‐559498 1/14/2024 19:04 Heart to Tail Pure Being Adult Dog Food 
Beef and Chicken Recipe

Upon dispensing food from the can, I found a piece of bone and other debris in the can. The bone is 
roughly the diameter of a quarter

EON‐559496 1/14/2024 18:29 Purina one lamb and rice There was live lervae crawling all over my new dog food bag after opening , this was only the 2nd bag 
Iv bought from this store as I’m on vacation. I immediately ran to trash to check the bottom of the 1st 
bag he had already consumed and there was one dead maggot/larvae in the bottom so I know he ate 
an entire 5 pound bag filled with larvae and eggs !! That same day he became very lethargic and not 
wanting to eat , he eventually begins to throw up which is when I take him to the vet and have a very 
long talk with purina , I was told I would be reimbursed for my vet bills (still haven’t heard back in 3-4 
days ) but that’s not the point . This food needs a recall ASAP . It is KILLING dogs and nothing is being 
done .

16 Months Bulldog - American Dog 115 Pound

EON‐559495 1/14/2024 18:29 Purina Kit and Kaboodle Original Dry 
Cat Food for Adult Cats

 my 3 year old cat died suddenly and unexpectedly over a month ago. He was fine then he was 
gone. He was fed "Purina kit and Kaboodle Original Dry Cat Food for Adult Cats" the past year. I 
purchased every bag from Walmart. This particular 22lb bag was purchased for $16.98 on Oct 20, 
2023. The incident happened shortly after opening a new bag. The day before I noticed that the was 
shaking his head real bad and wobbling a little, but he was an outdoor cat so he wasn't in my constant 
view. I found him dead the next day, just laying there. There was no signs of trauma. After learning 
about PURINA making so many animals sick or dying, I strongly suspect that may have been what 
happened to my baby, but I'll never know for sure.

3 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

EON‐559494 1/14/2024 18:29 Kibbles N’ Bits Original Savory Beef & 
Chicken Flavors

After giving my dog Kibbles an’ Bits savory beef & chicken flavor on Wednesday the 10th, within the 
first 12 hours he puked up the food violently. Assuming it was just an adjustment to the food since he 
hadn’t had it since he was around 8 months old we skipped giving it to him Thursday. Friday the 12th 
at around 12:25-12:48 pm we resumed giving him another try at reintroducing the food. Roughly 3 
hours later the same day around 5:15 pm he started showing symptoms of anxiousness and distress. 
Wasn’t long until exactly 5:25 pm he started to seize and violently puking up every ounce of the food 
we had given him. The seizures and convolutions didn’t subside until Saturday the 13th at 2:30-2:36 
pm and continued to have tremors up until he passed away at 2:42 am.

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐559493 1/14/2024 18:29 Purina Dog Chow Opened a new bag of dog food. After eating she began vomiting and got diarrhea. We took her to the 
vet, who gave her shots to stop those and sent home with medication. We put her on an all chicken 
and rice diet, then slowly reintroduced the dog chow. She immediately began having soft stool and 
diarrhea again.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 82 Pound

EON‐559492 1/14/2024 18:29 Hi Point Zero 28/20 Performance Adult 
and Puppy Dog Food, Hi-Point Zero 
24/20 High Energy Dog Food

After feeding my dog Hi Point Zero 28/20, my dog has had bad diarrhea. I used to work for the 
manufacturer and we had some questionable test results for certain lots of Hi Point Zero 28/20. Some 
of our products tested at height than 4,000 CFU/g for Enterobacter. The company placed the product 
on hold, but then released the product after further testing.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - Anatolian Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559491 1/14/2024 18:29 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb & Oat Meal Formula

Once I opened the bag and took a scoop a food, I notice crumbs mixed in. As I kept scooping, it was 
every one. At points, some of the scoops were at least 1/2 crumbs. I notified the Petco, where I 
purchased the food, and Purina, the manufacturer. I also have found a piece of different food mixed in 
my bag.

EON‐559490 1/14/2024 18:29 Purina ProPlan complete essentials 
shredded blend chicken and rice

About a week after switching both of my dogs onto Purina ProPlan my Aussie has begun vomiting 
regularly. This is not normal behavior for him and prior to the food switch he had not been doing this. 
He is vomiting about 6-8 hours after feedings and the substance is tan with food particles. We are 
currently monitoring him for further symptoms and will be taking him to the vet should the situation 
worsen.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 25 Pound

EON‐559489 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan
Specialized Adult Large Breed Chicken 
& Rice Formula Dog Food

I started feeding Purina Pro Plan Large breed chicken formula on August 2,2023. October 2,2023 she 
vomited up her entire meal after eating breakfast. Once all her food had come up,she stopped. 
Happened 1 or 2 more times before she saw the vet for pre adoption wellness exam on 10/20/23 
where she was deemed healthy. 
I'm a former Vet Tech, I have tried ruling out various causes of vomiting after eating: eating too fast, 
over eating, etc. Frequency of vomiting episode occurrence increasing over time period of 4 months. 
Never vomits after eating treats, getting medications,drinking water.,other dog foods...
At time of October examination, she weighed just over 96 lbs (was either 96.1 or 96.3), when I brought 
her in to have an influenza shot on January 6 2024, she was down to 92.2lbs. I have been advised by 
her veterinarian to discontinue the Large breed Proplan and trial a sensitive skin/stomach formula of 
Pro Plan or Science diet. I have always been a fan of Purina and have fed all my pets and 
recommended their ProPlan line for almost 10 years. **Lot number I included was only from my most 
recently purchased bag, she was sick on different bags prior***

3 Years Great Dane Dog 92.2 Pound

EON‐559488 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina PRO PLAN
Sport
PERFORMANCE 30/20
CHICKEN & RICE FORMULA

In early December, we opened a brand new bag of Purina pro plan performance 30/20 chicken and 
rice formula, dog food. About a week or so later, I noticed that our dog was exhibiting symptoms of 
food avoidance, lethargy, vomiting, and diarrhea. Took my dog to the vet on December 13, 2023 -she 
did not receive a formal diagnosis, but she did have a slightly elevated temperature. They prescribed 
an antibiotic, an anti-nausea medicine, and recommended a very bland diet of rice and cooked ground 
beef. We followed everything as directed by the veterinarian and she seemingly began to feel much 
better! We were told that when she started to be normal again, we could re-incorporate her normal dog 
food, which we did. About five days after giving her the dog food again, she got sick again. Went to the 
vet again, January 12,2024 Where she had a temperature of 103.1. She tested negative for Giardia 
and parasites. She was put back on an antibiotic and a probiotic and was recommended a 
‘gastrointestinal biome’ dog food. The only common denominator, both times that she has been sick is 
the dog food. I am concerned because I am seeing other people saying very similar things in regards 
to their animals. This many people, and this many pets being affected speaks volumes. Please 
investigate Purina and other brands causing the symptoms.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 76 Pound

EON‐559487 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

Vomiting on several occasions after eating Purina Pro Plan One Sensitive Stomach 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐559486 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Proplan small breed adult ch 
identify and rice

She had been eating her dry kibble - proplan small breed food with cooked chicken just fine for weeks. 
we just got her last summer. she was fin until 2 bags ago. I noticed towards end of the dry kibble she 
was not excited about her food. she was barely eating breakfast and would eat dinner. but she stopped 
eating in the morning and only would eat at night. she has a good appetite with everything BUY the dry 
kibble. 1 week ago I have started to force her to eat by keeping her in the bathroom till she eats. last 3 
days she started winning like she was hungry but refused to eat the kibble. I finally broke down after 
opening a fresh bag and she still would not eat it. she looked at me like mom please don't make me 
eat it. so I gave in and made her a homemade mix and she ate it up so fast. today I feed her the same 
homemade food in the morning and she had her normal energy back. See looking back she was 
lethargic acting and sleeping alot. not wanting to play alot either. I thought it was due to her being 
smaller and it being winter time but today showed that's not the case. I never had a small.dog before 
just big ones. but clearly something is going in since November or December. with the bags.

1 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐559485 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro plan Essentials chicken After two feedings my dogs were profusely vomiting and having diarrhea. They are lethargic and seem 
to have pain in their stomachs. I recently had a 4 year old cat who got into this dog food and then died 
3 days later after having diarrhea

7 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559484 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult
Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & 
Rice Recipe Dry Dog Food

Both dogs (  male, 1 year old &  female, 2 years old) have been on Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Stomachs since birth up until 2 weeks ago.  was eating shredded chicken & rice puppy 
under 2 &  was eating shredded beef and rice adult. Both dogs started to reject eating their food 
once I opened their new bag (35lb bag) I continued letting them graze at their food for a few more days 
and decided that maybe they were bored of the flavors and bought a small 6lb bag of salmon and rice 
(mixed with old food) and that’s when they both started displaying symptoms of throwing up, more tired 
than usual, and loose stools (yellow) *the stools have been switching back and forth from loose to 
semi solid for just over a week at this point. They didn’t seem overly sick nor did I think they needed to 
be rushed to the vet (my goldens are prone to having a sensitive stomach on occasion) so I swapped 
them to a boiled chicken and rice meal plan for the past 4 days and symptoms have 99% disappeared. 
I will be keeping them off PPP for the time being, to let their stomachs adjust. I want to add that in the 
beef and salmon flavored foods it had an unusual smell - different than the normal smell. Salmon 
having a very strong potent smell. A friend mentioned to me this morning about a potential food hazard 
with multiple brands so that is why I am here filling this form out.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559483 1/14/2024 18:28 Blue Wilderness Trail Treats Wild Bits 
Duck Recipe Training Treats

From July 11-12, 2023, after eating the food, he became sick from stomach bloat. Poodle - Miniature Dog

EON‐559482 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina ProPlan sensitive skin and 
stomach

 had been on this diet for one year when symptoms began. When she began the diet, her skin 
allergy symptoms improved drastically. She did wonderfully until July of this past summer. We noticed 
stomach upset, belching, indigestion, and grass eating. Then, she began to have more serious G.I. 
symptoms. She began vomiting and going diarrhea, and was unable to continue eating this food. We 
switched to bland food for a few days, and when we switched back to Purina ProPlan Sensitive Skin 
and Stomach, all of her issues resumed. The issues were so severe, they resulted in multiple trips to 
our local veterinarian, three emergency room visits, and multiple visits with an internal medicine 
specialist in  She has had bloodwork multiple times, chest x-rays, multiple stomach x-rays, 
and an ultrasound. We tried other diets, but she could not tolerate them. So, we would try switching 
back to Purina, and her symptoms would become even more severe again. At this time, she is still 
unable to tolerate any commercial diet, and needs a home cooked diet. She also takes metronidazole 
for G.I. inflammation. She has been unable to stop this. She also has a low white blood cell count and 
has lost 8 pounds (from 33lbs to just 25now). If G.I. symptoms continue, the veterinarian would like to 
do an endoscopy. However, this is risky due to her heart murmur.

6 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 25 Pound

EON‐559481 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina pro plan adult complete 
essentials chicken and rice formula.

My dog has eaten purina pro plan for several years. He has eaten either the chicken and rice, salmon, 
or lamb and rice formulas. He had the last serving from a bag for breakfast and had no issues with his 
stomach for that day. That evening, I purchased a new bag of purina pro plan, chicken and rice and 
fed him dinner. He woke up in the middle of the night and vomited several times and had several bouts 
of diarrhea. In the morning, I fed him breakfast from the new purina proplan and later that day he had 
diarrhea again. This time there was blood in his stool. I stopped feeding him the purina food and put 
him on a rice and chicken diet while he recovered. Over the next several days his stool became more 
firm. He hasn't had anymore vomiting or diarrhe episodes since he's been off the purina pro plan.

7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐559480 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan
Small Breed
Chicken & Rice Formula

Purina Beneful Incredibites
Pate for Small Dogs

The dog all of a sudden started having mobility issues. She was very hesitant to jump onto the bed or 
the furniture, which she had done with ease prior to this happening. She became lethargic, not having 
energy to do things, like eating or going outside to go to the bathroom. She began to develop a high 
fever. Her eyes began to water, and she would look at you with a piercing blank stare. We took her to 
the vet on Friday, January 5th, 2024. Her temperature was 104.5 and her panel of bloodwork showed 
that her white blood cell count was low. She was sent home with an antibiotic and anti-inflammatory 
medication, in the event it was a weird infection, or even a virus. We called the vet back on Monday, 
January 8th. She had made no improvements at all with the medication, and in fact, had gotten even 
more lethargic. We had received a few messages from friends about a possible issue with Purina Dog 
Food. We immediately took her off of Purina Pro Plan dry food and Purina Incredibites moist pate on 
Tuesday, January 9th. She returned to the vet on Wednesday, January 10th (as we had set an 
appointment when we called Monday). Her temperature had returned to normal, she was more alert, 
and a bit less lethargic. She was taken for x-rays and it showed no signs of any masses, or 
abnormalities in her body, including breaks or sprains. We were sent home with a steroid, 
Omeprazole, Gabapentin, and s new food. She was only given one dose of the steroid, because she 
was making a lot of progress. She was running circles when she was excited to see me, jumping up 
and down without hesitation, eating well, and sleeping less during the day when we were home. As of 
today, January 14th, she has made a huge recovery from the symptoms she was experiencing a week 
prior.

9 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 19 Pound

EON‐559479 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina cat Indoor Our 8 year old cat was perfectly fine in the morning, came home to find him dead. We have other cats 
eating the same food that have been throwing up but otherwise very healthy.

EON‐559478 1/14/2024 18:28 Instinct raw meals freeze dried kitten I fed my cat Instinct Freeze Dried for kittens and she threw up both times. She has been on this food 
for the past 3 months and she has been fine until now.

4 Months Domestic (unspecified) Cat 4 Pound

EON‐559477 1/14/2024 18:28 Orjins I have 2 miniature schnauzers16 & 14 fixed females, 2 maltese fixed males10 & 2, 1 giant schnauzer 
male 8 and a April 2023 dob  fixed kitten (he eats the dog food occasionally)
Orjins large bags, multiple flavors purchased at  feeds had a few of my dogs 
gaining weight yet they had bloody mucus diarrhea and a few showed symptoms of lethargy, the kitten 
had diarrhea with mucus stool’s every time he would eat some of the dog food. A few dogs still have 
mucus diarrhea but not as bad after 2 weeks of stopping Orjins. I still have the dog food and around 5 
more bags in IL. I usually feed them raw but was sick and needed convince so switched to 
Orjins(HUGE MISTAKE as it has made everyone of them il)

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog

EON‐559476 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Beyond Grain-Free Natural 
Simply Wild Caught Whitefish & Cage 
Free Egg Recipe Dry Cat Food

https://www.chewy.com/purina-beyond-
grain-free-natural/dp/106840

Shortly after starting this new bag of food, my cat suddenly was found dead inside the house. He had 
no diagnosed health issues. He was only about 4 or 5 years old.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐559475 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan under one year 
sensitive skin and stomach salmon and 
rice, Purina pro plan under one year 
30/20 salmon and rice formula

 has eaten Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon and rice puppy since we brought 
her home at 8 weeks old. We added in Purina Pro Plan sport 30/20 puppy salmon and rice formula 
several months ago. I ran out of food and purchase new bags on 12/15/2023. I equally mixed them 
and stored them in airtight containers like I always do and continued feeding my dog like normal. 
Suddenly on Sunday December 31st she started refusing to eat her food, she is fed in a slow feed 
bowl because of how quickly she scarfs her food so for her to completely stop eating I knew something 
was wrong, she is also typically a very active puppy considering her breed and age and she was very 
lethargic and tired. I tried a few things over the next couple days and eventually went to the store and 
bought a completely different brand of food and offered it to her, she started eating but not completely 
like she used to, her energy is coming back and I have stopped feeding the food completely.

11 Months Rottweiler Dog

EON‐559474 1/14/2024 18:28 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Chicken & Rice Formula 16lb

Both of my cats (13 and 16) are in good health and have eaten Purina Pro Plan High Protein with 
Probiotics Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Cat Food since they were kittens. They have always loved this 
food.

Starting with an 10/14/23 purchase of a 16lb bag at Petco  (SKU 1236571), they suddenly would 
not touch the food unless out of desperation. They grazed lightly and both started vomiting it up within 
an hour, including white foam. Their bowls remained mostly untouched all week. I started 
supplementing more wet food to get around this.

I saw recently many other pet owners feeding this diet are experiencing the same exact symptoms and 
have been reporting to Purina and the FDA (the former saying there is nothing wrong). I am not a 
conspiracy theorist, but this is alarming based on similar experiences I'm reading and my own. 

I believe there is something wrong with some of this food- there is no other reason two elderly cats 
who have eaten it their entire lives suddenly won't touch it, and when eaten out of desperation, they 
become ill. My 13 year old cat also experienced an emergency dehydration and excessive vomiting 
episode in October (a first) that required vet treatment. 

I cannot definitely prove there is something wrong with this food and I have unfortunately discarded the 
bag and lot number (but still have a lot of the dry food in storage I'd be happy to provide for testing if 
requested), but I feel the FDA needs to further investigate this. I have since switched them to another 
brand of dry food and they seem to be taking to it better than the above Purina formula that they've 
eaten their whole lives.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐559473 1/14/2024 18:28 Hill’s Science Diet Adult Large Breed 
Dry Dog Food

Switched her food to Hill’s Science Diet dry dog food gradually over a two week period from her 
previous brand. When she began eating science diet exclusively she started to have very runny 
diarrhea that lasted nearly 5 days. I took her to the vet and they had to give her IV fluids and an 
antibiotic, and recommended she return to her previous brand of food. She’s doing better now.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 57 Pound

EON‐559442 1/13/2024 19:00 Purina dog chow complete adult chicken Dog is acting lethargic, light whimpers, and extreme hesitation to eat(very unlike him). Going to the vet 
tomorrow.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559440 1/13/2024 18:52 Iams Pro Plan-Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

After two days of this food being mixed into his old food he developed bumps on the top of his nose as 
well as diarhea.

4 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559439 1/13/2024 18:48 Iams Pro Plan-Adult Sensitive Ski and 
Stomach salmon and rice formula

Facial swelling and hives, intense diarrhea 4 Years Corso Dog Dog 125 Pound

EON‐559438 1/13/2024 18:48 Purina Pro Plan for Puppy 2 years old Purina Pro Plan for Puppy fed to  who is nearly 1 year old. He vommitted several times this week. 
We noticed today there are meal worms living inside this new bag of dog food! Gross! The worms 
weee making webs cocoons and hatching moths too.

1 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐559436 1/13/2024 17:36 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
chicken and rice

Bought new bag of Purina Pro Plan chicken in December. After starting bag -  began 
experiencing diarrhea with blood, c
Vomiting and dehydration. Vet treated with special diet including iv for fluids. After special diet we 
returned to giving him his bag of PPP and symptoms began again.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐559435 1/13/2024 17:36 Purina Pro Plan Switched to Purina pro plan from hills science diet, over the next 7 days 3 of the puppies stopped 
eating and were unable to move to lift their bodies, we rushed them to vet where the female died and 
the 2 male under went testing. First puppy liver enzymes were off the charts, we did blood transfusions 
and 24 hour vet care, he was to weak to continue to fight so under vet recommended advice we had to 
euthanize him,he died the 9th day. The 3rd puppy refused to eat the pro plan after day 3 and was put 
back into hills science and made a full recovery and the 4th puppy continued eating the pro plan until 
day 5 and was was incredibly sick, upon the vet putting him on fluid diet and he recovered at vet 
hospital and came home.

8 Months American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 32 Pound

EON‐559434 1/13/2024 17:28 Purina One Plus Indoor Advantage With 
Real Turkey #1 ingredient

Product caused very loose and malodorous stools containing blood Domestic Mediumhair Cat

EON‐559433 1/13/2024 17:28 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
with LifeSource Bits:
Small Breed Senior | Chicken and Brown 
Rice Formula

Severe diarrhea and vomiting began a few hours after consuming Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Small Breed Senior Dry Dog Food: Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe. Diarrhea and vomiting continued 
for 24 hours; there was no other exposure or risk factors outside of a change in dry dog food (as listed 
above). When diarrhea occurred, whole chunks of food were left undigested in stool. Mucus was also 
present in stool; anomaly for our dogs. Lethargy was also present with Iris.

13 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 10.5 Pound

EON‐559431 1/13/2024 17:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
with LifeSource Bits:
Small Breed Senior | Chicken and Brown 
Rice Formula

Severe diarrhea and vomiting began a few hours after consuming Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Small Breed Senior Dry Dog Food: Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe. Diarrhea and vomiting continued 
for 24 hours; there was no other exposure or risk factors outside of a change in dry dog food (as listed 
above). When diarrhea occurred, whole chunks of food were left undigested in stool. Mucus was also 
present in stool; anomaly for our dogs.

6 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559430 1/13/2024 17:12 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
with LifeSource Bits: Small Breed Senior 
| Chicken and Brown Rice Formula

Severe diarrhea and vomiting began a few hours after consuming Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Small Breed Senior Dry Dog Food: Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe. Diarrhea and vomiting continued 
for 24 hours; there was no other exposure or risk factors outside of a change in dry dog food (as listed 
above). When diarrhea occurred, whole chunks of food were left undigested in stool. Mucus was also 
present in stool; anomaly for our dogs.

13 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 9 Pound

EON‐559426 1/13/2024 15:48 Under One Year Puppy Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb & Oat Meal Formula

My dog has been vomiting for a week straight while consuming only his usual kibble. 10 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559421 1/13/2024 15:00 Purina Pro Plan adult Sensitive Stomach 
and Skin Salmon and Rice

5 days  began having bloody diarrhea and lethargic reaction. Taken to vet and received blood work 
and anti diarrhea medication and put on protein food.  got a fever and began vomiting with bloody 
diarrhea. Took back to vet next day and did abdominal X-ray with ultrasound and fecal test came back 
negative and he was put on antibiotics and probiotics and anti diarrhea next. Within week  loss 10 
pounds and diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. Vet said to stop feeding him Purina food and 
within one week all symptoms all ended

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker American Dog 37 Pound

EON‐559413 1/13/2024 14:24 Stella & Chewys's Absolutely Rabbit 
Freeze dried Raw Dinner Patties Stella 
& Chewys Maries Magical dinner Dust 
topper

After feeding her Stella & Chewys's Absolute Rabbit Freeze Dried Raw/& Magical Dinner Dust for 
about 2 weeks, she became very ill on December 27th.  vomited, had diarrhea, and was very 
lethargic. By December 28th, she could not walk & refused all liquid and food. On Saturday December 
30th we took her to the veterinarian and they ran a blood test and could not find anything wrong exept 
she had 104 degree temp and said it must be a virus or flu. They gave her an antibiotic , anti diarrhea 
meds and a probotic. After 3 days we took her back because she was not getting any better. I had to 
force feed her water with a syringe every two hours. They took and xray and tick test and nothing else 
was determined except she still had a 104 degree temp. I then had to give her IV fluids 2x's a day.

4 Years Havanese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐559412 1/13/2024 14:20 Purina Pro Lamb and Rice Forumla We have been feeding Purina One for about a month. Bought a new bag of Purina One Lamb and 
Rice on Monday.  ate it for 1-1/2 days and began vomiting, be lethargic, not eating or drinking. 
Refused to touch the Purina food. We were able to get him to eat some home made chicken and rice. 
2 days of sickness and he developed a bad cough. Vet diagnosed gastro intestinal infection and acid 
reflux, the coughing has lead to slight pneumonia. This was a 44lb bag LOT # 33411084 2245L05

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐559409 1/13/2024 13:33 Royal Canin bulldog food My dogs food, Victor brand was recalled due to Possible contaminants, so we switched dog food to 
Royal canin Bulldog food. After switching food, my dog experienced a seizure, we took him to the vet. 
The vet ran all sorts of tests and couldn’t find anything wrong. Shortly there after he started having 
severe diarrhea and vomiting since the only thing that had changed, was his dog food. We threw away 
the dog food and went back to Victor I have learned that royal canin could potentially have caused 
these issues due to contaminants. I’m hoping the FDA can review this and ensure no other dogs, 
experience, illness or injury.

EON‐559408 1/13/2024 13:33 Purina Pro Plan puppy large breed Severe diarrhea. Vomiting. Gagging. 10 Weeks Retriever - Golden Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐559407 1/13/2024 13:33 Purina One Dog has eaten Purina One dry dog food since she was a puppy. These last two bags I’ve bought she’s 
had issues with vomiting after eating. She had no other symptoms so the vet has said just watch her 
for dehydration or lethargy. She doesn’t consume anything else.

3 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog

EON‐559406 1/13/2024 13:33 Friskies Dry Cat Food Surfin' & Turfin' 
Favorites 3.15 lb. Bag, Friskies Gravy 
Wet Cat Food Variety Pack Tasty 
Treasures Prime Filets 5.5 oz. Can

Cheap food. We have four cats and a senior dog. And those aren't the only household financial 
responsibilities we have. So we needed cost-effective food for our pets. Most of those brands of food 
were bought from Walmart, and I have had to look up a trickle down chart of who Purina owns in order 
to make sure that I got a different food just this last week. The Purina Care, friskies, special kitty, the 
only dry food that I trust right now is Bixbi Liberty And I bought it through chewy. We've been getting 
grain-free food because we thought  just had a grain allergy. I had to take him to the vet last year 
and spent 5 to $600, to get him a hills science diet and treated for worms, when originally we thought 
he was going into renal failure because those were the symptoms he was showing. He still can't jump 
up on counters, or cat trees without almost falling off. He's only three. He's the oldest cat. All of them, 
have had consistently loose stools, until we switched off of purina-owned brand food. And when I say 
loose I mean almost straight water. which means that they go in our house instead of the litter boxes, 
because if you look up the biological behavior of cats? Yeah. Our dog, is currently isolated in the 
garage. Because the food was upsetting her stomach to the point where she started showing signs of 
kidney failure and then became aggressive with the cats and us in the house. Mind you I'm 7 months 
pregnant. So having a dog that I have lived with for years, suddenly growling and lunging at me out of 
nowhere is terrifying. And then finding out it's because she's sick and her stomach is in pain, and we 
can't afford to take her to the vet and we might lose her, is a lot worse. My animals are bleeding and 
pooping water. Out of their behinds. Their moods are off, the safety of the people in my house is now 
in question because of our dog, and I can't budget to take care of these animals because I am about to 
have a baby. So now I'm in a mad scramble to find food that isn't going to kill my cats and dog. 
Because almost everything is owned by Purina. I'm putting the actual dates that we had to take  
to the veterinarian first because this is when we first started noticing these symptoms in all of the 
animals, and of course, now it's coming out in the news that other people are also being affected by it. 
Lovely. I love that it has gone on, this long. Sarcasm.

2 Years Bombay Cat 11 Pound

EON‐559405 1/13/2024 13:33 Food
Wet Food
Adult
Purina Beneful Prepared Meals Variety 
Pack Wet Dog Food 10-oz case of 12

Fed my dog purnia beneful wet dog food he became very sick right after and died withing a week. I 
have no proof because did not take to vet or save the food. I'm not looking for compensation, just 
hoping you guys take notice some day and stop looking the other way. There is enough complaints 
and evidence to do something about this.FDA Releases Report On Toxic Ingredients In Beneful - Dogs 
Naturally
https://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/fda-releases-report-toxic-ingredients-beneful/

15 Years Shih Tzu Dog 23 Pound

EON‐559404 1/13/2024 13:33 Purina Pro Plan  was having mild sensitivity to the gravy in other wet food brands (just looser stool, but not 
affecting her energy or wellness) so the vet recommended purina pro plan back in the beginning of 
November. About 2 weeks later she got really sick - vomiting and couldn’t keep anything down, food 
aversion, lethargy, and liquid diarrhea with blood. She’s always a very playful, cuddly, and healthy 7 
year old cat. When she got sick, she isolated herself and could barely stand and walk around. We 
never saw her this sick before (maybe a hairball once or twice a year). We took her to the vet and they 
couldn’t figure out what was wrong, considering she just had a wellness check up 2 weeks prior. She 
got an IV for fluids, anti-nausea shot, urinary extraction to test for UTI and x-rays just in case (they only 
found inflammation in her stomach and intestines from emesis). They switched her to Royal Canin 
veterinary and a few days later she bounced back and has been doing more than well since. We have 
a prescription for Royal Canin now. I’ve talked to a few friends that’ve said their cat or dog was sick 
and eating Purina foods.

7 Years Russian Cat 10 Pound

EON‐559402 1/13/2024 13:33 Purina Pro Plan chicken and rice 
formula-Adult small breeds
Purina Pro Plan Complete essentials

Bloody stool, vomiting, lethargy, poor appetite, behavior change… started Purina Pro Plan prior to 
Christmas’23, emergency vet visits Jan 10, blood work, IV fluids (severe dehydration) medications, 
returned Jan 11 more IV fluids and meds. Currently on special diet and several medications along with 
prebiotics and probiotics.

7 Years Bulldog - French Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559400 1/13/2024 13:33 Purina one
true instincts large breed dogs 
real turkey and venison

In mid November we noticed that he was lethargic,, vomiting and felt like he had a fever. We took him 
to the vet, they thought it was possibly a infection from a scratch in his throat because there wasn't any 
evidence of anything else. He was put on a round of antibiotics,, he seemed to feel better after a few 
days, 2 weeks later the same symptoms came back, but I also noticed really odd colored stool and his 
tongue and gums were very pale, took him back to vet, they kept him for the day to run test, they found 
that he was anemic through blood work, so they did an xray and saw shadows in his stomach, anti 
biotics were given again, and scheduled him for an ultrasound sound the following week. The ultra 
sound showed, signs of abnormal Liver, and enlarged kidneys and spleen. His anemia was also worse 
and he was continuing to rapidly loose weight. He had at that point list 15 pound over a period of 3 
weeks, the vet said we could do a biopsy of his Liver, but he may not survive the procedure and that it 
would be better to take him home and spend time with him until the unthinkable has to happen

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound

EON‐559399 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

 had good bloodwork in June/July 2023.
She was chewing her feet, so I decided to try a Sensitive skin formula food in October 2023.
A few weeks after switching her from Purina Pro Plan Active Chicken 26/16 kibble to Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice kibble she had sudden onset acute liver disease with 
liver values thousands of points above normal and quickly became ill, lethargic, jaundiced, and 
eventually anorexic. Internal medicine and regular vet could not find a cause.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559398 1/13/2024 13:32 Royal Canin Dachshund Loaf Explosive diarrhea and vomiting. Extreme lethargy, mild dehydration, and loss of appetite. 8 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
EON‐559397 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large 

Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice

He got very sick diarrhea, vomiting etc 4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 120 Pound
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EON‐559396 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina pro puppy under two large breed For a new bag of purina pro plus puppy under 2 large breed dog food from pet value in  
 shortly after  started eating it he started having the runs. Has now had them non stop for 

two weeks. The vet had seen him prior to getting this bag of food and said he was in excellent health. 
He has also become very lethargic as well. Had seen via tik tok that this is not an isolated incident that 
many pet owners have had the same problem. Felt that I should be reporting this so you may know 
more information on when and where this food is effecting animals

5 Months Great Dane Dog 73 Pound

EON‐559395 1/13/2024 13:32 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Adult 
Hydrolyzed Protein Loaf Canned Dog 
Food 13.7oz.

My dog always joyfully ate her Royal Canin dog food until recently, My dog ate the new version of 
Royal Canins Hydrolyzed protein dog food for several days and she did not seem very interested in it. 
She immediately started having very mushy stools, which transitioned in watery diarrhea and extreme 
vomiting. She wouldn't eat or drink or take any of her medicine. She was dehydrated and listless and 
needed emergency care for hydration and to treat her diarrhea and vomiting. The bill was over $500. I 
notified Royal Canin and they blew off my concerns and claimed the changes were improvements, 
when in reality many dogs have had the same issues as mine.  food was changed to another 
brand, and after 3 days from our emergency visit, she started eating a little again.

13 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559394 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina one Tender selects bled with real 
chicken, Purnia one true instinct with a 
bled of real turkey and venison

All the 4 cats had the Purina food. After 3 hours diarrhea and vomiting started. Noticed weight loss in 
all animals.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐559393 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Dry Dog Food for 
Large Dogs Under 2 Years Real Chicken 
& Ric

Fed food for a week and a half, threw up 5 nights in total 1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐559392 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina ONE Plus Tender Cuts in Gravy 
Healthy Weight Lamb and Brown Rice 
Entree in Wet Dog Food Gravy - (12) 13 
oz. Cans

Our dog seemed well but became extremely ill with abdominal convulsions, diarrhea, drooling, and 
then died about 5 hours later.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 10.5 Pound

EON‐559390 1/13/2024 13:32 Fresh Pet home cooked chicken recipe 
rich cranberries and vegetables

Purchased two bags of Fresh Pet yesterday both do not expire until April. I fed my dog 1/2 cup of this 
product before I noticed mold in food. I compared moldy bag to the second bag I purchased and the 
coloring of the meat is completely different.

EON‐559389 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Carrots 
Entree

On Saturday, 1/6, we fed  his normal breakfast of 1/2 a can of Purina Pro Plan Chicken & 
Carrots Entree and 3/4 cup of the dry pro plan. (He eats the same pattern twice a day.) For the cans, it 
was the first can in this lot of Purina ProPlan Complete Essentials Variety Pack, 6 cans of Chicken & 
Carrots Entree and 6 cans of Turkey & Sweet Potato Entree. (Best before Nov 2025 33061159 
L4AG72325 are on the bottom of the can.) I have no concern about the dry, that he has been eating 
for the past few weeks and are at the end of the bag.

On Sunday 1/7, I woke up at 3-4am to a grunting dog that was trying to get my attention, which is 
unusual. I assumed he needed to go outside, which he never does overnight. I let him out and he ran 
out to go to the bathroom. It was dark, so I didn't see what he did, but then I found a pool of diarrhea in 
our kitchen. That's never happened in the past 10 years. The next morning he was hungry, so we went 
ahead and fed him like normal. 

During the day, he did have several times he needed to go out and we actually saw it was diarrhea. 
We continued the pattern of feeding twice a day, same food. It was always the same pattern as listed 
in the first sentence. It was always the Chicken & Carrots Entree. On Monday evening, after his 
continued digestive issue, we were wondering if it was the food, so we tossed the second half of the 
can and gave him a can from another batch of cans from a different lot. He still was sick in the 
morning, so we took him to the vet, who prescribed Metronidazole, 500MG. We have not given him the 
old food since and he's doing better now.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 63 Pound

EON‐559388 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan We had given our dog purina pro plan (puppy and then transitioned to adult food) which was 
recommended by our vet. In summer 2023 we began to realize that the formula was not the same and 
our dog began reacting to the food. She was having regular diarrhea and was incontinent multiple 
times. She refused to eat her food for days. We then fed her chicken and rice to regulate her again 
and still experienced diarrhea for at least 4-5 days before she was regulated.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 62 Pound

EON‐559387 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Under Two Puppy Large Breed 
Salmon and Rice formula

 has been on Purina Pro Plan 2 and under slamon large breed sensitive skin and stomach 
since we got him at 9 weeks old. Last week I had noticed he was not eating like usually and became 
very fatigued and lethargic. He threw up a total of 3x and two of those being only vile. I have a young 
son and thought possibly he swallowed a toy he shouldn't have and took him to the vet. He spent the 
day there and in xrays they noticed that he had "strange gas" in his small intestine, and indicated that 
he must have gotten into something bad. The only thing he is able to have is his dog food. After 
hearing of all of the incidents and was aware of possible Purina being bad and making him sick since 
the vet could not give me a direct issue or problem. He got a new bag of Purina pro plan under two 
large breed chicken and rice and has been eating now. It took a few days with meds before he would 
even touch it and refused the sensitive skin and stomach. Thank you for your time.

1.5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559386 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina Pro Plan 
Complete Essentials
Shredded Blend
Salmon and rice

My dog had diarrhea for 2 nights. I discontinued the Purina Pro Plan dog food and switched to 
homemade rice and pork.  did not have diarrhea for those 2 days. I gave him back the dog food 
today and his diarrhea started up again.

4 Years Griffon (unspecified) Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐559385 1/13/2024 13:32 Wellness Cat Chicken and Herring 
Dinner Wet Cat Food

DANGEROUS! NEEDS A RECALL! One of the cans in this WELLNESS CAT CHICKEN AND 
HERRING 12.5 oz WET FOOD pack had a LARGE piece of plastic inside! Looks like the kind of 
plastic ring that goes around a 6-pack of soda, but much thicker. It was longer than the can itself and 
was intermingled. I scooped out some of the food to find this big thing in the can! The cats refused to 
eat other cans from this pack, even though they usually love this brand, and they tried to bury it. I feel 
aweful that I made them eat any of it! It is probably all carcinogenic and I am very worried about their 
health! What if the other cans contained ground plastic that I forced them to eat! Now I worry about 
them developing cancer and other illnesses. 
UPC says 76344 08810 Best by 05-Aug-26 12x12.5oz case

EON‐559383 1/13/2024 13:32 Purina ProPlan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken and Rice 
formula 6 lbs bag

End July and August 2023 I gave Purina Pro Plan 6 lbs bag of kibble to my dog who was 8-9 months 
old. She for the whole month of August had uncontrollable diarrhea. She could not control her bowls 
and took a saline solution from the vet and was given probiotics and medications to try to solidify her 
stool.

EON‐559357 1/12/2024 19:40 Purina pro plan sensitive skin sensitive 
stomach

My animal was eating Purina pro plant sensitive stomach sensitive skin. One day we came home and 
noticed she had started throwing up and had blood in her stool. She stopped eating. We rushed her to 
the emergency vet she wouldn’t drink or eat for several days. the doctor stated they didn’t know what 
was going on, and that her time was coming to an end due to unknown. The only thing she had had 
was the Purina pro plan sensitive skin sensitive stomach. It made her sick and she ended up passing 
away. She didn’t eat for several days, and the doctor said it would be best to put her down. 
Because.they knew she would not get better.

10 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐559356 1/12/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan all ages small bites 
27/17 for active dogs lamb and rice 
formula

I have been feeding my dog Purina Pro Plan, lamb and rice which was recommended to us by a vet. 
My dog has had explosive diarrhea and vomiting for almost a week now, about an hour or two after 
she eats. She is also 14, so having a health scare like this is extremely worrisome. I can hear her 
tummy growling from hunger but she is refusing to eat her dog food, yet happily ate the plain rice I 
made her. It was only after my coworker suggested looking for food recalls that I saw the frenzy going 
on regarding this brand. My cat also eats Purina food, but after this, I am terrified of feeding either pet 
Purina brand.

14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐559355 1/12/2024 19:24 Purina Pro Plan - Salmon Dog threw up randomly 3 times. Became uninterested in food and lethargic. Dog then had upset 
stomach and diarrhea. Has not been around any other dogs.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559354 1/12/2024 19:24 Purina Dog Chow complete adult beef 
flavor

Thor began having seizures 2 Years Bulldog - American Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559353 1/12/2024 19:16 Purina one chicken and rice adult dog 
food

Bought a new bag of purina one dog food on Monday, by Wednesday afternoon  started to throw 
up and had diarrhea. He still has diarrhea today (Friday) which is also bloody. He hasn’t throw up since 
yesterday (thursday) but it’s also lethargic and not his normal self. I firmly believe it’s from his food.

8 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559352 1/12/2024 18:52 Purina ProPlan Adult 7+ I began feeding my dog Purina ProPlan at the beginning of 2023. He seemed to enjoy it until about 
September 2023. He then began not wanting to eat the Purina ProPlan but he was willing to eat other 
brands of dog food. Due to his refusal to eat, he lost a significant amount of weight (roughly 15lbs 
since November 2022). He also had vomiting, diarrhea and would act lethargic. We took him to the vet 
for his annual visit on November 28, 2023 and the vet did a series of diagnostics on him (x-rays, 
bloodwork and different tests to rule out diseases). The vet determined based on his bloodwork that he 
was had kidney disease. We opted to hospitalize him for 5 days to see if we could decrease his kidney 
values. After a 5 day hospital stay and continued subcutaneous fluids & medications at home for a 
weekend, we returned to the vet the following Monday where they ran more bloodwork and we found 
out the fluids and medication were not working. The veterinarian diagnosed him to have kidney failure. 
His quality of life continued to decrease rapidly until we made the decision to euthanize him.

8 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 59 Pound

EON‐559350 1/12/2024 18:16 Proplan weightmanagement This is normal food for her. Bags get delivered in sealed box by mail. Received bag and a few days 
later opened and began feeding as normal.

Didn’t notice much right away. But noticed after a feeding or 2 she wasn’t finishing food. This never 
happens. Didn’t think much into it. However we started food Sunday and we are now at Thursday and 
she cannot hold any food down. 

Nothing different has been consumed during this week and she has not left premises.
Other 2 Great Danes (on different foods) are healthy.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 135 Pound

EON‐559349 1/12/2024 18:12 Purina one 01/18/2024 I came home from work to find that my elder dog had several piles of pure blood all over, 
he was bleeding out of his butt as well, I took him to the vet as an emergency and they said he had 
lost a lot of blood according to a cvc panel. His Plt was high, pct was high and Akko was low. I feed my 
dogs very well, so when the Akko is low it means the dog is approaching malnutrition, which mean the 
food is not giving him the nutrients he or my other dog needs, something is very wrong with this!! I 
have since stopped giving both dogs this Purina one food! And  is on medications and he is slowly 
improving, but, this is an unforgivable situation!! Also the throwing up has stopped, which tells me this 
food has been poisoning my dogs for a couple yrs!!

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 76 Pound

EON‐559347 1/12/2024 18:12 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Adult with Probiotics Lamb & 
Oat Meal Formula High Protein Dry Dog 
Food

I opened a brand new bag of Purina pro-plan sensitive skin and stomach Lamb and oat dog food in the 
morning and gave my dog one scoop (about 1/2 cup), about two hours later he went outside and had 
diarrhea. Throughout the day had 3-4 more episodes of diarrhea. No other food or treats were given 
nor was he into anything else. He has been on this food for almost his whole life and this is the first 
time he has ever been sick from the food.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 36 Pound
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EON‐559346 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina Dog Chow Chicken Flavor 48 
pound bag

We thought that the pups had gotten parvo but the first pup to get sick, with watery diahrea with mucus 
and a little pink and throwing up white foam,has gotten better and once parvo starts it doesnt stop 
without medical help. He stopped eating the food for a day or two and started to feel better. Hes still 
recovering. We just realized the other puppies wouldnt touch the food either which is extremely unlike 
them too. Theyve had different food and now they are recovering. And we noticed it was almost 
impossible to find the purina dog chow in either flavor in the big bags, almost like a silent recall. Thwn 
we started looking at social media and noticed we werent the only ones.

3 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐559345 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Adult Dry Dog Food - High Protein 
Probiotics Chicken & Rice

Both of my dogs had bouts of horrible diarrhea for days. One dog became violently Ill with bloody 
diarrhea and couldn't control bodily functions at all. She would not eat OR drink and was lethargic. We 
we ended up in emergency vet and $500 later she is doing much better finally able to eat and drink 
again.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559344 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina Pro Plan 
Adult/Adulte 
Complete Essentials Chicken & Rice 
Formula/Formule Poulet Et Riz
Chicken is the first ingredient/Du poulet 
comme premier ingredient

We started feeding  purina pro plan complete essentials chicken and rice dry kibble starting on 
10/12/2023 after purchasing it from the local Petsmart in . Other pet reactions will be 
described in their respective reports, but please know the other pets did start falling ill shortly after 
eating purina pro plan food. The only symptom that  had the day before she passed away was 
like a cough/hack at the back of her throat when she yawned. 

After the other pets started falling ill, I did take the cats to be seen by their regular vet on 11/09/2023 
(which was after the dog had to be taken to the ER vet). The cats were able to be seen sooner than 
the dog. At this time the vet did not report any pertinent problems regarding  other than being 
slightly overweight, but I'm unsure if they investigated my report regarding the hacking. She was only 
two and a half years old, was perfectly healthy, and had no pre-existing conditions.

The day she passed away on  she seemed bloated and lethargic. She did not have her 
regular energy levels and laid on my work desk all day in my presence, which isn't what she normally 
did (she normally laid on top of bookcase or ran around chasing toys). To be clear, her regular energy 
levels were usually insane and she didn't really sit still for long. She also didn't seem to be laying in a 
very comfortable position in the time she spent with me. She did have an episode of throwing up 
yellow stomach acid after eating kibble this day, which occurred about 5 hours after her breakfast and 
just a couple hours before she passed. She hadn't had anything else to eat since then but had free 
access to multiple clean water bowls. 

Around 5 pm on  my fiancé returned home from work and got into the shower, and I got off work. 
My routine is to feed the pets their dinners right after I get off work. I work from home, so I got up from 
my office desk and walked to the kitchen to put together their dinners.  dinner that night was 
the second half of a measured-out amount of the purina pro plan cat kibble, which she was fed twice 
daily (she had received the first half in the morning). 

2.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

The pets had finished eating before I left the apartment to take the dog on his regular after-dinner 
walk. The last time I saw  alive she was scratching the couch, which was a regular behavior for 
her. While standing at the threshold of the apartment door I yelled at her to stop scratching it, which 
prompted her to zoom out of the living room and down the apartment hall as fast as possible, which 
was another regular behavior for her. As she was running down the hall, I then stepped out of the 
apartment for 5 minutes to take the dog for his walk. 

Upon my return to the apartment 5 minutes later, I found her laying down and unresponsive on the 
apartment floor in the in an unusual way. While I was taking off the dogs leash, I was saying her name 
and was confused why she wasn't moving or responding. I then began to freak out. 

I will preface this section by saying I am a medical professional. I immediately knew something was 
wrong. I took 30 seconds to assess the scene. She was down, unresponsive, bloated, not blinking with 
dilated pupils, and most importantly she was not breathing. Her bladder had involuntarily emptied all 
the way down the hallway, and there was a puddle of pee that had pooled out her behind where she 
had laid down and passed. At this point I knew she was suffering, and I ran into the bathroom to tell 
my fiancé that she's dying and we have to go now. 

My fiancé immediately got out of the shower, got dressed, and helped me scoop her up into her crate 
with a blanket. It took us less than 2 minutes to get dressed and get out of the door. We then brought 
her into the local emergency vet in  as soon as possible. She unfortunately did have 
an extended downtime of about 10 minutes before we reached the ER vet due to the local traffic in our 
area around 5 pm. We called the ER vet in advance while we were enroute to let them know we were 
coming and to request resuscitative efforts be performed for  upon our arrival. 
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When my fiancé parked the car, I ran with her crate and got her to the vet staff as soon as physically 
possible so they could code her. The ER vet was able to perform CPR, however they weren't able to 
get line access and chances of resuscitation were low given the extended downtime, so my fiancé and 
I requested they stop the measures. They let us know she had passed away before we were able to 
get her to the vet. I found her down at approximately 5:10 pm, and by 5:40 she was gone from this 
world. We do not know what her cause of death is related to, and it was most certainly not a normal 
death. I was not offered an opportunity for a necropsy, so we had her cremated. It was sudden and 
extremely tragic and needless to say we are still shocked and completely heartbroken.

The reason why I am writing these reports is because the only new thing in any of the pets' lives had 
been the switch to the purina pro plan food. I have considered and tried several other options to help 
with the illnesses of my two living pets to no avail at all. Nothing I had tried was working until I took 
them off this food. Even now, my cat and dog are still having issues. All of the pets were in otherwise 
perfect health before I switched them to these foods and had regular vet care. After seeing numerous 
complaints pertaining to other pet deaths and illnesses resulting from these particular foods AND 
seeing them start to surface at the same time I switched my pets to this food, I do strongly suspect the 
food may have caused her death (especially in the context of being so young, healthy, and otherwise 
perfectly healthy). This report is me advocating for them during their times of suffering.

I have since put my cat and dog on different foods and they are just now starting to do better. I have 
submitted two complaints with purina directly, one complaint for the cat and dog food each, and they 
are going to send me shipping materials so I can send them samples for testing. My complaint case ID 
through purina is .

EON‐559342 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina Proplan Sport 30/20 salmon and 
rice

I have two dogs who both ate Proplan Sport without issue since Jan 2023. Upon opening a new bag of 
Proplan 20/30 salmon at the end of October 2023, both dogs began having intermittent diarrhea. 

 the oldest also began having a weird spasmatic swallowing or hiccup type thing happen. He 
was rushed to the ER vet upon first instance as we thought something was stuck in his throat. It 
resolved while at the ER vet and he was sent home without seeing a vet since they were very busy. 
Subsequent less severe episodes happen over the following weeks. When we were almost finished 
our bag I saw other reports of issues with Purina and switched both dogs to another brand of food. All 
issues stopped immediately and have not returned.

3 Years Whippet Dog 33 Pound

EON‐559341 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina Pro Plan Lamb and Brown Rice We switched our dog food to purina pro plan lamb and brown rice on 12/14 slow transition. After a 
week she was completely on PPP. She had a few vomiting episodes which we assumed she had 
eaten to fast, however her diarhea episodes began and by 1/6/2024 she became lethargic and eating 
appetite decreased, overnight she began vomiting every 2 hours in which we immediately took her to 
the Vet Hospital. At the hospital, they ran some tests and indicated her liver enzymes were 7x the 
normal and she was jaundiced. They referred us to a bigger hospital to become hospitalized and begin 
intensive care. While there she did not improve and was not responding to medical interventions. By 

 she declined severely and was throwing up black tar looking at the hospital and her jaundice 
was even worse. Unfortunately,  health declined so much she had to be euthanized humanely. 
Leaving us and the kids heart broken. All the PCR tests came back negative for viruses leaving the 
only cause of suspicion was the food because it is the only new item.

4 Months Bulldog - French Dog 10 Pound

EON‐559340 1/12/2024 18:08 Purina adult dog food Vomit & diarrhea when eating Purina adult dog food. Was sent an article about the recent outbreak. I 
changed dog food brands and the symptoms stopped.

5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 168 Pound

EON‐559339 1/12/2024 18:04 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
complete essentials shredded blend.

Fed my dogs Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice Shredded Blend complete essentials. Purchased my 
last two bags at the Petco in - one on November 18, 2023 and one on December 28, 
2023  The first dog (  started showing symptoms on 12/7/23 and was euthanized on 

 because he was in sudden kidney failure.  got abruptly sick on 12/31/23 and started 
vomiting and having diarrhea. When taken to ER his liver enzymes were over 8,000. He was 
euthanized .

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 19 Pound

EON‐559338 1/12/2024 18:04 Purina beneful originals- farm raised 
beef

Switched to different purina food and  started getting lethargic, having diarrhea and food 
aversion. We and the veterinarian thought he was experiencing pain after excessive play due to his 
age and he was placed on a pain medication, but this did not help. He was switched to a different food 
for a week and the symptoms improved. placing him back on the purina The symptoms returned and 
also included blood in the diarrhea and vommitting and excessive thirst. He was brought in to the 
veterinary emergency hospital because he became pretty lifeless. At the ER they ran an assortment of 
tests and did xrays that revealed nothing was wrong. His bloody stool was also tested and revealed 
nothing to the veterinarian. He was once again Tried on different food and the symptoms went away 
until he was put back on purina. He has now been off of purina food for 2 weeks and has had 
improved symptoms again.

13 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐559337 1/12/2024 18:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed 
Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

I have 2 labrador retrievers who are fed Purina Pro Plan large breed food with no issues until recently. 
My yellow lab who this report is for began puking 6-8 times a day in December and continued to puke 
randomly with no known reason. I brought  into the vet on 12/12/23 for the puking after he was 
up all night throwing up and they couldn't identify why/ He was sent home with anti-nausea medication 
and continued to puke randomly maybe once every now and then until recently when I changed their 
food to Nature's Logic Distinct. After reading people's experiences with the purina pro plan recently, it 
led me to believe my overall healthy dog was having negative side effects from their Purina Pro Plan.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐559336 1/12/2024 18:04 Sovereign Silver Spray 2oz There is a woman on Tiktok promoting spraying colloidal silver into pet’s mouths or on their food. It is 
also sold on her website diamondsnaturalstore.com. I told her to take it down and that I was reporting 
her to the FDA. https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZT8qWcsjy/
https://www.tiktok.com/@diamondsnaturalstore?_t=8iyz68v2rr4&_r=1
https://diamondsnaturalstore.com/products/sovereign-silver-spray-
2oz?_pos=1&_sid=acc4083f3&_ss=r

EON‐559334 1/12/2024 18:01 Purina Pro Plan adult complete 
essentials beef and rice entree 13 oz 
can., Purina Pro Plan adult complete 
essentials shredded Blend beef & rice 
formula shredded blend dry dog food 6 
lb bag.

On the morning of 12/13/23 I fed both dogs and went back to sleep.  ended up eating her 
brothers food which was Purina Pro Plan Beef and rice wet and dry food mixed. She shortly after 
started acting sick and threw up all the food. She proceeded to throw up about 4 times throughout the 
day. On 12/14/23 I took here to the vet where they hospitalized her on iv fluids and medicine all day, 
bloodwork was run which showed elevated kidney and liver numbers as well as pancreatic numbers off 
the charts. Sunday vets were closed so I brought her to her normal vet on 12/16 where they 
hospitalized her again all day, appetite slowly decreased tues to thur. 12/21 emergency appt with vet, 
tongue was white, blood work ran and she was in full kidney and liver failure. Had to put her to sleep 
on .

11 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559331 1/12/2024 18:01 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach 7+ Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

I heard good things about Purina Pro Plan food and decided to gradually change  from the 
food she had been on for years to Purina Pro Plan to hopefully reduce flatulence. I began gradually 
adding Purina Pro Plan to her meals ( about 1/4-1/2 ratio) on approx June 28th. She eats twice a day 
about 1 cup of food at each meal, so she had eaten it for about 5 days when she first started showing 
symptoms. She stopped eating her meals regularly and was regurgitating undigested kibble. We 
thought it could be due to nerves from fireworks but she got considerably worse as time went on. We 
continued feeding her mixture of previous dog food and Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach when she 
would eat, which was greatly reduced and she continued to regurgitate her food, began losing weight 
and had a jaundice appearance in her eyes, gums and stomach. At that point, I was worried it might be 
the Purina Food so we discontinued it and took her to the veterinarian. She had a diagnostic 
ultrasound done and determined it could be possible hepatitis. She ended up being hospitalized 
numerous times over the next two months, her health continued to deteriorate, and was taken to 
specialists in  where she underwent a blood transfusion. Over the two months she went from 
36lbs to 25lbs, diagnosed with severe pancreatitis, high bilirubin, abnormal liver enzymes, gi bleeding 
and anorexia.

10 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 36 Pound

EON‐559330 1/12/2024 18:00 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon

All three of my dogs have been fed Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin/ stomach salmon flavored for their 
entire lives. The last two bags have had a noticeably strong fish smell and all three dogs have had a 
change in stool quality. 2 of my dogs are currently experiencing severe diareah over the last 2 months 
sporadically. Vet treating shows no parasite or known cause.

3 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐559328 1/12/2024 18:00 Pro Plan Sport

26%/16% prot/fat

explosive diarrhea and vomiting, poor appetite, listlessness

diagnosed with pancreatitis by vet - amylase and lipase very high

12 Years Setter - English Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559324 1/12/2024 18:00 Purina Beneful Infused. Tender pate Purchased a new box of Purina Benefil Infusions. She has been eating this food for a year. 2 cans in 
and she s
Threw up a large pile of blood and blood clots. She has also had bloody diarrhea for 2 days.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐559323 1/12/2024 18:00 royal canin selected protein pr  has had IBD for most of his life. Was well controlled using the royal canin pr food and very small 
dose of prednosolone.
On monday he vomited about 4-5 times - i tried to get a vet appt but could not. I became aware of 
some of the food problems with more recent batches of food. I had several cans of the pre december 
chewy order and gave those to him. We was fine. Last nite and this AM i gave cans from the 
december order - he did not eat as much as usual and vomited again. i took him to vet and so far 
nothing is showing up. He did not eat the morning food. I found another food i thought he could 
tolerate and ate it like he hadn't eaten in years. I know not all cases have a consistent look to the food 
but the fact that he suddenly does not want to eat and gets sick i truly beleive are caused by the food.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13.4 Pound

EON‐559321 1/12/2024 18:00 Etta Says Beef chews Gave both my dogs Etta Says Beef sticks for the first time..both dogs had explosive liquid diarrhea 
within 30 minutes of consuming and continued for 4 days straight resulting in accidents in the house, 
pain, dehydration and several vet visits

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 124 Pound

EON‐559317 1/12/2024 18:00 Purina Adult Complete Beef flavor 4 out of 5 dogs in our home fell ill after eating Purina complete Beef food. We contacted the company 
directly to report the problem. they sent us via email to their claims. Department, also known as 
Sedgwick claims. after weeks of exchanging emails and veterinary reports that substantiated. She 
added the sudden change in our dogs due to consumption of the dog food. They tell us that nothing 
they see is directly related to the dog food. However, that is the only common denominator between all 
4 dogs. the one dog in the household that was on a completely different type and brand of food was 
the 1 dog that did not get sick. no other environmental factors or any other factors could have 
contributed to the multitude of symptoms. And issues that the dog's had. all of the dogs experienced 
everything from spleen infection to bacterial infection. Upper respiratory problems caesars, there's and 
other health-related issues. after about 10 days. And complete removal of the food. Upon discovering 
the common denominator to the dog's illnesses comma their symptoms improved dramatically once 
they were not on the food and they would exited their systems. Cedric claims completely denies 
everything and we do have adequate documentation from all of the veterinary offices and I can provide 
all of the email exchanges I have between myself and cedric claims as well as contacting purina.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐559316 1/12/2024 18:00 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
with LifeSource Bits 
Adult Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe

My dog started having severe allergic reactions for more than eight months. Skin became very itchy 
and had severe diarrhea. Also had problems not eating, was lethargic, and had black teeth. When food 
was changed all of these problems disappeared.

12 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐559315 1/12/2024 18:00 Purina pro plan sensitive skin amd 
stomach

My.dog started using Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon.. he started having symptoms 
in may 2023 of throwing up diarrhea lethargy took him into vet and they ran tests and he was 
dehydrated they dehydrated him but symptoms kept getting worse he passed away 

EON‐559311 1/12/2024 18:00 Purine Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Petite Races Chicken & Rice Formula

My dog threw up after his first meal (1/4 cup) of this food. I gave him his second meal (1/4 cup) and he 
threw it up again. After the second feeding he became lethargic.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐559308 1/12/2024 17:56 PURINA PRO PLAN Adult Large Breed 
Specialized

My almost 9 year old lab has been eating Purina Pro Plan all his life, vet recommended. I am hoping 
this was a bad batch. We received our regular Chewy delivery (circa Dec31, 2023) recently and began 
feeding him and after nearly every meal (2 per day), he vomited it up (roughly an hour or so after 
eating). After a few days, we stopped the Purina Pro and gave him rice/ cooked egg/ chicken / sweet 
potato. He never vomited those and so, after a few days, we reintroduced the Purina Pro Plan and he 
vomited it up again. We called the vet yesterday 1/11/24 and have temporarily switched brands. I'm 
thinking if he had a health issue, the vomiting would have been consistent? Maybe this is a bad 
batch?? I reported it to Chewy and they asked for the bag/package info, and I reported it to Purina, 
online. Here it is for you too-
BEST BY APR 2025
3297 1085 1301L03
Please look into this, as I've seen where others reported having experienced sick issues much worse.
Thank you!

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559304 1/12/2024 17:56 Kirkland signature Super premium adult 
dog chicken rice and vegetable formula 
made with fresh chicken

I did a trade for dog food. We started introducing the new dog food a little at a time. After about 3 
weeks our dog started having accidents in the house which never happens. After 3 days of accidents 
in the house he started having bad soft stool followed by diarrhea followed by only pooping blood, 
liquid blood. He also could not keep any food down at this time. We immediately stopped feeding him 
the new food. He would not drink and continued pooping blood and vomiting for another day. Luckily 
he made a full recovery after the absence of the new food and lots of tlc.

10 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559303 1/12/2024 17:56 Purina Pro Plan Weight Management  has been on Purina Pro Plan since she was a puppy. I purchased a bag from Petsmart on 
December 27 ,2023. 
She ate a half of serving one noght, the next morning she refused to eat any of the food, the following 
morning she threw up 5 times, following day threw up once. I immediately stopped the food, fed 
chicken and rice. She was not herself, not playing or anything. After 4 days, thank goodness she was 
better and now she seems to be back to normal. I tried getting a refund from Petsmart but they said 
they would not and to contact Purina. I have contacted them but no reply yet.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 35 Pound

EON‐559252 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina puppy chow complete Two of my dogs have bloody diarrhea and the other one refuses to eat the food.
Purchased this bag from petsmart , the expiration 02/2025
The lot number appears to be missing numbers , picture provided

7 Months Unknown Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559251 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina Pro plan sensitve skin Dog was sick with respiratory issues and vomiting. dog had days where he did not feel well enough to 
eat. Multiple visits to the vet Vet believed to be allergies but continued food up until about 2 months 
ago. We finally switched to natural balance after thousands of unknown vet issues and he is much 
healthier now

3 Years Bulldog Dog 47 Pound

EON‐559250 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina one sensitive skin and stomach, 
Purina one urinary tract health formula, 
Purina one healthy kitten formula

We feed all of our cats Purina one dry food products. One is on Purina one urinary tract health dry 
food as well as Purina pro plan urinary tract wet food. He became the most ill with vomiting and 
diarrhea for days within a few weeks of opening a new bag. The vet ran a blood test and his results 
came back clean. We switched him to a different food and he has not vomited since but he is still a 
little lethargic and still has diarrhea. His appetite has also decreased considerably. Our other 4 cats are 
eating Purina one dry sensitive stomach and skin and our youngest cat is on Purina one healthy kitten. 
Within 2 days of opening Purina one healthy skin and stomach one of our cats began refusing food 
and another started having diarrhea. Our two cats who eat the least haven’t been as affected as the 
other 3 who are hearty eaters.

Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐559249 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina Pro Plan Sport 30/20 Salmon and 
Rice

Vomiting, lethargy, eye drainage, diarrhea. Once switching to another brand of food, issues resolved.b 2 Years Pointing Dog - Hungarian Short-haired 
(Vizsla)

Dog

EON‐559248 1/12/2024 13:40 Instinct Raw Boost Grain Free Recipe 
with Real Chicken Dry Dog Food

I’ve been feeding my dog the same dog food for over a year. After a new bag he was throwing up, 
lethargic and having extreme diarrhea. This is extremely out of character, especially the nausea. When 
I stopped feeding him the instinct freeze dried raw kibble his symptoms subsided.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 92 Pound

EON‐559247 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina Pro plan - lamb and rice  our 5 year old Goldendoodle, became ill on October 3rd with copious bloody diarrhea and 
vomiting blood. She had to be hospitalized, and was diagnosed with Idiopathic Acute Hemmoragic 
Diarrhea Syndrome, and possible Pancreatitis.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐559246 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina pro plan hydrolyzed protein 
salmon kibble

Opened up a bag of Purina pro plan HA salmon a week or two before Christmas. This has been my 
dog's normal diet and he eats it safely. This bag he had to be coaxed to eat. On Christmas he started 
vomiting. After 2-3 days of once a day vomiting decided to feed a bland diet of rice and scrambled 
eggs. No issues until I started the transition back to the HA diet. He started vomiting again. Four days 
ago I had him examined by a veterinarian. Went back on a bland diet of hills canned I/d and have 
Omeprazole twice daily. No issues until I tried to transition him back to the Purina pro plan HA salmon 
last night. Explosive diarrhea in the middle of the night. I had him examined by a veterinarian again 
today. No obscure issues and otherwise health. I think it's the Purina pro plan HA salmon food

8 Years Coonhound (unspecified) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐559245 1/12/2024 13:40 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Turkey and 
Rice Formula

 began vomiting water bile primarily at night but also during the day time. After several days she 
stopped eating her food which was purina pro plan. We took her to the vet and they gave her anti 
vomit medication, pro biotic, and bland food. She has recovered. We saw the article in the NYT and 
decided to submit here. We have the food bag still. It Expires April 2025 lot number 32896001 
1320L11. Purina Pro Plan Turkey and Rice formula.

3.5 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐559244 1/12/2024 13:40 Stella and Chewy’s pork dinner parties. Sever diarrhea and vomiting after eating Stella and Chewy’s pork Dinner patties 3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐559241 1/12/2024 13:12 Purina Beneful Chopped Blends 
Chicken Peas Carrots and Rice

All three of my animals have been affected by this food my one stated here  had started 
vomiting and having diarrhea urinating and drinking excessively then became lethargic and anorexic 
over time after a period of time eating Beneful chopped blends with chicken carrots peas and wild rice. 

 had then had pancreatitis leading into diabetic ketoacidosis vomiting blood and having blood in 
his stool as well I could not afford to keep him alive for 48 hours the emergency vet wanted over 
$10,000 I had to make a regretting decision that haunts me to this day of euthanizing my best friend 
and nephew. This was not just a dog. My  owned the dog previous and  

 had taken him after a few years later 
while camping with my father  dog I then added him to my 
family since 2018 and it's been so hard because he was a part of my  

.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559240 1/12/2024 13:12 Purina Proplan Beef and Rice Both of our dogs (Mixed and Boxer) are vomiting. We initially thought it was only the Boxer that was 
sick (observed her vomiting), but after only feeding her chicken and rice, we still found vomit with dog 
food. We did keep the dogs separate during feedings so the Boxer would not eat the regular dry dog 
food. Last night my husband observed our mixed dog getting sick as well. There are several other 
dogs visiting us right now and only mine are sick. My dogs are also the only ones on Purina ProPlan 
beef and rice.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐559239 1/12/2024 13:12 EcoKind Gold Chicken Flavored Yak 
Himalayan Chew Dog Treats Large 3-lb 
bag

After eating this treat, she became very ill with severe diarrhea and lack of appetite. She also vomited 
a few times. She ended up requiring emergency surgery as her GI system was so inflamed that it had 
stopped working. Biopsy revealed that it was a food related reaction. (Note, she has zero history of any 
allergies and has eaten this type of treat before with no issue). She was hospitalized for 2 days 
following surgery then on several medications for 2 weeks. She has now recovered.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559238 1/12/2024 13:12 Purina pro plan lamb and brown rice 

Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach lamb and oatmeal

My dog was extremely sick throwing up and diarrhea on several occasions in the time that I fed him 
purina dog food.. on two occasions he was sick enough to bring him to get treated. I fed Purina pro 
plan for approximately 9 months in 2023

EON‐559236 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

My dog has been on this dog food for approximately a year when I bought his new bag of food in 
December 2023 he started vomiting up just the food multiple times a day. The food would look non 
digested and still in whole pieces. Other than vomiting my dog was not acting sick or had any other 
symptoms

3 Years Bulldog Dog 47 Pound

EON‐559235 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Salmon and Rice Sensitive 
Stomach Adult

Aug 8 2023  started having a seizure out of no where. Nov 22nd He had a long seizure. Nov 28 
another one and on Dec 8 he had seizures back to back to back and died. I since got a puppy and I 
have 2 other adult dogs. I have a new bag of food since then and the puppy is on puppy food Purina 
as well and all 3 have diarrhea. The older dogs left their food in the bowl for longer than normal and 
wouldn't eat it much. I think the food is making them sick too.

8 Years Bulldog - French Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559234 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Chicken 
and Rice

Started feeding dog with same food from the new bag,  became lethargic, has explosive 
diarrhea and started vomiting multiple times a day. Discovered maggots and beetles in the bag of food

15 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559233 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Skin & Coat Formula My dog started having bile filled diarrhea and vomit on Jan 9th, Jan 11th she started being very 
lethargic.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐559232 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula Developed random swelling, ear infections & conjunctivitis, and Persistent vomiting, which prompted 
us to take him to the emergency vet
Upon examination they found a mass in his chest and lungs consistent with lymphoma
Upon meeting with a veterinary oncologist his prognosis was 4-6 weeks with treatment and he 
ultimately passed away

3 Years Beagle Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559231 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina pro plan Weight management 
shredded blend chicken and rice formula

Purchase a new bag of food from chewy.com and December. My dog has been on this food for quite 
some time and has been OK with it, until the new bag. We noticed him not wanting to eat as much and 
he was drinking a lot more than normal. Then he started having diarrhea and soft stools with mucus. 
His poop smelled bad and his behind was sore, dragging it on the ground frequently. His eyes are also 
always tearing and he was more tired than normal. We Decided to look into this more and I decided to 
stop the food and give him just bland food. Since we stopped the purina, he has gradually become 
more himself. While researching all of this we came upon information about a lot of other dogs getting 
very ill and even dying due to Parina pro plan products recently. This needs to be pulled off the shelf 
immediately so no other dogs get sick or die and a huge massive recall needs done. I have the food if 
you would like any for testing. I hope this has no long term effects on his health. We are in the process 
of finding something safe for our sweet guy. Please, please, please look into Purina. They know there 
is an issue but they don’t want to admit it and it’s not fair to the pets that are getting very sick or dying, 
or as well to their families.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐559230 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food 
With Probiotics for Dogs Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula - 6 lb. 
Bag

In November 2023, after consumption of Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food, my dog suddenly 
stopped eating and drinking, accompanied by alarming symptoms such as continuous diarrhea, 
vomiting, and the passage of blood in his stool. He was then rushed to the emergency vet where he 
underwent two full blood tests, X-rays, fecal exams, received two IVs of subcutaneous fluids, and was 
put on four different medications, such as Sucralfate and Famotidine, to address his severe 
gastrointestinal issues.

Despite these extensive diagnostic measures, the veterinarians were unable to determine the root 
cause of his distress as all test results came back negative.
In the months that followed, I stumbled upon numerous claims of other pet owners reporting similar 
issues with Purina products.

After connecting the dots and considering the timeline, I have come to the conclusion, that the 
consumption of Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food may have played a significant role in triggering 
my dog's severe gastrointestinal issues.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐559229 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina pro plan under 1 year sensitive 
stomach lamb and oat

My dog has been eating Purina pro plan for about 6 months. She was fine at first until we switched to 
Purina pro plan sensitive stomach lamb and oat recipe. We did a gradual transition between flavors 
and she has been having excessive diarrhea and vomiting.

1 Years Unknown Dog

EON‐559228 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult Indoor Hairball 
Salmon and Rice Formula.

 became very lethargic, stopped eating, and is vomiting multiple times a day. This all started after 
 had been eating a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, Indoor Hairball, Salmon and Rice Formula. Serial 

Number: 324410820088L05-89. Expiration date of March 2025. This bag was purchased about 2 days 
prior to onset of symptoms. It’s important to note  has ate Purina Pro Plan since he was just a few 
months old and has never had any reaction to the food.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐559227 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina one lamb and rice Bought the dog food November 20 was giving dog food as normal . 
He started to become nauseous and lethargic. He swallowed his dog toy to induce vomiting. He was 
eating odd things like her. She kisses, rappers, paper, tinfoil things like that, then begin vomiting 
around December 15 quickly became lethargic not eating, or drinking, took him to the vet they thought 
maybe he had an ulcer or a blockage they were a little confused, brought him home he started to 
decline more around Christmas. We took him back to the vet Got him hydration fluids medication’s for 
ulcers still was declining on January 2. He had extreme diarrhea that was black almost we decided to 
put him down could not operate, surgically, no money, and did his suffering 

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559226 1/12/2024 13:08 Hills science diet adult small brand 1-6 
years, Purina proplan fortiflora

 eats hills science diet adult small breed food 1-6 years and also gets purina proplan fortiflora. 
After eating he got really sick with bloody diarrhea, vomiting, lethargic, and in pain. We had to take him 
to the emergency vet twice to get fluids, cerenia, and metronidazole. We had to get him X-rays, blood 
work, and ultrasound since the vet wasn’t sure what the issue was.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐559225 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan Sport Small Bites All 
Life Stages High Protein Lamb and Rice 
Formula

Our dog has had diarrhea, malaise, red eyes, fatigue, excessive urination, and general aversion to the 
Lamb and Rice Purina Pro Plan Sport Small Bite All Life Stages High Protein Dog Food since 
December 2023. We ordered our regular shipment from Chewy on November 7th, with us likely not 
opening this particular bag until December. We switched her food to another brand and our dog 
immediately consumed, but when offered the Purina, she rejected it. We have seen several complains 
of other dog owners having similar experiences on social media and are VERY concerned.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐559224 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina One Cat Chow Complete and 
Purina One Indoor Advantage and 
Purina Sensitive Skin and Stomach

I began to feed my cat Purina One Dry food for seniors, and the sensitive stomach version and after 
that she began to get sick over the course of a month. She developed issues with her liver, had a 
substantial decrease in appetite, became lethargic, having accidents all over the place, and was 
experiencing blood in urine and stool. The vet said everything else about her was fine but her liver was 
completely failing. She passed away after one month.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐559223 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Adult Dry Dog Food - High Protein 
Probiotics Beef & Rice

After several days of eating Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Adult Dry Dog Food - High Protein, 
Probiotics, Beef & Rice,  developed severe diarrhea and digestive issues. Has been extremely 
lethargic for the past couple of days.

Retriever (unspecified) Dog

EON‐559222 1/12/2024 13:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed 
chicken and rice formula

The dog stopped eating this batch of food. She seemed sick. We had a little left from our old bag and 
gave her that which she readily ate. She won’t touch the food from the new bag now. They are the 
same exact variety. She is extremely interested in food, so refusing to eat her food is a bit of a shock.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559221 1/12/2024 13:08 Stella & Chewy’s Duck Duck Goose 
Dinner Morsels Freeze-Dried Cat Food

Projectile vomiting and liquid diarrhea on multiple accounts after starting the bag of food. 7 Years Ragdoll Cat

EON‐559220 1/12/2024 13:05 Taste of the Wild PREY Trout Recipe for 
Dogs
A Limited Ingredient Diet and
Taste of the Wild PREY Turkey Recipe 
for Dogs
A Limited Ingredient Diet

On December 5th, 2023, approximately 2 years after consuming Taste of the Wild Prey Trout and 
Turkey formula,  was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).  veterinarian is 
concerned that the development of DCM may be related to his grain free diet. Around the November 
11th,  started hacking/retching in the AM multiple times shortly after waking up. Within a 
couple of weeks, the hacking occurred multiple times throughout the day. On November 15th, we went 
to the  Veterinary hospital and was later referred to  who made the 
diagnosis of DCM. Since then,  has changed his diet and is currently on medications and 
supplements.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 55 Pound

EON‐559219 1/12/2024 13:05 Stella & Chewy’s Frozen Raw Dinner 
Patties

Have been giving our dog Stella & Chewy Frozen Raw Dinner Patties since he was a about 10 weeks 
old. He is now 3 years old and within the last month, he has has thrown up 3-4 times within 1 hour of 
eating his breakfast. These recent vomiting incidents are alarming because of the frequency and very 
short time window. Beyond this, our dog is exhibiting normal behavior. My wife recently found a recent 
report on social media of there being an uptick in reports of dogs exhibiting vomiting, diarrhea, etc 
from various dog food brands and the report cautions that it could be a case of these brands receiving 
their ingredients/supply from the same upstream supplier. Once we saw Stella and Chewy brand listed 
in the report, we have decided to file this report to share our observations. For now we are going to 
stop feeding our dog Stella and Chewy.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559218 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina one beef and rice Purchased new bag of Purina One Beef and Rice. Dog 1 got sick within 24 hours with straining to 
defecate every hour. Dog 2 got sick within 48 hours with same symptons. Swapped both dogs off dry 
food and to a chicken/rice bland diet. Dogs have started to improve.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559217 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach
Lamb and Oat Meal

I’ve been feeding  - Purina Pro Plan Lamb and Oatmeal. 2-3 weeks ago I opened a new bag and 
started transitioning from the previous bag of same food.  has become increasingly sick. She has 
vomited multiple times and has projectile diarrhea … I ended up running fecal tests to ensure no 
illness and bacteria on 1/9 and all came back clear. I’ve been giving  prescription digestive food 
after stopping Purina Pro plan. Any time I attempted to add even a little she became very ill.  has 
only thrown up a couple of times in her 10 years this is very unusual. I can’t seem to get her back to 
normal even with prescription low fat Gastro diet!!! There were NO other changes to her 
medications/food etc at the time of the symptoms started

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐559216 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Live Clear My cat suddenly started acting lethargic and withdrawn. I noticed he had been dragging his bottom 
around the floor like I had never seen him do before. I only caught him doing it a few times but after 
checking him out I realized it bottom was super irritated and inflamed. I took him to the emergency vet 
and they said he had a blockage and needed to express his glands but would be fine. Two days later 
he was doing the same thing and was irritated and scooting again. He had never done this before or 
had any other issues with his glands. I got new food and two days later he was completely fine.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐559215 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Cat Chow with hairball 
control

Both cats were given Purina Pro cat food for hairballs. Both cats were healthy at Thanksgiving and 
 died on  and  died on . It was very sudden and we don't know why.

13 Years Siamese Cat 16 Pound

EON‐559214 1/12/2024 13:04 Hills Prescription Diet 
Digestive Care i/d low fat
Original flavor

When I opened a new case of Hill’s Prescription Diet I/d Low fat prescription dog food, my dog began 
experiencing abdominal distention, lethargy, increased thirst, urination and discomfort. We took him to 
the emergency veterinarian and they saw an enlarged liver, gastric irritation and dehydration. He has 
unexplained bruising and his AST, ALK, and PCT were elevated.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 20 Pound

EON‐559213 1/12/2024 13:04 Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet
Grain Free Rabbit

Day after beginning to feed Instinct Dry Cat Rabbit Flavor. Cat began having diarrhea. Then began 
leaking bloody liquid. 1st trip to vet they said to monitor. Changed back to old food but cat continued to 
get worse. Lethargic. Stopped using litter box. Returned to vet and began cat on antibiotics. Cat is 
slowly improving. We are at Day 12 following initial symptoms. I do have remains of unused Instinct 
Bag of food if it needs tested.

12 Years Tonkinese Cat 13 Pound

EON‐559212 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina dog chow
Complete adult 
Beef flavor

Stopped eating dog food. No energy. Not acting normal. 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐559211 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

Had severe diarrhea. Immediately stopped food and replaced with other food along with rice and it 
stopped after 3 days

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound

EON‐559210 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina pro Within 1 day of starting purina pro he began constantly vomitting his own feces and even diarrhea ao 
bad he could not make it outside. This went on for 2 days then had to take him to the vet to get 
examined. They stated i should change his dog food since he gas always had purina.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 130 Pound

EON‐559209 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice formula

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Salmon for over 10 years. I purchased a new bag in 
December and began feeding as normal around 12/23. A couple days later I noticed he was pooping a 
lot more. Not diarrhea, just went from 2-3 times a day to 6-8. He also had increased thirst and seemed 
more tired than normal. Two weeks later he began refusing to eat his food. (That is very unusual for 
him). He would eat other food, just not his normal dog food. I bought a different brand of food which he 
has been eating with no issues. He still has excessive thirst and there is some concern from his vet 
that there could be some kidney failure. I am waiting for lab work to come back.

11.8 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 99.8 Pound

EON‐559208 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina ProPlan Performance 30/20 
Chicken & Rice Formula

We purchased a bag of Purina ProPlan Performance 30/20 from Amazon on November 5, 2023. She 
vomited a couple of times. She is a hunting dog. We thought that she just wore herself out and ate too 
fast. But then November 18th she wouldn't even walk. She was drooling/foaming at the mouth and so 
lethargic. We took her to the vet. There was so much air in her stomach, you couldn't even see any 
other organs on the x-ray. Her stomach was so inflamed that it was surrounded by fluid. They told us 
due to a very high risk of torsion, she didn't have a high chance of making it through the night. She 
stayed for 2 days and we brought her home. The first night home, she had a bowl of the Purina Pro 
Plan again. By the next morning she was back at the vet with the same situation. She stayed at the vet 
again because we were back in the high risk category of torsion due to the severe inflammation and air 
in her stomach and bowel. She was at the vet for another night. She came home the next day. We 
suspected it was the dog food after we realized all of this started when we got the new bag of dog 
food. Especially when she became so ill after eating a bowl the second time she ended up at the vet. 
Ever since this has happened, she has had residual digestive issues. She now is on a restrictive diet 
where she can only eat prescription dog food. She has lost about 15 pounds since all of this. Her 
digestive system is very delicate now. She has never had any issues with her digestion, stomach, or 
anything at all before this. I have been convinced it was the food since all this happened but hadn't 
seen anyone else saying anything. I see more people coming out and saying they experienced similar 
situations with their Purina dog food.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 165 Pound

EON‐559207 1/12/2024 13:04 Orijen Regional Red Dog has thrown up on 3 separate occasions after switching to the Orijen Regional Red recipe from 
Open Farm Raw mix. Appetite has shown a large decrease whereas prior to starting this new food, the 
dog would consume all food immediately. Luckily dog is still showing normal functions and bathroom 
tendencies.

1 Years Akita Dog 93 Pound

EON‐559206 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Salmon

Both dogs have explosive vomiting after eating food.

Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials
38100-16054

Bought at Tractor Supply 

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559205 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets En 
Gastroenteric Dry Dog Food. 32 pound 
bag

 started refusing to eat which is very unlikely him, he had some diarrhea and vomiting, took him 
to the vet twice, and reported the problem to Chewy where we bought the food and switched to a 
different kind, same brand.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 82 Pound

EON‐559203 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina one Diarrhea 2 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 9 Pound
EON‐559202 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 

Stomach - Salmon and Rice
After 2 weeks of feeding my dog a bland diet of Hill's Prescription dry food per my vet, we transitioned 
to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin + Stomach (Salmon and Rice). 5-6 hours after his first full meal of 
the new Purina food, my dog had severe diarrhea. I stopped feeding him the Purina food immediately 
and returned to the bland diet the following morning per my vet. However, the diarrhea has not fully 
subsided.

20 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559201 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina pro plan salmon for sensitive 
stomach small breed

In Dec my dog started to have diarrhea and vomitting almost everyday. I changed to a diff brand of 
food at end of Dec and the problems subsided

1 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐559200 1/12/2024 13:04 Taste of the Wild Ancient Prairie with 
Ancient Grains Dry Dog Food

In late October, he developed symptoms of extreme gastroenteritis. We immediately switched him to a 
bland diet, to no avail. Symptoms included diarrhea and mild lethargy. Approximately 2 days in, he 
developed bloody diarrhea. We promptly took him to the emergency vet (it was a Sunday) and spent 
upwards of $2000 on blood tests, fecal samples, x-rays, ultrasound, etc. None of these tests turned up 
any answers and he was sent home with Visbiome High Potency Probiotic and the instruction to follow 
up with our primary vet if the issue did not resolve within 2 days. 

After those 2 days, we saw no improvement in the above symptoms so we took him back to our 
primary vet for a follow-up, where he was prescribed metronidazole in addition to help resolve the 
diarrhea. The symptoms continued for a full week after this appointment (nearly 2 full weeks).

5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 105 Pound

EON‐559199 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina pro plan puppy under 2 years 
large breed chicken and rice for 
development 30/18

Our dog has been on the same brand of feed for his time with us starting at 11 weeks. We recently 
opened a new bag of purina proplan puppy under 2 years large breed chicken and rice formula. The 
feed was started Sunday evening (1/7/24). He has had an event of diarrhea at least 1 time each day 
and no solid bowel movements since. He was given a full bowl of approximately 2 cups Tuesday (1/9) 
and has barely consumed half of the same bowl since then. We have a vet appointment 1/11 and will 
hopefully get some answers.

15 Months Landseer (Continental-European type) Dog 110 Pound

EON‐559198 1/12/2024 13:04 Purina One Plus Healthy Kitten Formula 
(Dry food)

We bought a new bag of the same food one of our cats had been normally eating (Purina One Kitten) 
and had shown no problems with before this point. The cat that had recently recovered from giardia, 
started having better stools and was declared giardia-free from lab work our vet performed. She is still 
giardia free confirmed by more lab work. Shortly after starting her on the new bag of food, her stool 
started getting progressively worse while on the Purina One Kitten food until it was just diarrhea. Our 
second cat snuck bites of her food and we only caught him while he was eating the food. Both of their 
stool continued to deteriorate while she was on the food. Our vet suggested switching to the Royal 
Canin diet for her and she's been slowly recovering since.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐559196 1/12/2024 13:00 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice Throwing up constantly after eating Purina Pro 1 Years Bulldog - French Dog
EON‐559194 1/12/2024 12:56 Purina ONE Natural SmartBlend Lamb & 

Rice Formula Dry Dog Food
Purchased and then opened the new dog food, shortly after doing so she began having stomach 
issues diarrhea. Took her to the vet who tested for parasites which came back negative and is now on 
a bland diet, started to feel better and started to reintroduce the food and as we did that her symptoms 
began to come back had to stop and go back to bland diet.

13 Years Coonhound - Treeing Walker Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559193 1/12/2024 12:56 Kirkland Signature
Nature's Domain 
Turkey & Pea Stew for Dogs

I fed both my Jack Russell mix and my Husky the same food for two days. Immediately my husky 
began vomiting, and the next day my mix breed began vomiting and having bloody diarrhea. He then 
became lethargic and depressed. I took him to the doctor and he received fluids, a steroid, antibiotic, 
and nausea injections, prescription food and oral medications. The husky did not receive treatment.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐559187 1/12/2024 12:44 PURINA PRO PLAN EN GASTRO DIARRHEA AND VOMITTING FOR 1 WEEK 4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound
EON‐559186 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 

Beef & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food
We have 4 dogs- 3 are experiencing symptoms: refusing to eat, lethargy, muscle weakness and 
possible seizure, vomiting

EON‐559185 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina Fancy Feast Cat had dental work done on 1/3/2024. She did fine for the first five days. No vomiting noted and stool 
solid even with antibiotics. On day 5 going into 6, I got new cat food in. It was Purina Fancy Feast 
Canned Wet Canned Food, variety pack 3 oz, 48 count. I opened it and saw most of the cans were 
severely dented. I decided to try the ones that look safe. Past couple days now,  has been 
vomiting after or during eating and has liquid stool. She has also appeared more tired than usual and 
isolating herself. Company was notified although have not received a response. This product was 
purchased at Sam's Club online and shipped.

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 7.6 Pound

EON‐559184 1/12/2024 12:40 Simple source Super premium dog food Became lethargic, bloody stool, and diarrhea 6 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 55 Pound
EON‐559183 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food 

With Probiotics for Dogs
 vomited a few times and had decrease in appetite in the days leading up to December 23rd but 

otherwise was acting pretty normal. On December 23rd,  vomited profusely. I took him to the 
emergency vet clinic where he was given tests and x-rays and treated for gastroenteritis. We took him 
home and he was doing OK but then declined rapidly on December 24th and passed away that 
evening. He stopped breathing at home and was rushed to the emergency vet clinic again where they 
tried, unsuccessfully, to do cpr.  was eating Purina pro plan as part of his diet.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound

EON‐559182 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina One
Lamb and Rice

Has diarrhea several times a day. Has not had a solid bowel movement in three days. No other 
changes in diet. Very lethargic. Normally a VERY active dog.

2 Years Treeing Feist Dog 23 Pound

EON‐559180 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina One Lamb and Rice  has been eating Purina Smart Blends, Lamb and Rice for over a year. Since December, 2023 
she has been sleeping most of the day and regularly refusing her food. On January 7, after starting a 
new bag of this food she had diarrhea. On January 8 she started vomiting. I called our Veterinarian 
and stopped the food. Our vet gave her Cerinea and an antibiotic. I fed her rice and hamburger until 
January 11, then started mixing in Fromm. She is much better now.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 126 Pound

EON‐559179 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Salmon and Rice Shredded 
Blend

One canine  started to do more stretching indicating abdominal discomfort. Over a few 
weeks it was progressing where I had her seen at her (12-30-2023) vets to verify no disease or 
blockage. Sedated X-rays were taken (1-2-2024) indicating no blockage and no other symptoms 
indicated issues. Labwork was fine. On Wednesday evening (1-3-2024)  was full on diarrhea 
and by Thursday early morning (1-4-2024)  began diarrhea. immediately stopped food and 
notified vets office and provided cooked bland diet of rice and ground turkey. Took  diarrhea 
sample in to vets office (1-6-2024). Diarrhea continues for four days (1-8/9-2024).

Years Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐559176 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Dog 
Food
By Purina Pro Plan

We were slowly transitioning  to senior food from low fat Purina Pro Plan as he was at an ideal 
weight. We associated his symptoms to this transition, however even after 2 weeks of 1/4 to 3/4 old 
food he was still having severe liquid stools and stomach issues. Vomitting was also observed. He was 
also lethargic on several occassions.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐559175 1/12/2024 12:40 Purina One Dog food  suddenly became ill and lost weight (10lbs in 2 months) and had a ton of diarrhea. She passed 2 
weeks after taking her to the vet.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound

EON‐559174 1/12/2024 12:36 Optim Plus Salmon and Oatmeal 
Formula Sensitive Skin and Stomach

We fed  the dog food and all night afterwards he was lethargic,would not stop swallowing or 
panting, ate lots of grass, threw up, and was very stressed.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐559173 1/12/2024 12:36 Purina heathly weight My older dog started to have diarrhea 12/27/2023 then my 2nd dog started to have nonstop diarrhea 
for 5 days and wasn't eating any of their food or drinking water.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 47 Pound

EON‐559172 1/12/2024 12:36 Stella & Chewy’s Chick Chick Chicken 
Dinner Morsels Freeze-Dried Raw Cat 
Food

Liquid diarrhea and lethargy after opening and feeding her the bag of food, symptoms stopped after we 
stopped the food. She’s been eating this food for months with no issues prior.

4 Years Ragdoll Cat

EON‐559171 1/12/2024 12:36 Purina ONE® SmartBlend Everyday 
Nutrition Adult Dog Dry Food - Lamb 
High-Protein

Not wanting to eat their food, vomiting bio. 5 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559170 1/12/2024 12:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend chicken and 
rice formula

Both dogs started having diarrhea and were very lethargic. After stoping feeding Purina pro plan the 
symptoms ceased.

4 Years Setter - Irish Red and White Dog

EON‐559168 1/12/2024 12:32 purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon

My dog,  was in my care for 8 years, from the time she was 6 weeks old. Her birthday was in 
February of 2015. She was having a small itching problem so I switched her food to Purina Pro Plan 
for Sensitive Skin and Stomach in the early Spring of 2022. Prior to that she was eating a basic 
Beneful dog food for small breeds. She enjoyed the Pro Plan food but then in the Spring of 2023 
*April*(a little over a year of switching her food to Pro Plan) she started throwing up, stopped drinking 
water, pooped in the house leading me to take her to her vet and then the the emergency vet. Within a 
week of those symptoms starting I was told she might have Pancreatitis and later found out it was 
Liver Cancer and my only choice was to put her down. She declined so quickly, in a week and a half, 
and passed away . This was the worst day of my life. I had spent thousands of dollars 
trying to treat her to find out that there was nothing I could do. By the time I had to put her down she 
wasn't walking, wasn't eating or drinking, her stomach was distended and she had jaundice in her eyes 
and gums with a constant fever. I had switched her to chicken and rice during this time, but it was too 
late. I am reporting this in case it was linked to the Purina Pro Plan food. She was completely fine 
before I switched foods and within a year was dead. I would love to find out so we can warn other pet 
parents before it is too late.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐559040 1/11/2024 12:24 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets 
Hydrolyzed Vegetarian Formula

We put  on Purina Hydrolyzed Protein food off the recommendation from our vet after learning he 
had a sensitive stomach. After being on the Purina food, he would have bouts of diarrhea and lethargy. 
We kept him on the food and tried other supplements and probiotics at the recommendations of 
specialist. Nothing helped but the only constant was the food  His episodes eventually became 
uncontrollable and bloody and he had to be put down .

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐559039 1/11/2024 12:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice

 our 11 month old pitbull, has been on Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon and 
rice since October 2023. After his coccidia was cleared up in October (we were back in the vet, 
another fecal specimen was taken, it was clear in the office and was sent out for further testing and 
was also clear), he was still vomiting, diarrhea and lethargic. He has been to the vet 4 additional times, 
2 xrays and 2 additional blood works, all clear. One bloodwork was sent to  for 
evaluation. I changed his food on Saturday and finding a facebook page with other owners having the 
same symptoms and he has finally started to get better. His food is the only thing that has changed 
this week.

11 Months Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559037 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina One True Instincts Diarrhea started 3 days prior to needing to go to the emergency vet. The day of going to the 
emergency vet there were 5-6 piles of bright red bloody stool and vomit with blood in it all over my 
house when I came home from work. She went to the er and was sent home with meds/antibiotics and 
was being treated for possible HGE or Pancreatitis. A few hours later she wasn't able to keep any 
water or the meds in so we responded back to the ER where she was admitted for over 24hrs and 
given hydration and meds via IV and an NG tube to extract bile from her stomach and attempt to feed. 
She wound up progressing positively and was discharged Sunday 1/7/24 in the afternoon and 
continues to do well. As she was being discharged my 2nd dog, Trouble at home developed the same 
symptoms- we recognized it quick once we saw blood tinged stool and brought him right away. He was 
given meds and hydration under the skin and sent home. He's 13y yorkshire terrier and he is also 
doing well now we have antibiotics and are continuing to administer. We aren't whole sure Purina is 
the culprit however, that's what they eat and haven't been anywhere else. My 3rd dog remains healthy 
and unaffected.

6 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559036 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina One lamb and rice, Purina One 
Puppy

Since switching to purina I have had nothing but issues. Starting with one dog becoming limb on the 
hind legs not able to stand( purina one lamb and rice), then 2 other throwing up( purina one lamb and 
rice), then another one throwing up on purina one puppy, then 3 young puppies got lethargic, not able 
to stand, seizures, and then one passing away , while the same 2 were weak and couldn’t 
stand( ate purina one puppy). All of my dogs were on purina products having the same symptoms.

EON‐559035 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina pro plan chicken and rice Opened up a new bag of Purina after not having it for a couple months or so. That day one dog began 
to throw up and get diarrhea. The next day all of the had the same.  had the lethargy and had no 
diarrhea or vomit earlier the next day and had lots of energy. I thought he was ok until feeding him 
again and him becoming sick during the night again and dying.

16 Weeks Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐559034 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult Chicken and Rice We had gotten a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult Chicken dog food. Within a week  was 
vomiting, lethargic, and had loss of appetite. She got to the point of vomiting blood and refusing to eat 
any chicken and rice. Once we took her off her food completely and added a vomit blocker, she has 
regained her personality, appetite, and energy.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 61 Pound
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EON‐559033 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Kibble

 begin having vomiting and diarrhea spells on and off over the course of a week in September 
2023. She would get better for a day and then relapse the next day. After about 6 days of this, she 
worsened significantly and began vomiting and defecating pure blood. I brought her to the vet where 
she was admitted for two days and diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis (I had been consulting 
my vet throughout and following recommended at-home remedies to no avail). She required significant 
medical intervention to recover. During her hospital stay, her albumin was incredibly low, but they were 
eventually able to stabilize it. Her last blood test upon discharged showed extremely high eosinophils 
with no known explanation (she tested negative on all parasite tests). It took several weeks for these 
levels to return to normal. 

Since she was released from the hospital, she had one more minor but similar episode about a month 
later. I then learned that several dogs were have similar negative reactions to the Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice Kibble I had been feeding her. It is my understanding 
they changed their formula this summer, which is when the problems began. I have since switched to 
a different Purina product and had no issues since.

My other dog  was also on the kibble, so I initially did not suspect it. But the reports of so many 
other dogs getting sick on this food combined with the fact that  is not a "grazer" who 
indiscriminately eats things, makes me think there is something in the food that either only affects 
some dogs or is hit/miss in quantity.

I'm happy to answer any questions you may have. This is not an anti-Purina effort (as I still feed my 
dogs their food, just a different type) but there seems to be enough anecdotal cases out there to 
warrant a review.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 63 Pound

EON‐559031 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan weight management 
chicken and rice

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan Weight Management for several years to maintain a healthy 
weight. On 12/20/2023, I purchased a new bag of PPP Weight Management from the PetSmart in 

. I opened the bag after the New Year (2024) and began feeding from the new bag. Prior 
to feeding from the new bag, his stools were well-formed and he was healthy. Within one week of 
feeding from the new bag, his stools were pure liquid. Very early Sunday morning (1/7/2024),  
woke me up to be taken out. He had severe diarrhea. I withheld food for 24 hrs to allow his GI tract to 
reset. He continued to have issues Monday (1/8) so I took him to urgent care. He was kept at urgent 
care for the day and was given IV fluids and anti-diarrheal medication. The veterinarian did abdominal 
XRays, and ran blood and urine panels. I was sent home Monday night with  and he was 
prescribed probiotics, Purina Pro Plan EN (wet and dry), and one additional anti-diarrheal dose. I fed 
him the Rx diet Monday night and Tuesday morning. He was also given probiotics and the second 
dose of the anti-diarrheal Tuesday morning. He continued to have severe diarrhea throughout 
Tuesday. I spoke with the urgent care vet Tuesday and he requested i withhold food for another 24 
hours to give  GI Tract some time to reset. Throughout Tuesday I had problems getting 

 to drink. On Wednesday (1/9) we returned to the urgent care and he was admitted to their ICU. 
He is still there. All of his bloodwork came back WNL and his urine values were also normal. The vet 
found nothing in the abdominal XRays and his fecal parasite screening came back negative. The vet 
has no answer for  sudden onset of diarrheal. I feel at this time there is a correlation to the 
new bag of food I started feeding in 2024. 
Of note, I own three other dogs who are being fed a different diet who remain healthy. They are all 
being fed Kirkland Signature Turkey and Ancient Grains kibble.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 61 Pound

EON‐559030 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan live clear I started giving my cats purina pro plan live clear indoor cat food to help reduce allergies. I noticed my 
cats immediately beginning to vomit the 1st day given. At first I wasn't sure what they got into. Then 
after the next day of vomiting, I pulled up their wet food that I usually give them in the evening thinking 
that may upset their stomach. The vomiting persisted the next day after that so I thought I would give it 
a couple more days to work itself out but it only got worse and cats began to get weak. So I pulled up 
the dry food, which was the purina, and switched back to Blue and the vomiting immediately stopped. 
Thing is other people have complained about this particular brand food making their pets ill so I 
thought I needed to bring it to your attention before someone's pet dies.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐559029 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan 
Adult/Adulte 
Complete Essentials Chicken & Rice 
Formula/Formule Poulet Et Riz
Chicken is the first ingredient/Du poulet 
comme premier ingredient

We started feeding  purina pro plan dry cat foot kibble starting on 10/12/2023 after buying it from 
our local Petsmart.  symptoms started around the last week of 10/2023/the first week of 
11/2023 and have persisted until present day.  symptoms, although not as severe has  
and  have been going on the longest.  is our senior pet and is therefore more at risk, 
which is why we have been thankful her symptoms haven't been so bad that she's needed emergency 
care. But with that said, her symptoms are still serious. 

Her first symptoms started within the first couple weeks after we started feeding her the new purina 
food on 10/12/2023. Her symptoms at that time included: an increase in self-grooming (she was 
grooming and licking herself so much she was going bald on her face and front legs), weight loss, and 
a steep increase in water intake. She would regularly drink two bowls of her own water a day. I then 
realized she had been going out of her way to drink extra water from  dog bowl, then realized 
she was drinking more than 2 full bowls of her own water daily. I am currently refilling her water bowl 
about 3 – 4 times a day. 

She was seen for these issues and for regular vet care on 11/09/2023 (after  went to the ER 
vet) to make sure she was OK and didn't have an insect infestation or any other conditions. She was 
confirmed not to have any insect infestations and we preventatively started her on pest infection 
prevention medicines just in case (given  anaphylactic reaction and suspicions at the time of 
insect bites/infestations). Originally the vet thought the weight loss may have been due to a thyroid 
issue, but this was ruled out after further testing and the subject wasn't brought up again by the vet (I 
had previously tried to explain to them it wasn't a thyroid issue and the vet didn't agree, but the vet did 
mention at the time they have seen cases of weight loss with excessive self-grooming). The vet then 
deemed that  was in excellent health for her age and they didn't mention anything about or treat 
her skin condition. The weight loss is concerning because  has always been very tiny, weighing 
around 6 - 7.5 lbs most of the time she's been in our lives.  weight was getting ready to be 
declared underweight, as it was almost underneath 6 lbs at the time of that visit. We realized over time 
that she wasn't eating as much of her Purina dry kibble and related it to that, so we started feeding her 
higher calorie treats throughout the day and larger portions of her wet food/canned human grade tuna 

11.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 6.14 Pound

to help get her weight back up.

A couple weeks later at the end of 11/2023 I noticed she was peeing more frequently (instead of once 
or twice a day, 3 - 4 times a day). The pee amount was a lot larger too - it was soaking all the way to 
the bottom of a full litter box. Before  passed away we had always kept out two litter boxes for 
ease of access. I have been changing all the litter in both boxes at least one a week to help 
compensate for her going extra and to ensure the litter is staying fresh. Before, I only needed to 
change all the litter in both boxes approximately once a month. 

About a week after  (the day our beloved cat  suddenly passed) I noticed that  
really wasn't eating any of the purina pro plan dry kibble - if at all. I thought this was strange but didn't 
think anything more of it at the time, and I kept putting it out for her to eat as she wanted. I'll note here 
that because  was slightly overweight and  was tiny, they had different feeding patterns. 

 always had access to a full bowl of dry kibble 24/7 that we shooed  away from. With 
previous kibbles,  was eating an entire bowl over a couple of days. With the purina pro plan, 

 was going through one full bowl about once a week. In the middle of 12/2023 my fiancé and I 
noticed that  skin condition was worsening - she had awfully bad dandruff, her fur was no 
longer shiny, and she was licking her front legs so raw they had started to form ulcers and weep (just 
from being so itchy). At this time I started using Neosporin with a mix of some coconut oil (confirmed to 
be pet safe by my vet) to make sure the leg wounds didn't get infected and were soothed/hydrated 
while they healed. Additionally, she had developed multiple bald spots on her head/face/body whereas 
previously there were only a couple on her head only. She was so itchy though that using the 
Neosporin was nearly pointless because she would immediately lick it all off again due to irritation, and 
thus irritate her wounds even more.  has also had a couple of episodes of throwing up the purina 
kibble within 10 – 15 mins after ingesting it, which has happened about 3 - 4 times since she was 
started on the purina pro plan food in 10/2023.
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Because we didn't originally suspect the food to be an issue for  at all, we fed her the purina pro 
plan food until 01/02/2024. This was when I started seeing multiple complaints regarding the purina 
pro plan foods. After realizing that all of the pets sicknesses may be related to the purina food, I 
immediately went out and bought her a new bag of food from a different brand. Since starting her on 
that food she has been doing a lot better. Her leg wounds are starting to heal up, her fur is growing 
back on her face/head body and is starting to get shiny again, and she's actually eating the new dry 
food at her regular pace.                                                                                                                      
Due to seeing numerous complaints pertaining to other pet deaths and illnesses resulting from these 
particular foods AND seeing them start to surface at the same time I switched my pets to this food, I 
do strongly suspect the food may have caused the death of one of my animals and severe sickness in 
the other two. This report is me advocating for them during their times of suffering.

Please know I have submitted two complaints with purina directly, one complaint for the cat and dog 
food each, and they are going to send me shipping materials so I can send them samples for testing. 
My complaint case ID through purina is .

Both  and my cat  have upcoming vet appointments with their regular Banfield vet on 
01/20/2024 for their ongoing symptoms. It was made clear to me at this time that the symptoms they 
are having may in fact be due to long term effects of food poisoning/bad food and that I should file 
reports with the FDA and the food manufacturing company.

EON‐559028 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Chicken 
and Rice.

23 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 52 Pound

EON‐559027 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan
Adult Complete Essentials
Shredded blend
Salmon & rice formula Due to seeing numerous complaints pertaining to other pet deaths and illnesses resulting from these pa

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐559026 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina one large breed adult 2 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound
EON‐559025 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina pro plan weight management Please know I have submitted two complaints with purina directly, one complaint for the cat and dog foo 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 61 Pound
EON‐559024 1/11/2024 12:08 Smokehouse brand pet products

Beefy Munchies
Real flavors of Beef Slow roasted to 
perfectiondog treats

16 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐559023 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Beneful Originals Natural Salmon 
Dry Dog Food Both  and my cat  have upcoming vet appointments with their regular Banfield vet on 01/20

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐559022 1/11/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan salmon and rice for 
sensitive skin and stomach, Purina pro 
plan lamb and oat for sensitive skin and 
stomach

Loss of appetite, decreased energy, nausea/vomiting, incontinence (primarily bowel) 13 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-coated Wheaten Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559021 1/11/2024 12:08 4Health Dog Food
Salmon and Potato

She began to eat the 4Health dog food about a month prior to the first symptoms and she began to 
spew both bloody diarrhea and vomit for about 3 weeks. The food we gave her was promptly thrown 
away and we had begun a sick dog food regimen of boiled chicken and rice or chicken broth. By the 
end she could no longer eat or drink and was still puking bloody vomit. I believe she may have become 
septic and died in pain.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐559020 1/11/2024 12:04 RX Vitamins for Pets Rx D3 We started 25ml of vit D3 after lab work showed low d level, about 10 days prior to onset of illness. 
On 1/1/24  awoke vomiting whitish foam about 3 times. He was visibly uncomfortable. He drank 
water and voided urine no BM. We fed ground chicken and rice. He had a normal BM. About 30 
minutes later he vomited his stomach contents and then a large clot of blood and bloody mucus. We 
took him to emergency vet. Lab work and X-rays were normal (hematocrit was elevated). He was given 
IV fluids and a shot to prevent vomiting (no more episodes at vet). He was discharged with 10mg 
omeprazole twice daily for 7 days plus maintain a bland diet x 3 days.  developed mucus diarrhea 
no signs of blood. He did vomit twice more during the ensuing week mostly white foam. We had to 
maintain a bland diet until 1/9/24 when he seemed to feel much better. We are slowly reintroducing his 
All Provide gently cooked fresh frozen dog food.

4 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 19 Pound

EON‐559019 1/11/2024 12:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed We have been struggling with our two dogs that eat it. We bought a bag recently and we have had 
both dogs in emergency vets in thr last 3 weeks, vomiting, diarrhea and dehydration gastritis both 
needing antibiotics antiinflmmatories and fluids.

2 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐559018 1/11/2024 12:04 Purina Pro Plan Urinary tract health
Beef and chicken entry

He had that condition years ago, but it has been controlled with urinary control food 15 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 40 Pound

EON‐559017 1/11/2024 12:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach

Previously fed Purina Pro Plan Lamb & Rice, then switched to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice. She ate it for awhile and on around December 2 she refused to eat it. She 
has had a lot of diarrhea, some vomiting, lethargy, and 2 seizures.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 51 Pound

EON‐559016 1/11/2024 12:04 Purina Pro Plan My dog started throwing up after she ate each time on December 27th 2023. Nothing had changed in 
her daily life or diet. After seeing other reports of Purina food adverse reactions, we switched food 
brands and my dog was no longer sick.

1 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐559015 1/11/2024 12:04 Merrick Cowboy Cookout grain free adult 
12.7oz can

Had to buy another brand of food as store was out of stock on regular (Hills) canned dog food.
1/2/2024. Bought 2 cans of Merrick Cowboy Cookout grain free adult 12.7oz.
1/5/2024. 1:00P vomited up AM meal undigested pieces of food, vomited up 7:00P meal.
1/6/2024. Dog doesn't like the food (too much gravy or other problem ingredient?), made him sick, 
gassy, loose stool, one BM had fresh blood.
Tender abdomen, wouldn't let me touch him, snappy, aggressive, hiding / sleeping in kennel.
Took him off the Merrick can food, let his GI tract settle down.
1/8/2024. Returned unopened second can of Merrick Cowboy Cookout to store ) for 
refund.
1/10/2024. Dog is better. Eating homemade food.

Poodle (unspecified) Dog
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EON‐559014 1/11/2024 12:04 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
shredded beef and rice formula

 was a healthy 3 year old dog. Since he was fed at the breeder Purina Pro plan I continued to 
feed it. On November 13th he had a seizure and was taken to the vet.He had been fed Purina pro plan 
beef and rice and it was a new bag that I opened in November. On November 30th at 11pm  
began seizing again and had five cluster seizures at home and in the car as I was driving to 
emergency vet. He continued to have 7 more seizures while in their care and remained in ER until 
Sunday, December 3rd. He came home and was in terrible condition, couldn’t walk on his own and 
cried and whined. The vet told me he would remain on meds the rest of his life to control the seizures 
but he will never be cured. As a single, divorced owner it was very expensive and difficult for me to see 
him suffer and handle him. He has been healthy prior to this. He had diarrhea but I thought it was from 
opening a new bag of food and the stress of everything that happened. I think there was something 
wrong with the food so I changed and he no longer has diarrhea. He has remained seizure -free. The 
toll on him and me has been tremendous. He has been through so much. I hope you can find out what 
is wrong with the food so it doesn’t happen to another dog. He almost died from this.

3 Years Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Dog 118 Pound

EON‐559009 1/11/2024 11:40 Purina one chicken and rice  has been throwing up everyday.  is a mixed boxer, she threw up once and hasn't hardly 
eaten anything since.  is a beagle and she has been throwing up as well and trying to eat anything 
she can such as grass and boxes

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 150 Pound

EON‐559008 1/11/2024 11:32 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Canned Cat Food 
Rabbit Pâté Recipe Grain Free Natural 
Cat Food

Fed Merrick's Purrfect Bistro Rabbit Canned Cat Food- Within 24 hours cat became lethargic, would 
not eat or drink, lost 1.5 lbs over 5 days.

1 Years Maine Coon Cat 15 Pound

EON‐559007 1/11/2024 11:32 Purina pro plan veterinary diet 
gastoenteric

A week after opening a new bag of purina on November 19th, my dog had green mucousy diarrhea 
and his first seizure. He then continued to have two more and was put on medication and a new diet. 
Since the new diet, he has been seizure free. They diagnosed him with idiopathic epilepsy as a six 
year old dog which is uncommon. It is uncommon for a dog to have his first seizure at six years old 
and have idiopathic epilepsy. I believe that this food contributed to his neuro symptoms and GI 
symptoms.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 74 Pound

EON‐559006 1/11/2024 11:28 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Chicken 
and Rice

Gave 1.5 year old Golden Doodle breakfast and put him in his cage. 17 year old daughter let him out 
at 3:00. He had thrown up his breakfast in his cage. He asked to go out repeatedly, was acting like he 
didn’t feel well, lethargic, wouldn’t eat, didn’t seem comfortable laying down. Took him to MedVet 
around 6:30, they took 5 x-rays said there was nothing to worry about. Gave him subcutaneous fluid 
and told to feed him a bland diet for 3-5 days. Around 5:30 am, he threw up a lot of blood and passed 
away.

EON‐559005 1/11/2024 11:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach - 
Salmon and Rice formula (Adult)

We purchased a 30 lb. bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach - Salmon & Rice formula on 
December 9, 2023 from Petco. Our dog has been taking this food for over a year prior with no major 
issues. However, this batch was different and smelled a little off. After we began feeding it to her, we 
noticed that she became lethargic, her hair was falling off in clumps and she was extremely itchy and 
uncomfortable. So much so, that the inside of her right ear began bleeding from her scratching so 
much. She was in constant discomfort and frequently shaking her ears like they were bothersome. 
Upon further inspection of her ears, both were bright red and irritated. She also chewed on her paw so 
much, that the fur came off and required an antibiotic topical spray. We also got medicine from our vet 
for ear drops for the irritation and infection.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐559003 1/11/2024 11:28 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal Low Fat Dog was put on Royal Canin Gastrointestinal Low Fat dry food in 10/2023 recommended by vet for 
pancreatitis. Opened new bag on 12/8/23. On 1/2/24, she had 2 episodes of vomiting and food refusal. 
Went to vet, was given Cerenoa and subcutaneous fluids and hospitalized for a day. Bloodwork came 
back normal. Vomiting resolved, but continued to be lethargic until 1/5/24. Lethargy has resolved, 
however, continuing to have food refusal, increased thirst, and excessive urination.

14 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐559002 1/11/2024 11:28 Purina ProPlan Adult Complete 
Essentials— Shredded Blend (chicken)

Dog became lethargic over 3 days and eventually was unable to move as he did not eat or drink. The 
vet said he developed pancreatitis, vomited, and developed aspiration PNA. He was very sick and we 
had the discussion of euthanasia. After 3 days of fluids and prescribed 10 days of antibiotics,  
is back to his normal, happy self!!

12 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 64 Pound

EON‐558998 1/11/2024 11:04 Purina pro plan puppy sensitive skin & 
stomach salmon & rice dry dog food

After consuming pet food,  got very Ill the first week of January. He had diarrhea throughout the 
(night 3-5 times) and vomited one day.

7 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐558996 1/11/2024 11:00 Purina Pro Plan 
Adult/Adulte 
Complete Essentials Beef & Rice 
Formula
Beef is the first ingredient

 (  for short) was a perfectly healthy and extremely energetic pup before we switched 
him to the purina pro plan dog food. He had started eating that food on 10/12/2023 after we bought it 
from our local Petsmart sore.  started having symptoms starting on 11/02/2023 and has had 
symptoms since that date onward until present day.  didn't exhibit any serious symptoms or 
conditions until this day despite having eaten the food for a couple of weeks. The onset of the 
symptoms for both  and  started a couple of weeks after having started them on the 
purina pro plan foods and had worsened over time. 
On 11/02/2023 my fiancé and I woke up to our regular work alarm at 4:45 AM. About 1 minute after the 
alarm went off,  threw up. We then turned on the bedroom light and were astonished at the 
condition  was in. The throw up was clear foam mixed with yellow stomach acid. He had 
periorbital edema, facial swelling, and his body was covered in hives (I will submit a picture). 
Thankfully he was still breathing and behaving normally, but he was clearly in critical condition due to 
having sudden onset of anaphylaxis and physically looked miserable. 
While my fiancé got clothes on and called out of work, I put on a jacket and boots over my PJs and 
took  for his regular morning potty (since he was otherwise behaving normally). He peed 
normally but had explosive diarrhea. It was like turning on a water hose at full blast.                       
Once I returned a few minutes later, we loaded  into the car and took him to our local 
emergency vet in  The ER vet agreed he was having anaphylaxis and told me they 
suspected an insect bite vs accidental self-inflicted harm (from scratching a particularly larger hive that 
was on his face). It is not known for sure if he was actually bitten by an insect or spider, the ER vet 
said that's only what they suspected based on the most common cause of anaphylaxis in dogs. He 
received a type of dog EpiPen shot and was doing a lot better about 30 mins later - almost all of the 
hives and facial swelling had ceased. We were then sent home with a treatment plan of OTC human 
grade Pepcid and 25 mg OTC human grade Benadryl. We were instructed to return to the ER if 
anything got worse. 

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

The same day on 11/02/2023 I fed  and the other pets their dinners around 5 pm, per our 
family's' regular routine. For his breakfast and dinner,  was getting 2 cups of dry purina pro plan 
dog kibble that's measured out and mixed with warm water to make it into gravy (which totals to about 
4 cups of dry kibble daily - the recommended amount for his weight). About 30 mins after eating the 
food at 5:30 the hives started to come back on his body. About 60 minutes later at 6 pm the hives had 
returned to his face and head, so we took him to the ER vet for the second time that day. He wasn't 
given any other treats or snacks during that time to help let his tummy settle. 
So we loaded up into the car and went back to our local ER vet in   received 
another EpiPen shot, was fine shortly afterwards, and the vet instructed us to follow the exact same 
plan she had laid out for us earlier that day (as it happened, we were seen by the same provider from 
that morning when we went back that night). We were once again instructed to come back if anything 
worsened, specifically regarding hives on the face. 
**During these ER visits, nothing was brought up about the food potentially being an issue, but I did let 
the vet know I had started the pets on the purina pro plan foods just a couple of weeks ago. My fiancé 
and I didn't think it was an issue with the food until later in 12/2023 when we started having suspicions 
after the sudden and unexpected passing of our young, healthy cat. Please keep reading.**During this 
time though,  suffered. He had continuous explosive and bloody diarrhea over the course of the 
next week (there was both digested blood and bright red blood per rectum over the course of multiple 
poops). We did almost take him back to the ER vet on the night of 11/03/2023 for a third time (the next 
day).  stomach was so upset he was laying down and not playing at all and only got up to sit by 
the front door when he had to go poop again. On 11/03/2023, the extremely upset stomach started 
after he had a regular dinner of 2 cups purina kibble. He had to go poop literally every 30 minutes for 
the next 12 hours (5 pm – 5 am). At the time, we decided to take him but only in the AM if the really 
watery diarrhea had persisted, but we ultimately decided not to because it was getting more solid by 
the morning and the ER vet was expensive. I consulted our regular vet in the Banfield chatting app on 
what I could do to help soothe his tummy before we could get him seen at the vet for his appointment 
at Banfield of  on 11/17/2023, and he was started on a diet of partial purina pro plan kibble 
and rice soaked in beef stock. Over the next few days  was able to complete the treatment plan.
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We had scheduled a follow up visit for all the pets after this ER vet experience just to make sure they 
were all OK. After all, the ER vet did tell us they only suspected an insect bite, so we wanted to make 
sure the pets didn't have any infestations. The cats were seen earlier than  was, and  
was seen at our regular vet on 11/17/2023. At this time, the vet let me know  seemed to be 
doing better, but they didn't know if  reaction was actually from an insect or spider bite. There 
was no evidence of infestation or even insect/spider bites visible on his body and no evidence of insect 
infestations in either of the cats.
However, because the theme here was originally pertaining to potential insect bites, we didn't suspect 
the food until later. So, we continued to feed him the food at regular intervals and he continued to do 
poorly. He has suffered for multiple months.
Before we suspected the food, we suspected everything else first. We had all the pets put on pest 
prevention medications. My fiancé and I deep cleaned the entire apartment (from the ceiling, to the 
floors, literally). Even though we didn't feel there was an in-house infestation, just to be on the safe 
side we even treated all of the carpets and fabric covered furniture for pests (mattress, couch, chairs, 
everything). However, despite all my attempts,  symptoms weren't going away. He was still 
occasionally throwing up, having diarrhea, and getting hives on his body but not his face. 
On  our 2 year old cat passed away due to unknown reasons, but later came to realize it 
had happened only after she had eaten her dinner. This is when I really started to understand that 
there was something else going on, because it was clear the pets didn't have infestations and were still 
suffering despite everything we had been doing.                                                                           The 
last time I fed  the purina pro plan food was on 12/21/2023. About 30 mins after eating dinner at 
5 pm, the hives came back in mass on his body. I then got out the benedryl and pepcid and started 
him back on the original treatment plan, which worked without me having to take him to the emergency 
vet for a third time. He was treated with this plan for another 3 days. 
This is when it clicked for me it was likely the food he was eating. When I realized it may be the food, 
at first I thought it may have been due to a general allergy based on some research I had done. So, I 
immediately stopped giving him the purina pro plan food and switched him back to what he had been 
on before (blue buffalo). While he hasn't had any further severe anaphylactic hive break outs, he has 
still been getting occasional hives on his body (daily, including today), his skin has been lumpy 
appearing, his coat has been dull and extremely itchy to the touch, has been moderately lethargic/not 
as playful as a puppy should be, has had episodes of diarrhea (although not as watery as it was 
before, and not as frequent), and episodes of constipation (where it’s taking him a lot longer than 
normal to go). There have also been occasional episodes of throwing up yellow stomach acid, with the 
most recent occurrence of this symptoms being just a few days ago. Another thing I’ve noticed is that 
he’s drinking a ton more water than normal. I usually fill the water bowls twice a day, but lately I’ve 
been filling them upwards to 5 times a day. 
The reason why I am writing these reports is because the only new thing in any of the pets' lives had 
been the switch to the purina pro plan food. I have considered and tried several other options (as listed 
above) to help with the illnesses of my two living pets to no avail at all. Nothing I had tried was working 
until I took them off this food. All of the pets were in otherwise perfect health before I switched them to 
these foods and have had regular vet care. 
After seeing numerous complaints pertaining to other pet deaths and illnesses resulting from these 
particular foods AND seeing them start to surface at the same time I switched my pets to this food, I 
do strongly suspect the food may have caused the death of one of my animals and severe sickness in 
the other two. This report is me advocating for them during their times of suffering.
Please know I have submitted two complaints with purina directly, one complaint for the cat and dog 
food each, and they are going to send me shipping materials so I can send them samples for testing. 
My complaint case ID through purina is 
Both  and my cat  have upcoming vet appointments with their regular Banfield vet on 
01/20/2024 for their ongoing symptoms. It was made clear to me at this time that the symptoms they 
are having may in fact be due to long term effects of food poisoning/bad food and that I should file 
reports with the FDA and the food manufacturing company.
***I GIVE THE FDA MY EXPLICIT CONSENT TO ACCESS ANY OF  RECORDS 
PERTAINING TO THIS INCIDENT THROUGH Banfield Pet Hospital of  - WHERE THEY 
HAVE BEEN AND WILL BE SEEN.***

EON‐558995 1/11/2024 11:00 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry Dog Food 47-lb bag

Has uncontrollable diarrhea. We thought it was from something he ate, but it is consistently happening 
and we are now only giving him his dog food. No treats or table food.

1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558994 1/11/2024 11:00 Purina Pro Plan 7+ My dog went from walking 5 miles a day to having severe "pancreatitis". Lost 5 pounds in a matter of 
day, vomiting, loss of appetite, severe diarrehea, could barely hold her head up. She spent a week in 
the hospital and fortunately survived. Still takes gallbladder meds and liver supplements. Blood work 
every two months to check liver, kidney and gallbladder function. She was near death. Cost was about 
4K!

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 29 Pound

EON‐558993 1/11/2024 10:56 Purina Pro Plan
Adult
Large Breed
Chicken and Rice Formula

We’ve been feeding my dog this food for a year now and have never had any issues. We started a 
new bag and he was not interested in eating it at all, so we stood around and made him eat it. He 
would sniff it and would walk away, he’s never been one to turn away any type of food. He had about a 
week of violently throwing up only the dog food and has had really bad diarrhea. Took him to the vet to 
put him on antibiotics and anti nausea shot. He hasn’t eaten anything other than this food, no people 
food no raw meat nothing in the yard so this is the only possible reason.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog
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EON‐558992 1/11/2024 10:56 Catit Creamy Chicken & Liver Flavor 
Lickable Cat Treats

I visited  ) today January 
10th, 2024 to purchase some treats for my cat. One of the items I purchased were Catit creamy cat 
treat tubes. I go home, give my cat one not thinking that I would have had to check the expiration date 
prior. You would think the store manager/associates would be on top of that. When my cat is finished I 
check the packaging to read the ingredients and I’m appalled when I noticed the treated expired 
OCTOBER 2023! 3 MONTHS AGO. They weren’t buried in the back of the shelve they were front and 
center first package in the box on the shelf. I return to the store and tell the cashier Corey what 
happened and when I mentioned that  unfortunately gave my cat one before noticing the date HE 
LAUGHED. It’s absolutely disgusting. The manager comes, I request a corporate number she bold 
faces lied to me and said there is none (I had to contact another location to get the corporate office 
number) she refunds me and tells me she pulled them off the shelves, not only was that box expired 
but all of them including different flavors excluding one. Something is suspicious about it to me 
because in hindsight the items were on sale. How do you change the price and have them on sale but 
have no thought to make sure the items aren’t expired? It’s not like they’re a week past the date 
THEYVE BEEN EXPIRED FOR 3 MONTHS!!!!!!! What if my cat got very ill? What would they do? 
Absolutely nothing. Putting my pets health and others in danger, WHO KNOWS WHAT ELSE ON 
THOSE SHELVES ARE EXPIRED!!!! WHO KNOWS HOW MANY OTHER CUSTOMERS HAVE 
PURCHASED THEM IT TOOK ME SAYING SOMETHING FOR THEM TO TAKE AN ITEM THAT 
EXPIRED 3 MONTHS AGO OFF SHELVES. I got a robotic forced apology from the manager and 
laughed at by the cashier. Please look into this, please make your presence felt because I don’t think 
they gave a damn at all after putting my pets health in danger

EON‐558991 1/11/2024 10:56 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Was on Purina One since May. Then started Pro Plan. Recommended by vet. Both dry and canned 
food. For large puppy. Dry was salmon. Wet was turkey and chicken. He has had an increasing 
aversion to his food. Now he tries to bury it. He won’t eat unless I add mix ins like chicken or cheese. 
He vomits bile almost every morning. And has bouts of diarrhea so bad he can’t hold it. I thought it was 
other things so I removed them one by one. I removed the Pro Plan and he got better

11 Months Great Pyrenees Dog 78 Pound

EON‐558990 1/11/2024 10:56 PurinaOne True Instinct, Purina - Cat 
Chow for Indoor Cats

My dog normally eats PurinaOne or PurinaOne Instinct - he's been vomiting, had diarrhea, and an 
upset stomach. My brother in laws cats eat Purina Cat Chow in the green bag for indoor cats and one 
hasn't eaten in 3 days - and has been vomiting everywhere.

EON‐558989 1/11/2024 10:56 Purina Beneful Originals with Natural 
Salmon Dry Dog Food

Purina Beneful Chopped Blends with 
Salmon Sweet Potatoes Brown Rice & 
Spinach Wet Dog Food

 started to refuse to eat, the 25th of December. He started vomiting, so we gave him some rice 
and sweet potatoes for a couple days. Then we put him back on his benenful salmon food. That next 
day he did not want to get up and go outside, took him to the vet she said put him on a bland diet. So 
back on rice mix. He started to drastically loose weight, as of today he is about 50 lbs. He went back 
on his normal food and started to have diarrhea. We put him on the soft salmon mix Purina carries, he 
is slowly eating it, but he is just so weak, he is giving up on life. I have been pushing his food on him 
for the last 2 weeks making him eat it, and now finding out there might be something wrong with it, 
breaks my heart.

11 Years Setter - Gordon Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558904 1/10/2024 14:24 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Chicken & 
Rice Formula Large Breed Dry Puppy 
Food

The beginning of December 2023, I opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy food. 
My puppy has been on this food since we brought her home at 8 weeks of age. On 12/12/23, my 
puppy,  began vomiting, had diarrhea, and was lethargic. This continued and I called the vet on 
12/14/23, made an appointment for the next day and dropped off a stool sample to be tested. By 
12/15/23,  symptoms had worsened and she refused to eat and was vomiting yellow bile. After 
extensive testing including X-rays,  bloodwork showed elevated white blood cells and 
indications she was possibly developing pancreatitis. She was immediately switched to a diet of 
chicken and rice and immediately started to improve. As she was improving, we tried to slowly 
introduce her Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy food again and symptoms began again. She again was 
vomiting yellow bile, had diarrhea and began refusing her chicken and rice if the Pro Plan Large Breed 
Puppy food was mixed in. After returning to chicken and rice once again, she improved.

11 Months Rottweiler Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558903 1/10/2024 13:56 Purina One + sensitive skin and 
stomach dry cat food

On December 20 2023,I opened a new bag of Purina One + sensitive skin and stomach cat food . On 
December 23, my eldest cat became ill. Vomiting, and refusing to eat. He was put on bland diet and 
improved slightly, quit vomiting. On December 25, he completely quit eating his dry food. With the 
holidays, it took until  for me to get him into a vet. By this time, he was jaundiced, pale, 
dehydrated and lethargic. By then he could not be enticed to eat more than a couple bites of cooked 
chicken. His liver values were high and he was in liver failure so I decided to let him go. During this 
time 2 more of my cats had become ill, vomiting, diarrhea and lethargic. A few days after  's 
passing, i saw people mentioning problems with Purina foods on social media and abruptly changed 
food for the remaining cats. 5 days later and all surviving cats have returned to normal.

EON‐558902 1/10/2024 13:52 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large 
Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice 24lb

 had bouts of diarrhea. We would stop kibble do rice and chicken and he would be okay for a 
few weeks then it would happen again and we would do the same thing. Never thinking it could be the 
kibble. On at 12:05am he ran around the yard (all turf) and came to his bed when he let out a 
yelp and feel to side with legs extended, tonight came out and he started urinating and my husband 
immediately started chest compressions and cpr. He continued the 12 minutes to the er and they said 
there was nothing that could be done his heart was stopped and most likely a seizure.

33 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558900 1/10/2024 13:48 Instinct food. The dog started having diarrhea uncontrollably for days and resulted in having diarrhea with blood as 
well.

6 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐558896 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina one natural smart blend lamb and 
rice formula day dog food

Since eating from this new bag of food  has had stomach issues. On day 2 he was going to the 
bathroom at least 3-4 times a night after eating. I did not feed him the food on day 3 in the morning 
and he would not eat that night. I was feeding rice in the meantime. My blue Heeler was not interested 
in eating the food. I have switched to Victor in the meantime.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 94 Pound
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EON‐558895 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina One Smartblend True Instinct 
high protein formula

My partner and I were traveling for about two weeks, so max (and our other dog  were left home 
with my family caring for them. About halfway through our trip, approximately ~12/29/23,  had 
reportedly had diarrhea in the house that lasted for a few hours. This would have been around the time 
that a new bag of dog food would have been opened. Since returning,  has been trembling in the 
house for no apparent reason and is using the bathroom a bit more often than normal, but no other 
significant issues noted. Our dogs have eaten Purina one smart blend for years, and we haven’t had 
an issue so I didn’t think the dog food could be related at first, but have recently seen reports of dogs 
getting sick from some Purina dog foods, and felt compelled to file a report for further investigation if 
necessary.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558894 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice

On 1/7/24 I opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice. Prior 
to this no issues were seen. However starting this morning  began with diarrhea and I 
discontinued use of the food. I will be contacting my vet tomorrow after seeing numerous complaints 
about the same thing happening on this food recently.

3.5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558893 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice adult formula 
dry food.

I have fed my dogs this food, since they were puppies, with no issues. on Tuesday evening, I opened a 
new bag that I had just ordered, and I noticed that for the first time, the food had a very strong smell of 
spoiled fish, With a metallic undertone. I gave it to my dogs, because I had no alternative, and they 
have eaten it last night and first thing this morning. Both my dogs have vomited twice, have diarrhea, 
and are extremely gassy. I contacted the seller, And they are refunding me, and shipping me and 
alternative food brand.

5 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 53 Pound

EON‐558892 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina ProPlan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb & Oats

my dog has been very sick 3 times since May 2023. each episode begins with vomiting, diarrhea, then 
not eating, lethargy and followed by weight loss. The first time, she went to her regular vet on 5/25/23, 
got worse, went to emergency clinic on June 1. We stopped her regular food immediately & fed her a 
bland diet of chicken and rice for weeks until she was better and had normal stools again before 
resuming the PurinaProPlan Sensitive Skin & Stomach- Lamb & Oats food again. This cycle began 
again on July 29. I took her to the Vet on 8/1/23 where she needed same treatments. Cycle happened 
AGAIN Nov 28 then going to vet on 12/4/23. Only common factor is the PPP.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558891 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina pro plan senior Dog has been vomiting everyday for about 4 days. We feel purina pro plan senior. He’s been on this 
food for a couple years with no issues

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558890 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina pro plan adult weight 
management small breed formula

Within three days of feeding purina pro plan small breed weight management  vomited and 
would not eat or drink. Suspected pancreatitis so rested pancreas and switched to special food.  
became dehydrated and resisted urinating . She was in great pain. Vet prescribed pain killer and 
antibiotics for uti. Without urine sample testing is limited. X-rays showed no blockage. Started eating 
the next day with different kibble. 
Improved but when antibiotics finished within two days she relapsed. Vet suspects kidney infection 
which requires a different antibiotic and urine sample for culture.  is now eating and drinking 
normally while on second round of antibiotics. I called purina immediately on December 17. They sent 
refund. Advised me to take  to vet if no improvement.  saw vet on December 20

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐558889 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and 
Riceformula adult small breed

 is 17 years old . She is an old dog but has been a healthy dog . I got new bag of Purina that was 
delivered on December 15th . I did not start it right on that day bc I had some left over . Since receiving 
that bag  has had 2 seizures that has caused her to urinate all over me . Diahrea had that started 
the night of January 4th into morning of January 5 which has been ongoing since . We have another 
dog as well which has thrown up a couple of times but I have not seen any other current signs at the 
moment . I have taken both dogs off of the Purina dog food .

17 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 5 Pound

EON‐558888 1/10/2024 12:48 Purina Pro Plan He was vomiting and diarrhea a few hours after eating. 7 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound
EON‐558885 1/10/2024 12:44 Purina pro plan complete essentials 

adult chicken and rice formula cat food 
16lb bag

 first symptoms were- she stopped eating for about 4 to 5 days. She became very dehydrated. 
She started vomiting no bowel movements- her blood work was not normal. She had to be on IV fluids 
for 2 days. And two different antibiotics for 2 weeks.
My other cat, her name is  she’s a two-year-old spayed female, long-haired, black and white cat. 
She stopped eating for three days became very dehydrated and had bloody stool. We did a number of 
tests on her and had to do fluids as well and I antibiotics for two weeks, she is in better condition now 
than   is still recovering. 
I work at a vet we did a FPL as well as a triple test which all came back negative I ended switching 
their food back to a different diet and they are both doing better but again  has not recovered 
100%

2 Years American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐558884 1/10/2024 12:44 Purina pro plan salmon After having purina pro plan dog vomited and had diarrhea. Poodle - Standard Dog
EON‐558883 1/10/2024 12:40 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 

Stomach
I gave him Purina Pro Plan - (Adult) Sensitive Skin and Stomach food and he instantly was very very 
ill. We stopped the food immedietly and he was sick for 5 days after initial introduction. Purina needs 
investigated. We had zero issues with health or allergies.  is a healthy dog.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 120 Pound

EON‐558881 1/10/2024 12:20 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Starting in the beginning of January, after a new bag of Purina Pro Plan puppy formula was purchased, 
dog started vomiting after every meal. Also started having very loose stool. Changed food to a different 
brand. Vomiting subsided.

6 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558879 1/10/2024 12:16 Parina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

I found maggots in my dog food. I have been buying the same brand of dog food for the last three 
years never had any problems until this last purchase I recently went to fill the dogs With more food 
and noticed little brown worm like things in the dogs, food and white egg sacks. I have been using the 
same storage container for three years clean it out properly every time before I put new food inside of 
it and this is never happened before.

EON‐558878 1/10/2024 12:16 Purina Pro Plan 
small breed 
Chicken and rice

I have fed my dog the same Purina Pro Plan small breed adult food for over a year. She has been 
perfectly fine and loves the food. However, I recently purchased a new bag before Christmas as she 
was running out. After feeding her food from the new bag, she immediately started vomiting white 
foam. She continued to do so for several days after Christmas. After she quit vomiting, I fed her boiled 
chicken instead of her dog food and had no further issues. Once I felt she was okay, I fed her the dog 
food again, and the next day she started vomiting mucous and blood. I had to take her to the vet, at 
which time she was given probiotics, and I was urged to switch food at that time. Since then, I have not 
fed her the Purina pro plan and she has had no further issues.

2 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐558877 1/10/2024 12:12 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula, 
Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

We started a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Salmon and Rice Adult formula Dec 30th (our dogs have 
been on this formula for years;  has been on this since July 2023).  started having 
vomiting on Dec 31st. Our dog,  started having vomiting on Jan 3rd in the evening,  and 

 on the 4th, and  has been unaffected.  went to the vet on 1/3/2024 to rule out a 
bowel obstruction. They gave him SQ fluids and antiemetics...same treatment for  the next day. 
I spoke with them re:  and  and they suggested promoting fluids. All five dogs were placed 
on Pepcid twice daily, boiled chicken and rice. They were improving, so we bought a new bag of food 
9threw out the other) and they all became ill again with the same symptoms after eating from the new 
bag. We have dogs in varying states of recovery.  is doing well with formed but loose stools. 

 seems to feeling well, but has watery diarrhea.  is not herself and is vomiting.  is 
not feeling well and is very mopey, eating some, drinking, and is very discreet with her potty habits (i 
haven't seen vomit or stool)

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐558876 1/10/2024 12:12 Purina One chicken and rice Diarrhea, watery feces, vomiting, had to give him rice and then slowly add cooked chicken 1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
EON‐558875 1/10/2024 12:12 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach and 

skin
Became lethargic, couldn't sit up, wanted to sleep, then had seizure 10 Years Shepherd Dog - White Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558873 1/10/2024 12:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult
Sensitive Skin and Stomach
Salmon and Rice formula 
Dry dog food

Switched my Labordoodle to Purina Pro Plan as recommended by my vet. I slowly changed his food as 
recommended. After about 2 weeks when he was almost weaned off his old food and the majority was 
the Purina, he started developing sever skin issues. Severe itching, scabs, bleeding skin, horrible 
smelling skin, shaking head- ear irritation.

10 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558871 1/10/2024 12:00 INSTINCT RAW BOOST MIXERS 
CALMING SUPPORT FOR DOGS

She started having seizures. By the time she got to emergency vet she was critical and had to be 
euthanized.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐558869 1/10/2024 11:56 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Chicken & Turkey Favorites Variety 
Pack Canned Cat Food 24-3 ounce cans

Our cat has been eating Purina Pro Plan dry and wet food for years. On 12/13/2023 we received a 
shipment of a case (24 cans) of Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Turkey Favorites Variety Pack Canned Cat 
Food 3 oz cans. Towards the end of December we opened the case and began feeding it to our cat. 
He began having random bouts of diarrhea. On 1/3/2024 the cat began throwing up along with having 
diarrhea. We took the cat to the vet and the said that his bladder was inflamed, gave him some 
medicine and was sent home. Later that day he began throwing up and having blood in his stool, was 
lethargic, and refusing to eat or drink. He was taken to the emergency vet where he was kept for 2 
days being given IV fluids. The vet did blood work and scans and advised he did not have a blockage 
anywhere in his bowls and that his thyroid numbers were a bit off but otherwise his blood work was 
good (ie no cancer or other major medical diagnoses). The vet agreed to take him off the food. After a 
few days of being off the food, he got his appetite back and is slowly recovering. I know there are 
currently a lot of pet owners experiencing the same situation that also feed Purina Pro Plan and 
something needs to be done.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558868 1/10/2024 11:48 HI POINT ACTIVE PUPPY-ADULT 27 
PROTEIN 11 FAT
HI POINT GOLDEN MINI CHUNK 
WEIGHT MGT FORMULA
HI POINT MOD ACTIVE 21 PROTIEN 
10 FAT
VALUPAK 24 PROTEIN 20 FAT

I HAVE PUT 9 YEAR OLD GREAT DANE ON DESCRIPTION.. BUT THERE WAS ALSO 5 MO PIT 
LAB MIX MALE NOT NEUTERED.. 2 YEAR OLD PIT MIX MALE NOT NEUTERED..2 YEAR OLD PIT 
MIX FEMALE NOT SPAYED

9 Years Great Dane Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558865 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina one True instinct turkey and 
venison

On Dec 10th 2023 we switched from Purina one plus high protein healthy weight turkey blend dog food 
to Purina one true instinct turkey and venison.... Dec 18th I noticed my dog had a hack, was vomiting, 
diarrhea and not eating as much. December 27th she saw her vet that treated her with antibiotics for 
possible various concerns while we awaited blood test results. Dec 28th blood tests came back ok, we 
monitored her eating and kept her on a bland diet of chicken, rice, cottage cheese and vet prescribed 
probiotics. Within 1 week of. That last visit,  health declined, diarrhea turned bloody and she 
couldn't breath. We laid her to rest January 2nd 2024. Currently my 7yo Aussie is having similar 
symptoms, lethargic hacking/vomiting. Slight diarrhea. We are putting him on bland diet to hopefully 
aid the aid the situation.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558864 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach

My dog will be very hesitant to consume the purina pro plan sensitive stomach food, after consuming 
he becomes ill. Symptoms are excessive drooling, nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting.

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐558863 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina One Plus Skin and Coat Formula

Additional Info: BCP3 11.07.23 19:34
Best by May 2025
33316001 0766L06

Bought a brand new bag of Purina One Plus, skin & Coat formula, on 8 January around 1520 at 
Kroger's ) in . Once arriving home, the new dog food was poured into 
my dogs food bowl that was clean. My first dog  went to smell and take a bite of the food. She 
behaved unusually as she backed up, started gagging and coughing and then fell over underneath the 
kitchen chair. After a couple of minutes, she recovered and seemed fine. She went over the water 
bowl and drank some water; she then moved to the food bowl to attempt to eat again, once again it 
was if she was hit with a tranquilizer as she lost her balance and footing and fell to the ground again. 
We moved the food bowl away from her and she recovered and moved to the living room where she 
sat for about 5 minutes. I took the food bowl and placed the bowl in the middle of the kitchen floor and 
called my dog back over. She came over and placed her nose about an inch from the dog food and 
again immediately lost her balance and footing. I removed the dog food from the area to include the 
bag the food came in. I grabbed the food and my dog and went to the Emergency Vets office to have 
my dog evaluated. The vet did not find anything wrong with my dog 

While I was at the vet, my wife called regarding our second dog,  (boxer). She had eaten some of 
the food and was laying on the couch.  started breathing heavy, visibly shuddering, and lost all 
bowel control. She was not on any medication. While at the Emergency Vet, the vet evaluated  
and annotated confusion, lethargic, and unstable when walking.  stayed overnight at the ER Vet 
for observation and given cerinia for nausea. There were no other issues noted during the night; 
however, for the rest of the day  laid on her bed barely responding to stimulation.

A different brand of dog food was purchased and both dogs have eaten that brand, Blue Buffalo, just 
fine. Both dogs have eaten beef tips cooked with butter and salt with no issues. On 9 January, I took 
the bag of food to my regular vet's office to have the food sent off for testing at .

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound

EON‐558862 1/10/2024 11:45 Inception Pork Recipe Both of my dog upon eating the food from the new Inception Pork Flavor bag both had diarrhea and 
were lethargic, their diarrhea lasted about a day or so. I had to withdraw food and give them pumpkin 
to settle their stomachs. This is the second bag that we’ve had issues with .

4 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 67 Pound

EON‐558861 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon

We are a non profit and purchase Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach for our dogs in foster. 
We have had reports of 2 bags from different distributors that had worms in them. One was Amazon 
and one was the tracker feed store.

EON‐558860 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina ONE +Plus Adult High-Protein 
Healthy Weight Formula Dry Dog Food

We have had 2 dogs sick and 1 dog die, all eating purina. Our husky had a seizure Saturday morning 
(1/6/24) and was lethargic and weak. He was unable to use his back legs and began to look bloated. 
The vet said give it 24 hours to regain strength. Sunday afternoon (1/7/24) we had to euthanize him 
due to his organs shutting down. We had just opened a new bag. Two other healthy, young dogs 
eating purina in our home had diarrhea and vomiting starting 1/5/24.

EON‐558859 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina Pro Plan 
Purina Sensitive Stomach

After eating Purina Pro Plan my dog, as well as my mothers dog who ate Purina sensitive stomach 
plan, both would throw up vial after consumption.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558858 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina One Chicken & Rice Formula Animal died, appearing to be from a toxin event possibly resulting from changing over to Purina One 
Chicken formula. Dog was normal 24 hours from passing. Vet indicated the symptoms appeared as a 
toxic cause. The dog was on the third day of a transition from Purina puppy food to the Purina One, 
which was blended together.

13 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558857 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina Pro Plan 7+ Complete Essentials 
Dry Dog Food Beef & Rice (18 Lb) and 
Purina Pro Plan and Purina Pro Plan 
Savor Shredded Blend Adult Dog Food 
Beef & Rice (35lb)

ON December 17th our dog  became violently ill vomiting, and lethargic. We took him to a local 
animal hospital where iv fluids and anti nasea meds were given.  diet solely conisted of Purina 
Pro Plan Beef and rice dry food. When he came home he seemed to be feeling better for a few days 
and resumed eating. WIthin a couple days he starting declining again and we took him to our local vet 
where blook work and xrays were done.  spleen was enlarged and kidney counts were very bad 
and his spleen was enlanrged. The vet stated that it had been some form of poison rather from food or 
unknown source.  had not gotten into anything in our home at all. The doctor tried medication but 
he progressivly got sicker when we took  back to the vet again they performed emergency surgery 
to remove his spleen and make sure there no not any type of cancer or anything else going on. The 
vet confiremed there was no cancer and still insist that  had to have been poisoned by food or 
other source. Our dog passed away 4 days later. Our older dog was also sickened with severe 
stomach issues in September and had to go to emergency vet and has eaten the same diet and the 
cuase was unknown then also and they did not have an answer. The dog food is theh only correlation 
we are seeing. Our older dog did survive.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558856 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina Pro Plan Adult Small Breed 
Chicken & Rice Shredded Blend

Gastric issues, diarrhea, some blood in stool, lethargic 8 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 15 Pound

EON‐558855 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina One +Plus Indoor Advantage 
Helps Maintain A Healthy Weight Dry 
Cat Food

Cat is repeatedly getting sick after eating PURINA cat food. This has never happened before in the 2.5 
years she has been alive until very recently.

2 Years RagaMuffin Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558854 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice

After buying a new bag of food and feeding, the dogs developed vomiting and diarrhea after eating 
every meal. They have been on this same food for almost 2 years, so it's not associated with a food 
change. Something seems to be wrong with this food. I also noticed a difference in color of the kibble 
and shred as compared to the previous bag of food (exact same product). I have stopped feeding this 
food and returned the bag to the place of purchase.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558853 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina Pro Plan sensitive stomach and 
skin salmon and rice

Opened new bag of food and within 3 days she was vomiting pink liquid! 11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 86 Pound

EON‐558852 1/10/2024 11:45 Purina PRO PLAN under one year My puppy got lethargic, diarrhea and vomiting after opening a new bag of Purina puppy food.
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EON‐558851 1/10/2024 11:45 Iams Healthy Weight 5 days after opening and starting a new bag of IAMS Healthy weight dog food sawyer started to vomit 
undigested food. this went away after 24 hours. 3 days later it started up again, this time the vomiting 
went on all evening. It was also accompanied with large amounts of loose bloody stool. We got him 
into Vet hospital next morning at 8:00 am.  stayed in hospital all day and was discharged home 
at 3:45 pm. Went on a bland diet for 48 hours. Today 1/10/24 we started the IAMS again and the loose 
stools started all over.

2 Years Pug Dog 21 Pound

EON‐558849 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina ONE Indoor Advantage Senior 7+ Since she was getting older, my husband thought we should get her a food that provided more 
vitamins. We bought the Purina ONE food for older cats. Shortly after eating,  had a seizure. 
She has never had one before. She was sick for about 5 days. We took her to the vet, he gave her an 
antibiotic shot because he thought she had a throat infection. After five days, she was back to her 
young self. We started the food again last evening. This morning, she had her second seizure. During 
the week, we went back to her old cat food, which is Meow mix. She had no issues. However, once we 
changed back to the Purina last night, she had a seizure.

13 Years Unknown Cat 7 Pound

EON‐558848 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina One Plus Skin and Coat Formula
Additional Info: BCP3 11.07.23 19:34 
Best by May 2025 33316001 0766L06

While I was at the vet, my wife called regarding our second dog,  (boxer). She had eaten some of 
the food and was laying on the couch.  started breathing heavy, visibly shuddering, and lost all 
bowel control. She was not on any medication. While at the Emergency Vet, the vet evaluated  
and annotated confusion, lethargic, and unstable when walking.  stayed overnight at the ER Vet 
for observation and given cerinia for nausea. There were no other issues noted during the night; 
however, for the rest of the day  laid on her bed barely responding to stimulation.

Bought a brand new bag of Purina One Plus, skin & Coat formula, on 8 January around 1520 at 
Krogers  in . Once arriving home, the new dog food was poured into my 
dogs food bowl that was clean. My first dog  went to smell and take a bite of the food. She 
behaved unusually as she backed up, started gagging and coughing and then fell over underneath the 
kitchen chair. After a couple of minutes, she recovered and seemed fine. She went over the water 
bowl and drank some water; she then moved to the food bowl to attempt to eat again, once again it 
was if she was hit with a tranquilizer as she lost her balance and footing and fell to the ground again. 
We moved the food bowl away from her and she recovered and moved to the living room where she 
sat for about 5 minutes. I took the food bowl and placed the bowl in the middle of the kitchen floor and 
called my dog back over. She came over and placed her nose about an inch from the dog food and 
again immediately lost her balance and footing. I removed the dog food from the area to include the 
bag the food came in. I grabbed the food and my dog and went to the Emergency Vets office to have 
my dog evaluated. The vet did not find anything wrong with my dog 

10 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 47 Pound

EON‐558847 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina one lamb and rice formula micro 
biome balance

I opened a new bag of dog food and fed it to her. She started vomiting the food up all over the house 
and is lethargic. Our kitten also ate some of her food and has thrown up twice. I am very angry and will 
be calling Walmart where the food was purchased as well as our vet.

8 Years Collie - Border Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558846 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina Pro plan turkey and venison true 
instincts

Bought Purina pro plan Venison and turkey dog food , have been feeding them this for years without 
any problems, new bag purchased 12-30-23, 2 days later extremely large amounts of diarrhea orange 
bile looking, dogs couldn’t make it outside, violent diarrhea episodes for a week and lethargy I did stop 
the Purina on the 1st of January 2024, called the vet and was advised to switch to a bland diet of 
chicken and rice for a week, still having issues with diarrhea, seen the vet 12-5-2024, dogs were put 
on Endosorb and metronidazole for the diarrhea. My vet stated to reach out to Purina I did that .There 
are multiple reports of pet deaths and dogs with seizures.

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558845 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Small Breed 
Formula

She was a perfectly happy healthy puppy. She got weaned onto purina one puppy along with pumpkin 
mixed in and her breeder reported that she wasn't eating much of it but could be her size. Fast forward 
about a month in and when we started a new bag, she came down with her first bout of bloody, mucus, 
diarrhea. It would happen on a weekly basis and on the days shed eat more of it the worse her 
diarrhea to the point she was pooping straight water out and vomiting. We ran every test possible, vet 
put her on metronidazole, and nothing was helping the random bouts of diarrhea. Over the past 2 
weeks I began transitioning her to Orijin out of desperation that MAYBE it could be her food. During 
the transition you could physically see the purina diarrhea bits mixed with the firm normal looking stool 
that was darker so I assumed it was the orijin. I wasn't totally sure though so I figured id wait until she 
was fully off purina and her poop is 100% normal and is dark like the orijin food. This was a nightmare 
for her and I as she was waking at all hours of the night with this explosive mystery diarrhea for 
MONTHS and now its completely gone.

6 Months Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558844 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina beyond natural cat food simply 
grain freestyle ingredient recipe wild-
caught whitefish & cage-free egg recipe

Opened new bag of food into bowl. Next morning and throughout the next 4 days I saw each cat 
vomiting at some point, some more than others. Found some spots by unknown cat on carpet multiple 
times a day and overnight. Varying degrees of lethargy. Seemed to affect each cat a little different 
(meaning some recovered faster than others). One of my smalles intact makes was affected the worst. 
He vomited regularly for 4 days and was very lethargic. I gave him a bolus of fluids a couple times. I 
pulled the food that first day. Went to store for new bag (new looking label than previous bags). 
Introduced new bag of food back to them. They slowly got better.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐558843 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina Pro Plan Urinary Tract Health 
with Salmon

 ate a teaspoon of Purina Pro-Plan Urinary Tract food on 11/10/2023. The food was from a 
new case but the same flavor & food she has been eating for years. The next day, she vomited and 
had diarrhea. I assumed she had a hairball so I continued feeding the same food. She got 
progressively worse, with extreme vomit and diarrhea. I submitted a stool sample to our vet to check 
for parasites. The sample was normal so on 11/15, I took her to the vet. By this time, her vomiting and 
diarrhea was much worse and she could barely move. The vet ran labs which were all normal. He 
treated her with fluids, Cerenia, famotodine, Vitamin B12 Metrodiazole and Fortiflora.

16 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558842 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina Pro Plan High Protein chicken 
and rice formula

My dog suddenly started with diahrea. She wouldn't eat and had basically water running out of her for 
3 days. Om Christmas day, my husband took her to then emergency vet. It cost us $1300 and they 
basically said they thought it was a GI bug...and gave us several different anti-diahrea meds.

4 Years Mastiff Dog 125 Pound
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EON‐558841 1/10/2024 11:44 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Toy Breed 
Adult Dry Dog Food - High Protein 
Chicken & Rice

As of Monday January 1 2024 we opened the new bag of Purina Pro Plan Specialized Toy Breed Adult 
Dry Dog Food - High Protein, Chicken & Rice which or dog has been on sick, vomiting and diarrhea.

1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 13.2 Pound

EON‐558840 1/10/2024 11:36 Purina pro plan salmon and rice
Sensitive stomach

We opened a new bag of purina pro plan salmon and rice. My dog became ill within a week. She 
stopped eating, vommited up to 20 times per day. Eventually blood was in her vomit and thats when 
the repccuring vet visits happend. She ended up having to have a major surgery for the vet to try and 
"locate" the issue. The only thing theu found was a severly inflamed pancreas. Theu treated her for 
this and she got better. She was on royal canin GI wet food for about 3 weeks afyer surgery at which 
we slowly transitioned bacl to purina. She got a clean bill of health at her check up appointment (right 
before the transition back to purina) and a week after her fully being back on purina she started to 
decline and fast. Same course of events but this time lead to her becoming septic. We had to put her 
down. I started looking into reasons or to find answers as the vets could not find any. And i stumbled 
upon a facebook group of 500+individuals all dealimg with the same issues eating the same food.

2.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 46 Pound

EON‐558839 1/10/2024 11:36 Purina Pro Puppy  is a healthy five-month-old puppy who has been on Purina pro for two months now. Last week 
he started with diarrhea for a few days, so I just fed him a diet of bland chicken and pumpkin. Our 
other bulldog got into his food one time and also had diaherea. After two days of bland food and 
feeling better , I placed him back on Purina Pro and within hours he was sick, Diaherea, vomiting, 
crying out in pain so I began to research. What I have learned about Purina Pro which is sickening and 
killing these dogs is horrendous and it needs immediate addressing. I urge this agency to look into 
this, sooner, rather then later.

5 Months Bulldog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558800 1/9/2024 16:36 Purina Pro Plan Sport Chicken 27/17 My dog has been eating Purina Pro Plan dry dog food (of different varieties) for years. Beginning on 
November 13, 2023, he began vomiting up half digested food. Cerenia would resolve for a day or two, 
but then the vomiting would recur. He would refuse his food during vomiting episodes. After 3 episodes 
of vomiting over the course of about 10 days, I took him to the vet. Objective findings were elevated 
WBC's (eosinophils) as well as gastritis. Subjective findings were lethargy and increased anxiety. He 
was given Cerenia, amoxicillin, and metronidazole. He was also switched to a bland diet of chicken 
and rice (home cooked) during this time. After medications were complete, I transitioned back to 
Purina Pro Plan Sport Chicken 27/17. My dog tolerated this for 4-5 days, and the vomiting started 
recurring again. My vet had indicated that the next step would be a GI scope, so I switched him to a 
bland diet of chicken and rice, and have since transitioned to Steve's Dog Food (raw frozen). He is no 
longer refusing meals and has not vomited since being off of the Pro Plan kibble. His lethargy and 
anxiety have resolved as well.

4 Years Retriever - Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Dog 42 Pound

EON‐558798 1/9/2024 16:32 Purina One Plus Skin and Coat Formula  has been on Purina Pro Plan for years.  was on Purina Pro Plan Weight Loss dry food and 
 began to have severe vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy and even blood in her poop. We have had to 

receive veterinary care for a very healthy dog for no reason due to this food. We had even tried putting 
her on the Salmon Purina Skin and Coat food and  became sick again. She has had to have vet 
visits and testing because of this food. She still has vomiting and diarrhea

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 189 Pound

EON‐558793 1/9/2024 16:20 PURINA ONE True Instinct Natural High 
Protein with Real Venison Dry Dog Food

order a new order of PURINA ONE True Instinct Natural High Protein with Real Turkey & Venison Dry 
Dog Food on Dec. %th 2023 from Chewy.com (which  has been eating for a very long time) 
Received order on the 6th and started feeding her it asap. she started refusing to eat it as the week 
went on and trying just pick out the wet food.By Monday Dec. 11th she was spitting it on the floor. I 
then notice a change in the texture and removed the food completely. I contacted Chewy and Purina to 
discuss any changes. By dec. 22nd she was in liver failure due to a bacteria infection. she was deathly 
ill and needed fluids and meds and a biopsy

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558792 1/9/2024 16:20 Purina Pro Plan Weight management  was noted to be panting and uncontrollably shaking. Was taken to the emergency vet; X-rays, lab 
work, iv fluids, and medication was given.  was taken back to the vet 4 days later for bloody 
diarrhea, new medication was started.  is still not feeling well.

6 Years Beagle Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558789 1/9/2024 16:16 Purina pro plan adult sensitive skin and 
stomach lamb and rice

 suddenly became ill, vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, food refusal, blood/mucus in stools & vomit, 
weight loss. We took her to an urgent vet where they did blood work which came back normal minus 
her regularly elevated liver counts. Gave her fluids and cerenia and sent her home. She recovered well 
eating chicken rice and broth but started hacking again intermittently as food was reintroduced. The 
food brand/type was not new but it was a newer bag. We did not make a connection but have stopped 
feeding her this food as a precaution

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐558787 1/9/2024 16:08 Purina Pro Plan Dog Food Hi there! I’m trying hard to not be fear mongered into thinking my dog  is ill from the Purina Pro 
Plan but I’ve been feeding her, her whole life. It’s becoming more difficult as she was overall extremely 
healthy and has never even been on a medication. My dog  is VERY sick. She started vomiting 
bile the 1st week of November 2x that week, 2nd and 3rd week 3x, 4th week 5x. December 1st 2nd 
week daily. 3rd week until now it’s 2-3x p/day. I switched her to a homemade diet to calm her stomach 
it lessened but was advised to go back on it with Prilosec and it continued. I took her back to the vet 
for further testing; an ultrasound showed she has a bacteria infection usually from food and Gastritis. 
She’s on 5 prescriptions including antibiotics and has has had an IV of fluids. I am struggling to get 
them down because she doesn’t even want to eat.  is vomiting 2x a day. She will hardly eat. Her 
intestinal track and stomach are so inflamed she can hardly chew and swallow. She has lost a lot of 
weight, lethargic and continues to get dehydrated. I’m so scared right now for her life. My vet bills are 
depleting my account and I don’t know what I’m going to do if she needs more work done or even 
worse passes away. I know there isn’t a recall but please look into this deeper! This seems too 
coincidental she was healthy and happy then slowly not wanting to eat then sick to even sicker! I can 
obtain all upc through my local store. My 4 month puppy  threw up a few times in December 
and she is on a puppy formula also by Purina Pro Plan. Not sure if it’s because it’s the adult formula 
(she snuck  or coincidence. I’m generally very careful because it’s 2 different formulas and 
feed them separately.  has been fine otherwise and hasn’t had the adult food since but felt it 
should be noted. We live in city limits, fenced yard, she hasn’t been on any outings or walks in months. 
Thank you for your time!  and 

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐558786 1/9/2024 16:08 Purina pro plan small breed adult 
sensitive skin and stomach formula dry 
dog food

I had purchased Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach small bites in October. I slowly 
transitioned my dog to the new food. She started to randomly throw up and not want to eat. She had 
zero energy and would not eat. I finally contacted the vet for an appointment. They did a list of blood 
work and examined her. She had a very high temp of 104. Her liver tests all came back high. She 
ended up on antibiotics.The only thing that I had changed for this to happen was the food.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 6 Pound

EON‐558785 1/9/2024 16:08 Purina Pro Plan Puppy
Chicken and Rice

We purchased Purina Pro Plan Puppy in November of 2023 from Chewy. Our puppy had constant 
diarrhea when we slowly tried to transition her to it. We did a round of boiled chicken and rice which 
cleared the diarrhea, and put her back on her regular kibble with no issue. Slowly adding the Purina 
Pro Plan Puppy into her regular kibble caused the diarrhea to return we did one more round of boiled 
chicken and rice which cleared the diarrhea, and put her back on her normal kibble for a week with no 
issue. Slowly adding Purina Pro Plan Puppy back into her normal kibble caused the diarrhea to return. 
We then transitioned her to Orijen dry kibble without issue.

6 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558780 1/9/2024 15:44 Purina Pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

My dog has been eating Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach and Skin Salmon and Rice for almost 2 
years and the past two weeks starting getting stomach aches, diarrhea, not eating, and threw up. We 
did not change his diet in any way prior to him getting sick from his food.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 53 Pound

EON‐558778 1/9/2024 15:36 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary diets DRM 
(Dermatologic Management Naturals)

We began feeding  small amounts of Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets DRM dog food on 
11/20/2023 as prescribed by our vet. On 11/22/2023, she began throwing up her food which is 
abnormal for  Later that evening she developed severe diarrhea and quickly we began seeing 
blood in her stool. We brought her to an emergency vet, they ran several tests including a 15 panel 
blood test, digital radiograph and more... the vet found no issue with her.  diarrhea continued 
over the next 10 days with severe bloody stool and she refused to eat losing over 3 lbs. She became 
severely dehydrated, developed lethargy and was looking as if we might lose her. We brought her to 
the vet several times during this bout however no vet found any significant issue. we did x rays, gave 
her subcutaneous fluids several times and finally were prescribed metronidazole, cerenia, panacea 
and more.  has since recovered however it was an extremely traumatic experience and we 
nearly lost her due to severe dehydration and weight loss. This was approximately $2500 in vet bills.

2.5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 13.2 Pound

EON‐558775 1/9/2024 15:20 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
complete essentials shredded blend.

I got a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult chicken and rice shredded blend on 11/08/23. On 12/07/23, 
 vomited. He vomited again the next morning and was acting lethargic. I took him to his 

regular vet the afternoon on 12/08/23 and x-rays and blood work were done. Blood work has to be sent 
to the lab so results were not immediately available. He was given an injection of cerenea and I was 
told to feed a bland diet. By Sunday he had diarrhea and wouldn't eat or drink. I took him to the animal 
er and his kidney values were off the charts. He was in kidney failure. We hospitalized him for 48 hrs 
and it was determined that he was not improving and was euthanized on 12/12/23.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐558774 1/9/2024 15:16 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
Complete Essentials

Beginning approximately 3 to 4 weeks ago our dog began vomiting and acting lethargic. I stopped 
feeding her dog food for roughly 12 hours to give her stomach a rest, and then started her on human 
yogurt, eggs, and boiled chicken for approximately 2 days. She became better and so I slowly 
reintroduced her dog food kibble until she was back on 100% dog food which took a few days. The 
cycle began again with vomiting and lethargy. We went through this process two more times and I then 
took her to the veterinarian. Our veterinarian ran blood tests and did a physical exam. She had lost 7 lb 
since her last visit, her colon felt loose and empty and he felt this was due to having diarrhea. We kept 
her on a human grade diet, her blood test all came back negative and her behavior return to normal. 
As of today, January 9th 2024 she has been back on her regular dog food for roughly three days and is 
once again exhibiting behavioral changes with lethargy and total lack of interest in any food. It was 
today that I heard about the Purina dog food illnesses via tick tock and made the connection.

4 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-coated Wheaten Dog 42 Pound

EON‐558773 1/9/2024 15:12 Purina Pro Plan Lethargic, skin irritation, hot spots, swollen and red paws 3 Years Unknown Dog 90 Pound
EON‐558771 1/9/2024 15:08 Purina One Healthy Weight Formula I fed my dog & when he finished eating there was a small yellowish worm in the bottom of his bowl. 

Since he is a springer spaniel & he always has his nose to the ground sniffing out everything I thought 
well maybe he drug it in on one of his ears since they pick up stuff. Just in case though I picked up a 
handful of food before I gave it to him again looked OK, same scenario after this feeding except this 
time there were two worms . I picked up another handful & came up with a spider web with food 
tangled all in it. I'm like it's time for me to call Purina. My son came about that time & I told him what 
was going on & asked him if he thought we ought to pour the bag out to see if there was something 
dead in it or what before I called Purina > I usually keep the food in a plastic container, but as I am 
disabled I can't pour it into the container without help. I make sure the bag isn't gapping open until I 
can get it transferred. My son picked it up & there was no need to pour it out; It was literally teeming 
with maggots. I called Purina. The man was very cordial. When I described the incident to him he 
seemed to know exactly what to ask. He first ask if the worms were white like grubs; I told him no that I 
gardened knew what a grub looked like. I told him exactly what the worm looked like & that it was 
yellow & then said not bright yellow & before I could say another word he said,"yellowish". (exact 
description of color) Then he wanted to know the length & if the worm had hooks in it's mouth. I 
assured him I didn't pick up a worm to see if it had "hooks in it's mouth". I gave him all the numbers he 
asked for & he agreed to send me coupons for more food. I have fed Purina prroducts to my dogs for 
quite a number of years (after Nutro became hard to find around here) so I didn't think anything about 
buying another bag until my son shared this article with me he found on line. I bought the food at 
WalMart, but I can't tell you exact dates. Here are the numbers I reported - the bar code was 17800-
14920 expiration date 11/24 Lot # 3137 1019 1635L12 - Purina One Plus Healthy Weight Formula. 
The date problem started is approximate.

EON‐558770 1/9/2024 15:08 Freshpet Small Dog Bite Size Chicken 
Recipe with carrots and cranberries.

Have bought on 3 separate occasions of Freshpet Small Dog Bite-Size Chicken Recipe in refrigerated 
section at Walmart  with mold. The first 2 bags the mold was near bottom of bag 
on nuggets, the 3rd current bag is approx in middle of bag on the nuggets with gray fuzzy color. All 
found before expiration date by a couple of months.
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EON‐558737 1/9/2024 12:44 Nom nom Turkey Fare, Nom Nom 
Turkey Fare

I have been ordering Nomnomnow for my dogs for many years and was always happy about the 
quality. The meals are pre packaged and frozen. Every day I thaw in my fridge the meals for the 
following day. It started around six months ago, that at least twice a month the thawed meals were 
leaking liquid in my fridge I started to put paper towels under them. Some bags where slashed in the 
back (always in the back) which is impossible to notice when the food is still frozen. I contacted them 
several times but got nowhere with them, and it keeps happening. It's a hazard for contamination and 
loss of ingredients at the same time. I cannot trust them anymore therefore I am changing companies 
but I am really shocked that they did not address the issue. I am sure I am not the only one with this 
happening. A glitch in their packing? I don't know but I am done. It would be great if you could 
investigate. That food is not cheap, and there is a safety glitch somewhere in their process

EON‐558736 1/9/2024 12:44 Blue Ridge Beef Kitten Grind 2lb chubs 2 cats  and  were vomiting around the house, yellow bile, for about 5 days. Both had 
stopped eating for over 5 days.  stopped eating, drinking, and going to the bathroom. Last time I 
witnessed  drinking of water and using the litter box was a good 4 days. I took  to the 
hospital since he would not even drink and because he was just hiding. He stayed overnight in the 
hospital, in an oxygen tent, and was put on IVs and antinausea. They were able to get him to eat, 
which at that point was 5 days. I was able to pick him up the next day.  continued to vomit bile up, 
yet was drinking and peeing. She started eating a few days later. Since she was at least drinking, I 
was less concerned.
I decided to search the internet on their food, Blue Ridge Beef Kitten Grind, and found out that the food 
was recalled for salmonella and listeria. I found this out after I picked up my cat from the veterinary 
hospital. I asked my general veterinarian if there were any next steps from his perspective, and he said 
no medications were necessary due to the cause of them being sick.

EON‐558735 1/9/2024 12:44 Purina pro plan puppy large breed 
sensitive skin and stomach

Hair loss, balding spots, lesions, flaky skin, extreme itching, redness on skin of belly and ears, ears 
irritating her to the point of whining while scratching at them, chewing at paws, mucus coming out after 
urinating, irritable behavior. We took her to an emergency vet clinic as well as our regular vet for these 
symptoms.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 63 Pound

EON‐558730 1/9/2024 12:32 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach 
salmon and rice

 was diagnosed with pancreatitis after vomiting for 12 hours. We opened a new bag of Purina pro 
plan sensitive stomach salmon and rice formula. Prior to this, Rosie has always been sensitive to other 
foods. This was the food she was being given since 6 weeks old. Once we stopped and switched her 
food, she is eating everything without any sensitivity.

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog

EON‐558729 1/9/2024 12:28 Purina Pro Plan Indoor Hairball 
Management Shredded Blend Turkey 
and Rice Formula Dry Cat Food

After running out of Purina One Tender selects chicken I opened a bag of Purina Pro Indoor Hairball 
Management that I had received from Chewy last month (12/12/23) which was not expired or in any 
way damaged. However, the cats refused to eat this food, and when they did eat, they were vomiting 
and having diarrhea until I changed them to a different food.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐558726 1/9/2024 12:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice formula

Started a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice and shortly 
thereafter my dog got loose stools which progressed to severe diarrhea for another 7 days

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558724 1/9/2024 12:16 Purina one chicken and rice formula We began giving our dog purina and after he became very ill. He was having diarrhea for 3 weeks and 
experiencing extreme fatigue and loss of appetite. He has been prescribed antibiotics from the vet to 
help, but still experiencing adverse effects.

9 Months Pit Bull Dog

EON‐558723 1/9/2024 12:16 Purina Beyond Natural Pate Ground 
Entrees Wet Dog Food Variety Pack (6 
cans 13 oz each)

same as above. I cannot say what date the problem started.

Also, I consulted the newer vet (but he had only seen him twice) and he could not say what he thought 
happened. I informed both him and the previous Vet that  had died.

Therefore I am leaving the next section blank.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558722 1/9/2024 12:12 Purina Pro Plan Sport 30/20 Chicken 
and Rice All Life Stages

5 doberman puppies were weaned from the mother on Friday morning and started on Purina Pro Plan 
Sport 30/20 in a blended form with water. 2 hours after they ate (could not have gotten into anything 
else), were all seizing, bleeding from nose and mouth, neurologic, convulsing, lethargic, non 
responsive, and rushed to emergency where 1 died, and 4 are in critical condition. The vet suspects 
toxic exposure.

1 Months Doberman Pinscher Dog 5 Pound

EON‐558721 1/9/2024 12:12 Purina Puppy Chow Tender and 
Crunchy

My goldendoodle had 9 puppies which had reached their 8 weeks, on the morning of December 17 two 
of my puppies were dead in their playpen and there was a lot of vomit. They had been eating the 
purina puppy chow tender and crunchy. Then other 6 puppies started showing symtoms of lethargy. 
They started slowing down and two of them started having seizures. I took them to a veterinarian ER in 

, where they treated the puppies and medicated the two that were seizing. On the way to 
, another puppy passed away in our car. Then at the vet clinic, they could not stop one 

puppy from seizing after medicating her, she kept on seizing every 5 minutes. We had to put her 
down. Puppies had their first set of vaccines and never go outside. After seeing the information online I 
got concerned because I never thought it could be the food, but now I am not too sure. I stopped the 
purina because my adult dogs and 1 puppy vomitted two days ago with the Purina Dog and puppy 
Chow. I had 4 puppies pass away, 3 never showed symtoms, and 2 recovered (including one that had 
had seizures).

8 Weeks Other Canine/dog Dog 1.74 Kilogram

EON‐558687 1/9/2024 9:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula

She vomited her morning meal on Saturday 1/6/24. She didn't touch her dinner and didn't go poop the 
rest of that day. She didn't eat anything on Sunday 1/7/24 and I'm unsure if she went poop or not. As 
of today 1/8/24, she pooped a very small quarter size poop. I fed her about a half cup of white rice 
which she did eat slowly, she still won't touch her dry food. The dry food in question in Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon Flavor.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558686 1/9/2024 8:40 Purina ProPlan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach - Salmon & Rice

Vomiting and regurgitating, lethargic and dehydrated 4.75 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐558685 1/9/2024 8:40 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken and 
Rice Formula Large Breed

We bought two bags of Purina Pro Plan because the two we bought months ago were out.  didn’t 
want to eat the food from the new bag and she usually eats very well. She would eat it in small 
quantities and we thought she was just being picky because we sometimes hydrate the kibble with 
water before giving it to her. After about a week or two, she became lethargic and is now vomiting 
once or twice a day. She also has diarrhea.

1 Years Akita Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558684 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan grain free dry for large 
breeds and Purina Pro Plan Savor ...

We fed our Rottweiler nothing BUT Purina Pro Plan for years. Last January he startrd losing a bit of 
weight. The vet could not find any issues. He began struggling to poop and his stool became darker 
and darker. We went to vet and they gave him some medication but he would not take it. She 
suspected internal bleeding somewhere. By May it was pure blood and we had to put him down on 

. He was our LIFE. He was suffering. He was a very active and healthy robust dog until 
then. I think Purina Pro Plan killed him!!!

Rottweiler Dog

EON‐558683 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina pro plan Lamb Severe vomiting including vomiting blood for approximately 10 hours. 8 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 40 Pound
EON‐558682 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Under One Year puppy. 

Chicken & Rice Formula
Dog has had recurring loose bowels since purchase of large bag. Some of the piles of liquid are 
covered in clear mucus. Puppy has had recurrent bouts and often struggles to get everything out like 
he is constipated but other times it's very liquid. I have now stopped immediately giving my dog this 
food today and will be visiting the vet and finding a replacement food immediately.

5 Months Siberian Husky Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558681 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Turkey 
Favorites Variety Pack Canned
Cat Food

Cat very sick, blood in stool, vomiting, lethargic, will not eat after eating Purina pro plan. No other 
explanation.

Asian Shorthair Cat

EON‐558680 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina pro plan My dog ate the food for dinner threw up for 2 days after. I have video of found it had worms and webs 
and insects

2 Years Ridgeback (unspecified) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558679 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Sport
All Ages
Small Bites 
Lamb & Rice Formula

Have been feeding Purina Pro Plan for 3 years. On January 2, 2024 at about noon  had a 
seizure.  has never had a seizure. The seizure lasted between 10-15 seconds. His legs were stiff 
and he was convulsing. I called the vet and took him to . All of his 
labwork came back normal. Exactly 48 hours later his 5 year old brother had a seizure.

3 Years Bullmastiff Dog 147 Pound

EON‐558678 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina One Plus Healthy Weight We have been feeding  Purina One Healthy Weight kibble since approximately 09/2023, with 
no issues. We purchased a new bag of this brand on or about 12/30/2023, and began feeding her from 
this bag on 12/31/2023. About an hour after she first ate, she vomited partially digested kibble. There 
was no other substance in the vomit, just the kibble. We continued feeding her from this bag daily, and 
every day she would vomit at least 1-2 times. On Saturday, 01/06/2024, approximately one hour after 
she ate, she vomited 4 times within an hour time period. This prompted me to take her to urgent care 
at her veterinarian, . They examined her, and also performed 
xrays to rule out any sort of obstruction, and found none. She was given fluids and an injection of an 
anti-nausea medication. I purchased a bag of Blue Diamond brand kibble, and we began feeding her 
that brand on the evening of 01/06/2024. She has had no vomiting since we changed her food. I spoke 
to her vet on the phone today, and expressed my concerns that perhaps her vomiting was a result of a 
"bad batch" of the Purina One, and he said that it was absolutely a possibility, and encouraged me to 
make this report and not give  any more of the Purina One.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558677 1/9/2024 8:37 Royal Canin Adult Labrador Retriever  is a 4 year old Labrador Retriever who loves food. He has been eating Royal Canin since he was a 
year old and has always devoured his food. We received a bag of food from Chewy on November 20th 
and recently opened it. He had a few feedings before getting sick. He threw up for over 48 hours and 
refuses to eat food from this bag. A friend of ours has the same food and he will eat there food but not 
any out of this particular bag. He will bit some of the kibbles and spit it out.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 105 Pound

EON‐558676 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina kidney diet adult We have been using Purina's kindey diet for our dog for about 5 months; however, we just opened a 
new bag about 3 weeks ago. Once the new bag was opened, our dog started having massive diarrhea 
and was tremendously lethargic after a few days of starting. Unfortunately, it took time to trace to the 
food, but we had a vet check him out and they found massively elevated liver ALT (900 range). We 
immediately switched his diet as we thought that was the culprit, and our dog got better within a week 
and a half. Seems fully recovered now, but it was not looking good for a while. Could have been 
something in production, shipping, or in the storage warehouse. Unclear, but we had a very sick dog.

We purchased the diet through Chewy and the product number is (38100-13656) and lot number 
(3172 1082 0109 L15-90).

I don't use TikTok, but I saw articles that other people had issues around the same time we did, so I 
wanted to report our experience.

13 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558675 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina pro plan adult sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon flavor

Dog was given a food from a new bag for a few days. Suddenly she stopped eating, and could barely 
move. She threw up 3x and had a fever. Vet put her on an antibiotic.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 22 Pound

EON‐558674 1/9/2024 8:37 purina pro plan sensitive salmon  started losing weight rapidly and bleeding from her bottom. She was lethargic and not as active 
as she usually was. She had blood in her stool.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog

EON‐558673 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina ONE +Plus Adult Skin & Coat 
Formula Dry Dog Food

My dog has been eating Purina One Salmon & Rice for 7.5 yrs, all of a sudden he got died. I've come 
across articles about pets eating Purina brand & suddenly getting sick & dying.

9 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐558672 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan - complete Essentials - 
shredded blend - chicken and rice 
formula

We have fed our 1.5 y/o German shepherd purina pro plan for the duration of his life. In late 
November, he started having extremely runny diarrhea. The diarrhea did not stop and became 
extremely bloody and mucousy. He began to have accidents in the home, and he had never previously 
done that. Eventually, his bowel movements became nothing but blood. Dark blood losing about 3 to 4 
ounces each bowel movement he was pooping about every hour to an hour and a half and every time 
it would be mucousy in Bloody sometimes dark rich blood and other times bright arterial blood. Finally 
after two days of unrelenting diarrhea I took him to the vet. The vet ran Parvo tests and took x-rays and 
bloodwork, as well as a sonogram of his stomach and digestive tract and they could find nothing 
physical to blame. All tests came back negative. They pumped him with fluids and sent us home. Our 
dog continued to be lethargic, have acute anorexia, and became extremely ill and extremely thin. I 
then researched symptoms of his that he was having that could be somehow related to what he was 
experiencing and finally after coming up with no answers, I decided to try a new batch of food. I 
thought that re-ordering a new bag of food could possibly be the answer to our problems. I threw away 
the first bad batch of food, and continue to feed him the brand new bag that we had just purchased the 
diarrhea lessened for about a week and then once we begin the new bag of Purina pro plan food, he 
began to have the same extremely liquid bowel movements filled with blood, eventually we decided to 
throw out all of the Purina pro plan food and switch to raw/kibble diet. Almost immediately within 
switching his diet he became more energetic but his poops were still very liquid and bloody. Finally 
after about a week or less on the new food diet he became healthy and stopped having blood in his 
stool and eventually the diarrhea stopped after about 3 to 5 days. I talked to other pet parents that fed 
the dog Purina pro plan, adult chicken and rice, the orange bag, and they too, said that their dog 
experience the exact same symptoms and one even perished.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558671 1/9/2024 8:37 3-D Pet Products Premium Cockatiel 
Mix Bird Food Seeds with Probiotics 9 
lb. Bag

Opened new bag of bird food and had been feeding it to them for about a week. Thursday I came 
home from work and noticed  my male conure was halfway down the cage a wobbly. He dropped 
to the bottom of the cage and was panting then spreading his wings and then had a seizure and died. 
Took about ten to fifteen minutes. Today, Monday, got home from work noticed my female conure  
halfway down the cage panting and she dropped to the bottom of the cage and spread her wings 
flipped on her back and arched her back with wings spread and cried out and died. Took about 15 
minutes. I have two cockatiels that ate the food and one of them is acting sick.

7 Years Parrot Gram

EON‐558670 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina proplan adult sensitive skin and 
stomach no corn wheat or soy. salmon 
and rice formula

We had 2 black lab brothers,  and  who would've been 7 months old on January 7. On 
Tuesday January 2 we ran out of their regular dogfood (Purina proplan puppy sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon andnrice dry food), and my Chewy order wouldn't be here until the evening of 
Wednesday January 3. I stopped at our local Tractor Supply store to see if they had the same food. 
They didn't, but i got the adult version of Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon and rice 
formula.  and  consumed a cup and a half the evening of January 2, morning of January 3 
and evening of January 3. On the night of after a day with no symptoms that anything was 
wrong, both dogs were sleeping on the couch with me. Around 9:30 my husband had just come 
downstairs to join me, when  began screaming from his sleeping spot on the couch, he arched 
his head back, this lasted approximately 45 seconds in which he lost control of his bowels, quit 
breathing and died. We attempted cpr and started driving to the er vet but it was too late. We took his 
body to crossroads animal hospital the morning of , where they kept  for observation 
and testing, while they helped us set up a necropsy with  animal lab services.  
report from the vet was fine, and we've yet to get necropsy results. Our healthy almost 7 month old 
puppy is dead after 3 meals of this food.

6 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 64 Pound

EON‐558669 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Large Breed Formula Salmon 
if the First Ingredient.

 developed severe vomiting, loose stool, and became very dehydrated after beginning a new bag 
of his regular dog food, Purina Pro Plan Adult Salmon formula.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558668 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Adult 11+ Chicken and 
Beef Entree (canned cat food)

My cat experienced respiratory issues and vomiting. When I changed her food she got better. I fed her 
the food again and she had the same symptoms. There are two separate incidents of this occurring. 
The last incident was after I gave her the food today.

18 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558667 1/9/2024 8:37 Fancy Feast Poultry and Beef Feast 
Pate

After eating  started throwing up and also had diarrhea 12 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 13 Pound

EON‐558666 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina ONE SmartBlend Vibrant Maturity 
7+ Formula Adult Premium Dry Dog 
Food 31.1-lb bag

Upon starting a new bag of Purina One SmartBlend,  started having severe diarrhea.  has 
been on this same bag of food for almost a year without incident. I took him to the vet and has wet 
food and probiotics prescribed. While taking the wet food, his stool returned to a usual consistency 
and he was regular with his bowel movements. Upon returning to only dry food Purina One 
SmartBlend, he has had diarrhea and accidents again.

11 Years Shepher Dog (unspecified) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558665 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro dog food
38 pounds? 4_? Lb -Ordered via Chewy 
mail order

Vomiting after eating from a new bag of Purina Pro dog food (his usual food)
Not vomiting after eating other foods

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558664 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina One Lamb and Long BrownRi We were out of his regular can dog food. I went to Walmart in  to pickup a few cans to tide 
us over till our order came from Chewy. We gave  just 1.5oz of the Purina One Lamb & Long 
Brown rice can food. Because Walmart doesn't carry the Purina Puppy Past 5.5os cans. After giving 

 his morning helping of 1.5oz of the Purina One evening was fine after his evening helping of 
the 1.5oz Purina One can food he started not wanting to eat his dry food of Purina One Lamb and Rice 
food which he has been eating since he was 8 weeks old along with the 1.2oz of the Purina Puppy 
Past. We give him the Purina Puppy Past so he will take his meds. He than became lethargic, whying, 
curled up in a ball like he was having cramps. By the next morning he was throwing up  Luckily we 
found a store Meijer carried the Purina Puppy Past 5.5osz cans. We started Our  back on it 
ASAP and after a couple days of recuperating he was back to normal. To me the only difference we 
did was change was his can food. And that little amount we gave him twice a day should never have 
done that to our fur baby.

2 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐558663 1/9/2024 8:37 Purina Pro Plan Lamb Severe vomiting and diarrhea 17 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 32 Pound
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EON‐558662 1/9/2024 8:37 Trader Joe's braised pork shoulder in a 
fig apricot sauce fully cooked heat serve 
us inspected

The church distribution on 1:30 pm across  county medical center appointment clinics on 
 or some number food and tonight contains white round ball small 

capsule otc rx inserts on braised pork reheat and serve I got photo and send on roof tired and grey 
infant eyes and abuses at on county at pd offices  on send personnel on yelling at the 
deck on FBI complaint tip and grievances on nextdoor.com on tag paperwork court sheiffs civil sleep 
roof me work workmanship county socially on by .

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 81 Pound

EON‐558661 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina One Instinct Chicken and Rice Consistent vomiting with diarrhea with red to black blood . She has had this now for 5 days and not 
improving. She's always been a healthy dog until after eating Purina One Instinct Chicken and Rice her 
favorite one . Some thing needs to be done Please I can't lose my girl I need her . I have had her since 
she was 10 weeks old and she will be 6 yrs old February 26 th.

5 Days Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558660 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina one lamb I have been feeding my dog Purina one since he 9 weeks old, the latest batch I got from chewy made 
him extremely ill. He started to throw up and have extreme diarrhea through out the house. Had to 
rush him to the vet to get him checked out, they gave him steroid shot,tested the food, and antibiotics. 
The food was tested and was bad, had to put  on a bland diet for a week.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 68 Pound

EON‐558659 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan Small Breed Shredded 
Blend Chicken and Rice

Cat eats dogs food when left unattended Purina Pro Plan small breed and has developed skin 
condition. Scabs everywhere that will not heal. Scabs in both corners of eyes. Vet has treated with 
antibiotics twice and no results.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐558658 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina One Hairball Formula She started not wanting to eat, vomiting and then refusing her medicine. She was tired a lot. She 
started eating but only wanted my moms cats food which is the same as hers however it is from a 
previous bag.

2 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558657 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

My dog has been on Purina Pro Plan. For the last year he has been steadily losing weight (97 pounds 
to 71 currently) with NO change to food, diet or exercise. The past 4 months he has had 2 days a week 
where he will not eat, is lethargic and throwing up. He has also developed a hive-type rash that looks 
like chicken-skin all over his body despite being on Cytopoint and having no change to diet or 
exposure to anything new. We finally had enough and went to the vet. He all of a sudden has 
dangerously-high pancreatic values that panicked the vet. No other tests came back with issues but 
we have scheduled a more complicated blood test and ultrasound to rule out anything else and try to 
get to the cause.

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 71 Pound

EON‐558656 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Digestive 
Health Chicken & Rice Formula Large 
Breed Dry Dog Food 47 lbs.

On December 21, 2023 we placed an order (Order Number ) at PetCo for the below 
dog food:
Purina Pro Plan High Protein, Digestive Health Chicken & Rice Formula Large Breed Dry Dog Food, 
47 lbs.
This was picked up in store at the  Metro location.

Since purchase, our dog has thrown up the food multiple times with the frequency increasing this past 
week. She is also more lethargic than usual. 

Our dog has been eating Purina Pro Plan large breed dog food with no problems for multiple years 
until this most recent bag.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558655 1/9/2024 8:36 Purina Pro Plan Dog food  vomited several times on December 17th and wouldn't eat for the next 2 days. I took him to the 
vet on the 19th and was given Cerenia for nausea with instructions to start him on boiled chicken with 
rice. He was lethargic, which was a side effect of the meds but still wouldn't eat, stopped drinking , 
leaked urine, lost weight, got weaker and would only come to go to the bathroom once a day. I took 
him to the animal hospital on the night of December 23rd into the 24th. A fe hours an $800 later, a 
blood test revealed that he was in kidney failure with pancreatitis. I had to euthanize him about 3:30 
that morning. I am grieving pretty hard because he was also my therapy/ESA dog. I threw out the 
remainder of a bag of Purina Pro Plan because I noticed the dogs didn't really like it. They were picking 
out chicken I mixed it with and leaving the kibble. I was curious if the food made  sick and 
decided to buy a brand different from Purina. On the morning of 1/8/2024 I was reading Google News 
and came across an article about Purina Pro Plan. While reading it spoke of Lady who lost her dog 
with kidney issues and other issues after eating the specific bran of dog food. Further down it revealed 
more deaths and illnesses associated with the food. I reached out to his vet, the vet hospital, a 
Facebook group of like people and this website to raise awareness about this brand.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐558654 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina one plus puppy After eating Purina Pro Plan dogfood both my dogs started puking. One of them,  became 
extremely ill and died. I didn’t know it was the food because I had been using it for a while. I still have 
the body if testing is needed.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558653 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula Dog food was purchased through amazon. Food was opened on 12/5/2023 and it had an odd smell to 
it when the bag was opened up, but was not expired so it was assumed to be okay. The chicken 
morsals also looked different than what we had in previous bags, but we just assumed it changed a 
little or something. Our dog ate the food for about 3 days (12/5-12/7), then she started loosing interest 
in eating. On 12/7, she had lots of vomiting and diarrhea. Our vet recommended putting her on a bland 
chicken and rice diet until symptoms improved. She was on a bland diet from 12/7-12/10. On 12/10 
she began vomiting blood and was taken to the emergency vet. The emergency vet ran blood work 
tests, radiographs, medications and fluids. She was diagnosed and treated for gastroenteritis. Olive 
was released from the emergency vet on 12/10 to begin her recovery at home with a bland diet and 
the provided medications. On 12/12 our 2nd Dog  (8 month old lab mix, ~30 pounds), who also 
had portions of this same dog food, rapidly declined with symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea, and lethargy 
within only a few hours, and she was taken to the emergency vet.  was diagnosed and treated 
for the same gastroenteritis as 

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558652 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina Pro Plan Sport
All Stages
Small Bites 
Lamb & Rice Formula

Gave Purina Pro Plan to  On 1/4/23 at noon, 48 hours after his brother had a seizure,  
had a grand mal seizure lasting over 2 minutes.

5 Years Bullmastiff Dog 134 Pound
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EON‐558651 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary RX Diets OM 
overweight management

All 3 cats stopped eating Dry Purina OM and all 3 cats started vomiting - some spots of vomit was 
straight bloody

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558650 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina pro plan sensative skin and 
stomach large breed formula

Per my vets recommendation we feed  purina pro plan. Salmon and rice for large breed. I ordered 
her food from Chewy and the October & November bag of food the kibbles were different but didn't 
think much of it. October 22nd  had her first seizure out of no where and again on November 7th. 
Vet recommended starting her on Keppra to control the seizures since we didn't know why they were 
happening. On medication  has had 2 more seizures on December 15th and 26th.. after hearing all 
these things about dogs becoming sick on this brand I began to think could this be why  been 
experiencing seizure when she was perfectly healthy? Since her last seizure our breeder 
recommended switching her food since he heard alot going on with Purina so we switched her to 
Wholesome. So far so good it's been 2 weeks and  hasn't had another seizure, but if this in fact 
could be the reason I feel Puri a should take responsibility and recall all their dog food til the problem is 
fixed. After reading so many reports people are posting Lila isn't the only dog having seizures out if the 
blue and I feel deep down the food caused this awful thing to happen to her and she's only 2

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐558649 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina Pro Plan Salmon  started with vomiting for 2 days, on the second day he began runny stool and couldn’t hold it. 
He’s fully house trained and was having accidents every couple hours. All runny. We finally took him to 
the vet and they tested for parasites which luckily came back negative. They told me about the issues 
people have been finding with his food!

2 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558648 1/9/2024 8:34 purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach for small breed. salmon as first 
ingrediant

i purchased Purina pro plan small dog sensitive stomach dry food for my Boston terrier a week ago. 
she started having diarhera and then last night vomited twice and then not to long after she had her 
meal today vomited again. she has had no other food or treats. tonight i am with holding food to see 
how she does. she does not seem sick except for the two mentioned symptoms at this time. i did 
return the food to petsmart in . this evening around 6pm. i did tell them the reason for the 
return.

EON‐558647 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina One Plus  was fed a dry food for 3 years. then i switched over to purina one and almost lost him. UTI, 
couldnt resolve itself. He is now a neuter but was my main stud male. He has lost many lbs and I am 
unsure what to feed him. I do not trust this dry processed food from purina now. He was fine on the 
brand 4Health and then 4 days on Purina One and he got blocked up and almost died.

3.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 18 Pound

EON‐558646 1/9/2024 8:34 Purina moist and meaty high protein  at 1/4 of a bag of purina moist and meaty high protein. Within 30 minutes, he became severely 
distended, vomittimg clear/yellow liquid, lethargy, difficultly walking or standing, whimpering and 
shaking. Abdomen was a gard basketball

13 Years Beagle Dog 8.2 Kilogram

EON‐558645 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Beyond Purina ONE Sensitive 
Systems Purina ONE True Instinct (all 
dry foods).

Various reactions as it involved 3 different cat's. 7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 18 Pound

EON‐558644 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Sport 
All Life Stages
Active 26 / 16 Formula

Our dog began to experience bloody and loose stools on 5 January 2024, we did not know the etiology 
of such, and planned to contact our vet in the morning to follow-up on this issue. In the interim, my wife 
viewed a posting on Facebook and Tic Toc in which pet owners were posting similar stories about their 
pets who were being fed Purina Pro Plan. We conducted a little more research and found a Facebook 
page: Saving Pets One Pet @ at A Time, which spoke about this issue in depth. I contacted our 
breeder who recommended that we immediately stop use of the Purina, monitor our dog for any 
additional signs and symptoms, feed her a diet or rice and broth in the interim and once she feels 
better change her diet to Fromm. We were also advised to contact our vet and retain the bag of food in 
question should testing be required, which we did. Since we discontinued the Purina, our dog has still 
experienced loos stools, but with less blood.

10 Months Doberman Pinscher Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558643 1/9/2024 8:33 PURINA ONE LAMB AND RICE  EXPERIENCED DIARRHEA AFTER A NEW PURCHASE OF PURINA ONE PLAN LAMB AND 
RICE DRY FOODS. EXTREME WATERY DIARRHEA AND CRAMPS AND LETHARGY. HER STOOL 
WAS FOUL SMELLING AND RESULTED IN MULTIPLE DAYS OF DISCOMFORT.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 51 Pound

EON‐558642 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Shredded blend 
Chicken & Rice Formula with probiotics 
dry dog food

I have a litter of 7 puppies. They have been eating this food for 3ish weeks now. I opened this bag and 
started feeding it on the morning of 12/26/23. Starting around noon on 12/28 I noticed loose stool in 
some of them. By that night, most had bad diarrhea. I am a licensed veterinary medical technician so I 
have access to check stool samples, ect. On 12/29, I did a fecal from the worst pups and just found no 
parasites. I started them on metronidazole that day. On 12/31 they started vomiting. The vomit isn't 
consist and it isn't one particular puppy. The food is partially digested. As of today, some stools have 
got better but most still have bad diarrhea. During this time, some have had bloody diarrhea. I still have 
some puppies occasionally vomiting. These puppies are raised inside and have never been allowed to 
go outside. I do not allow visitors. They have had their first set of vaccinations and have been 
dewormed every 2 weeks starting at 2 weeks of age. All puppies are still acting normal with no signs of 
lethargy or dehydration. I switch to a different food 2 days ago and added Proviable. As of this 
morning, their stool is looking better.

8 Weeks Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog 4 Pound

EON‐558641 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina pro plan adult large breed 
shredded blend chicken and rice formula

5 days after opening and serving a new bag of food, she began being lethargic. On the 6th day she 
had uncontrollable diarrhea. After skipping a feeding symptoms started getting better.

2.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558640 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets UR 
Urinary St/Ox Savory Selects Salmon in 
Sauce Wet Cat Food

I've been feeding this cat prescription Purina UR/STOX wet food for several years, with the newest 
shipment arriving early December. With the new batch she started becoming sluggish and crying. 
Took her to vet and she was severely jaundiced and indicating liver problems. Took her to emergency 
vet who after examination informed me she was too sick and should be euthanized.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558639 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina One SmartBlend Tender Cuts in 
Gravy Chicken Beef and rice
and
Purina One SmartBlend Classic Ground 
Chicken Beef and rice

I mix dry Iams with canned wet Purina dog food, which I have done for his entire 4 years. He vomited a 
large amount of emesis in the morning (he did not eat his breakfast). An hour later, vomited another 
large amount, but this time it was 50% brown content and 50% clear mucus with bubbles. Within 15 
minutes, he vomited again at the back door. Outside he had diarrhea several times. I've seen the 
reports on Purina so I am reporting in case it is involved. We are stopping the Purina wet food at this 
time.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐558638 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina One True Instinct Real Turkey 
and Venison

We have used Purina for a couple of years now, juggling back in forth with Purina One lamb and rice, 
salmon, and True Instinct. The first incident occurred in November of 2023 the night before 
Thanksgiving. My dog,  started vomiting and could not keep anything down. She did this for three 
days and then was fine. She had not had human food, anything out of her ordinary food, nor had her 
routine changed. She was lethargic and could only keep down a few sips of water. This happened 
again this past week. This time, it lasted six days instead of three. On top of the vomiting, she was 
having diarrhea and stomach gurgles, but was able to keep down other types of food and treats. Once 
we realized it might be the food, we removed it and switched her open. Since last night, she has been 
eating great and no more vomiting or lethargy. I am pretty sure it was the food making her ill.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558637 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Proplan Complete Essentials 
Adult Beef and Rice

After eating Purina Proplan my dog began having regular and bloody diarrhea and was vomiting. 2 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 21 Pound

EON‐558636 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina ONE +Plus Natural Large Breed 
Formula Dry Puppy Food

i’ve been feeding 5 of my dogs purina one since it was recommended by the vet. 4 of my dogs have 
gotten sick, vomiting, itchy skin, red eyes, diarrhea. it has mostly affected my golden retriever puppy. 
he’s lethargic, diarrhea, bladder inconsistency.

9 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558635 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina pro plan large breed puppy 
salmon and rice

Sever vomiting, lethargic and dehydrated for two days solid 9 Months Great Dane Dog 86 Pound

EON‐558634 1/9/2024 8:33 Friskies gravy grillers All cats immediately started vomiting yellow bile and food. The dog that got into the cat food also 
started vomiting.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐558633 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina pro plan high protein shredded 
blend chicken & rice formula with 
probiotics dry dog food Purina pro plan 
sensitive skin and stomach adult with 
probiotics lamb & oatmeal formula dry 
dog food

My dog has eaten Purina Pro Plan dog food from the day she was born. Probably when she was about 
2 and a half years old she started to get this horrible reaction where she would throw up everyday. She 
is in excellent health and is so young. She had bathroom issues as well and got terribly itchy. I went to 
the vet and they suggested changing food. They stated that pet food vendors can change the recipes 
in the foods without having to report it and it makes the dogs sick. They stated there must have been a 
change on the recipe. A dog doesn’t just all the sudden start vomiting and getting sick from the food 
it’s eaten since birth. She’s been tested, given all recommended shots and I changed her food since 
and she has been perfect. I will never get any Purina pro plan foods again for either cats or dogs. The 
same thing happened with my cat and I will be reporting that as well.

3 Years Retriever - Flat-coated Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558632 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Under One Year Puppy 
Lamb and Rice Formula

Vomiting after each feeding of new bag of food. Has always had this brand and flavor but vomiting 
started with a new bag

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558631 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan shredded Chicken and 
Rice

After feeding Purina Pro Plan Shredded Chicken and rice. He began vomiting large amounts of the 
food. He was very lethargic and his stomach was making awful sounds. I pulled his bowl so he 
wouldn’t eat anymore. He developed an increased thirst and couldn’t get enough water. Drooling three 
times the amount he normally does.
I started him the next morning on chicken and rice because now he had developed diarrhea too. No 
kibble. I also took my other three dogs off the PPP food and gave them chicken and rice. I know 
enough from fostering dogs and being a dog owner to watch them closely. I fed him small amounts of 
chicken and rice through the day. No more vomiting. 
I was fortunate to have a friend who has dogs and she said “ maybe it’s the food”. She shared some of 
hers with me. I started combining the new food with chicken and rice. No more vomiting and his stools 
were becoming formed again. IAfter years of being a Purina customer, I had a hard time accepting the 
fact it was the food! THEN I saw the internet and all the stories, which made me decide to contact the 
FDA. Please do something, ANYTHING, to help our dogs!

2 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 82 Pound

EON‐558630 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina One Plus large breed puppy 
chow

I purchased a bag of Purina One Plus Puppy chow for large breed dogs on 1/4/24, and my dog started 
vomiting soon after eating. He is fed twice a day and vomited every time. Several times in a row. So, 
today I realized it is his food and rushed out and bought him a different brand of food and he has not 
vomited.

10 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558629 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina One Chicken and Rice  has severe vomiting for a day or two and was put on a bland home cooked diet and she recovered 
shortly after. Went back to Purina One and within a few days began severe vomiting. I again put her 
on a bland diet and then back to Purina One when she began severe vomiting again. I narrowed it 
down to dog food and changed to to 4-Heath and the problem has not returned. I never saw her or any 
dog vomit like that, ever.

6 Years Bulldog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558628 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essential Shredded Blend Chicken and 
Rice Formula

 and my two other dogs have been eating Purina Pro Plan, this weekend on 1/5/24,  endured 
a 5 minute seizure. His jaw locked up, was drooling, hind legs were locked up, eyes bulging, and then 
went 30 seconds of staring, then was fine.  is an extremely healthy and active dog and has never 
had any issues before. He went to the vet on 1/8/24 and had blood work drawn, which came back 
normal.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 63 Pound

EON‐558627 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large 
Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - High Protein 
Chicken & Rice

After he ate his food, he started throwing up. He stopped eating his food and he was constantly 
throwing up and not his active self at all and he was always just laying in his bed looking sad for the 
next couple of days until I took him to the vet.

3 Years Dalmatian Dog 54 Pound

EON‐558626 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina pro plan various flavors  has lived her years with me on Purina Pro Plan. Last year she began vomiting when she ate. 
When she began vomiting we contacted her vet. The vet prescribed anti nausea medication for her 
and she still vomited. She eats four cans a day and vomits approx 10 times a week. We had no idea 
what was wrong until we heard from other pet owners having the same issue.

5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 6 Pound

EON‐558625 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Dog Food Salmon and Rice 
Formula

We opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach Salmon & Rice kibble and she began 
having occasional vomiting of bile (2 or 3 times over two weeks) beginning. On November 30 she 
began waking multiple times a night to vomit and/or have diarrhea. She went from not needing to potty 
very often to going out repeatedly in close time frame during day and night, and from an average two 
bowel movements/day to 6 or 7 very loose stools. She also was barely eating maybe a third of her 
normal food intake. After switching to a different food, she is starting to recover.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐558624 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
Formula Puppy Under One Year

Starting in mid December  started having severe diarrhea and was vomiting daily. I had been 
feeding him purina pro plan puppy chicken and rice for months since I got him, but the issue only 
started within the past month. Nothing else changed about his diet.

8 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐558623 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina One Chicken and Brown Rice Coughing and vomiting. First was vomiting of the food and next was frothy liquid. Vomited off and on 
for 12 hours. Called vet and said to monitor. Switched to rice and pumpkin like they said. Waited 3 
days to try the Purina one chicken and rice again. And vomiting commenced after feeding. Happened 
with 2 out of 3 of my dogs.

1 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558622 1/9/2024 8:33 Kitten chow, Cat chow sensitive 
stomach, Puppy chow

8 kittens with diarrhea. Yellow and completely liquid. 3 of which died
1 adult cat with semi formed stools 
1 adult cat with liquid stool
Unknown amount of adults with diarrhea as I don’t watch them in the box
1 puppy with diarrhea 

ALL of these animals had solid poop prior to being fed various purina products. Once purina products 
were no longer given, they went back to normal
The deaths would’ve been sooner if the kittens weren’t on supportive care at home via hand fed and 
subcutaneous fluids immediately

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐558621 1/9/2024 8:33 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets HA 
Hydrolyzed

Within four weeks of switching my pet's food to Purina Pro Plan Vetinary Diets HA (hydrolyzed) food, 
my pet vommited, lost appetite, and had two grand mal seizures. He has no history of seizures or 
illness. The only thing that changed within the last few months was his diet. We ran multiple tests with 
the vet (urinalysis, blood work, xrays, etc.) and nothing alarming came back. The only explanation the 
vet could give for the seizures was idiopathic epilepsy.

2 Years Pointing Dog - Hungarian Short-haired 
(Vizsla)

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐558620 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Dog Food Notice symptoms of sickness, lethargicness, fatigue, depression in 5 year old husky after eating Purina 
dog food

EON‐558619 1/9/2024 8:32 purina one vibrant maturity consistent vomiting for 2 days, rejection of food. she will eat people food and is drinking water more 
than normal.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558618 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and 
stomach lamb and oatmeal formula

Pet started vomiting after eating and acting strange, we took her to the Vet. They ran bloodwork and 
informed us that she was presenting with elevated liver, Pancreas and gallbladder levels. Identical to 
the various other consumer reports on Purina Pro plan. Once removed the levels have decreased but 
her pancreatic function has not improved. And other levels are still irregular. We have repeated 
bloodwork multiple times. Based on current reports and identical symptoms across said reports and 
multiple consultations without vet. I’m confident this reaction was a direct result of this batch of food.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558617 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Pro Plan Lamb and Rice My dog has been on purina pro chicken and rice and suddenly we switched to purina pro lamb and 
rice. He suddenly had loss of appetite, aggressively vomiting, sneezing, and loose stools. We figured it 
was the lamb. we switched back to purina pro beef and rice and he stopped vomiting but still sneezing, 
and loose stools. We just saw there were many other cases as well.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 120 Pound

EON‐558616 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

In Late October of 2023 we began to notice signs of weakness and lethargy. In early December we 
took him to the vet because his back legs would give out frequently while walking, he was sleeping 
most of the time, and seemed to be unable to walk without pain or falling over. He was given a shot to 
help with arthritis which has not helped.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558615 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina proplan adult. Sensitive skin and 
stomach turkey and oatmeal product

As soon as new bag of purina proplan was opened, and  had one bowl, she soon after began 
throwing up all over, with frequent diarrhea. Changed to rice and chicken and seemed to get better. 
Then once again restarted when had a little bit of the proplan.  was lethargic, not wanting to play. 
Just looked like she didn’t feel good. It was obviously the proplan. We did contact chewy from where 
we bought it. Have only fed her chicken and rice now. Have not tried anymore food.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 164 Pound

EON‐558614 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Proplan Veterinary Diets I had switched my dog to purina en to help with stool. Started the food at the end of December of 2022 
and in January he had his first seizure. Did not know what the cause was but he continued to have 
random seizures over 11 months. Finally decided to investigate the food and switched to another 
brand and 60 days with out any seizures but is also medicated due to frequency of seizures

3 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558613 1/9/2024 8:32 Purina Pro Plan We purchased a new bag of Purina Pro and our dog has now fallen very very sick. 
We wouldn't have thought anything about it but we continue to see others that their pets have fallen 
sick with this new batch of food.

I put 1/1/24 for the date started just because I'm not sure the exact date. It's been in the last couple of 
weeks

EON‐558612 1/9/2024 8:29 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice My two dogs were older but healthy. One day I noticed  started losing control of her urine. I 
thought it was a part of getting older but she started getting sicker and sicker, losing control of her 
feces and vomiting.  always had a good appetite but stopped eating. I took them to the 
hospital and the vet said  had developed liver disease and  had developed kidney 
disease and there was only a small amount of time for both of them. Since  wasn't responding 
to any medications and  would have to undergo dialysis to survive a little while longer, I 
decided to put them both down. It was an extremely hard decision but I never thought that it was the 
Purina Chicken and Rice dog food that made them so sick until I read this article. I'm shocked and 
sickened that this is the reason why my babies are no longer here!

14 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558611 1/9/2024 8:29 Purina pro plan sensitive skin & stomach 
lamb and oatmeal formula

 has eaten Purina Pro Plan sensitive stomach dog food from the time she was a baby, we 
recently ran out and purchased her a new bag 3 days ago  When I opened the bag I noticed it smelled 
a little off but didn’t think anything of it. The first night  woke me up in the middle of the night with 
horrible diarrhea. That following morning she threw up twice. The diarrhea has continued up until this 
point. I have stopped feeding her this bag of dog food and am going to purchase a new bag per my 
veterinarians advice. I did some research online and found that many other dogs on this food are 
getting sick. Purina refuses to acknowledge that there is any problem despite numerous people 
complaining of their dogs been sick. Please look into this.

2 Years Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐558610 1/9/2024 8:29 Purina ONE Tender Selects Blend with 
Real Chicken Dry Cat Food

Both the cats revelry started throwing up mucus with blood in it and have refused Purina food and 
have lost weight

Unknown Cat

EON‐558609 1/9/2024 8:29 Purina One Tender Selects Blend Stop eating, almost lost him before I switch to another brand. 8 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐558608 1/9/2024 8:29 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
Formula

My female husky has now had two grand mal seizures after switching to Purina Pro Plan Chicken and 
Rice formula. The seizures were less than a month apart and lasted approximately 3 minutes. She has 
had no health issues at all before these events.

1.5 Years Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558607 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Cat Chow Naturals Original My cat experienced a sudden and severe decline in health, exhibiting a complete loss of appetite and 
a significant weight drop from 11 lbs to 7 lbs. She became lethargic, ceased grooming herself, and 
appeared like a walking skeleton waiting to die. These symptoms started showing throughout 
November and rapidly worsened end of November, by December 5, 2023, where we contemplated 
euthanizing her due to the severity of her decline. It's noteworthy that prior to this she was an 
extremely healthy and active 6-year-old cat with no prior health issues.

We took her to the vet, but unfortunately, no conclusive answers were found and since at the time 
there was no active recall on her food we continued to feed her this food.

Upon returning home, I observed a hesitant behavior during mealtime. She would hover over her food 
for nearly five minutes before reluctantly consuming 4-5 pieces. Attempts to introduce wet food were 
met with resistance, as she seemed grossed by the texture and consumed it sparingly. 

After running out of her regular Purina Cat Chow food, I made a switch to a different brand on Jan 2, 
2024. Astonishingly, the moment I introduced the new food, she began eating full meals again, gained 
weight within days, and resumed grooming herself.

While there's improvement, she has not fully regained her previous level of health. Bad cat food almost 
led us to euthanize an otherwise healthy young cat!

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐558606 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Beef and 
Rice formula

Opened new bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ Complete Essentials shredded blend Beef and rice 
formula. After eating from the bag for 2 days,  was vomiting and showed signs of neurological 
distress….. excessive drooling, staring off into space and full body tremors for 30-60 mins.

 the other dog, refused to eat the square parts of the food.
Stopped feeding all 3 dogs the Purina. They’ve been eating the same brand and type for about 1 year.

5 Years Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 86 Pound

EON‐558605 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula, Purina Pro Plan Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Beef & Rice 
Formula

We feed  Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Chicken & Rice Formula and Purina Pro Plan 
Complete Essentials Beef & Rice Formula. We have been feeding her this for at least 6 months. We 
purchased new bags of the food on 12/30/23 and on 1/3/24  began vomiting.  was 
evaluated at the vets and they took x-rays and blood work and $1,300 later we were told that she was 
dehydrated from the vomiting and that it could have been something that she ate. The only thing we 
fed her different was the new bags of the Purina Pro Plan foods.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound

EON‐558604 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan 7+ Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula

I noticed increasing lethargy and the dog began refusing to eat. She was having extreme difficulty 
rising and walking. She developed an infection and never recovered. She suffered tremendous 
weakness and pain to the extent we chose humane euthanasia.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558603 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina One Sensitive Skin and Stomach 
Formula

My cat randomly had what appeared to be a seizure and passed away. 5 Years Unknown Cat 7 Pound

EON‐558602 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina One - Digestive Health Consistent vomiting and diarrhea for 5 days. 2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 55 Pound
EON‐558601 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Large Breed 

formula (chicken & rice flavor)
Puppy began a new diet of Purina Pro Plan (large breed puppy formula) a few weeks ago. Since then 
she has experienced food aversion, vomiting, and diarrhea. She has since discontinued the food but is 
still not eating very much, occasionally vomiting.

9 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558600 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina cat chow complete My cat was fine until she suddenly dropped and died. 2 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound
EON‐558599 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Shredded 

Blend: Chicken & Rice Formula
We bought a new bag of Purina Pro Plan approx. 4 days ago. We ran out of their previous food 
approximately 3 days ago and opened the new bag. When we opened the New bag, After the first 
meal my dog exhibited the following symptoms: Excessive Bloating, Food Aversion, Tiredness, 
Diarrhea. Once off the food completely and on a strict bland diet, the symptoms resolved within 24 
hours.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558598 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Our dog has severe diarrhea, vomiting, and has been extremely lethargic for 36+ hours. We took him 
to the vet, and they didn't find anything on X-rays and noticed severe dehydration as the result of his 
illness.

17 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558597 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets OM 
Overweight Management Dry Dog Food

We had started with 1 vet prescribed bag of Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets OM Overweight 
Management Dry Dog Food. It was a 32lb bag, and our dog did great with it. No issues, and she lost 5 
lbs.

When we opened the second bag (the end of last year), she wouldn't eat it. At first I assumed she was 
being a bit picky, so we allowed her to get hungry enough to eat it.

Out of the 4 days we fed her from the new bag, 3 of those days she vomited the food back up. I wish I 
would have recognized the link sooner.

When we finally figured that out, we provided her bland food (rice), then picked up some OTC Hills diet 
food, and she's been fine.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 39 Pound

EON‐558596 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken & Rice 
Formula Dry Dog Food

Two dogs both fed Purina Pro Plan diet, puppy food. Vomiting, diarrhea, refusing to eat 1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐558595 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Small Breed 
Dog Food

My dog has been eating the same Purina food for 1.5 years. I purchased a new bag of Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Small Breed Dog Food on 1/4/24. I fed my dog the food 
1/5/24 and he had 2 episodes of vomiting. I didn’t think it was related, but I continued to feed him the 
same food for 2 more days and he has vomited 2-4 times a day ever since. I saw online hundreds of 
reports of dogs and cats having vomiting and numerous deaths that are believed to be linked to Purina 
food over the last month. I stopped the food immediately and took my dog to the vet. The lab results 
show dehydration from vomiting.

2.5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 23 Pound

EON‐558594 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive stomach Excessive drooling, nausea, vomiting, very watery stool. 3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound
EON‐558593 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 

(Salamon)
Opened and was feeding a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach (Salamon) was refusing to 
eat, drinking a lot of water, diaharrea and lethargic. Ending up taking him to urgent care on 1/1/24 = 
prescribed metronidozole (spelling?) and Panicur - after approximately 6 days he is finally acting 
somewhat normal. Took food back to PetSmart and he is now thriving on another brand of food.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 21 Pound

EON‐558592 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula My dog was acting normal, eating and drinking, playing, perfectly healthy. Bought the Purina One food, 
same food he's been eating for over a year now, on Dec. 14th. Opened the new bag and fed on Dec 
22nd. In the morning on Dec 23rd, he had vomited and had diarrhea all over the house. Still eating and 
drinking, energy levels a little less than normal. Diarrhea slightly improved as of Jan 8. No changes in 
diet from start of incident to now. Food was continued, while other reasons for illness were explored, 
no other reasons or explanation observed. Currently maintaining symptoms at home, no visit to vet has 
occured yet. Bag that food came in was disposed of after being put in tightly sealed container upon 
opening. I unfortunately do not have any lot number for this product.

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558591 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets 
UP
Savory Selects
Urinary St/Ox
24 count variety pack
Salmon Recipe & Turkey and Giblets 
Recipe
24/5.5oz cans
Cat Food

3 cats affected. Aged 5, 6, and 10. All were relatively healthy before. All were on Purina Pro Plan 
Veterinary Diet UR savory selects Urinary St/Ox food for at least a year before the incident. No issues 
with this food prior.
Ordered 3 boxes of food online through Covetrus on 11/30/2023. New boxes arrived at home 
12/02/2023 via UPS. Issues immediately upon feeding this new batch. Cats did not want to eat much 
of the food, which was unusual. After eating the cats had severe vomiting and diarrhea. It was so bad 
they animals didn't even have time to get to the litter box and would defecate on themselves. Was 
unaware it was caused by the food at first. It took until day 2 or 3 for me to switch their food. The 
vomiting and diarrhea continued for those 2-3 days. Cats became very weak. During this time we were 
worried about dehydration and administered subcutaneous fluids and anti-nausea pills. When we 
switched foods the symptoms vanished and cats quickly returned to normal. I notified both Covetrus 
(received a refund) and Purina. Threw all remaining cans in the trash. I believe the box lot information 
for the cans was: BEST BEFORE APR 2025. 30961789 07:57 L12 3121 but I'm not 100% certain. This 
is because the original box actually fed to the cats had been previously discarded. That is the 
information on the two remaining unopened boxes of food. I assume all three boxes had the same lot 
information, but I can't be certain.

10 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐558590 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Proplan complete essentials 
chicken and rice formula

Dog has been eating Purina pro plan for years but recently began vomiting in last month 2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558589 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina pro plan 7+adult complete 
essentials shredded chicken and rice 
formula

On November 8 2024, I ordered a bag of Purina Pro Plan 7+ shredded chicken and rice and we 
opened it around thanksgiving and my dog started vomiting of and on after eating it the next day, it 
was weird because she also became weak and lethargic and didn’t want to go on her morning or 
evening walks anymore. I kept telling my husband something is wrong and he was like she’s just 
getting old, but I knew in my heart something else was going on. I saw an article online about Purina 
pro plan, causing dogs to get sick and now I’m taking her to the vet tomorrow because she is still 
super lethargic and she’s getting progressively worse, and I’m scared she’s dying

10 Weeks Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558588 1/9/2024 8:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

Our dog has been on Purina Pro Plan pet foods since he was a puppy. We have continued to give him 
Purina Pro Plan foods because he seemed to like it and do well on it. On 12/18/23 we purchased a 
new bag of Purina Pro Plan food, Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice 
Formula Dry Dog Food (30-lb bag). We opened the new bag on 12/26/23 and started feeding it to our 
dog. On 12/29/23 he had a routine vet appointment and his liver enzymes came back elevated. On 
January 1, 2024, he had some diarrhea and started to act like he didn't want to eat the dry food 
anymore. He would even spit it out. We continued to feed him the food, thinking he was just being 
picky, but then he started vomiting on 1/7/24. We discontinued the Purina Pro Plan on 1/7/24 and fed 
him chicken and rice. On 1/8/24 he threw up bile with blood in it and had diarrhea. We took him to the 
vet to receive IV fluids. We performed an x-ray, which showed no obstruction or other issues.

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558587 1/9/2024 8:28 PURINA One Chicken and rice formula Store was out of usual brand of food.
Bought Purina Pro Chicken and Rice
After 1st feeding dog began vomiting and diahree within 12 hrs

7 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558586 1/9/2024 8:24 Purina pro plan My dog has been consistently throwing up for about a month since we purchased the smaller 
packaging of Pro Plan dog food. Her digestive tract has been upset, and we’ve tried alternative dietary 
methods to pinpoint the issue, concluding that her digestive problems result from this specific pet food.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558585 1/9/2024 8:24 Purina Pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Patient is currently not eating well since 12/9. 2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 55.4 Pound

EON‐558584 1/9/2024 8:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult Dog Food  has been on Purina Pro Plan dry dog food for 3 years. 10 months ago she started having 
seizures. Bloodwork came back normal. Vet put her on LevETIRAcetM 50 mg. Her Seizure frequency 
increased so they increased the dosage. She had 3 seizures in 7 months.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐558583 1/9/2024 8:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Chicken and Rice.

I've been feeding Purina Pro Plan to  her entire life. We received our latest back in late 
November 2023. We started feeding  and her sister  (3) this bag in early December, 
within a week or so of feeding her this food, they both developed severe diarrhea. We tried to control 
with probiotics for weeks, we'd see slight improvements, but then it would worse again. I suspected it 
might be the food causing the issue, so I checked the Chewy reviews and found that several people 
had reported similar issues. We changed food immediately however we still couldn't get the diarrhea 
under control, our vet was out of town so we went to an emergency clinic on 12/31 the vet ran stool 
tests and found no parasites. I told him I thought it might be food and he's reaction suggested I was 
not the first person he'd seen who suspected PPP was causing their dog's issue. They were on 
antibiotics for 7 days, and their stools improved but have now become sporadic again. We will go to 
their vet as soon as we can get in.

5 Years Whippet Dog 32 Pound

EON‐558509 1/8/2024 11:12 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Salmon & Rice Formula

A few days before Christmas our completely healthy cat started to have seizures, excessive salivation, 
and lethargy. Our veterinarian did several test with unknown cause. As her seizures and lethargy 
progressed, the decision was made to euthanize. After Christmas, I saw several post online that other 
animals had the same effects and while some had to be euthanized. To be on the safe side, I wanted 
to report this one my end just incase it is something related. The one thing in common was the brand 
of food, Purina Pro Plan.

3 Years Maine Coon Cat

EON‐558505 1/8/2024 10:52 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large 
Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice

Dog lost all appetite, would only eat 1/3 of normal daily portion for a week. Stool turn very soft to liquid 
and he was losing a weight quickly. Checked for worms and was clean, changed to a newer bag of 
food and issued seems to be resolved. Purchased bag of the Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large Breed 
Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive Skin & Stomach, Salmon & Rice in late November. New bag 
purchased mid December seems to be ok. Just providing feedback for a potential bad batch of kibble 
that was made.

1.3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558499 1/8/2024 10:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach - Salmon & Rice Formula

Dog suddenly started getting sick by vomiting, having diarrhea, and seemed very weak. Had no energy 
to do anything. We had recently bought a new bag of the Purina Pro Plan food for her (adult formula). 
Took to vet who could not find anything else wrong but recommended alternate food until she got 
better. She is perfectly fine now.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558494 1/8/2024 10:08 Purina Pro Plan Shredded Blend Adult 
Small Breed Chicken & Rice Formula 
Dry Dog Food

After feeding  her normal Purina Pro Plan shredded small-breed adult food, she developed 
diarrhea and a loss of appetite. After taking the food back to the store in which it was purchased they 
gave us another bag free of charge. The issue persisted. After a round at the vet a diagnosis of 
Gastritus and various tests to determine if she had IBD and a vet bill of over $300 dollars in two days. 
We swapped her food and gave her all the prescribed medication and she has recovered. Our other 
pet eats Purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach and we have not seen an issue, however this 
does not mean it will not happen. There seems to be an increase in sick dogs from this food, and I am 
currently looking at options to replace if there is no recall placed on the food soon.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558493 1/8/2024 10:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Adult Dry Dog Food - Salmon 
& Rice

My dog started having some stomach troubles. It started with loud gurgling in his stomach that then led 
to vomitting, diarrhea. The next day he had excessive blood coming from his rectum. We rushed him 
to the vet where after many tests they diagnosed him with a known gastro disorder. We immediately 
put him on a bland diet. After a couple weeks we started to introduce back in his dog food and once 
again he started having the stomach gurgling and diarrhea. Then this week we were alerted to a 
website where dogs were having similar issues all on the same food. We had recently purchased a 
brand new bag of Purnia Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach before any stomach issues had started but never 
connected the incident to that because he has been on this brand of dog food since he was adopted at 
8months old. Now hearing all the similar stories of other pets on this food we believe his troubles are 
because of it.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 28 Pound

EON‐558492 1/8/2024 10:04 Purina ProPlan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

 had a bad case of diarrhea and lethargy. He was given medication and told to eat bland food. 
He was given boiled chicken and rice for several days. His Purina food was slowly added in and the 
diarrhea came back. He then was eating ground beef and rice. Once again his Purina was slowly 
added back in and the diarrhea returned. We have had two vet visits where they did physical exams, a 
fecal test and a blood test. My vet recommended switching to Hills Prescription diet to get him back on 
track. This has been going on For 4-5 weeks.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 23 Pound

EON‐558490 1/8/2024 9:56 Purina Pro Plan Puppy
Large Breed
Chicken & Rice Formula

From October 2023 to December 2023 we were feeding our boxer Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
dog food. During that time, he's had multiple episodes of vomiting, not wanting to eat, lethargic, and 
clumsiness. We thought of every other scenario it could be but never thought about it being his food.

1.5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 61 Pound

EON‐558489 1/8/2024 9:56 Purina Beneful beef I fed her supper opening a new bag of Purina Beneful for the first time afterwards she was vomiting 
and extremely lethargic

1 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐558483 1/8/2024 9:08 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Adult Dry 
Dog Food - Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Lamb & Oatmeal

On or about 12/27 observed dog guarding food rather than eating; feeling "off". Had thrown up 
previous day. Took her to the vet on 12/28; blood drawn; endoscopy performed 12/29; biopsies and 
blood panels performed. Biopsies found stomach irritation, also observed same during scope. TAMU 
blood panel did not show any issues. Hydrolyzed diet prescribed in addition to omeprazole and 
sucralfate. Sucralfate course is complete; omeprazole course will finish in two days; dog will remain on 
hydrolyzed diet indefinitely, likely forever. Follow up with vet in 4 weeks. Examine and labs described 
by vet as a possible food allergy that led to stomach irritation and likely IBS. Dog's condition appears to 
be normal again with no further problems.

Upon observing cases reported on various pet safety website of dog and cat illness relating to what 
appears to be Purina Proplan, I thought reporting this might be helpful.

Dog was fed Purina Pro Plan Specialized Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive Skin & Stomach, Lamb & 
Oatmeal. Last purchased at PetSmart in  on 10/26/2023. That particular bag was likely 
opened within 1-2 weeks after purchased and consumed until on or about 12/28 or 12/29 when she 
began a diet of hydrolyzed dog food, in addition to her prescribed medicine.

4 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐558476 1/8/2024 7:56 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

Per my vet recommendation 5+yrs ago, I started feeding my now oldest dog PPP Salmon sensitive 
skin/stomach due to stomach issues eating another brand of food. She has had a mix of soft and dry 
food ever since. She never had any issues in the past but has really bad seasonal allergies, and some 
days, she is really down. However, I happened to see the article about sick dogs pop up the same day 
I received a new bag of PPP in the mail but had already opened it and added it to her food bin. Maybe 
it was a bad allergy day, and maybe it was the food...call it was a huge coincidence that the same day 
she started a new bag she seemed sickly by the end of the day. I gave her some frozen pure pumpkin 
I keep on hand and the next day I fed her another PPP brand my youngest dog eats (PPP Complete) 
and she was full of energy and a full 180 from the day before. I've always been a skeptical of social 
media bashing without proof and I know there are a lot of PPP haters that live to take shots whenever 
they can, but I'm not letting my skepticism put my babies life in jeopardy and will hold off on giving her 
PPP Salmon sensitive stomach until this plays out and I kept the bag if there is an all-out recall.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐558475 1/8/2024 7:40 Purina Pro Plan Both dogs have been lethargic & drinking a lot of water for the past month.  quit eating last week 
so I brought her to vet on 1/4/24. After blood draw, vet is concerned about kidneys and liver -  is 
now on 3 medications for 14 days. Blood draw concerns: WBC: 20.75; Neutrophils: 16.33; Monocytes: 
2.32; Basophils: 0.13; BUN: 4; Potassium: 3.3; Globulin: 5.6; ALP: 890; GGT: 15. Vet bill came to $660 
(Vet wanted to do ultra sound but I declined). hasn't had bowel movement for a week

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 48 Pound

EON‐558474 1/8/2024 7:32 Purina One Tender Selects Chicken  was a healthy, male, indoor cat. During his yearly vet check-up, his blood work showed low 
protein. The vet checked him for other health issues and determined that he needed an increase in 
protein intake aside from his Purina One Chicken kibble diet. I continued to feed the Purina One 
Chicken kibble and added Purina One Chicken wet food to his diet. His weight continued to decrease 
and his protein level did not increase.  normal, laid back personality changed, and he became 
irritable and confused. He escaped from our home for the 1st time in 9 years and died outside of our 
house the next day. There were no injuries to his body, and it was apparent that he escaped because 
he was dying.

9 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐558472 1/8/2024 7:32 Purina pro plan adult small breed 
chicken and rice formula shredded 
blend.

Bought a new bag of dog food 4lb bag of Purina pro plan chicken and rice shredded blended small 
adult breed. My dog had a Seizure after consuming this food along with vomiting, urinated himself. 
Unusually smelly poop. Was off balanced. Had to take my animal to the emergency vet they ran 
bloodwork and fecal. Came back normal. I immediately stopped feeding this food.

2.5 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 18 Pound

EON‐558471 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina friskies farm favorites with natural 
chicken

He is pulling out his hair excessively and drooling excessively 12 Years Siamese Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558470 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina One Opened new bag (I have fed purina one for years) to feed, within a few hours he reacted with extreme 
gas and diarrhea. Lethargic and sluggish. I fed rice for three days, found articles pertaining to tainted 
purina dog food, and replaced with nutro. No problems since switching off purina one.

13 Years Beagle Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558469 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice formula

New bag of Purina pro plan sensitive stomach salmon fed less than three scoops when dog violently 
vomited!! Thought she must have eaten too fast or something. Didn’t worry too much about it but next 
day read all the internet news about dogs dying from this brand. I immediately stopped feeding this 
food until I find out more. I just wanted to not remain silent if this is something you need to know!

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 86 Pound

EON‐558468 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan Classic Adult Complete 
Essentials Beef and Chicken Entree

I have been feeding  with purina pro plan canned dog food for about 3 months. After feeding, dog 
had diarrhea and vomiting. I stopped feeding off the food and replaced with a veterinarian digestive 
food and symptoms resolved after 4-5 days. Upon referring with purina pro plan canned food,  
became sick again with same symptoms. I stopped feeding this food as I believe it is causing the 
digestive issues.

2 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 62 Pound

EON‐558467 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina dog chow Lamb  (dog i filed a report on prior and can't access his report id) and  have same symptoms 
vomiting yellow bile daily, diarrhea daily, crying in pain, refusing to eat. 
I am unable to take either of them to the vet until I get paid on the 18th.

19 Months Shepherd Dog - Dutch Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐558466 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan puppy sensitive skin 
and stomach lamb and oatmeal formula

Ordered a new bag of Purina Pro Plan lamb and oatmeal sensitive stomach and skin puppy food from 
Chewy. It shipped out of Pennsylvania. I received it on December 30th didn't open it till the 1st as we 
had a little bit left of his other bag he's been eating this since he was 8 weeks old when we brought 
him home as a puppy never an issue until this bag. I fed him three cups of the food on New Year's Day 
evening by the next morning at 6:00 a.m. he was throwing up he threw up a total of three times that 
morning he was lethargic and depressed and quiet not usual for him at all. I didn't think anything of it 
but of course we went through the 24-hour withholding a food protocol just water as all he had he 
didn't throw up any more but he was very lethargic and laid around all the rest of that day into the next 
day. After withholding food 24 hours we gave him a couple of spoonfuls of pumpkin puree and warm 
water watered it down so he'd get more water cuz he wasn't drinking water that well either he ate that 
kept it down he was still quiet laying around not his usual self that evening I gave him another bowl full 
of the pumpkin and warm water he kept that down still quiet and suppressed the next day I gave him 
the pumpkin and water and added two scrambled eggs to that he ate that kept it down and by that 
afternoon he perked up quite a bit still not quite his self but perked up I gave him another bowl full of 
the pumpkin scrambled eggs and water mixture he did fine the next day I gave you miss pumpkin and 
egg mixture that morning and then at 5:30 that evening I added to his pumpkin and egg mixture a half 
a cup of the Purina Pro Plan to the food that was at 5:30 p.m. by 5:00 a.m. the next morning he threw 
that up he threw up twice he was puny not I wouldn't say lethargic like the first to go around but he was 
so very quiet and very subdued he's been like that most of the day and I just gave him after 24 hours 
with holding again another dose of pumpkin and water without the egg and he's held that down so 
adding the pro plan back again made him throw up so it is definitely associated with the food. I did 
note that the food smells a little bit different and it's a slightly lighter color than the other bags and like I 
said he's been on there since he was eight weeks old he'll be three in March. I did report the problem 
to chewy it seems like they've had quite a few reports they did refund my money back and I've ordered 
a different kind of food for him for when he does start eating again the food was stored in an airtight 
food keeper container but I do still have the bag also as some of the food doesn't fit in to the container

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐558465 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Lethargy, anorexia, vomiting, diarrhea, blood in stool, anemia, intestinal issues. 6 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐558464 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Dog Chow Lamb Problem is he has been having diarrhea daily, vomiting yellow bile daily, crying out in pain multiple 
times a day. Refusing all food. 
I don't get paid until the 18th so I am unable to get him into vet before that.
You can see ok his face and eyes something is wrong. Purina has lost a customer for life. 
My other younget dog is also having same symptoms. Definitely not a coincidence that both dogs are 
sick with same symptoms a d been on same food.

3.5 Years Black Mouth Cur Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558462 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Friskies shreds in gravy 40 cans. 
With beef turkey and cheese chicken 
and salmon ocean whitefish

Cat started vomiting after new case of food had been opened and fed to him. Vomiting was just grey 
chunks and didn't look like food so I didn't suspect it was the food. He was later paralyzed and blind 
just an hour or so before dying.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐558461 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Sensitive Skin Salmond & 
Rice Formula

I grabbed a fresh bag of food for  on the way out of tow on 12/17/2023. We got to our friends 
house and a couple hours after dinner she had the runs. She woke me up 4 times the first night to go 
potty (abnormal) & she had the liquids. I wasn't sure what might have been up with her. I gave her 
breakfast and noticed within the following two it became explosive and she was really straining to go. I 
immediately started her on a bland diet of chicken and rice, that evening got her some FortiFlora. She 
was thrilled to eat (loves chicken), however her symptoms didn't improve. Night time 12/18 it got 
bloody and at this point she was going out every hour or so I called the vet. Since she happily ate her 
dinner and was drinking water and was alert they didn't think that it was an emergency. 
I kid you not, I slept on the couch, with my shoes and coat on so we could sprint out to the grass when 
she needed. The next few hours it was every 15-30 minutes. At this point she started to decline, lost 
control of her bowels, wasn't able to tell me she had to go out and started to get drooly. I called the vet 
again and she advised at this point I take her to the emergency room. So at around 4:00am 
12/19/2023 that was what we did. 
She was admitted and aggressively treated for dehydration. The vet determined that her symptoms, 
timing, and onset, were consistent with what is seen when a dog ingests a bad bag of food. I don't 
recall the specific reference to what makes them sick, but it started with an A. 
We spent the day in an emergency vet while  recovered. It took several days for her bowels to 
normalize and stop bleeding. And TWO weeks on a bland diet while we worked to get her stools 
normal. 

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound
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I reported this to purina while we were at the vet and gave them all of the details. 
I reported it to my local vet at home, . 
I reported it to  which is the clinic we were at for her 8 week TPLO follow-up. 
I reported it to the cashier at Petsmart in  that exchanged the bag of food. 
Obviously reported to the emergency vet. 
Total spent on her care: $1400. 
Days without sleep: 3
Hours of missed work: 20.75
Purchased: Petsmart  
Exchanged: Petsmart  
Brand: Purina Pro
Line: Sensitive Skin 
Flavor: Salmon & Rice
Weight: 16lbs 
BBD: May 2025 
Batch: 33341085 1110L06 (the 6 could be a B) I have photos to be referenced. 
ISBN: 38100-17545
I have photos of everything related to the bag. I have my receipts. The vet notes. The vet bill. All of 
which have also been sent to purina.

EON‐558460 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan After feeding Purina dog would immediately throw up food within 30 minutes. She also had watery 
stool and was not herself. Sleeping more than normal like she was not feeling well. Tried to keep 
feeding it to her that entire day then stopped. Started giving her bland diet, chicken/rice to calm her 
stomach until better a few days later. After a few days, tried Purina again and same result.

2 Years Weimaraner Dog 52 Pound

EON‐558459 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina pro chicken and rice puppy under 
two

Purchased a new bag January 3,2024. Purina pro chicken and rice under age two. 
Both dogs on January 5 started experiencing diarrhoea. January 6th both dogs puked older dog that 
doesn’t eat the food as much puked once. The Dalmatian that eats it everyday two time a day puked 
three times. Sunday morning was lethargic No appetite. Later Sunday evening at 7:00 PM occurred 
with a high temp of 42. Was brought into the vet. 
Other dog has no temp but doesn’t eat that food as much since he’s on a different brand, but likes to 
eat the puppy food. 
Vet Confirm the high temp did blood test blood look fine. White cell count was a little bit high, but not a 
lot.

1 Years Dalmatian Dog 49 Pound

EON‐558458 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed 
Chicken and Rice Formula dry food

Throwing up food. Losing weight 18 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 48 Pound

EON‐558457 1/8/2024 7:29 Purina Pro Plan- Complete Essentials- 
Salmon & Rice

Acting a bit lethargic, has thrown up 3 times in 24 hours and now has diarrhea. 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558456 1/8/2024 7:29 Pro Plan Sport 30/20 Chicken and Rice 
Purple packaging

Dog started having seizures. She was 3 years old when she started having seizures. She had focal 
seizures or grand mal. I documented all of them. They started Dec 25, 2016

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558455 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina pro plan healthy weight Throwing up in the evening after eating dinner and all day 7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 125 Pound
EON‐558454 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice Extreme diarrhea for 6 weeks. Under went all kinds of bloodwork for potential poisoning and then a 

special GI poop panel to figure out what was wrong. Nothing about her changed but she was eating 
Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice and once we threw out the bag we’ve seen some improvement.

3.5 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐558453 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan adult sensitive skin and 
stomach

Suddenly started with very loose diarrhea and shortly after that started vomiting up the food even as 
long as 8hrs after eating at times and would vomit the food as if it hadn’t even been digested. Then 
started with a dermatitis skin infection and acid reflux. She has had numerous tests starting with just 
simple stool samples to bloodwork to much more extensive bloodwork to X-rays. A lot of different 
antibiotics, probiotics, injections, etc and switched from Purina a pro Plan adult sensitive skin and 
stomach to Purina Pro Plan hydrolyzed vegetarian which eventually helped some after much stomach 
heeling time as this all started back in July of 2023. She has since been on the hydrolyzed diet and is 
finally seeming to be getting back to normal. Just starting a new food and all seems well so far but we 
tried to transition her back to the PPP Sensitive skin and stomach a couple months ago thinking she 
was well enough to start adding it back in to her diet and she started all over again so we had to take 
her off of it again and this kind of validated that is was indeed a food issue. No recalls at the time so 
nobody thought too much about it but now my daughters dogs who’d also been on it for a while started 
with all the same symptoms. My girl was on this food for a year and a half with no issues before this all 
started and during all of this lost almost 10lbs. She also lost the desire to eat it when it places in her 
bowl as if she knew it wasn’t good for her. She is normally very food driven. I’m hearing a lot of other 
people complaining about like symptoms on this food so I figured it’s worth at least reporting my 
experience in case it helps others as well to get this problem under control and hopefully recalled so 
others don’t have to go through all of this or the few thousand dollars that were spent to get to where 
we are now with her.

3.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 61 Pound

EON‐558452 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan I purchased Purina pro plan for my dog at a Walgreens and started feeding him and noticed that he 
had become thirsty and panting. When I thought maybe I should change up his food the panting 
subsided however I returned to feeding him the Purina pro plan again in the morning he received half a 
cup and he received a quarter cup and within 5 hours he began to throw up convulse and died

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 28 Pound

EON‐558451 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

Horrible gas, gurgle belly, yellow diarrhea, food refusal 5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐558450 1/8/2024 7:28 Pro Plan Sport 30/20 Chicken and Rice 
Purple packaging

Dog started vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic temperature. taken to the ER vet said Gallbladder was 
enlarged, colon was sluffing. 
After she I had to euthanize I posted on facebook and had multiple private msgs from people I did not 
know saying that they had fed Pro Plan Sport and had similar symptoms. 
I have another Sheltie that started having seizures and had them for 3 years. After the above dog died 
I took all my dogs off of the food. The seizures stopped. Coincidence I don't think so. I will do another 
report I did not know I could file a report or I would have done it when my dog died.
I do not have any info on the food as it was over 3 years ago.

3 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 24 Pound

EON‐558449 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina ONE Indoor Advantage Natural 
Dry Cat Food with Turkey for Indoor 
Cats - 7lbs, Purina Pro Plan Complete 
Essentials Tune Entree- 3 oz can

My cat has been eating the same brand of food for 3 years. On Monday, January 1, 2024 my cat threw 
up and had some diarrhea. He didn't eat his dinner that night and was lethargic. He seemed to slowly 
be getting better and started eating again the following morning. However, on January 4, 2024, I was 
at work and my boyfriend was gone. When he came home he found my cat in a pool of urine and a 
large amount of food that he had thrown up with bits of wet food and dry cat food that was not fully 
processed. My cat was unresponsive and had already became stiff because he had passed away. This 
happened in a matter of hours from when I had left for work 10 minutes before 8am. He had passed 
away sometime before 11:30am.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐558448 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan  had been on Purina Pro Plan (Puppy under 1 year version) for three or four months with no issues. 
However, on or about December 15, 2023, we picked up a new bag of the same food from  
in  and she immediately starting having problems. She threw up the next morning and began 
having severe diarrhea and acted dehydrated and lethargic. She exhibited these symptoms for about a 
week and on December 22, 2023 we took her to the vet. The vet did some tests and prescribed her 
Hill's Prescription dog food and some other medication. The first day on the Hill's brand dog food made 
a world of difference. We knew at that time it had to be related to her Purina dog food, but couldn't find 
any information at that time associated with any problems or recalls. On January 4, 2024, we learned 
through a news article that other pet owners had experienced similar issues with the Purina Pro Plan. 
This confirmed for us that it was her old dog food that had caused her to become sick. We now have 
her on the Hill's brand and she is doing much better, however it was scary for us and did result in an 
expensive vet bill.

9 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 41 Pound

EON‐558447 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice 
Puppy High Protein

Fertility issues, lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, hair loss, stomach noises, ear infections, skin issues, 
itching, no milk production,

4 Years Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558446 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina pro lamb and rice adult We started  on Purina Pro lamb and rice to help with his allergies and skin itching in October 
2023. He started vomiting after eating. Became dehydrated at times. Went to urgent care and was 
euthanized on .

13 Years Bichon Frise Dog 16 Pound

EON‐558445 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice formula

We had switched to Purina ProPlan- The first bag was fine, However the entire second bag he was 
vomiting stomach bile intermittently a few times a week- that lasted approx a month, until I noticed 
there was blood in his vomit. I called the vet immediately that morning, and they advised to get a fecal 
sample- it was then I noticed he had loose stool that also had blood in it. The night before he also 
developed a food aversion and refused to eat that food. The vet had done a fecal test for parasites, a 
blood panel for organ function as well as an x-ray for any blockage and they all came back clear. The 
only difference was this specific bag of dog food. The vet prescribed a 3-week antibiotic, an anti-
nausea, as well as an anti-diarrheal. They started him on a prescription Royal Canin GI protocol and 
advised us to switch his food immediately and mix it with the GI food. He had lost 16 lbs within that 
month- month and a half time frame- Ever since doing so, he has been back to his happy healthy self.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558444 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed 
Chicken and Rice formula dry food

started throwing up and getting redness on her visible areas of skin. Very itchy, not 
interested in food.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 48 Pound

EON‐558443 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice

My dog was very sick from PPP sensitive stomach salmon. He'd been eating it for 5 years without 
issue until about late summer last year. It started with vomiting bile and mucous in the mornings and 
vomiting his food right after eating. Over a few months it got worse and he didn't want to eat hardly at 
all. It then progressed to bloody diarrhea and bloody vomiting. He was critically ill and we had him at 
our vet and the urgent care 3 times. Thankfully I did some research on the food he was eating and 
found all the horrific reviews on chewy's site and purina's site about dogs getting sick recently. I 
stopped the food and he's been on anti inflammatory diet since then after finishing several meds. He's 
doing well now thank goodness.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558442 1/8/2024 7:28 Purina pro plan lamb On February 21st he began throwing up and wouldn’t eat I had been feeding purina pro plan lamb for a 
month prior. He then had a seizure on the 22nd and I rushed him to the vet. They did blood work and 
found his kidneys were not functioning correctly and same with his pancreas. They started Iv meds 
and kept him at their office. On the  he deteriorated and had to be put to sleep. He was my best 
best friend and my ESA and I had him since he was born. I miss him so much. Prior to this his health 
was perfect!

8 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound

EON‐558441 1/8/2024 7:24 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin And 
Stomach Cat Food

Food started Thursdsy January 4th 
Cat found dead 

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558440 1/8/2024 7:24 Purina one Vomiting lethargic 7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound
EON‐558439 1/8/2024 7:24 Purina One Plus Large Breed Puppy 

Formula
We bought a new bag of Purina One for puppies and our dog became sick after eating it. Diarrhea was 
out of control

7 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 53 Pound

EON‐558426 1/7/2024 20:16 Purina Pro Plan adult Both dogs had stomach issues and eating troubles. Lots of diharreah and ultimately refusing to eat. I 
switched the food and it was immediately resolved. July-Nov 2023. It ook us awhile to diagnose that it 
was the food. Thought that they got into a stomach bug or ate something bad outside of the food.

5 Years Mastiff - Neapolitan Dog 150 Pound
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EON‐558425 1/7/2024 20:16 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach and 
skin
Lamb flavor, Purina pro plan complete 
essentials
Chicken and rice

I noticed my purina dog food, the chicken one, becoming very crumbly throughout the bags. How the 
bottom of the bag looked was all over the bag. This is when I noticed my dog doing a weird gaging 
thing shortly after eating. I even used chicken broth to help it not be so crumbly. Then he soon started 
to throw up, have diarrhea, pee in the house which never happens. He was having to go so much. 
After going to the vet we switched him to chicken and baby food to get healthy which he did. I then 
switched him to purina sensitive stomach to hope that would work. I was adding canned food to 
support his digestion. If there was no canned food he would end up getting sick. I have been checking 
for recalls or other complains about the food and I finally found what was happening to other dogs. I 
have now switched him to instinct dog food either permanently or until there is something discovered 
about this food. This has happened from the end of November till now in January that I have been 
dealing with a sick dog.

5 Years Collie - Border Dog 68 Pound

EON‐558424 1/7/2024 20:16 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers Chicken 
Feast in Gravy, Fancy Feast Chicken 
Feast Classic Pate

Cats are throwing up after eating Purina Fancy Feast cat food. New batch ws purchased two weeks 
ago of Fancy Feast gravy lovers and Pate. Cats have been eating this for a year with no issues. With 
last batch both 2 year old cats are throwing up everything in their stomachs about 1-2 hours after 
eating. Both cats are lethargic and sleeping a lot. Very unlike them.

2 Years Unknown Cat 55 Pound

EON‐558423 1/7/2024 20:16 Purina Pro Plan Sport Development 
High-Protein 30/20 Chicken & Rice 
Formula Puppy Food 24-lb Bag

Purchased Purina Pro Plan Sport Development High-Protein 30/20 Chicken & Rice Formula Puppy 
Food on 12/12/2023, and  has been having chronic diarrhea ever since. He had one instance 
where he had blood in his stool. I have taken him to his Veterinarian since he began having this issue, 
and his fecal sample came back negative for Parasites, Giardia, and Parvo. He is never left 
unsupervised inside or outside, is strictly on the kibble (no treats, supplements, or human food), but 
the issue persists. My parents own his littermates, feed them the same food, and are having the same 
issue. His littermates were taken to the vet this week, and their fecals came back normal as well.

3 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 37 Pound

EON‐558422 1/7/2024 20:16 Purina Cat Chow (blue bag) and 
Purina Naturals (green bag-smaller bag 
12 or 13 lbs)

Sudden death, unexpected following brief seizure type activity 5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐558421 1/7/2024 20:16 Purina Pro Plan 27/17 complete food avoidance, lack of hunger 2 Years Collie - Border Dog 72 Pound
EON‐558419 1/7/2024 20:12 Purina Pro Plan salmon and rice for 

sensitive stomachs
sudden onset of vomiting, excessive water intake, unsteady gait, glassy eyes
I rushed him to VCA  for evaluation

3 Years Basenji Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558418 1/7/2024 19:56 Purina Pro Plan Urinary Tract Health 
with Salmon

All three cats eat exactly the same food. All three cats stopped eating, threw up numerous times 
throughout the day, became lethargic, and were dehydrated and Nauseous. After receiving treatment 
with IV fluids and anti-nausea medication, they began to eat and the problem started all over again. 
The vet suggested removing the Purina Pro Plan food. The test results for  showed that she 
had ingested something toxic and had Pancreatitis. Once we switched the food the problem stopped 
for all three cats. They are still recovering with a low fat diet.

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐558417 1/7/2024 19:44 Purina Pro Plan 
Large Breed 
Chicken and Rice Formula

On January 1st  became ill with massive bouts of diarrhea and then within two day he started 
vomiting. I immediately withheld his food and began him on a chicken broth only diet. On January 4, 

 the smaller dog began pouring diarrhea out of her bottom and extremely lethargic. I started her 
on Zofran and withheld her food as well. Both had their first 1 1/2 cups of boiled chicken, chicken broth 
and rice this morning.  still had diarrhea but no vomiting.  is still having bouts of extremely 
loose diarrhea and exhaustion but doing better.

15 Months Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 115 Pound

EON‐558416 1/7/2024 19:44 Purina ONE SmartBlend True Instinct 
Tender Cuts in Gravy with Real Beef & 
Wild-Caught Salmon, Purina ONE +Plus 
Adult Tender Cuts in Gravy Healthy 
Weight Lamb & Brown Rice Entree, 
Purina ONE SmartBlend Tender Cuts in 
Gravy Beef & Barley Entree, Purina Pro 
Plan Veterinary Diets FortiFlora Powder 
Digestive Supplement for Dogs

My dog has had diahrrea, extreme itchiness, throwing up undigested food, and really bad gas Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐558415 1/7/2024 19:44 Purina One +Plus Vibrant Maturity Adult 
7+ Formula

We opened a new bag of Purina One dry dog food, the same kind that we usually get, and since then 
my dog has been very sick. He was throwing up yellow bile and then had yellow diarrhea. After taking 
him to the vet, we put him on a bland diet and tested for parasites but the test was negative. He is still 
sick a couple of weeks later. He is still having diarrhea. We haven’t been feeding that food to him but 
rather a bland diet.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558414 1/7/2024 19:44 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Beef and Rice Formula

For the last 2 years my dog has been having diarrhea problems. He has been seen by his vet 
numerous times for this issue. They have tested his blood and stool and have found no parasites but 
one of his blood levels was elevated. Over the last 4 months he barely eats and has lost 20 lbs. The 
vet didn't have any answers as to what was happening, they kind of thought he was depressed after 
his older brother died. He had to be put to sleep because of kidney/bladder issues. I had changed from 
one formula of pruina pro plan to another thinking that the food might be the issue but it continued to 
happen. I didn't realize the food could still be the cause until reading an article on others having issues 
with Purina pro plan. I am switching foods immediately.

7 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 106 Pound
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EON‐558413 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Dog Chow 
Complete adult 
Lamb Flavor, Purina ONE
Lamb & Rice formula 
Microbiome balance
16.5 pounds

My in-laws have a 7 year old female black lab named  they've had her since she was 5-6 
Months old. 9 Months ago they switched her dog food from the Pedigree brand to the Purina brand. 
They bought Purina Chow and when the P. Chow was out of stock they would get Purina One. In total 
5 months on the Purina Chow and 4 months on the Purina One. They just recently went back to the 
Pedigree brand and that is when they realized the food (Purina Chow & ONE) they were feeding her 
was making her sick.

Within those 9 months  slowly lost all her energy, became lethargic, always tired, started to have 
foul breath and get really bad plaque build up on her teeth(brushing her teeth did not help or change 
anything).  would constantly shed like she was changing out her winter & summer coat type 
shedding but all the time. Her fur lost all of its shine and oil, she had bad dandruff and always itchy.

Within two weeks of the food switch  had her energy back, started to show interest in playing 
again, followed everyone around the house again, running outside and begging to play fetch again! 
Within three weeks her foul breath started to go away along with the plaque buildup.

EON‐558412 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina one chicken and rice formula My dog was eating Purina pro plan and all the sudden started seizing. 7 Years Collie - Border Dog 52 Pound
EON‐558411 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina pro plan weight management 

chicken and rice with shreds
I opened a new bag of Purina pro plan, weight management with chicken strips, and after eating it, he 
throws up. He has not had this reaction in the past.

1 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 15 Pound

EON‐558410 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina pro plan essentials salmon and 
brown rice formula

I began feeding my cats purina pro plan essentials, salmon and brown rice formula. Within weeks, 4 of 
the cats had diarrhea, one of which included substantial blood. I took fecal samples and had my vet 
run PCR and DNA tests on 3 fecal samples - all came back negative for bacterial, parasitic, worms, or 
normal cat issues. The only thing that had changed was the food.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐558409 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan Salmon Dog is having major stomach issues. loud grumbling, he refuses to eat, and that is very odd. He never 
misses a meal time. This seems to happen once a week on the Purina Pro Plan Salmon flavor. Loose 
stole and diarrhea. We will be stopping usage of this food today. This seems to happen once a week.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558408 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina pro plan complete essentials 
shredded blend chicken and rice 
formula/purina pro plan adult weight 
management shredded blend chicken 
and rice formula

Recently, my dog  began rejecting her food and refusing to eat. (12/31/23) After trying for most 
of the next day to get  to eat, she began persistently vomiting all night. The next day she looked 
very weak and still refused to eat. again started vomiting as well as having loose stool. (1/2/24) 
On Wednesday morning (1/3/24) I called our vet immediately on my way to work and made an 
appointment for that day.  received subcutaneous fluids, a nausea injection, appetite stimulant 
and metronidazole twice a day for 5 days to help with stomach inflammation. I also have two other 
dogs who have also experienced vomiting and stomach irritation.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 77 Pound

EON‐558407 1/7/2024 19:41 purina pro plan adult sensitive skin & 
stomach salmon & rice formula

after feeding a mixture of  current pupply food & the new purina pro plan sensitive skin & 
stomach adult dry food, she began vominting & having diarrhea approx 3-4 hours later; this continued 
until 4a the next morning so we rushed her to emergency vet where they did xrays, bloodwork & 
evaluated her. she was given meds for nausea, diarrhea & also subcutaneous fluids.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐558406 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina ONE Plus Large Breed Puppy 
Formula -* The expiration date and lot 
number are both unidentifiable.

We got  in December, she was healthy, vaccinated and dewormed. For my own reasonings I 
prefer not to purchase Purina brands however, the breeder was already feeding  Purina One 
Plus Large Breed Puppy Formula. I did not want to disturb her routine by changing her home and food 
at the same time so I purchased a 16.5 pound bag. Day one, she ate perfectly fine. Around 12 hours 
later she has an upset stomach. Day 2, she refused the food but still drank water. Day 3, she ate very 
little. Day 4 she refused the food and the water bowl next to it. Thats when I found worm like bugs in 
the dog food bag.  developed a red rash, diarrhea, irregular breathing, became so weak she 
couldn't lift her head or use her hind legs, she's vomiting foam / slime, refusing to eat or drink, has 
frequent urination and had slight blood streaks in urine. This evening I purchased another brand of 1 
serving size soft food because she was on the verge of dying. I've been able to get her to eat a few 
bites and take a few sips of water but she is in very bad shape.  isn't just my dog,  is my 
family, she's like my child. I'm heartbroken and so is my daughter. Each day  is getting worse.

14 Weeks Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog 8.9 Pound

EON‐558405 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Beneful Incredibites Started giving  this food right around Christmas. This was a new food for him and wanted to get 
him something softer to eat. He gobbled it up and was fine with the first few cans. We also didn't give it 
yo him everyday in the beginning as he still has other dry dog food to eat, as well.Friday morning he 
was agitated would not stay asleep on the bed like he normally does.i got up and he was actively 
throwing up. He had threw up multiple times all over the house and had major diarrhea. He had not 
been previously sick and they have not been around any other animals or been anywhere in quite 
some time to have picked up anything. My 100 lb. Pyrenees ate a little boy of this wet dog food also 
and stares having diarrhea. We thought it may be the food but wasn't a 100% sure. I just saw an 
article about Purina food making dogs sick and causing death. I wanted to report this because I think it 
is this food. I am no longer giving it to them and they seem to be doing better.  tummy was 
making a lot of noise yesterday morning and he would not even eat part of my eggs, which he normally 
would gobble up. He did eat some cut up Bell pepper last night, so I am praying this is out of his 
system.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound
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EON‐558404 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan Performance 30/20 
Chicken and Rice Formula

I purchased a bag of Purina Pro Plan Performance food in the chicken and rice flavor off Chewy for 
 He has been eating this exact type of pro plan for 2 years now. After feeding him this bag for a 

week, he suddenly refused to eat and drink water on January 5, 2024. He also became very lethargic 
and had trouble walking. This all happened very suddenly. We took him to the emergency vet and he 
had to be hospitalized overnight on fluids as well as have multiple x rays and ultrasounds and blood 
work done. They found no tumors or anything in his abdomen that would cause such a severe and 
sudden problem, they determined it had to be something  had eaten. He had no obstructions in 
his stomach or bowels either. He was released from the vet after being stable and when we tried to 
feed him from that same bag of food, he sniffed it and walked away. Once again refusing to eat this 
bag. Our other dog is on a different type of pro plan and when we fed him that, he ate that food with no 
issues.

7 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 77 Pound

EON‐558403 1/7/2024 19:41 Friskies Crunchy and Tender Screaming out pound then vomiting, lethargy and depression. The oldest was on his literal death bed 
and I stayed up giving him fluids.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐558402 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach salmon and rice formula

I switched  to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and stomach Salmon and she started having 
diarrhea, vile smelling gas, and loud gurgling in her stomach. I initially thought it was just from starting 
a new food. After a couple weeks she started refusing to eat every 3-4 days, vomiting 1-2 times a 
week, and a soft stools and occasional diarrhea. After finishing a whole bag of the food she still had 
these things going on and I noticed dry flaking sores on her skin. I saw some people online talking 
about this food causing their dogs to have the same symptoms and immediately stopped giving her 
this food. After less than a week on a different non Purina brand food she now has more energy, no 
diarrhea or vomiting.

5 Years Whippet Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558401 1/7/2024 19:41 Pro Plan puppy I got  when she was 4 months old. Within that month she started getting diarrhea. She had major 
bouts of it on and off until for a couple months . She only had one large bag of pro plan and that was 
about in May at Petsmart when we got her. She still has these issues on and off. Never had this issue 
with her prev owner who fed her a different brand.

1 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558400 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina pro plan beef flavor She has been throwing up every day She eats Purina pro plan. 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound
EON‐558399 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan complete essentials vomiting chunks and then vomiting whole food back up. Was sent to ED by vet who had to open up 

her stomach to find it severely inflamed. Now had to switch to prescription dog food-but remains on 
Purina Pro Plan (HA/prescription diet)

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐558398 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan LiveClear Sensitive skin 
and stomach formula

Switch from Iams Healthy Adult to Purina Pro Plan Live Clear sensitive skin and stomach. Slowly 
added 1/4 to 3/4 for a month, then 1/2 to 1/2, 3/4 to 1/4, and fully by mid November. I have two cats, 
one refused to eat it, so if he didn’t eat I would put out the old food. He did not get sick. After fully 
switching,  began vomiting after every time he ate. So after a few days of fully being on the 
Purine Pro Plan he started vomiting every time he ate. Before that he did vomit intermittently, but I 
attributed it to his stomach adjusting. After a few days of vomiting, I stopped the pro plan and switched 
back to Iams Healthy adult. He immediately stopped vomiting, but wasn’t eating as much as usual. 
The first week of December he was hiding, and he’s typically a very social cat. He then seemed to 
have a couple days of acting like he was a little better, eating more, coming out more, so I waited to 
bring him in thinking he just had a lot of changes with his food. On December 7th we came home from 
work and he was walking weird and drank some water and threw up. Brought him to the vet Dec 8th, 
his kidney labs were high and his calcium was high. Due to the high calcium they felt it could be 
cancer, though did ask a lot of questions about the food changes. He also could barely walk, so we 
opted to put him down on . After I thought more of the food, spoke with a friend whose cat was on 
Purina Pro Plan and also having similar symptoms, then a cousin’s dog got sick the same time frame, 
it made me search more into the food. I have seen hundreds of posts with cats and dogs becoming 
sick in the same time frame, all on Purina Pro Plan. I also read that animals affected by their prior 
recall with high vitamin D levels in their food had vitamin D toxicity, and high kidney labs, high calcium 
levels.

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐558397 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan adult sensitive skin & 
stomach small breed formula

Around 8am the morning of December 29th, my dog  began throwing up. She had been 
getting her Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and stomach for small dogs food as normal, this bag of food 
was received by a Chewy.com order on 11/24/23.  threw up somewhere between 10-15 times, 
beginning with a food-colored liquid throw up and ended with bile/spit throw up. After about an hour, 
she was done throwing up and slept most of the day (not eating any food that was offered, even plain 
rice or pumpkin puree). Around 2pm the same day, my other dog  threw up 2 times, both times 
the vomit was undigested food.  eats Purina Pro Plan adult weight management food, however 
sometimes he gets bits of  food.
After this initial incident, both dogs have thrown up a handful of times (we did not keep track of when). 

 more often than  Most recently,  threw up on 1/3/24 in her cage overnight. This 
throw up was also food-colored liquid.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐558396 1/7/2024 19:41 Purrina Pro Plan For Sensitive 
Stomachs and skin

I have been feeding my dog Purrina Pro Plan and the year 2023 he has been very sick with stomach 
issues. I have taken him numerous times to emergency vets, his vet and specalist. He has been 
experiencing voimiting, dirreah, blood and mucus in stool. Depressed, lethargic and no energy. Also he 
has been losing a lot of weight. A specilist did a sonogram and found fluid in his intestines. They tell 
me he is dying. He was put on a prescription dog food and the dirreah and voimting has stopped and 
the noisey stomach. The summer 2023 I took him to an emergency vet because of the stomach issues 
and he was also having trouble with his muscles. He drinks alot of water but still shows signs of 
dehydration. Please help so I can hopefully save my dog and other dogs that are sick

7 Years Weimaraner Dog 81 Pound
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EON‐558395 1/7/2024 19:41 Hill's Prescription Diet Liver Care L/D 
Chicken Flavor

Roughly in November,  was doing well. More active, alert, etc. She suddenly started declining. 
She was refusing to eat her food. She would smell it and then walk away but she was interested in 
eating other food because she would try to take her brother's, which we wouldn't allow.  has 
always had a strong appetite, so this was alarming. She began to become unbalanced, was having 
difficulty walking, vomiting, and head pressing. She was so lethargic. This after I opened a new case of 
food from Chewy. I ended up contacting Chewy and shipping the remaining cans back to them. We 
visited the vet and got some medications to try and help. I also got different cans of food from 
Petsmart. She started to do better. She was extremely alert, playful, and eating chicken and rice per 
doctor's orders. On Dec. 8th, I opened a can of food and after two serving from this can, these 
symptoms of not being able to walk well, pacing the house, head pressing and lethargy began again. I 
took a photo of the bottom of the can and picked a different can with different numbers. Within two 
days she was back to normal. On 1/5, I opened a new can of food. After two servings, she began 
showing the symptoms (head pressing, pacing, difficult bowel movements, unbalanced and lethargic). 
I then looked at the bottom of the can and the numbers were almost identical to the last can this 
occurred with. I immediately opened a different can and began that can last night. She ate her dinner 
and breakfast and I can already tell she is starting to feel better. This problem started much earlier 
than the date I started making the connection. I had been bringing the dog in with the concerns and 
contacting Chewy because the dog was refusing the food and the consistency is never the same. The 
doctor listed is one that I saw during this at  but we saw many since we got 
ultrasounds, blood tests, visited an optamologist, neurologist, etc. I spoke to a female doctor that did 
her ultrasound when I mentioned the food again as a potential issue. She was going to speak to a hills 
rep.

11 Years Dachshund - Standard Long-haired Dog 15 Pound

EON‐558394 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Cat Chow Complete Both of my cats, including and starting with  a 2-year-old male orange domestic short hair tabby 
weighing 6lbs, started exhibiting unusual symptoms. Initially, they began vomiting, which I suspected 
might be due to hairballs, but highly abnormal for them, I hadn't seen any hairballs for over a year. The 
situation escalated as both cats refused to eat and continued vomiting, eventually bringing up foamy 
bile. Their bowel movements turned mucus-like and foul-smelling. Despite showing signs of hunger, 
they wouldn't accept treats or any food, and they also stopped drinking water. Their activity levels 
significantly decreased.

The issue began with  and then about 24 hours spread to the other cat,  leading me to 
consider an environmental cause. The only recent change was a new 15lb bag of Purina cat chow 
complete, opened 4-5 days earlier. Suspecting the food, I discarded it and began manually feeding 
and hydrating them. Remarkably, they recovered within 48 hours after doing so. I had plans to visit the 
vet the next morning, but they began eating and drinking again and retained their food. They made a 
full recovery within 24 hours of starting to eat on their own.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558393 1/7/2024 19:41 Pro Plan Adult Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Dry Dog 
Food

Fed Purina Pro Plan shredded essentials beef and rice. Opened a new bag (purchased from Amazon) 
on 9/17/2023. No other changes to diet or treats. On 9/18/2023  started having loose bowel 
movements and lethargy. On 9/19/2023  began vomiting blood and having liquid bloody stool. 
Was brought to the emergency veterinarian on 9/19/23 and was diagnosed with hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis. Was given IV fluids, and came home on numerous medications. Was seen by this 
regular veterinarian on 9/20/23 for additional fluids. On bland diet of rice and chicken. On 9/22/23 my 
other dog, who also had been eating the same food (Purina Pro Plan), began vomiting and having 
bloody stools. Was seen by her regular veterinarian on 9/23/23 and give Sub-Q fluids and anti nausea 
medications. I did contact Purina and report this incident.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558392 1/7/2024 19:41 Purina Pro Plan and Purina One is all 
they ate

On December 12 th 2023  started having trouble with walking and not eating. He would just fall 
down wherever he was. This was out of the blue and he has had no issues. We got him to the vet on 
the  and by that afternoon he was dead.

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558391 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina pro plan large breed Dog became very sick vomiting and diarrhea for over a week had to be hospitalized 5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 67 Pound
EON‐558390 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina pro plan Puppy sensitive skin and 

coat Lamb and Oat
Dog ate new bag of purina pro plan puppy lamb and oat for dinner woke up next morning and refused 
to eat any food or drink water and is extremely lethargic and experiencing bad diahrrea. She continues 
to reject food and water at this time.

16 Weeks Bulldog - French Dog 10.5 Pound

EON‐558389 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina pro plan complete essential 
shredded blend salmon and rice

For a little over 11 months now I have noticed  has lost interest in the Purina pro-plan salmon and 
rice shredded blend. Some days will sniff the food and walk away not eating for a whole day. Others 
he will eat it with hesitation and then have severe gas, loose stools,occasion vomit, and you can hear 
his stomach noise while digesting the food. His energy levels have drastically dropped, his weight 
fluctuating due to not eating some days, he has started licking and chewing his paws, and his coat has 
also taken a toll becoming dull, dry, and loosing hair. After consulting with my veterinarian and a 
number of vet tech friends who have mentioned the multiple other dogs suffering from the same 
symptoms as my pup we have decided to switch his food. He is still currently eating a he purina bc 
there is a transition process in changing food. I cannot have my boy continue to be sick like this. We 
have taken a break from search and rescue and deer tracking due to his issues and have put his AKC 
sports competing on hold.  was fully tested and genetically cleared for any health issues prior to 
all this happening. Please take this serious so no other fur babies become sickly or possibly die!

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558388 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina Puppy Pro Plan My golden retriever started to not eat her food and really had to be prompted to eat. She was put on 
the purina plan since she was a puppy, but started to not eat it as she got older. We tried to switch the 
flavor and it would help for a day but then she would do the same thing. It would also make her throw 
up sometimes. 

We finally switched to a totally different brand and have had no issues since. She eats great now.

9 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐558387 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina pro plan lamb and rice We have always fed him purine pro plan, but this last bag he began throwing up after every meal and 
then would not eat the food for 3 days. We offered it to him several times and assumed maybe he has 
an aversion. I gave him some canned purina pro plan and carrots hoping he’d get hubgry enough to 
eat his food but he never would. So We switched to ijams and had no problem, but when I gave him 
the purina again he threw all of it up. We ended up throwing the whole bag away and he’s doing well 
on ijams. We’re keeping a close eye on him. But now I’m reading all of this about purina— it must 
have been a bag batch.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 58 Pound

EON‐558386 1/7/2024 19:40 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Adult 7+ Shredded Chicken and Rice 
Dry Dog Food 34lb

We have used Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Adult 7+ Chicken and Rice for a few months. I 
recently purchased 2 bags. Both of our dogs are now experiencing diarrhea, especially the female 
mixed breed. No change in diet, no extra food, didn't get into anything, nothing abnormal.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558385 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina One Tire Instinct natural high 
protein with turkey and venison dry dog 
food. 36lb bag

Both dogs began having irregular bowel movements, upset stomachs, throwing up, and skin issues. All 
which cleared up after switching foods.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558384 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

3 cats aged 2.5 y/o being fed PPP Sensitive Skin and Stomach for 2 years started an acute onset of 
vomiting, diarrhea, and becoming excessively gassy the past 2 weeks. No prior changes regarding diet 
or environment. All issues resolved once switching to Hills Science Diet.

2.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐558383 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula

 has been using this food for about 1.5 years now, recommended by her Vet after she finished 
puppy food. She recently has been vomiting sporadically and experiencing food eversion. These 
symptoms have not been severe enough to take her to the vet. But, this most recent bag of food she 
will not even eat and we had to buy a different kind of food.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 32 Pound

EON‐558382 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina One True Instincts Tender Cuts 
Gravy with Chicken Turkey Duck and 
Venison Flavors Wet Dog Food Variety 
Pack

on 1/6 I opened a new case of the Purina One True Instincts wet food. He has previously had this 
food. He was fed 1/4 can in the AM and the rest of the can in the PM. Overnight, he became sick with 
vomiting and diarrhea.

12 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 28 Pound

EON‐558381 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Lamb and Rice

 has been on ‘Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Lamb and Rice’ since bringing him 
home at 10 weeks old. He has done well up until about 2 weeks ago. First  began vomiting 
regularly, which progressed to severe diarrhea and becoming extremely gassy. He began turning away 
his food which is very abnormal as he is highly food motivated, and following his symptoms 3 cats 
owned within the same family began showing these same symptoms. Once diet was changed to Hills 
Science Diet all symptoms resolved.

7 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558380 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Large 
Breed Dry Puppy Food, Purina Pro Plan 
Adult Shredded Blend Beef & Rice 
Formula Dry Dog Food, Eukanuba Adult 
Large Breed Lamb 1st Ingredient Dry 
Dog Food

The timeline of this account begins in the 3rd week of November 2023. 
My first indication of something being wrong was in mid November after 2-3 days in a row of diarrhea. 
We were beginning to transition him from his puppy food (Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive Skin 
& Stomach Salmon & Rice Large Breed Dry Puppy Food) to adult food (a combination of Purina Pro 
Plan Adult Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food and Eukanuba Adult Large Breed 
Lamb 1st Ingredient Dry Dog Food). I attributed to diarrhea to the food switch and didn't think much of 
it. From that time until the end of November, I had noticed his interest and appetite for food waning, 
but again, had chalked it up to him just not enjoying the less calorie rich adult food. About this same 
time, he also began to sit differently out of the blue. He is normally very centered and square and 
began sitting lopsided and roach backed. On 11/28, he had some additional behaviors that were very 
out of the norm for him (growling at people, being uninterested in his toys or playing, etc.). By the next 
day he had absolutely no energy and he then refused all food and water from 11/29 - 12/6. 
I brought him into the vet on two different occasions. The first under emergency pretenses on 12/3 as 
he had not consumed water at that point in 4 days. At that visit, they did an physical exam, x-ray to 
check for blockages, and bloodwork. All came back normal. He was given an IV bag of fluids and 
some Cerenia to help with any nausea he may have been having and I was told to wait and see if that 
prompted appetite. It did not. Over the next couple of days his water consumption was limited to what I 
could syringe into his mouth. He otherwise was completely listless, no energy, and lethargic. He did 
nothing except lay and sleep. 
Our second visit was to our normal vet on 12/6. They re-ran bloodwork, screened for pancreatitis, took 
a stool sample, and gave another IV bag. They were able to get him to eat a few freeze dried liver 
treats at the appointment, but that was all. Later that day, I offered some eggs and he ate those as 
well. From 12/6 - 12/11 the only thing he would eat were ~2 scrambled eggs/day despite offering many 
other choices. 
On 12/11, I got desperate and bought three completely different/new varieties of kibble to offer him. As 
soon as I offered a brand called "FirstMate" he downed almost 2 cups. He has continued on that brand 
since.

1 Years Leonberger Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558379 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina pro plan adult chicken and rice 
formula

Dog eats ourina pro plan adult chicken and rice formula, had a seizure on 1/6/2023 3 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 47 Pound

EON‐558378 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Development Puppy Dry 
Dog Food - Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Salmon & Rice

Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Stomach is the cause. I have been giving my dog this food since 
getting him at 8 weeks. On Thursday, 12/28/23 he became lethargic and tired, not his fun playful self. 
He seemed out of it and exhausted. He then began to whine and cry all through the night and that 
night he began to have diarrhea. He then began to need to relieve himself from uncontrollable diarrhea 
every hour throughout the night. He was able to keep water down, but no food was able to be 
maintained. This continued over the weekend and Sunday 12/31/23 he began to vomit water and food 
until he could barely stand on his own. A vet visit was made on 01/02/24 in which the vet put him on a 
"bland diet" with chicken and rice and numerous ant-nausea/anti-diarrhea medications. On 01/03/24, I 
switched the food to "Fresh pet food from Costco" and  appears to be going back to normal now 
that he is off the Purina Food. upon doing further research I have read hundreds of complaints of this 
Purina Pro Plan Dog Food due to the dogs having the same symptoms of my dog.

6 Months Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558377 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina pro plan shredded chicken and 
rice

Started food and dog became very itchy. Kept getting worse lost hair and severe itching also vomiting. 
Switched door to the skin and allergy but could not stop the itching.

8 Years Beagle Dog 43 Pound
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EON‐558376 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan My 2 dogs have been eating Purina Pro Plan for several yrs without any problems. Approximately a 
month ago I noticed they both had diarrhea and my older dog  was refusing to eat. The younger 
dog  (4 yrs old) was still eating but was then eating grass and throwing everything up. At that time i 
decided to make their food (boiled chicken, rice and vegetables)to settle their stomachs…I did that for 
about a week and then started incorporating the Purina Pro Plan back into their diet. Again they both 
have been having digestive issues and my older dog seemed sick and lethargic. I took him completely 
off the kibble and he seems to be doing better. Today I took  off the Pro Plan as well as I was 
concerned it was making them sick.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558375 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Lamb and Rice

Began vomiting and having bowel problems when eating his food. Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and 
stomach

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 76 Pound

EON‐558374 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina kit & kaboodle My cat loves to eat this specific brand since he was a kitten. I had use other brand, and he had 
diarrhea. 
I bought a 22 lbs bag in Walmart of kit & kaboodle. As soon as that very day he started to have 
symptoms as thirsty 
a lot of urine, loss of appetite. He was eating to much lately, so I thought It could be diabetes or some 
kind of toxicity symptoms as high levels
of vitamin d. I wanted to wait , I cant afford a vet right now. Started to regulate his food with a time 
dispenser machine. It's been more than a week, he tried to eat from my food and I know he doesn't 
like it. He was desperate to eat by at the same time he doesn't touch his food. He started to look weak 
, and sleeping more than usual. Decided to buy other cat food, he ate it all, it was about 4 cups of dry 
food. At that very moment he started to have a better shape and mood. I will take it to the vet, but I'm 
pretty sure that that food wasn't good this time.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 5 Kilogram

EON‐558373 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina pro plan veterinary EN He got super sick wouldn’t eat and was extremely dehydrated 5 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
EON‐558372 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina One Plus Digestive Health 

Formula Chicken
This particular bag of dog food made dog have diarrhea followed by days of vomiting until dog food 
was taken away and subbed for other food.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558371 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult - Chicken and 
Rice

We received a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice and  started throwing up 3-5 times 
a night. She refused to eat, was very lethargic, shaking, etc. The emergency vet didn’t find an 
obstruction or anything visible that would cause this.

Pug Dog

EON‐558370 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina dog chow I opened a bag of Purina dog chow and fed my dogs some ...my older dog hardly eats so he didn't fall 
very ill my younger dog eats a lot and he became very ill throwing up and severe diarrhea for almost 
three days he was sick ...until I figured out the only factor that had changed was a new bag of food ....

4 Years Unknown Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558369 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials My dog refused to eat for more than 3 days. During this period she was vomiting and had diarrhea. 
She has only eaten pro plan and has never had any health problems before this. She became so weak 
so could barely climb the stairs and was unable to jump up on the bed. The vet ran extensive tests and 
was unable to find another medical issue. I stopped feeding pro plan and began feeding home-cooked 
food only. She returned to normal. I returned to feeding pro plan in November. She continues to have 
periods where she will refuse to eat it and has gas, diarrhea and fatigue. After reading online that other 
Rottweilers have experienced similar symptoms on pro plan, I will immediately discontinue feeding this 
product.

5 Years Rottweiler Dog 94 Pound

EON‐558368 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach 
salmon

Started this food and immediately she had liquid diarrheas for days and acted like she didn’t feel well. 8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558367 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina ProPlan Puppy Chicken and Rice 
Formula

After buying a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Puppy food in early November, my puppy began having 
diarrhea and vomiting. This resolved after vet put her on a different prescription food. When I tried to 
slowly
reintroduce the Purina food back into her diet and wean her off of of the prescription food (at my vet’s 
direction), she resumed vomiting and diarrhea. This was resolved again by discontinuing the Purina 
food. I reported to Purina but they provided no resolution. Bag was purchased from Amazon.

8 Months Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558366 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Dermatologic  health was fine other a little age-related arthritis. He became suddenly sick with diarrhea, 
dehydration, lethargy, and vomiting a week ago. His diet is a veterinary prescribed Purina Pro Plan 
Dermatologic. His symptoms still haven't resolved after over a week.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 77 Pound

EON‐558365 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina ONE Plus Healthy Weight High-
Protein Dog Food Dry Formula

Was feeding Purina Pro Plus Healthy Weight,  could not hold anything down. He lost his bowels 
viciously and could not stop throwing up. He had diarrhea and would pass it almost every 10 minutes. 
There would also be blood in his stool. We switched to their normal Purina Pro lamb and rice, 
expecting it to be better for him, and it was somewhat. His stool became more solid but he has just 
been overall weak.

7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 190 Pound

EON‐558364 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets OM 
Overweight Management Dry Cat Food

We ordered the Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets OM Overweight Management Dry Cat Food to help 
with Theo losing weight. Within a few days he started scooted and constant diarrhea in which the vet 
gave us pro-pectalin to help with diarrhea. We gave him this and it didn't work so I took him off the 
food and within a few days, the diarrhea stopped. During the time taking the food, he definitely was not 
himself and just wanted to sleep and started drinking a lot. Once off the food it took a while for him to 
at least stop the diarrhea. He still drinks a lot of water but at least he seems to be better.. We called 
the vet and told her we stopped the food and went back to his regular food.

9 Years American Shorthair Cat 18 Pound

EON‐558363 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Pro Plan Performance 30/20 
Salmon and Rice Formula All ages

7 out of 10 dogs had a combination of the following symptoms:
Vomit, lethargy, diarrhea, and loss of appetite.

Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog
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EON‐558362 1/7/2024 19:36 Purina Dog chow We have feed Purina for 20 years. One of my male boxers started throwing up. We thought maybe 
something didn't agree with his stomach. Maybe he got into something. Then my female boxer that 
was due to have puppies went into labor about 3 days early. The first 2 puppies she had were dead. I 
have never experienced anything like this before. We took her to the vet because something wasn't 
right. They gave her a c section. She had 8 puppies left inside of her. They were dead too. The vet 
said the puppies were already decomposing in her body. It was extremely sad. The next day my 
female Boxer passed away. After talking to some other breeders they said they had the same problem. 
That's when realized it is the food. My other male Boxer had been throwing that food up. So we had 
started him on another food. Giving him eggs and other protein. My Boxer was very expensive and had 
already had genetic testing done, so I know she was very healthy.

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558361 1/7/2024 19:33 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach adult. Salmon and rice

I started him on sensitive skin and stomach purina pro plan adult and 1 week later had a seizure. He 
has never gotten a seizure before.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 56 Pound

EON‐558360 1/7/2024 19:33 Purina Pro Plan Bought dog a new bag of dog food, started giving it to him yesterday and now is vomiting. Has been on 
the same food for two years now and just now starting to get sick from it. Appears fatigued and more 
tired than usual.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558359 1/7/2024 19:33 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Turkey & 
Rice Formula Adult Dry Dog Food 33 
lbs.

vomiting and diarreah 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558358 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina beneful originals Dog has been vomiting 4+ times a day, most of it with blood in it. Has also had bloody stools. He is 
lethargic, shaky, and weak.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558357 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula 31 
lb bag

Received new bag of dog food from Purina store through Amazon late December 2023. Initially gave 
food as usual and both dogs vomited and had diarrhea throughout house. Discovered today when 
scooping out food for bowls that middle of bag was wet, filled with white mold and had several 
maggots wriggling in food. This bag has been stored in my dry garage. It was not left out. I opened box 
and put it in my garage within 10 minutes of delivery. Amazon box bag came unharmed and normal 
looking; does not appear to have been mishandled during shipping.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐558356 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large 
Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice

Our dog recently switch to the Purina Pro Plan Specialized Large Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach, Salmon & Rice, about a week ago. On the day of the event, we put  in 
his kennel and not even 20 minutes later he was having a seizure in his kennel, this seizure lasted 2-5 
min. We rushed him to our local vet where they did testing and everything looked normal. Our vet does 
not know exactly why he had a seizure but recommended we go get him an MRI, which we will. He has 
not had a seizure yet, but it’s only been less than 24/hrs. I believe the food is the cause of his seizure 
as that is the only thing we changed and he did not consume anything that could cause it.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 76 Pound

EON‐558355 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Beef & Carrots Entree

We received Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Beef & Carrots wet food via Chewy monthly 
autoship subscription on 12/15/23. We fed it to  in the evening and she ate only half of what she 
normally eats. She vomitted during the night and had multiple diarrhea. I took her to a vet 20 miles 
away as she was the only vet I could find who was available to see  in the morning of 12/18. She 
got anti-nausea, appetite enhancer, and GI prescription food but still did not eat for 5 days and 
continued to have diarrhea for over a week. She usually weighs 8 pounds but lost 2 pounds in the first 
3 days. I started force-feeding her on day 5 out of fear of her organs starting to shut down. She 
gradually started eating on her own and seems to have pulled through and continued recovering but at 
one point, we thought about euthanizing her. Thank god she made it. I'll be reporting on , 
another cat of ours got sick at the same time, separately.

18 Years Siamese Cat 6 Pound

EON‐558354 1/7/2024 19:32 Darwin's BioLogics Beef Recipe with 
Vegetables for Dogs and 
Darwin's Biologics Turkey Recipe with 
Vegetable for Dogs

I received my first order from Darwin' Natural Products on Thursday, January 4, 2024. I gave my dogs 
the Beef Recipe with Vegetable Lot No. 10131 Mfg Date 12/06/2023 raw dog food and followed the 
directions. Both my dogs vomited the food up within 30 to 40 minutes. Both have diarrhea. I contacted 
the Darwin's customer service via telephone and email. I was told by Anna Aubrey, Customer Service. 
She asked me to send photos of the vomit which I did. Also to give just a tablespoon of Darwin's food 
alone not mix with the kibble they usually eat which  my Pom has been eating for four years. My 
other dog  that is two years old also got sick from Darwin's same batch. Both vomit and have 
diarrhea.

4 Years Spitz - German Pomeranian Dog 10 Pound

EON‐558353 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina One smartblend natural dry dog 
food with chicken & rice

Started vomiting after eating, which got worse overtime. Became very lethargic and seemed unwilling 
to move. He usually patrols our land.

3 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558352 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina pro plan chicken flavor  started with some vomiting. She then started with a lot of diarrhea until she became 
dehydrated. She started becoming lethargic and unable to move. She was taken to the hospital where 
they could not figure out the problem. They put her on a few different medications and has been eating 
a all natural diet since.

2 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 29 Kilogram

EON‐558351 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach - Turkey and Oatmeal

I have been feeding my dog purina pro plan sensitive stomach/skin - turkey and oatmeal flavor for over 
a year. Never had any issues and she’s always done really well on it. Out of nowhere she started 
acting lethargic and refusing food. She’s still feeling the symptoms as I was just giving her the food not 
thinking that was the issue. We took her to the vet and they cannot figure out what is wrong with her, 
everything on her labs look good. She is refusing to eat food unless I give her some tasty treats or 
chicken. She’s always acted very food motivated and has always been very hungry. This is very 
unusual for her and we have recently found out that other people are having issues with this food.

2 Years Retriever - Curly-coated Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558350 1/7/2024 19:32 Pure Balance Pro Beef and Chicken He was up all night with the runs and vomited 5 Years Schnauzer (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound
EON‐558349 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina pro plan puppy for sensitive 

stomachs
My pup has been on purina pro plan since November 2023. He stays tired all the time. Sleeps the 
most I ever seen. He has puked a hand full of times and also has had lose stools. His urine is dark and 
he goes to the bathroom way way too often. He at one point after Christmas didn’t even want to eat his 
food. We have changed his food and he seems to be doing better on it.

5 Months Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐558348 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan For Puppies Large 
Breed

I had bought a brand new bag of dog food that was the exact same type of food my puppy had been 
eating since she was with the breeder as a puppy. She really didn’t start having any reactions until this 
bag. She had a bad case of diarrhea on and off for months. It was watery and she couldn’t even hold it 
in she would just start pooping. She got on anti-diarrhea meds that would help firm her stool a little bit 
but ultimately once we stopped taking the meds the diarrhea would come back. And this wasn’t just 
diarrhea it was just liquid and she would go 6-7 times in the span of a couple of hours. However once I 
stopped feeding her the purina she was immediately better. I was feeding her purina pro plan puppy 
food for large breeds and even just stopping and switching her to chicken had solved the problem 
quickly.

7 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558347 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina one plus small breed adult 
formula

My dog started having explosive diarrhea and pain since November after eating Purina one small 
breed , after stopping food she was fine . Was on food for 2 yrs

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐558346 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Beef & Carrots

We received a case of 24 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Beef & Carrots canned food through 
Chewy.com monthly autoship subscription on 12/15/2023.  ate the first can from the case in the 
evening, and over the night he threw up and had a sever diarrhea the next moning. He did not eat at 
all for a day and a half and gradually started eating again on the 3rd day. He continued to have 
diarrhea for over a week but his appetite started to come back and he is eating normal now. I believe 
his illness was due to the food as our other cat (  ate the same food at the same time and became 
ill at the same time.

10 Years Egyptian Mau Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558345 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Beef &Rice 
Formula

Diarrhea for multiple days leading to vomiting multiple times in a single day before emergency care. 
Was given fluids and xray, no sign of blockage and bloodwork was clean. Given an anti nausea 
medicine afterwards

1 Years Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558344 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina One lamb and rice formula Dog was fed purina one lamb and rice formula. Dog went from 50lbs to 35lbs within a week and a half. 
Trouble getting around, wouldn't eat or drink, really lethargic. Took the dog to the vet to find out he was 
in late stage renal failure, everything else was health with him. Great heart and great lungs.
We ended up having to put  down that day and couldn't figure out why he had gone from a 
completely health dog showing no symptoms of age to renal failure within a couple days.
My wife was scoping the dog food for another dog a few days after and found all this "mold and 
fungus" growing on the dog food at th3 bottom of the bag which was stored in a dry location.

11 Years Collie - Border Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558343 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina pro plan sensitive Adversion to food , vomiting , poop in stool , diarrhea, lathargic 3 Years Weimaraner Dog 65 Pound
EON‐558342 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin/Stomach Bought a new bag of purina pro plan sensitive skin/stomach as we have for 2 years. Our dog has 

never had a reaction until shortly after eating a handful of this dog food. Later that evening he had 
severe diarrhea, lethargy, and overall poor health. This lasted 48hours.

Poodle - Medium size Dog

EON‐558341 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina one chick and rice formula. Lethargic, vomiting, diarrhea for the last 36 hours 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound
EON‐558340 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive 

Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Large 
Breed Dry Puppy Food

Since 7 weeks old was feeding Purina one large breed puppy shredded chicken. Was having gassy 
issues and on and off pooping issjes but nothing to warrant a vet visit until November 16th 2023 she 
has bloody stool and some diarrhea. Taken to my vet who did Fecal and blood test which all checked 
out. She did show on xray her bowls been full of gas but nothing too crazy at the time
Was told could be a protein allergy. We then immediately switched her over to Purina Pro sensitive 
stomach salmon and rice. Now as of 1/4 she has had massive diarrhea and weakness. We have 
stopped this food and placed her on a bland diet. I fully believe Purnia is responsible for these issues.

9 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558339 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina pro plan 
Salmon and rice
30/20 Beef and Bison

Vomiting for 3 days. Diarrhea for 2 weeks 11 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558338 1/7/2024 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach With Probiotics Large 
Breed Dry Dog Food 35 lbs.

Both dog experienced vomitting and uncontrollable diarrhea. Lost in weight in male dog. 3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558336 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Digestive 
Health Large Breed Dry Dog Food 
Chicken and Rice Formula

We started a new bag of the Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed chicken and rice flavor on Wednesday 
12/20/2023. Starting the next day our dog proceeded to have diarrhea which progressed to straight 
blood on 12/24/2023. He was admitted overnight at the veterinary hospital for fluid and medications. 
He had no obstruction and this was attributed to gastritis. The timing was alarming for the new food 
start.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558335 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina pro plan 7+ complete essentials 
morsels in gravy

I started feeding my dog Purina pro plan complete essentials 7+ then she had a seizure and she's in 
good health and has never ever had one. I wanted to change her from hills science to Purina but it's 
giving my dog a seizure

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐558334 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina Pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

Food: Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon and rice formula
sku: 38100-17552
best by: Feb 2025
Manufacturer information: 32241083 2348L09

Onset of symptoms seems to be roughly 16-24 hours

Troubleshooting:

Mid/late Dec:
Pet started having extreme upset stomach (gurgling), vomiting (including small amounts of blood), 
diarrhea including bloody specks, starting in the middle of December after opening a new bag of food

12/30/23: Potentially contaminated food was removed and pet placed on bland diet of boiled chicken 
and rice

12/31/23: Pet seemed to recover from vomiting and stomach gurgle

1/1/24: Diarrhea subsided

1/4/24: bland diet was maintained 12/31/23 - 1/4/24

1/5/24: small amounts of Purina was reintroduced to pet for breakfast ~09:00 and dinner 18:00 (under 
1/4th cup per meal)

1/6/24: Pet started experiencing stomach gurgle, excessive drooling and vomiting ~04:00

1/6/24: Pet has been taken off Purina and placed back on a bland diet, will reintroduce to another 
brand of food while this is being looked into.

11 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558333 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina Pro Plan Small Breed Chicken 
and Rice Formula

 has been eating purina pro plan chicken and rice formula since e brought him from the airport. 
He randomly and suddenly developed hives after eating his food. We are still dealing with them and 
had to take him to the vet today for an allergy shot. He has been eating this since he was a baby with 
no issues.

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐558332 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice, 
Purina Pro Plan Senior Dog Food With 
Probiotics for Dogs Shredded Blend 
Chicken & Rice Formula

My dog started experiencing extreme diarrhea in early September. I took her to the vet where they ran 
parasite tests which came back negative. She was put on a mild diet and given diarrhea medication. 
The diarrhea started up again in December. She was taken to the vet again, where another parasite 
test was given and bloodwork was done. It was also discovered that she lost 10lbs in 3 months. These 
tests came back clear and it was determined that the food was the issue. We are still in the process of 
transitioning her diet.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558331 1/7/2024 19:28 Purina pro plan Purina pro plan - I think they switched their formula ? She had it before and was fine and then the 
shape of food was different and she puked every day until we threw it away and started her on A New 
food

Also this form is not phone friendly at all - guessing it impacts how many actual reports you receive

Retriever (unspecified) Dog

EON‐558329 1/7/2024 19:24 Purina Pro Plan prime+ adult 7+ Heard a loud thump, and then he wailed louder than I've ever heard. I got up to check on him and he 
was laying on the floor. He was breathing very heavily, his mouth was open and his tongue was 
hanging out, and he was drooling. It was really scary and I thought I was going to lose him. After about 
an hour, he seemed to be better. I took him to the vet the next day. The vet gave him a regular exam, 
but couldn't tell me anything more without doing expensive test. An x-ray and an ultrasound were 
offered, but I'm on disability and so both of those options are way too expensive.

19 Years American Shorthair Cat 12.11 Pound

EON‐558328 1/7/2024 19:24 Purina Pro Plan Dog throwing up, having diarrhea and bloody stools 1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
EON‐558327 1/7/2024 19:13 Purina proplan veterinary diets HA 

hydrolyzed, Purina proplan adult 
sensitive skin&stomach salmon

Dog is on Purina pro plan vegetarian hydrolyzed dry dog foo(for gastro issues) with a mix of Purina pro 
plan salmon sensitive stomach and skin. He was doing great with the mix had no diarrhea or redness 
around mouth once we switched to this diet and 2 days ago started noticing a blister under his mouth 
and he itches like crazy and pops it then it bleeds and now today 1/7 he has not been able to hold his 
bowels he’s has bad diarrhea and can’t even go 30 mins without having to go. The blister under his 
chin is back to being a blister and around his mouth and blister is very red. Hes never had blisters 
before

2 Years Siberian Husky Dog 48 Pound

EON‐558326 1/7/2024 19:13 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Chicken and Rice

Dog became lethargic and vomited after meals a total of 7 times over 2 days after a new bag of food 
was opened and she had eaten from it for about a week. Discontinued food after second instance of 
vomiting after a meal.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 31 Pound

EON‐558325 1/7/2024 19:13 Purina Cat Chow (blue bag) 22lbs
Purina Naturals (green bag) 12/13lbs.

severe illness following death of other cat - began same day 1/03/2024
lethargy and decreased food/water intake following by listless and low fever by day 2
sought emergency veterinary treatment on 1/04/2024, with very little indication of defined illness-very 
high fever 105, received some medications
followed up with regular veterinarian the following day (1/05/2024), ran battery of tests (fever 102.5), 
bloodwork is really messed up but no known definitive causes or diagnosis could be given

1.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐558324 1/7/2024 19:13 Purina pro plan I've been giving this food to my dogs for years now, and I noticed that after purchasing a new bag 
about 4 days ago, they've been lethargic, my older dogs have diarrhea. I just recently read the reports 
on the recalls and was surprised as I had been doing extensive research on which food to feed my 
dogs and purina pro plan was supposedly one of the "good" ones. Upon reading the article and seeing 
that it did intact affect my dogs health I will immediately stop feeding them this food, but the money 
wasted and possible vet visits are costly. I urge you to discontinue this brand in its entirety as it has 
been an issue for decades despite newer products coming out.

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 82 Pound

EON‐558323 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina pro plan adult large breed 
shredded blend chicken and rice formula

I purchased a bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult Large breed shredded chicken and rice formula from pet 
smart in  a couple of weeks ago. My dog will not eat the food. I noticed it had white 
specs on the chicken pieces. Upon further investigation every piece with the white spec is a worm. A 
live worm. The bag was sealed and placed into an air tight container upon opening. Has not been 
exposed and is inside my house. Some people are reporting adverse reactions with purina so I 
became suspicious when the dog wouldn’t eat it. Today is the day I saw the worms.

EON‐558322 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina Pro Plan After eating the dog food she vomited, started having diarrhea and has become very lethargic. She 
now will not eat the food at all.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558321 1/7/2024 19:12 Friskies Seafood Sensations Cats became lethargic, could not stand, motor issues. After vet care, cats were very wobbly and would 
walk.in circles. It took two weeks for them to act a little normal. They almost died from this awful food.

2 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558320 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy We used to give Purina Pro Plan large breed puppy dry food without any issues but in the last few 
months (since August 2023) our dog has been getting diarrhea when given this kibble. It goes away 
when this kibble is stopped. We have now tried 3 different bags. We have now stopped this kibble.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 72 Pound

EON‐558319 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina pro plan puppy large Breed 
formula

 has been on Purina Pro Plan Large breed food for the past 4 months. After the purchase of the 
newest bag on 12/22/2023 she developed diarrhea. There have been no other changes in her diet. 
The symptoms have continued for the past 3 weeks only combated by changing her to a bland diet of 
chicken and rice.

6 Months Newfoundland Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558318 1/7/2024 19:12 Wellness CORE raw rev high protein Prior to switching to this food, she was amazing, playful, happy, had normal bowel movements nothing 
alarming. I switched her and my other three dogs to this food a little less then a year ago, two of my 
dogs started eating this food as puppies as soon as they could eat solid food, they were all okay at 
first. I’ve seen some questionable pieces of food come
Out of the bags in the past, but I figured maybe it was normal since they say they use “raw dried 
turkey” so I let it go. They ate it and slowly,  mainly, and my other dog  started acting not 
normal at all for starters their feces had become constantly awful, anywhere from water to soft serve 
ice cream textures. They had like uncontrollable bowel movements. I thought I was doing them a favor 
by switching to a more “healthy” expensive food.  and  have exhibited unnatural and scary 
behavior example:  couldn’t even stand up, eyes
Glossy, she would try and walk and just fall over, almost as if she was poisoned. I took her to the vet 
and they couldn’t identify what was causing it. They ran tests and still couldn’t come to a concrete 
answer for what it was. Her tongue would hang out of her mouth and she wouldn’t move.  on 
multiple occasions as well has acted the same, pale gums, lethargic, labored breathing, can’t stand, 
walking side ways, glossy eyes, I thought they were going to die. I couldn’t afford the vet visits but I 
had to their my babies. I didn’t think it was the food until today,’today I poured out the end of one bag 
into a bowel, and found TWO extremely noticeably moldy pieces, one clump
With white and black mold, and another with dark black mold. The bag says good until 11/12/2024 I 
knew after seeing this it was an issue and it was the dog food. After reaching out to
The company, I did some research to see if anyone else had this issue and in fact they did some had 
bugs some had large patches of mold. Now I am questioning all those pieces of food I originally 
questioned but thought it was “normal” it wasn’t.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558317 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina Pro Plan Started  on another Purina brand of dog food and he was doing fine on it, but now he has 
refused eating it completely. We have tried other foods as well and he just refuses to eat. He used to 
be so excited to eat.

22 Months Coonhound - Treeing Walker Dog 53 Pound

EON‐558316 1/7/2024 19:12 Kitten chow Have only ever fed my cat Purina always because it has been the safest bet and the best price. Over 
the last few months I have had two die and 4 become lethargic and have intense diarrhea and 
vommiting. Took to vet and tested negative for any possible problems for all 6! The food was killing 
them that was the only answer. I am now down two cats and have 4 very sick and fighting for their 
lives. This food is contaminated to the extreme and needs to be recalled . This is not fair to us these 
are our babies

4 Months American Shorthair Cat

EON‐558315 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult 
Chicken Flavor

She started vomiting, which lasted three days, and was extremely lethargic. We went to the vet and 
her liver values were off the chart high.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 39 Pound

EON‐558314 1/7/2024 19:12 Purina Pro Plan Weight Management My cat was on some sort of pain and was almost paralyzed. He wouldn’t move. He stopped eating and 
drinking and was barely functioning.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 17.11 Pound

EON‐558312 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina peopling sensitive skin and 
stomach

 had very loose stool and was unable to hold his bowels for any length of time. The diarrhea 
started after opening a new bag of purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach on 12/20/2023. The 
stools would
Improve when  was taken off the food and given rice, but as soon as the food was reintroduced 
to him it would start again. I switched to a new food on 1/2/24 and the problem has since completely 
gone away.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558311 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken and 
Rice

 has been having a lot of GI issues after starting purina pro plan. Patient has been having 
vomiting, nausea, and diarrhea issues for a couple months now.  has also had food aversion for 
kibble. I have taken him to the vet multiple times about this issue. Now he is having excessive 
drooling.

10 Months Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 53 Pound

EON‐558310 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach After starting Purina pro plan- my dog had severe vomiting, diarrhea, and lethargy without other 
reasoning. Dog refused to eat the food most of the time and was in stomach discomfort. We assumed 
it was a sickness until other people in my life had complaints of their dog doing the same thing with the 
food. After ending food consumption- dog returned to normal.

7 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐558309 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Salmon and 
Rice Formula

We opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Shredded Blends Salmon and Rice, and about a 
week into feeding the new bag she began to have liquid diarrhea. She did not eat anything else, she 
did not get into anything, she wasn’t vomiting, and was acting normal otherwise. We did a week of 
250mg metronidazole and proviable capsules, but she still had really loose stools. At this time we did a 
fecal with giardia test, this test was negative so we did another week of 250mg metronidazole, 
proviable, and added endosorb. We also opened a different bag of Purina Pro Plan Shredded Blends 
Salmon and Rice. After this round of medicines and the food change, her diarrhea finally went away.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43 Pound

EON‐558308 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 
salmon and brown rice

I have been feeding  purina pro plan sensitive stomach salmon and brown rice for 1 year no 
issue. Starting in November 2023 my dog stopped eating and became lethargic. We took her to the vet 
and theyvsaid everything seemed fine but when we got her blood checked her pancreatits test came 
back positive and she wouldn't eat. She would walk up to the food smell it and stick her nose in it and 
try and bury it and walk away. She would eat treats just fine but wouldnt eat her purina pro plan 
sensitice stomach salmon and brown rice. We ended up switching to anither dog food brand and she 
ate that up normally and we havent had any more issues.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐558307 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan complete essentials 
shredded blend lamb and rice

I ordered a bag of Purina Pro Plan from Chewy.com. the lamb formula. Within a week of feeding it to 
my dog he vomited everyday. I had to take him to the ER TWICE He was very sick.

Poodle - Miniature Dog

EON‐558306 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach

Dog began having diarrhea and on day three quit eating the food entirely. Was seen at the vet and is 
now on digestive care, food, and two medication’s.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 7 Pound

EON‐558305 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan dry First pet died of liver failure 
Second pet died  liver failure 
Third pet died  Pancreatic issues
We are absolutely devastated

91210 Years American Shorthair Cat 9197 Pound

EON‐558304 1/7/2024 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach 
Salmon

Our dog has been struggling with stomach issues off and on for a year while on Purina Pro Plan 
Salmon. It gets better and then it returns right back. He has bloody diarrhea and extremely loose 
bowels. Unfortunately he’s beginning to look unwell and we have finally pin pointed it to his food. It’s 
the middle of the night right now and our boy is very sick. We are switching to another dog food but we 
really think something is really wrong with this food. Before this our dog was full of energy and life and 
now if he goes a day without this it’s a miracle. His most recent bout started right after Christmas. He 
has awful diarrhea and sometimes throws up bile.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound

EON‐558303 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

Vomiting, diarrhea, no eating or drinking for 3 full days. Just opened a new bag of food, my other pup 
eats a different type of food and she is fine.

10 Years Pug Dog 17 Pound

EON‐558302 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Friskies extra gravy pate with 
tuna in savory gravy

Of my five cats some had either or both vomiting and diarrhea 14 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558301 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Pro Planned Shredded Chicken 
& Rice Adult

Bought a bag of Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice. Started having horrible diarrhea, the shakes, 
excessive drooling, etc. I stopped the food and started him on home cooked chicken, rice and broth. 
Recovered. Gave him another cup of Purina and all the symptoms came back only worse. 

I have seen the other horrible reviews on websites like Chewy and will not purchase this brand 
anymore. I hope that the FDA stops this to prevent more illness and death. I also hope they'll look into 
dog food in general because all of the reviews for many brands are terrible now.

3 Years Spaniel - Cocker English Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558300 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Pro Plan Salmon He has been in and out of the emergency vet for fluid buildup in his stomach. He ate some thing and 
his stomach is seized and will not absorb any water or food.

2.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558299 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Pro Plan large breed shredded 
chicken

Our 2 year old AKC registered and pedigreed Bernese Mountain dog got sick and passed away in less 
than 30 hours of being sick. December 9th (a Saturday), approx 4 am I let all of our dogs out to pee 
and also noted the Bernese produced stool. Later at 7 am I went down stairs to let them out again and 
feed them. At the time I thought there was urine on the floor, I thought it was odd since I let them all 
out 3 hours prior, but didnt think much more of it. We have a total of 3 dogs, all different breeds and 
ages. I fed all the dogs as usual that morning and all of the dogs ate their own food. the 2 smaller dogs 
get different food than the bernese. 2 pm that same Saturday, My husband and I were watching TV 
when the Bernese was in living room and suddenly vomited brown fecal smelling stomach contents. 
This was a projectile vomit and large amounts of emesis was on the floor. The dog up to this point had 
not acted any differently. After this incident we let the dog outside. And again the dog is not acting 
differently. Later in the evening, we attempt to feed dogs again, now the Bernese is not eating his food. 
Approx 9 pm it was noted that he again had Emesis and loose stools. This happened 2 times in short 
period of time. In our rural area we are limited on emergency veterinary care especially in the pm 
hours. Our plan was to take dog to vet the next day if no improvement was made over night. The next 
morning the dog is very lethargic but still able to walk on own accord, with encouragement. At 11 am 
the dog walked down a flight of steps to laundry room where we were assessing him, feeling his 
stomach and thinking about if there was ANYTHING this dog got into. We came up empty handed. We 
called vet and after deciding options we were ready to take him to local vet for assessment. In the time 
that we were on phone with vet, his breathing became rapid and he was unable to hold his head up or 
have control of his tongue. We got him in back of car and he passed shortly before leaving driveway. 
This dog has been eating the same brand of food his whole life, starting with the Purina pro puppy 
fomula but had graduated to the purina pro large breed food for more than a year. Also noted we have 
a fensed in back yard and had no access to any other dogs other than our other 2 that lived with us.

2 Years Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558298 1/7/2024 19:01 Purina Pro Plan 
Under 1 year
Puppy
Shredded blend

Stomach upset, vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, ear infections 5 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐558297 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan bright minds 7+ We purchased the bag at a local pet store. From the first feeding our dog didn’t want to eat it even 
though this is the food we have always fed. He would sniff it and walk away and occasionally come 
back to take a few bites, but would over all shun it. He ate it for dinner one evening and and by that 
night he has explosive diarrhea. Two mornings later he ate the whole bowl and within 30 minutes was 
throwing up. He has only ever thrown up one other time in the 6 years we’ve had time. After his 
change in behavior about the food, and the symptoms after eating the food, I contacted Purina and 
gave them all information. They took all the numbers from the bag and I submitted photos as well. I 
still have this bag in case they wanted a sample to test, but have since bought a new bag and have 
had no issues.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558296 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry Dog Food

 started vomiting once a day for the last 2 weeks. I began supplementing food w/ rice which 
seemed to help. Vet recommended we get omeprazole 20mg 1 a day for 2 weeks. It has not helped so 
far. It’s been a little over a week. Feeding regularly appears to be the only solution and supplementing 
with rice.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 88 Pound

EON‐558295 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed Puppy 
Under 2 Sensitive Skin & Stomach - 
Salmon and Brown Rice

My dog has been on Purina Pro Plan for quite a few months now, probably 6 months. He would have 
diarrhea about once a day but within the last week to a week and a half, he has had nonstop constant 
diarrhea with no control of his stools. The diarrhea is very mucousy and severe. We recently took him 
to the vet to learn he has protein, wbc, and rbc, in his urine as well as very swollen lymph nodes in his 
abdomen. His fecal sample is currently being tested at an in depth external lab. He has also lost three 
pounds in this time.

11 Months Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558294 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Dog Chow Dog began having seizures 2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog
EON‐558293 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive skin and 

stomach. Lamb and Rice small bites
Vomiting, diarrhea and weight loss. Dog has been fed almost exclusively pro plan dry food most of her 
life. Occasionally science diet. She had only had pro plan in 2023. The symptoms started in November 
2023. Vomiting multiple times a day. She lost 15 lbs between November and December. We removed 
the dog food on 12/20/2023 and put her back on science diet. The vomiting has completely stopped, 
and she is starting to put some weight back on. Recently seen an article about possible issues with the 
food and advised to report her symptoms in case something was wrong with food.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound

EON‐558292 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Variety Pack

Cat became violently ill after consuming this product. Cat had severe vomiting and diarrhea for 24 
hours. Took the cat to the vet & was told that no medical issues seem to be the cause. Fed the cat the 
same food (a new can) & he became violently ill once again. Food was withheld until the vomiting & 
diarrhea resolved. The 3rd day cat was fed the same food (new can) & once again cat became very 
sick with vomiting & diarrhea. After waiting for symptoms to resolve, a different brand of cat food was 
given & cat has had no further sickness. There is clearly something very wrong with this cat food.

10 Years Snowshoe Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558291 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach for Large Breed Formula. 
(Name is also written in French.)

Opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, Sensitive Skin and Stomach (large breed) on 12/28/23. 
Ordered from Chewy.com. A few days later, our dog seemed lethargic, I thought maybe it was due to 
his canine influenza booster also given on 12/28. He also seem to have a bit of a cough. I even called 
the vet to discuss if the booster could be causing this and he said no.

He also urinated much longer and more frequently than normal for at least several days. His blood test 
results at his annual physical in September were all normal. 

Most noticeably, when I opened the bag, the smell was disgusting. It smelled like rotten, salmon and 
cigarettes. It was so bad that I checked the expiration date on the back of the bag which I have never 
done before. We were out of food and so I put it in my dogs bowl and he ate it. A few days later, it 
went untouched until 3 PM. He ate it for approximately six days and has been more lethargic this week 
since starting this Purina dog food bag.

After I learned that hundreds of others have experienced vomiting, diarrhea, elevated liver and kidney, 
leading to death, and others who have opened bags that smelled horrible, I immediately stopped 
feeding him the Purina pro plan and have switched to a different kibble. 

Comments I have read include that this did not happen right away, but after several weeks of eating 
the dog food. One person reports very high levels of metal as determined by the Kansas state vet lab. 

**Based on the extremely nasty smell, this is not normal, and there is clearly something wrong with this 
food! 
I have notified Purina, and have not received a response, and have also spoken with Chewy, Call 
Center representative, who was opening up a ticket to investigate the batch of food. 
I do believe this warrants an immediate investigation to determine what is causing the death and 
illness of so many dogs and cats. 

Please help! Thank you!

8 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558290 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Salmon and Rice I purchased a brand new bag of Purina Pro Plan Salmon and Rice dog food from Amazon. I opened 
the bag and fed a couple of scoops of food to my dog that evening. By morning he had gone diarrhea 
downstairs which he has never done before and vomited as well. I let him out and he vomited and had 
diarrhea again. He must have vomited at least 8-10 times that day and probably had diarrhea at least 6-
8 times. This went on for 3 days straight and he was very lethargic until I took him to the vet to be 
evaluated. The vet did blood work, and Xrays. She also gave him anti nausea medication. The next 
day which was the 5th day he started to feel better. I really thought that I was going to lose him.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 125 Pound
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EON‐558289 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Dog Food 
With Probiotics for Dogs Shredded 
Blend Beef & Rice Formula (47 Ibs.)

I purchased a 47 ib bag of food that contained bugs. I then took it back to the store and changed it out. 
My dog has been throwing up.

Shepherd Dog - White Dog

EON‐558288 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Large Breed Formula

Since eating from the newest bag of food (that he had been on for over 1 year), started getting 
diarrhea throughout the night and occasional vomiting. General mood of dog has been unchanged, 
aside from some small decrease in energy. Immediately switched to a homemade-bland diet and 
diarrhea has lessened, but some vomiting still occurs.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558287 1/7/2024 19:00 Purina Pro Plan adult complete 
essentials
Chicken & carrots entree
Lot # 33061159 L4AG72216

Severe gas & bloat. Unable to keep food down. Throwing up to the point of clear vomit. Diarrhea 
bloody stools, then just blood. Lack of appetite. Severe dehydration. Took her to the vet for 
dehydration and meds to calm stomach convulsions. Vet ran labs and check for parasites, did 
sonogram, found no abnormalities. We switched dog food and symptoms have cleared after 8 days. 
She is still recovering from loose stools. Have not used the same Purina brand dog food . still have 
batch of cans unopened.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound

EON‐558286 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Beef 
and Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

Poodle rotated thru different brand kibble every 3 months of different brands, vet recommnended 
Purina Pro Plan. Obtained PPP from Chewy.com and slowly introduced into diet being mixed with 
previous kibble. About one week into change, dog started having mild diarrhea. Once fully changed to 
Purina Pro Plan Beef/rice, diarrhea became more pronounced and sometimes very marked unable to 
hold. Continued for two weeks while feeding PPP. During the first week, added Pumpkin to diet to help 
firm stool with no success. Went into second week fully on PPP and diarrhea continued with no 
resolution in site. Vet advised to continue to add pumpkin and come off PPP. PPP removed 
immediately from diet and changed to alternate brand not Purina. Within a couple days, stool more 
firm and normal

2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558285 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Proplan Chicken and Rice Both of our dogs (one husky and one lab) got terrible diarrhea following their feeding of a newly 
opened bag of Purina Proplan.

Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐558284 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan
Adult Large Breed
Chicken and Rice Formula
XL Bag

Our dog has been ill over last several days in the morning. Eats breakfast and vomits shortly after. 
Sluggish throughout day. Rebounds and will eat but sometimes not interested (normal behavior is he is 
bouncing to eat).

5 Years Bullmastiff Dog 125 Pound

EON‐558283 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina one lamb and rice formula After starting on new bag of Purina one lamb and rice dry dog food my dog started throwing up and 
having diaherria. Some water diarrhea with blood in it.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐558282 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina pro plan adult dog dry food  has recently started throwing up and is currently laying around and shaking.  has not 
wanted to eat much.

15 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 16 Pound

EON‐558281 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Large 
Breed Dry Puppy Food

I received a bag of Purina Pro Plan Development Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Large 
Breed under 2 Dry Puppy Food on 12/24/2023. On 12/27/2023 my dog began vomitting, having 
diarrhea, and not wanting to eat. I took my dog to the vet on 12/3 after the symptoms had not resolved 
and my dog had to undergo emergency surgery due to bloat. Prior to this my dog had no health issues 
and was completely healthy. This all transpired after feeding the bag of dog food.

1 Years Setter - Irish Red Dog 62 Pound

EON‐558280 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Within 2-3 hours after consuming,  would throw up and the food was not digested, it was coming 
up whole. After switching to a different brand today, no adverse reactions were noted

5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐558279 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina one true instincts Venison Pet vomits when eating new bag of food Greyhound Dog
EON‐558278 1/7/2024 18:56 PURINA PRO PLAN PUPPY 

SENSITIVE STOMACH AND SKIN
PURINA PRO PLAN PUPPY FOOD - After feeding her the food, she has been vomiting and tired a lot 
more with diarrhea

8 Months American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558277 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina ONE Lamb & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

 was a 9 year old male Newfypoo who ate Purina One since he was a puppy. Suddenly in 
August 2023, he became very sick, didn’t eat, drastic increase in thirst and very lethargic. We took him 
to the vet and discovered that he had a large mass on his liver which caused liver failure and his 
passing. We thought it was an isolated incident but less than 5 months later, our 6 year old female 
goldendoodle, , who ate the same food, Purina One, became lethargic and stopped eating 
too. Her thirst drastically increased also. We took her to the vet and she had the same prognosis - liver 
failure. I can’t help but think this isn’t a coincidence. 2 dogs having to be put down within 5 months of 
each other. Different ages. Different breeds. Only thing consistent was the food and the end result - 
rapid onset and aggressive liver failure and having to be put down. And a devastated family. And an 
elementary school, because  has been a certified therapy dog for 5 years.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558276 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Small Breed Chicken 
and Rice Formula Shredded Blend

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan for over a year with no problems, then starting in November 
2023 she became consistently ill (primary symptoms vomiting, diarrhea, soft stool, and incontinence). I 
contacted the vet multiple times and all her exams & tests came back normal (no parasites, blockages, 
illness, etc). I paused Purina Pro Plan and fed her home cooked chicken and rice and her symptoms 
got better, and a week later I put her back on her standard Purina Pro Plan food, and unfortunately all 
her symptoms returned. It became clear the Purina Pro Plan was making her sick. Only after I 
removed Purina Pro Plan from her diet all together and switched to a new kibble did she make a 
complete recovery.

2 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 8 Pound

EON‐558275 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and coat 
salmon and rice

 started having focal seizures in September. She was fly biting and was constantly anxious and just 
seemed overall unwell because of it. She went to the vet and was given seizure medicine. This came 
from no where because she isn’t genetically predisposed to them or any other health issues. She has 
been eating this food since she was a puppy but the symptoms started around august or September. 
Since I heard the food could be an issue in December I swapped the food to taste of the wild and her 
symptoms are almost entirely gone.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558274 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken and 
Rice

Extreme diarrhea and vomiting. 4th day now 1 Years Terrier - Manchester Dog 22 Pound

EON‐558273 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan I mixed Purina pro plan chicken and rice dog food with another dog food. My doberman started having 
severe diarrhea. I have since stopped feeding him the Purina dog food. His stool is still a bit soupy but 
has started clearing up.

1 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐558272 1/7/2024 18:56 PURINA One Joint Health Chicken I found green beetles and larvae in the food and she had diarrhea and vomiting. The diarrhea 
eventually became bloody diarrhea. I have owned her for 5 years and she has never had an accident 
in the house of any kind until she got sick from this food.

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558271 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro plan complete essentials 
adult dry dog food

 was in perfect health prior to eating this dog food. She had been in to the vet and had her check 
up and was in good health. She began eating the Purina Pro health dog food, and 3 days later she 
was dead. On the third day we noticed she was lethargic and started throwing up. We took her in to 
the emergency vet a few hours later and they determined her body was in a state of shock such as 
they see if she had been hit by a car. Her body temperature was very low, and they had to do heat 
treatments for her. They also put her on an epinephrine drip to counteract the shock. After a few hours 
she seemed to be responding to the treatment and her outlook was getting better. Then her blood 
pressure began to increase, she had diarrhea and developed a cough. There was fluid in her body that 
they could not find the source to, and didn't have the resources at that time to try and locate. She 
began to pee and poop blood, and her lungs were filling up with more fluid which they also assumed 
was blood. We had to make the decision to at that time to put her down so she was no longer in pain. 
Our very first response when this began, was that it had to be from food. We tried to do some 
research, but nothing came up with the pro plan being an issue. Now we are seeing other reports of 
people having problems with this same food. If this food is the problem, please get this off of the 
market. Don't let anyone else go through this.

12 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558270 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan sensitive stomach There were multiple bouts of unexplained bloody diarrhea and lethargy. We could not figure out the 
problem because we just moved due to my husband being active duty and we had a new duty station. 
On this station we were told the water was not safe with mixed reports. We gave our dogs store 
bought water just like we drink but there were mix ups and tap water was given twice in 8 months. We 
assumed the problem was the water, but never put together that the problem lasted for months while 
on Purina Pro Plan sensitive stomach, which we switched the dogs to because they're original food 
was not available on island. My service dog of 12 years eventually passed away  from 
severe complications and the 2 year old pup kept having bloody stool and diarrhea. We have changed 
food after being notified of the possible connection and the problems have stopped. I am a military 
veteran with PTSD and my service dog is gone because I failed him, but the FDA and Purina failed me 
first! You knew and did nothing. I no longer live the life I did a few months aga due to my symptoms 
and I have no ability to just replace what is unreplaceable.  was my rock, he helped me be a stay 
at home mother after my service. He helped me feel safe at night and know my children were safe. I 
now suffer greatly as does my whole family, but we must press on because he is gone. He was in 
perfect health before we moved save for his one back leg. He was still full of life and had some years 
in front of him yet.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558269 1/7/2024 18:56 Hills science diet Became ill with diarrhea after eating freshly opened bag of Hill Science diet sensitive skin and stomach 6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐558268 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan Joint Mobility I wanted to report illness potentially associated with purina pro plan  purchased a few months ago. 
My dog experienced lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, and, decreased appetite. I brought her to our 
vet for a visit and testing where tests were inconclusive. 
Order #: PVOR201800966
UPC: 3810013666

American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐558267 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina Pro Plan complete Essential 
blend Beef and Rice Formula

I purchased a new bag of Purina Pro plan salmon for sensitive skin and stomachs for my dogs at the 
end of October 2023. On November 1st 2023 one of my dogs had pure bloody urine and was yellow 
with jaundice. We rushed her to her normal vet where they did lab work and began running tests. She 
was negative for UTI, kidney infection/stones, negative for lepto, etc. They checked the health of all of 
her organs. Kidneys, liver, everything and everything was healthy and in good shape. Her condition 
continued to worsen and we took her in to an ER 11/1/23 at about 11pm. More tests were issued and 
we were asked by the Dr seeing our dog,  if she had swallowed anything metal because her 
blood levels were high for metal and having metal toxicity could cause jaundice; to ensure she had not 
swallowed any metal we paid for a quick ultrasound at that ER and later paid for a more extensive and 
well rounded ultrasound that was done the next day at our normal vets office. 11/2/23  was kept 
at our normal vet for fluids and the second ultrasound. Ultrasound came back showing there were no 
obstructions or foreign bodies in her. When I picked  up 11/2/23 around 6pm (that’s when the vet 
closed) she could no longer walk, was completely yellow, and had trouble bending her front legs or 
keeping her head up. We rushed back to the first ER she was seen at and because they couldn’t figure 
out what was going on or what could’ve caused this, they had us take her to an internal specialist ER. 
They did give her a pain injection of Methadone before we left there. Fast forward, and we’re at the 
internal specialist ER where they’ve diagnosed her with IMHA but no idea what caused it. We didn’t 
think to mention the metals in her blood because it had been a crazy few days and she was on the 
brink of dying at this point. They broke our hearts by telling us she didn’t have good survival chances at 
this point and had us put money down for potential blood transfusions. We paid our girl  another 
visit (even though she wasn’t mentally with us anymore) and went him for the night around 11pm 
11/2/23. at approx. 5:30am we got a call that it was time to make the decision to say goodbye 
to our sweet girl. She started have neurological issues and seizures before we were able to make it 
there to say goodbye. 
I spent weeks dumbfounded as to why my perfectly healthy dog ended up dying in a matter of days, 
until I ended up seeing similar cases from people using the SAME food bought around the same time. 
Since then, I’ve connected with others still having the same issue with Purina products. There’s 
hundreds. I’ve tried reaching out to Purina with no luck with a response. Please take to heart what I’m 
telling you. I can provide  bloodwork and labs from all three facilities she was seen by.
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EON‐558266 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina ONE Natural SmartBlend Lamb & 
Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

 was a 9 year old male Newfypoo who ate Purina One since he was a puppy. Suddenly in 
August 2023, he became very sick, didn’t eat, drastic increase in thirst and very lethargic. We took him 
to the vet and discovered that he had a large mass on his liver which caused liver failure and his 
passing. We thought it was an isolated incident but less than 5 months later, our 6 year old female 
goldendoodle, , who ate the same food, Purina One, became lethargic and stopped eating 
too. Her thirst drastically increased also. We took her to the vet and she had the same prognosis - liver 
failure. I can’t help but think this isn’t a coincidence. 2 dogs having to be put down within 5 months of 
each other. Different ages. Different breeds. Only thing consistent was the food and the end result - 
rapid onset and aggressive liver failure and having to be put down. And a devastated family. And an 
elementary school, because  has been a certified therapy dog for 5 years.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 145 Pound

EON‐558265 1/7/2024 18:56 Purina One Plus healthy weight high 
protein

 was always very healthy and active. I decided to change  food to Purina One healthy 
weight on September 2023. A few weeks later she got up in the morning and was shaking her ears 
and head was tilting and she was in pain. So I took her to her vet on September 2nd and she took a 
look and treated her for double ear infections. After that she seemed a little better for a while but off 
and on I noticed her head tilting. Then on December 19th 2023 was awoken to  in pain moving 
around the bed every minute couldn't get comfortable she would not eat or drink anymore and had a 
high fever. So I rushed her to the emergency vet in . She cried out and yelped 
in pain as they checked her abdomen. She also is very dehydrated so they gave her a subwayquel 
pack which they insert with a needle in their back. We went home and about 3 hours later she started 
to get a lot worse quickly. We then went to our veterinarian and when he checked her eye as it wasn't 
functioning properly he said sadly there's no response to light she's going to lose that eye if we don't 
go in and do an emergency surgery to save it. He said with the infection and the head tilting and pain 
hey thanks it could possibly be a brain tumor which progressed very very quickly. So we sign the 
papers for the emergency surgery and it failed. The veterinarian kept her overnight and called me the 
next morning and said he was very concerned as the infection brain tumor went on to the right side the 
right eye and she would lose that eye also. He suggested a cat scan to look at brain tumor. The CAT 
scan could not be done until the next day as a mobile CAT scan unit would have to come up from 

. With the high cost of the CAT scan in the condition of  we had to make a 
horrible decision and she was suffering so much she could no longer move they tried to do it just X-ray 
and she just laid there no movement the pain in her head and her eyes was too much for her we could 
not bear it any longer. We made the awful horrible choice of putting her to sleep as she would not be 
able to make it until the next day anyway. I think it's related to the Purina dog food as she was perfectly 
fine before I started her on that food and then recently reading the stories of other customers saying 
the same exact thing I think it's totally related to the dog food.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 47 Pound

EON‐558219 1/6/2024 15:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult (Shredded 
Chicken and Rice)

I understand there are some concerns about some of the Purina Pro Plan dog foods in recent months 
causing illnesses in dogs. I am submitting this information not because I want to "pile on", but if there 
really is something to this, I want to make sure the situation I have had recently with my dog  is 
documented. 

 is a purebred Miniature Schnauzer, born Oct. 2022. I received him from the breeder when he 
was ten weeks old (January 2023). He is from a very reputable breeder who shows in AKC 
confirmation, is an AKC Breeder of Merit, is a member of the AKC parent club (American Miniature 
Schnauzer Club) and is a huge proponent of Purina Pro Plan foods. She had been feeding him Purina 
Pro Plan Puppy (Shredded Chicken and Rice), so I kept him on that food throughout his puppyhood. I 
should also probably mention that I am active in dog sports (agility, barn hunt, dock diving, fastCAT) so 
knowledge of canine nutrition, health, and safety is of greater concern for me than maybe an “average 
pet owner”, and I am also a member of the American Miniature Schnauzer Club.
When  was about 11 months old, around late September 2023, I started to switch him over to 
Purina Pro Plan Adult (Shredded Chicken and Rice). About three weeks later, on October 14, 2023, he 
inexplicably experienced his first cluster seizures and spent the weekend at an emergency vet so they 
could stop the seizures. Our vet started him on anti-convulsant medication (zonisamide) immediately, 
and  continued to eat the Purina Pro Plan Adult food. And of course, I spoke with the breeder at 
length about any history of epilepsy in his pedigree lines, and she was not aware of any history of 
epilepsy in those dogs. 
Two weeks later (Nov. 3, 2023) he experienced breakthrough cluster seizures despite having been on 
anti-convulsant medication and spent another entire weekend at an emergency vet trying to control the 
seizures.                                                                                                                                               
Our vet referred us to a neurologist that we saw about two weeks later where  received a 
complete exam including MRI and spinal tap to rule out anything specific going on with his neurological 
system; all tests were negative. The neurologist changed his anti-convulsant medication to 
phenobarbital; our vet agreed with the medication change. 
Right around that same time, I came to the realization that  seizures had all started soon after we 
had changed him to the Purina Pro Plan Adult food, and I immediately ceased feeding him that food.

1 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound
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He has not had the food since then.
He also has had no breakthrough seizures since that last incident in early November. 
In December, another dog breeder friend told me about some of the online reports about Purina Pro 
Plan foods causing seizures in some dogs, because she knew of my situation with  from the 
previous months. I understand it may be coincidental, and it may be because of his medication 
change, but the fact that his seizures stopped entirely since hasn't had the Pro Plan food anymore is 
certainly of interest. 
Again, I want to emphasize that I am not doing anything to bash the Purina Pro Plan product online, or 
"pile on" with complaints you may have already received, but I thought it is important that my case be 
documented in the event there is truly a problem with the product. Unfortunately, I did not keep food 
nor the bag and cannot provide specific lot information. 
We do not plan to discontinue  anti-convulsant medication at this time, however, if he is seizure-
free for a year or two we may try discontinuing the medication to see if the seizures recur. I am also no 
longer feeding him Purina foods out of an abundance of caution.

EON‐558218 1/6/2024 15:04 Purina Pro plan sensitive stomach My local  stopped carrying the brand of freeze dried kibble I use, so I purchased a 
bag of Purina Pro plan sensitive stomach as many other IS owners I know gave it good reports. 
I gave it to my pup mixed with what was left of her raw food in the evening and the next day she had 
the runs. As the day progressed she became lethargic and started throwing up. At first I did not 
connect the food to the issue and continued to feed it to her for a couple of days. She got worse, 
sleeping and lethargic , running stools, throwing up, did not have energy for anything but laying down. .
I took her off the food and switched her back to freeze dried raw and her health has been improving 
and she is getting back to normal.

11 Years Setter - Irish Red Dog 56 Pound

EON‐558217 1/6/2024 15:04 Purina beneful incredibites just for small 
dogs

Pets within a day of feeding purina products started repeatedly throwing up. And remained sick until 
the second day of being off said food. They are all doing better since discontinuing use.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐558216 1/6/2024 15:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Threw up yellow bile 2x, diarrhea 3 days- had accident in the house (has not had accident in 2.5 years 
until this incident)

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558215 1/6/2024 15:00 Purina Friskies Christmas day we noticed both cats hadn't been eating or drinking since the day before. Then came 
the vomiting and diarrhea. We took the cats to the vet and blood work came back normal. They were 
administered subcutaneous fluids, anti nausea meds and and diarrheal. After a few days they began to 
cautiously drink water and nibble on kibble. The food they had in common that was new was Friskies 
wet canned food. They are both indoor cats. No new plants were brought into the house. No other 
toxic things were identified.

12 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐558214 1/6/2024 15:00 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb and oatmeal formula

We opened a new bag of the Purina Pro Plan Senstiive Skin and Stomach food and  was 
extremely hesitant to eat it. We thought it. While odd, we convinced him to eat some. After a couple 
days of being hesitant to eat he stopped eating completely. We gave it a couple days, thinking he may 
be ill. He acted fine other than not wanting to eat. Then he started to have rear end weakness. I made 
a vet appt for both issues, not eating and the weakness. At first they thought it was arthritis pain 
causing the issues. He was put on gabapentin and nausea meds. The following day  eye 
started shifting back and forth and he lost coordination in his back end. We returned to the vet. He was 
diagnosed with vestibular disease. We started treatment. He refused to eat, was weak, had diarrhea, 
slept a lot, cpuodnt get his balance etc. We bribed him to eat the food the vet gave us, but it was short 
lived. He continued to go downhill and sadly had to be pit to sleep on .

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558213 1/6/2024 15:00 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

Opened a new bag of dog food and one week later he began having seizures daily. Sometimes 
multiple times a day

4 Years Bulldog Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558212 1/6/2024 15:00 Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult Beef 
flavor

I was feeding my dogs Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult Beef dog food that came in 44 lb bag, bar 
code 17800 10032. Best by date of May 2025 the printed code of 11084 0451L01.They started getting 
sick, vomiting, diarrhea, laying around. They acted like they didn't want to eat but when they did it was 
that dog food. After a couple of days of them being sick, I quit giving them dog food and made them 
chicken and rice to put them on a bland diet. After a couple days they stopped throwing up and I was 
only feeding them chicken and rice so I started giving them a little Purina dog food. Then they started 
getting sick again the same day they ate their dog food. So I took it away from them and made them 
more chicken and rice because I believe the dog food is making them sick and I'm throwing it away. I 
won't be buying Purina Dog food again!!! My dogs are my furbabies, they're not just dogs to me. I'm 
always with my dogs so I know for a fact that they haven't gotten into trash or anything else that would 
make them sick.  is my 4 yr old Basset Hound and  is my 8 yr old Pomeranian, the 
drop down box didn't give me that option. I don't know what kind of basset he is, I just know he's a 
basset. Thank you.

4 Years Basset - Griffon Vendeen Large Dog 47 Pound

EON‐558211 1/6/2024 14:36 I do not have the following information 
however I made reports to Purina with 
the bag information.

As a consumer, I have bought and used Purina for years. I currently have 4 doodles that I was feeding 
Purina Pro Plan to them until all 4
became deathly ill with vomit and diarrhea. I took my dogs to the vet spending hundreds of dollars in 
attempt to get my dogs well. I continued to feed Purina Pro Plan. After my dogs continued to be sick, I 
knew it had to be the food. I changed their food to Purina One however I continued to feed the 
remaining Purina Pro Plan to the strays outside, so they wouldn't go hungry. Once the food was almost 
gone, I found mold in the bag of Purina Pro Plan. My dogs were doing great on Purina One until 
months later, my dogs were sick again with vomit and diarrhea. I stopped the food immediately and I 
began looking for the problem and once again I found mold in the bag. As a consumer, I will never 
purchase Purina products again. I value my dogs health and I can not take the risk of my dogs health 
and lives.

EON‐558210 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina cat chow indoor hairball and 
healthy weight

Our cat developed a urinary blockage and suffered kidney damage and passed away a couple weeks 
after being switched to Purina indoor complete cat food.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐558209 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Puppy chicken and rice We started feeding Purina Pro Plan puppy in July 2023 … we experienced throwing up, diarrhea, not 
wanting to eat but seeming like they were starving any other time. One who has had an unexplained 
UTI back to back which has my vet stumped. She is peeing blood. All the symptoms have gradually 
gotten worse.

Spaniel - King Charles Cavalier Dog

EON‐558208 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult Indoor Hairball 
Turkey and Rice Formula

 began vomiting and not wanting to eat suddenly. She later was not acting like herself, not being 
as social with the family and sleeping more. She was seen the next day by a veterinarian for blood 
work and anti nausea medication and sent with some prescription GI food. After a couple days of 
meds and changing her food to a different brand she has made a full recovery.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐558207 1/6/2024 14:36 Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Salmon & Rice

 had an unexplained grandmal seizure on 12/12/23 that lasted approximately 5 mins. He was 
taken to the er vet. He had no previous medical issues and subsequent tests could find no other 
causes for the seizures. He has had several mild seizures since that time and he had another 
grandmal seizure on 1/3/24.  is a well bred working line GSD with no instances of history in his line 
of genetic issues. Suspect given the reports that it could be the food. He only eats Purina Pro Plan 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon and Rice.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 72 Pound

EON‐558206 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Adult with Probiotics Lamb and 
Oat Meal Formula High Protein Dry Dog 
Food 24-lb bag.

On December 23 I ran out of my kibble. Chewy had sent me a bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin 
and Stomach Adult with Probiotics Lamb and Oat Meal Formula High Protein Dry Dog Food, 24-lb bag. 
My both dogs had been on this before. So I decided I would give them this kibble as everything is so 
hectic during the holidays. At any rate they each had one bowl that night, the next day they had both 
morning and night. My 3 year old  then pooped in the house on the evening of Dec. 23. he 
doesn't normally do that. On the morning of December 24th he was passing loose stool, like soft serve 
ice cream. On Christmas Day I decided to give him just rice and chicken. He did not have a bowel 
movement all Christmas Day, Dec. 25. On the morning of December 26, his first bowel movement 
before food, was bloody and shapeless. I called the my Vet. because I was concerned, they were 
closed and referred me to their sister office, I was told by them to bring in a stool sample.  at that 
point was squatting in the yard, with I presumed the sense of urgency to defecate. He was however 
energetic and I brough him in within the next 45 minutes he went from a playful dog to hemorrhaging 
and crashing. We were fortunate enough to have an emergency Vet close by and carried him to the 
car. He came to but was weak, by the time I reached the vet we had him walk in, which he stood by 
the front desk and again crashed to the floor and blood was pouring from his rectum. The Vets and the 
team reacted immediately, carried him in and said he was going into shock. He was severely 
dehydrated from the amount of blood and diarrhea he was passing. If I had waited any longer he would 
have died.

3 Years Collie - Bearded Dog 67 Pound

EON‐558205 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Dog Food with Probiotics for 
Dogs Turkey & Oat Meal Formula

Started noticing lethargy and irregular stools within days of taking the new bag of food. Took stool 
sample to vet and no issues were found. Started researching and found many other cases of this new 
batch of Purina Pro Plan causing illness and death.

3 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558203 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach- Under One year

Purina beef puppy chow

Continues to have diarrhea after eating Puppy Purina Pro Plan. 1 week ago was the first time. Last 
night/today is still occurring

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐558202 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina proplan veterinary diet EN low fat 
wet canned dog food

Fed in the morning, stomach making a lot of noise. Got liquid diarrhea the next morning. Doesn't want 
to eat and still has diarrhea. Have had 2 vet visits, still unresolved

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 3.4 Pound

EON‐558201 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skim & 
Stomach - Salmon and Sweet Potato 
Recipe

My dog began having gastrointestinal distress upon receiving first scoop of Purina mixed with her old 
food. Then shortly after she began having diarrhea. The next day, I fed her another scoop of Purina 
mixed with her old food and she got diarrhea and gas within the hour. I returned the product 
immediately as to not make my dog ill any further.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 88 Pound

EON‐558200 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive 
Stomach and Skin
Salmon and rice formula

First, it started off as bladder accidents. He is trained fully to go outside but for some reason started 
having accidents inside. We took him to the vet, they prescribed antibiotics just in case it was 
something related to a bladder issue even though he’s a healthy 2 year old. Then, out of nowhere, his 
poop turned into diarrhea and turned almost neon orange. He had diarrhea and was also constipated, 
struggling to get anything out. When something did come out it was liquid and orange. He threw up 
every day. Our vet had no idea what it was. We took him off of Purina pro plan and fed him chicken 
and rice for the first 2 weeks during his recovery. We had to give him medicine every 4 hours and a 
supplement for his dehydration. After two weeks on chicks. And rice, we switched to hills science diet. 
He has made an almost complete recovery.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 51 Pound

EON‐558199 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina ProPlan Under one Year for 
Puppies

Chicken and Rice Formula

A few days after starting a new bag of Purina ProPlan 75 lb bag food for puppies my dog started 
having severe diarrhea. His behind ended up getting so swollen that he could no longer sit and he was 
crying constantly. I took him to the vet and they said it had to be something he ate that upset his 
bowels so much. After taking him off of the food I noticed his diarrhea subsided and his behind is 
starting to heal up. He is slowly recovering.

7 Months Collie - Border Dog 35 Pound

EON‐558198 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult
Complete Essentials
Shredded Blend/Salmon & Rice Formula

Diarrhea started one day after starting new bag of food. Dog was having liquid poops and needing to 
urgently run outside nearly every hour for almost 24 hours. The following day she was only needing 
outside every four hours. We switched to a plain chicken and white rice diet after speaking to her vet’s 
office on the second day when her stool had blood. She improved, and after a days of improvement, 
we tried the food again and she started having diarrhea again almost immediately. We will not be 
feeding her this food anymore, but wanted to report to prevent other dogs from getting sick. She is a 
young healthy dog, I am concerned an older dog with a weaker immune system would not have 
survived how severe the diarrhea was for  She has been lethargic but is on the mend now 
that we have stopped feeding her the Purina Pro Plan.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558197 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Our dog had a grand mal seizure. No history of seizures in family line, no previous indications of 
seizure disease or symptoms. We have fed Pro plan most of his life but switched to salmon for a 
different flavor.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 64 Pound
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EON‐558196 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Adult with Probiotics Lamb & 
Oat Meal Formula High Protein Dry Dog 
Food

On December 18, 2023  presented with loose stool and general gastrointestinal upset. This 
proceeded for several days and for the next 2 weeks he still had loose stool but it seemed to have 
been resolving itself.

On January 2, 2024  presented again with very loose stool and gastrointestinal upset. However it 
did not correct itself this time, instead,  produced Blood in his stool on January 4, 2024 which 
resulted in an emergency visit to his Vet where we immediately took him off Purina Pro Plan Sensitive 
Stomach and onto a bland prescription diet. As of the day of this report, January 5, 2024  still 
presents with bloody stool and diarrhea. 

We believe this issue to be linked, like many other dogs, to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach and 
Skin food that he had been eating. 

We have discontinued the food and would like it to be banned so no other dog has to suffer the way 
 suffered.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558195 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach

She got extremely sick vomiting and not eating or drinking 3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558194 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Chicken & 
Rice Formula Large Breed Dry
Puppy Food

diarrhea and vomiting from new bag of Purina PronPlan large breed puppy formula. Got better when i 
stopped feeding Purina.

6 Months Unknown Dog 33 Pound

EON‐558193 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina® Pro Plan® brand Dog Food – 
Specialized - Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
– Salmon & Rice Formula

Our dog was being fed purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach for 4+ years with no issue, in July 
2023 we received the new formula/branding of the food. The texture of the food changed, the smell 
changed. After just a week on the new formula, my dog began vomiting and became extremely 
lethargic. She would no longer eat the food. Ultimately our vet said to immediately stop feeding her 
Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach.

9 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558192 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina ProPlan Veterinary Diets
U/R Urinary Tract Ox/St

Came home on the 22nd to Bloody diarrhea all over the house. Continued and took to emergency vet 
on the 23rd. Provided fluids and meds sent home on gi bland diet. Got worse with vomiting,lethargic 
and uncontrollable blood dripping from her rectum. Went back to emergency vet and hospitalized over 
30 hrs for hemorrhagic gastroenteritis.

2 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 90 Pound

EON‐558191 1/6/2024 14:36 Pro Plan urinary diet canned. Pro Plan 
sensitive stomach dry.

When eating Pro Plan dry and/or canned, he has had diarrhea, and sometimes blood in the stool as 
well. I have stopped giving him the food, and he is better.

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐558190 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina Pro Plan 
Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend
Chicken & Rice Formula

For two days,  had diarrhea and on the third day, along with the diarrhea, threw up a white 
substance and refused to eat. We then immediately took her to the ER vet.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558189 1/6/2024 14:36 PRO PLAN DOG FOOD 
DEVELOPMENT PUPPY LG CHK/RICE 
47LB

Loose and bloody stool, vomiting, lethargy for following consumption of Purina Pro Plan Chicken and 
Rice food. Immediately after giving him food from the new bag of Purina, he began to show symptoms. 
He was taken to the vet and had to undergo x-rays to determine the cause. Additionally he required 
intravenous fluids due to the severe dehydration caused by the vomiting and bloody, loose stools. We 
were given medications to prevent consistent vomiting and bloody stool (estimated 13 times per day 
for over a week) and given prescription food. The issue was resolved upon changing from Purina Pro 
Plan. I am now seeing reports with similar symptoms following consumption of Purina Pro Plan which 
is why I am reporting the incident now.

1.5 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558188 1/6/2024 14:36 Purina PRO PLAN
Adult
Small breed
Petites race
Chicken & rice formula

Both dogs vomited, the other had diarrhea. 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558187 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina beneful healthy weight chicken Vomiting at least 3times a week the longer I fed him the food the more frequent the vomiting I changed 
his food to blue buffalo andthe vomiting has stoped

18 Months Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 80 Pound

EON‐558186 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ sensitive skin 
stomach

Vomiting, diarreah, stomach cramps 7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558184 1/6/2024 14:33 American Journey by Chewy Grain Free 
Turkey and Chicken Recipe

Each cat, in progression over several days, exhibited GI issues including vomiting and soft stool, 
rejection of food, lethargy, and a few increased water intake while others refused water. Illness has 
continued to effect them for over a week. Fecal samples of two cats had negative results. Vet could 
not definitively say food was cause but advised it could be a factor and that any changes in formulation 
or source products could cause colitis. From owner perspective, food is common denominator as bag 
had just been opened prior to issues beginning. Animals have been treated with probiotics and anti-
diarrheal. One cat (  was taken to vet, as he exhibited acute symptoms, and is currently being 
treated with antibiotics and was given fluids and steroid shot at the vet's office. Contact was made with 
Chewy customer service (American Journey food is a Chewy brand product). CS representative 
advised she could not determine where this particular bag was produced, and was unaware of any 
other complaints at the time of our contact.

It should be noted that the morsels of this bag appeared in shape and color different than previous bag 
and than replacement bag provided by Chewy. Samples have been retained.

3 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐558183 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach arctic char entree

Cat vegan having behavior changes, not eating food that she usually would eat happily. When I 
convinced her to eat, she then seemed very uncomfortable after eating. She has had a few seizure-
like episodes with repetitive movement where she wasn't responsive. They only lasted maybe 20 
seconds. I've only seen a few, but I sometimes feel her and then an not in the save room. She is less 
cuddly, she bit me the other day right after eating.

American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐558182 1/6/2024 14:33 Proplan sport 20/80 I bought a new batch of pro plan wet dog food and my dog instantly had the worst diarrhea I have ever 
seen. He was going out every 2 hrs and it was just liquid it was awful! We had to make several trips to 
the vet, he lost 6 lbs in a week… given multiple doses of antibiotics and probiotics to try to get his gut 
back to health, he’s on different food now I will never buy proplan again!

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558181 1/6/2024 14:33 purina pro plan kitten chicken and liver 
entree

 has been eating this particular food for 3 months prior to getting sick from it. After i ordered 
two 24 cases off of chewy.com in early december, he started to not eat it and would get really bad 
diarrhea and lethargic. i would stop feeding him it and he would get better, and then i would start him 
back on it and the same symptom's would come. so its definitely the particular food. hes been off for a 
couple weeks now, and hes back to normal. i just read online today of peoples pets getting sick from 
this particular brand (purina pro plan) and thats why im reporting this, because it seems to be common 
lately.

7 Months Maine Coon Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558180 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina One +Plus
Healthy Weight
High Protien formula

We received a new bag. 24-48 hours after opening she began to vomit constantly. Took her to the 
emergency Vet. Blood work looked ok. They said they think it was something she ate. After that she 
would not really eat the food & has been very lazy. We switched her food after seeing reports online of 
other owners having issues with the same brand and she has been a completely different dog.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 55 Pound

EON‐558179 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina Pro Plan chicken and rice all life 
stages

Dog is lethargic and nauseous 9 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 45 Pound

EON‐558178 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina One Plus Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach

When we needed to replace our cat, , food stock, our local store was out of his regular brand 
of kibble, so we purchased Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach & Skin cat food kibble at the end of 
December 2023.  had eaten this food on and off in the past, but not in the 4 months prior to 
December 2023. Immediately after his first feeding with the Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach & Skin, 

vomited. He vomited a total of 4 times that day and ate only once. This continued every day 
for three days with vomiting multiple times a day. 

I found our preferred brand of wet food, removed the kibble (I assumed he was gorging and 
overeating) and gave him the wet food. He did not vomit eating the wet food of a different brand. 
Today I reintroduced the Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach & Skin kibble and he again immediately 
vomited and is lethargic with loud stomach sounds. This is surprising as we have fed him Purina Pro 
Plan kibble on and off for many years without issue, but this recent feeding seems to be making him 
incredibly sick. It seems like something is going on with this batch of feed and should be looked into.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐558177 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Chicken and 
Rice Formula

After opening a new back of Purina Pro Plan Shredded chicken, he had a severe seizure. He hasn't 
had one since starting his medication months ago. (He is up to date with medication, no missing 
doses) He had a mini seizure a few days after that. He's been constantly throwing up, barely able to 
hold water down. I've switched to a bland diet, and he threw that up too. At this point, vet is not 
concerned and will not see him. Contacting another vet to see if he can be checked.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐558176 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina pro plan beef and rice adult He was vomiting and had very bad gas while on purina pro plan until we discontinued the food 2 Years Schnauzer - Giant Dog 91 Pound
EON‐558175 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina One +Plus Sensitive Skin & 

Stomach, Purina One+Plus Urinary 
Tract Healthy Formula

 developed a sever kidney blockage that required a 3 night stay at the vet and a 
recommendation to be put on a kidney food diet at the age of 2. Prior to the vet emergency there had 
been random bouts of barfing by the various cats, but had not linked it to the food. Since the diagnosis 
and change of diet for , all 4 cats have been on a mix of Hill kidney and Purina urinary tract. 
They have still had barfing episodes and  still has not recovered.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐558174 1/6/2024 14:33 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb & Oatmeal formula

Within 48 hours of consuming food from a brand new bag, dog had vision loss. Vet recommended I 
see an eye specialist. Then the ER so they could see a neurologist as well and run an MRI and a 
spinal tap. Currently on prednisone.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐558173 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina pro plan High Protein Toy Breed 
Puppy Food DHA Chicken & Rice 
Formula

Started on purina pro plan puppy and in less than a week my dog is having bloody diarrhea (4 
days)and refuses to drink.

10 Months Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐558172 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach salmon and rice formula

We had just opened a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach salmon and rice food and after a 
day or 2, we came home to find vomit all inside his kennel. He then continued vomiting over the next 
hour, it smelled like feces so we were concerned about a blockage and took him to the emergency vet. 
They did not detect a blockage and ruled out pancreatitis, he was diagnosed with gastritis. We had him 
on boiled chicken and rice for 3 days with no issues but then the day we started to slowly reintroduce 
the Purina Pro Plan, the vomiting returned along with diarrhea. The diarrhea was happening every few 
hours so we returned to the vet the next day where they ran tests for parasites which came back 
negative. They recommended we stop the Purina Pro Plan, return to the chicken and rice, and gave 
him some probiotics to “reset” his digestive tract. After a day or so, he stopped vomiting and his bowel 
movements slowly started returning to normal

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐558171 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina One Tender Selects Blend I have fed  dry Purina for sensitive tummy since we got him with occasional wet food from Blue. 
We stopped feeding him wet food about a year ago, so he was only eating dry Purina. About two 
weeks ago I opened a new bag of Purina Sensitive Tummy and  threw it up 5 times in one day. I 
saw some reports online of Purina making cats sick, so I took all the dry food away and cleaned it all 
up off the floor so he wouldn't have access to it

 was still active and very hungry, but looked like he was stressed from throwing up so much, so I 
didn't think he had n infection or anything like that. Since we had some unexpired Blue wet cat food 
left, I fed him that for a few days to see if he was sick or if it was the cat food. He had
no problem eating the wet food and begged for it immediately when I saw me get it out after he threw 
up.

After a few days, I got a bag of dry Meow Mix for hairball control from the store and now give him the 
dry Meow Mix and Blue wet food in combination. He has not thrown up since I stopped feeding him the 
Purina. He is very healthy and active, and doesn't look sick at all anymore.

When I had opened this bag of Purina (tender selects) I noticed the kibble bits were a lot darker than 
the last bag. I don't know if that has anything to do with cats getting sick from it or not, but I would 
probably look into that if I were Purina. I still have the bag of cat food that made  sick if it needs to 
be sent in for testing. I'm very willing to send it somewhere, but I don't have the money for it. 

You can contact me through email or texting, but my phone doesn't receive voicemails right now

5 Years Bombay Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558170 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro Plan adult Our dog was fed purina pro plan as a puppy so we got him already on that food. We followed the 
breeders recommendation to stay on the food. Our 8 month old puppy at the time battles diarrhea for 3 
months on PPP until we were forced to trying another dog food, eventually ending up on a prescription 
dog food.

7 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558169 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro Plan Savor Vomiting and diarrhea Retriever - Golden Dog
EON‐558168 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina beneful healthy weight 4 month old puppy died and our other dogs got sick after eating Purina beneful dog food Mixed (Dog) Dog
EON‐558167 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina pro plan puppy sensitive skin & 

stomach salmon and rice
We started a new bag of Purina pro plan and within days he was vomiting and lethargic 3 Months Bulldog - French Dog 6 Pound

EON‐558166 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro Plan Weight Management 
Small Breed Chicken and Rice

 has been vomiting, has had diarrhea, difficulty moving bowels, fatigue, and general malaise. We 
have taken her to the vet twice for blood work and x-rays. Nothing has changed in her diet and we 
realized that she has been vomiting shortly after eating Purina Pro Plan Weight Management Small 
Breed Chicken and Rice. Symptoms started with exact timing of receiving new bag of Pro Plan on 
12/15/23. Given no other changes in environment or diet her feed seems to be top suspect in her 
illness.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558165 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro Plan Chicken Formula Prolonged estrus cycle with profuse bleeding. Surgical spay was performed and uterus was found to 
be grossly engorged, cystic, and on the verge of pyometra. Dog survived surgery and made full 
recovery. 5 dogs in household all consume this product; no others were affected beyond having very 
poor dental health since I began feeding Purina Pro Plan in 2018. This event could easily be age 
related, but I'm reporting for data collection purposes

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 24 Pound

EON‐558164 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina Pro plan Beef and rice Constantly finding live worms and bugs in all pro plan bags.
EON‐558163 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina One Chicken and Rice Formula We were feeding our dog Purina One Chicken and Rice Smartblend 40 lb bag from Target dog food. 

Our dog was refusing to eat, losing weight. Upon inspection of his food it appeared to have white 
specs in it. When I took a picture of it and zoomed in, I realized the dog food had several worms! We 
immediately threw out the dog food, all containers, his bowls and anything that the dog food touched. 
We then bought another bag of Purina One chicken and rice smart blend 40lb bag from Target, new 
dog bowls, new plastic storage container and left the dog food in the bag in the container sealed. Our 
dog ate the food for 2 days and then the same behavior of not feeling well and refusing to eat. I took 
another picture of the food when I saw the white specs again and zoomed in and it had the same 
worms as before! We threw everything out again and this time bought a different brand of dog food 
and have not had any issues with the new brand.

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 47 Pound

EON‐558162 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina pro plan veterinarian diet EN 
diets

Excessive thirst, excessive diarrhea, nervousness. Trying to eat grass does not want to eat 11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11.6 Pound

EON‐558161 1/6/2024 14:32 Purina ONE SmartBlend True Instinct 
Tender Cuts in Gravy with Real Beef & 
Wild-Caught Salmon case of 12, Purina 
ONE +Plus Adult Tender Cuts in Gravy 
Healthy Weight Lamb & Brown Rice 
Entree, Purina ONE SmartBlend Tender 
Cuts in Gravy Beef & Barley Entree 
Adult Canned Dog Food 13-oz case of 
12

My dog had horrible stomach aches, gas, and diarrhea Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐558160 1/6/2024 14:32 Proplan Purina I have been feeding 2 Cats ( both passed away in , ) female Siamese - 13 yrs 
young , Male- 10 years old.
My female cat passed away with Skin cancer and I was feeding her Proplan ( Purina). Within 3 months 
my 10 year old Male kitty passed away suddenly ( with no diagnosis ) he just stopped eating and was 
gone within 2 months of my first Kitty passing away. It was all shocking since he was healthy. It’s 
recently I have been doubting the food I was feeding. They were eating Proplan. I discussed it with the 
store as well . I mentioned it to Chewy website as well. That the good did not look well. Or smell well.

10 Years Siamese Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐558157 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Turkey & Oat Meal Formula 
Dry Cat Food

All 4 cats had adverse effects after eating ~ 2 weeks worth of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Turkey & Oat Meal Formula Dry Cat Food. All four cats became lethargic, minimally 
interested in food, and began vomiting over the course of several days. One cat - the 2 year-old male, 
also had severe diarrhea.

2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 13.1 Pound

EON‐558156 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina Pro 30/20 chicken and rice I woke up and my puppy had severe diarrhea and diarrhea. My other Rottweiler amd Pug threw up as 
well.

7 Months Rottweiler Dog 73 Pound

EON‐558155 1/6/2024 14:28 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Canine 
Recipe with Bison in Gravy

In November 2023, I took my dog,  to the veterinarian because of a persistent dry cough. The 
doctor diagnosed  with T-Cell Lymphoma and said he also had a large tumor in his chest. Per 
the veterinarian's instructions, I gave  40 mg of prednisone daily. The dosage was decreased to 
20 mg daily after approximately one month. On December 29,  became very ill and vomited 
several times. He would not eat or drink. By 5:00 AM on December 31,  could hardly walk, and I 
took him to the veterinarian, where he was euthanized. 

On January 3, 2024, I learned that the food I had fed  for his entire time with me (four and a half 
years), "Taste of the Wild High Prairie," (kibbles and canned food) had been found during a prior 
lawsuit against its manufacturer, Diamond Pet, to contain harmful levels of the following carcinogens:

255 micrograms per kilogram of arsenic
258 micrograms per kilogram of BPA
54.2 micrograms per kilogram of cadmium
30.9 micrograms per kilogram of mercury
399.2 micrograms per kilogram of lead
38.92 micrograms per kilogram of pesticide
172.9 micrograms per kilogram of acrylamide

I obtained the above figures from a news story by Isabella Hernandez at lifefalcon.com. I reported my 
concerns directly to Diamond Pet and was told that they cannot control the amount of carcinogens in 
their products since those substances are present in the environment. Here is part of their response:

"Sadly environmental contaminants are present in the foods we eat because they are in the soil, water, 
or air where foods are grown, raised, or processed.  The ingredients that we use in pet food 
manufacturing are exposed to these same contaminants. All 6 of our manufacturing plants are located 
here in the US." Quote from Dr. Alexia Heldman, DVM

67 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 53 Pound

I have since learned that two of my friends' dogs, one a very young Golden Retriever and the other an 
old German Shepherd, also died from cancer after eating "Taste of the Wild" dog food. I notified the 
veterinarians who treated my dog that this problem exists, and I also started a petition at change.org to 
pressure Diamond Pet to either cease selling this brand or provide warning labels on all products that 
contain significant levels of known carcinogens. Here is a link to that petition: 
https://chng.it/cqn2RpQvkW

EON‐558154 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Lamb and Rice After feeding my puppy Purina Pro Plan Puppy Lamb and Rice for a few days, I noticed little brown 
worms as well as small black bugs crawling in the food. It was being stored in a new, deep cleaned 
vacuum sealed container so the bugs have had to have come from within the bag of food. I contacted 
Purina that day to let them know about the bugs. The next day my puppy began vomiting, had loose 
stools, was lethargic and had no appetite. I had to take him to the vet for X-rays (unremarkable for 
blockages or ingestion of foreign bodies). He was given fluids, nausea medicine and prescription food 
which cost me hundreds of dollars.

11 Weeks Other Canine/dog Dog 13 Pound

EON‐558153 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Under 2 Chicken Large 
Breed

I wanted to make you aware of an issue we have pin pointed to your Purina Pro Plan Under 2 Chicken 
food, which was recently purchased. I have been feeding Purina Pro chicken to my dog for the last 
year (he is almost 2) and we have never had issues and have been generally happy with the product. 

Last month, we purchased a new bag of food (Purina Pro Chicken Under 2) and without any other 
changes in my dog's environment, food, or other factors, he started becoming lethetic, weak, 
disassociated, wouldn't eat, and started breaking out in severe hives. We had to take him to the vet 
multiple times as his hives became extremely severe to where we had to give him multiple steroid 
shots and steroids. We got him allergy tested and there was nothing in our environment that would 
cause the issues. We took him off the Purina Pro plan and he immediately stopped having the hives 
and starting becoming less weak and lethargic. 

We have reintroduced everything back except for the Purina Pro food and he is completely normal 
other than sleeps more than he used to (a few hours a day more). Our vet recently told us they have 
seen multiple other dogs have similar issues, who are all eating Purina Pro food, and they have 
recommended those dogs change food, as well.

1.5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558152 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina pro plan under one year old / 
puppy

Started on purina puppy after victors recall, started having blood diarrhea, severe gut bacteria, 
intestinal bleeding for three weeks.
Had to go on double antibiotics. Still having runny stools. We stopped using that food.after 3weeks it 
was the only common demoniator.

7 Months Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558151 1/6/2024 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary NF Kidney 
Function Dry Dog Food

 ate a bag of Purina Pro Plan purchased in late November and 4 weeks later she developed 
diarrhea that has made her ill for 7 days. She has vomited and is lethargic. She didn’t want to eat for 
days. She’s had multiple vet visits and tests. She is off the food and is slowly getting better. She is still 
not well. Nothing else in her diet changed except getting a new bag of food. I am worried something 
was wrong with the food.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 83 Pound
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EON‐558150 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina ONE Natural High Protein True 
Instinct with Real Beef & Salmon Dry 
Dog Food

Bought my dog purina one dog food and since he has been acting sick. Lots of incontinent diarrhea, 
vomiting, and drinking a lot of water. Seems like worsening. Will contact vet tomorrow but I know this 
is related to his recent bag of food. Never has he been like this before.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog

EON‐558149 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina Pro Plan Puppy - Sensitive Skin 
and Stomach 
Lamb and Oatmeal

9 month old Puppy started choking on food and hacking it up. Vomited on a couple of occasions with 
the sensitive skin and stomach puppy lamb and oatmeal formula. She didn’t have this problem with 
this formula before the holidays until we bought the new bag. She lost her appetite and wouldn’t eat 
much around Christmas and New Year. We took her to the vet and they prescribed her the gastro EN 
wet food cans. She was okay eating that until she was weaned off and was fully on her regular dry 
kibble food. Then she started coughing and vomiting the food again.

Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐558148 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina One Sensitive Stomach Throwing up bile Pug Dog
EON‐558147 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Adult 

Weight Management Chicken & Rice 
Formula Dog Food - 18 lb bag

Opened a new bag of the product.  had profuse vomiting and excessive nausea (drooling, 
uncomfortable) soon after first feeding of the new bag. Typically, we had ordered the 34 pound bag but 
ordered an 18 pound bag due to other dog having stomach issues as well (previously submitted report)

6 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐558146 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina Pro Plan Specialized Adult 
Weight Management Chicken & Rice 
Formula Dog Food - 34 lb bag

Beginning in mid July,  began having intermittent nausea, vomiting, and anorexia. Symptoms 
worsened in August prior to switching to a different brand of food.

6 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐558145 1/6/2024 14:24 Purina one lamb and rice server vomiting 2 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound
EON‐558144 1/6/2024 14:20 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and Rice  does not have a history of throwing up. Maybe one or twice a year. We've been on Purina Pro 

Plan Chicken and Rice for the past 5 year with virtually no problems. In the month of December, he 
threw twice in the house which is very rare for him.

 a pit/lab mix also does not throw up very much. She threw up 2-3 times as well in December on 
the same feed. 

 a shepherd mutt mix also does not throw up very much. He threw up 2-3 times as well in 
December on the same feed. 

We proceeded to throw away the bag of food and which to another bag of Purina Pro Plan and it 
appears the throwing up has stopped.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 110 Pound

EON‐558143 1/6/2024 14:20 DRY FOOD
Purina Pro Plan
Complete essentials
Chicken and Rice

AND
WET FOOD

Purina Pro Plan
Complete essentials
Chicken and Rice Entree

My dog eats purina pro plan-chicken (wet AND dry food) 
He had severe diarrhea…

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐558142 1/6/2024 14:08 Purina Pro plan complete essentials 
chicken rice entree cat wet food

We have 4 cats, 1 is on special kidney diet.
The other 3 ate Purina pro plan essential chicken and rice wet food and the 3 of them got really
bad sick with nausea, vomits and one with severe diahrrea.
Symptoms startsi on 12/31, we did several visits to the vet but they cannot find they cause.

EON‐558141 1/6/2024 14:04 Purina pro plan healthy weight Both of my dogs have been on Purina pro plan since 2015. MY oldest dog just a few months ago, 
stopped eating, drinking, and was very ill. She was hospitalized with kidney failure for 3 days. After 
fluids, and fasting for 3 days, her numbers went back to normal. I was sent home and was told that 
she could go back to her normal diet. Well she was eating Purina pro plan for a week and the same 
thing happened again. She was again hospitalized with fluids again and sent home again, except this 
time, I started feeding homemade food. We are a month in now on her fresh diet and her numbers 
have improved. Purina Pro Plan was slowly killing my dog. MY other dog that is 4 has has gastritis and 
had to put him on prolactin and bland diet a few days, every time I returned to the Purina Pro Plan, the 
issues started right back over. We have over $2,000 in vet bills now because of the toxic food.

10 Years Terrier - Bull - American Pit Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558139 1/6/2024 13:52 Proplan sensitive skin and stomach 
turkey and oatmeal

Opened new proplan sensitive stomach turkey food and my dog vomited within an hour of each 
feeding. Fed 3 times and stopped feeding. Fed other food and vomiting stopped.

2 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐558138 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina pro plan sensitive stomach Our Lab was on Purina Pro Plan for years, we switched him over to Nutrisource, and in August 2023 
we came back to Purina Pro Plan sensitive stomach.  was doing well until I purchased his new bag 
of food in September. September 5 he started vomiting and having bouts of diarrhea. We took him to 
the vet where he needed IV fluids for dehydration and we were sent home. Put him on a rice and 
chicken diet for 5 days and gradually added Purina back into his diet. He was not really wa it g to eat 
the dog food, but we kept enticing him with chicken and broth over it. A couple of weeks went by, he 
was still not really eating a lot and started having vomiting and diarrhea again. Back to the Emergency 
vet where he again needed fluids and was started on a few meds. He also had labwork which showed 
elevated liver enzymes, it showed inflammation, he had X-rays and ultrasound where they said his 
intestines were swollen. They didn’t see any obstructions. Sent us home with meds and again back to 
chicken/rice for a few days, slowly added Purina back into diet. Told back to vet for recheck. Had more 
labwork, his liver enzymes came back to normal from using Denamarin. Another couple of weeks with 
not really eating a bunch, still mixing chicken in with food to entice him to eat. He became more and 
more lethargic. More bouts of vomiting and diarrhea, more meds were given. Another set of blood 
work and X-rays were done. Still showed swelling in intestines. No blockages seen once again. Vet 
said the only other thing we could do was to send him to a different emergency vet for a better 
ultrasound for another $900 to see if they could find anything more or exploratory surgery which we 
declined. Brought him back home. Had a few okay days, still on meds and steroids. He took a turn for 
the worse on 12/3 and on (3 months of this issue) we had to put our beloved  down. He was 
continually vomiting and refused to eat any food. He went from 120 pounds down to 98 pounds. During 
those 3 months he wanted to eat but refused to eat plain Purina food. He would beg for food but didn’t 
want much dog food and th last week he struggled to get up and even want to eat anything but 
popsicles. I know it was the Purina food we were feeding him. Something is really wrong with this food. 
I’ve been in contact with numerous people all who have gone through the same thing and have had 
their pets euthanized with the same symptoms. This needs investigated. Our poor boy suffered. He 
used to love his dog food and when he was putting his nose up at it I should have never continued to 
give this to him. Purina needs investigated. I spent thousands of dollars trying to save my dog and it 
could have been prevented and my baby could still be here today. I checked for any recalls with 
Purina, asked the vets and nobody had any answers for me and I found nothing online until last week.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 98 Pound

I didn’t even think to save his last bag of dog food as we were traumatized by the events that took 
place

EON‐558137 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Beneful incredibites for small 
dogs with farm-raised beef

I gave the puppy a new bag of Purina Beneful incredibites for small dogs a week ago she got sick the 
second day and by the forth she was dead from pooping and not eating I gave her water in a dropper 
but yet I couldn't keep her alive. Thank you for hearing about my family's loss please help make sure 
this never happens to others if you can please and again thank you.

3 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐558136 1/6/2024 13:52 purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon And rice formula

First day dog threw up all of her food. Second day she had uncontrollable diarrhea..which turned into 
just mucus. I immediately started feeding her chicken and rice and she stopped vominting and had 
normal stool. Initially I thought she just ate something she wasn’t supposed to so once she was better I 
started feeding the purina pro again and she started vomiting again. Thankfully she’s been better 
sense switching to a different food. She has been regurgitating her food though which will be 
addressed by vet in a few days with appointment.

2 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog

EON‐558135 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
White Meat Chicken & Vegetables 
Entree

Our cats  &  have been eating Pro Plan wet cat food since 2019. They have been refusing 
to eat cans from a certain lot, and when they did eventually eat it, they have both been vomiting.  
lost control of her bowels while vomiting.  was also vomiting, but not to the extreme that  
was. Our other cat  is 6lbs and she is 6 years old, spayed female and was also in good health 
prior. This is requiring me to include a date of recovery,  is stable, but I will be bringing both cats 
to see a vet.

5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐558134 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina ProPlan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula

She had an epileptic seizure for the first time her life. We have switched her food since and have had 
had no other seizures.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 108 Pound

EON‐558133 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Pro Plan Each one of our breeding dogs fell ill. One in particular was I'll for a very long time and continues to not 
be back to herself pre-issue. One of her puppies died at 2 1/2 weeks old. We have never had any die 
past 1 day.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 101 Pound

EON‐558132 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina pro plan  randomly stopped eating one morning, was severely dehydrated and started having seizures 
despite never having any in his life. We took him to the vet within 2 hours from his first seizure and the 
vet said he wouldn't make it through and that we should euthanize him now to prevent suffering.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 92 Pound

EON‐558131 1/6/2024 13:52 9 lives seafood and poultry favorites I bought a case of 24 cans of cat food off of amazon( my cats never had this brand before) I fed my 2 
cats 1 cans a piece on the day it was delivered ( january 3rd 2024)and 2 cans on January 4th,My cat 
was happy and healthy and died suddenly after eating on that day. I decided to google to see if the 
food was recalled . I didn't find any active recalls buy found several horrible reviews of cats dieing after 
eating this food. One of the reviews was even dated for last month. I'm pretty positive that this food 
killed my cat.

6 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558130 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina One True Instinct Fortunately my pets (a dog and cat) are fine. My pets stopped eating the canned dog food made by 
Purina called One. I usually mix it with kibble for the dog and put a spoonful on a plate for the cat. The 
both started rejecting the canned food some time around mid December. So I would put the canned 
food in a seperate bowl and the kibble in another bowl. The kibble is a Kirkland product. My dog ate 
the kibble and ignored the canned food. So now I have 3, 24 can cases of this Purina One dog food 
that  and  won't touch. I hope there is a recall-buy back.

EON‐558129 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina one lamb and rice I fed my dogs purina one. With in a matter of 2 weeks they stopped eating and started to trow up while 
loosing weight rapidly. We made the vet appointment and we had to put our  down and start trying 
to save the otber one. It took a solid 2 weeks before she was better after seeing the vet twice.

8 Years Coonhound - Bluetick Dog 131 Pound

EON‐558128 1/6/2024 13:52 Friskiest Gravy Vomiting Within 1 hours after eating 9 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐558127 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Kitten Chow Nuture  ceased eating and became lethargic, dropped weight as a result. We are now on day 11 of 
symptoms. All vet testing has yielded normal results. Symptoms began when I started a new bag of 
Purina Kitten Chow - Nuture, purchased on 12/26 from the  Target.

14 Weeks Domestic Shorthair Cat 3.2 Pound

EON‐558126 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Chicken and 
Rice

Dog began having diarrhea after eating Purina Pro Plan puppy chicken and rice dry kibble. Diarrhea 
would stop when on chicken and rice diet (home cooked) but diarrhea would start again as soon as 
kibble was reintroduced.

4 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 20 Pound

EON‐558125 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Friskies Indoor Meaty Bits Saucy 
Seafood Bake with Garden Greens in 
Sauce, Purina Friskies Indoor Meaty Bits 
Homestyle Turkey Dinner with Garden 
Greens in Gravy, Purina Friskies Indoor 
Chunky Chicken and Turkey Casserole 
with Garden Greens in Gravy, Purina 
Friskies Indoor Flaked Ocean Whitefish 
Dinner with Garden Greens in Sauce

Approximately three years ago,  was prescribed the probiotic to maintain a healthy digestive 
system after experiencing loose stools.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14.7 Pound

EON‐558124 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina One True Instinct Turkey & 
Venison 
Purina One Lamb & rice

Nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea 7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 83 Pound

EON‐558123 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

After 1 serving of the dog food my dogs became ill with diarrhea. Within 24 hours more my dogs had 
blood in their stool. It took over a week for the diarrhea to stop even though we stopped the food 
immediately

4 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound

EON‐558122 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
White Meat Chicken & Vegetables 
Entree

Our cats  &  have been eating Pro Plan wet cat food since 2019. They have been refusing 
to eat cans from a certain lot, and when they did eventually eat it, they have both been vomiting.  
lost control of her bowels while vomiting.  was also vomiting, but not to the extreme that  
was. Our other  is 11 lbs and she is 5 years old, spayed female and was also in good health 
prior. This is requiring me to include a date of recovery, she is stable, but I will be bringing both cats to 
see a vet.

6 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558121 1/6/2024 13:52 purina pro plan puppy lam & rice mas o menos para la fecha de 12/7 a 12/8 2023 la mascota empezo con vomitos y diarreas y por dos 
ocasiones la llevamos al dr pet le recetaban medicamentos pero aun asi continuaba con los vomitos la 
comida es estomago sencitivo de Pro Plan ayer precisamente me devolvio la comida pero pense que 
era algo normal pero ya veo que muchas personas estan pasando por lo mismo

9 Months Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound

EON‐558120 1/6/2024 13:52 Purina ONE +Plus Ideal Weight Natural 
High Protein Adult Dry Cat Food

 began throwing up the last week of September and I took her to our regular vet/er vet on 9/30/23. 
They kept her overnight. Gave her fluids and meds (B12 and steroids) & sent her home. She was good 
for a few days. I called them again when she wasn't better and they ran more bloodwork and stool 
samples. Only found elevated white blood cell count again and elevated kidney/jaundice markers. We 
checked for thyroid and diabetes as well. No DX. They sent us home with meds (probiotics and liquid 
steroid). We changed her food to raw source only and non gmo/gluten/chicken foods bc those seemed 
to make her vomit more often. 
When she didn't improve, I sought a local cat specialist. They did an ultrasound and found nothing. 
Bloodwork remained to show the same numbers and even higher white blood cell count. Setup weekly 
B12 and fluid appointments at that point. 
12/27/23 we had to make the decision to euthanize her. She was so malnourished and dehydrated 
from everything and nothing was working. She was beginning to die and we were afraid of her passing 
away in the house alone (while we were at work).

Our other affected animals recovered after a few weeks of fresh/raw foods and probiotics.  
developed Inflammatory Bowel Desease and malnurishment complications that she never recovered 
from.
I myself experienced weird symptoms that I thought were probably just my own IBS/Food Allegries but 
now I suspect they could've been cross contaminated Salmonella human symptoms.

2 Years Siamese Cat 8 Pound

EON‐558119 1/6/2024 13:48 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets HA 
Hydrolyzed Chicken Flavor Dog Food

Our dog has been eating the Purina Pro Plan HA chicken diet for a long time without issue. All of a 
sudden, one day she had severe diarrhea that would not subside with a bland diet. She had it for 
weeks and we had to take her to the vet many times. The vet believed it to be a chicken intolerance, 
but they were unsure if the food could have been contaminated. It makes sense if it was the food, as 
she had been eating that diet without issue for a long time. She had dangerously high liver enzyme 
values to the point where she needed an ultrasound. She has been switched to another diet and 
eventually has recovered.

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐558118 1/6/2024 13:48 Purina Pro Plan small breed stomach 
and skin sensitive salmon

Starting 12/26, not eating breakfast and not excited about dinner, but was hungry so ate. (1/2 cup per 
serving 2 X/day)
Also seemed to temper down, usually pretty hype and active small dog. Drinking a LOT of water. 12/30 
changed dog food, started eating at breakfast but ONLY when played with to do so. Ate dinner as 
usual each night. Became increasingly lethargic over a few days and more clingy than usual. Today, 
going to vet for checkup.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Pound

EON‐558117 1/6/2024 13:48 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets NF  was given a new batch of Purina NF on 11/18/23. 
She vomited once on 11/19/23 at night.
On 11/20/23 afternoon, she was vomiting and had diarrhea and that's when she was taken to the 
hospital and admitted for overnight care.
The vet said she had bile pooling internally and needed surgery.
On 11/21/23, she had surgery, but she never woke up and died from cardiac arrest.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐558116 1/6/2024 13:48 Purina One lamb and rice All 4 of the dogs started pooping blood and vomiting about a few weeks In to eating this food. Bulldog Dog
EON‐558115 1/6/2024 13:48 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 

Stomach Lamb & Rice Formula Dry Cat 
Food

Vomiting, decreased appetite, weight loss Ragdoll Cat
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EON‐558012 1/5/2024 9:04 Purina Pro Plan
Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend
Chicken & Rice
47 LB

I fed  around 2:00pm on . We left the home for approximately 3 hours. When we got 
home he had thrown up and was acting sort of out of it. His head was hanging low and was laying in a 
spot he never lays in. We took him out to go to the bathroom. He urinated then collapsed. His 
breathing was very shallow. We brought him in. During the night his body basically shut down. He lost 
all muscle control. We made the decision to euthanize him. I understand there are hundreds of dogs 
that have died in the month of 12/23 after eating Purina Pro plan.

10 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 72 Pound

EON‐558011 1/5/2024 9:00 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Adult Dry Dog Food - Beef and Rice

Dog got sick with diarrhea constantly. All day and night for 2 days. Wouldn’t eat, even his favorite 
human food (chicken!). Wouldn’t drink. Had to take to emergency vet.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 78 Pound

EON‐558010 1/5/2024 9:00 Purina ONE True Instinct with A Blend 
Of Real Turkey and Venison Dry Dog 
Food

I have two pit bull female dogs aged 3 and 8 years old. They both began to occasionally throw up. One 
dog didn't get as sick but my younger dog began to vomit daily. The veterinarian was unable to find 
anything wrong and prescribed some medication that helped for a few days. Nothing has changed that 
would cause them to be ill.. One dog continues to be sick and has developed diarrhea. While the 
other, older dog continues to get sick intermittently. We have stopped feeding them dog food but 
recovery has been slow.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558008 1/5/2024 8:56 Purina One lamb and rice Opened new bag of Purina One lamb and rice on 12/5/23. Within days both of my dogs threw up and 
were having very bad diarrhea. Best by date of April 2025. 329910792357L08

3 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐558007 1/5/2024 8:56 Purina Pro Plan Complète Essentials 
Shredded Blend Turkey and Rice 
Formula

After opening and feeding our dogs a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, our male Goldendoodle began 
being extra tired. Always laying down, wanting to sleep. He does still get excited for things like a walk 
or if he hears a dog barking outside, but he is usually laying down looking uninterested in everything. 
He also threw up his entire meal on two different occasions after about 20-30 minutes of eating. He 
has a vet appointment on Monday to see if there is anything we can do for him.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558006 1/5/2024 8:56 Hill's Science Diet Adult Chicken & 
Barley Recipe Dry Dog Food 35 lbs.

I am writing to report a contagion in one of the lots of Hill's Science Diet Adult Chicken & Barley Recipe 
Dry Dog Food.

My dog has been eating this same food with no problem for about 4.5 years.

Last week, I bought a new bag of the food (35lb) and within about 18 hours of starting him on that bag, 
my dog developed a complete inability to control his digestive system. He was defecating and vomiting 
both suddenly and violently. There was a small amount of blood in his stool.

After 3 days of the symptoms persisting, I realized that the only explanation was the new bag of dog 
food. I returned the bag and bought a new bag, making sure to buy a different lot number.

His symptoms lessened after about 24 hours, and within 48 hours, he was completely back to normal. 
The ONLY changes we made during that entire week were the single bag of dog food. We did not 
introduce him to any new treats, toys, people, other dogs, new locations, or any other kinds of food.

I have included a photo of the barcode and what I'm hoping is the lot number - which I think is 
R1682343.

I have submitted this report to Hill's as well, to ensure that they are aware, and I have informed them 
that I will be submitting this report.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐558005 1/5/2024 8:56 "Pet food" generic label The raw dog food the store makes or sells made my dog throw up, and I cooked some to see how 
much fat and it was ridiculous mostly grease.

EON‐558004 1/5/2024 8:56 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

 started experiencing nausea and vomiting over the course of last couple details. Social media 
suggests that there could be a possible contamination with Purina-based products

3 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 50 Pound

EON‐558003 1/5/2024 8:52 Purina ProPlan adult complete 
essentials chicken and rice formula

My dog began throwing up and had loose stool and continued to have issues with stool and displayed 
signs of extreme lethargy and refusal to eat on and off for about a week. I decided to feed him boiled 
chicken and rice as it is easier to digest and wanted to figured out wherever the issue was his food. He 
has returned to eating Purina Pro Plan for the past two days and seems to be experiencing discomfort 
(lethargy, stomach noses) so I have decided to change his food. I saw online that other animals have 
been experiencing similar issues so I felt it was appropriate to report so this, or worse, does not 
happen to other pets.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐558001 1/5/2024 8:52 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend Beed & Rice 
Formula

 started showing symptoms about 1 day after consuming a newly purchased bag of Purina Pro 
Plan Adult Complete Essentials Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula pet food; this is his normal food 
brand/flavor. He went from being a happy, energetic, healthy puppy to being ill very fast. He became 
very fatigued, lethargic, food adverse (refusing to eat), vomiting, diarrhea, coat changes including 
losing hair (much more than typical shedding), constant crying, and loss in weight (lost 10 pounds 
down to 60lbs from 70lbs). He has been to the vet for a check and follow up testing.

1.25 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐558000 1/5/2024 8:52 Nylabone Natural Healthy Edibles Dog 
Chew Treats

I placed an order on Amazon for a box of the Nylabone Natural Healthy Edibles Dog Chew Treats. I 
received these treats 'unopened' inside the box and the dog treats were molded and mildewed. I 
contacted the 'seller' on Amazon and they refused to acknowledge my complaint. So, I contacted the 

Consumer Protection Agency and received a complaint number and reply emails from the 
representative  (Consumer Mediator) and Office of the  Attorney General. 

 was kind enough to forward your information due to the fact the company has refused to 
address all of the factual information (and photo) that has been submitted to them. The Nylabone 
representatives have refused to reply to  and sent me an 'surfed' email requesting I 
contact them outside of the  AG. I am now requesting you will hold this company accountable 
for molded and mildewed dog treats and I thank you.
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EON‐557999 1/5/2024 8:52 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Salmon & Rice Formula

We received a bag of Purina Pro Plan Complete Adult dog food, specifically the Salmon version, from 
Chewy.com on September 8th, 2023. A week or so later our male weim,  began turning his 
nose up at the food, avoiding eating it at all costs but acting starving for other foods (such as treats, 
table scraps, etc). A week or so after the behavior with the food (roughly two weeks after the 
opening/use of this dog food),  began to show signs of not feeling well. He had increased thirst, 
increased urgency in urination, and was more lethargic than normal. We took him to the vet on 11/4, 
where they did some initial blood work and exam. It was during this visit that they found fluid in his 
abdomen and elevated kidney levels. We continued to run tests after these initial tests to attempt to 
determine a cause, but it was presumed a potential kidney infection and antibiotics were administered 
accordingly over the course of the next 30 days. No cause could be found. Testing was conducted 
after the completion of the antibiotics and while levels had slightly improved, they were still not good. 
During this 30 day time period, we switched both of our dogs off of the Purina Pro Plan food in an 
attempt to get  to eat more as he was still refusing to eat the plain Purina dog food, as well as 
to provide a healthier, lower sodium food option to assist with the kidney issues  was having. 
Following the complete removal of this food, much of  behavior had improved and he was 
eating like normal again. We did additional, more in depth/broad testing on 12/26/2023 to hopefully 
find a cause of the kidney issues. It was during this testing that  levels were found to be 
slightly improved/stable and the fluid in his abdomen was almost completely gone. One of the tests 
conducted on this day found that  had an aggressive form of E coli, which is likely to have been 
causing his issues/kidney damage up to this point. 
Given the onset of symptoms coincided so precisely with this new bag of dog food, we have reason to 
believe the E Coli was contracted from here. 
We do still have some of the dog food, but we unfortunately do not have the bag it came in, so we do 
not know the UPC/lot number of this food. According to Chewy, they do not track this level of detail 
when shipments are sent out.

5 Years Weimaraner Dog 60 Pound

EON‐557998 1/5/2024 8:52 Producer's Pride 16% Layer Mini Pellets 
Poultry Feed 40 lb

Visited the Tractor Supply store located at  on 2 January 2023 
to purchase wet cat food and chicken feed. As I was in the feed aisle, it was observed that the feed 
bags had grain mites crawling on them. I proceeded to inspect the surrounding area and also noticed 
the infestation spread to the horse feed as well. I immediately informed a staff member and they as 
well confirmed that the bags had grain mites crawling on them. This is the second time since 
September since my first observation that this location had this problem. At that time, the district 
manager had informed me that he was taking steps to resolve the issue. I had not followed up since I 
made contact with Tractor Supply at that time.

EON‐557997 1/5/2024 8:48 Purina ONE High Instinct Protein True 
Instinct with real beef and salmon dry 
dog food

Due to the recall of Victor pet food, we were forced to find an alternative, and chose Purina One High 
Instinct Protein True Instinct w/ real beef and salmon. This product was recommended to us from 
Chewy.com where we order from because it was the food that was most similar to what we fed them 
with Victor. We began transitioning them slowly based on recommendations from our veterinarian to 
avoid GI issues. Roughly three weeks into this transition, our youngest boy,  experienced a 
seizure in the early morning. Rushed him to the ER and was told based on the fact this was his first 
one, we would monitor him. Two hours later he had a second one that was nearly 3 minutes long and 
violent. He was hospitalized and put on phenobarbital for the remainder of his life. Tested negative for 
toxins and drugs. The only change in his day-to-day was this food which I came to find later on has 
given many people issues.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 58 Pound

EON‐557996 1/5/2024 8:48 Kirkland Adult Dog Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Formula

Previously did not have any issues with stomach or GI tract, but after opening and feeding her a new 
bag of Kirkland Adult Dry Dog Food Chicken, Rice, and Vegetable Formula, she’s had diarrhea and 
other stomach issues for two days now. This has not happened before.

9 Years Unknown Dog 65 Pound

EON‐557995 1/5/2024 8:48 Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete 
Essentials Lamb and Rice

Our healthy dog began having diarrhea and puking over the course of 3 days the week before 
Christmas. We had to let her outside every hour because she has runny diarrhea and was in pain. On 
day 3, we called the veterinarian who instructed us to give her Imodium. She puked this up and 
continued to have diarrhea. On day 5, I called the veterinarian and scheduled an appointment for the 
following day. On day 6, we go to the appointment and she is extremely dehydrated and hadn’t eaten 
anything for 3 days and barely drank water. They ran multiple tests and could see her stomach lining 
was showing as extremely irritated but nothing was inside. We agreed to allow them to cut her open, 
thinking there might be something stuck inside. They didn’t find anything, kept her overnight on fluids, 
and continued to give her medicine. Thankfully she did recover. However, the veterinarian didn’t have 
a clear answer on what this was. Her diet was the same, we had been feeding her Purina Pro Plan 
over the last 5 years. While our female dog was staying overnight, our other corgi began to experience 
the same symptoms (puking and diarrhea). I ordered the same medication from our veterinarian and 
his cleared up in a few days. I saw on a Facebook group, that a large number of pet owners who fed 
Purina Pro Plan had dog’s that experienced the same symptoms and were not able to get answers 
from their vet. We quit feeding this brand and they are both back to normal. There needs to be a recall 
on this, so that more dogs don’t continue to get sick. I wouldn’t wish it on anyone’

5 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 25 Pound

EON‐557908 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina pro plan small breed. adult beef 
and rice

I purchased a new bag of Purina Pro plan Adult, small breed. I immediately noticed the food looked 
different than our previous bag but didn’t think much of it. My dog was not eating the food, but 
eventually ate when he was hungry. Since starting the new bag, my dog has had unexplained diarrhea 
and inflammation.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐557907 1/4/2024 7:44 Orijen Six Fish Dog Food Nearly year ago began feeding Origen and Acana Six Fish dog food and began noticing blood in urine. 
Took to vet and thought may be kidney stones but no evidence. Changed to another brand with no 
issues. 6 months ago moved back to Origen six fish not suspecting it was food related and the dog 
began passing blood in urine. This continued to worsen and returned to vet for significant treatment. 
No known cause. Changed food to Science hill while recovering for several weeks and had no issues. 
Ran out of Science Hill and fed one serving of Origen Six Fish and he immediately began passing 
blood. Stopped feeding Origen and Acana six fish / Ocean blend and he has had no issues since. 
Hearing others have had the same issues. I am a former K9 officer and fed Orijen for years with no 
issues until now after another company bought them and changed formulas. This is a dangerous food 
and is apparent to be related to at least the fish blends.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐557906 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina One True Instinct No health problems active prior to feeding Purina One. Had to take her to the vet she’s extremely 
anemic and Lethargic.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12.2 Pound

EON‐557905 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach
Salmon & Rice Dry Dog Food 24-lb bag

Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Salmon & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food 
33-lb bag

November 6th 2023 my younger dog had to be rushed to the emeraencv vet hospital after being 
lethargic all day and have diarrhea and vomiting. After arriving at the emergency animal hospital she 
began to have straight blood diarrhea, and blood vomit for hours. All tests for viruss and her X-rays 
came back negative/normal. She remained there for 24hrs receiving treatment/care. On November 8th 
2023 I had to take my other dog to the emergency vet hospital after she started showing the same 
symptoms. Both of my dog are under the age of 3yrs and have no underlying health issue. 
At the time the emergency vet and my own vet couldn’t figure out what was wrong with them or what 
had caused these severe symptoms/reactions. More recently, though, I have Been hearing about 
many people reporting similar issues after feeding their dogs, the same Foods by Purina.

ave two dogs, one was eating Purina Pro Plan Puppy Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice and 
the other was eating Salmon & Rice formula dry bog food

2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 55 Pound

EON‐557904 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Pro Plan 30/20 Sport - chicken 
and rice recipe

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan 30/20 Sport chicken and rice for 5 years, never having any 
digestive issues with it. From August 2023-October 2023, she was experiencing severe GI upset 
including on and off explosive diarrhea and occasional vomiting, from 2 different bags of Pro Plan 
purchased from different stores. I had fecal tests done (negative results), started her on several 
rounds of Metronizadole, mixed in gastro food to her meals, and limited chews as I had no idea it was 
the kibble making her sick. She would get better temporarily and then symptoms would return, starting 
another round of meds and gastro food. At the same time, my other dog started exhibiting similar 
symptoms which made me eventually realize it was the Pro Plan making them sick. I stopped PPP 
cold turkey and their GI symptoms immediately remitted and haven’t reoccurred for over 2 months. I 
threw away all of the food, and contacted PetMeds who refunded me for one of the bags. Chewy could 
not refund me for the other as it had been over 1 year since the purchase date. I am 100% sure this 
food was making my dogs sick and will never feed it again.

5 Years Collie - Border Dog 42 Pound

EON‐557903 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Pro Plan chicken and rice 
shredded blend.

My dog had a diet of Purina Pro Plan and out of nowhere he got really sick. Started throwing up and 
wasnt able to hold food down. Took him to the vet spent $1000 dollars on xrays, blood tests, 
medication. Everything seemed fine. I stopped giving him the kibble to see if it was that and then gave 
it to him again. He instantly threw it all up.

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog

EON‐557902 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Pro Plan 30/20 Sport - chicken 
and rice recipe

 has been eating Purina Pro Plan 30/20 Sport chicken and rice for 3 years, never having any 
digestive issues with it. From August 2023-October 2023, she was experiencing severe GI upset 
including on and off explosive diarrhea and occasional vomiting, from 2 different bags of Pro Plan 
purchased from different stores. I had fecal tests done (negative results), started her on several 
rounds of Metronizadole, mixed in gastro food to her meals, and limited chews as I had no idea it was 
the kibble making her sick. She would get better temporarily and then symptoms would return, starting 
another round of meds and gastro food. At the same time, my other dog started exhibiting similar 
symptoms which made me eventually realize it was the Pro Plan making them sick. I stopped PPP 
cold turkey and their GI symptoms immediately remitted and haven’t reoccurred for over 2 months. I 
threw away all of the food, and contacted PetMeds who refunded me for one of the bags. Chewy could 
not refund me for the other as it had been over 1 year since the purchase date. I am 100% sure this 
food was making my dogs sick and will never feed it again.

3 Years Collie - Border Dog 43 Pound

EON‐557901 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Beneful IncrediBites I ordered $400 worth of Purina wet food because that’s what my dog eats, we started the new food, 
she began committing all last night 4 times. She wa better today, ate dinner tonight and started 
vomitting again

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐557900 1/4/2024 7:44 Merrick Grain Free Real Salmon + 
Sweet Potato Recipe

I have been feeding my dog Merrick Salmon & Sweet Potato dry food for many years. When I received 
this latest bag, it was a different color and smelled like chemicals. Before this, my dog loved this food, 
now she gets close to it and backs away like it was poison. Have there been any recalls on this 
product or information on if the recipe has been changed?

EON‐557899 1/4/2024 7:44 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry Dog Food

Since using this bag of Purina Pro Plan, my dog has had 48-hour diarrhea, vomiting, convulsing, and 
patches appear all over his body. He is also lethargic

1.5 Years Dachshund - Standard Smooth-haired Dog 28 Pound

EON‐557858 1/3/2024 15:44 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Chicken I purchased 2 bags of Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Chicken and am finding flying bugs in the 
product.

EON‐557857 1/3/2024 15:44 Delectables Squeeze up handheld 
lickable treats variety pack
with chicken
with tuna
with chicken and veggies

We have 5 cats. We fed this treat to 4 of them. Within a few hours, the oldest,  began vomiting 
and having diarrhea. Not realizing the squeeze up was the issue, I fed these for several days. After a 
day or 2, the other cats who never ever vomit were having considerable vomit and diarrhea.

4 cats are still experiencing diarrhea on 01/03/2024 and vomiting has stopped.

18 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐557856 1/3/2024 15:44 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials
Salmon and Rice Formula

Pet vomited multiple times while on food, but once food was changed the vomitting stopped. 6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog
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EON‐557855 1/3/2024 15:44 Ark Naturals Brushless Toothpaste 
Dental Chews
For dogs 8-20 lbs.
4-in-1 cleaning dental chew

 was given one brushless toothpaste stick approx. every 3 days (size small, recommended 
weight on packaging is 8-22lbs), for about 1 month, with seemingly no issues. Then one night, she 
began throwing up and having diarrhea. She became extremely lethargic so we took her to the 
emergency vet the next afternoon. They checked vitals, ran bloodwork, and had to do an abdominal x-
ray to make sure there was no intestinal blockage. She had to have pain meds, probiotics, and special 
gastroenteritis food, following a very specific protocol. When she did not improved we had to go back 
to the emergency vet to run more tests. She had diarrhea for 4 days straight and became extremely 
dehydrated. She threw up the product and the vet confirmed the product was not able to be digested 
by an 8.2 lb dog, even though the package said 8-22lbs could have two sticks per day (I gave her 
much less). The vet visits and medicine cost me almost $800.

4 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 8.2 Pound

EON‐557760 1/2/2024 14:44 Kirkland Signature Premium Adult Dog 
Biscuits Chicken Meal & Rice Formula

Before giving treat to our dogs, we discovered metal shavings baked into the dog treat. Treats are 
"Kirkland Signature Brand Premium Adult Dog Biscuits Chicken Meal & Rice Formula".

EON‐557758 1/2/2024 14:44 Purina Gravy Lovers Chicken On January 2, 2024 I opened a can of Chicken Flavor fancy feast and found it was contaminated with 
plastic.

EON‐557757 1/2/2024 14:44 Farmina N&D Quinoa Digestion For years my dog has been eating Farmina Digestive b/c she has a sensitive stomach. Over 
Christmas, my dog's intestines shut down due to her dog food. Food is no longer being manufactured 
in Italy, but now in Serbia. A friend's dog also got sick from eating the same brand - Farmina. While at 
the emergency vet, I spoke to a woman who's dog was there for the same symptoms. Her dog was 
also eating Farmina Digestive as well. I posted on the Nextdoor app, and another person commented 
that their dog had also been sick b/c they ate the exact same food. Spoke with business where I buy 
the food, and they said they had multiple reports of dogs/cats getting sick from Farmina food 
manufactured in Serbia, but won't do a recall or pull brand off shelves b/c not enough have been 
reported sick.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐557755 1/2/2024 14:44 Purina pro plan adult All 5 of my dogs have severe diarrhea and dehydration and also 2 have hind leg paralysis and have 
been hospitalized.

2 Years Terrier - Border Dog 13 Pound

EON‐557713 1/2/2024 10:12 Wellness Brand - Complete Health - 
Adult - Whitefish & Sweet Potato 
Recipe. Net. Wt. 30lbs

“BEST BY 28 DEC 2024 0200 P1 L4 M0 
1883”

I bought a new bag of dog food, the same brand and type I normally do, and fed the same serving as I 
normally do. Less than 24 hours passed before my dog was up all night, going outside every 1-2 
hours, with watery diarrhea. I thought he may have eaten grass or something weird, put him on ground 
beef and pumpkin - as previously prescribed by the vet - and he normalized some. I starting giving him 
more food, easing into the dry dog food, and again, watery diarrhea all night long until he had nothing 
left in him by morning. Went on for multiple nights each event.

4 Years Siberian Husky Dog 170 Pound

EON‐557712 1/2/2024 10:04 Purina Friskies shreds with beef in gravy Immediately upon finishing 1/3 of a can of friskies wet food, my 4 year old cat threw it up. A few 
minutes later, my 2 year old male cat threw up as well. Both cats threw up a second time in the same 
evening. Neither cat throws up normally.

2 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐557711 1/2/2024 9:56 Purina pro plan Veterinary diets EN 
gastroenteric low fat

I have had multiple defective cans from two separate cases of canned food. It is very obvious that 
some type of canning issue is happening. I'd photos can be submitted, you will see air infiltration at the 
area of the pull tab on each effected can.

EON‐557690 1/2/2024 0:08 Kindfull Chicken & Salmon recipe and 
Chicken & Brown Rice recipe

 was diagnosed with dialated cardiomyopathy, which can be diet related. Unsure when the 
problem started, but he was noted by the vet to have a heart murmur on 12/27, with DCM confirmed by 
chest x-ray.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound

EON‐557682 1/1/2024 19:32 Farmina N&D Tropical Selection
Farmina Digestion

I want to report that Famina dog foods made in Serbia have been getting dogs sick, with vomiting and 
diarhhea. It has been occuring across food types; e.g., N&D Tropical Selection, Digestive, and so 
forth.
My dog got sick from a sample handed out at a local dog park by a promo rep. My bag was stamped: 
SRB RS-34-008 | L 23 208 | 27/01/2025 | MADE IN SERBIA.
One person has been feeding her dog for a few years with no problems. She had to take her dog to 
the emergency vet clinic, where she was diagnosed with pancreatitis as a result of the food. The dog 
was put on IV fluids due to dehydration, unable to swallow due to raw throat from vomiting. She was in 
the hospital for a couple of days. After her system was returning to normal, the person decided to 
gradually add the Farmina food back into her diet. The dog immediately started getting sick again. It 
was no question that it was the MADE IN SERBIA food was the problem. The person subsequently 
returned the food to the store for a refund.
When that person initially took her dog to the emergency vet, another lady was there with her dog 
having the same symptoms. That lady was also using Farmina dog food that was made in Serbia.
We have been hearing of other instances of this problem with the same brand and made in Serbia. 
People using Farmina products that were not Serbian made reported no problems.
“I have been feeding Farmina (lamb/digestive) to our 2 dogs for years. One has been having some 
gastric upset & occasional am vomiting for past several months. (We thought he had GERD) Recently 
noticed kibble color changed & smaller size no longer available. We changed food to Honest Kitchen & 
all is well. I just checked what's left of our bag & it was made in Serbia. My dog has been doing great 
on new food”
Although I am in , I feel confident to say that this is 
likely to be global, and not just to my area. 
Mallory’s Posting on Facebook:
https://nextdoor.com/p/r5JrWwkqy2Zs?utm_source=share&extras=ODk2NjUxNg==&utm_campaign=1
704151500624

Crossbred Canine/dog Dog

EON‐557679 1/1/2024 18:56 Blue Buffalo: small Bite ADULT Chicken 
and Brown Rice Recipe 34# bag
barcode:8 40243 14470 9 
#MT420252AP 34# BLUE Life 
Protection Formula Small Bite Adult Dog-
Chicken
Lot#20250322 AH1 2058

Opened fresh bag of Dog Food and it is MOLDY ; green-grey fuzzy lumpy

Blue Buffalo: small Bite ADULT Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe 34# bag
barcode:8 40243 14470 9 #MT420252AP 34# BLUELife Protection Formula Small Bite Adulty Dog-
Chicken
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EON‐557676 1/1/2024 17:20 Milk Bone Brushing Chews After ingesting Milk Bone Brushing Chews my dog has been vomiting, lethargic and has had diarrhea. 
He won’t eat!

6 Years Pug Dog 30 Pound

EON‐557672 1/1/2024 15:32 Simply Nourish whole grains natural 
solutions indoor adult with natural fiber 
Hairball Control Recipe made with 
chicken and oatmeal

I usually feed my cats Authority Indoor Hairball control cat food. I could not find this cat food anywhere 
at the PetSamrt stores in the  area. I decided sticking with a Petsmart brand (Simply 
Nourish indoor Hairball control) while I looked for their favorite food would be the best option. I followed 
the recommended directions for Simply Nourish Hairball Control by mixing very small amts with the 
Authority Hairball control. My cats loved the food BUT started having more throw up episodes than 
usual. Within days of trying/having to supplement because of the shortage, my cat  died. It 
was the , I had only started supplementing on 12/20. My poor housesitter 
found her. 

I left for a short holiday trip on 12/23. Everyone was throwing up more than usual by 12/25. My house 
sitter is a very experienced cat person as we both volunteer with our local  and the 
humane society/shelter. There wasn’t even time to get her to the vet, it was so quick. She was under 
my bed, mouth with a little bit of blood, dead. Coat looked great, no prior health issues. 

We took the Simply Nourish away from my other cats immediately. No one has thrown up since. I 
searched on my way back from Michigan to  (I cut my trip short because of this) and finally 
found more of their Authority Hairball cat food. Something is wrong with Simply Nourish!

11 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐557639 12/31/2023 17:44 Lionel's Lunchbox I am a concerned citizen about a dog food company that I do not believe to be registered or has been 
inspected. I have seen them on an organization I follow and when I tried to order I realized they are not 
properly registered. This concerns me as I do not believe they are not abiding by the FDA rules.

EON‐557635 12/31/2023 16:12 Friskies seafood delights, Friskies Surfin 
& Turfin

Opened a 16 lb. bag of Friskies surf-in turf-in & 1-16 lb. bag Friskies seafood delight, 4 of our 5 cats 
got violently ill. Cats throw up for 2 days and became dehydrated. One of the cats had to be put down. 
The one cat that did not get sick was due to him not preferring this brands flavors.

EON‐557627 12/31/2023 12:44 Hill’s Prescription diet veterinarian 
recommended urinary care c/d multi 
care chicken and vegetable stew 12.5oz 
(354 g) therapeutic dog nutrition

I ordered 3 cases of hills science prescription C/D canned dog food and they arrived on Wednesday, 
December 27. Unpacked them and put them in the kitchen. Opened a can and there was black mold 
all around the lid. The food was watery and odd colored with some mold floating. I thought that was 
odd so opened another to use. Sam thing. Owned a can from the 2nd case. Same thing. Tried one 
from the 3rd case and same thing again. Called chewy and they promised to replace the 3 cases but I 
am worried that someone else could use this and not know any better. Good til 1/2025 number across 
the top T251 1915 298

EON‐557626 12/31/2023 12:44 Fresh Pet Vital Grain Free Food had mold in it
EON‐557625 12/31/2023 12:44 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 

Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula 
Adult Dry Dog Food

On May 17 2023, I purchase Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Dog food from Chewy Inc. A 
few days after my dog had eaten this food which he was eating consistently for 2 years prior he 
became suddenly ill.  became lethargic and had horrible stool changes then began having random 
seizure like episodes and vomiting. Purina neglected to tell customers that they had changed the 
formula removing the probiotics. Many dogs have gotten violently ill and even died due to this food.

4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 29 Pound

EON‐557624 12/31/2023 12:44 Golden Rewards Duck Flavor Premium 
Dry Jerky Treats for All Dogs 32 oz

went out with my 3 dogs to hike
went into walmart in  and purchased Duck treats
gave dogs each 3-4 treats on the way home
Got home and 3 hrs in and thru the night all of my dogs starting vomiting everywhere a white pasty bile 
looking vomit which I have never seen before and became nonrespondent and lethargic - late morning 
the next day
they are still lethargic yet ate thier normal food and still sleeping a lot

6 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 32 Pound

EON‐557622 12/31/2023 12:44 NutriSource Pure Vita Limited Ingredient 
Salmon & Peas Entree

In mid December my dog started coughing and having accelerated breathing. Initially I assumed that 
he had picked up a respiratory virus since that has been in the news. On December 28 I took him to 
the vet because he had not improved and his breathing became rapid and labored. He was diagnosed 
with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. He had severe enlargement of his heart and was in heart failure. His 
breed is not prone to this and he is from a reputable breeder who has a long history of showing her 
dogs with excellent health history. I took my dog to a veterinary cardiologist on the same day and it 
was there that I was asked what his diet has been as there have been investigations into young, 
healthy dogs getting DCM with correlations to grain-free foods, especially with peas or lentils. I have 
since found a lot of this information online and was horrified that I did not know this previously as I 
would have made different choices for his food.

6 Years Whippet Dog 33 Pound
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EON‐557542 12/29/2023 14:56 Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult Lamb 
Flavor

We were almost out of her food on Christmas Eve so I ran to the local grocery store and grabbed a 
bag of purina lamb and rice adult. She doesn’t usually eat purina, I actually just grabbed whatever (It 
was Christmas Eve, there was A LOT going on). 
We had fed her a little chicken and brown rice on Christmas Eve and Christmas morning with the last 
of her of her old food. 
Christmas Day about 4:30 she had her first bowl of purina. 2-3 hours later she had her first seizure. 
She has NO health problems except arthritis. She has NEVER had a seizure. She was running around 
all day, playing with her toys, being her totally normal crazy self she always is. We were naturally 
terrified and had no clue what was happening. We journaled everything and watched her like a hawk 
all night and she finally got back to almost normal by early afternoon on 12/26. 
On 12/26 around 4:30ish she had another bowl of purina and literally 2-3 hours later had her second 
seizure. We rushed her to the emergency vet in  and without having an MRI we won’t know if 
it’s a brain tumor or not. We cannot afford an MRI right now. We also just took the word of the doctor 
saying it’s the age and these things happen. The dr said the labs looked fine (I’m not sure what they 
test for) and that without something else to rule it out they will treat her for epilepsy due to a possible 
brain tumor and she has to be on medication for the rest of her life. They gave us seizure medication 
and sent us on our way.                                                                                                                       
She hasn’t had any recent vaccinations or flea/tick meds. The ONLY thing that was different in her 
routine was the Purina Dog Chow Complete Adult Lamb flavor. I had mentioned it to my husband 
when we were in the waiting room at the er, and we both agreed that it’s just a weird coincidence but 
we still mentioned it to the dr. She just brushed it off like it was absolutely ridiculous. But I had such a 
strong feeling in my gut that this wasn’t right. We know our dog. There was not one other sign. She 
had 2 seriously violent seizures 2-3 hours after eating that food she never eats. I even told my 
husband when we were driving home we need to get new dog food because I don’t trust that food. He 
agreed. She has been eating chicken and rice since then and has not had another seizure. Which of 
course she is also taking seizure medication so I can’t say that it’s change in food along with the 
medication. I will not test that theory. 

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

I get on Facebook last night and a fb friend had shared the post about purina making dogs sick or 
killing them. My stomach dropped. It is exactly what happened to  Normally I wouldn’t think too 
much about a post like this, but as I sit here with my sweet girl that is a shell of our dog we just had 5 
days ago I am convinced.  is wobbly on her right side now, can’t stand for long and is very out of 
it.
We went from having a wonderful Christmas with our babies to all of worlds turning upside down and 
having to consider if her condition doesn’t get better how long we are going to let her live in pain and 
not being able to walk. We still aren’t out of those woods yet.

EON‐557523 12/29/2023 12:32 Dr Pol Down to Earth Products Healthy 
Balance Chicken Recipe

Upon opening the food, I noticed a very unique, strong odor. We had used the salmon Dr Pol food, so I 
thought maybe this had something to do with the chicken flavor. However, the smell did not dissipate 
and our two dachshunds would not eat the food as normal. After eating food, one of our dachshunds 
became very itchy, had his left ear get inflamed/red/borderline ear infection, and has been more 
lethargic than normal. Neither dachshund has been eating like normal since we started this food. The 
chemical smell alone was awful.

5 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐557507 12/29/2023 10:12 Purina pro plan- healthy weight 
management formula

At the age of 7, my dog started to display changes in his eating patterns and energy levels which 
prompted and ER visit. From there, he was admitted overnight and found to have significantly elevated 
ALT values but all other blood work was normal. The doctor recommended a liver biopsy for definitive 
diagnosis as they couldn’t seem to find anything else on the ultrasound, CT, X-rays, or other blood 
tests. We did the biopsy and he was found to have copper storage disease, which after much 
research, seems totally avoidable and senseless disease that is caused from chelated copper, which 
seems to be unregulated and unnecessary. We did the biopsy and he was found to have copper 
storage disease, which after much research, seems totally avoidable and senseless disease that is 
caused from chelated copper, which seems to be unregulated and unnecessary. He is now 9, and I 
firmly believe he is still alive due to the guidance and support I have received from my doctors and 
specifically Dr  who has created a SAFE alternative dog food and has made it his life mission to 
prevent other dogs from dying due to this disease.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐557505 12/29/2023 10:12 Members Mark Beef and Brown Rice 
Dog Food

Salmonella infection, diarrhea. Adult Dog owner also received salmonella infection with bloody 
diarrhea. 2 babies in the house also were contaminated as well.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 83 Pound

EON‐557440 12/28/2023 12:56 Purina Pro Plan Under One Year Puppy 
Chicken & Rice Entrée

Diarrhea and GI upset 5 Months Coton de Tuléar Dog 11 Pound

EON‐557439 12/28/2023 12:56 Pet Botanics Training Rewards Freeze-
Dried Beef liver

I had ordered this brand of pet food earlier think it would be a healthier alternative but in the last two 
bags had plastic and parchment in the treat, either it was wrapped or in the treat. I had reached out to 
them both times but was told that the livers come wrapped in plastic and parchment and that the 
employees are trained to remove them properly, but in case its found in the treat its "nutritionally inert' 
and "poses no risk of obstruction due to its flexible nature". My dog didn't eat for two whole days after I 
noticed she wasn't eating the treat which she loves after just having one that there was plastic in it. As 
a pet parent no one should have to worry about their pet consuming plastic. After that incident she 
didn't eat anything for two whole days and that had me worried sick. I have so fat reached out to the 
manufacturers twice first on 07/06/2023 and then on 12/17/2023

6 Years Little Lion Dog Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐557417 12/28/2023 10:32 Purina One - Chicken and Rice Formula Purchased a new bag of Purina one - Chicken and rice formula from Walmart, once we got to our 
destination and it was their feeding hour, they both walked away from the food. Since it was the first 
time feeding them at my mother in-laws house after arriving for the Christmas holiday, it is not 
uncommon for them to skip the first meal out of excitement of being there. 2nd time we fed them, 

 our older 13 year old dog, walked away as soon as we put the food down.  did eat his 
entire portion that time, we noticed he was acting more sluggish. The next morning, when we put down 
their breakfast,  vomitted a yellow bile, they both did not eat. We inspected further the food, 
noticed a strong chemical smell to it. We montiored  for the rest of the time at my mother in-
laws and fed them only canned food until we returned home. He is eating normally now, and we did 
confirm that a different bag of this same food, has a very different,normal smell to it. We are worried 
about contaniments in this lot of food, and would like to know how what it contains.

2 Years Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 110 Pound

EON‐557413 12/28/2023 10:08 Whole earth farms. Grain free recipe. 
Pork beef and lamb. Red bag.

I just bought a bag of whole earth dog food and there were maggots in the bag and my dog ate some 
and has had stomach issues since she ate it this afternoon.

Pit Bull Dog

EON‐557412 12/28/2023 10:04 Purina dog chow- complete adult My dog ate the food attached and died in her sleep 24 hrs later 11 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound
EON‐557410 12/28/2023 9:36 Blue Buffalo Natural Dog Treats 

enhanced with minerals True Chews 
Chicken Pot Pie Recipe

Blue Buffalo chicken pot pie flavored dog treats - opened new sealed bag and it was filled with large 
mold blooms. Bag was fully sealed and intact. I have noticed in general these treats begin to get mold 
rapidly if not used up within only a week or so despite Blue Buffalo’s assertion the treats will remain 
fresh if used within 30 days. Best by date was listed as July 5th 2024. Contacted Blue Buffalos who 
was dismissive of this issue and insisted it was due to damage to the bag after it left their facilities, 
despite absolutely no damage present. I speculate their products may be getting packed with moisture 
and mold spores - this could also explain why so many dogs are reportedly getting sick eating their 
food and treats.

EON‐557409 12/28/2023 9:36 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Kabobs Boxer mix with Boston Terrier. Had only eaten 2 cups of his regular dog food that morning and 1 can 
no added salt green beans for witch he has been receiving for over a year. I bought a bag of Good 'n' 
Fun Triple Flavor Kabobs and gave him one around 3 pm that afternoon. No other food given to him. 
By 6pm that same evening he was vomiting up at least 4 times before we went to bed. Mucus phlegm. 
You could see he didn't feel good, he was all hunched up. When he got up at 6am the next day. He 
had vomiting 3 more times and had 2, fifteen inch diameter pure red bloody stool and a 3rd 6 inch 
diameter bloody stool. Called vet and since he had stopped vomiting and bloody diarrhea. To hold food 
for half day and then start cooked rice died. Watch and see what he does. Give metoclopramide as 
needed. Call back if gets worse

6 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog

EON‐557325 12/27/2023 9:48 Charlee Bear Dog Treats with Beef Liver I have been purchasing 'Charlie Bears' treats from trader joe's for some time now for my dog. 
Yesterday I was going to give one to my mom's dog, but she asked me what is in them. I read the 
ingredients, and to my astonishment, they have garlic powder listed as the third ingredient. I cannot 
believe that a product for dogs would include garlic, and amazed they would sell it with garlic.

EON‐557274 12/26/2023 15:56 Hill's Science Diet Dry Dog Food Adult 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice Recipe 15.5 
lb. Bag

I had been purchasing my dog food from Amazon, the brand Hill Science. After a couple of months I 
started noticing little bugs around the food, I didn't think much of it, I just killed them. Then in February 
my dog got sick, I took him to the vet at the time where they tested him. Although no parasites like 
worms or giardia was found, it was speculated he could have contracted salmonella from the food. He 
threw up for a few days before I took him to the vet, and after the vet told me to stop giving him his 
food, he immediately stopped throwing up. Then, because this was a new bag of food for 64 dollars, I 
started giving him his food again and he started throwing up again. I tried one more time to stop 
feeding him for a few days and feed him again and everytime I'd stop feeding, he'd stop throwing up. 
So I decided to stop giving him that bag of food and give him my little dog's food temporarily. Then 
around the end of April the same thing happened and this time he got sick in his crate again and I went 
to clean out his crate. I noticed those same little bugs I had seen around the food containers all in his 
crate, like a LOT of them. Why were they there? Because I fed him in his crate and he'd always throw 
his bowl over and food would spill everywhere. The crate by the way, for reference is far from other 
stored food. So I knew it was from the dog food. I immediately called Amazon angrily, who were 
unwilling to help. Then I called Hill Science who told me these bugs were very common, but to take it 
up with amazon. Amazon was 0% helpful. I have send them AND hill science a demand letter and 
they're both refusing to acknowledge what happened here. Because this isn't just what happened, no. 
About a month later, when the temperatures started to hit the 80's in New York, I started noticing more 
and more bugs, and ONLY in places where the food was stored. 

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

Due to the rising temperatures, I later found out, the hatcing period of these bugs shortens from 
around 15 weeks to only several days.. Hence I suddenly saw SO many of them. I was shocked. I had 
a tiny bag of food stored in a ZIPLOCK bag with a zipper around it in my walk in closet (at room 
temperature like you're supposed to store it), and when I went to go on vacation and grabbed the bag 
to bring it with me (which I had previously put there only a couple days before), that bag suddenly had 
HUNDREDS of these bugs. They are very small, they're saw-tooth legged grain beetles, they're 
smaller than ants so hard to see. But I had a good look around me and saw they were everywhere. I 
was shocked. I then checked my other closet which had a bag in it, and saw the bugs were all over my 
linen closet, my medicine boxes, everything. It was horrifying. It got so bad I had to fly my mother out 
from Europe to help me deal with it. I had thousands of dollars in damages, had to throw out all the 
food I owned, throw away all dog food and dog treats and many of my clothes got damaged because 
they layed eggs on them and there was worms on them. For months, I had nightmares and PTSD 
about this and became seriously unwell with the thought of these little bugs being everywhere - 
WHICH THEY WERE. To this day, I still have so much PTSD and I refuse to buy food from Amazon 
again. I started purchasing food elsewhere and haven't had a problem since. I also want to emphasize 
on the unwillingness of both of these companies to handle this properly.. Not only did my entire 
apartment get destroyed, my dog was sick from their food twice and had to go to the vet. Please help 
me in resolving this and reporting this.
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EON‐557273 12/26/2023 15:48 VIBRANTLIFE
Rawhide Free
Candy Canes
3 pack
Cheese for Dogs

Gave him this treatment hour or so after his breakfast of 1 cup cut up fresh chicken breast. With about 
5? hours, started having diarrhea, almost hourly, through night, with a lot of panting. Now resting on 
his side, not usual position of late.

14.75 Years Collie - Border Dog 78 Pound

EON‐557272 12/26/2023 15:48 Nutri source small and medium breed 
puppy food chicken meal and rice recipe

I found worms in 3 bags of dog food

EON‐557270 12/26/2023 15:44 Diamond Naturals adult beef and rice After feeding new bag of Diamond Naturals,  started having extreme diarrhea and throwing up. 
This has gone on for 4 days now and his stool is starting to have blood in it. Our cats will occasionally 
eat a left over piece and the one has thrown up after eating the same food

6 Years Bullmastiff Dog 130 Pound

EON‐557269 12/26/2023 15:40 Victor dog food Both dogs were fed Victor's dog food. The older dog threw up. The younger dog threw up multiple 
times and began having loose bowels that led to bloody stools. A trip to the vet yesterday ruled out 
Parvo. Was sent home with anti nausea and pain meds. The dog continued to have bloody stools 
flowers by a return trip to the vet for more testing. He has been admitted to ICU with the high potential 
of not making it through this episode. The dog food was returned on the same day to the Tractor 
Supply store where it was purchased. The clerk stated that it was the second customer return while 
simultaneously completing a purchase for another customer purchasing a bag of Victor dog food. The 
pain and agony the dog is enduring is gut wrenching and very distressing to my daughter who is in her 
first trimester.
Here is the update: We're having him hospitalized. Minimum estimate/deposit for treatment is $2600. 
With signing all the papers we put do not recessitate if he passes. They're monitoring him closely for 
the next 24hrs with fluids, blood work and xrays.

10 Months Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐557267 12/26/2023 15:36 Buckeye This is a previous dog I owned long ago (mid 90s), but the case is right on point for you to consider 
with this dietary heart issue. I observed a visual surge of blood in his neck artery. He got an Echo done 
with Canine Cardiologist specialist  and it showed his heart to be twice it normal 
size. Nothing else wrong. He had me do strong therapeutic doses of Taurine, L-Carnitine, and Q-10. In 
three months his heart was back to normal... and I mean 100% normal. He was a SAR dog, and show 
dog, and was sponsored by a dog food company called Buckeye. Finding out of course it was a VERY 
poor quality dog that was the ONLY reason he got the problem. Switched foods after tones of research 
and he never had a problem again. That vet has long since retired, but I don't know if his practice is 
still there and if they kept the records of the echo. BUT, he might have sent them to my PCP vet, that 
might have them. Everything was not done electronically back then so who knows.

4 Years Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 85 Pound

EON‐557266 12/26/2023 15:32 Purina Friskies Shreds There are several reviews on Amazon.com for the Frisky Wet Cat food they are selling of being moldy, 
contaminated, and filled with bugs/worms/maggots/eggs which somehow turns into flies or a parasite 
that attaches on to houseflies or fleas. These in bite people and cats. I think when cats eat the food 
they get infected internally and then there poop is covered with parasites which lead to more flies. I 
think Amazon.com is intentionally doing this since so many people complained and they still haven't 
recalled the product or stopped selling it. I also believe this has caused the Covid 19 pandemic. My cat 
scratches himself nonstop and I even scratch my scalp time to time. I think Amazon or Frisky's is 
behind this. Please investigate the matter and hold them accountable. The batch of cans I bought from 
Amazon.com were contaminated moldy and filled with maggots/worms/eggs. Check the photos and 
reviews on Amazon.com. I think we now know why Jeff Bezos has been wanting to go to space and 
possibly why he was divorced.

Unknown Cat

EON‐557265 12/26/2023 15:32 Kirkland Signature Mature Formula 
Chicken Rice and Egg Dog Food 40 lb.

After starting a new bag of Kirkland Senior Dog Food (kibble) my dog became averse to eating the 
food. I started adding treats to the food to encourage her to eat. After about a week I noticed she 
became lethargic and refused to eat any of the dog food and little other food. She developed some 
sensitivity around her midsection where she would cry out if touched. I took her to the veterinarian 
where they ran a number of tests physical, blood, and urine tests. They reported her blood showed 
possible signs of anemia and found blood in her urine sample. No other findings presented 
themselves. The vet recommended we schedule an ultrasound to be performed. We were not able to 
get an immediate appointment unless we admitted her as an emergency case. Since she did not seem 
to be in an emergency state we decided to schedule an appointment for after a weekend. In the 
meantime, the vet took another blood sample after about a day and a half. The blood sample looked 
much better as it was just out of the range of possible anemia. At this time our dog had not eaten the 
suspected food for several days. She steadily improved over the weekend and we decided to "wait and 
see" and schedule more blood/urine tests after a month. The food was returned to Costco and I told 
them I suspected it had made my dog ill. I do not know what or if they did anything. My dog is now 
eating a different brand of dog kibble and seems to be doing well. We will have her checked with the 
vet in early January.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐557070 12/22/2023 11:28 Good ‘n’ Tasty soft and crunch bakery 
pack

After eating the good and tasty dog treats that she loved she got sick. She started vomiting, black 
diarrhea and lethargy. Took her to the veterinarian December 20, 2023. She had blood work and her 
kidneys are in failure. She’s not going to make it. The veterinarian said she’s had several patients that 
have eaten the same treats and they were also fatal.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 12 Pound

EON‐557069 12/22/2023 11:28 Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and 
stomach feline favorite variety pack. 24-
3oz

Foreign material and possible insect infestation in Purina Pro Plan (sensitive skin and stomach) 
canned cat food. Food packaging was for arctic char and duck entree. 1 can out of entire pack so far.
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EON‐557066 12/22/2023 11:24 Blue Buffalo Small Breed Adult chicken 
& brown rice recipe 
(lot#20250206AH40049; expiration date 
06-Feb-2025; UPC#: 4024314411), Blue 
Buffalo Boo Bar Baked Pumpkin & 
Cinnamon treats/day 
(lot#20240808H1012174; expiration date 
08-Aug-2024; UPC#: 40224314342)

My sweet 8 lb. Pomapoo dog, , had 3 weeks of awful non-stop bloody brown vomiting 
and bloody/incontinent diarrhea starting 29-Oct-2023, and she would not eat and barely drank water. 
Four (4) Veterinarian visits (02-Nov-2023; 04-Nov-2023; 08-Nov-2023; 17-Nov-2023) and >$2,000.00 
later that included multiple urgent care lab work and diagnostic testing performed as follows: 
• Chem14: (abnormals: red blood cells [RBC] 9.01x10^12/L [normal range 5.5-8.5x10^12/L]; 
hemoglobin [HGB] 20.1g/dL [normal range: 12.0-18.0 g/dL]; hematocrit [HCT] 56.97% [normal range: 
37.0-55.0%])
• cPL Rapid Test, pancreatitis screening: Normal
• X-Rays – abdominal: No pancreatitis, No ileus
• ANTECH Canine GI PCR Panel

Treatment included: 
• Cerenia injection ([maropitant] anti-nausea), 
• Endurosyn oral Gel (anti-diarrheal) twice a day x 3 days three (3) different times
• SQF Administration
• Penicillin G Injection
• Amoxicillin 100mg 1xTablet BID for 7 days 
• Canine Foritflora two different times over the 3 weeks

Diagnosis:  was diagnosed with Acute Hemorrhagic Diarrhea Syndrome (AHDS/HGE). 

I finally stopped her from eating Blue Buffalo Small Breed Adult chicken & brown rice recipe 
(lot#20250206AH40049; expiration date 06-Feb-2025) and stopped the 1-2 Blue Buffalo Boo Bar 
Baked Pumpkin & Cinnamon treats/day (lot#20240808H1012174; expiration date 08-Aug-2024), both 
purchased at Walmart in , and switched to the veterinarian-prescribed 
gastrointestinal (GI)-specific dog food (i.e., Royal Canin dry and wet food) she has finally recovered by 
18-Nov-2023!!! I request a diligent safety investigation into these products and lot numbers so that no 
other dogs experience what my poor baby  experienced. I have kept both products in the event 
you would like to test for pathogens.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

Thank you,
 

EON‐556978 12/21/2023 9:28 CBD FULL-SPECTRUM (1 000MG) 
HAPPY-FUREVER™ OIL

I wanted to report this company and their Happy Furever product, which is making just ridiculous 
WAAYYYY over the top curative health claims on their item. There isn't even an attempt to try and 
phrase it in a way that's DSHEA compliant. 
Can you please address this with them? 

This is the link to the product, and page, with the curative claims. https://paworigins.com/products/cbd-
happy-furever-oil

EON‐556977 12/21/2023 9:28 Purina Pro Plan
Sensitive Skin & Stomach

The vet recommended that we try a new dog food brand to help with my dogs sensitive skin and 
everyday allergies. We purchased the Purina Sensitive Skin Salmon dog food from Chewy.com. We 
implemented a phased approach introducing the food into his diet. A 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% 
phased approach with his existing Costco branded food. Upon giving him the Purina food, he 
developed severe skin irritation, lethargy, and discomfort to the point of scratching and chewing 
himself to bleed. 

We went to the vet and upon doing more investigation, looking at Chewy, PetSmart, Petco, and 
Purina’s website, dozens of recent reviews suggest that pet owners are experience the same issues 
(or worse) with this brand of food. Possibly leading to an issue with the formula or manufactured lot of 
the product.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐556976 12/21/2023 9:28 Dingo Tartar And Breath Dental Sticks 
For All Dogs 48-Count

Amazon purchase Dingo Tartar And Breath Dental Sticks For All Dogs, 48-Count
Gave 1 to dog upon delivery. Severe diarrhea and lethargy ensued. Noted numerous reports after, on 
Amazon

6 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐556975 12/21/2023 9:28 Stella and Chewy’s Freeze Dried Raw 
Surf ‘N Turf Dinner Patties

We have a bag of Stella and Chewy’s Surf and Turf dog food patties, which we sometimes feed to our 
cats (as recommended by our vet). We take the patties and break them up into pieces before feeding. 
As my wife was breaking up one of the patties, she noticed something hard and sharp, and she found 
a small piece of metal. We’ve saved the piece of metal and I’ll attach a picture.

EON‐556874 12/19/2023 20:20 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Lamb and oat Puppy

Within 3-5 days of feeding him Purina Pro Plan SSS lamb and Oat Puppy Food my puppy started 
getting sick. GI upset, and Lethargy, he went to the vet severa times and ran diarrhea and digestive 
panels and a junior blood panels and those tests came back normal. His illness persisted until I saw 
another post of a dog having similar issues on a Purina SSS food so I immediately changed food, 
eliminating purina Puppy Food and saw dramatic improvement within 24-48 of doing so. After about a 
week and a half we are still seeing improvement

5 Months Terrier - Bull Dog 45 Pound

EON‐556873 12/19/2023 20:08 Ol roy beefhide tripple flavored I gave mydog a treat and he was playing with it all happy ate it ... then not even 20 minutes later he 
started to shake real bad and started throwing up all over the house... not just one or two throw ups at 
least 5-10 throw ups all over within 15-30 minutes... I felt terrible and thought maybe he was just sick 
didn't think anything of the treats.. so two days go by of him being better and not getting sick so i 
decided it was okay for him to have another treat.... and the same exact thing happened and i felt even 
.ore terrible because i gave him the treat but at first i had no idea that's what made him sick untill it 
happened that second time.

4 Months Pit Bull Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐556869 12/19/2023 19:12 Pure Balance Grain Free Fresh I purchased the PB Fresh today 19 Dec 2023, the product expires 6 Feb 2024. When I opened the 
package, the food was covered in significant mold. How is a sealed package with an expiration so far 
away, covered in so much mold.

EON‐556837 12/19/2023 14:12 Wellnes - Pate Turkey and Salmon 
Entree - Grain Free

Sunday  (we laughed at  Playing with mouse at (9:30 am) fed  can prior at 8:45 am... 
We sat down to watch church at 10:30.. at 10:40 I look down at and said Wow .. honey isn't that 
weird how  is sitting... it looked way off. I went to nudge her to discover her legs were paralyzed. 
She was dragging her self with her front legs... then she started vomiting. All the rotten smelling food 
came up. She kept trying to drag herself under a couch. I wouldn't let her. I wanted her to be 
comfortable where I could keep my eye on her.. She was getting confused and disoriented by her new 
found condition. I took her upstairs and tried to comfort her. I knew she was in deep trouble, it was 
Sunday and I didn't want to go to ER Vet because of the expense. I kept trying to comfort her.. and I 
stayed with her the whole time. At 2:15, she suddenly started dragging her self in circles... After 5 or 
six rotations she stopped and she laid flat and her body started twitching.. the paralysis started 
crawling up her body... it was horrific to watch. She started vomiting and vomiting and choking,,, after 
more minutes I believe her lungs became paralyzed. It was a real life nightmare. Her face became 
frozen while the bile was exiting her mouth. The odor was that of rot... Her breathing became gasps, 
further and further in between. She stopped breathing.. and I put my head on her body until I heard her 
last heart beat... it kept beating for a minute after her breathing stopped. The rigor mortise set in so 
fast... NO ANIMAL DESERVES THIS DEATH!!!!!! 6.5 hours after her breakfast... she was dead. I am 
begging you all to follow up on this..... I feel it was botulism.... I am no doctor, but any other 
explanation could excuse to cover this up by the manufacturer.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐556818 12/19/2023 12:16 Victor beef and brown rice Owner was feeding Victor dog food and learned about the recall in november. Food was switched but 
 developed diarrhea prior to Thanksgiving. Owner switched to a new food mid November. All 

other pets have had normal bowel movements and no vomiting.  progressed to bloody diarrhea 
and has had a few episodes of vomiting and lack of appetite. We had been treating symptomatically 
with probiotics and metronidazole. Routine fecal negative. Minimal improvement so Royal Canin GI 
low fat started and added fiber to diet.  is continuing to have loose bloody stool between episodes 
of more normal stool. Today submitting baseline labs and a fecal PCR.  has started eating sand 
which 2 other dogs are now doing  and  
When owner learned of the recall she threw away bag. Pet was purchased from Chewy of Tractor 
Supply october 2023. Owner stored container in a plastic bin at room temperature.

5.6 Years Spaniel - Cocker American Dog 19 Pound

EON‐556817 12/19/2023 12:16 Trader Joe's Advent Calendar for Cats After a few days of eating treats from the Trader Joe cat advent calendar, he started vomiting, having 
bloody diarrhea, stopped eating, and is in pain. There are a couple other cats in the house who had 
the same reaction. (I didn't start opening and giving out the treats until mid December).

I looked online after he got sick, and I saw many reports of cats having the same issues with these 
advent calendar treats. (And the comparable calendar from Target).

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.5 Pound

EON‐556797 12/19/2023 10:08 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diet UR 
Savory Selects Salmon Recipe

Found 1cm long piece of blue plastic in the can of food. Can has a best by date of Sep 2025, and code 
32571159 L7UR42340

EON‐556696 12/18/2023 10:56 Purina Pro Plan 
Adult
Large breed
Shredded blend
Chicken/rice formula

I opened the bag of food 2 days ago to feed it to my dog. Last night, I noticed a bug fly out of the bag 
but i didn’t think anything about. This morning when i went to feed my dog i noticed more bugs flying 
around and then i looked and saw more bugs and worms crawling around the food.

EON‐556675 12/18/2023 9:04 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream Dog was diagnosed with diet related dilated cardiomyopathy. Dog has been eating Taste of the Wild 
grain free dog food for several years.

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 67 Pound

EON‐556655 12/17/2023 18:36 Iams Proactive Health Minichunks 
chicken & whole grain recipe. I see no 
"use by" date or a batch/lot #. This same 
UPC seems to be on all 30lb bags that I 
have.

 developed explosive diarrhea over night, couldn't keep food/drink down, even bland chicken & 
rice. As diarrhea started becoming more frequent and became all blood, I took him to emergency vet 
clinic (9am ish), where we spent all day. Xrays and labs resulted in no definitive cause for his problems 
and only lab concerns by then were likely caused by his dehydration, presumably caused by the 
explosive diarrhea. They treated him and gave him fluids under the skin. I made an appt for 11/10 (the 
earliest they had). I followed the discharge instructions & had been told he should be back to full kibble 
and normal eating within a few days but he got worse as the under-skin fluids depleted. The regular 
vet examined him 11/10. They tested him for Addison's disease (per emergency vet 
recommendations), it too was ruled out. He got more fluids under the skin. We tweaked the bland diet 
and feeding instructions over the weekend, but he would have explosive diarrhea within 5 minutes of 
drinking water. He was hungry and thirsty, but as everything gave him explosive diarrhea, he quit 
eating that weekend for 32 hours (his 3rd time he'd stopped eating due to his illness - ranging 24-32 
hours). Vet started a new treatment plan of meds etc and prescription food after I reported his 
condition after the weekend. He improved instantly on the meds & prescription diet. Each time I tried to 
follow the plan for re-introducing the Iams kibble, he got worse. At 25%, his stool started to get loose 
again. At 45% if was very loose, so I never dared increase it above 50% ish for fear he'd stop eating all 
that too. I'm not sure which date to use as the "recovery" date - he was instantly better when we used 
prescription diet with the meds, but it was supposed to be only for a few days and stretched out for 
weeks. I consider him "recovered" when I switched to the new bag of Iams, as he had no discernible 
health issues or need to rely on prescription diet or meds at that time.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound
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I'd noticed my other dog seemed to be having sensitivity around the same time too, but was harder to 
pinpoint with her, as she has other health issues and is on medications (including prednisone daily). As 
the weeks went by, I became concerned that the Iams was the problem (after ruling everything else 
out). went into town and bought a smaller bag from a different store (hoping it was from a different 
production line as the original food they'd been eating). I also picked up kibble of the prescription diet, 
in case the new bag of Iams didn't work. Both dogs got better with the first feeding from the new bag of 
Iams. I suspect the other dog's prednisone was masking the problem in her or helped buffer from the 
severe issues  had. In her case, she'd been having sensitivities to things she normally gets, 
could no longer tolerate 1/2 boiled egg twice a day or her 1tsp supplement daily, and started having 
diarrhea each time I tried to slowly reintroduce either. She had been able to tolerate only 1/4 tsp of her 
supplement (no egg or anything else in her diet). At night, I could hear both dogs' stomachs rumbling 
angrily; I'd have to check which dog needed to go out - it could go either way. ALL symptoms for both 
dogs stopped the first night I switched to the new bag of Iams.

 is now back at 75% Iams kibble and could probably be at 100% except that I have an expensive 
bag of prescription diet food to use up. I've been able to start raising the other dog's supplement - she 
had no issues at 1/2 tsp supplement and I'll add another 1/4th tomorrow to get her to 75% of her 
expected dose. I recently started on a new 30lb bag of Iams, they seem OK on it. Both the smaller and 
newer large bags were purchased at Big Lots in . Harley had been fine at his regular vet 
appt 10/12/23, before all these troubles began. He'd had no opportunities to get into anything for 
weeks & had been on a strict diet for weeks prior to his sudden issues 11/8. I'd had no explanation 
other than the Iams food for his sudden health issues 11/8. The emergency vet concluded he'd most 
likely eaten something that didn't agree with him; he'd had only Iams until that morning, when I tried 
chicken/rice after he puked up the Iams. (He puked up the Iams too on 11/8 before we left for the 
emergency hospital.) 

I'll have to figure out what date I started feeding from the new bag of Iams; I think it was 11/28/23, the 
same day I picked up prescription kibble from the vet too. (He'd been on canned prescription diet for a 
couple weeks as I tried to reintroduce Iams with it.) For the info below, I'm considering it  as 
his reaction was the most severe, but the other dog's issues started at the same time, which is part of 
why I ultimately tried buying a different bag of Iams to see whether everything for both dogs would 
improve. 
(Sidenote: the information from the emergency vet was not all accurately reflecting what I told her. I 
brought in some stool, which was from early that morning, having flecks of blood. By the time I'd left for 
the vet, he'd had something like 10 incidents of explosive diarrhea; it had gotten progressively worse 
until the last 5-6 were just all blood. I hadn't taken any of that in to the vet; it seemed unnecessary. I'd 
also told them he would be 3 in Dec; they apparently rounded his age down. Other info was wrong 
also.)

EON‐556642 12/17/2023 12:44 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with 
Probiotics Dry Dog Food

Dog has been eating Pro Plan High Protein Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice Formula with Probiotics 
Dry Dog Food for most of his life. Ordered another 35 pound bag a week/10 days ago and he began 
having bad cases of diarrhea several days later. He only eats dog food and has never reacted this way 
to his food. Checked with retailor Chewy and the product reviews from consumers overwhelming 
indicate the same issue with other dog owners over the past several weeks. Checked with Chewy and 
they had nothing to say about it.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐556634 12/17/2023 11:08 Wereva OMG gravy chicken and tuna As I was feeding my cat Wereva OMG gravy chicken and tuna , I discovered a large bone. Had I not 
been so closely looking at her food she could have choked and possibly died. They need to do better. I 
reached out to them but have yet to hear back.

EON‐556627 12/17/2023 9:00 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Re: Purina Pro Puppy dog food - In October I sent the bag of dog food with my dog to his kennel. That 
evening they contacted me that they noticed some morsels with white spots and opened them up. 
They found grubs. I immediately had uber eats send drop off a small bag of food to them. I purchased 
another bag of Purina Pro Puppy from the same store and we found dead grubs in the bag as we 
scooped out the food. In addition, there were lots of dry hair/dust clusters along with small black bugs. 
I contacted Purina and sent them pictures both times.

EON‐556605 12/16/2023 19:28 Members Mark Chicken & Rice Dog 
Food 40lb bag

Our dog  became deathly ill at the beginning of October of 2023. We noticed she had been 
acting different for a few days and didn't want to eat her food. On October 14th 2023 we noticed she 
was lethargic, yellow in color, puking up stomach bile, hyporexia and very sickly. We rushed her to an 
emergency Vet Hospital where she was confirmed very ill.  was diagnosed revealed infection, 
severe hyperbilrubinemia and moderately elevated ALT (liver enzyme). She had an infection at that 
time, was given a ton of medication for infection (Antibiotics) and medication for her failing liver. The 
vet recommended she stay with them but we elected to take her home and follow up with vet first thing 
monday morning on 10/16/2023. Monday's follow up more blood work was preformed, an ultra sound, 
and check up. It was confirmed with ultra sound that her gall bladder was full of sludge and she was 
very ill. Doctor  prescribed more antibiotics and another medication for her gallbladder, and a 
special food. She was on about four different medications daily, some twice a day. We had another 
follow up visit on 11/06/2023 with a recheck progress. At that time all medication is to continue as 

 is slowly progressing but still showing gallbladder issuesm(sludge still showing). Next follow up 
visit on 12/07/2023. At that visit she had another ultra sound to check the internal organs and it s 
recommended that she follow up with the internal specialist at another vet hospital.  was to 
continue her Denamarin for her liver support, Doctor  said we could stop the antibiotics and the 
ursodiol but to be watched very careful. On December 12th, 2023 we were able to get her in to see 
Doctor  at . During her physical exam revealed a moderate elevation in 
her ALT Liver enzyme & hyperbilirubinemia. Phyical exam revealed a jaundice appearance. Repeat 
blood work, continue to take the Denamarin, Ursodiol, and vitiamin E and her special diet that is vet 
prescribed until further notice. 

4 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 60 Pound
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 was a heathly dog up until she was fed her food back in September then she was dealthy ill 
come October. We highly suspected it was her food all along that made her super ill and the email that 
her food company sent to us on November 17th, 2023 confirmed it. The time line follows it to a T. She 
has had Member Mark Dog Food her entire adult life. We obviously quit feeding her contaminated food 
to her when she got sick. We have since then been refunded for the food, still have the food stored for 
proof that the food was what made her dealthy sick. We have called the food company on 11/18/2023 
which is the members mark Chicken and Rice 40lb bag with a upc 00193968344207 that the Texas 
Farm Products Company made and spoke to a person one time. That person stated they would follow 
up vis email,which hasn't happened yet. Since then 
I've tried to contact them several times at the number provided 1-866-311-13223 and now nobody will 
answer that line and you can't leave a message. I'm looking to be reimbursed for all of my current and 
future vet, medication, and special diet food bills that this food has caused.

EON‐556598 12/16/2023 19:28 Smart Smiles I gave him a smart smile. He was in his bed. I was right next to him at my computer. I looked over and 
he was dead. Never made a sound. It was horrific and tragic.

6 Years Unknown Dog 4 Pound

EON‐556596 12/16/2023 19:28 Victor lamb and rice formula Lethargic 2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound
EON‐556595 12/16/2023 19:28 Wellness Complete Health Large Breed 

Dry Dog Food
I purchased and received a new bag of Wellness Complete Health Large Breed dry dog food on 
December 13th. My dog had 2 bowls (dinner then breakfast) of the new bag and now has salmonella. 
He also licked my face and I have it as well.

EON‐556592 12/16/2023 19:24 PURINA BENEFUL PREPARED BEEF 
STEW
Purina Beneful Prepared Meals Beef 
Stew with Peas Carrots Rice & Barley 
Wet Dog Food 10-oz case of 8

I ordered a case of Purina BENEFUL Beef Stew for my dog (8 meals in separate tubs). 
It arrived from Chewy.com in a large box with some other items, food and supplies. I put the case on 
the floor of my pantry and did not open it for a few days as I use it as a topper and did not need it 
immediately. When I did use the first meal, my dog ate it. The second meal, she refused and would not 
eat all day. The third day, I noticed a string of ants leading to the case. I opened the full case up and 
opened one meal from the bottom. It was full of bugs that look like maggots. I took photos. It was 
disgusting. I submitted a customer complaint to Chewy. They said that I should open and inspect all 
food prior to serving and refunded me $14. I sent more photos of the box that looked like it was not 
packaged properly so they could investigate and get to the bottom of it. I got a reply that basically said 
that if I didn't have any other complaints thank you for telling us. So I sent the Lot # to Purina and am 
waiting to hear. I have 8 photos of this disgusting mess that was sent to my house with these horrible 
things crawling around in it. I feel terrible that I gave my dog a serving of it but the one I did seemed 
fine. But when she didn't eat the second one, I began to wonder because she is normally a good eater. 
She smelled it and then refused it. I didn't think to empty the entire case of food honestly. I assumed 
that when I bought Purina food from Chewy that it would be fine as I have been a customer for 5 years 
and have had only one other bad order, and that was ironically a bag of Purina Pro Plan with moldy 
food in the bottom of the bag. I reported it to Chewy and they said that they were investigating a 
warehouse situation that may have gotten the bag wet. I suspect that this food issue may have been 
either due to delivery and packaging (not enough material inside the large box it was sent in and it 
moved around during transit until it caused a leakage) or it was infested by the bugs prior to shipping. I 
don't know enough about these creatures to know how long it takes for them to invade a food source. I 
cleaned thoroughly and hope that I got everything disinfected. All this for a $14 order of Purina Beneful 
Beef Stew as a topper for my dog's food which is now Purina One Lamb & Rice. So having been a 
USDA researcher myself (Youth Development), I decided to let you know that this was the WORST 
experience I have ever had with an online order of dog food!

EON‐556440 12/15/2023 11:00 ACANA free run chicken and turkey I purchased a 22.5lb Bag of ACANA Free run chicken and turkey. I been purchasing this for 3 years. I 
never had a problem. I opened the bag and within 5 minutes my dog regurgitated. At first I didn’t think 
of anything bad just she may have ate to quick. Fed her at night again, within a few minutes she did it 
again. This continued every meal for 5 days. I finally did a test of giving her boiled chicken and rice and 
she did not regurgitate at all. We then Fed her the following morning, again she was fine. When she 
was given this food morning and night she threw it up immediately. There is some sort of issue with 
the dog food. It needs to be addressed.

4 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 62 Pound

EON‐556438 12/15/2023 11:00 Blue Nudges Natural Dog Treats 
enhanced with minerals Jerky Cuts 
made with rack chicken & duck

Dog started having diarrhea on 12.8. Usually this kind of diarrhea is from some kind of new food and 
clears after a couple of days. We couldn't immediately identify anything new she'd had, so we 
continued her kibble diet and standard treats. Diarrhea persisted through 12.12 when I realized we had 
opened a new bag of Blue Nudges on 12.5/6. We stopped giving her those on 12.12, and diarrhea 
cleared up. Lot on treat bag is 20241029MS 23 1233 16:58.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐556350 12/14/2023 11:44 Hill's Prescription Diet i/d Digestive Care 
chicken & Vegetable Stew Canned Dog 
food. 12.5oz 12 pack

I had changed canned lots of food around the first week of November. Diarrhea symptoms started 
11/10/2023. She was taken to the vet on 11/14/2023 and prescribed for metronidazole for bacterial 
infection collected in the stool. 7 day Rx completed 11/21/23. Diarrhea symptoms started again on 
11/25 or 11/26/23. Fed more canned than the first time thinking it will help with GI. took to urgent care

12.5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 14 Pound

EON‐556349 12/14/2023 11:36 Wilderness small breed chicken I was the owner of 5 Chihuahuas, between the ages of 9 and 11-1/2. I just lost one of Chihuahuas 
after detecting a heart murmur, which was  11-1/2 years old and he died suddenly in his sleep. My 
other 4 Chihuahuas all after enlarged hearts/heart murmur/congestive heart failure.

I was informed of an FDA study that determined that Blue Buffalo and their brands have been 
associated with heart issues and I have been feeding my dogs since birth Blue Buffalo Brands.

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐556327 12/14/2023 9:48 Purina ProPlan Chicken Tuna and Wild 
Rice

Repeated vomiting, inappetance, and lethargy 17 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐556326 12/14/2023 9:48 Delectable Squeezup with Tuna & 
Salmon

Our cat got sick and passed away overnight 9 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐556325 12/14/2023 9:48 Purina ProPlan Chicken Tuna and Wild 
Rice

Repeated vomiting, inappetance and lethargy ~8 hours after eating food from a brand new case 8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐556324 12/14/2023 9:48 Purina ProPlan Chicken Tuna and Wild 
Rice

Inappetance, vomiting, and lethargy 7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐556323 12/14/2023 9:44 Purina ProPlan Complete Essentials 
Chicken Tuna and Wild Rice Entree

Repeated vomiting within 8 hours of eating the food, became completely inappetant and lethargic 10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐556258 12/13/2023 14:32 Fridkies shreds 40 cans Everytime I've feed my 6 cats they have thrown up I've been getting them friskies for years and this 
has never happened before this case of food

12 Days Domestic (unspecified) Cat 27 Pound

EON‐556257 12/13/2023 14:32 blue buffalo life stages chicken and rice dog ate the food and vomited profusely about an hour later. then she refused to eat the food until we 
bought a new bag of the same product.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐556256 12/13/2023 14:32 Blue buffalo life protection formula 
chicken and rice

Animal ate the food, vomited profusely several times over the next hour or so, then refused to eat the 
food for several days. I bought a new bag and all problems resolved.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐556148 12/13/2023 10:24 Identity Adult Cat Food
Personality In Pet Food

I was looking into Identity Pet Food to potentially purchase a sampler pack of cat food online. It 
indicated it would be 22 cans in the description but only 20 cans were listed. I emailed to inquire and 
was told the quail was hard to get due to avian bird flu and that a can of dog food would be substituted. 
I responded saying I was not going to feed my cats DOG food due to very different nutritional 
requirements of the two species. They said the dog food was perfectly safe for cats and that their dog 
and cat food have "very little differences except for trace vitamins and minerals." They said their diets 
"are 95 percent meat, poultry or fish and diets this high in meat will naturally meet the AAFCO food 
nutrient profiles for both dogs and cats. Thus it is perfectly safe to feed our cat food to a dog and visa 
versa." I then explained that the dog food has no taurine added into it and that cooking food destroys 
taurine which is why it's added back into cat food since it is an essential amino acid for cats. They then 
responded "The dog food does have taurine in it -- it actually has natural taurine as all our products 
do.Taurine naturally occurs in high levels in meat -- most companies only supplement it because 
they're not high in meat. We only siupplement taurine so we get fewer questions as our diets are 
naturally extremely high in taurine. Oh and we started adding synthetic taurine in the dog a few months 
ago -- we are allowed to use old labels before we have to change the label which is what we are 
doing."
USING OLD LABELS?
TELLING ME TAURINE IS NATURALLY IN THEIR FOOD SO NO NEED TO ADD IT BACK IN WHEN 
I EXPLAINED COOKING DESTORYS IT
When I asked why they would substitute the quail dog food for the quail cat food when there was a 
short supply I asked them if it was the same quail. They said "Quail has been difficult to procure 
because of governments requiring quelling of quail populations to control the avian flu. There is no 
difference in the quail used for dog versus cat."
Then HOW is the quail for CAT in short supply yet they can offer me a can of QUAIL FOR DOG??? It's 
the same quail used to make the food, they said that!
I am extremely concerned this company is trying to give cat owners DOG food and telling them it's 
perfectly healthy to feed their cats when it IS NOT. I have a whole email string I could forward to you if 
needed with the above info and screenshots of the conversations too This is disturbing. I am very 
concerned about consumers who do not have the nutrition knowledge that I do "buying into" this and 
their animals being harmed.
Cats are obligate carnivores. Dogs are omnivores. They have very DIFFERENT nutritional needs and 
to tell consumers it's find to feed dog and cat food interchangeable is downright scary.
To be clear, I have not purchased this food. I was considering purchasing it. Not anymore.
I have more screenshots of the email conversation if you wish but I could only attach five.
Their phone on their website is 833-720-PETS
Their email on their website is customercare@identitypet.com
Their website is identitypet.com

EON‐556140 12/13/2023 10:00 Hill's Science Diet Veterinarian 
Recommended Large Breed Adult 1-5 
Chicken and Barley Recipe.

On approximately Sunday, December 3, 2023, in the evening,  appeared to regurgitate her food 
(food was still intact). On Tuesday, December 5, in the evening,  once again appeared to 
regurgitate her food (food was still intact).
On Wednesday evening/Thursday morning,  once again appeared to throw up her remaining 
food.
On Wednesday morning, on the way to the veterinarian,  threw up again, this time all liquid. The 
veterinarian saw  ordered x-rays and blood work, gave her some canned food and medicine 
and we went home. It should be noted that Sandy did not appear to eat anything during this time but 
drank plenty of water. 
On Thursday afternoon, December 7, the vet clinic called and ask us to bring  as they received 
her lab work back. 
Her liver and pancreatic enzymes were elevated, and her stomach was inflamed and enlarged.  
was hospitalized over the course of the weekend until, Monday, December 8th. During her stay, 

 liver enzymes continued to climb. On Monday the veterinarian ordered more blood work, we 
are waiting results. 
Sandy was only fed Hill's Science Diet dry dog food.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐556138 12/13/2023 10:00 purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon

The bag of food was infested with bugs that started multiplying. We first noticed the bugs when we 
were already 35% through the bag of purina pro plan sensitive skin & stomach bag of food. It's 
become a very big issue that needs to be addressed by purina
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EON‐556063 12/12/2023 9:56 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Class 
Multi-Pro for Normally Active Dogs

I was feeding out dogs Victor Multi-pro for Normally Active Dogs before the recall when I found a 
chunk of what looked like a wood chip. We contacted Victor who sent out a box for the piece of food to 
be tested. On their recommendation, we returned the bag to Tractor Supply for a refund. Soon after we 
found out there was a recall. I have only hear from them one more time after multiple emails sent to 
see the status of the questionable food as our 14 year old dog went down hill quickly. She died the 

 when she was healthy until October when the recalled food happened. I 
want answers. They did not offer to help with the cost of vet care to make sure it was not the food 
causing illness or death. In their single email since the initial complaint, they are claiming they have not 
received the food when it has been a month since it was sent.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound

EON‐556062 12/12/2023 9:52 Purina® Friskies® Pate Wet Cat Food My cat, , is a creature of habit. He has been eating the same catfood for over 10 years and 
has never had an issue until this most recent batch. I purchased around 6 cans of Purina Friskies 
Salmon Pate wetfood and of those 6, roughly 4 of them smelled and looked wrong. The cans have a 
Sell by date of Nov 2025. At first, I just assumed that maybe it was a new formula or something like 
that, however, my sweet kitty only had a few cautious bites of it before immediately throwing up and 
having some terrible poops the rest of the day. Luckily he was ok and ultimately didn't require a vet 
visit. The food smells grainy and rotten and nothing like it has in the years I've purchased before. 

Unless purina changed the formula without telling anyone and my cat just doesn't like it.... I genuinely 
think something is very wrong with this batch of catfood. I think it's unsafe for any pet owners to 
purchase this specific batch of catfood. If it made my kitty sick after only a few bites, imagine how sick 
a bitty would get after eating a whole can.

The information I've gotten from one of the cans is as follows:

The UPC code: 050000423347
Best by: Nov 2025
33139052 L5A3970035

16 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 14 Pound

EON‐556060 12/12/2023 9:52 file:///var/mobile/Library/SMS/Attachmen
ts/da/10/CBAD0724-58D4-46DD-9C2D-
3A06AB26BBE4/IMG_6152.jpeg

12/9/23 naught bag of ?
PROBLAN
35 LB
$89.98
Purina Pro Plan Sport Puppy Dry Dog Food - Development, High Protein, Chicken & Rice brought 
home full of living worms paid $89.00 and totally disgusting

EON‐556057 12/12/2023 9:52 Purina Sensitive Skin and Stomach in July I noticed my dog becoming lethargic, but otherwise normal. In october, she started vomiting in 
the morning. Within 2-3 days she started having bloody mucusy diarrhea and extreme lethargy, and 
didnt want to eat. I took her to the vet that Friday and her liver enzymes were very high and they gave 
me antibiotic. On Monday, we redid blood work, and her liver enzymes were high but also one of her 
blood cell counts were low. (not really sure about this but can get vet records to make sure this is 
correct) No other sign of infection or illness but my vet suspected it maybe could be an auto immune 
disorder. A few days later, another blood test, everything fine but the liver count. Fast forward to about 
$1,500 in vet bills, she seemed stable but still not herself. Last week, the vomiting started again and I 
saw on Facebook a post that the purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach caused a ladies dogs to 
be very ill and she had the food tested and it came back with four heavy metal toxins. I called my vet 
and switched my dogs over immediately. I went in to the vets today to make sure my dogs organ 
function is ok, so we sent out her blood work. I do have a second dog who had one episode of 
becoming very ill and had issues breathing but I dont know if thats related to the food. I did notice the 
kibble looked different the last few months and did some research and they had to change their 
formula as they couldnt get an ingredient. note date issue started was the date she started vomiting, 
not the lethargy. note sate of recovery is today but she is still recovering and we are continuing to 
monitor her health with the vet.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐556056 12/12/2023 9:52 Abound™ Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe 
Dry Dog Food

After using a new bag of ABOUND Chicken and Brown Rice dogfood for 3-4 days of feeding, all three 
dogs had the same symptoms, starting with vomiting out everything in their stomachs for 24-36 hours, 
then the diarrhea came along for all 3 as well. They are also lethargic. I took away the ABOUND food 
to see if that was the cause, and they the vomiting and diarrhea stopped. Nothing else changed in their 
environment. 
I took the dogfood back to my local Kroger, and they gave me a refund, but didn't seem concerned 
about keeping the food for sale.

14 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound

EON‐556054 12/12/2023 9:48 Simply Pet by Papo
Soft & Chewy Treats
Chicken Sweet Potato & Kale

Purchased Simply Pet by Papo Soft & Chewy Treats on Sat, 12/9/23 at CVS in .
When I got home, I gave 3 treats to one dog, while the other dog refused to eat it one. Thought it was 
odd and looked into bag and saw it was filled with mold. Immediately went back to CVS, showed store 
manager the moldy treats. She refunded me and proceeded to remove the rest of the treats from the 
display.

EON‐555963 12/11/2023 10:16 Wellness Core Tiny Tasters Duck 
Recipe

Cat Food "Wellness Core Tiny Tasters Duck Recipe" has ground bone. The bone is cooked enough to 
be soft. However, in recent batches there are bone shards not cooked enough to be soft, and are in 
fact hard and sharp and jagged and up about to 5mm in length. Multiple such pieces in multiple 
packets I was able to feel thru the packet and was able to get the bone to pierce the foil packet (these 
are in packets not cans)

EON‐555934 12/10/2023 18:40 Grain Free Formula Chicken & Whitefish 
Dinner Adult Cat Food

Upon opening a can of Open Nature Chicken and Whitefish cat food, I immediately noticed black 
flecks within the food itself. The sizes range from small flecks to pea-sized. They have a gelatinous 
consistency and are mostly opaque. This has not been seen before in previous cans opened, yet was 
consistent in all of the seven cans I purchased. Photos will be included.

EON‐555932 12/10/2023 17:52 Prescription Diet Urinary Care c/d 
chicken and vegetable stew

Purchased a new case of hills c/d vegetable stew dog food and upon opening saw a black residue on 
the inside of the lid that reached down into the food.
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EON‐555922 12/10/2023 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Sensitive Stomach Dog Food With 
Probiotics for Dogs Lamb & Oat Meal 
Formula - 24 Pound Bag

We have been feeding this food to our dog for years as she has sensitive skin and a sensitive 
stomach. She has been doing great on it until this last bag. First she just wasn’t acting himself and we 
were keeping an eye on it. This week she was having obvious stomach discomfort and horrible gas. 
We thought she was doing better and finally ate a small amount of her food and the symptoms 
reappeared. I was looking into it online and found several reports of similar situations from other 
people. We plan to call the vet in the morning to get her in but other people have said that although the 
doctor couldn’t find a specific cause their dogs had elevated liver enzymes and their blood counts were 
off. This has to be more than a coincidence and I think someone really needs to look into the issue. 
The food was also very crumbly. I don’t know if that had anything to do with it but the texture was 
obvious off.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐555916 12/10/2023 12:28 Kirkland Signature Pate Cat Food 
Variety Pack 3.5 oz 45-count

Found shells in salmon wet cat food ( Costco brand)

EON‐555903 12/10/2023 4:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Adult Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

We attempted to transition our dogs to the recommended blue buffalo brand. Upon giving it our dogs 
threw the first evening. Not putting two and two together it was from the food exactly, we continued to 
feed it to them and our German shepherd not only ended up vomiting and straight diarrhea for days 
but both contained blood in them to which he ended up in the emergency vet hospital over.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound

EON‐555899 12/10/2023 0:56 Hill’s Science Diet Adult Perfect Weight 
Chicken Recipe Dry Dog Food

My dog got pancreatitis. He does not get any human food. He started getting sick within 24 hours of 
opening this new bag of dog food.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐555880 12/9/2023 12:44 Primal Pronto Scoop & Serve
Turkey & Sardine Formula
Complete RAW Blanced

Primal Pronto Scoop & Serve; Turkey & Sardine formula 4 LB bag. QR# 8. 50334 00446 labeled with 
best by date of 07/15/24 and ID code: W10109253. 
Small nuggets (8) added to the dog’s regular food as a meal enhancement. Dog has tolerated Primal 
Turkey Sardine Freeze Dried nugget products before and tolerated them well. This was the first time 
for the Pronto Bits which are labeled as raw. Nuggets were added from a solid frozen state - product is 
kept in a chest deep freezer. Within 2 hours after eating the 8 small pellets, the dog started having 
very loose stools which progressed to watery diarrhea lasting > 48 hours. Dog did not vomit but was 
lethargic and had no appetite. Due to the weekend time frame a veterinarian was not available - 
however will be contacted next week. 
Product was purchased at .  

 also kept the product in a freezer. And I purchased it in a frozen state. 
Regular kibble food for this dog is NutriSource combination of animal protein and fish protein products. 
He also eats pate style dog food from both Primal and Dave’s which are Turkey and Sardine or 
Salmon. So toleration of the two ingredients: Turkey and fish is not an issue for this dog. 
The sudden onset of symptoms along with all of the recent recalls and safety notifications from 
PRIMAL led me to report this incident.

19 Months Poodle (unspecified) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐555876 12/9/2023 11:56 GNF Wings PK-BF-CH, Good "n" Fun 
Wings PK-BF-CH

My 10-year-old Aussie healthy and happy...ingested on October 4th a doggie treat started, panting 
October 5th, taken to vet vet on 6th with good prognosis, passed on 

EON‐555875 12/9/2023 11:56 IAMS Proactive Health: IAMS indoor 
weight and hairball care with salmon.

I purchased IAMS Proactive Health (Indoor weight and hairball care with salmon) at my local Target. 
There are small white bits of a hard, sharp substance (it appears to be similar to plastic) embedded 
into the kibble. I have purchased this food for many years and it has never had anything like this 
before.

EON‐555874 12/9/2023 11:52 Healthy Hide Good N Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs Spectrum Brands Pet LLC

I puchased a Spectrum Brand treat on December 2nd 2023 from retailer Tractor Supply in  
. I went home opened the package and gave each of my 4 dogs 1 treat. The next morning when I 

awoke and went out to my kitchen to let my digs out, I saw blood and diarhea all over my kitchen. 
Today is December 6 2023.. My dogs have been having acute diahria every day since. I have been 
cleaning this up 24/7 since 12/3/2023!! My carpet in my 2 year old home is destroyed and I would like 
to take all 4 of my dogs to the Vet as soon as possible to have a health check and have the 
stools(which I saved and would like the analyzed fro contaminants! Please help...4 dogs at the 
Veterinanrian is expensive and my wife and I are retired older folks.

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐555873 12/9/2023 11:52 Healthy Hide Good N Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs Spectrum Brands Pet LLC

I puchased a Spectrum Brand treat on December 2nd 2023 from retailer Tractor Supply in  
. I went home opened the package and gave each of my 4 dogs 1 treat. The next morning when I 

awoke and went out to my kitchen to let my digs out, I saw blood and diarhea all over my kitchen. 
Today is December 6 2023.. My dogs have been having acute diahria every day since. I have been 
cleaning this up 24/7 since 12/3/2023!! My carpet in my 2 year old home is destroyed and I would like 
to take all 4 of my dogs to the Vet as soon as possible to have a health check and have the 
stools(which I saved and would like the analyzed fro contaminants! Please help...4 dogs at the 
Veterinanrian is expensive and my wife and I are retired older folks.

2 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐555872 12/9/2023 11:48 Healthy Hide Good N Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs Spectrum Brands Pet LLC

I puchased a Spectrum Brand treat on December 2nd 2023 from retailer Tractor Supply in  
. I went home opened the package and gave each of my 4 dogs 1 treat. The next morning when I 

awoke and went out to my kitchen to let my digs out, I saw blood and diarhea all over my kitchen. 
Today is December 6 2023.. My dogs have been having acute diahria every day since. I have been 
cleaning this up 24/7 since 12/3/2023!! My carpet in my 2 year old home is destroyed and I would like 
to take all 4 of my dogs to the Vet as soon as possible to have a health check and have the 
stools(which I saved and would like the analyzed fro contaminants! Please help...4 dogs at the 
Veterinanrian is expensive and my wife and I are retired older folks.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐555813 12/8/2023 13:56 Victor Classic Professional She began to stop eating, became lethargic and started to bloat 4 Years Bulldog - American Dog 75 Pound
EON‐555792 12/8/2023 11:44 First Mate Grain Friendly 

High Performance For Active Dogs and 
Puppies
LOT 9757-23770

First Mate dog food recommended as a good product as we were switching the dogs food from a 
previous/different brand. Both dogs became sick. The larger dog had severe diarrhea, lethargy, and 
gag reflex. The smaller dog had diarrhea/soft poops, severe acid reflux and the tendency to want to 
vomit.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 7 Pound

EON‐555787 12/8/2023 10:48 Against the Grain
Nothing Else
100% Duck
Meatball style in Natural Bone Broth

Found a broken piece of a pin or needle in canned dog food.
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EON‐555786 12/8/2023 10:48 Kirkland adult dog chicken rice and 
vegetable

When we first switched to this food our dog had some strange bowel movements. Then it escalated to 
vomitting and diarrhea. We switched to a bland diet of turkey and rice and he became fine again. We 
reintroduced the dog food and his symptoms returned.

Dachshund (unspecified) Dog

EON‐555785 12/8/2023 10:48 Ol Roy dry dog food Complete Nutrition 
Roasted Chicken and Rice flavor

We recently switched dry dog food from pedigree to Ol Roy a Walmart owned product, all 4 of our 
dogs stopped eating it or would just eat some of it, we just thought maybe they were not keen on the 
taste of it? Anyway we went out for a few hours and when we cane back beller was just laying there on 
the floor, sge had seemed fine before we left, so we are obviously very up set as there hadnt been any 
prior warning, this happened two weeks ago this coming Sunday, called walmart that night and was 
told to call manufacturer, got hold of a number for distributer, they told me it was walmarts own brand 
and gave me another number for walmart, called walmart afain on thd Tuesday evening, nothing has 
been done, I have called several times and been tokd someone will be in touch but have been ignored

9 Years Corso Dog Dog 110 Pound

EON‐555764 12/7/2023 22:16 Tikicat pâté sardines recipe in sardines 
broth finely minced (it’s any finely 
minced though)

Hello, I am concerned about my cats wet food. We have been feeding her tiki cat wet food and have 
been finding sharp little objects in it. Some are hard some are brittle. Some are shiny. We are unsure 
what it is but the last can we gave her had so much! I took some photos. We will also not be feeding 
this to her until we are able to figure out what the material is. Would you be able to tell me what it is or 
look into this? Thank you

EON‐555743 12/7/2023 18:16 Kirkland Signature Pate Cat Food 
Variety Pack 3.5 oz 45-count

Found a large foreign object in Costco's Kirkland Pate Cat Food

EON‐555740 12/7/2023 17:52 I and Love and You Meow and Zen After eating the I Love You cat treat  began having diarrhea, lethargic, stopped eating on 
12/05/2023. Taken to . in the morning of 12/06/2023. Where 
she was administered an IV. The owner of the cat was told it was because of the Chamomile and 
Lavender in the cat treat, both very toxic to cats. This was the only new food introduced to 

2 Years American Curl Longhair Cat 8.3 Pound

EON‐555730 12/7/2023 16:52 Full Moon Freshly Crafted Ranch Raised 
Beef Recipe. 100% human grade

My dog ate Full Moon Braised dog food. The same night about 2 hours later. My dog started to vomit 
and then that led into a vomit of blood. We went to the emergency vet hospital. While out in the 
parking lot he pooped blood. He had to stay at the vet hospital for 2 days. He has never had any health 
problems. He is a pembroke welsh corgi and 2 1/2 yrs old. Now a couple of days later my 10 year old 
is showing the same signs what they had in common was the food and snacks they ate which are full 
moon products.

EON‐555720 12/7/2023 15:52 Purina Pro Plan Adult
Sensitive Skin and Stomach
Salmon and Rice

 eyes have been rolling back in her head and she has injection of scalera, and vomiting. 19 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 38 Pound

EON‐555687 12/7/2023 12:44 Acana brand multiple proteins. Most 
commonly selected Freshwater Fish 
Blend.

We've fed our golden retriever Acana (and sometimes Orijen) brand pet food his entire life (7.5 years). 
We've fed a variety of proteins from this brand (fish, chicken, beef, etc.), but most commonly fish. In 
the last few weeks he developed a cough and lack of appetite, so we took him to the vet. In his x-ray 
they found he had an enlarged heart. We took him to the emergency vet where he was diagnosed with 
dilated cardiomyopathy. Given his diet was grain-free they indicated that he may have developed DCM 
due to diet. In addition to his heart medications he's now on, he is now also taking a taurine 
supplement. As a consumer, I wasn't aware that this was a potential problem. I'd chosen Acana 
because I thought it was a premium food with good protein sources. When the vet asked if my pet was 
on any special diet I answered no because I didn't even realize he was eating anything unusual. When 
I went home and looked at his bag of dog food, there wasn't any advertising on the front that said 
anything like "grain free". I had to read the bag thoroughly and read through the ingredients on the 
back before I even saw the words that it doesn't contain grain. I feel so frustrated that I didn't know my 
dog was even on a "special" diet. It's possible my primary vet has asked me in the past if he was on a 
special diet and I said no because I didn't think he was. Knowing that this could have been prevented 
is really heartbreaking. I've read online that there aren't further investigations into this issue at the 
moment, but want to flag it since this is still something that is happening.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73 Pound

EON‐555686 12/7/2023 12:44 Royal Canin Hydrolyzed Protein 
Moderate Diet food. 24.2 lbs

My dog was sick this morning after eating a brand new bag that was opened last night. He ate it last 
night and again this morning. He was moaning in pain and vomited as well. He is a severely allergic 
bulldog so he is not given treats or any other food items - except his RC HP Moderate Diet food. 

I felt that you needed to know about this. I also reported it to Royal Canin & Chewy and below is the 
information from the bag. Luckily, I had purchased 2 bags [24.2 bags] from Chewy under order 
#142554321. 

Please record this, report it and let me know what to do please. 

12/MAR/2025 337B2RGU03
MFD ON 12/DEP/2023 04:53 476424

Kind regards,

2 Years Bulldog Dog 54 Pound
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EON‐555685 12/7/2023 12:44 Authority® Everyday Health Adult Cat 
Wet Food

I have two 3 year old domestic short hair cats. They are in good health, vaccinated and see the 
veterinarian regularly. I have been feeding my cats Authority® Everyday Health Adult Cat Wet Food - 
Chicken Entre for well over a year. Over this last week, both of my cats have had vomiting and 
diarrhea hours after being fed the wet food, starting at the exact same time. Upon the first incident, I 
with held the wet food and the symptoms went away. Upon feeding them a can again yesterday 
morning, the symptoms returned that same night exactly as is. I am concerned that there is a bad 
batch.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐555684 12/7/2023 12:44 PETNC ADULT MULTI 75 Chewables I got them a multi and they did not eat it and can't. I had to cut it and they could not even eat it. A few 
ate it and I did not use it. I want to continue with nutrition so we have to go forward, but we are 
reporting this problem and the problem with the medical reasons thing. They say things and they are 
not a vet and they are not true too.

Unknown Dog

EON‐555683 12/7/2023 12:44 Kirkland Signature Pate Cat Food 
Variety Pack 3.5 oz 45-count

I was feeding my cats the chicken flavor of the pate when I found a hard black object which was about 
an inch by two inches. I had seen a few other consumers note this issue with the pate, so I 
immediately removed it and documented it.

EON‐555682 12/7/2023 12:44 “I and love and you.” 
Meow & Zen Hearties
Botanical Infused Treats
Chicken Recipe

First out cat had very odorous poop, then reduced appetite, then diarrhea and no appetite. After 
tracing any possible causes, we came back to cat treats that had been newly introduced, and realized 
they had both lavender and chamomile in them, which are both toxic to cats.

3 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 8.5 Pound

EON‐555681 12/7/2023 12:40 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula

I bought my dog food, 47lb Purina Pro Plan Adult Chicken and Rice shredded. I bought it 12/3/2023 at 
Petsmart in  and opened it on 12/5/2023. I left it in the original packaging and put it in my 
airtight storage container. I fed my dog the food on 12/5. I never seen anything wrong with the 
packaging or when I first opened it. Today, 12/6, I opened my storage container and opened the bag 
and it had maggots crawling around and trying to come out of the bag. So today I contacted Purina 
and Petsmart, but they said this rarely ever happens. I wouldn’t want this to happen to anyone else. I 
figured you might want to look into it. I now have a $90 bag of dog food full of maggots, that my dog 
can not eat. Luckily he has not got ill yet, but what if i wouldn’t have noticed it until a week of him 
eating it.

EON‐555667 12/7/2023 12:08 Purina pro plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice formula

Purchased a new bag of purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon and rice flavor (which this 
dog has been eating for 3 years), and he started vomiting for days. My female Labrador started to 
refuse to eat the food after one day, and then after 4 days my male Labrador started to refuse to eat it 
as well. Purchased a different food and they both started eating again. Unfortunately the male is still 
vomiting

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 114 Pound

EON‐555570 12/6/2023 12:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult 7+ Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Dog 
Food

We opened a new bag of food. Within 1-2 days of consuming this bag of food paisley started having 
seizures. We stopped the food and took her to the vet. We changed her medications also as a rule out 
and she continued to have seizures. We have changed her food again and put her on seizure 
medication. Every time she got a full serving of either of the senior foods she would have a seizure. 
One of the seizures occurred immediately after eating it.

10 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 58 Pound

EON‐555554 12/6/2023 11:28 Healthy Hide Good N Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs Spectrum Brands Pet LLC

I puchased a Spectrum Brand treat on December 2nd 2023 from retailer Tractor Supply in  
. I went home opened the package and gave each of my 4 dogs 1 treat. The next morning when I 

awoke and went out to my kitchen to let my digs out, I saw blood and diarhea all over my kitchen. 
Today is December 6 2023.. My dogs have been having acute diahria every day since. I have been 
cleaning this up 24/7 since 12/3/2023!! My carpet in my 2 year old home is destroyed and I would like 
to take all 4 of my dogs to the Vet as soon as possible to have a health check and have the 
stools(which I saved and would like the analyzed fro contaminants! Please help...4 dogs at the 
Veterinanrian is expensive and my wife and I are retired older folks.

1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐555544 12/6/2023 10:24 SIMPLY NOURISH
LARGE BREED ADULT
Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe

Dog vomited at least two meals of the same dry dog food. It's the same brand and same type of dog 
food as the normal diet so no changes. Food was purchased 5 days ago. It could be anything but 
thought it should be documented in case it is the source.

10 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound

EON‐555543 12/6/2023 10:24 Pet Honesty Digestive Probiotics
120 scoops for cats (powder)

I have used Pet Honesty Digestive Probiotics for my cat for months to help with her gut issues and she 
has always loved it. This was my third jar and upon opening it I was instantly hit with a stronger and 
different bad smell than before. The texture is also slightly different. When I gave it to my cat the same 
way I always do, she meowed distressed and vibrated her tail and arched her back. I then gave it to 
my other cat, because he always licks her bowl clean after she finishes anyways, and he had the exact 
same reaction and wouldn't touch it. I

went to go look at the most recent reviews of the product from a few different places that sell it, and 
many people are reporting the exact same issue and their cats have distressed or just uninterested 
reactions to it now. 

There is definitely something wrong with it and many of the reviews said that the manufacturer is 
refusing to refund, and this product is not cheap. I am worried that something might be really wrong 
with this products recent manufacturing.

EON‐555542 12/6/2023 10:24 Members Mark Beef + Brown Rice Dogs are refusing to eat product. Product smells bad.

Have since discovered that this product has been recalled. No notification from Sams Club about this 
recall. Dogs have had loose stools.

1 Years Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Dog 90 Pound

EON‐555541 12/6/2023 10:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach
Salmon and Rice Formula

Three weeks after starting Purina Pro Plan Salmon and Rice, Simon presented with a seizure, ataxia, 
confusion, and weakness. In the following days he has thrown up randomly. I took his food to  

Toxicology and it tested high in Thallium, selenium, lead, and arsenic heavy metals.

2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 50 Pound

EON‐555540 12/6/2023 10:24 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach salmon flavored

Started my dog on Purina Pro plan sensitive skin and stomach salmon flavored on 10/25/2023. Had 
his first ever seizure on 11/05/2023, another one on 11/26 and a third one on 12/04. Heard about other 
people's dogs having the same reaction to the exact same food in the month of November.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 62.3 Pound
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EON‐555539 12/6/2023 10:24 Purina 18oz and all other large size dog 
food bags

I noticed a bunch of out of date large size dog food bags, when I brought this to management's 
attttention nothing was done.

EON‐555422 12/4/2023 20:44 Fancy Feast Savory Pure Naturals Was at our local Walmart and we purchase Fancy Feast. We go5 it home and was fixing to give it to 
the cat and noticed the expiration date was 05/2023. This is the second time in a matter of months that 
this has happened and the store assured me this would be taken care of. Apparently not so how many 
animals were given this toxic product

EON‐555384 12/4/2023 12:40 Victor Super Premium Cat Food Grain 
Free Fit Feline Indoor Cat, Victor Super 
Premium Cat Food Grain Free Healthy 
Skin & Coat Indoor Cat, Victor Super 
Premium Cat Food Mers Feline

I’ve had  since she was 3 weeks old. And not one day in her life has she ever been sick or 
diagnosed with any diseases or had issues other than worms as a baby. She looks and acts like she’s 
still a kitten and has never had an issues with mobility, eating, or diseases. Jumps 7 foot from the floor 
in the air without a second thought and has always been healthier than any other cat in her age range. 
I believe the recalls with Mid America Pet Food is the very reason to her most recent death November 
13th 2023. 
I had changed my food for my cats to victor about a year ago. I have three cats so I gave her mostly 
Victor since she was older than my other two cats and most likely needed premium. I started noticing 
around mid summer that she was still eating food but slowly pushing it away and not finishing her 
meals the way she used to but I persisted kept giving her food until she ate something. She looked like 
she was developing a cold b/c of the mucus that kept forming at her nose. When she started vomiting 
her food, followed by diarrhea and light sneezing blood and bleeding from her gums I made an 
appointment with the vet. 2 days before July 19th I had noticed she had lost a large tooth and thought 
this could be a factor to her bleeding. However she was already displaying symptoms before she lost it 
so I was worried. On July 19th I took her to the vet because I was afraid her lost back tooth would lead 
to a bad infection. My other younger cats were randomly throwing up food too so if there was 
something spreading I had to prevent further disease. The doctor examined her and prescribed an 
antibiotic. There was no indication of cancer or major sickness just a small infection. She took this for 
about a month and was getting better, reduced bloody sneezing and bleeding gums. I was feeding her 
soft cans of fancy feast and friskies at this time b/c I didn’t want food getting stuck in her teeth and 
victor wasn’t available as much in the store at the moment. I went back to her regular brand cat food 
around mid August switching from victor healthy skin and coat indoor cat, Hi pro plus, mers Feline 
multicat, and soft can food. I was grabbing victor sale items that the local  had once and 
a while. 

17 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 1 Kilogram

On September 27th she started having diarrhea again and could not stop peeing on her chair. She 
started coughing and sneezing light amounts of blood again. October 7th she developed pus in the 
corner of her right eye. She started sneezing blood again and bleeding from her mouth coughing. Over 
the course of a month her face looked like it was deteriorating. Her right eye was clouded with what I 
thought was a cataracts but this was worth. It would bleeding especially when she sneezed and 
coughed blood. She barely had an appetite. She couldn’t really move or jump. She was pooping and 
peeing in the chair she sits in all day but barely. She was drinking what she could but also looked 
dehydrated. Lost so much weight. half of her face was now deteriorating literally she had no more 
muscle and she looked a symmetrical. She was having trouble breathing. And it seemed like her teeth 
were ready to fall from her gums all this only on the right side of her face. I had to crush her pet food 
and mix it to make it edible for her. She really was refusing to eat much. But she kept going pushing 
but she fell over to much weakened and was no longer her self she was when she was getting better. 
On November 10th I freaked out bc she was bleeding profusely from her mouth. I took her to the ER 
on the night of the 13th b/c she was barely mobile. Still responding to me and sitting on my lap i could 
tell she was suffering from something even she knew she couldn’t combat and I had to put her to sleep 
so she wasn’t suffering. 2 days ago I learned of the recall for mid America (victor cat food included) 
announced November 9th 2023 from a notice posted at my local  store. And of a prior 
recall in October that was made for victor dog food. After learning of the symptoms of pancytopenia I 
believe that she developed the inability to fight off any infections b/c she was exposed to recalled food 
containing salmonella and perhaps tainted food throughout the year these cases have been 
developing. She was 100% healthy prior to her initial symptoms and within 4 months deteriorated 
severely and rapidly.
I am at an emotional loss for not only a loved member of my family but financially burdened since at 
the time of this occurrence I also lost 2 jobs. I know my pets and Ive monitored their health thought the 
years. She had minimum 5 more years in her and Mid America Pet food / Victor Food shortened her 
chances of living and took her life. The strange part is when she was sick. I was sick too. When she 
was coughing up blood and sneezing I was too. I thought we were soul mates but this was odd. I 
handled her food and The other cats stayed away from her and mostly ate different brands of food at a 
different part of the house. For a period of time I had diarrhea stomach issues and loss of appetite loss 
of energy and a fever and chills which luckily passed but I haven’t been sick for a very long time either 
so this was strange to me. When I review the time line and the recall dates it makes sense to me. I’m 
not only grieving a loss of my family member I’m also approaching this from a logical standpoint. She 
was old but incredibly well taken care of, loved by me, and with me every single day. Im also worried 
b/c my other two cats would sometimes go into her area and attempt to eat her cat food. If they get 
sick too I’ll be incredibly upset. They are younger so hopefully they have fought off anything that could 
possibly had affected them with in the time period they were throwing up as well.

EON‐555327 12/4/2023 0:28 Kirkland Signature Nature’s Domain 
Salmon & Sweet Potato food for cats

Cat developed severe urinary tract issues ultimately culminating in a near fatal total bladder blockage 
cause by struvite crystals as a result of eating this diet and had to be placed on acidifying agent, 
antibiotics, and catheterized to survive.

1.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐555322 12/3/2023 21:12 Purina complete adult chicken flavor dry 
dog food

After consuming food, throwing up for up to 12 hours 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐555320 12/3/2023 20:44 Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet Real 
Rabbit Recipe

Opened a can of Instinct Limited Ingredient Rabbit wet food for cats and food a foreign blue-coloured 
piece of plastic in the food, measuring about 2mm x 3mm.
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EON‐555315 12/3/2023 19:12 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Beef 
Meal &
Brown Rice Formula

Upon switching our puppy from diamond chicken (due to minor skin allergies) to Victor Beef Meal dog 
food and during our transition we used rice and pumpkin to assist with loose stool and stomach aches. 
We noticed about 2 days in from being completely transitioned she got very sick, bloody diarrhea, dry 
heaving and vomiting spit then escalated quickly to her bleeding out from both ends.. she unfortunately 
passed away the next day after confirmed salmonella poisoning.

5 Months Bulldog - American Dog 36 Pound

EON‐555301 12/3/2023 12:16 Members Mark Grain Free Dog Treats 
no soy wheat corn or artificial 
preservatives Peanut Butter Flavored 5 
Simple ingredients pea flour coconut oil 
canola oil pumpkin puree and peanut 
butter

I purchased a box of dog treats from Sam’s club I went to go refill my dogs treat container when I 
opened the box of treats both bags inside seem properly sealed but dog treats are full of mold both 
dark and white powder attached to the treats and almost like a powder falling off the treats as well

EON‐555295 12/3/2023 9:12 Wholesomes Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Large Breed Salmon Dry Dog Food

On Tuesday 11/28,  threw up that evening about a couple hours after eating her dinner of 2 
cups of Wholesomes Sensitive Skin & Stomach dog kibble. Wednesday she had no problem eating. 
Two days later, the morning of Thursday 11/30, she refused to eat her breakfast of 2 cups of the same 
kibble mixed with a couple tablespoons of her canned food. Since then she's been refusing to eat any 
of her kibble, has had terrible gas and diarrhea, and has some lethargy. I can get her to eat small 
amounts of canned food, her treats and dentasticks, and cooked vegetables, but that's it. The kibble 
was a brand new bag opened on Tuesday 11/28 and the fact she's straight up refusing to touch it and 
now she's suddenly sick tells me something is wrong with it. There have been no other events of her 
getting into/eating foreign materials, she never gets into garbage, she is crated when we're not home 
and she is always on supervised walks, even off-leash. Her last meal with this kibble was Friday 12/1 
when my husband apparently gave it to her while I was at work and she reluctantly ate it but had 
terrible gas right after. I have not given her any of this kibble since then. Her gas has cleared up but 
she still has terrible diarrhea and is not eating much.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐555293 12/3/2023 9:04 There is NO full name just a package of 
what I was told were dog biscuits that 
appear to look like human 
cookiers...Oreos

Purchased item identified by PETCO store personnel as dog treats; however, the package has NO 
identification label showing ingredients, or other items required by the FDA. Call PETCO customer 
service and they did not appear to care.

EON‐555276 12/2/2023 21:08 4Health Grain Free Beef and Vegetable 
Stew

A can of 4Health Grain Free Beef and Vegetable Stew (expiration July 21 2026, lot #HXBSTM10 0428, 
CR Code 4939411968) exploded forcefully in my hand when I lifted the ring to remove the lid. The 
explosion caused considerable pain in four fingertips and nailbeds of my right hand. I recently (within 
the last 30 days) purchased the case of food with this can from the  Tractor Supply 
Store in  drove directly home, and stored the case in my kitchen pantry. I have fed my 
dogs 8 cans from the case without incident. 
I am concerned about both the pain caused by an exploding can and the quality of the food contained 
within. Needless to say, I did not feed my dogs the contents of that can. Only today, I purchased two 
additional cases of 4Health dog food. Now, I am hesitant to feed it to my dogs since I don't know what 
caused the build up of pressure in the can.

EON‐555266 12/2/2023 16:44 Acana Light & Fit Recipe (dog)
https://www.acana.com/en-CA/dogs/dog-
food/light-and-fit-recipe/ns-aca-light-
fit.html

Dogs was fed Acana food since a puppy (puppy food, adult large breed, adults lite formula when older -
grain free). She also occasionally ate my other dog's stool - he was also eating Acana grain free.

Dog was panting more than usual. She had xrays taken, the xrays revealed that she had an enlarged 
heart, fluid on her lungs, start of heart failure - DCM. She now has to take furosemide, Enalapril, and 
amino acid supplement (as blood test showed low total protein). We notice she was panting a lot in 
August 2022, xrays and diagnosis Dec 2022.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Kilogram

EON‐555262 12/2/2023 15:56 Whole Earth Farms
Grain Free Recipe
With Pork Beef & Lamb

On Friday morning, December 1, 2023, I went to PetSmart in  to purchase another 
bag of Whole Earth Farms 25 lb. grain free recipe with beef, pork, and lamb. After purchasing the 
food, totaling $65.69, I stopped at Sam’s Club to get gas and then proceeded home. I immediately 
opened the bag to pour its contents into the bin where I keep my dogs food, only to discover a 
spiderweb-like substance stick to 4-5 pieces of kibble. Unsure of what I found, I picked it up to inspect 
it, but, assuming it was a one-off instance, I set it aside and grabbed the measuring scoop to feed my 
dog. It was then that I noticed the body of a dead worm wedged behind a piece of kibble. Then, to my 
complete disgust, I saw there were more worms crawling through the container. Horrified, I checked in 
the bag only to find more worms. This is revolting. A company that I have been purchasing dog food 
from for years has suddenly become a product I will never use again. The bad was dated for expiration 
in March of 2025, but here we are. I have contacted the company and told them of the issue as well as 
giving them the batch number information. With photo evidence, I am returning the bag to PetSmart in 
hopes that they will pull this from their shelves. I have photos that I will gladly upload on a later page if 
possible.

EON‐555260 12/2/2023 15:56 Pup-Peroni Prime Rib Flavor Purchased dog treats on Thursday 11/29 evening. Gave one treat to each dog. In the morning,  
eyes were swollen. Within the next 12-18 hours, he experienced vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy. A blood 
blister formed on his face and popped. He had consumed a total of 2 treats within the 12-18 hours. 
This was the only food he had eaten.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐555120 12/1/2023 7:48 Victor pro plan dog food Our dog food (Victor brand) was recalled. 
 ended up needed to go to the emergency vet from the diarrhea and other issues related to the 

food change. Victor has NO update or information

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog
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EON‐555119 12/1/2023 7:48 Abound Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe Bought a bag of Abound Chicken and Rice Cat Food on 11/29/23 at Kroger in  
 

Today, the cat vomited up a large amount of the cat food (undigested kibbles) and one of my dogs (2 
years, male, neutered, beagle/border collie mix, no health issues) also vomited up cat food he had 
nibbled out of the cat's bowl. The animals are vaccinated and healthy with no history of digestive 
issues. I've been with them all day and neither has eaten anything unusual. I've purchased this brand 
and flavor several times and never had an issue. So far, they both seem OK after throwing up the 
food.

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐555047 11/30/2023 6:28 Kirkland Signature Chicken and Rice 
Cat Food 25 lbs.

Cat has ate only this cat food for the last 5 years with no problem. Cat vomited daily from the first time 
giving food from this bag. He developed hot spots and started vomiting within 20 minutes of eating this 
food and became lethargic. Stop this food and a different brand and he recovered.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐554949 11/29/2023 10:48 Victor purpose performance For a week my dog was getting sick after eating and then was refusing to eat her food. Shepherd Dog - German Dog
EON‐554844 11/28/2023 9:44 Furtrition Premium by Lidle Mini Sticks 

Chicken Peanut Butter Milk Flavored 
product of China

within a few hours of eating the dog treat, the dog began limping on one of its hind legs 2 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 40 Pound

EON‐554835 11/28/2023 8:24 Purina ProPlan Plan I've had my dog on Purina ProPlan for 12+ years. We fed him food from a recently purchased food 
bag. Within 24 hours he had watery diarrhea. After 3 days, the vet diagnosed him with colitis. The food 
was the only thing in his environment that changed.

12 Years Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 70 Pound

EON‐554813 11/27/2023 19:12 Viva Raw  and the other dog in the household get the exact same meals. On Friday morning, the owner fed 
the dogs a raw duck diet.  didn't want to eat it and the owner convinced her to eat it  picked 
out certain things like the duck hearts that the male dog ended up eating). That same day, the owner's 
other dog vomited the entire day, whereas  only vomited once the next day (On Saturday,  
vomited a dark brown grainy material that looked like feces). Owner believes that the male dog's 
system purged everything, whereas  system did not. 

 seemed to have seizure like activity and was taken to ER where she was diagnosed with severe 
thrombocytopenia

1 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian Malinois Dog 20 Kilogram

EON‐554751 11/27/2023 14:52 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Senior 
Healthy Weight

Started not eating then had an eye irritation which caused it to look bloodied 9 Years Mastiff Dog 140 Pound

EON‐554733 11/27/2023 12:44 Royal Canin
Mother & Babycat 
1 - 4 months

I have been buying Royal Canin Babycat formula for at least 10 years. The last 2 bags I purchased, 
one from chewy.com and one from amazon.com are bad. The food is oily, sticky, wet and sticks 
together. I contacted Royal Canin by 1-800 phone and they blamed it on the hot weather. Never had 
this problem in 10 years of buying it and it is not hot at all now. My cat refuses to eat it and this is all he 
ever ate before. Royal Canin refused to address the issue other than to blame the weather and tell me 
it is safe to feed to my cat.

EON‐554703 11/27/2023 2:04 Purina Fancy Feast Gourmet Gravy Wet 
Cat Food Petites Turkey & Sweet Potato 
Entree

On 11/26/2023, I bought a pack of the "Purina Fancy Feast Gourmet Gravy Wet Cat Food, Petites 
Turkey & Sweet Potato Entree" at Petco in . When I got home, I opened a packet to give 
to my cat, and the contents were black and completely rotten. It smelled horrid. I did not give this food 
to my cat. The expiration date of the product is February 2025. This is the second time we found rotten 
cat food from this company. The first time this happened was in March 2023 when we bought a box of 
the same cat food from Amazon.

EON‐554702 11/27/2023 2:04 Victor Lamb and Rice Formula Canned 
Dog Food

I fed her a can of Victor Lamb and Rice canned food and within a few hours she started violently 
throwing up all of the food. She vomited 4 times in 20 minutes and had a very soft diarrhea stool. She 
drank some water and vomited that up. She is listless and shaking. No interest in food or water. 
Arched back indicating her stomach hurts her.

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 65 Pound

EON‐554696 11/26/2023 20:04 Open Farm
Grain Free
Farmer’s Table
Pork 
Recipe

On 11/26/2023 while being examine at an Emergency Veterinary Hospital for mild kennel cough a 
radiography revealed heart enlargement with no identified evidence of congestive heart failure. The 
Veterinarian explained that heart enlargement has shown to be linked to grain-free diets. Due to 
sensitive gastrointestinal issues, namely vomiting and diarrhea with most high quality dog food brands 
our two non-related German Shepherds (5 and 4 year old) have tolerated Open Farm grain-free pork 
dry food the best since they were puppies. 
We will follow up with our regular veterinary clinic; but thought this issue is worth reporting since we 
have consistently fed our dogs this one brand only. Naturally this news is alarming to us. We are 
hopeful that the heart enlargement can be reversed; but there in lies the challenge of finding a dog 
food that is not on your reported list and meets the health and nutritional requirements our dogs need.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 27.6 Kilogram

EON‐554692 11/26/2023 17:52 Purina pro-plan essentials shredded 
chicken and rice

New bag was delivered from Petco, after one day he started having diarrhea, I started him on
Chicken and rice had solid stools immediately when I started putting him back on the pitons proplan 
shredded chicken and rice he started poops. Since the other dogs were fine and I have given this food 
to him for 5 years I took to vet couldn’t find nothing wrong after 400.00 in vet bills. I decided to try 
same brand but not the shredded just the large breed chicken and rice immediately and next day no 
stool issues. Once that bag was gone since no issues with my other dogs the next bad came and no 
issues. Now yesterday another bag came and 3 of my dog have issues within 24hr of giving the new 
bag from Petco delivery.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐554681 11/26/2023 13:24 Blue Buffalo True Solutions Healthy 
Weight Natural Weight Control Chicken 
Adult Dry Dog Food 24-lb bag

Began having loose watery stools after first feeding from new bag of food 7 Years Pug Dog 28 Pound

EON‐554679 11/26/2023 11:56 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice

I have five dogs who have been fed nothing but Blue Buffalo dog food. Several months ago, one of the 
dogs was diagnosed with an enlarged heart. My vet told me to immediately stop feeding him Blue 
Buffalo. He is on $150 worth of medication a month for nos heart. This past week, a second dog was 
diagnosed with an enlarged heart and we have started the medication with him. My vet attributes both 
of these cases to feeding them Blue Buffalo dog food.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound

EON‐554676 11/26/2023 11:28 Kinetic Performance Puppy 28K 
Formula Dry Dog Food 35-lb bag

Found a stainless steel tube in the dog food
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EON‐554675 11/26/2023 11:24 Victor Beef Meal & Brown Rice Formula A week prior to passing,  began vomiting, extreme loss of appetite, and then bloody stool that 
resulted in being taken to the emergency room. Was noted that intestines were severally inflamed. 
Unfortunately, all of our other animals were ingesting the recalled Victor products.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 49 Pound

EON‐554657 11/25/2023 22:24 Natures Menu Puppy We just bought this puppy food and found MOLD all over in it!
EON‐554655 11/25/2023 21:48 Victor cat food salmon flavor Ate some of the other cat's Victor food we later realized is the cause of both  and the other house 

cat's illnesses occurring which are linked to salmonella symptoms of low to no appetite, low energy, 
cough/sneeze or both, and drippy eye

6 Months Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐554648 11/25/2023 17:56 Simply Nourish Ancient Grains Natural 
Solutions 
Skin & Coat Adult Dry Dog Food - 
Salmon & Whitefish

We purchased the Simple Nourish Ancient Grains dog food and have been using this brand for a 
while. The most recent bag we purchased, we noticed our dogs were drinking more water then normal. 
Then in the last week, they have started to randomly throw up pieces of food or have really watery 
burps which have lead to throwing up. It's been more and more frequent. We stopped using the bag of 
food and did some research on recalls. We noticed that the Simply Nourish had some frequent recalls 
on frozen foods with similar best buy dates to our, due to elevated Vitamin D. Some of our dogs 
symptoms were similar to those listed for excessive Vitamin D intake so we wanted to make sure this 
was submitted in case there were faulty batches of dry food as well.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 51 Pound

EON‐554622 11/25/2023 11:20 Victor Performance Diarrhea for 3 days
Another dog vomiting and diarrhea for 2 days
Another dog vomited and diary

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 9 Pound

EON‐554621 11/25/2023 11:20 Life’s Abundance During a routine blood panel (taken for teeth cleaning procedure), we learned that our dogs liver 
values were over 700 when it should have been around 118. We were told he was suffering from 
copper associated hepatopathy. He is retaining copper in his liver. An ultrasound showed his liver was 
decreased in size. We did a biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. He was on penacillamine for several 
months which seemed to help. His numbers came down to the 300s. We were told that we needed to 
switch his medicines. We tried one med for 30 days and his numbers went up.we are now starting with 
a steroid treatment. 
We are told this is chronic and we immediately changed his food to copper free. We advised the 
manufacturer of the food we were using. They responded and said that they only use a healthy form of 
copper. Regardless, we switched to copper free.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐554619 11/25/2023 11:20 Whiskers and Tails Kibble Mix Complete 
Balanced Nutrition for adult dogs

I opened a new bag of dog food for  that morning. He ate and threw up, but seemed ok. In the 
evening he ate again, threw up, became lethargic and stumbled as if dizzy, but then he drank water 
and seemed better. He went to sleep in bedroom, was panting, and then died in his sleep. Dog food is 
Whiskers and Tails Kibble mix from 

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐554618 11/25/2023 11:20 Victor Classic Hi Pro Plus Dog Food Suddenly,  started having bloody diarrhea and vomiting white foam. She stopped eating her food 
out of the blue and looked like she was in distress or pain. She was rushed to the  
hospital immediately and stayed overnight due to her illness. She was treated at the vet hospital and 
sent home with prescribed medication.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 28 Pound

EON‐554616 11/25/2023 11:16 Diamond Naturals -Beef Dinner for adult 
dogs and puppies.

I had a customer return diamond canned dog food “Diamond Naturals Beef Dinner” Blue label! It 
contained plastic pieces in it and I bought a can of the same stuff off our shelves and it also had 
plastic pieces in it. So I know it wasn’t a customer wanting a refund.

EON‐554439 11/24/2023 11:24 L.I.D. Natural Lamb & Rice Select About an hour after eating her new bag of dog food,  vomited and began showing signs of labored 
breathing and lethargy. We brought her to the animal hospital where they diagnosed her with 
anaphylactic shock and admitted her overnight. She experienced facial swelling later in the day. She is 
improving and we are hopeful she can come home today.

3 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 38 Pound

EON‐554431 11/24/2023 10:24 Victor beef and Brown Rice Had been ordering Victor beef & brown rice kibble from Chewy for months. My young, healthy active 
pup started refusing it in early January 2023. Additionally, I have 2 dogs that I watch sometimes and 
they also started refusing to eat the kibble.  would however eat other brands. In February 

 started getting really lethargic, wouldn't eat and his lymph nodes in his neck were severely 
swollen. He died .

3.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐554394 11/23/2023 16:56 Origen Amazing Grains Large Puppy We have been feeding our dog this food since 4 months old. We opened a new bag after finishing the 
previous, and fed it to him. My husband even exclaimed that the garage where we keep the food 
became very pungent after just simply opening the bag. We unfortunately didn’t think much of it and 
continued to feed our puppy regularly. 36 hours later, he began throwing up bile multiple times a day 
for 4 days straight. Our vet prescribed some anti nausea medication and a prescription food. His 
symptoms subsided for 36 hours, then became even worse with diarrhea and more vomiting of bile. 
We have run all the tests and eliminated all other causes than severe gastroenteritis caused by the 
new bag of food.

7 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 49 Pound
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EON‐554392 11/23/2023 16:56 Kibbles N Bits Both dogs in my household began vomiting after eating from a bag of Kibbles N Bits steak and bacon 
flavored dog food. 
The bag was purchased for one dog,  a 4 year old, male, 75 lb, neutered mixed breed (GSD and 
terrier). He is the dog predominantly fed this food.  ate the first bit of this food on Saturday 
evening and promptly vomited it back up.  normally has a fairly strong stomach, but I didn't think 
too much of it. 
Sunday he was fed again, more of it, as I mix his old and new food together in the airtight storage 
container I have for it, so as not to cause sudden stomach upset.  vomited twice on Sunday after 
eating the food. 
On Monday, my second dog --  a 13 year old, male, 30 lb neutered, Jack Russell Terrier (full 
bred) -- snuck some of the food. He normally would not receive this food, as he has a sensitivity to 
corn and begins itching non-stop when fed kibble with corn as an ingredient. 

 threw up constantly from Monday through to Tuesday.  did not receive Kibbles and Bits 
that day, instead opting to eat  food.  did not vomit on Monday. 
On Tuesday, both dogs received their meals from  dog food, and did not vomit. 
Today is Wednesday, November 22, 2023.  was fed the Kibbles and Bits again, and promptly 
vomited again, and has continued vomiting throughout the day. 
The bag was purchased at the , Walmart on Saturday, November 18, 2023. I do not have 
the original bag it came in. As stated earlier, I empty the new bag into the airtight container I keep for 
food storage, and then throw out the packaging. It keeps pests at bay. I'm not sure if there's a way to 
track batch and lot number based on the date and location of purchase, if you all needed to. 
I'm not saying it's necessarily the food that's at fault, but it did raise alarm bells when my dogs ate it 
and vomited it and then had no problems when fed another food the next day -- but resumed vomiting 
when fed the same suspect food again. 
It seemed like the kind of thing I needed to report. Thanks.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐554390 11/23/2023 16:56 Ol' Roy Munchie Bone Beef and 
Cheddar Flavor, Freshpet Slice and 
Serve Roll Multi Protein Recipe

On 11/17/23 I purchased an Ol'Roy Munchie Bone in Beef and Cheddar Flavor and a FreshPet Slice 
and Serve Multi-Protein Roll of refrigerated dog food at Walmart  

). I fed the bone to my dog as soon as I walked in the door. he ate half of it before I gave him the 
FreshPet food (within 5 min. of eating the bone). He then ate about 1/4 of the FreshPet food. Within 15 
minutes he started whining and vomiting. For the next 48 hours he vomited and had diarrhea several 
times. I've had my dog for over 10 years and has never been this sick from food (can eat anything 
without getting sick). Normally I would not report a sick dog but the severity of it made me concerned 
for other pets that may not be as healthy as my dog. He has recovered. I'm not sure if it was the bone 
or FreshPet - both smelled and looked okay before I served him. He's had both the treat and food 
before.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐554387 11/23/2023 16:24 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula

Went to Chewy website to buy a new bag of Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice (previously have been 
buying at a pet store) and was shocked at all of the recent reviews that say something has changed in 
the formula and their dog had severe digestive issues, blood in the stool, diarrhea, vomiting from the 
most recent bags of food, even those who had been using them for years. It seems like this needs to 
be recalled. I searched and was shocked to not see any recall even though there are months of reports 
on the Chewy website about this. There's definitely a quality control issue either at the factory or where 
they're being stored by Chewy. https://www.chewy.com/purina-pro-plan-high-protein-
shredded/dp/52445

Unknown Dog

EON‐554386 11/23/2023 16:24 Pedigree chicken and rice dinner We served  his dinner, per usual, along with my other dog as well who is a chihuahua.  
didn't even taste it but  being the Ham he is, went for it. It's been about 2weeks and today he 
barely got out of bed. He's been throwing up and having nasty diarrhea. Dark stools. His eyes were 
glazed over and I could tell he was very lethargic from his symptoms he was experiencing. In total his 
illness had a life expectancy of about 17 days .

8 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 55 Pound

EON‐554385 11/23/2023 16:24 Retriever Choice Chops Bought the recalled dog food on Monday, dogs had been hesitant to eat it all week, (thought it was 
because it wasn't their normal brand), by Friday he refused to eat. Saturday, he was very lethargic, still 
not eating, Sunday, declined even more, took him to an emergency vet. They gave him a anti-nausea 
shot and fluids. Advised us if there was no improvement by noon the next day take him to clinic. 
Monday, was diagnosed with bacterial infection. Was given anti-biotic shot and medication to take until 
gone.

4 Years Bloodhound Dog 107 Pound

EON‐554382 11/23/2023 16:24 Wellness Pate Chicken Entree Smooth 
Loaf

Cans were very puffy/inflated, and the proportions were off. Too much gel/gravy/fat, not enough pate. I 
should have trusted my gut but it didn't smell different than usual, so I gave it to the cats. Both of them 
have been eating this product since they were kittens, but both showed suspicion/avoidance. They 
ended up grudgingly eating it later since it was the only food available, so I gave them a second can at 
another meal. This time they both experienced projectile vomiting at some point over the next few 
hours/overnight, which is extremely rare for them. They both recovered quickly after they got it out of 
their systems and I did not take them to the vet, but I will not be feeding them any more of the 
suspicious cans. I also notified Chewy, the company I purchased the cans from and they are 
investigating the product in the warehouse. The affected lot numbers were 7WCCC1 23:17 and 
7WCCC1 23:18.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐554381 11/23/2023 16:24 Farmer's Dog I started giving my overall healthy and happy aging Yorkshire Terrier Farmer's Dog food to prolong his 
life and provide the dog with "natural" incidents as this company advertises everywhere and on pretty 
much any marketing platform with high rated reviews (probably by "experts" that never fed their dogs 
with this food). My dog loved the food, but within few months his overall condition started rapidly 
deteriorate and at first we (as well as our vet) attributed that to aging. Then after about 3 months or so 
he started to refuse the food, and then a few days after completely rejecting any food and starting to 
have bloody stool, he died in his sleep, so we did not even get a chance to take him to the vet the next 
morning. We all attributed it to "old age" and the vet told us it was probably his heart. We were 
heartbroken, but accepted the reality. Since there was quite a bit of left over from Farmer's Dog food 
supply in the freezer, I gave it to my daughter for her dog (a mixed breed of about 8 years old and 
around 25 Lbs). The dog loved it too! And for a month was doing well until one day ended up in ER 
with GI bleed - likely on time. The ED vet (in ) told them that they have been seeing more of 
GI bleeds and sudden illnesses in dogs who are on Farmer's Dog food and obviously the food was 
immediately thrown out, my daughters dog recovered with treatment, she also contacted the company 
to report he incident and cancel future orders, but did not get much of any response other than refund 
for the payment of new order. I don't think that having 2 dogs suddenly falling ill (one with fatal ending) 
can be a coincidence and considering also many similar reports I recently read on Reddit and BBB 
consumer reports, I think that FDA should react on these complaints and seriously look into the quality 
and safety of Farmer's Dog food, so no more innocent pets get ill from it, while the dog owners keep 
getting sucked up to all the promises of miracle food and how well the dogs do on it from the company 
that produces it! I hope that FDA is maybe already looking into this, based on previously posted 
complaints on various platforms, but of not - please DO so! I am a medical doctor myself, so I know 
what I am talking about. If something like this would have come up for any of FDA regulated human 
products the agency would have been all over it by now. Thank you.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐554380 11/23/2023 16:24 Chicken likin’ chicken wrapped twists Given chicken jerky treats from new unopened bag. She has had this brand every day for over a year 
with no problems. Chicken treats looked a different colour than all previously purchased bags. Within 
several hours of investing became unwell, excess thirst and urination. She drank over 2litres of water 
in 24 hours. Taken to Vet, confirmed excess glucose in urine but normal blood sugar. Blood tests 
taken, USS kidneys and further urinalysis. Vet has said they are certain this is Fanconi syndrome. No 
more treats given and she has recovered physically but clinically still unwell.

2 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 3.7 Kilogram

EON‐554205 11/22/2023 11:16 Victor Hi-pro plus My dog got violently sick out of nowhere in September of last year, and they tested for parasites and 
addisons all came back clear. He got better and six months later same issue (same food) recently we 
ordered a new bag (10.27.23) and after getting it, there was a strange odor, I fed it to my dog (silly me 
I thought they might have changed the formula) after eating it he started getting sick with the same 
symptoms and I asked for a new bag, after recieving the bag the food was recalled.

3 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 50 Pound

EON‐554196 11/22/2023 10:24 Victor Select Ocean Fish Formula Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart failure diagnosed by  with likely causal effect from 
diet.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 85 Pound

EON‐554193 11/22/2023 10:20 Fresh Pet Tender Chicken Recipe I purchased Fresh Pet Tender Chicken Recipe on 11/5 to mix with my dog's dry food. She's been 
eating Fresh Pet for a few months now, so this was not a new food. She ate it on the evening of 11/5 
and woke up vomiting on 11/6. She refused to eat her food for the rest of the day. We started her on a 
bland diet of boiled chicken and rice, which she ate no problem. A couple days later, we tried 
reintroducing Fresh Pet, as we figured something else had made her sick since she had been eating it 
for months -- she vomited 3 more times. It was at this point when we realized it was the food making 
her sick. When we removed the Fresh Pet from her dry food, she ate it no problem. Whenever we tried 
reintroducing Fresh Pet, she refused to eat.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog

EON‐554192 11/22/2023 10:20 Nature's Animals Handmade Dog 
Biscuits

My dog  is 3 years old and he has always loved a particular peanut butter dog biscuit. So for his 
3rd birthday 10.23.23 we gave him 2 for a treat. He ate half of one biscuit and then became very sick. 
We first noticed fatigue, then vomit and diarrhea, then blood in his vomit, and very bloody liquid stool. 
My question is, has there been any recalls on this product and has anyone else mentioned this as 
being an issue? I would like to have the food tested to see if that could have been the issue. I have 
been researching online as to what could make him so sick and Salmonella or other contaminates 
seems to be something that brings about the symptoms. I have already had him in the vet for 2 days 
and he is starting to make a turn around. He had blood tests, antibiotics, anti nausea meds, anti 
diarrhea meds, and xrays to see what could be causing this. We have narrowed down to this biscuit. 
He seems to be doing alittle better today and we are hoping it has not caused serious issues or we 
were worried about him dying from it due to the fact that he wouldn't eat or drink and had blood coming 
out in great quantities. We are very worried about our dog and also other dogs that may come in 
contact with this treat, we are investigating to see what could have caused this to  Thanks and 
appreciate hearing from you . . 

3 Years Bichon Frise Dog 26 Pound
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Product name, lot number, expiration date Nature's Animals, all natural dog biscuits, no lot number 
offered, exp date November 22, 2024 Problem the pet had which you are attributing to the product 
Shortly (approx 6-9 hours) after he ate half of one cookie, he began diarrhea and vomiting, then by 24 
hours after eating cookie his poop was not poop at all but pools of blood he pooped out. He would not 
eat or even drink anything and we took him to vet. Attached you will see sickness started early 
10.24.23 and we took him in to vet on 10.24.23 & 10.25.23 he had clean checkup on 10.2.23 and all 
was well no issuesVeterinary records, including doctors’ notes, diagnosis, and laboratory results, 
attached are the vet notes and tests Amount of product you have left. If available, purchase another 
package (leave unopened) of the same lot number and expiration date We do have another cookie 
bought at the same time with same expiration date (11.22.2024) . We have also reached out to the 
maker of the product to inquire about recalls or other issues. He siad they have no issues . Our dog 
ate half of one cookie and we took a small sampling to vet to have them test which they said they did 
not know how or where to do it. We have 1/4 of the cookie left and a whole other one unopened We 
are picking up the sampling we left at the vet to get it back. Age, breed, sex, and weight of pet, as well 
as any pre-existing health conditions, Cavalier king charles spaniel, poodle, bichon mix (cava-poo-
chon), dob 10-23-20, exactly 3 years old when he got sick, male, no prior health issues. He just went 
to vet recently (10.02.2023) for his annual check up and is up to date on all vaccines, he weighs 25 
lbs.This information will allow us to best advise you if testing is worth your expense, as well as 
narrowing down what to test for

Please reach out to me with next steps. Please do not reach out to vet without my understanding and 
knowledge of this process. Thanks!

EON‐554191 11/22/2023 10:20 Victor Super Premium Dog Food - 
Purpose - Senior Healthy Weight - 
Gluten Free Weight Management Dry 
Dog Food for Senior Dogs with 
Glucosamine and Chondroitin for Hip 
and Joint Health 40lbs

 first dog (8 year old lab female lab mix) began throwing up, lost 8 pounds, wouldn’t eat. 
Removed her from the food, kept throwing up. Took her to the vet multiple times later. She was 
diagnosed with pneumonia. Put on antibiotics. She then continued to get worse, was taken to the 
hospital weeks later at this point the pneumonia had spread and she was diagnosed with lymphoma 
cancer. She was put on steroids during this time My other dog began to get sick, started showing 
similar symptoms, had bowel movements. Both dogs went on good days versus bad days started to 
improve next day started to Decline, was a roller coaster of motions and up-and-down. Soon they both 
started to rapidly decline. On  they both took their final breath. Vets and doctors didn’t 
know what to do

13 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73 Pound

EON‐554190 11/22/2023 10:20 Victor HI ProPlus My bully became really ill and passed away on . She was throwing up lathragic , and had 
seizures and had running poop and was drooling out of the mouth. She was taken to the vet where she 
turned blue while having a seizure and she never recovered fully from having multiple seizures. The 
vet ran blood work on her and said she had toxin's or poison in her blood and recommended putting 
her to sleep.

18 Months Bulldog - American Dog 35 Pound

EON‐554189 11/22/2023 10:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

I bought a new bag of my dog’s usual food, Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon and 
Rice Formula. Within several hours of eating the food, my dog vomited. She has now had diarrhea, 
bloody stools, and foul smelling gas that have persisted for 7 days. At first I did not suspect the food 
because it is her usual food that she has eaten for five years. But I saw in the reviews of this product 
on Petsmart’s website and on Chewy.com there are numerous other pet owners complaining of the 
same symptoms in their dogs!

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐554188 11/22/2023 10:20 Víctor hi pro plus Our dog   a mixed breed, ate about 1/4 of his bowl of food and stopped eating and that night 
, he died suddenly. He had no signs of sickness previously but we saw that hat he had 

thrown up. Our other two dogs wouldn’t eat the food. I took it to our pet store,  
 and he said he thought the food was bad and gave us a different brand. I called the 

manufacturer and was told tjere weren’t any recalls of that food in the 40 lb bags. Our other dogs 
wouldn’t eat normally for several weeks but we added pumpkin and chicken and beef to their food. 
One recovered well but the other one, an 11 yr old Bernese mountain dog deteriorated in health rapidly 
and died on Nov 21.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐554187 11/22/2023 10:20 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Grain 
Free Salmon and Sweet Potato

Severe vomiting and diarrhea eating a new bag of Victor dog food 6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 54 Pound

EON‐554107 11/21/2023 12:04 Simply Nourish Salmon and Potato Dry 
food

New heart murmur found on routine exam
DCM found on echocardiogram

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 28 Pound

EON‐554106 11/21/2023 12:04 Purina Cat Chow Naturals with added 
vitamins minerals & nutrients Indoor

I bought the Purina naturals Indoor dry cat food from Target on Tuesday Nov 14th 2023. I first feed the 
normal amount to my cats Wednesday morning. A few hours later  began vomiting. I didn’t think 
anything of it as the cats vomit hairballs sometimes. A couple hours later he was vomiting again. He 
vomited 3 times that day. I thought maybe he had gotten into the trash at first but the next day I 
noticed that the cats only ate half of their food. Thursday  was vomiting again and I could see bits 
of dry food in his vomit like before. On Friday I decided to throw out what dry food was left in their bowl 
and cleaned the bowl and gave them fresh food. Immediately when I put the food down my other two 
cats sniffed it and would not eat. By Sunday all three cats which usually go through a serving of food in 
half a day still had half a bowl left.  was still vomiting multiple times a day and also seemed 
depressed and not his normal energetic self. He even let me pick him up for long periods of time which 
he normally doesn’t. Now Monday and the cats are refusing to eat the food. I tried calling Target 
multiple times yesterday to inform them but no one would answer the phone. I tried call Purina this 
morning and their service line says they are having technical difficulties and not accepting calls. I will 
be returning the food to target today.

2 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐554098 11/21/2023 11:44 Pet Pride Chicken jerky DVM submitting the report is new to the practice, seeing these pets for the first time this November. 

3 dachshunds of varying ages  15yo FS-35lbs;  5yo MN 21lb;  4yo MN 103lb 
(dachshund/hound mix)) have developed azotemia and low USG consistent w/ chronic kidney disease 
diagnosed this month.  also has a new valley fever diagnosis and a current UTI and a past UTI 
history. All dogs live in same home and only known commonalities are being fed same diet and treats 
including a Purina beef dog chow and Pet's Pride Chicken jerky.

 and  had mild azotemia last year and again this year along with the changes to the urine. 
 had no azotemia last year but a markedly low USG with a concurrent UTI at the time. Pets were 

switched to a renal appropriate prescription diet. All pets negative for tick related diseases on the 
Antech accuplex panel.  and  are not showing signs/symptoms and had no other 
abnormalities on the lab work beyond the urinary system.  other lab work changes were 
consistent with the UTI and the valley fever. In summary, no hepatopathy/signs suggesting a pre or 
post renal azotemia.

The antech laboratory consult service was consulted prior to discovering pets all consumed chicken 
jerky. Was recommended each animal undergo ultrasound and a valley fever test for  Owners 
yet to pursue this.

5 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐554096 11/21/2023 11:44 Victor grain free active adult and puppy Diarrhea, vomiting, blood in stool and vomit, weight loss, dehydration, all dogs are on antibiotics and 
other medications

12 Weeks Mastiff Dog 22 Pound

EON‐554095 11/21/2023 11:44 Victor high energy Two days after starting a new bag of Victor high energy dog food, my dog started having diarrhea and 
vomiting.

3.5 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐554093 11/21/2023 11:44 Victor Classic Professional  started vomiting intermittently (every 2-3 days or so), then I called the vet and they had me 
switch him off his food to a bland diet (chicken and rice), he also started having diarrhea around the 
same time with blood present. He has now had diarrhea for nearly 3 weeks. His food was confirmed to 
be an affected batch by the Victor dog food recall (this was confirmed by the manufacturer by upc 
number).

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20.6 Pound

EON‐554091 11/21/2023 11:44 Victor Hi-Pro I been giving this food to both of my dogs, but one of my dogs would eat both bowls and the other 
dogs would not want to eat.  who would eat both bowls started throwing up a lot where it would 
cover the whole floor of where he would sleep and having diarrhea. He started to loose weight he is 
still currently not eating it started since last week with all the symptoms.

3 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 80 Pound

EON‐554090 11/21/2023 11:44 Special kitty outdoor cat food Hard food broke the cats teeth. 10 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
EON‐553928 11/20/2023 11:44 Iams Proactive Health Indoor Weight 

and Hairball Care
I emptied out my cat food bag into a clear plastic container that I scoop their food from, and a large 
piece of wood came out from the bag. Had the piece been any smaller and I hadn't noticed it, my cats 
would've been in danger.

EON‐553927 11/20/2023 11:44 4health My five dogs have been on 4health for a while and sometimes I was feeling the batches were 
sometimes bad for some time. My dogs recently had gotten incredibly sick with uncontrollable diarrhea 
and gas. They then stopped eating it. This proceeded to be an issue for a week until I decided to try a 
different food. Immediately after I tried a different food symptoms subsided. My mother’s four dogs 
also have had these reactions until she switched foods. We have also received moldy bags that had 
remained sealed until use. The food was returned to the store and replaced. It’s been an ongoing 
issue that has happened more than a few times.

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 50 Pound

EON‐553890 11/19/2023 19:56 Iams Perfect Portions Salmon Pate On November 19, 2023 : I opened a container of Iams Perfect Portions Salmon Pate cat food, pt in my 
cat's dish and stirred it for her as I always do. I FOUND BLACK LUMPS IN IT.
I took her dish away and pulled ot the black lumps.
The container is only 1.3 oz, the black globs are 1/2" to 1-1/4"; very noticable.
I tried to rinse them off to try to identify them, but when moistened, they start leaking [dissolving?] 
black liquid.
The globs are fibrous, and begin to dissolve when dipped in water - NOT fish skin.

I opened several more individual serving containers from the 24 pack box - all had the black lumpy 
substance in them.

EON‐553889 11/19/2023 19:56 Members Mark Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

I feed both of my dogs Member's Mark Chicken & Brown Rice Dry dog food. The expiration date on the 
bags I have is Sept. 2024. Both dogs threw up and one had a runny stool a few days ago so I 
discontinued the food. This flavor is not a part of the recall from what I can tell but I believe it needs to 
be investigates. ./

10 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 100 Pound

EON‐553888 11/19/2023 19:56 Kibbles n bits mini bits beef and chicken 
flavors

Bought the kibbles n bits beef & chicken.my dogs have eaten this 3 years no issues. Bought this bag 
at Walmart, they are vomiting and now refuse to eat.Three days now. November 15 2023.

EON‐553887 11/19/2023 19:56 Victor Mers Feline 
Victor Hi Pro Plus Dog Food

Salmonella outbreak. Throw up and bloody stool. Affecting two humans who own pets too. American Shorthair Cat
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EON‐553886 11/19/2023 19:56 Doggijuana | Tuffer Chewer Dog Toy 
and Juananip Refill Bundle

On November 4th I purchased “ Doggijuana Tuffer Chewer Refillable Pretzel Toy” from a vendor at  
 called  When purchasing this product I asked about durability 

due to our German Shepherd being hard on toys. I was informed about the product Features.
“ With double-layered fabric, reinforced stitching, and a durable rope core, these toys are ready for 
some serious fun.” 
“
Tuffer Chewers feature an extra thick rope core and double stitched edging that stands up to rough 
play.
Durable double-ply fabric prevents tearing and lasts longer.
”

“The extra durable fabric, double stitched edging, and rope throughout make it perfect for dogs who 
love to play rough.”

This previous weekend November 11th, our dog chewed it into pieces and in the process swallowed 
some of the toy. He refused any and all of his food for a week and when we took him into the 
Emergency clinic we had to get an X-ray done and that is where they found part of the toy lodged in his 
intestines which requires a surgery to remove the product. Otherwise it was cause his intestines to 
explode.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 72 Pound

EON‐553885 11/19/2023 19:56 Friskies Ocean Favorites Cat vomiting after ingesting, sensitive skin and over grooming. 4 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
EON‐553883 11/19/2023 19:56 Victor High Pro

And Victor Hero Grain Free
Severe diarrhea for 6 days 1 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐553826 11/18/2023 15:00 Purina One Lamb & Rice Formula The day we fed him the Purina One Lamb & Rice (after havng opened the nag that day) he started 
having diarrhea and lost his hunger. He has continued to have diarrhea for 3 weeks and started 
throwing up. He has also been lethargic and his appetite has decreased.

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 148 Pound

EON‐553821 11/18/2023 12:12 Canidae All Life Stages Chicken Meal & 
Rice Formula Single Animal Protein

White mold found in dog food at the time of opening the bag

EON‐553815 11/18/2023 11:00 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Hi-Pro A couple months ago my dog got sick after purchasing a new bag of Victor dog food. She then started 
refusing to eat it. So I purchased a really expensive brand of dog food.  got much better and 
resumed eating. But the other food was so expensive I decided to try giving her the Victor that was still 
pretty much barely touched. I began giving it to her for a couple of days and noticed a noticeable 
change in  demeanor, then she stopped eating for 2 1/2 days, was shaking, had no energy and I 
was really worried. I took her to the PetER and had x-rays done. My 1 year old pup had colitis! I 
followed up with a holistic vet and had to get a bunch of medication and herbs and thankfully she is 
doing much better!!!

1 Years Weimaraner Dog 62 Pound

EON‐553809 11/18/2023 9:12 Victor Super Premium Cat Food In June of 2023,  began to vomit, had diarrhea and there was a bit of blood around his bottom 
whenever I would wipe him. It would get worse day by day to a point that he would vomit twice a day. 
When I would look closer the vomit was mostly dark brown (same color as his victor dry food). The 
vomiting continued for over two months. The vet did a full check up and an X-ray to see if he 
swallowed a rubber band or sth that has blocked his system. Took blood test to see if it’s a kidney 
problem. Everything came back normal. Per doctor’s prescription, he had to take several doses of 
Cerenia and Pepcid to control the vomiting. However it didn’t stop. I had to take him back to the vet 
multiple times and they would prescribe the same thing since they check everything and his condition 
sounded normal. Until the doctor mentioned that it can be “food sensitivity”. So they told me to stop 
feeding him the Victor cat food and prescribed “Hydralized Purina ProPlan”. They also prescribed 
Proviable-Forte, Cobalequin, a vitamin B injection, and Cerenia (in case of continues vomiting).  
took the first two medications for about a month that per doctor they were good for controlling the 
bacteria in digestive system. The diarrhea and vomiting finally stopped! But my baby was sick for 2.5 
months and went on series of medications. Few days ago, I received a message from Amazon (where 
I purchased the food in late Dec of 22) saying that the Victor cat food should no longer be fed due to 
the recall. And now everything makes sense..

3 Years Persian Cat 8 Pound

EON‐553805 11/18/2023 9:12 Victor Super Premium dog food Multi-
Pro

Has has abnormal bowl movements, lack of energy, feelings of upset stomach, skin irritation Weimaraner Dog

EON‐553802 11/18/2023 9:12 Full Moon Natural Organics Organic 
Jerky Free Range Chicken Recipe

I purchased Full Moon Organic Jerky Human Grade Dog treats for my dog. When I opened the 
package, the treats had mold all over them. I contacted Chewy to notify them, and I also contacted Full 
Moon through their packaging information. I am worried if an elderly person or visually impaired person 
may feed their dog these treats if they are not able to see the treats. I have not seen where they have 
recalled the pet treats, but I was left with the impression, I was not the first person to report this issue 
to Full Moon.

EON‐553798 11/18/2023 9:12 Retriever brand dog food both yellow 
and green bag

Bloody diarrhea,vomiting,not eating or drinking and had to be taken to the emergency vet that he had 
to stay overnight and get treatment and currently on 3 different medications it cost be $1,300 to get 
him treated

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 34 Pound
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EON‐553732 11/17/2023 11:36 Victor Super Premium Dog Food - 
Performance

 is 1 of 4 dogs who consumed this food.  6 years, male, neutered, 95lbs -  19 
months, female, intact, 70lbs -  3 years, female, spayed, 18lbs. ALL 4 began to experience 
symptoms after we gave them the new bag of dog food from Victor. This is their normal food brand 
and the type is the same, but this specific bag made them all very sick. At the height of their illness, 
roughly day 3, they had severe diarrhea to the point where they were needing to go every 5-7 minutes 
with straight liquid coming out. Very watery. They became dehydrated and in turn lethargic. In total, it 
last 5 days for  4 for  2 for  and 2 for  It was awful. We didn't know what it 
was and assumed it was a bug they had passed to one another. My partner and I also had similar 
symptoms that week but didn't think they were related. We stopped giving them the food because I 
suspected it was a bad bag and sent my partner to the store to get a new one. At that time, he noticed 
the recall and everything basically clicked. We did dispose of the rest of the food securely so other 
wildlife couldn't get to it, but I do feel that this recall wasn't announced well at all. There should have 
been more coverage or publicity on it. We only knew when he went in for another bag. I 100% without 
a doubt KNOW that the bag of food was contaminated and since they've recovered and switched 
everyone is fine.

19 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐553712 11/17/2023 9:40 Kirkland Signature Adult Formula 
Chicken Rice and Vegetable Dog Food 
40 lbs
Item 1567724
and
Kirkland Signature Canned Dog Food 
13.2 oz 24-count
Item 1567724

 started taking medication for liver failure of undetermined causes when he was 10 years old. It 
was diagnosed by lab testing. Prior to that he was an extremely healthy dog. I recently learned that the 
chelated form of copper that is used to supplement dog food.
Your template does not allow me to report the original date  started eating this food. He started on 
2011 and consumed it for 9 years prior to being diagnosed with liver failure. 
I am sure this is not the first time you have heard the concern of chelated copper. Please change the 
regulation so that chelated copper is not permitted in dog food. As you are aware, Liver failure for dogs 
in our country is up 30%.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐553711 11/17/2023 9:40 VICTOR Purpose Senior Healthy Weight 
Dry Dog Food 40-lb bag

I have always fed  Victor performance & I am not sure how long the product has been 
contaminated with salmonella.

 has vomited occasionally in the past year & started vomiting excessively around mid Sept. 
2023. Took her to the vet & was told she had IMHA. I don't believe this disorder just came out of the 
blue.  nearly died & was put on a high dose of prednisone, an anti-biotic, denamarin, 
metranitazole, carafate, omeprezole. I have spent over $7,000.00 trying to save my dog. I have 
changed her food to American Journey after I was notified of the Victor food recall (11/9/23) and her 
health has slowly improved. I feel that the Victor performance salmonella contamination has been 
going on for a while (over 6-9 months) & consumers were not notified until November 2023. I feel that 
the manufacturer of Victor dog food should compensate me for the vet bills. I can provide receipts.

6 Years Mastiff Dog 140 Pound

EON‐553710 11/17/2023 9:40 Friskies Party Mix Natural Yums with 
added vitamins minerals and nutrients. 
Natural catnip flavor

We took one cat to the emergency vet for continuous vomiting. We thought she was the only one 
vomiting but while she was at the vet we noticed our other cat was throwing up as well. The vet could 
not find any issues and our cat was sent home. They were on a bland diet with the exception of a few 
snacks. I have  his snacks and not long after he threw up again. Neither cat has vomited 
since we stopped giving them the treats.

3 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐553632 11/16/2023 12:32 Victor professional My dog puked for 24 hours straight. Everytime he ate he would throw up. I assumed it was because of 
food change. Another day went on and he started puking the water he was drinking too. He would not 
hold any food OR water. This went on for about a day or so. I took him to the vet immediately because 
I was concerned about him having salmonella from the recalled dog food. Sure enough they figured 
out it was salmonella and I caught it soon enough where he didn’t die or get severely sick. I still paid 
230$ in vet bills. I do not think this is okay. It’s not my fault. It’s the shitty dog food companies fault and 
I truly believe me and everyone else who went through this should be reimbursed for vet bills.

6 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 63 Pound

EON‐553628 11/16/2023 12:00 Purina Fancy Feast Delights with 
Cheddar Grilled Tuna & Cheddar 
Cheese Feast in Gravy, Purina Fancy 
Feast Delights With Cheddar Grilled 
Tuna & Cheddar Cheese Feast in Gravy-

They both vomited shortly after eating the food. 9 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐553618 11/16/2023 10:36 Taste of the Wild PREY Angus Beef 
Recipe Limited Ingredient Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

My dog began coughing and was having labored breathing. I was watching this and keeping an eye on 
it to see if I would need to take him to the vet. One morning, when coughing he collapsed and I needed 
to help him up. Took him to the vet to find out after xrays that he has Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM). 
He has since had an echo as well which confirmed DCM. He will now be on vetmedin.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 41.5 Pound

EON‐553599 11/16/2023 3:44 SALMON AND SWEET POTATO I bought the Salmon & Sweet Potato wet dog food can of makers mark (had same label as the dry 
food listed) and my dog was throwing up for 2 days - it was terrifying - she could barely open her eyes 
and move. Had blood in stool. I had two different vets look at her and it was unknown. Her enzymes 
were through the roof and her galbladder and liver was infected. 2 days later, after giving her stomach 
fluids and after massive diarrhea she is back to normal. I am concerned.

Another note is that I had also bought a big bag of First Street dry food Salmon & Chickpea which has 
packaging that is so thin almost all the bags at smart and final have crack in it so the grocery store had 
to double bag it. If you go to  you will see how lots of kibbles 
are spilled from these big bags. I do not think it was the First Street brand that made my dog sick 
though because I had Aldo given it to my other 2 dogs and they were not sick. I only gave  the 
makers mark salmon and sweet potato wet can because she does not like dry food and she was the 
only one who became extremely sick.

10 Years Dachshund - Standard Long-haired Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐553596 11/16/2023 2:20 Old Roy
Ribeye flavor in gravy

We cook chicken and rice with veggies for our family of dogs. In addition to  We have a 
rescue home for chihuahuas. We have 13.  usugets a can of ol roy sirloin when she's tired of 
the daily menu. Not the first time we've fed her extra. Half a can. She got sick almost immediately. 
Throwing up blood. Then bloody Diarrhea. Three days of suffering. We were able to give her 
immodium. But was unable to save her. Family member fed their small dog the same canned food and 
he also died within 3 days.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 125 Pound

EON‐553576 11/15/2023 19:24 Victor professional Started vomiting then had diarrhea also was lethargic 9 Months Siberian Husky Dog 22.3 Kilogram
EON‐553539 11/15/2023 16:08 Victor super premium multipro On thursday 10/19/23 he was walking like his left leg was bothering him I gave him a cad treat (he has 

taken before multiple times) and it was better, that was the only issue until sunday 10/22/23 i came 
home and he could not stand and his belly was bloated and it felt like fluid not rigid, i took him to our 
emergency vet and they ran labs and had to drain the fluid off his belly he would not eat or but would 
drink water, he had had no diarrhea and he had 1 episode of vomiting flem, monday i took him to my 
vet we did labs and fluids and multiple things but he progressively worsened and we had to put him 
down, i had checked multiple thing including his food but at the time the food that i used was not on 
the list it was added later that week

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐553532 11/15/2023 15:36 Retriever All Life Stages Mini Chunk 
Chicken Recipe Dry Dog Food

Starting on 11/10/2023, one of our dogs started throwing up every day. On 11/14/2023, we took her to 
the vet. She was running a fever and dehydrated. The vet did an exam and bloodwork to determine 
what would be the cause. She asked about what we feed her. We told the vet we use Retriever brand 
dog food and the vet informed us that there had been a recall. She said that vomiting and and fever 
are common symptoms of salmonella, which was the cause for the Retriever recall. She believes that 
contaminated dog food was likely the cause of her illness. I contacted TFP Nutrition, they stated that 
all dog food effected by the recall was pulled from the shelves BY 10/19/2023 and because we had 
bought the dog food on 10/20/2023 and 11/2/2023 that our dog could not have been effected by the 
recalled product. We spoke with the manager of Tractor Supply where the food was purchased and he 
stated that they were not even made aware of the recall until 10/20/2023. I have since been made 
aware that all Retriever dog food is being pulled from the shelves at Tractor Supply. TFP is still 
denying that they have any responsibility in my dogs illness and that no dogs have been reported as 
becoming ill from the contamination.

5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 70 Pound

EON‐553527 11/15/2023 15:00 Victor Hi-Pro Plus Our puppy ended up at urgent care vet at 10pm. He had severe diarrhea for two days and refused to 
eat. Then he started vomiting.

EON‐553504 11/15/2023 13:16 Victor Beef and Rice dog food On Thursday October 19th my dog stopped eating and started acting strange. He started drinking 
anything in sight. Over the course of the weekend, he progressed with the following symptoms: 
Refusal to eat, vomiting, diarrhea, constant drinking, lethargic, weight loss (he had a vet checkup a 
week prior to verify this), unable to control his urination and out of character was peeing in the house, 
attempting to enter bathrooms to try to drink from the toilet. On Saturday 21st of that week, he did eat 
a small amount of Chicken and rice, per vet suggestion, but was still throwing it up. Would not touch 
his dog food. He wouldn't play with toys, wouldn't respond to the doorbell like normal, and seemed 
uncomfortable and moved around a lot on the couch. We thought he was getting better on Saturday 
and Sunday but seemed to regress on Monday 23nd was still very ill so we went to Urgent Care with 
him. There they noted that he lost several pounds, his stomach seemed hard, his xray showed no 
blockage but his spleen and possibly liver seemed enlarged. His bloodwork showed his liver enzymes 
were elevated. ALT at 868 (where 125 was the highest normal suggested value) and his ALP was 337 
(212 highest normal value). The Urgent care suggested we get an abdominal ultrasound immediately. 
Ultrasound showed possibly enlarged spleen as suggested and no masses. Lepro test negative, not 
cancer, not diabetes. Urine test was diluted and suggested to retest in a few weeks. Antibiotics and 
nausea medicine given. Metronidazole and Amoxicillin. It took about a week after seeing the vets on 
Monday 23/Tuesday 24th for  to be "better" but he still refused to eat his dog food so we were 
feeding him chicken/rice/vegetables only. Even if we mixed the chicken into dogfood he would not 
touch it. I assume he knew. On October 30th we received notification of the voluntary recall from 
Chewy.com. We had a half opened bag at that point in a storage container and did not have the bag to 
identify the lot number. The bag was purchased on September 9th, 2023 and was delivered on 
9/12/23. (we likely opened it several weeks later as we have a spare bag on hand if needed). Victor 
pet foods are denying liability as we do not have the bag to prove it came from them. We reported this 
to Victor/Mid-Atlantic foods, and Chewy.com.  seems almost back to his normal self at this 
point. We will be taking him for a follow up blood work to be sure his liver numbers returned to normal 
in the coming weeks. Chewy.com returned our dog food purchase. Mid-Atlantic is being forwarded our 
$1600 vet bills.

8 Years Bulldog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐553493 11/15/2023 12:20 Signature recipe classic pate chicken 
dinner.

There is mold in signature brand chicken dinner canned cat food.

EON‐553478 11/15/2023 10:04 Victor Select Blue Bag Dog stopped eating regularly and would vomit up large amounts of food when he did eat. He became 
lethargic and had visible stomach bloating. Over the next two weeks he had two episodes of collapse 
and began having uncontrollable shaking and panting.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐553470 11/15/2023 8:40 Victor Classic Professional for dogs of 
all life stages

 and her sister  were both fed Victor Professional All Stages Dry Dog Food since I 
brought them home at 8 weeks of age. Since the beginning of September they have both lost luster in 
their coats, have been shedding an excessive amount and have been eating non-food items - grass, 
branches, leaves, rocks. There were multiple bouts of diarrhea - to which I would then switch them to a 
bland diet of rice, boiled hamburger, and pumpkin for a few days until their feces would return to 
normal and then we would slowly reintroduce dry dog food and within a few days it would be back to 
diarrhea and eating non-food items. Unfortunately one of the rocks  had eaten became lodged 
in her stomach creating a blockage. She had a day of continuous vomiting, I brought her into the vet 
and they took xrays to confirm where the blockage was and saw all the other rocks that she had 
ingested. It required emergency surgery to have them removed - it was roughly a pound of rocks they 
removed from her stomach. The one that was lodged was approximately 3"x1". They told me that she 
was eating the rocks because she had an upset stomach and wasn't absorbing all the nutrients she 
should be.  also excreted rocks in her feces, thankfully they were all small enough for her to 
pass them on her own. Both dogs were being fed 3 cups each of food per day. I believe this was all 
related to either the salmonella that has been detected and prompted the massive recall that has 
occurred and possibly a change in their quality of ingredients. The surgery was performed on October 
2, 2023.

8 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 37 Pound

EON‐553469 11/15/2023 8:28 Zignature Turkey Limited Ingredient 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Food

 developed a cough - upon x-ray discovered a significantly enlarged heart. Diagnosed with 
dilated cardiomyopathy.  had been placed on a grain-free diet due to his stomach being easily 
upset. The cardiologist had us change his diet to a food that included grain/taurine.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound

EON‐553468 11/15/2023 8:20 Victor Classic Professional Dry Dog 
Food 50lb bag

Ate Victor Professional Dry Dog Food last night and has been having bloody diarrhea all night and into 
the morning.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐553447 11/14/2023 20:24 Victor hi-pro plus for active dogs and 
puppies 50 lb bag UPC- 854524005276

I was unaware that there had been any recall. I have had my 4 dogs on Victor since they were babies. 
I started noticing diarrhea, vomiting about a month and a half ago and thought it may have been the 
rescue I brought it may have made them sick. Vomiting continues and developed into a hack and 
cough with vomiting. I have tried home remedies because it is expensive to take 4 dogs to the vet. I 
get the recall notification and that sums up what my dog have endured for two months I have taken my 
oldest dog to the vet because he has stopped eating stopped drinking and losing a lot of weight. He 
now has an infection with a vet bill of $500! I have tried to contact the manufacturer on multiple 
occasions, no response! Chewy has reached out to refund me for the 3 months of dog food that was 
contaminated! But I have a 6 year old dog that is being hit hard with this illness and now vet bills 
because it has escalated way beyond my other 3 dogs! I was going to hold off on the report until I 
heard back from the manufacturer, but they will not return a call they will not return a email and I just 
don’t know what more to do.

American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐553446 11/14/2023 20:24 Victor Senior Healthy weight Sick from eating food ( victor dog food) 9 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound
EON‐553445 11/14/2023 20:24 Natural nubs edible dog chews Unopened Product bag completely filled with white mold. 

LT 42800
Best Buy 02/02/2026

EON‐553444 11/14/2023 20:24 Butcher Shop 8" Pork Rolls / 12-Pk. 
These are Dog Treats.

On November 14th, I purchased, and same day fed my two dogs each a single treat from the package, 
and moments later smelled how rancid these treats were, thinking I just fed my dogs rancid, 
carcinogenic food, and being a health professional, I knew what that garbage does to people and 
animals alike. The company suggested offering me a refund or product swap, with no care to 
investigate the problem.

EON‐553443 11/14/2023 20:24 Zuke mini naturals salmon and duck Dog received treats made by Zukes during a training session. The next day vomiting and bloody 
diarrhea occurred prompting vet intervention.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 31 Pound

EON‐553442 11/14/2023 20:24 Member’s Mark Grain Free Salmon Dog 
Food

Within 2-3 days of consuming dog food (starting on or around 04NOV23) purchased at Sam’s club on 
or around 28OCT23, the Retriever stopped eating and drinking, asked to go outside over 20 times, 
compared to normally asking 4 to 5 times per day, became extremely lethargic and began urinating 
wherever he was lying down. On the 4th day, I was able to get him to eat some cooked chicken, as a 
suggestion from our vet. When offered the recalled dog food in his bowl, he would sniff but refuse to 
eat any. We were notified by Sam’s club via email about the recall and immediately stopped providing 
to both dogs. The second, unaffected dog is an 8-year old spayed, female, Rhodesian. From 08-
11NOV23, the retriever occasionally consumed bland chicken, drank water occasionally but mainly 
slept on his bed and couches while continuing to urinate on himself. Apart from being elderly, the 
Retriever had no medical issues. On Sunday, , a vet came to our home to humanely 
euthanize our Retriever.

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐553441 11/14/2023 20:24 Zukes natural mini chicken recipe, 
Zukes natural mini treats peanut butter 
and oatmeal

Dog was given zukes oat / peanut butter and chicken treats. Throwing up blood currently. 3 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound

EON‐553440 11/14/2023 20:24 Victor Professional Classic  went in 11/10/23 - for not wanting to eat, and the puppies were throwing up. They x-rayed 
 for blockage (none found), then they did a blood test and her levels were slightly elevated - so 

they symthematically treated her for the Salmonilla> with medications and sent home with instructions. 
Treated over the weekend. Puppies are better. Mother  declined. She was taken in to 
Veterinarian again and hospitalized. Currently is Vet care and is being treated - but declining

3.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐553439 11/14/2023 20:24 Victor professional I purchased victor dog food for my dog and he has diarrhea now. It started yesterday on 11/13/2023
EON‐553438 11/14/2023 20:24 victor classic hi pro plus 40 lbs

Victor Senior Healthy Weight Dry Dog 
Food

My dogs have been sick for a week with diarrhea. One of them started throwing up yesterday and I had 
to take her to the vet.
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EON‐553437 11/14/2023 20:20 Victor Senior Healthy Weight  started refusing the dog food, had persistent bloody diarrhea and vomiting and lost 30 pounds 
within an approximately three week period. The vet was unable to pinpoint what was going on despite 
testing his blood, urine and feces. An ultrasound revealed a thickened intestinal wall and colon, which 
they assumed to be cancer. We were considering further testing but due to how quickly he declined, 
the vet recommended against the invasive tests that would be required. I've spoken with a number of 
people who also purchased Victor branded dog food that said their dogs were also getting sick and 
refusing to eat that brand of food. We unfortunately did not hear about the recall until after  was 
euthanized and I was unable to keep a sample of the dog food, but I do have the lot number of the bag 
we had.

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 95 Pound

EON‐553435 11/14/2023 19:56 Dreambones Wings I purchased Dreambones "Wings" at WalMart on . After about 2 hours or so 
after giving  one of the Wings, she got under the bed and would not come out. She was acting like 
she was not well. I let her out to relieve herself and she started eating grass. She again got under the 
bed so I left her alone for a while and then crawled under the bed to take her out. She was bleeding 
from her rectum. I called the Emergency Animal Hospital but they had 6 patients and could not see 
her. I drove around calling Emergency vets and no one could take her. It was 7 am and I called my vet 
and they told me to bring her in. She kept losing blood, would not eat, was on IV's for a week with 
Vitamin K to get her blood to clot. She survived but barely by the grace of God. I called the company. 
They asked me to send them the rest of the bag so I did. They said they tested the remainder of the 
treats and they were fine. I have seen so many complaints about this company and various products 
under the Dreambones name!

6 Years Dachshund - Standard Smooth-haired Dog 15 Pound

EON‐553434 11/14/2023 19:48 Victor High Protein Plus Vomiting 5 Years Great Dane Dog 162 Pound
EON‐553314 11/13/2023 15:16 freshpet 

Deli Fresh 
Grain Free 
Chicken Recipe with Cranberries & 
Spinach 
Fully Cooked & Ready to Serve

I purchased Freshpet Deli Fresh Grain Free Chicken Recipe with Cranberries & Spinach dog food from 
local Costco. While I was preparing the food for my two small dogs, I found several pieces of chicken 
bones in the food. The longest bone piece was about 1cm and there were several smaller pieces. I 
contacted the manufacturer but was unable to speak to anyone in person.

EON‐553312 11/13/2023 14:44 Victor Hi-Pro Plus
For active dog and puppies

 was given Victor dog food on 11/6/2023. This bag was brand new and the same kind he has 
eaten for many years. On the second day he had really bad diarrhea. On day 3 he was dead.

11 Years Perro de Presa Canario Dog 120 Pound

EON‐553278 11/13/2023 12:48 Victor Purpose Senior Healthy Weight 
with Glucosamine

Diarrhea, upset stomach, lethargic 10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐553273 11/13/2023 12:20 Kirkland Weight management My patient was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy thought to be due to over-
supplementation of copper in commercial pet food. Liver biopsies showed severe hepatitis secondary 
to copper hepatopathy. The patient had been fed Kirkland Weight management. I implore the FDA to 
take corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food to mitigate 
this avoidable and potentially fatal illness.

9 Years Pit Bull Dog 22.5 Kilogram

EON‐553268 11/13/2023 12:08 VICTOR SUPER PREMIUM DOG 
FOOD
REALTREE MAX-5 PRO
40 LBS (x3)

Having purchased extra bags of the Victor Super Premium Realtree Max 5 Pro 40 lb bags, because of 
the all inclusive recall Chewy refunded for last 3 bags but Amazon absolutely refuses to refund the 
very items I purchased that they included in a recall email to me with the exact 40 lb bags UPC codes 
and dates of purchase. Email is available upon request. I have also spoken to the Mt. PLEASANT 
factory where they are going through the process of cleaning and now testing new batches HOWEVER 
they also REFUSE to reimburse for unopened but recalled bags. Please let me know my recourse for 
the lack of reimbursement for which I have proof of purchase from both Amazon or the Mid America 
Oet Foods company in Texas. I will not stop until I am refunded or credited for the 3 unopened bags 
still in my possession. I offered to return them as well. Thank you. 

5 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 95 Pound

EON‐553260 11/13/2023 10:40 Goat's Milk Esbilac Puppy Milk Replacer 
(PetAg)

The owner reported this information and timeline to us. The bitch  went into labor about 5 days 
early. She had 13 total puppies and two were stillborn. This was the 3rd litter for this bitch. The owner 
assisted with labor and cleaning the puppies. It is unclear if all puppies latched to the bitch and got any 
colostrum, but within a couple of hours, the owner started supplementing with the Esbilac Puppy Goats 
mild powdered formula. The first two puppies to get the formula started having liquid diarrhea within 
hours, had signs of dehydration, and died. The owner fed the formula for a few days and after 4 
puppies died (in the same manner - liquid diarrhea and death), she switched to a formula from 
Walmart (not the Esbilac brand). Eventually, all 11 puppies died over the course of about 1 week, all 
had liquid diarrhea and then died. We did recommend the owner take the puppies to a veterinary ER 
immediately after the first puppies got sick, which she didn't do. The first two puppies to die were 
submitted to Cornell for necropsy, histopathology and culture. The owner is very much convinced there 
was something wrong with the formula, so I am submitting this report for them to allow for further 
investigation into the formula. Cornell is willing to work with us to facilitate further testing of the formula 
once this form is submitted.

2 Days American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 1 Pound

EON‐553255 11/13/2023 10:08 Purina One Plus Adult skin and coat 
formula dry dog food

Dog has been vomiting and had diarrhea intermittently over the past 3 weeks. 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐553248 11/13/2023 9:32 Victor 50lb multipro (yellow bag), Victor 
40lb pure senior healthy weight

In September we purchased a yellow 50lb bag of victor dog food that we have been giving our dogs for 
10+ years. We noticed the kibble was different and there was less in the bag. We gave to both dogs 
and one dog ended up with explosive diarrhea. We brought her to vet approx 7 days later hoping it 
was just a fluke and she would get better with rice and chicken but she did not. Multiple medications 
later,lab tests later, and food changes later, we are still dealing with the problem and just learned there 
was a recall on the victor brand food. We had 2 bags within the date range being recalled and 1 dog 
that is still symptomatic over 2+ months with significant weight loss. Currently working with a 2nd vet 
and notified them of the recall and will see about salmonella testing.

11 Years Perro de Presa Canario Dog 80 Pound

EON‐553229 11/13/2023 5:48 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Classic 
Hi-Pro Plus for Active dogs and puppies

Both of my French bulldogs have diarrhea, they did not have this prior, it started on the 12th of 
November.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound
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EON‐553211 11/12/2023 18:00 Victor super premium classic hi-pro plus Bloody diarrhea, vomiting 3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐553210 11/12/2023 17:16 Victors Performance Victors Grain Free 
hero canine Victors grain free Yukon 
river.

Dog has had constant diarrhea for last few weeks, been lethargic and not him self. Extremely sad to 
have no way of helping. Have only been feeding boiled chicken and rice. Have had fecal exam done to 
make sure nothing else going on, have had to add strong probiotics and anti diarrhea medication (that 
isn’t great for dogs but no choice with his constant diarrhea). Had him back to almost normal after 
weeks and added the Victors dry food back only to have him end up diarrhea again and then the 
announcement of the recall. Extremely disappointing it took so long for victor’s to make this 
announcement.

4 Years Corso Dog Dog 145 Pound

EON‐553209 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Super Premium Dog Food -
Professional Dry Dog Food

I have 3 dogs.  (8 year old male lab mix) started to get sick a week ago (11/4/23) with diarrhea. 
When we go to work, we kennel the dogs. He was so sick he had a handful of accidents in the kennel 
on a handful of separate occasions. One night he woke up every half hour whining to go outside to the 
bathroom. 

 (9 year old female red Heeler) had an accident in her kennel (11/9/23) a couple times and started 
to need to go out more. 

 (4 year old male Cane Corso) started to get sick the same evening (11/9/23). 

They all had severe diarrhea. 

We stopped giving them the dog food and gave them anti diarrhea medicine along with chicken and 
rice. So far, they appear to be recovering but stools are still really soft. We will be switching dog food 
brands to help.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐553208 11/12/2023 17:16 VICTOR HI PRO PLUS DRY FOG 
FOOD

My Pitbull ate the victor hi pro plus dog food that was recalled and she has been feeling real down and 
throwing up days before this bag was recalled and til this day she still is.. I believe she got 
contaminated by that dog food..

EON‐553207 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Super Premium Dog Food and 
Active Dog & Puppy Food

Dog began exhibiting symptoms of being on pain in the middle of the night. The following day 
proceeded to have diarrhea (pure water) for 12 hours and vomiting. We took the dog to the vet and he 
was out on medication and had X-rays done. After 24 he’s he seemed to not be improving and 
became lethargic, we took him back to the vet for some IVs and further treatment and blood exam. We 
took him home with a catheter and multiple medications. We took him back to the vet a third time for 
additional fluids and medication. He started to feel better after day 5.

1 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐553206 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Elite  who was an inside dog started to not like her food (victor elite). She began vomiting and not as 
energetic or vocal for several days. I spoke with her vet and he suggested giving her a few days and 
feeding a bland diet. I cooked her chicken and rice for several days and she seemed to be better. Her 
breath became very bad. I gave her prebiotics from tractor supply to attempt to help her gut health. We 
reintroduced the victor elite kibble and she ate it. The symptoms returned and I took her to her vet on a 
Saturday morning. She had a fever and was dehydrated. He kept her overnight to run fluids and 
antibiotics. He also did a xray to make sure that there was no blockage or other issues. She was doing 
better Saturday evening and Sunday morning when the vet checked on her before church. When he 
returned after church she had passed. I only fed Victor kibble. I have used the green bag, elite, for 
several months. Previous to that it was the purple bag. I still have food left over from the bag. I 
purchased bags on 10/02 & 10/20. The food was used continuously without any other kibble.

2 Years Mastiff Dog 130 Pound

EON‐553205 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Classic High Pro Plus Beef & Rice 
formula

Upset stomach & diarrhea 2 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound

EON‐553204 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor super premium dog food grain 
free hero canine

I have 3 dogs. 2 huskies ages 2 and 6, and a mixed bread dog age 12. Our two huskies are in 
excellent health and had explosive diarrhea and vomiting episodes about 2-3 weeks ago. We started 
feeding them chicken and rice and held their dog food and symptoms cleared up. Once we started 
feeding them their food again they started having stomach issues again. Our 12 year old mixed breed 
dog has cancer and the same thing happened with him how ever his symptoms took longer to clear 
up. We just started feeding him the dog food again this past week, and we’re sent an email today by 
chewy.com saying our dog food has been recalled due to salmonella. We use the victor k9 hero grain 
free dog food. There’s also concern for our children because in the last 2 weeks they have missed 
multiple days of school due to nausea, vomiting, and intense stomach pains. Which we assumed was 
just a bug they picked up at school. Obviously we are calling our vet first thing in the morning for 
further testing now that we know it could salmonella.

2 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound

EON‐553203 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor
Active Dog and Puppy

My three were eating Victor Active dog and puppy, beef based food. My 2 year old lab was first to 
present with symptoms. Uncontrolled diarrhea and vomiting. Normal temp. Off to vet, blood work and 
X-rays found nothing. His stomach was very irritated, so something he ate. Anti nausea meds and 
gastro diet he returned to normal. Next up 7 month old golden pup. Sudden onset diarrhea, no 
appetite, listless, and fever 104.8. Off to vet, blood work normal except elevated white count and 
dehydration, X-rays inconclusive due to dehydration. IV fluids corrected temp, new X-rays, thought 
penetrating wound in intestine so off to surgery. Nothing except intestine thickened so biopsy. Again 
anti nausea meds, antibiotics and gastro diet. Life is good. Next up Torch, almost 8 years old. 
Explosive diarrhea. Not home so no vet. Metronidazole and gastro diet, return to normal in one week. 
All this occurred in a span of 2 weeks. Biopsy returned severe reaction to something he ate.
All dogs reacted to “something they ate”, symptoms were most severe in puppy and less in older dog.
I have 3 other dogs who eat a different food, American Natural Premium. None of them are or were ill 
and everything else in their lives is the same.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 59 Pound

EON‐553202 11/12/2023 17:16 VICTOR DOG FOOD 
SENIOR/HEALTHY WEIGHT 40LB

Severe diarrhea for 4 days, some vomiting. Discontinued food put on bland diet. Stool started to firm 
after 2 days. Reintroduced small portion of food and now she is sick again, diarrhea every 1-2 hours.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐553201 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Classic 
Hi Pro Plus

Beginning in May 2023,  started to have extreme stomach issues out of nowhere. Nausea, 
vomiting, extensive diarrhea. He was lethargic, stopped eating, and would lay on the floor with labored 
breathing at times. He seemed very down and not himself. He felt very warm. I took him to an ER vet 
who determined he had a type of Gastroenteritis, and he was given injections and meds at the time. 
He continued to have issues up until his physical 9/27/23 in which it was again determined he still had 
a “terrible bacterial infection” by our vet and was given multiple, intense meds. On 10/12/23 we were 
alerted that his dog food, Victor Superior, was recalled for Salmonella. We have spent well over $1000 
and time off of work dealing with this issue.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound

EON‐553200 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Super Premium Classic Elite 
Canine

Dog got diarrhea that lasted for 4 days. Vet advised to do bland diet. Dog’s stool went back to normal 
and reintroduced Victor dry dog food. Dog got diarrhea again. After the 3rd time we switched dog food 
brand.

4 Months Great Dane Dog 50 Pound

EON‐553199 11/12/2023 17:16 Victor Super Premium Dog Food
Grain Free Active Dog and Puppy

 has been eating the most recent purchased bag of Victor brand dog food for almost a week and 
has had diarrhea. He was previously eating this food so we didn’t know that’s what was affecting him 
until our pet supply store sent an email about the recall.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐553198 11/12/2023 17:16 Hill’s Science Diet Small & Mini Adult 1-
6

Tripled Phosphorus levels, vitamin D toxicity shown in full blood panel
bloody diarrhea, vomiting, howling in pain all night, trembling, lethargy, difficulty breathing, loss of 
appetite

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐553197 11/12/2023 17:12 Retriever Hi Protein Retriever dog food from Tractor supply has been killing and causing so many people's dogs to get 
sick. My two beautiful dogs died from this food and I still can't believe it's on the shelves still.

EON‐553196 11/12/2023 17:12 Victor Foods Grain free dry dog food Pet became lethargic and shaking, vomiting, diarrhea, and frequent uncontrollable urination. 11 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound
EON‐553149 11/11/2023 12:32 Members mark Grain free wild caught 

salmon + sweet potato recipe
 got super sick, super hot to the touch, hotter then I've ever felt, I knew he had a fever. He was 

lethargic and vomiting and had dark diarerrah. Could barely lift his head and I thought he was going to 
die. I brought him to the vet and they gave him meds, at the time he had over a 105 fever, which was 
cooler then he felt earlier in the day. They did blood work and I believe his liver enzymes were possibly 
high. I have never had to bring him to the vet due to any illness in the past, if that tells you anything 
about his condition.

12 Years Dachshund - Standard Smooth-haired Dog 15 Pound

EON‐553146 11/11/2023 12:16 Victor HiPro Plus My dog began throwing up and liquid diarrhea for 2 days and she is still having loose stool. 3 Years Weimaraner Dog 69 Pound
EON‐553145 11/11/2023 12:08 VICTOR Purpose Hero Grain-Free Dry 

Dog Food 30-lb bag
Vomiting and bloody stool Great Dane Dog

EON‐553138 11/11/2023 10:00 Victor High pro plus for dogs and 
puppies

All of them are out of the blue throwing up, lethargic and diarhea. 2 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 50 Pound

EON‐553133 11/11/2023 7:24 Victor Hero Dog Food On Wednesday Nov. 8th. We opened a new bag of Victor Hero Dog Food,  had eaten her dinner 
like she normally does the next day she was showing signs of not feeling well she would smell her food 
and walk away. I tried to hand feed her and she would smell the food in my hand and walk away. This 
is very strange behavior from her because  is very food driven. She drank lots of water that day 
and seemed tired. Sometime during the night, Thursday the 9th,  had vomited pools of blood and 
what looked like coffee grinds and dog food all over our living room. We have photos. We called the 
vet and took her in that morning Friday Nov 10th. She was treated for gastro with antibiotics and 
something to help calm her tummy. Around 2:00 that same day Nov 10th I received an email from  

alerting us about the recalled Victor Dog food.

13 Months Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 75 Pound

EON‐553130 11/11/2023 4:44 Members Mark 
Beef and Brown rice dog food

Our puppy went from being very active to collapsing on steps, injuring his leg. He has had very bad 
stomach issues and lacks any appetite. He is a champion bloodline dog AKC certified. It has been 
several days and he still is not himself. He now has hair loss, weight loss, and his anus is inflamed and 
cries from pain. We are barely able to get him to drink water. We never received any notification from 
Sam’s Club that the food was bad we ended up having to research for ourself.

13 Months Bloodhound Dog 90 Pound

EON‐553129 11/11/2023 3:44 Victor Hi Pro Plus Dogs were vomiting blood and experienced bloody diarrhea for two days. Vet administered injections 
for anti nausea and anti inflammation as well as prescribed Flagyl for dogs

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 78 Pound

EON‐553125 11/11/2023 0:24 Victor Hi-Pro plus I ordered her food like normal on Amazon. I didn’t open it immediately since she wasn’t out of the last 
food. Once I opened it appropriately 4 days ago, and ever since she ate that food she has had sever 
diarrhea that now has blood in it, and being lethargic, and practically unresponsive at some points. 
Due to my medical conditions, this has caused a huge amount of anxiety and stress in my life. Not only 
did I have that, I also had to worry about if I spent my last $100 on a new bag of dog food, or beg a vet 
to see her, even though no one would take her as a walk in. I decided to get new food, feed her rice, 
chicken, and eggs, and sat by her side to make sure she was hydrated. This has been so upsetting, 
and extremely difficult on my already difficult situations. she still is not fully recovered, which is causing 
even more stress and anxiety, and causing me to not sleep.

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐553123 11/10/2023 23:52 Victor Super Premium Dog Food - 
Classic High Energy

After feeding the product to our dog, he had severe diarrhea and vomiting for 3-4 days. We had to take 
him to the veterinarian to ensure he was well.

Shepherd Dog - Belgian Malinois Dog

EON‐553122 11/10/2023 23:48 Victor Purpose Performance Dog Food My dogs were sick and got my daughter sick. She was puking and had diarrhea for a few days. I am 
making the report for my daughter. She almost 2 years old.

1 Years Other 29 Pound

EON‐553121 11/10/2023 23:44 Victor Purpose Performance We noticed all three dogs had diarrhea and vomiting immediately after opening a new bag of Victor 
dog food. We assumed they caught a GI bug from their dog boarding. The dogs refused to eat for 
several days. This went on for about a week. We gave dogs other food in the meantime (i.e. rice, 
chicken, pumpkin). Two of three dogs were getting better, but  was not. We had to take her into 
the Vet on more than one occasion. All labs were normal, but she had a fever so they gave an 
antibiotic. She seemed to do better, but still not great. She ate her food once and threw it all up a few 
hours later. We have since switched over to a low fat GI diet as the Vet recommended it since it had 
probiotics which can help with healing. I have spent hundred of dollars in vet charges, new food, and 
medications. She is still not 100% better. She is still fatigued, but I haven't noticed any vomiting or 
diarrhea. Feel free to contact me for more information.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐553120 11/10/2023 23:40 Hi-Pro Plus I noticed a lymph node inflammation issue a couple weeks back and had him on dog aspirin and 
immune support which helped lower the swelling but now he is not eaten for 2 days and vomited. 
Today I read that there was a recall on the Hi-Pro Plus food which we use for Salmonella poisoning.

7 Months Siberian Husky Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐553119 11/10/2023 23:36 Victor Purpose Performance Dog Food We noticed all three dogs had diarrhea and vomiting immediately after opening a new bag of Victor 
dog food. We assumed they caught a GI bug from their dog boarding. The dogs refused to eat for 
several days. This went on for about a week. We gave dogs other food in the meantime (i.e. rice, 
chicken, pumpkin). Two of three dogs were getting better, but  was not. We had to take her into 
the Vet on more than one occasion. All labs were normal, but she had a fever so they gave an 
antibiotic. She seemed to do better, but still not great. She ate her food once and threw it all up a few 
hours later. We have since switched over to a low fat GI diet as the Vet recommended it since it had 
probiotics which can help with healing. I have spent hundred of dollars in vet charges, new food, and 
medications. She is still not 100% better. She is still fatigued, but I haven't noticed any vomiting or 
diarrhea. Feel free to contact me for more information.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐553118 11/10/2023 23:28 Victor Purpose Performance Formula 
Dry Dog Food

We noticed all three dogs had diarrhea and vomiting immediately after opening a new bag of Victor 
dog food. We assumed they caught a GI bug from their dog boarding. The dogs refused to eat for 
several days. This went on for about a week. We gave dogs other food in the meantime (i.e. rice, 
chicken, pumpkin). Two of three dogs were getting better, but  was not. We had to take her into 
the Vet on more than one occasion. All labs were normal, but she had a fever so they gave an 
antibiotic. She seemed to do better, but still not great. She ate her food once and threw it all up a few 
hours later. We have since switched over to a low fat GI diet as the Vet recommended it since it had 
probiotics which can help with healing. I have spent hundred of dollars in vet charges, new food, and 
medications. She is still not 100% better. She is still fatigued, but I haven't noticed any vomiting or 
diarrhea. Feel free to contact me for more information.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐553117 11/10/2023 23:28 Victor 50 lb big bag  got severe pancreatitis’s and needed iv meds and fluids for 2 days 6 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐553115 11/10/2023 22:04 Victor super premium hi-pro plus for 
active dogs and puppies

We purchased a bag of Victor HiPro dog and puppy food on 11/4/23. On 11/5/23 we had to take our 
puppy to the emergency vet for uncontrolled vomiting and diarrhea, they could not find a reason. She 
is still having vomiting and diarrhea. Today we found out her food was recalled for salmonella.

11 Weeks Bulldog - French Dog 4 Pound

EON‐553101 11/10/2023 19:36 Stella & Chewy’s Wild Red Raw Coated 
High Protein Wholesome Grains Ocean 
Recipe Dry Dog Food

Fed Stella and Chewy Wild Red Raw Coated High Protein Wholesome Grains Ocean Recipe both 
dogs have been vomiting daily

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐553099 11/10/2023 19:12 Victor hi pro plus I have three dogs of varying age, breed and size. All three dogs experienced.. and still are suffering 
from frequent, watery diarrhea . We stopped using the Victor dog food brand upon getting info on the 
first recall due to salmonella risk.

3 Months Rottweiler Dog 50 Pound

EON‐553098 11/10/2023 19:12 Victor Super Premium dog food Select 
Chicken meal and brown rice formula

I bought a new bag of Victor food earlier in the day on 10/24/23 and fed it to all of my dogs.
 suffered severe repeated seizures, diarrhea, and lethargy throughout the night on 10/24/23. She 

had a couple more seizures the next day. She refused to eat, and was completely incoherent for 3 
days. I initially thought it was a random event due to her older age, and thought she was going to pass 
away. I sedated her to relieve the seizures. Each day she seemed to improve, and is now acting more 
normal, but still shows effects from being ill. 1 other dog vomited sporadically for 5 days after. A 3rd 
dog had intermittent diarrhea. The 4th dog seemed ok. On 10/28/23, one of my horses started showing 
signs of fever and Colic. I administered banamine and he seemed to improve. On 10/29/23 he started 
to have diarrhea without fever. On 10/30/23 he started to show advanced signs of distress. My 
veterinarian came to examine him and determined he needed to go to a hospital for emergency 
treatment. He was at the clinic for 6 days receiving treatment for Enteritis. The attending vet said one 
of the potential causes could be Salmonella. I had maxed out my credit cards to pay the $5,000 bill 
and couldn't afford additional testing. 1 week later, both the dogs, and horse seem to be improving. I 
had no idea how these animals could suddenly be so sick, when they never had any illnesses prior. 
Then, I saw the recall for Victor dog food could be contaminated with Salmonella. I don't think this is a 
coincidence. I believe that the dog food was contaminated and made my animals sick. I feed my dogs 
in the morning, then straight outside to feed my horses. Its a definite possibility that my hands touching 
their hay could have transferred the Salmonella to them.

13 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐553095 11/10/2023 19:12 Victor high engery The patient presented as having inappetence for a few weeks before bringing in for an exam. 
RAdiogrpahs showed some inflammation in the GI tract and the patient was sent home with cerenia . 3 
days later the dog was febrile ( 103.9) , anorexic, and showing signs of GI distress such as retching, 
unproductive vomiting, hypersalivation and regurgitation. 
A visit to the Veterinary Emergency group showed normal abdominal radiographs, but a high WBC 
count. An in house urinalysis was run and it was concluded that the patient had a Urinary tract 
infection and was sent home on antibiptics. The patient did not improve in 24 hours, so was taken 
back to  where the owner works as a Licensed Veterinary Technician. 
Symptomatic treatments and a fast scan ultrasound were performed. The following days the patent 
had declined again and a barium study was performed. The following day the radiograph taken 26 
hours post-administration showed some uptake in the stomach. An endoscopy was performed and the 
patient was diagnosed with an gastric ulcer. Patient has an internal medicine consult on Monday Nov 
13 , and is on supportive treatments at this time with slow improvement.

19 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 68 Pound

EON‐553094 11/10/2023 19:12 Victor High Energy Classic Dog ate recalled Victor High Energy Classic dog food 2 Years Beagle Dog 21 Pound
EON‐553093 11/10/2023 19:12 Victor purpose nutra pro dry dog food 

40lbs
My dog has been vomiting and not wanting to eat 10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐553091 11/10/2023 19:08 Victor Super Premium dog food Select 
Chicken and brown rice formula

I bought a new bag of Victor food earlier in the day on 10/24/23 and fed it to all of my dogs.
 suffered severe repeated seizures, diarrhea, and lethargy throughout the night on 10/24/23. She 

had a couple more seizures the next day. She refused to eat, and was completely incoherent for 3 
days. I initially thought it was a random event due to her older age, and thought she was going to pass 
away. I sedated her to relieve the seizures. Each day she seemed to improve, and is now acting more 
normal, but still shows effects from being ill. 1 other dog vomited sporadically for 5 days after. A 3rd 
dog had intermittent diarrhea. The 4th dog seemed ok. 
On 10/28/23, one of my horses "  started showing signs of fever and Colic. I administered 
banamine and he seemed to improve. On 10/29/23 he started to have diarrhea without fever. On 
10/30/23 he started to show advanced signs of distress. My veterinarian came to examine him and 
determined he needed to go to a hospital for emergency treatment. He was at the clinic for 6 days 
receiving treatment for Enteritis. The attending vet said one of the potential causes could be 
Salmonella. I had maxed out my credit cards to pay the $5,000 bill and couldn't afford additional 
testing. 1 week later, both the dogs, and the horse seem to be improving but  recovery is still 
guarded. He suffered significant weight loss, and is on a limited diet and no exercise at this time. He is 
for sale and as a result of this illness has a significantly reduced value. I had no idea how these 
animals could suddenly be so sick, when they never had any illnesses prior. Then, I saw the recall for 
Victor dog food could be contaminated with Salmonella. I don't think this is a coincidence. I believe 
that the dog food was contaminated and made my animals sick. I feed my dogs in the morning, then 
straight outside to feed my horses. Its a definite possibility that my hands touching their hay could have 
transferred the Salmonella to them.

5 Years Other 
Mammals

1200 Pound

EON‐553090 11/10/2023 19:08 Victor classic dog food On Oct 28th I opened a bag of Victor dog food. My dog started having bloody stools, vomiting, temp, 
lose of appetite, uncontrollable urine, hot nose, tacky gums, tiredness. We went to the vet on Nov 1st 
he was giving iv fuild two shots, three different meds and new food. 9 days later and hes about 70% 
this dog food almost killed my dog.

1 Years Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 57 Pound

EON‐553089 11/10/2023 19:08 Victor Classic Multi-pro Dry Dog food Dog started acting lethargic and pooping diaherria 12-24 hours after eating a new bag of Victor dog 
food. Eventually he started vomiting with no stopping. Vomited 5 times in a day. Took to vet as we 
suspected a blockage in his intestines, had X-rays done with no issues. He was given fluids and sent 
home. Continued puking and diaherra for 3- 4 days. 

Other dog had a very similar reaction, but a more mild case. Lasted 3-4 days. Ate same dog food.

2 Years Sheepdog - Old English Dog 17 Pound

EON‐553088 11/10/2023 18:48 Victor beef and rice dog food Excessive diarrhea, vomiting, stomach cramps and noises. 8 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound
EON‐553086 11/10/2023 18:44 Family Pet dog food There were bugs inside of the dog food they got inside my house and inside my car Little Beetle type 

bugs
EON‐553085 11/10/2023 18:44 Member's Mark Beef and Rice Dog Food Our son (4 years old) tested positive for Salmonella. We thought the dog had gotten it from him as she 

had some vomiting. Our son is responsible for feeding the dog. Our dog food has just been recalled for 
Salmonella (Mid-America Pet Food Recalls Member's Mark Beef and Rice Dog Food and Member’s 
Mark Grain Free Salmon Dog Food).

10 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐553083 11/10/2023 18:44 Victor Hi-pro Plus In may both of my Great Danes started losing weight. They went from 120lbs to 95lb, and 140lbs to 
105 respectively. They have been eating Victor High Pro Plus for years. When they started losing 
weight I increased their food. In the end they were eating 16 cups each a day. Our veterinarian 
completed multiple CBCs, X-rays, and an Addisons test. Everything came back fine, but they 
continued to lose weight. I switched to Orijen Amazing grains original, and at 6 cups a day they have 
started to gain weight again.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound

EON‐553082 11/10/2023 18:44 VICTOR Purpose Performance Formula 
Dry Dog Food 40-lb bag

October 9th I noticed her dog food smelling very salty. Later that night I noticed her belly looking very 
large and later after that she couldn't keep down any food or water. If she ate or drank she would throw 
it up in minites.i took her to the emergency vet and they ga e her fluids and anti nausea meds. 
Normally she weighs 83-85lbs. She weighed 96 at the vet. I contacted victor on the 10th and gave 
them all the details off the bag. Since then they haven't responded to any emails or messages left.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 83 Pound

EON‐553081 11/10/2023 18:44 Member's Mark Grain Free Salmon Dog 
Food

On 10/17/23 dog was fed dogfood, that night  was observed drinking water frantically & 
promptly throwing water up. 10/18/23 this continued & she refused her daily 1st meal. Her condition 
became alarming , her behavior abnormal lethargic. That day at 5:30 pm CST decided to leave work 
early to take her to Vet Hospital. Vet ran tests all her organs were shutting down due to her diet. 

 condtion rapidly declined. She was literally dying in front of us ; vet administered & 
Euthanized  to help her pain level/suffering. I lost my beloved best friend.

3 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 34 Pound

EON‐553080 11/10/2023 18:44 Purina ONE SmartBlend Lamb & Rice 
Formula Adult Premium Dog Food 44 
lbs.

I have found countless amounts of tin foil shavings in my dogs food. I brought the bag of food from bjs 
located at . The foods name title is " Purina ONE SmartBlend Lamb & 
Rice Formula Adult Premium Dog Food, 44 lbs." . This is my second time buying this same bag & each 
time I buy it theres metal in the food. This is a safety hazard to all animals that come in contact with 
this food. Please do something.

EON‐553079 11/10/2023 18:40 Victor Select Lamb Meal and Brown 
Rice Formula

1 - female ACD spayed, vomiting dark brown liquid with putrid odor loose stools
2 - male ACD neutered, vomiting dark brown liquid with same odor, watery diarrhea 
3 - female Labrador intact, loose stools

Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog

EON‐553077 11/10/2023 18:36 Victor Purpose Senior Healthy Weight 
with chicken & rice

 started vomiting bile and large amounts of grass at first. The vet had us try a diet of cooked 
chicken and white rice. He prescribed metronidazole and cerenia and reglan. She immediately 
improved . After 2 wks on the cooked chicken diet, we transitioned her back to the Victor Senior Health 
with Chicken and Rice she had been eating when she became ill. Within 3 days, she was vomiting 
again with severe diarrhea. The vet said it had to be the food, so he switched her to a prescription diet 
of Royal Canin Gastrointestinal dry food. She has not had one episode of vomiting or diarrhea and is 
doing much better since being off the Victor food. After reading about the recall(s) we are convinced it 
was the Victor Senior Health with Chicken & Rice that made her sick. Meanwhile, the vet did $500 
worth of testing - all normal values. I chatted online with a Victor customer service agent that denied it 
was the dog food.

8 Years Pointing Dog - German Short-haired Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐553076 11/10/2023 18:36 Pet 'n Shape Chik 'n Skewers Patient PU/PD and lethargic. Testing was done and revealed Fanconi's Syndrome. Patient was 
reported to have been eating Jerky Treats from China.

5 Years Maltese Dog 6 Pound

EON‐553075 11/10/2023 18:36 Victor Select Beef Meal and Brown Rice Multiple bouts of diarrhea 7 Years Bulldog Dog 80 Pound

EON‐553074 11/10/2023 18:36 smallbatchdog
freezedried duckbatch

I had been feeding my dog SmallBatch duck batch freeze-dried sliders, with no problems until giving 
my pet food from this particular LOT. After restocking from my usual pet store, , located in 

 my pet started to show signs of illness after consuming the food. After a couple of days, my pet's 
symptoms continued to worsen and eventually required emergency veterinary care. In determining the 
cause of the illness, a test was done on the pet food, using MALDI-TOF technology. The food was 
found to be positive for Bacillus Cereus and was determined to be the cause of my pet's illness.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 2.2 Kilogram

EON‐553073 11/10/2023 18:36 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Ocean 
Fish Formula

Both dogs have been experiencing diarrhea and some vomiting. Also I have noticed they have been 
drinking a lot of water.

2 Years Mastiff Dog 90 Pound

EON‐552958 11/9/2023 12:20 Purina Indoor Cat Chow Opened a bag of Purina Indoor Cat Chow in the morning and filled the food bowl. Upon returning from 
work, the cat had regurgitated 5 times. In the next two hours, the cat regurgitated twice more and died.

14 Years Unknown Cat 7 Pound

EON‐552946 11/9/2023 10:16 Ivory Coat Grain Free Chicken Onset of severe diarrhoea and lethargy, vet examined and determined cause. 1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 30 Kilogram
EON‐552945 11/9/2023 10:16 Golden rewards sweet potatoes and 

duck rewards
I gave my dog Golden rewards duck covered sweet potatoe treats for a couple days. My dog started 
with painful diarrhea which was greasy and pudding like, he stopped eating and wasn’t drinking much 
water. Then the next day along with continued diarrhea he started projectile vomiting along with small 
amounts of very loose stool which appears streaked red. I rushed him to the emergency vet in fear I 
was loosing my dog as he was acting very different than his normal self as well as those health 
concerns. He had almost 103 fever The vet gave him anti nausea and fluids under the skin, put on 
bland diet and rest

4.5 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 18 Kilogram

EON‐552944 11/9/2023 10:16 Victor MAX-5 PRO Lethargic, diarrhea, vomiting, dry heaving. 1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
EON‐552841 11/8/2023 9:28 Berkley Jensen Beef and Poultry in 

Gravy Dinners 36 ct.
Cats one day suddenly started vomiting and having diarrhea. Otherwise behaving normally. Continued 
for a few days. We discontinued one flavor of the food being reported and they got better. Continued 
giving the them other flavors in the case and possibly one of the offending flavor and it quickly 
returned. Completely cut out the brand of food for 3 days, cats got better. Introduced the food in a very 
controlled manner again and immediate diarrhea. Now completely discontinuing all of this brand of 
food.

This all happened with the first cans of this food from a new case. We believe they were eating the 
exact same brand and type of food from a different case before the illness began.

11 Months Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐552835 11/8/2023 7:44 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Adult 
Gastrointestinal Low Fat Loaf Canned 
Dog Food 13.5-oz

Opened one can of Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Adult Gastrointestinal Low Fat Loaf Canned Dog 
Food, and found a rock inside the container. I reported back to chewy.com where I placed the online 
order.

EON‐552801 11/7/2023 16:28 Naturo
Grain & gluten free
Turkey

Bright red blood on surface of his stools 3 weeks prior to his dental total teeth removal appointment on 
Sept 8. Dental surgery preformed but blood on surface of stools. On Sept 13 a gut xray was done to 
find a cause as it was now very painful for him to pass a stool, small white pieces of bone were seen 
and was cutting up his passageway and anus. I knew it came from his dog food because I was running 
the food through a sieve so that he could lap his food up and I kept discarding these pieces of razor-
sharp pieces of bone.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 8.5 Pound

EON‐552767 11/7/2023 13:16 Hill's Prescription diet Weight Loss r/d our 6 year old Armenin Gampr this breed is not on your list she was registered with the American rare 
breed association.
has been taking Hills Prescription dog food Dry R/D almost her whole adult life. we moved here to 

 2/25/2021 and started her on the R/d they had a distribution problem but we had a small 
inventory to get us through. We started receiving our hills to home again.  was diagnosed on 
10/6/2023 conformed by x-ray and these x-rays were sent on off to a radiologist who confirm on 
10/12/2023 raptly spreading bone cancel. in that short time her right rear legged went from 8 inches 
around to 9 1/2 inches around it gotten big so fast. we put her on meds right away and they just 
weren't helping with the pain anymore. Decision had to be made so her little would not suffer. We 
notified the manufacturer about the loss of our baby, they refunded our inventory amount we had and 
we are keeping it until you instruct to dispose of it in case you all need to test this produce. They have 
no born on date or expired by date

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 144 Pound

EON‐552755 11/7/2023 13:12 Victor Super premium dog food classic 
hi-pro plus For active dogs and puppies

We just bought a new bag of the Victor hypro dog food. This is the dog food I have been feeding him 
since I've had him. Also, the other dog started eating this dog food. Once I got my dog about 5 
months. Dogs were fine but this last batch of dog food. I got a couple days after they started eating it. 
They got sick, one had diarrhea and vomiting and was just laying around. No appetite, my dog, the 
French bulldog started shaking and was unable to walk very well. He was also vomiting and laying 
around, not eating. Not drinking, barely going to the bathroom. We cut that dog food out and have 
been giving them something else. And they seem to be feeling a bit better now, but still not completely 
100%.

7 Months Bulldog - French Dog 21 Pound

EON‐552754 11/7/2023 13:12 Old Glory hearty beef and chicken flavor 
dog food

I have bought this before without issues but have never gotten this flavor. Hearty beef and chicken. My 
other dog has refused to touch it no matter what I mix it with. He has developed severe nausea, 
vomiting and diarrhea since eating it.

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 90 Pound

EON‐552714 11/7/2023 7:48 Charlie and Buddy Hemp Oil for Fogs 
and Cats

We added the hemp oil to their food and ever since they have been lethargic, vomiting profusely and 
having diarrhea. One of them is now in the hospital.

8 Years Bulldog - French Dog 30 Pound

EON‐552713 11/7/2023 7:48 Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain 
Puppy Chicken & Pea Formula

Fed three times. Each time he vomited it up. I have fed this product to the same dog before and there 
has been no issue. The last vomiting he vomited up both breakfast & lunch. Switched to another food. 
No more vomiting. And no vomiting before using this product.

6 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 37 Pound
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EON‐552712 11/7/2023 7:48 Hartz Delectables Squeeze Up Puree She began to experience intermittent whole body tremors, and additional twitches around the face: 
ears, nose, perhaps blinking more. We used the treats beginning around lockdown in February 2020 
and stopped using them in less than a year. In addition, she no longer stands fullyupright on her hind 
legs, her posture is almost rabbity.

At first I believed there might be something in the treat formula, perhaps contamination with a variant 
of Mad Cow due to the use of brains etc in the manufacture of the treats. Recent stories about lead 
contamination in children's fruit pouches has caused me concern that the contamination may be lead 
or a other heavy metal or contaminant in the packing they use. The brand was Hartz Delectables 
Squeeze Up Puree.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐552711 11/7/2023 7:48 Blue Buffalo Tastefuls Turkey and 
Chicken pate

I opened a can of Tastefuls Turkey and Chicken pate cat food this evening and found a thick layer of 
mold covering the top of the food. The seal on the can had not been broken or dented. This was the 
6th can of a 12-pack. The other cans I previously opened appeared to be ok and we're fed to my cat. 
The box of cans was purchased about a week ago at Walmart.

EON‐552709 11/7/2023 7:48 Hill’s Prescrition Diet
Multi-Benefit W/D
Chicken flavor dog 
13 oz can

Hills WD Chicken rx dog food has black stuff inside of several cans.
The black substance was on the food as well. 
I have called the manufacturer and retailer to report this.
This is one of only two rx dog foods that my diabetic dog can eat so this is 
scary. I’m not feeding my dog molded or food with a black 
substance on it! Please investigate them!

EON‐552708 11/7/2023 7:48 Canisource Grand Cru Turkey Grain-
Free Dehydrated Dog Food 11.02-lb bag

We purchased Canisource Grand Cru Turkey Grain-Free Dehydrated Dog Food, 11.02-lb bag from 
Chewy.com on October 6th, 2023. We served our dogs the food on November 4th. That night the dogs 
were sick and kept throwing up. We couldn't understand why. Then on Sunday morning when we went 
to feed them breakfast we noticed that there were flies inside the package of dog food. This is the 
second time that this has happened to us. The first time we were able to catch it before serving and 
thought that the package was damaged during shipping and that was why. I believe this happened in 
March (2023). So we contacted chewy.com and they replaced it. But this time the box was in perfect 
condition. We are concerned that this is an issue with their facility and would like the FDA to 
investigate it.

I have already taken the liberty of reporting this issue to Chewy.com this morning, but I would advise 
the FDA to also reach out. I am concerned for the well being of other dogs.

Please feel free to contact me at  or 
EON‐552598 11/6/2023 3:44 Portland Pet Food "Rosie's Beef and 

Rice." Dog Meal Pouch
I purchased Portland Pet Food Pouch at Whole Foods in  

My pet had consumed "Portland Pet Food Company's "BEEF and RICE formula." She consumed the 
food on February 28th, 2022 in the evening. Later that evening, she had diarrhea and lots of urination. 
I assumed it was because we had changed foods and presumed it was normal. The following day, she 
would not eat. I waited until evening and that is when I began to notice she had blood in her stool. 
Later in the middle of the night, she had what I now understand to be HGE (Acute hemorrhagic 
diarrhea syndrome (AHDS), also known as hemorrhagic gastroenteritis (HGE), is an acute (sudden) 
disorder of dogs characterized by vomiting and bloody diarrhea. Some dogs may have a painful 
abdomen, decreased appetite, lethargy, or fever. Most cases occur without warning in otherwise 
healthy dogs.) I went to the vet in the morning and nothing was confirmed. She became rapidly and 
severely dehydrated. She passed away later that evening. The predominant food that my pet ate was 
Portland Pet Food. I went through her medical records and went through my notes and receipts and 
discovered that once before she had consumed Portland Pet Food a few months prior. I had forgotten 
that she also got diarrhea and I had forgotten that we tried this brand of food before. I spoke with a 
representative of the food company. And I am unsure if the right lot number was tested. I recognized 
that egg shells,carrots, and peas are used as their primary ingredients and may had caused 
gastrointestinal issues with my pet twice. Portland Pet Food,"Beef and Rice." had a negative impact 
twice on my pet. While I wish I had remembered this. I'd like your consideration that the Beef and Rice 
formula had negative impact twice . I am unsure if its their beef source. If the eggshells should not be 
added? Would the FDA re-evaluate the formula to see if it is fit for senior dogs.

16 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Pound

EON‐552594 11/5/2023 22:48 Victor super premium dog food 
Purpose performance with added 
glucosamine & chondroitin to support 
joint health for adult dogs

Opened the new bag of dog food and it smells bad. It's a strong, bitter, almost sour smell. My dog 
refuses to eat it due to the horrible smell.
We have been feeding her this brand & type of food for about a year and it has not smelled like this 
before. The last bag we had smelled like it should.

EON‐552587 11/5/2023 19:20 Purina friskies pate mariners catch Found a round plastic piece in my cats soft food didn't notice it tell I chopped it up.
EON‐552577 11/5/2023 14:08 Pet Pride Chicken Combo Bones Both my dogs threw up two to three times after chewing these bones. 8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 25 Pound
EON‐552572 11/5/2023 12:52 V-Dog Kind Kibble Our dog was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy two weeks ago, we tried surgery to drain fluid 

build-up and diuretic/heart medications but she ended up needing to be euthanized. The veterinary 
cardiologist suspected diet to be the cause. We had been feeding her "V-Dog" brand food as her main 
nutrition source for 5 years (she was adopted from a rescue at 1.5 years old).

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound
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EON‐552561 11/5/2023 8:24 Golden Rewards Premium Dog Treats 
Duck Jerky
" " Chicken and Sweet Potato

I was giving my pup,  Golden Rewards Chicken and Sweet Potato treats for a few months when 
he began to throw up everywhere and wouldn't eat about 2 months ago. I took him off the treats and 
changed him to a bland diet of boiled chicken. He stopped throwing up and started eating again. A 
different kind of treat, duck jerky (same brand) was purchased for him recently. He has stopped eating 
again (other than grass to make himself throw up) is lathatgic, drinking less of water, frequent 
urination, and has no energy at all. 
UPC of last bag purchased - 8113142932
Other number above UPC - 023335
Number under expiration date - W0063V. 119
Product of China

14 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound

EON‐552544 11/4/2023 21:56 Golden Rewards Chicken jerky Someone gave us these dog treats after there dog died the bag wasn't opened so we didn't think 
anything about it we started giving our dog these treats and after a week he stopped eating them I just 
thought he didn't like them so I stopped feeding them to him a week later we took him to the hospital 
cause he wasn't moving and was pooping and throwing up he died an hour later from organ failure

6 Months Corso Dog Dog 53 Pound

EON‐552535 11/4/2023 18:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food. Blue Label on dog food bag 
says “BEST BY FEB 2025 ” “3225 1 085 
0805L07"

RE: Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula Dry Dog Food, we 
have been feeding our dog this food, for about 5 years. For the first time, ever, we got a bag of this 
food, opened it, and the smell of the food was awful, pungent, disgusting, unlike that of the 58 same 
sized bags of this food that we previously purchased. I don’t know if this food is poisoned, 
contaminated, or tainted; something is wrong, and Purina does not seem to be interested in this 
problem (I have asked Purina for the name of someone, and their address, for me to return this bag of 
food to, so that the food can be examined/analyzed for contamination/poison.

EON‐552534 11/4/2023 18:04 Lean Treats Dog was given a couple “lean treats” from a newly purchased bag on Thur Oct 26 and Fri Oct 27. On 
Sat Oct 28 severe Diarrhea, followed by vomiting several times over several days, still continuing. Vet 
office (over phone) prescribed probiotic (from their office) and diet of chicken and rice diet given in 
small portions. Diarrhea is finally better but dog still vomiting.
Lean treats (from another batch) were previously given to dog by vet during routine exam and no 
issues. The bag says available only at vet office. My vet office did not have any in stock and said 
available on Amazon, which is where I purchased these. Called number on bag to report issue and 
was requested to send back to manufacturer. I still have the product I purchased, and gave Coventus 
all information on bag. 021164-10 pm; Exp Jul 31, 2025. P1-B349. It seems there is something toxic in 
this batch and I would appreciate any help regarding the cause of her GI issues-I can send product to 
you for testing.

2.5 Years Samoyed Dog 48 Pound

EON‐552533 11/4/2023 18:04 Special Kitty Gourmet Tuna & Mackerel 
Recipe Grilled Cat Food 85g

I purchased Special Kitty Gourmet Wet Canned Food (Tuna & Mackerel Recipe) for the first time on 
November 1st at the  Walmart. I fed 1/2 can to my cat ("  in the morning around 10 am. 
She appeared very quiet the rest of the day. My cat has never had any seizures or neurological issues 
in the past and was in good health condition prior to this event. Later that evening on Nov. 1st at 
around 5pm she had her first seizure and another one at 5:30pm. I admitted her to the emergency 
hospital at 6:30pm and they treated her in hospital. She had a third seizure in the hospital. I brought 
her home that night after treatment and she has not had any seizures and is recovering very well now.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐552367 11/3/2023 8:48 Nature's Recipe Ground Lamb Rice and 
barley recipe wet dog food

April 19th 2023 found plastic wrapper inside Nature's Recipe wet dog food brand produced by J.M. 
Smucker 
November 2nd 2023 in the same brand different batch found the same color and texture plastic 
wrapper

EON‐552364 11/3/2023 8:44 Applaws Additive Free Cat Food 
Chicken Breast with Pumpkin in Broth

Pet sitters came to feed them this evening and found them vocalizing, rolling around in the litterbox, 
having difficulty walking and intermittently panting. Both  and the housemate are affected. Were 
normal this morning. Pet sitter and owner not aware of anything that they could have gotten into. 
Yesterday didn't eat as much food

Med hx: chronic vomiting
Meds: none
Diet: Solid white tuna, Applaws chicken breast with pumpkin broth

2 cats in household affected.

12 Years Siamese Cat 2.6 Kilogram

EON‐552363 11/3/2023 8:44 Victor Purpose Premium Dog has been eating this particular brand of food his entire life. When we opened a new bag, his 
interest in eating greatly diminished. Started having stomach issues and ended up losing about 10 
pounds before we figured out the food was the issue. Food also has a very strange chemical smell. 
We have read numerous reviews on the Chewy.com website stating the exact same thing as we 
experienced.

5 Years Griffon - French Wire-haired Pointing Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐552361 11/3/2023 8:44 Pedigree DENTASTIX Fresh The manufacturer changed the ingredients, but kept the packaging the same. We noticed that the 
Pedigree Mint Dentastix smelled different. We then noticed the word "Mint" was replaced with "Fresh". 
My dog turned away when we offered it to her, but eventually ate it. She always grabbed it immediately 
in the past, but we noticed it smelled different. Shortly after eating it, she wasn't acting herself and 
seemed a bit anxious. The next night, we offered her another, and she again turned away from it, but 
eventually ate it. Then, we saw a much more significant change. She began acting as if she wanted to 
vomit and urgently wanted to go outside and eat grass. She was acting very nervous and 
uncomfortable and would seem to be trying to regurgitate. She also had diarrhea. After the 2nd stix, 
we never gave her another. I took a look at the Dentastix bag and began searching the ingredients. 
That was when I noticed an ingredient that is toxic to dogs. That ingredient is Green Tea Extract 
because it contains caffeine! Caffeine is a known toxin to dogs. I reported it to both Amazon where I 
bought the product from and also to Pedigree. It is supreme negligence that a company making a dog 
food product would include an ingredient that is toxic to dogs! Pedigree simply responded with a 
somewhat generic questionnaire even though I also sent them this website link to educate them. 
https://www.petpoisonhelpline.com/pet-safety-tips/is-caffeine-poisonous-to-dogs/ I requested that they 
recall the product immediately due to the level of toxicity that includes death.

7 Years Havanese Dog 24 Pound

EON‐552360 11/3/2023 8:40 EBO - Foods - Artemia Softgran - 
0.9mm - 325g

All fish were alive and healthy. I began feeding recently purchased EBO food products (artemia 
softgran) from JL Aquatics LLC. They began exhibiting erratic symptoms over the next few days, and 
then I began to experience loss of life within the fish. All other parameters were the same, and no 
other foods have been introduced since the event.

It appears that these foods have been repackaged, as I have purchased EBO foods through another 
vendor before that had different sealed packaging. The bags that came with the JL Aquatics LLC EBO 
foods were in different, lower quality bags, and they lacked any ingredient list or expiration date. The 
product also was a little dryer than what I normally expect from EBO products.

6 Months Fish 20 Gram

EON‐552359 11/3/2023 8:40 Purina Friskies Wet Cat Food Pate 
Variety Pack Salmon Turkey and Grilled 
12 cans

So we switched her back to Friskies because she wasn't liking 9lives, and when she started having 
diarrhea, and she wasn't wanting to eat her cat food, I don't know which brand caused it.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐552358 11/3/2023 8:40 Victor Super Permium High Pro Plus Dry 
Dog Food (40 lbs)

This morning (11/2/23), I saw a report on a dog food recall from Mid America mentioning the Victor 
brand. I saw in the article there was another recall back on Sept 3, 2023 and that indicated the Victor 
High Pro Plus 5lb bags. It said that there was salmonella and recalled. That trigger my memory on our 
11 month old dog. She grew up eating the Victor High Pro Plus and never had any issues. Recently 
Aug/Sept she was not eating her food that she use to jump for and couldnt eat it fast enough. In 
addition to the lack of eating and disinterest, we also witnessed her vomiting. This occured 3 times in 
the span of 1 to 2 days. There was a couple other episodes where she also vomited and still not eating 
her food. The vet thought that this may be due to her not being interested in the food any longer and 
wanted something new. After seeing this recall on the 5lb bag, it seems that should be investigated 
and expanded. We purchased the 40lb bag, this was from Amazon and that was back on August 13, 
2023. She is still not eating normally and we have never seen this. 

Please look into this and make sure that other dogs are not getting sick by expanding this recall with 
Victor High Pro Plus. Please feel free to reach out with any other udpates or questions!

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐552254 11/2/2023 7:44 Purina https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=352463394117398&set=gm.865281155004097&idorvanity=69
8467338352147&__cft__[0]=AZWT3hkUqk3PPDcZJ4u9zcbhWyxo7PK-wK21Y9g3C4wVqSVKg3f-
nrNQTp_kfHzg-lfmkegR_Q0ljwcNLRQQj6xfQLG4R-
EKH1nA0gHjos_8B8YMHCOfLPCpL1tLfijtlXyqA9a3T02tzSLlNn37PK6EHK2uoBfAgNv_9VgSW5oeeS
J9mLv8TL5EnA0Ts-eLB3w&__tn__=EH-R

EON‐552253 11/2/2023 7:44 Diamond Naturals skin and coat  had a yearly checkup at Med Vet on 10/5 On 10/13 she vomited and her appetite started 
declining. 10/20 I took her to a vet hospital a  where she was diagnosed with 
liver failure and she was rapidly declining . She rapidly declined and we had to make the painful 
decision to put her down.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐552252 11/2/2023 7:44 victor premium meat and rice I bought this product on 10/26/23 from amazon as i have a record of buying the same product for 3 yrs 
now. My dog fell sick on 10/27 through 10/31. Not eating,weak,sick,no stool and not hungry! I 
managed on 10/32 to feed him chicken-I mixed it with his dog food and then made a chicken sandwich 
for me, 20 minutes later i suffered from sever stomach issues and sick feelings, went to check my e-
mail and received a notice from amazon there was a recall on this victor dog food. I then stopped 
using it bought new food. today my pet is back to eating and pretty much normal. I called the recall 
number to report our illness. they said get your money back, but then hung up saying nothing they can 
do! There report today says no illness to pets or people- NOT TRUE 

3 Years Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 130 Pound

EON‐552250 11/2/2023 7:44 Hill's Science Diet Adult Large Breed 
Dry Dog Food

Our dog suddenly stopped eating all food and treats. Blood tests and expensive liver biopsy results 
indicated Copper Retention or dietary-induced copper-associated hepatopathy. The dog was jaundiced 
and lost 20% of body weight in just 3 weeks. 

The dog is now on an (expensive) prescription diet for the rest of her life and is requiring thousands of 
dollars in medication and additional tests. 

She has been fed Science Diet Adult Dog Food since she was 1 year old.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 79 Pound
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EON‐552178 11/1/2023 13:12 Stewart Dog Treats Beef Liver 
Single Ingredient Freeze-Dried Treat
Guaranteed Delicious 
Supports Strong Muscle
Freeze-Dried in the USA
Net Weight 21 oz / 595 g

I have 3 of the same product. I found 2 staples at the bottom of one treat container after feeding all the 
product except for crumbs at the bottom. I don't want anything from the company as my dogs are fine. 
I didn't give them any more of the ither 2 products even though from different lot numbers. My idiotic 
brother accidentally threw away the staples! They looked like when you staples papers together. I just 
would like the company to evaluate their production of the product so it doesn't happen again. I've 
been using these treats for over 10 years at least with no issues. I'm also reporting in case it happens 
again to someone else you'll have a past reporting of it happing once before. Thank you. P.S. it would 
be nice to get my money back for the 3 tubs of treats as I'm not going to donate them. Stewart Beef 
Liver Dog Treats 21 oz.

EON‐552148 11/1/2023 13:08 Sheba Perfect Portions Seafood Pate 
Variety Pack Grain-Free Adult Wet Cat 
Food Trays - 24 twin packs

He had vomiting and diarrhea(including bloody stool). Removed moved and replaced with bland food, 
then when Sheba pate was reintroduced he got sick again.

3.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐552061 11/1/2023 11:36 Nature's menu chicken brown rice
Nature's menu lamb and brown rice 
recipe

Bought a 15lb bag of dry food of nature's menu chicken and brown rice the bag contained only 5lb of 
food
This has happened twice so far, purchased at dollar general  
Product mislabeled recall needs to be issued.

EON‐552060 11/1/2023 11:36 Friskies Ocean Whitefish & Tuna Dinner I opened a can of pate cat food that I ordered from Friskies through Amazon. I opened one and it had 
mold on the top.

EON‐552059 11/1/2023 11:36 Taste of the Wild PREY Angus Beef, 
Evanger's Salmon and Evanger's Hunk 
of Beef

Presented on 10/27/23 for a two week history of coughing and decreased appetite. Routine screening 
labwork unremarkable. Chest rads revealed severe cardiomegaly with mild pulmonary edema. A brief 
ultrasound was performed, showing no pericardial effusion and a subjectively thin ventricular wall. Brief 
consultation over text with cardiologist, she suspected DCM based on the radiographs. Unfortunately 
the patient passed away before making it to a cardiologist himself.

There was a UC Davis study in 2018 that found a link between certain grain-free foods, particularly 
those containing legumes (as in  Taste of the Wild PREY diet) and taurine-deficiency-related 
DCM.  never had a heart murmur, and so prior to going into hearth failure there was no reason to 
suspect heart disease. The typical DCM patient presents in late middle age or when geriatric. Age 3 is 
very unusually young.  unusual presentation combined with his history of eating exclusively 
grain-free food throughout his adult life makes me suspicious for a chronic dietary component. A blood 
taurine level is currently pending.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 76 Pound

EON‐551939 10/31/2023 7:48 RACHEL RAY NUTRISH GRAIN FREE 
ADULT DOG FOOD WITH SALMON 
AND SWEET POTATO

Started feeding my dog Rachel Ray Nutrish grain free Salmon and sweet potato adult dog food . 2 
weeks after he startes, he got sick. Started having severe diarrhea constantly for several days along 
with gas and stomach bloating. I had so sleep near him so I could get up all hours of the night to let 
him go outside to potty. He wouldnt eat nothing. He lost 5 lbs since he became sick. I was able to keep 
him hydrated. I also had to give him Imodium for several days to help with diarrhea. After 2 weeks of 
stopping that food, he is back to normal today. I still have some of the dog food save for possible 
testing. There is something clearly wrong with that food! There is nothing safe or “Nutrish” about it! It 
almost killed my dog!

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐551938 10/31/2023 7:36 Blue Buffalo Tastefuls Turkey Chicken 
Ocean Fish & Tuna Pate Adult Cat Food 
Variety Pack
12 cans

I purchased a box of Blue Buffalo Tastefuls, Pâté wet food with 12 cans. I’ve used these many times 
before with no issues. All 3 kinds. She has no known food allergies. She started to get vomiting and 
diarrhea. After 3 days, I took her to the vet and they did bloodwork, x-rays, and took a faecal sample. 
Nothing showed up other than inflamed, bowels and colon on x-ray. I switched her to a digestive care 
wet food, and she was put on antibiotics and it cleared up. I had not connected it to the blue buffalo 
food yet. About two weeks after the initial incident, I went back to feeding her the blue buffalo food. 
She then had vomiting and diarrhoea again. As soon as I made the connection, I cut it out immediately 
and things have been good sense. I think I received a bad batch of food.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐551918 10/31/2023 0:44 Purina Friskies Pate 60 cans Since March I’ve been bringing my cats to the vet with the same symptoms. Dishes, lethargic, 
vomiting. They receive antibiotics and get better. This time Chexdar didn’t eat for days. I thought it may 
be something else. I thought may be plastic until another cat got sick and then another. And so on. I 
spent $424.00 on an emergency vet that wanted to do surgery. I don’t have the money for that so I got 
another opinion. Nothing is conclusive.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐551912 10/30/2023 21:48 Earthborn Holistic Venture Rabbit meal 
and pumpkin dry dog food

My dog has been eating the same food for almost 2 years without any problems. This most recent bag 
of food looked and smelled differently than it normally does. All previous bags over the last couple 
years had larger sized flat kibble that was a very dark brown, almost black in color and had an oily 
coating. This most recent kibble is brown covered in light brown crumbs and is much drier. I don't 
know how to describe the smell other than it didn't smell right or good. With this most recent bag, my 
dog initially ate it but ate much slower than he normally does. After a few days he started to refuse it 
and was spitting it out as if it tasted bad. I started adding green beans to it and he would finally eat it. 
After a day or so of him eating it he became really gassy and was having more bowel movements than 
normal. As days past his stool started to get really soft, but not quite diarrhea. After about a week he 
started to act like he wasn't feeling well and was refusing some meals and not eating. I had to feed him 
this food for several weeks while I found a new food that wouldn't trigger his IBD and then had to 
slowly transition him to the new food. He hasn't had any problems since he stopped eating the food 
and is completely back to normal.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐551891 10/30/2023 17:32 Blue Life Protection Formula with 
LifeSource Bits
Small Breed Adult, Minties Dental Treats

Gave dog new dog food from the Blue Buffalo on a Monday night, next morning he vomited all his 
food. He continued not tolerating any food even with nausea medication until his passing the following 
Sunday. The vet said my dog was having liver and kidney issues along with an infection. He was on IV 
fluids, antibiotics and Liver support medications. When my dog could not walk any more, my wife and I 
decided to euthanize him.

14 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 19 Pound

EON‐551864 10/30/2023 13:44 Meow Mix Poutry & Beef favorites Opened a cup of meow mix tender cuts Chicken and Liver and immediately found 2 slivers of bone. I 
threw it away. I contacted Meow Mix by chat online and they gathered the information on the box and 
are sending me coupons for more product. Well after this I will not be buying meow mix again. They 
are trying to kill our cats
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EON‐551861 10/30/2023 13:44 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Dog Treats
Chicken Meatballs
High Protein/No Artificial Flavors
Real Chicken #1 Ingredient

I purchased Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatball dog treats from Publix in  on Friday, 
9/22 at 10:56 am for my 2 year old Goldendoodle. I gave him 1 when I got home and another around 9 
pm. On Saturday 9/23, I gave him 1 around 9 am and another 1 at 7 pm. I noticed his stools were 
loose at his bowel movement in the evening, which was not normal. While watching TV at 
approximately 10 pm, I noticed him start panting and acting strange, pacing around the house. I 
realized something was wrong when he started having diarrhea and vomiting, which went on all night, 
all day Sunday 9/24 and all day Monday, 9/25. The only thing he had outside of his kibble were the 4 
treats. He was taken to the vet Monday morning, where he was given IV and medications to stop the 
vomiting and diarrhea. The vet asked what were the treats and noticed there was garlic powder and 
onion extract in the ingredients. My concern is that there may be a risk of too much of these 
ingredients in this product that can affect other dogs. I reached out to JM Smucker company on 9/27, 
they responded the following day via telephone, they said that there would only be small amounts of 
those ingredients and they gave me a reference number of 16219044. They have not followed up 
since then. I still have the product if it is needed to test. .

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐551860 10/30/2023 13:44 Fish & Sweet Potato 18 oz (21pk) Md 
Box JustFoodForDogs Fresh Frozen

Hello!
My dog was always eating this recipe which I cooked by myself. At some point I decided to switch to 
the same recipe but fresh frozen packs. I thawed the food in the microwave, gave my dog her morning 
portion and evening portion. During the night and in the morning my dog was vomiting this food, then 
she started vomiting foam. Her diarrhea started right after. She was vomiting throughout the morning 
as well. After a day she started having blood come out of her bottom without her even realising it. She 
would just sit on the floor and blood would come out. She didn't want to eat, she didn't have energy 
and couldn't even get up and walk 3 feet. 
She was admitted into the ER and had to stay there for 24 hours because the doctors couldn't 
discharge her. Antibiotics and meds were not working for her, she was absolutely dehydrated. It costed 
us a fortune to keep her there, they did multiple tests and gave her a lot of fluid and meds. At the end 
the doctor called me and said that the new food caused this horrifying reaction. I was shocked, was I 
was cooking the same recipe before with the food that I bought from Trader Joes and never my dog 
had any kind of reaction. 
I honestly don't know which fish and vegetables Justfoodfordogs uses and how they store it and under 
what temperature. 
After sending the ER records to the company - they somehow gave me the answer within a couple of 
hours (compared to weeks of waiting for the answer) and said - not literally - that there’s no particular 
connection between the justfoodfordogs food and my dog experiencing bloody diarrhoea, vomiting, 
zero energy and utter dehydration. 
They told me they can not admit it’s their fault because I defrosted the food in the microwave. And they 
write on the package that you should defrost in the refrigerator (for hours). I hardly doubt that 
defrosting food in the microwave can make a dog throw up, have bloody stool, feel and look awful for 
days, and experience pain.
I would really appreciate the FDA’s help because I don’t want other dogs to suffer and equally as 
important - for their owners to be ignored. Thank you so much.

4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 21 Pound

EON‐551859 10/30/2023 13:44 Reveal Chicken Selection in Broth Reveal's canned cat product is being marketed as a "food" when it is a treat. They are made by MPM 
Products, a company out of the UK and with a headquarters in the Atlanta area. Yes, they put the 
necessary phrasing "this item is intended for supplemental feeding only" on the can, but 1) it's not easy 
to find and 2) they require their (or any, I assume) kibble to make a balanced diet. This is dishonest 
marketing. Other "shreds in broth" treats made by Fancy Feast and more, all clearly indicate, treat, 
they don't imply they're a real meal.

EON‐551781 10/29/2023 21:08 Nature's Recipe grain free with chicken 
sweet potato and pumpkin for small 
breed

Our Yorkshire Terrier was fed Nature's Recipe dog food mixed with her normal dog food twice. She 
died in less than 48 hours, after having severe diarrhea and dehydration, which made her blood sugar 
fatally drop.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐551777 10/29/2023 18:04 Taste Of The Wild - PREY Both dogs were step sisters (not blood related) and about same age/weight/health. Had both for 11+ 
yrs - our Vet put both on "Grain Free" called Taste Of The Wild dog food several years ago.  
developed a sudden cough 2/14/23 and Vet said she had Heart Issue. A few weeks later other dog, 

 had same issue and Vet also said was Heart Issue and died quickly . Took  to 
another Vet who pointed out "Grain Free" issues and Heart Disease, that Vet did chest xray and 
discovered severe enlarged heart.  died  (three months after  Heart Issue 
caused both to build fluid around heart, dog cannot breath causing horrible death from choking.

11 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐551757 10/29/2023 12:04 Castor & Pollux Organix Grain Free 
Chicken Recipe

Several cans of cat food. There were black chunks in some and a big hard chunk in another. I'm 
attaching a video of the latter.

EON‐551643 10/27/2023 11:08 Natural Nubz Edible Dog Chews I gave my 2 dogs each 1 Nubz chicken treat from a newly opened bag. I noticed once I took the treat 
out of the bag it had a white powdery substance. Upon looking deeper into the bag other nubz were 
covered in fuzzy white mold. I assumed it a bag bad and grabbed another bag and opened it only to 
come across the same mold. That prompted me to check every bag of Nubz I purchased and all of this 
same lot consistently has mold. Of the 10 bags purchased, 6 had mold so my dogs have potentially 
been eating moldy treats. 
Bags I purchased with a different lot and expiration to not contain mold in the package.

EON‐551642 10/27/2023 11:04 Nylabone Natural Nubz Edible Dog 
Chews

We purchased a few bags of nylabone's dog bones with real chicken. The first bag was fine. However, 
the second and third bags were covered in mold. The expiration date is May 2026! I contacted 
Nylabone via phone - no phone call yet. The person that responded on Facebook removed my 
complaints on their page but said I could PAY to return the items via mail. When I realized that they 
deleted my posts, I figured maybe it was better to report this issue to prevent other families from 
getting molded products too. Thankfully we caught it - the smell was horrible upon opening the bag.
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EON‐551522 10/26/2023 10:44 Merrick Healthy Grains Senior Recipe 
Dry Dog Food 25-lb bag

I ordered the same food I get her from Chewy, New bag came in Wednesday October 11th by October 
15th my dog was having diarrhea. She does not eat anything nor treats. I stopped her vitamins. I made 
her bland food for 2 days and she got better. I assumed she ate something she wasn't supposed to. 
Gave her a little bit of kibble mix with the bland and by the next my morning she had diarrhea again. At 
this point we concluded possibly it is the fold. The vet set stick to the bland food, and have the seller 
refund me as he suspects a.tainted food bag. Switch to bland food for about 5 days and she has been 
fine and firm stool. I ordered new kibble from a different seller and smaller size test if maybe she 
formed some.sort of allergy towards thr kibble. Oct 24th i mix a little of the kibble with her bland food. 
No reaction, gave the best stool for the past week. I continue to mix the kibble and no reaction for now. 
I believe the original bag might be in fact tainted.

11 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 52 Pound

EON‐551521 10/26/2023 10:44 Purina One +Plus small breed adult 
formula

I noticed when we started giving this new bag of dog food to my dog he started having diarrhea with a 
little bit of red color possibly. This is not the first time eating this same food. The old bag of food was 
the same food as this new one.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 25 Pound

EON‐551520 10/26/2023 10:44 Acana Grain-Free  started coughing one day and it was increasingly becoming worse. I took him to the vet after 
about a week of trying antibiotics which didn't help, so the vet did an X-ray and told me he had a bunch 
of fluid in his lungs and his heart was double the normal size, it was then he was diagnosed with DCM. 
I scheduled an appointment for three days after for a EKG. however, two days before he went into 
congestive heart failure so I had to rush him to the ER. The ER staff asked me what dog food he was 
on, which was ACANA Grain-free, which they then informed me it had been a common food dogs have 
been on who have gotten this disease. He was only on it for less then 5 years before he started 
showing symptoms. I didn't want to buy him crummy grocery store dog food so I was willing to pay 
close to $100 a month on good dog food for his health. He is now on crummy grocery store dog food 
and three different medications he has to take two times a day.

8 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐551515 10/26/2023 10:20 Paws & Claws Delicious Mix Adult 
Chicken Salmon Turkey and Tuna 
Formula Dry Cat Food

she stopped eating after buying a new food from tractor supply in Sept they barely have touched it a 
month later. the other cat that is 7 is at Sanford vet on iv and meds might not make it 3rd cat refused 
to eat the food. we still have almost all of it only a tiny bit was eaten.

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 5 Pound

EON‐551445 10/25/2023 16:36 Feline Greenies Smartbites Chicken 
Flavor Healthy Indoor

Pet received two treats after purchasing the “Feline Greenies smart bites” chicken flavor. Pet vomited 
10 minutes after injesting the treats. This has happened a total of two times when this pet eats this 
specific bag of treats.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13.7 Pound

EON‐551433 10/25/2023 14:32 Hills Science Diet (Light Adults 1-6 
years)

I bought a bag of Hills Science Diet Cat food. Ligh version ages 1-6 yrs (2047) on amazon. My cat 
began to vomit from the food anytime he ate it.
I purchased another bag from local pet store and the vomiting stopped. Overall, the cat was well, not 
sick or lethargic. He only began to vomit after eating this food

5 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐551403 10/25/2023 11:40 Pedigree Chopped Ground Dinner Filet 
Mignon Flavor & Beef Adult Canned Wet 
Dog Food Variety Pack 13.2oz case of 
12

Received pet food from Chewy by delivery on 10/9/2023. Order was placed on 10/7/2023.
When opening to feed the dogs, owner found all cans were severely infested with maggots/insects. 
The cans may not have properly sealed as the cans were delivered with openings in them.

EON‐551224 10/24/2023 14:28 Hills science diet
Chicken and barley entrée
Adult 1–6

I adopted a 3-year old female dog,  in January 2023. I began feeding her Hills Science Diet, 
which is a brand I have used with all my dogs since 2005. She’s been eating their Chicken and Barley 
Entre (adult 1-6) pate since I adopted her. I have been purchasing this canned food through 
chewy.com, on a monthly basis.
At the end of July, I opened a can of this food and used some of it to feed  A portion of the food 
was left. I put a lid on the can and put it in the refrigerator (this is a standard for me). I had purchased 
a case of food, and this was the last can. I had a second case in my cupboard.
When I retrieved the can of dog food from the refrigerator and took the lid off, I noticed a red 
substance around the side of the can and covering the top of the food. I had no idea what it was, so I 
threw the can away and took a can from the next case of food and used it. There were no issues with 
this can of food. I was about 3/4 of the way through this case when I encountered another can of dog 
food with the same substance. Before throwing it away, I went on the web and did a bunch of research 
trying to figure out what this was. I had never ever come across this before, and so I was really 
puzzled. 
I called chewy.com and spoke with someone on the customer service line. I explain to her the issue 
with the red substance. She asked me if I wanted to return it, I told her I really wanted to know what it 
was. She said she had no idea but she could offer me a refund. In this case of food, I found two more 
cans that had this substance in it after opening it, and using a portion of it. It was not present when I 
first opened the can. This was the end of August and I wasn’t sure what to do. It seemed unusual that 
only a few cans had this substance.
I called chewy.com again and spoke with a customer service representative. He had not heard of this 
and had No idea what was happening. He recommended that I call Hill’s directly and gave me their 
phone number.
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I called Hill’s. I spoke with a woman and I explain to her what was happening. I told her I was 
extremely concerned about what was causing this red substance to appear in their food. She 
explained to me that the red substance was a bacteria which was harmful to dogs and it was caused 
by contaminated utensils coming into contact with the food. When I asked how this could possibly 
happen, she told me that the utensils I was using for the dog food were not being properly washed. 
I pointed out to her a number of reasons why this did not make sense to me and why I didn’t think that 
was the problem:

1. I have been using this brand since 2005 and have never ever encountered this issue before. 
Additionally, I was feeding this exact same food to  for seven months and have not encountered 
it during that time. It was not until July that I first began to see this issue.
2. I have not changed anything about the way I feed  I wash her bowls, utensils and lids the 
same way I always have. 
3. Nothing in mine and  environment has changed and we have not purchased anything that 
would effect her food.
4. It just didn’t pass the common sense test.
She told me I could call chewy.com and get a refund, which I did.
After this call, I purchased new lids and began sanitizing  utensils and bowl. The next can I 
opened developed this bacteria. I stopped using the product. 
This issue has not caused any harm to my dog, and it has not caused any financial harms. However, 
this issue greatly concerns me. And I would like you to please look into this.
The date the problem started in estimate.

EON‐551181 10/23/2023 22:08 Purina Beyond Simply Grain Free Adult 
Cat Dry Food - Ocean Whitefish Grain 
Free Probiotics

2 months of eating food the cat gained 1lb and had an anal gland rupture. Has never had anal gland 
issues with foods prior to starting the Purina® Beyond® Simply Grain Free Adult Cat Dry Food - Ocean 
Whitefish, Grain Free, Probiotics dry cat food.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐551170 10/23/2023 18:52 Cadet chicken wrapped sweet potatoes They both had cadet chicken wrapped sweet potato. Came home after work and there’s more than a 
dozen areas of vomiting treats and diarrhea. Neither have a moved since I’ve been home. Waiting to 
hear back from my vet.

6 Hours Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐551169 10/23/2023 18:44 Retriever blue bag Dog food looked yellow and possibly contained samanalla my dog has passed away
EON‐551097 10/22/2023 22:24 IAMS Proactive Health Indoor Adult Dry 

Cat Food - Weight & Hairball Care 
Chicken

After coming home from being out for several hours on the evening of Sunday, October 15, I found the 
affected cat  had vomited twice, once in the food dish. His behavior was unusual - he did not 
come to me for attention. He did not want to be moved or picked up and tried to hide from me, which is 
not typical. He was lethargic and had copious white foam coming from his mouth. He also had audibly 
labored breathing. This issue developed suddenly, as the cat had been well and normal that morning.

I cleaned up his face. Since he had eaten food and immediately vomited it up twice (the kibbles were 
still intact and visible), I suspected the food was the cause of his illness, especially after finding that 
this food product (Iams Proactive Health Chicken indoor cat food) has had multiple recalls due to 
Salmonella contamination in the last five years. I took the food away and left the cats with water only 
for that night. There are no 24-hour emergency pet hospitals near my home, so I just left the cat alone 
to rest overnight.

In the morning,  was more interactive again, so I offered him a different food, and he ate well. He 
recovered well. The other cat that was kept with him and ate the same food did not seem to be 
affected.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐551064 10/22/2023 9:36 Fancy feast tuna & shrimp feast flaked
Gourmet cat food

Fancy feast fish and shrimp feast flaked, 3 oz. Cans. The food has undeclared white rice in it. It also 
has shrimp shells in it. The shrimp is not cleaned. I feed a feral cat in my yard, she threw up twice. I 
will today take a photo of her vomit today as proof.

EON‐551039 10/21/2023 20:32 WELLNESS CORE Grain-Free Chicken 
Turkey & Chicken Liver Formula

Received WELLNESS CORE Grain-Free Chicken, Turkey & Chicken Liver
Formula canned dog food from the online retailer-Chewy.com.
All of the cans from the shipment have been found to have many sharp, hard, bone fragments 
consistently integrated through the canned dog food. I have been purchasing this exact product for 
over 5 years and have never had this issue or noted the product to have this component issue and this 
seems to demonstrate a significant deterioration in product quality/standard.

EON‐551036 10/21/2023 19:28 Victor purpose performance dry dog 
food 40lb bag

Large amounts of Diarrhea 2 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian Malinois Dog 65 Pound

EON‐551033 10/21/2023 19:04 Nylabone Natural Nubz We purchased nylabone natural nubz from Costco October, 2023. We regularly purchase these treats 
from Costco. This particular batch smelled completely different from what they typically smelled like. 
Assuming they may have changed up the ingredients or that I just had never paid attention to the 
smell, I gave both of my dogs half of a nub. Several hours later one of my dogs threw up contents that 
looked like the Nylabone nubz. The next morning my other dog threw up the same thing. Realizing this 
wasn’t just a “one off” thing, I inspected the contents of the Nylabone bag further, I found white fuzzy 
mold all over bones that were stuck together in a large clump. Knowing what the product typically looks 
and smells like, we decided to return the product.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐550968 10/20/2023 13:44 Heartland Farms Naturals Sweet Potato 
& Chicken Wraps

Dog has been eating 1-3 Heartland Naturals Farms Sweet Potato and chicken wraps Dog Treats for 
probably a year. Recently, the product had looked different. The “potato” part appears to be less 
“cooked”. Dog has been eating these undercooked treats for several months. Yesterday after receiving 
one treat in the morning (dog had nothing else to eat but the treat), dog began throwing up after a few 
minutes after consuming. After initially expelling the treat, dog continued to vomit. Vomit was a green 
liquid (bile?), and white foam. Continued throwing up throughout the day and evening. Marked 
difference in dog’s personality - lethargic, increased thirst, loss of appetite. Following day (today), dog 
has yet to eat any food, still lethargic, not vomited since yesterday around 9p.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐550965 10/20/2023 13:40 Golden Premium Rewards Dog Treats I found  late one cold rainy night last February, he was laying in the road with a broken leg. After 
an emergency vet visit and a couple months to recover he was so happy in his new home with his 2 
new best friends. I had been giving Golden Rewards Dog Treats to my dogs thinking they were a good 
choice after checking the ingredients. I had noticed the smallest of my boys "Chihuahua" has gotten 
sick a few times but thought it was from eating to much or just an upset stomach until last Sunday. I 
had almost ran out of Treats with only small pieces left, I took out the oxygen absorber packets and 
put those in the trash and shared the treats with the boys then left to buy more. While I was gone, 

 got the oxygen absorber packets out of the trash can and ate the contents. I had no idea the 
contents of that package was pure poison..elemental iron powder, not silicon or something safe for 
animals or humans.  died on the way to the veterinarian, I lost something very special that night 
and I want to give warning to anyone that uses this product. It should be banned until they can make it 
100% safe.

9 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐550963 10/20/2023 13:40 Rachael Ray Nutrish Super Premium 
Wet Food for Dogs Chicken Paw Pie 
with sweet potatoes & green beans

around an hour later he started vomiting and diarrhea with what looks like blood 5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐550961 10/20/2023 13:40 Kirkland Signature Nature’s Domain She was having urinary issues so she was given some medication to help with it, we thought the 
medication was upsetting her stomach because she seemed like she kept gagging, so we took her in 
again and the vet heard her “gagging.” She wanted to test her urine and do a chest X-ray because she 
heard a murmur on exam, so she also ordered labs. At her follow up where she was going to get the 
chest X-ray, were told her urine looks like crushing syndrome, but her main concern was the X-ray 
which showed DCM. She asked about the food we gave her and when I said grain free she said that’s 
the problem and told me about the investigation with the FDA. Our dog goes tomorrow to see an 
internal med Vet that will do an echo. She’s been started on Vetmedin.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐550958 10/20/2023 13:40 Taste of the Wild grain free in yellow 
bag

My dog a Pomeranian/Yorkie had a seizure from eating this food. She started out with continuous 
licking, chomping and biting, then paddling with her paws at her mouth, next was stiffness and head 
jerking, and staring. This lasted at least a good 1-2 minutes.

8 Years Unknown Dog 11 Pound

EON‐550957 10/20/2023 13:40 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

Had a seizure. Major stiffness and shaking. 3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐550848 10/19/2023 12:08 Purina One True Instinct
Classic Ground Grain-Free Formula
With Real Beef & Wild-Caught Salmon

When I went to open the can of food it exploded. Thankfully it wasn't pointed at me, and the food 
mostly stayed in the can. Obviously something was fermenting in there though.

EON‐550847 10/19/2023 12:08 Heartland Harvest High Protein Dog with 
Classic whole grains & Real Chicken

The store had run out of her normal dog food so we grab a bag of Heartland Harvest High protein dog 
with classic whole grains to get us thru till we got her normal. Had maybe 1/4 of the bag starting 
approximately on 10-04-23 , by 10/12/23 was throwing up contacted our Vet which he saw her on 
Friday (10/13/23) diagnoses was sever pancreatitis gave some meds. Saturday (10/14/23) was still 
extremely sick and throwing up a lot more so more meds. By Sunday morning(10/15/23) Bren was 
even worse and her throwing up had a fowl order. she was kept put on IV's and medicine. That 
evening our vet did x-rays her pancreas was swollen, stomach was double the size and her esophagus 
was extremely enlarged. At this time our vet had told us it was toxin asking questioning if we had a 
compost(which we don't), if she was ever outside by herself and got into anything(which she was 
never, I was always sitting there with her). She never left my side. Our vet proceded with more meds 
by Monday evening(10/16/2023) it was affecting her respiratory. Then early Tuesday morning(10-17-
23) we knew she was struggling and had our vet put her sleep after we knew there was nothing else 
they could do for this young pup.

15 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐550796 10/18/2023 15:24 V-dog kind kibble minibites I fed my dog v-dog from May 2017 to April 2022 and he progressively developed dilated 
cardiomyopathy, which is very atypical for his breed. The first two ingredients in v-dog are peas and 
pea protein which are the two ingredients most highly correlated with DCM. 

This should not be fed to any dogs since it is harmful. I contacted V-dog to follow up and they denied 
responsibility and cited very flimsy unconvincing studies. I feel awful about choosing to feed this to my 
dog.

9 Years Havanese Dog 15 Pound

EON‐550792 10/18/2023 14:56 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Followed new food intro protocols for changing dog food. Dog began to have loose stools. By 2 weeks 
was dog have blowout diarrhea or liquid stools regularly whereby owner discontinued dog food. Upon 
calling Chewy consumer learned that there were multiple instances of dogs having severe diarrhea 
symptoms from this food from approximately May-October 2023. Many dogs had been on this food for 
a long time before experiencing the adverse symptoms from a particular “batch”. My dog has not been 
on the food for several days and is still experiencing loose stools.
Liquid stools, weight loss, etc. Please note I transitioned from the Taste of the Wild Lamb to their High 
Prairie. Because I wanted to be certain new food was agreeing with my dog I abstained from treats & 
other foods so as not to confuse what a reaction was stemming from. My dog was also not exposed to 
any other environmental factors which cause these particular symptoms during this time frame. For 
e.g. no lakes, rivers, dog parks, drinking from outdoor puddle, eating of other dog fecis, eating of other 
substances, etc. Dog kept on leash and closely monitored at all times.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐550790 10/18/2023 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon Adult Large Breed 
Formula Dry Dog Food

My brother's wife just notified us that both of their dogs recently died of the exact same cancer. One 
was 10, the other was 5/6 years old, different breeds. The older dog died 3 weeks ago and the 
younger one died early this week. They were both eating Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach Adult 
Large Breed Food. They both developed hemangiosarcoma, both of them, which means most likely 
something they shared such as food/water. I noticed there have been several Purina recalls lately for 
the same Purina Pro Plan type foods. This should be looked into immediately, so more animals do not 
die.

EON‐550788 10/18/2023 14:20 VetIQ hip and joint He stopped eating and drinking 14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound
EON‐550786 10/18/2023 14:00 VetIQ Hip & Joint  had one chew for three days then started bleeding from his penis. Veterinary doctors confirmed 

enlarged prostate.
4 Years Chihuahua Dog 30 Pound

EON‐550783 10/18/2023 13:36 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Dog Food Salmon and Rice 
Formula

Dog became very ill with vomiting and diarrhea. Diarrhea became bright orange. After a few days, I put 
her on a bland diet and got her healthy again, this took nearly 2 weeks. Vomiting ceased and stool 
normal. I then opened a fresh bag of the Purina kibble and fed her, and that night and the next she 
vomited again, badly, and I realized it must be the Purina food. I stopped giving it to her, switched to a 
new brand, and she recovered completely and has been fine ever since, which is now about 2 weeks.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 35 Pound

EON‐550762 10/18/2023 11:44 Hill's Prescription Diet
Urinary Care
C/D multicare

 was off his food in the morning. After coming home from work, he was projectile vomiting and 
would not hold down even his denamarin pill. I took him to the emergency vet, but it was to late for an 
ultrasound. Blood work looked completely normal. He was given cerenia and famotadine and sent 
home. No fluids were given due to the history of heart murmur. Next day he was only a little better in 
the morning and by the evening was even worse than the day before. We returned to the emergency 
vet for continued supportive therapy and a decision was made for me to drop him off in the morning for 
him to get his ultrasound on Friday. His ultrasound also revealed a slightly milder case of pancreatitis. 
Once again, my cat was given cerenia and also covenia (antibiotic) and we were sent home. He was 
back to normal just a day or two later.

10.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 19 Pound

EON‐550761 10/18/2023 11:44 Full moon training treats Product delivered fedex by chewy on 10-17-23. Not expired but product is a bag of mold.
EON‐550760 10/18/2023 11:44 DreamBone (the healthy alternative to 

rawhide) Twists -- wrapped with chicken -
- no rawhide

Pet presented at clinic 10/12/23 for a second opinion due to inappetence and pancreatitis that does 
not resolve with normal treatment. Inappetence for at least 3 weeks, but P will take dog treats. 
Diarrhea present without vomiting. Increased drinking and urination. Owner feeding "DreamBone 
Twists wrapped with chicken" as treats -- suspect fanconi syndrome or fanconi-like syndrome due to 
unusual urinary glucose loss despite normal blood glucose level combined with treats being fed.

CBC: borderline normocytic normochromic anemia of 35%(36-60%)

CHEM:
low albumen 2.5 (2.7-4.4mg/dL)
high SAP

UA: voided sample SpG 1.043
pH 7.5
1+ protein
2+ glucose
trace blood
10-25 cocci/rods per HPF

Protein losing nephropathy, suspect fanconi syndrome or fanconi-like syndrome- glucosuria in face of 
euglycemia.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11.2 Pound

EON‐550758 10/18/2023 11:44 Friskies Lil' Shakes with coconut milk 
(Tantalizing Tuna and Enticing Chicken)

I bought an 18 pack of Friskies Lil' Shakers with Coconut Milk (tuna and chicken) from Food Lion  
in  and just opened it to find multiple packs have bulged and bloated, mainly affecting the 
tuna packets. I am concerned that it's a botulism contamination somewhere in manufacture/production 
and worried about other customers who may not notice it.

EON‐550757 10/18/2023 11:44 Wellness core Rev Raw grain free Develop uncontrollable cough x-Ray show’s enlarged heart pressing on airways 8 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 19 Pound
EON‐550756 10/18/2023 11:44 Hill's prescription diet

urinary care
C/D multicare

My cat first started vomiting and became lethargic and did not want to eat. Due to his water intake 
being mostly from his food (5 tbsp added to prescription canned diet) he was taken to the emergency 
vet when we could not get into any other vet. Bloodwork showed a possibility for kidney disease. He 
was given fluids, cerenia and sent home to also get pepcid. Next day he was a little better, but still off. 
Sunday he was not eating at all again and we went back to the emergency vet and an ultrasound was 
suggested to confirm a diagnosis. We were sent home again with fluids, iv cerenia and told to come 
back in the morning on Monday, Columbus Day. Ultrasound was done confirming a diagnosis of 
pancreatitis. My pet was again given fluids, cerenia, and also Covenia (antibiotic). He is much better 
since the antibiotic and running, playing and eating like normal.

10.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 19.5 Pound

EON‐550754 10/18/2023 11:40 4 health grain free Turkey and sweet 
potato stew

2 of 6 cans purchased of 4 health grain free Turkey and sweet potato were partially or half filled upon 
opening. One of those was mostly liquid. One was somewhat lacking liquid. I have never had this issue 
with this brand before. No leaks and no spills or reason for this. One can the wrapper was un 
wrapping. Purchased 10/14/23

EON‐550538 10/17/2023 10:20 Royal Canin Ultamino She had liquid diarrhea. I stopped feeding her the bad food and she recovered. She is doing fine on 
the replacement bag.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 48 Pound
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EON‐550537 10/17/2023 10:20 Dog Treats We saw some pet food named Dog Treats at a shop in Hokkaido Japan.
The package shows that Company which sells the product is located in Hawaii.
Ohana Healing Institute / A’ala Herbal Bar and apothecary 

However, even though the per foods that we feed them to our pets, the labelings are pretty simple.
We have been concerned because many people trust that the products were manufactured and sold 
following the law/rules because the pet food is sold at a shop in Japan. 
However, as long as we see the labelings,
We are actually not sure who make the pet food and the manufacturer has authorization by FDA.

If the Hawaii business just exports the ingredients, the business owner is not a veterinarian nor 
herbalist.
We don’t think that the owner has knowledge to make pet foods.

Moreover, the ship which sell the pet food in Japan is one of the franchise companies of the Hawaii 
business.
But any of them who work at the shop are veterinarian or herbalist who are educated.
(The Hawaii business owner runs the school and herbal cafe, but she doesn’t have knowledge about 
herbs. )

EON‐550535 10/17/2023 9:48 NuVet Plus Feline Powder (a supplemet) I have been feeding a supplement from NuVet Labs, NuVet Plus Feline for over a year and, because I 
am a breeder of pedigreed cats, have recommended the product to several of my adoptive kitten 
families.
Lately I have been getting comments from families, and in fact with my own cats, that they haven't 
been eating like they should and there has been some vomiting. I went to my account executive and 
have had to ask several times for the Guaranteed Analysis on the product. The only information they 
would send is the ingredients in the product.
I finally called and asked again and this is the email I was sent:
Our research team went to exacting standards and poured over copious amounts of research to 
ensure that the ingredients we used weren’t just effective, but were also safe and the best version 
available. Considering the amount of work we put into formulating our proprietary blend, we closely 
guard information on specific ingredients. What I can tell you is that each batch is tested three times 
for potency and safety and since 1997 we have had exactly 0 safety recalls. Our testimonials on third 
party review sites like the BBB and Trust Pilot speak for themselves.
The company refuses to disclose any information about the Guaranteed Analysis or the Product 
Analysis for this supplement.
Needless to say I will be writing to all of my customers telling them to stop feeding this product. I had 
to throw away four containers of the product at a loss of over $100.
I don't know if it's required or if it's just 'highly recommended' to provide the information. Everything 
that is edible, whether for people or animals, all seems to carry this information.
My contact information is:

Thank you for your help with my concerns. Here is a link to their website: https://nuvet.com/
Their products are for dogs and cats.

NOTES: I had to have one kitten euthanized without knowing the reason. I've had three kittens from 
pet owners that I refunded the purchase price because the kittens were underweight and not eating 
well.

Abyssinian cat Cat

EON‐550534 10/17/2023 9:48 Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and 
stomach salmon and rice

He won’t eat, and really hasn’t for 2 weeks now… he is super lethargic and eating a ton of grass. 2 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐550407 10/16/2023 5:12 Cadet Bull Sticks 12-Pack On 10/10/23 we purchased a 12-pack of Cadet 12" Bull sticks and gave our dog a bully stick since he 
had not had any for a couple of weeks. The next morning he had severe diarrhea. We gave him half a 
stick later that night on 10/11/23 and the same severe diarrhea occurred by the next morning. The next 
day we did not give our dog a stick and he seemed to be okay. We took him to the vet and he was 
given antibiotics and steroid meds. He is doing fine. The incident was returned to the store and 
reported to the manufacturer. Product Lot# CLT68970. Best Before: 08/31/25. Bar code 
768303704406.

8 Years Schnauzer - Giant Dog 85 Pound

EON‐550381 10/15/2023 12:08 Skin + Coat Support Whole Muscle 
Jerky Chicken Formula

Gave our dog Chicken Jerky for Authority. (Purchased at PetSmart) Skin + Coat Support Whole 
Muscle Jerky. 2 days later, our dog became very sick. Was vomiting, and became very dehydrated. 
Vomiting started on 9/29 and has vomited 6 times in one evening and continued to vomit the day. Has 
not had a bowel movement in 3 days... We took him to an emergency clinic where he was put on an IV 
and X-rays where taken. He also vomited continuously while at the emergency vet. The Vet gave him 
anti nausea medicine with his IV and also fluids. He was unable to keep food down for 3 more days 
and lost 2 pounds. During this illness he was very lethargic and panted with drooling. The vet 
recommended pain medication without knowing the reason for the pain. Copy of final report has been 
uploaded. Additional records on request.

Two weeks out, (10/15) he continues to have a few episodes of vomiting but has made a marked 
improvement. We attribute this illness to the Chicken Jerky that we purchased from Petsmart.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 63 Pound

EON‐550369 10/15/2023 2:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish - Limited Ingredient 
Lamb and Brown rice

My dogs had stomach upset, vomiting, and continuously ate grass. The pitbull then began to vomit 
blood and bloody diarrhea.

4.5 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON‐550352 10/14/2023 15:48 Friskies seafood Pata The two cans are damaged and the 1 looks like it was opened with food on the top 
But there is no damage on the box.
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EON‐550351 10/14/2023 15:48 Applaws Natural Pet Food Presented to rDVM on 8/10/23 who noted rotary nystagmus and syncopal episodes. Referred to 
for hospitalization. Presented on 8/11/23 bradycardic, normotensive, rotary nystagmus, 

progressive spastic cervical hyperflexion, hypocholesterolemic, high lactate. MRI revealed symmetric 
pannecrosis of the nuclei in the cerebellum and midbrain. Being fed 100% Applaws Natural Pet Food 
since June 2023. Thiamine levels post supplementation borderline low. Clinical signs resolved 
completely following 24 hrs supplementation. Applaws principle food label describes it as a "cat food" 
but website and products have small label stating "complementary diet" not intended to be fed 
independently.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐550350 10/14/2023 15:48 Full Moon Kitchen-Crafted Natural Dog 
Treats Chicken Jerky

I purchased 3 products through Amazon from Full Moon Dog Treats. Upon opening the first bag, the 
same day of delivery, I noticed a white powdery substance all over the treats that has gotten worse 
over the last 24 hours since bag was opened. Amazon reviews reveal hundreds of consumers 
reporting varying degrees of mold and manufacturing negligence (like plastic in the treats) over a 
significant span of time. I can't find any indication that the company has addressed the issue or issued 
a statement.

EON‐550248 10/13/2023 10:32 Victor Purpose Performance

Lot number: 04823 X22 16:19
Best by: 02-14-24

I gave Victor Purpose Performance to my dogs. They all got very sick. Vomiting and diarrhea for a 
week even though they only ate it for one meal. Reported it to Victor and the store I bought it from with 
the lot number. 

Several weeks later(I assumed that they wouldn’t still be sending out the same lot number), I bought 
another bag. Same thing, all of my dogs got very ill with vomiting and diarrhea. Looked at the lot 
number and it was the same lot number from several weeks before, but was in a different shipment. 
Called Victor and they pulled up my first complaint and said it was never looked into and they 
continued shipping it out.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 95 Pound

EON‐550232 10/13/2023 10:04 Adult Small Breed Recipe Patient diagnosed by cardiologist with DCM-like phenotype is identified which is compatible with the 
reported consumption of a nontraditional diet given the patient's young age
Patient has been on Acana Small Breed dog food

1 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 5.2 Kilogram

EON‐550146 10/12/2023 11:36 Purina Friskies Gravy Pleasers  vomited from eating Friskies Gravy Pleasers. 10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound
EON‐550118 10/12/2023 8:24 Freshpet

Home cooked chicken recipe
Gave the food two nights in a row. NO other items ingested in 48 hours except food. Immediate 
reaction after BOTH feedings of this food. Breathing distress for hours, lethargy, semi conscious. 
Veterinarian care necessary.

5 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐550117 10/12/2023 8:24 Gravy Train Chicken Chunks In Gravy Within minutes of consuming Gravy train canned chicken chunks in gravy all 5 digs starting acting 
weird, jerky head movements, eyes glassed and darting, lethargic, staring off, not reacting to usual 
verbal commands, bug eyed, air licking

2 Years Dachshund - Standard Smooth-haired Dog

EON‐550116 10/12/2023 8:24 Natural Balance Limited Ingredient 
Reserve Grain-Free Duck & Potato 
Small Breed Bites Recipe Dry Dog Food

Dog has been eating this same SKU for years- Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Reserve Grain-Free 
Duck & Potato Small Breed Bites Recipe Dry Dog Food, 12lb, 723633777810, Best if used by 07 16 
2024, lot code 3 015 094 1 1 11:48. Most recent batch was very light colored, heavy fines/dust, and a 
different kibble size. After a week on this new batch/lot, dog started refusing food, developed bloody 
feces and vomiting.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 15 Pound

EON‐550079 10/11/2023 15:52 Pet Pride 
Puppy
Chicken Flavor

We purchased a small bag (4.4 lbs) of Kroger Brand "Pet Pride Puppy Food" for our littler of puppies to 
hold them over until we could get a bag of their regular food - they had already been weaned to dry 
food and doing well and thriving on a different brand. 
The day after they started eating this food, 3 out of the 11 of them died. 
The next day, 4 more died. 
The next day the remaining 4 also died. 

We had no suspicion of it being from the food at first as we are aware that puppies do contract 
diseases at times and it is sometimes inevitable that this happens. They were kept outside in an open 
to air fenced in pen with a large dog house for shelter. 

After they all passed - 2 days later, we took the remainder of the puppy food (which was very little) & 
mixed it in with our other dogs regular food as not to waste it. 
Less than 24 hours after eating the same food, my 1 year old male Pomeranian that was an inside dog 
& had no other ties, contact, or connection with the puppies quickly fell ill and was showing all the 
signs of poisoning and/or mold toxicity. 
He was acting completely normal and energetic as usual the day before eating the food. 
He was a healthy dog and had no health issues. We had him his entire -short- life, as he also passed 
from the sickness. 
It was VERY quick & happened in the middle of the night on the weekend when there is no vet access 
close by, so we were unable to take him to a vet. 
He died in my husband's arms after suffering from confusion, loss of bowel/ urinary control, 
uncontrollable vomiting, then eventually loss of motor function & multiple seizures right before passing. 
Our 3 large dogs also had 1 bowl of the mixed food, but appear to be unaffected - I am assuming 
because they are much bigger and can clear it better. 

The ONLY thing linking these otherwise healthy 12 dogs is the food they had eaten. 
We have reached out to Kroger with no response other than comments on our social media posts 
claiming that they have reached out to us, but they have not.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐550078 10/11/2023 15:52 Minties Dental Treats Dog treats sold as Minties (imitation of Greenies) contain Peppermint Oil. Peppermint is toxic to dogs. 
It is listed in the ingredients on the bag, and the chews smell strongly of mint. Even in the smallest of 
amounts, this is harmful to pets.
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EON‐550077 10/11/2023 15:52 Purina One Smart Blend Large Breed 
Puppy Formula

After being put on the new bag of puppy food for 1 week, he started having seizures. We put him on a 
bland duet, thinking he got into something he wasn't supposed to. I also took him to the vet and they 
did bloodwork on him, of which the results were that his kidney values were off. After being on the 
bland diet for about a week, we started weaning him back onto the puppy food, which also took about 
1 week. When he was finally eating the full amount of puppy food again, he started having seizures 
again.

I talked to the vet again and we put him on a bland diet again and switched his food. Within 24 hours 
of being put on the bland diet again the seizures stopped. He was on the bland diet again for about 4 
or 5 days before I started weaning him onto his new food. He hasn't had any seizures since eating the 
new food, and he is on his third bag of the new food.

4 Months Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐550076 10/11/2023 15:48 Ace Hi Feeds bite size Meat based 
Chink Dog food starmilling.com

Purchased dog food 6/16 (40 lbs bag of food for a small dog) kept it stored in cook dry places with 
other food, about halfway through food was moldy and yellow in color. Reported to manufacturer no 
resolvement to issue at this time.

EON‐550072 10/11/2023 15:24 Tiki Dog Aloha Petites Duck Luau Dry 
Dog Food 10lbs
SKU 2759977

Dog started vomiting and having diarrhea after consuming dry food from newly opened bag of food 
purchased thru Petco.
Dog had to be hospitalized for one day, bloodwork, imaging and urine and fecal testing. unfortunately 
and even though I filed a claim thru Petco and provided bag SKU information nor Petco or 
manufacturer Whitebridge Pet Brands LLC were able to confirm package date for this product as Vet 
suspected this may be old food that was sitting in warehouse. I also noticed after everything unfolded 
that Petco sold me the bag of food mid August and food is already expiring in December 2023.

1 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 7 Pound

EON‐550071 10/11/2023 15:20 Ol Roy CVM resubmitting RFR EON-549467 as PFR.

"My tiny weenie dog got very sick over 3 week's of feading her ol Roy. Big dog got sick not as bad."

"Ol Roy is natorias for grinding up uthanized animals from China into dogfood"

"My weenie dog in very small. She only 6lb so the slightest tainted food that goes in her makes her 
sick. She needs the more expensive dog food from Petco. I didn't have the money one month to get it 
and had to settle with a cheeper food out of desperation. Unknown to me ol Roy was slowly killing my 
dog from the inside giving her kidney failure over the 3 week's I been feeding her ol Roy. I didn't do my 
research and didn't know they grind up uthanized animals from China and put it in the food. Poor little 
dog is laying in her bed next to me suffering because I have nothing to take her to the vet. My big dog 

 threw up for a week last week to after eating ol Roy as well"

9 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 6 Pound

EON‐550070 10/11/2023 15:16 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food

We've been feeding my dog Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice Adult 
recipe for around a month - she had previously been eating the puppy version of the same exact food. 
We transitioned her food per vet recommendation over a two week period. Once we transitioned her 
off of her old food, we started seeing some weird signs that something wasn't right. She started 
growling at us when we would release her to eat (she had previous resource guarding issues that we 
had resolved, so we thought she was still having some insecurity around food). She has thrown up 4 
times in the past month, once in her crate which is super unlike her (has never had a single accident in 
her crate). She has been restless and more destructive than usual (biting chairs and door frames, and 
tearing up blankets in her crate at night, which she hasn't done for months), and we provided more 
enrichment and exercise but she could never seem to get enough. She's been more skittish and on 
edge as well. She's been rejecting almost all of her morning food, and only eating her dinner because 
by the end of the day she's starving. She'll smell the kibble and then leave, and when I try to get her to 
eat some through hand feeding she'll spit it out. We've tried putting warm water in it and toppers in, but 
she still hadn't been eating like usual. To give some context - this is a dog that normally devours her 
food in 15 seconds or less, and we used to train with her puppy kibble, but haven't been able to at all 
with this food, because it's more of a punishment than a positive. 
Yesterday, I tried giving her a special treat after I went to Petco and she didn't eat any and instead hid 
it. This is when I knew something was definitely wrong - she's been to the vet before because she got 
too excited and swallowed 8 inches of a bully stick whole. I switched her off of the kibble last night and 
her behavior has 180'd completely. 

For the past 3 meals (chicken and rice), she has been eating enthusiastically again (slow feeder 
necessary), has been able to calm down at night and otherwise, has stopped growling when I give her 
food (releases for food on command), and while she's still been more nervous than usual we're hoping 
she'll fully recover when she starts feeling better. We will continue to watch her behavior, but are 
planning on going in to the vet to get her checked out in case there are any health issues this has 
created. I've reached out to Purina to let them know something is wrong with the food with very little 
response, so am reaching out here. There are countless posts on Chewy's website, Purina's website, 
and Petco's website about other dogs having issues with the food.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 53 Pound
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EON‐549602 10/10/2023 10:08 Redbarn Bargain Bag On Thursday my dog was given the bone from the redbarn bargain bag. He’s had other brands before 
no issue. This bone broke so easily into many pieces, I never seen this happen before. We tried to 
take them away but he ate several. He vomited 7 times before taking him to the hospital Friday 
morning. The hospital said they can give some anti-vomit and try to get him to natural digest the 
bones. He sadly was unable to and was hospitalized and later required surgery. He’s now on 9 
medications and slowly recovering. I initially let redbarn know he was on the way to the hospital. They 
said they’re sorry, hope he’s ok and can provide another treat option for free. I was of course upset 
and waited to respond. I then informed them he’s not ok, had to get surgery and has a long road to 
recovery. There were times we thought he wouldn’t survive! There’s still a risk as he still needs to hit a 
few more progress marks. They said they can open an investigation if we are able to provide them the 
information on the bag. I am waiting for their response after providing them the information. This 
treatment/surgery is costing us over 8,000 dollars.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 73 Pound

EON‐549601 10/10/2023 10:08 TLC Whole Life Puppy Food On Monday evening(10/2/23)  had his first bout of diarrhea after his evening meal.  vomited 
about 3 hours after his evening meal. The diarrhea continued after every meal(3 meals per day-1C per 
meal/3C total).  was up multiple times per night to go out & have diarrhea. It wasn’t until Friday 
morning that  REFUSED to eat & I made the connection that I put a NEW bag of TLC Puppy food 
in his food container & was serving his meals from this new bag!!!  is still a puppy & is crated 
when I am not with him. He is in a leash & with me when Im home until he is completely trustworthy 
with all behaviors-potty/chewing/jumping etc. He has not gotten into anything(no opportunity), he is not 
allowed to be outside alone or in the house alone yet. My other dog(5 year old 92lb Bernedoodle) is 
NOT sick & has complete freedom & is NOT crated or locked up at all. My 5 year old shared toys with 
& plays with the puppy. They go out to the same bathroom area. She has not gotten sick. She did NOT 
eat the TLC Puppy Food.

9 Months Sheepdog - Old English Dog 48 Pound

EON‐549599 10/10/2023 10:04 Blue wilderness trail toppers.wild cuts 
chunky salmon bites. Three ounce 
package.

Dog started vomiting and having seizures 8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 15 Pound

EON‐549598 10/10/2023 10:04 Weruva Cat's In the Kitchen "Press Your 
Lunch!" 3.0 oz cans

I exclusively buy Weruva's Press Your Lunch! 3.0 oz cans for my cat, feeding them to her twice daily. 
Since July, from multiple retailers the cans have had a horrible smell when opening them and no 
longer smell like chicken like they normally did. I've been having to return the cans after almost every 
purchase. 

At first I thought that I had a lot number that were spoiled, but later found that this wasn't the case as 
the issue is consistently happening with multiple lots. Then I thought the cans may have spoiled from 
being exposed to heat during shipping but again have found that this isn't the case.

This first occurred with a delivery ordered from Petco; the retailer marked the cans as 
contaminated/spoiled and didn't resell the cans. I then ordered the cans for store pickup and the same 
thing happened. I then had to wait for both the cans to be ordered and search for them elsewhere 
which is why I started buying them in store at Pet Supplies Plus and Petsmart. Unfortunately the same 
issue happened at all three retailers and happened after the summer heat dissipated. Most recently 
this happened at Petco with an order that was shipped and delivered when the temperatures were in 
the 40's and 50's consistently. I again am being forced to spend money on food that is spoiled or 
contaminated.

I am disabled and not able to work and this is really putting a dent in my already difficult/low budget, 
there have been over 100 cans that have consistently had this issue for over the last three months. 
The store has been great in allowing the returns and when I bring the spoiled product in each time they 
are agreeing with me that the product is spoiled. I did have more difficulty with Petco's web customer 
service facilitating refunds for the defective orders that were placed online for delivery but with time 
and contacting them multiple times they did so.

EON‐549481 10/8/2023 22:04 Wellness Complete Health Adult 
Deboned Chicken & Oatmeal Recipe 
Dry Dog Food

Both dogs began having uncontrollable bloody stool and vomiting with blood. Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐549478 10/8/2023 21:08 Simply nourish grain free  here. I must tell you something awful. I've been buying small bags, with Velcro - 
like closure. I babysit my son's boxer, he's working 3 jobs so often leaving the partial bag of contents. 
A cherished girlfriend (she calls him her best friend). I've never seen her dog. I get the Velcro bags 
because im still living in the jeep. They close well.
My son took her to dinner two nights before last, the boxer and her dog were left here. Someone didn't 
close the bag. Her dog got it's thick pitty type head stuck and was deceased when they returned from 
dinner. You're welcome to call me. 
I am so sad but feel the company should be notified; maybe put a warning on the little bags? I'm old 
and grappling with the (coincidence that "  was my no eyeballs bouvier's name also. Just got my 
heart ripped. Sorry to unload that on you too. Accidents happen is what son said this morning, I had 
heard he died but had no idea any details until just this morning vd

5 Years Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐549476 10/8/2023 20:20 Weruva Stew! Stick a spork in it Duck 
and Salmon dinner in gravy

I opened a sealed pouch of wet cat food, squeezed it into bowl for cat, immediately saw dead roach in 
the liquid. Took a picture if necessary.

EON‐549471 10/8/2023 18:36 Whole hearted chicken and beef in 
gravy morsels

Found dark hard bits in wholehearted wet cat food and blue plastic sliver inside can

EON‐549454 10/8/2023 8:52 Minties dog treats awful diarrhea. And when I returned the product to Walmart, the employee told me that she has been 
receiving complaints/returns on this very same product.

13 Years Other 15 Pound
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EON‐549445 10/8/2023 0:36 Canidae grain free pure limited 
ingredient salmon recipe dry cat food

Got new bag of canidae grain free pure limited ingredient salmon recipe dry food (which they had been 
eating for a long time). After starting to feed then the new bag, both cats have been vomiting up the 
dry food. My 3 year old 7lb cat vomited twice in one day, and my 5 year old 9lb cat vomited 3 times in 
one day and once two days later. Neither of them usually vomit. The lot number for the bag is 
18C060123MA11B.

5 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐549430 10/7/2023 15:08 Dog Delights 
Chewy 
Lamb Sticks 
Net 1kg/35oz

I feed high quality kibble in the morning and at sunset we take a walk and the dog gets treats to tide 
her over until the morning. She is very regular and has two firm stools a day. Upon feed her the pm 
snacks/treats she experienced 3 night of losing control of her bowels and having SEVER diarrhea 
inside the house. THIS HAS NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE. I stopped giving the treats and the 
problem (diarrhea} stopped that day. The floor clean-up and carpet cleaning was very disturbing, time 
consuming and and nasty. As soon as I stopped the product the dog went back to normal. There have 
been NO repeat incidents.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐549429 10/7/2023 15:08 Hills Science diet senior vitality I slowly switched my dogs to science diet senior vitality after one of my clients gave me a bag after 
their dog was put down due to health issues. This was in March or April 2023. In July 2023, they were 
both fully on science diet senior vitality. Within a week of fully being on this food, my 12 year old dog 
quickly declined. She appear bloated, struggling to walk (she has had weak back legs for some time, 
but this was extreme suddenly). She started to have excessive thirst, accidents in the house (urine), 
pacing, heavy panting, unable to run or jump onto couch, and overall ill appearance. The other dog 
seemed to be just fine on this food. After 2 months of this, I realized the owners who gave me the 
original bag when their dog was put down had dealt with the exact same issues (weakness, accidents, 
excessive thirst). They put the dog down due to the quality of life. I decided to put my dog back on her 
previous food and over the past month she is nearly back to normal. She can even do a little running. 0 
accidents, no excessive thirst, no obvious bloating. No longer pacing either. Still gassy at times, but is 
able to get onto couch again. There seems to be an issue in some dogs who eat this food. I've spoken 
with our vet during this process and am concerned there is an issue with this food for some dogs and 
on the surface doesn't seem like it's food but more normal aging and decline. I worry more dogs are 
being put down for this when it's actually the food!

12 Years Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐549064 10/6/2023 8:44 Special Kitty Complete Nutrition Formula 
Dry Cat Food Chicken & Turkey Flavor 
35 lb

Purchased several bags of cat food of the brand Special Kitty and 3 cats has already died.

EON‐549063 10/6/2023 8:44 Kirkland Signature Mature Formula 
Chicken Rice and Egg Dog Food 40 lb

Diarrhea, from the time we purchased this bag. Treated for other symptoms, switched to pumpkin and 
rice and symptoms subsided, as soon as we started feeding them the food again, they had diarrhea 
and developed fatigue and weakness (unable to go up stairs). Disinterested in eating the food when 
we restarted serving it but we're interested in other food. Dramatic decrease in the amount of food they 
will eat

14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 53 Pound

EON‐548979 10/5/2023 9:12 Authority veterinarian recommended 
small breed ages 1 plus adult Small 
breed chicken and rice formula.

After preparing my dog's food which consists of adding water to soften it I noticed green specks on a 
couple of the pieces of kibble and when I investigated they felt hard like plastic. I am not sure if it's 
related but did vomit all of his food on 10/04/23 which was the last time I gave him food but as I 
prepared his food this morning that's when I noticed the plastic and thought maybe that's what caused 
his vomiting on October 4th so I did not give him the food I had to get something else. The SKU 
number on the bag is 37257-78239 proceeding the three is a small 7 and after the nine is a small six. 
Above the SKU number the following shows au-23-1782650 space 527-9160. The bag also has a best 
diffused by date and it shows 232032 space 20:40
Best buy 2/18/25..

12 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐548974 10/5/2023 8:00 I and love and you

Irresist a bowls chicken and beef recipe

Dog had extreme thirst 

Got up several times during night to get more water

Drank whole bowls

1 Hours Chinese Crested Dog (unspecified) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐548973 10/5/2023 8:00 Caesar Home Delight Our dog vomited for two days, and had extreme diarrhea for many days. 4 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 60 Pound
EON‐548972 10/5/2023 8:00 Purina Pro Plan Hairball Formulation I feed  Purina Pro Plan. He threw up occasionally in the past month. I decided to purchase the 

Purina Pro Plan Hairball version. I began feeding him this on a Tuesday. During the next several days 
he began drinking much more water than usual, and also began biting/itching his fur. On Friday 
morning, since the only thing that had changed in his life was his food, I returned the bag for the 
normal formulation. He stopped drinking to excess and itching and is a happy cat again.

11 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐548971 10/5/2023 8:00 Newman's own beef jerky treats for all 
dogs

Newman's own beef jerky dog treats both original recipe and sweet potato contain garlic powder as the 
third listed ingredient. Garlic powder is toxic to dogs and since the powder is even more concentrated 
than regular garlic that's even worse. These products should be immediately recalled. And pet owners 
warned.

EON‐548970 10/5/2023 8:00 Blue Buffalo Large I got 2 dogs/breeds switched to this lot 2 weeks apart and both having some severe gastrointestinal 
issues. Neither want to touch food.
Both been on this brand for 4+ years via chewy. . 

They are in separate houses on opposite sids of town. 
Maybe coincidence -. sending just in case.
Bule Buffalo - 20241025 D2 A 08:15

7 Years Great Dane Dog 100 Pound

EON‐548969 10/5/2023 8:00 Jerky Treats 9 am throwing up in bed, when taken outside she started uncontrollably vomiting and using the 
bathroom, followed by paralysis and hot flashes. 45 minutes later she was able to move and the heat 
went down. A few minutes later she started defecating bloody stool and urinating bright yellow and 
odorous urine

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐548967 10/5/2023 8:00 Putina One Lamb & Rice Formula We have 2 dogs in our house one (13) and the other (6) and we have been feeding Purina One Lamb 
and Rice food to for years. The last larger bag we bought the dogs seem to avoid or struggle to want 
to eat it. A short time ago roughly 2 weeks ago the older dog started to spit out the larger pieces of 
lamb and wouldn't eat them. We tried to feed him some of the smaller pieces of lamb and he also spit 
them out and shook his head like they were bad or something was wrong with them. We removed the 
lamb pieces but continued to feed the kibble part. Neither dog was too keen on eating this so we tried 
some other foods we have. On Tuesday September 26 he started to vomit and the time frame was 
getting shorter in between him puking . Thursday September28 I called our vet and they squeezed us 
in to get him checked out. Did blood work and found out Kidney and liver functions were not very good 
. Was given meds to try and correct the issues but his health continued to get worse to where he 
would not eat or drink . We did get some meds in him but the puking continued and got worse. We 
used syringes we had to keep water and a food paste we made with corn syrup to maintain his blood 
sugar level. Was getting increasingly harder to get anything in him. At this point he could not walk 
anymore as he is too weak and his blood sugar level is slowly falling. Its now evident to us he's dying 
on us and there is nothing more we can do. On Sunday night Oct 1 around 6:50 PM he passed away. 
Our other dog is being watched closely as she is struggling a little bit to eat sometimes. We are 
wondering if there is a way this food can or should be tested in some way in case there are more bags 
of food out there that may have an issue. At this point we don't know what way to turn on this matter. 
Please advise if there is something you feel needs to be done for a test or investigation of the food. 
Thank You.

13 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 68 Pound

EON‐548965 10/5/2023 8:00 dentley dog chew buffalo horn for heavy 
chewers

I bought 3 Dentley buffalo horns for heavy chewers for my year old puppy. My pup had them chewed 
where they splintered in about 30 minutes. Those things are unsuitable and dangerous for dogs I 
bought the thickest ones I could find. I bought 3 as they are hard to find and I want to make sure I had 
more in case we lost them in the house or outside. They never even made it outside.

EON‐548902 10/4/2023 10:12 Zignature Trout & Salmon Meal Formula We were feeding him the Zignature lamb formula from March 2023 to mid-July 2023. We weren't 
seeing enough improvement from the food he was previously eating, so we decided to switch back to 
fish as the protein. On July 18, 2023, I purchased Zignature Trout and Salmon formula and started 
transitioning him over the next day. He has been eating the Zignature Trout and Salmon continuously 
since then.

In December 2022, he weighed 69 pounds at his vet appointment at the age of 13 months old. In 
August 2023, he went back to the vet and weighed 76 pounds. We were informed that he was a bit 
overweight and the vet would prefer him to slim down to 70 pounds. We reevaluated the amount of 
food he was eating, and consulted the recommended feeding guidelines on the bag, dropping him 
down to the lowest recommended amount for a 60-80 pound dog - 4 cups. Additionally, we cut out all 
treats and chews and even tried to feed closer to 3 and a half cups, but he wasn't losing weight. 

He has been quite itchy still, so I started looking at other foods and when comparing the small bags of 
the different brands, we discovered that according to the 4lb bag of Zignature, he should only be eating 
2 1/4 to 2 3/4 cups of food per day. However, the 12.5lb bag and 25 lb bag, both of which were the 
ones I was purchasing, have an incorrect feeding chart and kcals on them. When contacting Pets 
Global, they informed me of a formula change that increased the amount of protein, therefore 
increasing the number of kcals, and to consult the website for the most up-to-date recommended 
feeding guidelines. According to my bag, there are 337 kcal per cup, whereas the website says 395 
kcal per cup.

As a result of an inaccurate recommended feeding guidelines chart after a formula change, which was 
not publicly shared and the bags were not all updated to reflect this change, my dog now weighs 84 
pounds. He gained 8 pounds in less than 2 months on this food as he was eating double what he 
should have been eating directly resulting from incorrect information on the bag. He is 1 year and 10 
months old, and he was previously a healthy weight. Now, he pants like he was running and doing 
super strenuous activity for a long time after a brisk walk around the block.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐548901 10/4/2023 10:12 Fancy Feast Turkey & Giblets Feast 
Classic Pate
lot#32011160L21802045
best by July 2025
Believe was part of a box of Beef Turkey 
& Giblets and Liver and Chicken cans

Can of cat food did not have the usual sound upon opening. Can was not damaged in any way. Seal 
seemed compromised. Food was grayish in color and had an off odor.

EON‐548900 10/4/2023 10:12 TIKI Cat Canned Food for Cats Hawaii 
Grill Ahi Recipe (Pack of 12 2.8-Ounce 
Cans)

My cat started taking Tiki wet food and after a year, my cat had super high pancreatic enzymes. The 
vet reported 3 other cats had recently appeared with the same issues with their bloodwork, all having 
eaten the same wetfood.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 10.7 Pound

EON‐548798 10/3/2023 10:12 Dr. Elsey's cleanprotein Duck and 
Turkey Recipe Pate

The product smells spoiled (rotten meat).
It caused vomiting and malaise.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.5 Pound

EON‐548797 10/3/2023 10:12 Mitten's Pickckin's Chicken and Salmon 
Dinner in Gravy-- shreds

Both cats ate the food, had several instances of vomiting and diarrhea;  was out of it, drooling with 
his tongue out-- took him to the er and  for observation. The emergency vet did an ultrasound 
and he showed no signs of blockage or excessive inflammation/distention. This was the second can of 
this they'd had, I bought 3 or 4 to try it out as a treat in between their grain-free regular food. The first 
one seemed was fine the reaction was to this can specifically. My concern is that the lot might be 
rancid. 
He received anti-nausea medication, and they both are on baby food and probiotics/Metamucil until 
symptoms are totally gone.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐548711 10/2/2023 10:56 Dr. Elsey’s Clean Protein Duck & Turkey 
Recipe Pate

We received a new shipment of Dr Elsey’s wet food direct from the manufacturer. We pulled a case of 
Duck / Turkey food for  We were told it was a new formula so the difference in texture didn’t 
surprise us but it did have a very unpleasant smell. The next few days feeding the food  vomited 
multiple times. We switched to a different flavor / meat and the vomiting resolved. He is our clinic cat.
We contacted the manufacturer and they are sending us replacement food and say they are going 
back to the old formula but no other clients were contacted (many have said their cats refuse the food) 
and no sample was requested for testing. We believe they are trying to avoid a recall.

8 Years Unknown Cat

EON‐548658 10/1/2023 13:36 SmartBones Dog Chews Rawhide-Free 
Dog Bones Made With Real Meat and 
Vegetables 3 Count Large

I gave all three of my dogs a Smart Bones chew that I purchased from Amazon. All three of the dogs 
became very ill and had to be taken to the vet.

4 Months Schnauzer - Giant Dog 35 Pound

EON‐548655 10/1/2023 12:12 Blue Basics Limited Ingredient Skin & 
Stomach Care Salmon & Potato.

Since switching to Blue Buffalo a few years ago, My Shipoo (Shitzu Mini Poodle mix) dog  
developed new allergies- itching/paws inflamed and ear infections.  (14 y/o Chow mix) was 
allergy tested about 10 years ago- has a history of allergies to environmental allergens.  and 

 has been eating Blue Buffalo Lamb & Rice version for a few years and ever since  has 
been getting increased skin issues since then- infected skin patches, hair falling out, ear infections, R 
eye so swollen, I could not see the eyeball- went to the Vet ER. Recently last month- on 8/11/23 I 
bought a different version of Blue Buffalo- Blue Senior Dog Chicken & Brown Rice for  but 

 does get into  food so he consumed it too.  started new retching since 
introducing this new version of Blue, then  &  followed with some vomiting- yellow/white 
emesis with increasing frequency as the weeks passed. Took  and  to their local Vet 

 for continued treatment for allergies and mentioned the new 
gagging/retching and vomiting in both dogs. Then I switched their usual Blue food to Blue Basics 
limited ingredients Salmon Skin & Stomach- bought on 9/23/23 to see if this would help with the 
allergies they both suffer from. On 9/28/23 around 8:15 pm,  was acting hyper and had the 
zoomies then shortly after I heard commotion in the hallway and seen  laying on his right side, 
having his first ever seizure, foaming at the mouth, unconscious, eyes dilated, teeth clenched, muscle 
twitching, uncontrollable shaking, paddling motions with legs, stiffing and vomiting yellow emesis noted 
on floor. Took him to  Vet ER and  was diagnosed with idiopathic Epilepsy but I 
forgot to mention the new food and did not make the connection until after I watched  eat this 
kibble. I then thew their food plates of this food away.  luckily did not eat any of the Blue Basics 
the night after the ER.  vomited/coughed up spit the next morning.  vomited violently the 
next afternoon. I switched their food to Purina Pro Plan as recommended by their vet and they have 
been feeling better and no more Seizure.  has some retching/gagging still but no more vomiting.

2.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 25 Pound

EON‐548631 9/30/2023 19:16 Pitons pro plan under one year There are bugs and cob webs in the purine puppy plan I purchased
EON‐548628 9/30/2023 18:24 NOM Pork Poultry Gave my dog Nom pork poultry immediately swelled up in the face trouble breathing I’m scared for my 

life and hers. She’s dramatically draining in energy, this is a distraught situation
6 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog

EON‐548627 9/30/2023 18:16 Hills Prescription Diet Kidney Care k/d 
Vegetable & Tuna Stew, Rayne Nutrition 
Rx TheraDiet Rabbint-Maint

urine culture tested positive for e. coli 16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐548625 9/30/2023 18:04 WholeHearted soft & slims stick treats 
for dogs salmon recipe

I purchased WholeHearted Soft & Slims Stick Treats in the Salmon Recipe flavor at Petco in  
. I checked the expiration date to confirm it was still good, but did not notice the see through 

window in the packaging to examine the treats. I purchased the treats thinking that they were safe and 
immediately gave my dog one when we got to the car. Upon arriving home, I had my first chance to 
look inside the bag distraction free and as I reached to grab another treat for my dog I noticed that 1/5 
of the tops of the treats had white mold growing on them! Quite a bit, too. Days later, I took the time to 
write to Petco about the incident. I asked that they reach out to the manufacturer and said I would, too. 
After emailing, I went to look up WholeHearted and found that Petco owns the brand. In their first 
email reply I was told to return it to the store. I live a ways away from  so I couldn’t. I 
posted a review including the moldy photos. After that, they reached out again and offered me a gift 
card for he amount spent, but both times they did not mention if they were investigating the matter, 
removing or recalling the product, or if they let their WholeHearted department know about the 
incident. I don’t think they were going to look into it. I’m filing a report just to be safe as I’m unsure if 
they will do anything for the safety of the pets that consume the food. I asked them again to let the 
manufacturer know and that I would also like to contact them to ensure something is being done.

EON‐548624 9/30/2023 17:56 Stella and Chewy’s Freeze dried raw 
Meal Mixers Stella’s Super Beef

Foreign object in dog food. Pieces of rigid blue plastic was imbedded in the dog food.

EON‐548510 9/29/2023 9:52 Purina pro plan
Shredded beef and rice Adult formula 
kibble
47# bag

Patient presented on 9/12 for decreased appetite and polyuria/polydipsia. Regular vets blood work 
showed elevated kidney values and elevated total calcium. Presented here and we did chest films, 
abdominal ultrasound, splenic aspirate and bone marrow that were normal. Urine showed no infection. 
Lepto was negative. ACTH stim was normal. Ionized calcium was 1.5, Parathyroid hormone was low, 
parathyroid related protein was 0. Vit D level was 5 x normal. No history of any vitamin ingestion or Vit 
d creme ingestion. Eats Purina Pro plan Adult shredded beef and rice kibble, purchased in June on 
Chewy. com. along with pro plan slices in gravy adult chicken and vegetable. Owner no longer has bag 
from food. We stopped diet and sent home. On recheck one week later ionized calcium normal, was 
eating table food only. Recheck ionized calcium 2 weeks later a little low at 0.96.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 24.6 Kilogram
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EON‐548509 9/29/2023 9:52 V-Dog Kind Kibble Vegan Adult Dry Dog 
Food

In early 2023  developed symptoms such as fainting and unusual panting. The vet found an 
greatly enlarged heart. This was the first time he'd been x-rayed to my memory, but his previous check 
ups had been fine. I was referred to a cardiologist who diagnosed him with the following and cited a 
possible link to his diet:

Dilated cardiomyopathy (weak heart muscle disease)
Concurrent degenerative valve disease
Moderate mitral valve regurgitation (backflow) causing murmur
Severely enlarged left atrium and severely enlarged left ventricle
Moderately decreased heart muscle function
Mildly enlarged right heart
Left-sided congestive heart failure (fluid in the lungs)

We immediately started medications to address the congestive heart failure. I also immediately 
transitioned his diet away from the suspect brand (v-dog) to a recommended diet. Unfortunately, 

 passed away several months later. The illness was sudden and potentially not directly caused 
by the heart disease, but our treatment options were severely limited by his heart.

10 Years Beagle Dog 45 Pound

EON‐548425 9/28/2023 12:00 N&D Quinoa Weight Management 
Recipe for Cats

On 8/28/2023 I purchased two cases of Farmina N&D Quinoa Cat Weight Management cans of cat 
food from  like I have for many months. When I opened the first 
can, the color and texture seemed off but it had varied in the past so I fed  a can. Within 15 
minutes he started to projectile vomit all over the room. I quickly checked another can and it was also 
off.
On 8/29/2033 I went back to  to show them that the food was bad and they agreed that 
something was wrong. They said that they would let the company know and gave me a full refund. 
They also gave me additional cans from a different lot number (which were completely fine).
On 9/8/2023 I went back and purchased two more cases thinking that there was only a problem with 
the first case and that the company would take care of it. I then left my cats at  so that I 
could go on a work trip and dropped off one of the new cases for  to have during his stay. After 
a few days, they called to tell me that he was vomiting right after eating and they worried something 
was wrong with the food. They quickly changed his food, and he was fine. When I returned on 
9/14/2023 and picked up my cats, I quickly checked one of the cans, and it was spoiled like the first 
time.
On 9/18 I returned to  to share that this batch was also bad and that it made  sick 
multiple times. They gave me a full refund again and said that they would contact Farmina again. They 
called me later that day to say that Farmina would contact me directly, but they never reached out. 

 was great with refunding the costs associated with the bad food, but I was annoyed that the 
company never reached out to me directly to explain what could have happened and the steps they 
would take to prevent this from happening again. 

 is no longer eating Farmina and I hope that no other pets were also made sick

10 Years American Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐548424 9/28/2023 12:00 Trader Joe's Smoked Chicken Tenders Acquired Fanconi Syndrome, suspect secondary to jerky treats. Patient has received variety of jerky 
treats over the last year (well documented by owner)

12 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 19.3 Pound

EON‐548423 9/28/2023 12:00 Victor Super Premium Dog Food - Hi-
Pro Plus Dry Dog Food

Our dog started to have bloody stool and diarrhea shortly after having feed him a new bag of dog food. 
We later received information that that dog food had been recalled. The manufacturer will not respond 
to emails or calls. Amazon has been informed but they will not issue a refund either. They were the 
ones that informed us of the recall.
product:

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐548422 9/28/2023 12:00 Wag Wholesome Grains Salmon and 
Brown Rice

My dog has eaten this exact food for several months. I received a brand new package and an hour 
after feeding her, she suddenly developed hives and is scratching nonstop. She has welts all over her 
face, legs, paws, and chest that are very pronounced.

9 Years Bulldog - American Dog 70 Pound

EON‐548421 9/28/2023 12:00 Purina Cat Chow brand cat food 
Naturals with Added Vitamins minerals 
and nutrients

Our hedgehog eats the same cat food as our cat -- after being fed the Purina Cat Chow Naturals food 
this time around (we've had this before with no issues), he started showing signs of GI stress 
(diarrhea, avoiding his food, extra thirsty). We immediately changed food to a different Purina product 
and the issue cleared up. We recently went out of town and our pet sitter got ahold of the Purina Cat 
Chow Naturals bag being reported -- I came home a week later and my hedgehog is deathly ill and 
showing all signs of Salmonella or other severe GI issues. He's on a strong dose of antibiotics and anti-
diarrhea medication and is gravely ill. The only difference in the week we were gone is the food that he 
was fed -- he was a healthy, normal hedgehog when we went out of town and now we're concerned 
that he may not live the week.

3 Years Other Rodents

EON‐548418 9/28/2023 11:56 Pure Being grain free deboned salmon 
and sweet potato recipe.

Moldy food. Not the first time this brand had mold. Did not notice at first. Dog started refusing to eat for 
3 days. Just sniff and walk off. Finally ate. Then several more days of not eating. I finally grabbed into 
bottom of bag and pulled out chunks of green mold.

11 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 65 Pound

EON‐548316 9/27/2023 10:44 Evanger's Super Premium Lamb and 
Rice Dinner

I have been ordering Evanger's Lamb and Rice canned food for dogs for several months. The first few 
batches were great. They looked good, smelled healthy and like lamb and were a natural color. A little 
while ago my new batches arrived (from Chewy.com who have been notified and refunded my 
purchases) that were an artificial reddish in color and a nasty smell, like rotting meat. At first I thought I 
was imagining things but found an older can and it was not the same produce at all! Occasionally there 
were black spots where I threw the whole can away. I did some research and saw that they have had 
many years of problems and corruption. Please investigate. It wouldn't surprise me if it wasn't even 
lamb but horsemeat or something worse. My pet has not been sickened but my stomach turns over 
every time I smell it, and I don't like the idea of dyes in my pet's food. Also why the unannounced 
change in formula. If I had to guess I'd say they have gone back to their old corrupt ways. (Of course I 
didn't know their history until just now). Thank you for investigating this troubling product.
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EON‐548315 9/27/2023 10:44 Natural Balance small breed kibble 
limited ingredient lamb and brown rice

Submitting report originally shared with AskCVM on 9/25/2023:
I put Natural Balance small breed kibble limited ingredient lamb and brown rice in a food bowl for my 
albino pekingese. She let out a cry while eating jumped back ran under the couch. I looked in her bowl 
found a piece of kibble with a hard white object with a sharp point sticking out. Detaching the object, 
which I have saved from the small kibble, left a round indentation in the kibble where it had been. Half 
a bag was left over and my husband and I went through it and found just a few pieces of kibble with 
white material inside not sticking out.
4 pound bag with Best Buy 11/09/2024
Number on bag was 3 131 094 3 1 08:20
I don’t know if you need number by bar code as well. Bought about a month ago at either Pet Smart or 
Petco in . I notifies Natural Balance.The object is hard and point sticking out is sharp so 
definitely not from food. See photos of object in kibble and then kibble with what looked like bits of 
material in the food but nothing sharp or sticking out.
Btw tried to report to phone number provided for  No one answered or returned my calls.
My email 
I am bringing  in to be checked out by her veterinarian tomorrow and reported this to Natural 
Balance.
I saved the little sharp object and kibble it was stuck in if you need to see it.
Thank you,

Follow-up e-mail to AskOSC 9/26/2023:
I called my state of  repeatedly they ignored the call. You are told to leave a message but no one 
calls you back. 
Tried the portal but when I put down the only two numbers on the bag of pet food the portal would not 
take the numbers so I was unable to file a complaint.
Years ago when there was a problem with pet food it was easy to file. As of now Natural Balance won’t 
take responsibility and is trying to say a hard sharp object is a piece of rice. 

Pekingese Dog

EON‐548314 9/27/2023 10:44 Fromm four Star Nutritionals 
Duck À La Vag

My dog has been eating this food her whole life with no issues. As soon as my dog began on a new 
bag of dog food- Fromm Duck A La Veg- she began having diarrhea. The diarrhea subsided as the 
day went on. Then in the evening after another feeding the diarrhea began immediately again. It took 
me about a week to connect the food with the diarrhea. Once I started to connect the food, I switched 
to another food from another manufacturer and the diarrhea stopped completely and immediately. The 
food also had tiny whitish flecks in it that I’ve never noticed in this food in the past.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog

EON‐548235 9/26/2023 10:04 Nylabone Natural Nubz Nubz bones given as treat every 1 - 2 days. Diarrhea began suddenly, projectile for 3 days. Used 
home remedy to help. Diarrhea stopped after 3rd day and veterinary visit deemed not necessary. A 
few days after, a Nubz bone was taken from the bag and noted to be covered in mold.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 73 Pound

EON‐548234 9/26/2023 10:04 Country Squire With in a few days of giving  this dog food he developed huge bumps all over him. Three popped 
up on his back. They aren't small they look as big as bumps a dinosaur would have on their back. He 
also threw up black slime and pooped black slime.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 150 Pound

EON‐548233 9/26/2023 10:04 Sundays I ordered Sunday's air dried turkey. It was delivered. I kept it in the sealed bag and used it several 
times, and it had a very strong odor. I attributed this to the fact that it was air dried, and I'd never 
gotten the turkey before, just the beef. A few days later my dog became very ill. I looked at the air dried 
turkey more closely and found white mold on some of the pieces. It wasn't noticeable at first glance as 
it was only on some of the pieces. I have pictures of it and may send it out to be tested. I got in touch 
with the company, I didn't know I wasn't supposed to do that first. They said they'd look into it. I stil 
have it in case I do want to send it out for analysis.

EON‐548232 9/26/2023 10:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Lamb & Oatmeal Formula

My pet has been eating Purina Pro Plan Lamb and Oatmeal (sensitive skin and stomach) or the 
salmon and rice type (both bagged dog food) with no issues for the past 5-6 years. For the past nearly 
two weeks after eating the lamb and oatmeal variety she was sick with diarrhea and foul gas. She also 
had bad breath. This started after she began eating from a bag of food bought from a Petsmart and 
then continued after she ate from another bag that was bought on Amazon. Ever since I have taken 
her off the food, the diarrhea, foul gas and bad breath have stopped.

8 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐548144 9/25/2023 1:56 Simply Nourish® Limited Ingredient Diet 
Large Breed Adult Dry Dog Food - 
Salmon & Sweet Potato

My dog  started coughing early August 2023, we took him to the vet and they observed 
tachycardia (an irregular heartbeat). They referred us to a specialist vet, which was only booking 1 
month out so we had an appointment booked for Sept 4. His cough was getting worse, and on August 
31 he was really having trouble breathing, and his abdomen looked like it had retained fluid, so we 
took him to the emergency vet. They diagnosed him with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), an enlarged 
heart. Since his age was so young, and the disease is not common for his breed, they determined the 
cause of the disease was being on a limited ingredient kibble diet, that included Peas and Lentils as a 
top ingredient. They mentioned this is known research that peas and lentils cause this kind of heart 
disease. After the emergency visit, our dog  only lived for 3 more weeks, on extensive heart 
medication and diuretics. He collapsed suddenly on  and died in my arms.

3.5 Years Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog 75 Pound

EON‐548140 9/24/2023 22:28 Nutro Max Fed our dog nutro max dog food and about a day later I noticed that he was having very runny diarrhea 
and having to go out to the bathroom allot and he had an accident in the house today and he is very 
lethargic and not moving much I'm very worried about him.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 170 Pound

EON‐548134 9/24/2023 18:56 The Blue Buffalo Company Nudges 
Natural Dog Treats Enhanced with 
Minerals Grillers Made with real steak.

I opened an unopened bag of Blue Buffalo Nudges Grillers and discovered a soft what coating on a 
number of the individual treats. The best By date is July 30, 2024. The lot number is 20240730MS 21 
0333 13.21. 
This bag of treats was given to me and this is the first time the bag was opened. I am not going to let 
my dogs eat anything from this bag because I have to assume that this is some kind of mold or other 
contaminate.
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EON‐548119 9/24/2023 10:32 Acana Heritage Dog Senior Dog Food Our dog has been on an Acana food diet the past 9 years. She developed DCM, which is common with 
this food product. I have read the FDA research. This is unacceptable and a class action lawsuit needs 
to be drawn.

EON‐548115 9/24/2023 8:12 RACHAEL RAY NUTRISH SOUP 
BONES

AFTER INGESTING RACHAEL RAY SOUP BONES WITHIN 6 HOURS -  STARTED 
THROWING UP AND HAD SEVERE DIARRHEA - WHICH LASTED FOR ABOUT 8 HOURS

5 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 32 Pound

EON‐548104 9/23/2023 22:40 Purina ONE Lamb and Rice Dog Food  started acting off Friday afternoon and began vomiting Saturday morning. The vomit was 
initially mostly undigested food and then just became liquid as there was no food left in his stomach. I 
called the vet and was given Reglan for him and , he threw up 4 more times after I gave him the 
medication but settled down after that.

2 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 65 Pound

EON‐548103 9/23/2023 22:40 Natural Nubz Edible Dog Chews Purchased two packages of Nubz Large Chicken Chews at Target. When we opened them to use 
them, we noticed that many of them had white mold on them.

EON‐548028 9/22/2023 16:28 Natural Hounds Original Recipe was getting food made for  from Natural Hounds, made without poultry. On 7/12/2023 when 
picking up some more food, the employee informed me that they had run out of the packaging marked 
"beef" but that the product was indeed beef. When I fed  from this mismarked package, she had 
severe diarrhea for days (completely ruining one of my rugs). She started nipping at her paws and 
developed dry skin patches on her chin.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐548017 9/22/2023 15:48 Tiki Cat After Dark Pate+ Chicken & 
Beef Recipe in Chicken Broth

a can of Tiki Cat wet food was moldy. it smelled terrible. The lid was not on all the way but the ring 
wasn’t opened.

EON‐548015 9/22/2023 15:44 Royal Canin Kitten food in small pink 
can with a 3 on the label of thin slices 
and gravy.
580 05 Feb 2025 20 1
306C1RSD03 15:10 RFIK

Our ten-week-old kitten,  was given Royal Canin kitten food from an 18 pack yesterday.
Within 20 minutes he was projectile vomiting, diarrhea etc.
It was exhausting for him.
He drank water and instantly that became projectile too.
I am a pet newspaper columnist and have been joining dots.

Two weeks ago, our rescue 4-year-old cat had diarrhea on a diff brand and a reader’s small dog was 
rushed to the vet with similar symptoms. My neighbor's cat has been vomiting everytime she eats, just 
not sure which brand. But currently there appears to be alot of sick from food pets.
I remember melamine poisoning, is it out and about, or something similar?
If so, we can work together for an informative pet article.
Royal Canin Kitten food in small pink can with a 3 on the label of thin slices and gravy.
INFO
580 05 Feb 2025 20 1
306C1RSD03 15:10 RFIK

10 Weeks Persian Cat 1 Pound

EON‐547952 9/21/2023 21:40 Nylabone Natural Nubz I opened a bag of Nubz and found white mold on it.
EON‐547920 9/21/2023 13:52 Pedigree Puppy Grow and Protect My husband recently purchased a bag of our preferred puppy food (Pedigree Puppy Grow and Protect -

Chicken and Vegetable flavor). Today, as he opened the bag and began to dump it into our food 
container, a twisted metal rod about 8-9 inches long came out of the bag. We took photographs of the 
rod and have no idea how it could be inside the bag and make it through to the store without being 
seen. I do not trust that there aren't smaller shavings or particles that cannot be seen in the bag. We 
contacted the place of purchase and they are willing to replace the bag. However, I am uneasy about 
purchasing the same brand. I do not know how to notify they manufacturer of this issue. We have 
photos of the sku information and the bag but do not know what else might be needed.

EON‐547912 9/21/2023 13:24 Freshpet select roasted meals grain 
freed chicken recipe 1.75 Lb bag

I purchased a bag of Freshpet dog food ,select roasted meals, grain free chicken recipe with garden 
vegetables on Monday Sept 18th or Sunday September 17th 2023. I did not keep the receipt.
It is a 1.75Lbs. it requires refrigeration. I put the bag in the refrigerator as soon as I got home. It has a 
sell by date of 12/10/23 14:57 LP. Barcode: 6 2797501106 2
PV7701 82 is a number by the bar code.
I did not open the bag until Tuesday September 19, 2023. I fed my 2 dogs breakfast and an evening 
meal. My son notice that some of the round bits of food has mold on them this morning when I was 
feeding them breakfast, not a lot, but still mold.

EON‐547911 9/21/2023 13:24 Kirkland signature chunks chicken and 
salmon

Vomit every time he ate the Kirkland wet food 3 Years American Shorthair Cat 17 Pound

EON‐547910 9/21/2023 13:24 Purina Pro Plan A couple of years ago, we purchased a bag of Lamb & Rice Pro Plan while traveling. Both dogs 
(Pointing Griffon and Pug) became ill will terrible diarrhea. We threw it out and considered it 
contaminated from the distributor's warehouse. In the meantime, Purina had a "shortage" of dog food - 
especially the shredded lamb. Since that first time, it happened with other Purina lamb dog food. We 
switched our dogs to a different brand. In the meantime, we know of 3 dogs that have dropped over 
DEAD with no warning and no underlying conditions - all 3 within the last year! Two of them were 
Labrador retrievers who were young - around 2 years old. Yesterday, my daughter's 8-year-old French 
bulldog died suddenly without warning, just like the labs. The Frenchie was eating Purina Pro Plan. 
The labs were both being fed Purina. Coincidence, I THINK NOT!!!! PLEASE investigate Purina dog 
food!!!

5 Years Griffon - French Wire-haired Pointing Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐547908 9/21/2023 13:24 freshpet brand dog food Fed him from bag of FreshPet Sell by 12/06/23 12:38 L2 (product code 627975011062). 24 hrs later 
had diarrhea and projectile vomiting. Assumed he had another source of infection. 
Fed him on rice & chicken for a couple of days. Problem abated.
Restarted FreshPet, problem returned. This time gave him smaller serving & he regurgitated less.
Stopped all FeshPet feeding & problem subsided last week.
Called FreshPet & they require a vet visit to confirm. Nonsense - problem is over, will never feed him 
FeshPet again. But, if I don't complain they may hurt more pets in the future.

6 Years Pug Dog 22 Pound

EON‐547907 9/21/2023 13:24 There was no label. I went to  as I had seen it on facebook and I noticed some meat and other products 
seemed to be unlabeled or homemade but the way the woman spoke about my dog, I felt she knew 
what she was talking about. I wanted my baby to have better food aside from kibble so i trusted this 
woman. Her name is Adia, the owner. My dog seemed to veer away from the food when I offered it, 
but  usually does that when something is unfamiliar. I have him his regular food for a few days 
and eventually he warmed up to this new "better" and natural food. The night after he had it, he just 
seemed odd. But I thought he had a little doggy mood, but the next day, he wasn't at the door to go 
outside. He didn't seem to want to do much. He had the most pitiful bark. Then the diarrhea started. I 
took him to the vet immediately as this was very unusual and i was concerned about him. when the vet 
asked if anything had changed, I told him no. just that i was trying new food. he asked where i got it 
and such and i told him. He said my dog was sick and had food poisoning. Of course he 
recommended never giving my dog unlabeled food. I thought this was a legitimate business as she 
has this location and talked about opening another. I'm concerned for all pet owners and anyone who 
comes across this woman. It could have been so much worse. My poor pup was sick and it was 
horrible to watch. Someone has to stop this woman.

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐547906 9/21/2023 13:24 The Blue Buffalo Co.
Blue Wilderness High-Protein Food for 
Dogs
Rocky Mountain REcipe with Red Meat 
and antioxidant-rich life source bits
Adult
Now with even more red meat & 
wholesome grains

Dog food bag is full of bugs. I didn't notice until AFTER I fed him. They look like little water bugs, micro 
centipede looking things and maybe tiny baby roaches? I have never seen these nor have I ever had 
an issue. 
This was a new bag that I just opened. 
I fed the 1st bowl to my dog yesterday morning (9/19/23) and saw a tiny bug in his bowl. I thought a 
little water bug may have gotten into his bowl and I didn't notice so I took it outside and got rid of the 
bug. Then I fed my dog. 
I fed him again last night but it was dark so I didn't see anything. 
I fed him again this morning, 9/20/23, and saw multiple little bugs crawling around. That didn't make 
sense. So I opened the bag of dog food and saw a lot of bugs crawling around. They are not all the 
same. They are different types of small bugs. I don't know what they are or if they can cause harm but 
there are a LOT of them! I do not have bugs in my home, with the exception of the tiny little black 
water bugs. I don't know why but we have a bunch of those around here. 

Blue Wilderness High Protein with red meat dry adult dog food
I bought this bag on 8/30/23 at approx 10:30am from Petco.
Bar code number: 8 40243 14826 4
Best used by date is 7/12/24
There is another number on the bag in a red square, 4633607/293, not sure what this number 
represents, there isn't a description but its above the ingredient label on the side of the bag.
I don't know what all you need, ive never done this before so hopefully you have all you need.

EON‐547905 9/21/2023 13:24 Hill's Science Diet Adult Perfect 
Digestion (Chicken)

The dog initially became lethargic. She then progressed to neurological symptoms-walking in circles 
nonstop, pressing her head into corners, bumping into things, unsteadiness. Eventually progressed to 
focal and generalized seizures in addition to previously described behavior. She appeared to be in a lot 
of pain (crying, head pressing, trying to climb the walls in her outdoor kennel). Eventually had to 
euthanize the dog due to severity of condition. 1 week prior to that dog developing symptoms, our 
other siberian husky (  male, 11 years, 89 lbs, previously good health) who was not related to the 
other dog and was eating the same food also had rapidly progressing neurologic symptoms with 
cluster seizures (progressed rapidly within 24 hours from tremors to grand mal), blindness, and 
inability to walk. He also was euthanized due to severity of symptoms. We have multiple other dogs, 
but these 2 were the only ones eating this specific food. All other environmental exposures are the 
same and the other dogs have remained completely healthy.

4 Years Siberian Husky Dog 88 Pound

EON‐547787 9/20/2023 10:20 The Blue Buffalo Company Nudges 
Natural Dog Treats Enhanced with 
Minerals . Jerky Cuts made with real 
chicken

Both of my dogs were given a Jerky treat when put in their crates at night. The next morning, both 
woke up with gastrointestinal upset. One was vomitting and they both had runny stools/diarrhea.

8 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 82 Pound
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EON‐547786 9/20/2023 10:20 Stella & Chewy's Venison Blend Recipe 
Dinner Patties

Orijen Regional Red Ancient Grains 
Kibble
22.5 lb bag 
UPC 0 64992 72034 6

Feed 1/4 piece of Stella & Chewy's Freeze Dried Raw Venison Blend Recipe Dinner Patties. This was 
from a brand new 5.50z bag. Rehydrated with some water and mixed on their regular kibble. Kibble 
was part Orijen Regional Red Ancient grains ( had used bag for a week with no problems but still could 
of been problem because says raw on package) The other portion of kibble was Big Jac Puppy Select 
(been feeding this since 12 weeks old) Both dogs had sever diarrhea by bedtime. Next day both dogs 
would not eat and still had diarrhea. Male dog was visibly sicker. Would not move and standing in 
corner. Took both dogs to emergency Vet ( ) Male 
dog was severely sick with 105 fever, triple normal blood cell count, thickened & inflamed colon and 
other issues. First question they asked me after examining dog: Did I feed them any Raw Food 
including freezer dried raw? Male dog was kept for 2 days at emergency clinic. Female dog was sent 
home after receiving fluids and given diarrhea medication and a deworming medication. Male dog was 
sent home after 2 days and is now taking antibiotics, anti worming, anti nausea, anti diarrhea meds. 
Need to go back in two weeks for recheck of ultrasound, X-ray and bloodwork. The male dog had to go 
back to my general Vet 2 days after coming home for sever skin irritation on his Testicles from the 
Urine/Diarrhea getting on the skin. So he now needs to wear an Elizabethan Cone on top of all his 
other issues from this event to prevent him from licking the irritated area. It needs to be sprayed 2x 
daily with a steroid spray to calm the area down and heal. 
The ER Vet and the Internal Medicine Vet who the dog was turned over to at the Emergency Clinic 
after stabilized and my own Vet said it was most likely the Freezed Dried Raw Orijen Kibble or the 
Stella & Chewy freezer dried Venison Patties. The dogs got a Parasitical Infection from the food. They 
said never to feed any type of raw food again because the process of freeze drying does not kill the 
bacteria. They said they have seen this before and it can show up at anytime in these types of food. I 
told the Pet Co Store Manager and he told me he can't do anything about it and I could contact the 
company on their general website contact link.

16 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound

EON‐547733 9/19/2023 16:00 Special Kitty seafood flavored blend I bought a large bag of Special Kitty from my local Walmart. Starting feeding it to all 5 of my cats and 
now 2 of them started experiencing vomiting, weight loss, not eating nor drinking and very dehydrated 
and anemic.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐547732 9/19/2023 16:00 Purina Cat Chow Naturals Indoor Hello,

Purina Cat Chow Naturals Indoors dry food.
Best Buy Feb 2025
32141085 1639L 02
purchased from 

Saw a small white area protrusion on a piece of dry kibble. It is sharp , like a needle, possibly bone. I 
ran it against my skin and it easily left a scrape mark line on my skin. I looked at another piece and it 
had a white small lump. I separated the white area. It is hard and I was not able to break it apart when 
pressing on it with my fingernail. Kibble should be able to be crushed and this did not crush. Picture 
below, my camera does not take clear pictures. I am shocked that I first called the FDA number and 
was given a second number to contact- which is the Purina Company care line. This is a conflict of 
interest! So I am contacting you through this email. Thank you.

Sincerely,

EON‐547708 9/19/2023 12:48 Natural Balance
Rewards
Jumpi' Stix
Soft & Chewy with real duck

Upon opening the package, the treats had a faint sulfur odor. A few days later, the odor was still 
present. Date of purchase and date problem started are estimated.

EON‐547693 9/19/2023 9:04 Purina dog chow adult beef Submitted as RFR EON-547681. CVM resubmitting as PFR. (No animal number information.)

"I had bought dog chow dog food on 9/15/23 I have gave it to my dogs for years and all the sudden I 
had bought it that date and they have been pooing and having diarrhea all day and night since I 
decided to give it a shot one last time to make sure it was the dog food and it was I am pretty sure I 
have 100 percent have bad dog food it's called Purina dog chow beef adult."

"I just wanted to make sure that you guys know this this makes my dogs sick"

Unknown Dog

EON‐547686 9/19/2023 7:44 Zignature small bites trout and salmon 
meal formula with probiotics limited 
ingredient formula 12.5 lbs

Opened new bag of food same product dog has eaten for over 2 years. Symptoms started that evening 
worsening by day 2.
Diarrhea with fresh blood. Diagnosed with acute hemorrhagic diarrhea.

7 Years Unknown Dog 18 Pound

EON‐547685 9/19/2023 7:44 Hill's Science Diet Puppy Large Breed 
Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

After feeding her from the new bag of food she got very bad diarrhea. We have taken her to the vet 
three times and had them run a parasite panel twice, both of which came back negative. She took anti-
diarrheal medication as well as an antibiotic. She was also on vet prescribed bland diet. Each time we 
reintroduced her normal food she starts showing symptoms again and we suspect there is an issue 
with this bag or lot.

7 Months Doberman Pinscher Dog 52 Pound

EON‐547684 9/19/2023 7:44 Fancy Feast Medleys White Meat 
Chicken Primavera with Tomatoes 
carrots and spinach in a silky broth.

After opening Fancy Feast Medleys White Meat Chicken Primavera, Lot # 30891160L3GB51554, 
something popped out. It appears to be long plastic hard bristles from a brush. I obviously did not feed 
the food to my cats or any remaining cans I had of the same flavor with similar lot numbers. The Best 
by date is March 2025. I have kept the can refrigerated if you wish me to send it to you for observation.
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EON‐547683 9/19/2023 7:44 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food 30 lbs.

The pet food was infested with worms and bugs. We had two bags and one of them was unopened. 
When we discovered the bugs in the open bag, we opened the sealed bag and found worms and bugs 
in the sealed bag as well. Other problems with the same brand of dog food purchased at Petco have 
been reported on the internet. We had to take our dogs to the vet to seek treatment.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐547682 9/19/2023 7:44 nubz dog treats I bought a bag of nubz dog treats made by nylabone they were NOT out of date but the treats were 
covered in mold

EON‐547600 9/18/2023 2:36 the majority of dog foods probably all. I 
tried so many it's impossible to recall 
them all.

My dog was affected by copper overdose. Caused by too much copper in commercial dog food. The 
vet let me know that she had liver problems, and it was imperative that I feed her only foods that 
contained no copper. The amount of money that I spent on vet visits is insurmountable. She was the 
only living survivor of what turned out to be the hardest two years of my life. I lost my husband due to 
an injury at work, then one by one our 5 dogs health problems were bad enough that I had to put them 
down. was the only one who seemed to be doing well, until a vet visit and blood work showed 
she had liver disease. I spent the next two years nursing her and trying to prolong her life. I ultimately 
lost that fight. I foolishly believed that the FDA was making sure that the food we pay for was healthy 
for our animals and not just a product made to sell but harmful to use.

9 Years Dachshund (unspecified) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐547592 9/17/2023 20:56 Purina pro plan salmon Hello, I noticed one night when feeding my dog that there were evidently maggots /worms in his Purina 
food that we purchased from Petsmart. This is so concerning to me because although my dog feels 
fine as of now, we will be watching out for any effects. This is upsetting that these bags of food are not 
checked ??? I’m fuming right now because a dog is no different than a live being such as ourselves 
who deserves to have food throughly evaluated/searched prior to consumption. Please Investigate 
this.

EON‐547575 9/17/2023 13:04 Blue Buffalo jerky treats 100 percent 
chicken

Became very sick and wouldn't eat. Has had the same treats every morning for about 2 years. All of a 
sudden he stopped eating all food or treats. Finally narrowed the problem to treats after Vet could find 
nothing wrong. Stopped the treats and now he's fine.

7 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐547574 9/17/2023 12:48 PATE SAVORY SALMON DINNER, 
PATE OCEAN WHITEFISH DINNER, 
PATE MIXED GRILL DINNER, PATE 
CHICKEN & TUNA DINNER

I had been feeding my 6 year old cat the Special Kitty mixed pack 36 cans of pate that I purchased 
from Walmart. I noticed in a couple weeks that my cat started to get lumps and open sores around her 
neck. I have stopped feeding her the Special Kitty wet food and have switched to a different brand. 
The sores and lumps are going away. This has told me that the cause of the lumps and sores was 
caused by the brand Special Kitty. I then looked online and noticed there were recalls from 2021. The 
product I have does not fall under the recall. The ones I have are: best by PATE MIXED GRILL 
DINNER 06/21/2025, 3173803 WMB B1 1725, PATE OCEAN WHITEFISH DINNER BEST BY 
06/19/2025 3171803 WWG B1 1051, PATE SAVORY SALMON DINNER BEST BY 06/21/2025 
3173803 SKS B2 2320, PATE CHICKEN & TUNA DINNER BEST BY 06/22/2025 3174803 SKC B1 
1254. What compensation are you offering? How disappointing that you are selling food for animals 
that is not good for them and cause health issues.

EON‐547549 9/16/2023 17:12 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Hairball + 
Healthy Weight

Owners ordered new bag of food. It was the same product, but the graphics on the bag were new. 
Stella became acutely ill 2 days after starting the food. She was vomiting, lethargic, severely 
dehydrated. Seen at our hospital for diagnostics and treatment. She had acute kidney failure. She was 
treated with IV fluids, antiemetics, appetite stimulants for 4 days. She recovered and her kidney values 
on blood work normalized.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐547471 9/15/2023 12:24 Taste of the Wild, Fromm Patient was fed a lifetime of grain free/nontraditional diet food (Taste of the Wild, then Fromm). 
Diagnosed in March 2023 with severe dilated cardiomyopathy causing left sided congestive heart 
failure.

Mixed (Dog) Dog 31.8 Kilogram

EON‐547464 9/15/2023 11:16 Pro Plan Adult Large Breed Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula

I have experienced multiple issues when purchasing Purina Pro Plan Adult Large Breed Shredded 
Chicken and Rice dry dog food in the past couple months. I have purchased 34 lb bags from two 
different Petsmart locations, and four times have found upon opening the bag that it is contaminated 
with bugs. Recently I returned a contaminated bag to a new Petsmart location, and now roughly two 
weeks later I have found that the replacement is contaminated with more bugs. I see small white 
worms that turn into moths.

I store my dog food in the original manufacturer's packaging, which I place into an air tight dog food 
container. I sanitize the container prior to adding a new bag, and also make sure to wipe down the 
exterior of any new bags. The date I am referencing in this report is the first date I noticed bugs in my 
latest bag of recently opened dog food.

EON‐547463 9/15/2023 11:16 MAEV. https://maevworld.com/ https://maevworld.com/ This raw dog food company needs investigated. It’s called MAEV. Food had 
worms crawling in the bag. The company is also using a fake address on their website in New York. 
When you google the address it’s a “we work office space”. MAEV is not really at that location and they 
won’t disclose what kitchen they are making this food in. They are pouring food coloring in to the bag 
on the food

EON‐547461 9/15/2023 11:16 Organix Chicken and Sweet Potato 
Grain Free Dog Food made by Castor 
and Pollux, Ollie's

At his 12 yr physical he was found to have a heart murmur. Echocardiogram done which showed 
cardiomyopathy. Likely Diet Associated Cardiomyopathy. He had been eating dog food with pulse 
products his entire life. Cardiologist and vet instructed me to take him off of all pulse products and 
change his food.

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 58 Pound

EON‐547368 9/14/2023 9:24 Purina one plus large breed puppy 
formula

The day after giving the 2 puppies a new bag of Purina One Large breed puppy formula they both 
started to throw up. One dog threw up every hour for 24 hrs. The other less frequently. We stopped 
feeding them due to this. Not know invite it was the food we fed it to them again and they started 
throwing up again. We stopped feeding them the food. Once their bellies were empty of it they stopped 
throwing up and recovered.

8 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Pound

EON‐547360 9/14/2023 8:32 Diamond Puppy Patient started with sudden onset of very watery diarrhea with a little blood. Also became severely 
dehydrated very quickly. Died within 10 hours of coming in despite IV fluids and other treatments. 
Bloodwork basically normal except for hemoconcentration secondary to dehydration. Other dog in 
family became sick the following day but not as severely and responded to treatment.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 96 Pound
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EON‐547351 9/14/2023 7:40 ONLY NATURAL PET RAW BLENDS 
DIGESTIVE CARE DOG FOOD FOR 
SENSITIVE STOMACHS

My dog previously had no issues with ONLY NATURAL PET RAW BLENDS DIGESTIVE CARE DOG 
FOOD FOR SENSITIVE STOMACHS. However, 2 months ago, I purchased an 18lb bag of that same 
pet food from PetSmart (where we always get it) and I noticed that they changed their branding from 
"Power Function" to "Raw Blends" but with no indication of having changed their formula. Within a day 
of consuming it, my dog began itching his paws and face, nibbling his paws, scooting, and having 
loose stools. I Googled the pet food online to search for a notice in change in formula but to no avail. 
Thinking that maybe we got a bad batch, a few days later, I purchased another 18lb bag of the same 
dog food directly from the Only Natural vendor website. My dog's symptoms (especially scooting and 
loose stools) persisted to the degree that he got an abscessed anal gland and required expensive 
emergency surgery at the vet ER. I did some more Googling and noticed recent customer reviews that 
pointed to the fact that the formula did change, by removing salmon (a key previous ingredient) and 
replacing it with chicken and other fillers. It is completely unacceptable that the vendor makes no 
mention ANYWHERE of the formula change, and only calls it a "branding" change in their marketing. 
We stopped feeding our dog this food after the ER visit and are outraged at Only Naturals for putting 
our pet and others in danger.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐547350 9/14/2023 7:40 Just Food For Dogs Pantry Fresh Turkey 
and Whole Wheat Macaroni Recipe 12.5 
oz box

Just Food For Dogs Pantry Fresh Beef 
and Russett Potato Recipe 12.5 oz box

On Aug 29. I gave one box of JUST FOOD FOR DOGS PANTRY FRESH TURKEY AND MACARONI 
in the morning, approximately around 830 am and a second box of the same flavor. Aug 30, 
approximately 830 am I gave my dog 1 box of the Beef and Russett potato flavor. For context, at my 
dog’s 75lbs weight, he would need 2.5 of the 12.5oz pantry fresh boxes a day. He received exactly 2 
on the first day and 1 on the second. On the morning of Aug 31, my husband and myself woke up to at 
approximately 6am to two watery brown pool of ammonia smelling diarrhea and dried vomit patches in 
multiple parts of my home. We also noticed heavy drooling pouring out of his mouth.
This was discovered again approximately 430 pm when I returned home for the day. We did not feed 
him that night as he was obviously not feeling well. Needless to say we were both concerned and 
made an emergency vet appointment for the next morning at 10am.
On the morning of Aug 31, approx. 7am we discovered similar multiple pools of very strong ammonia 
smelling diarrhea but heavily mixed with blood.

Our vet determined it was absolutely the food and heavily processed high fat foods can cause this 
reaction on dogs. He was diagnosed with Pancreatitis, given subcutaneous fluids, Cerenia inj/ml, 
Metronidazole 500mg and Proviable-Forte Med/Lg Dog kit as well as multiple blood tests, x rays, and 
chem panels.

I reached out to the company through multiple avenues and received a social media response that 
“since beef and potato is high in fat, some dogs do not do well on it. Lower in fat recipes are best to 
avoid developing pancreatitis”

I feel like they are knowingly producing a product that can be harmful to dogs. If a 75lbs malinois 
couldn’t handle only 2 boxes, under the recommended serving, what would this do to a smaller dog.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian Malinois Dog 75 Pound

EON‐547349 9/14/2023 7:40 Nylabone Nubz I purchased Nylabone Nubz (chicken flavor) from Chewy and Costco in July. I opened the Costco 
package in late August and the Nubz were completely covered in white mold. I checked the other 
packages I had, which were also covered in mold. I notified Chewy, and they sent me three new 
packages. I opened these immediately upon arrival. Mold was evident in these packages as well. 
Costco said they have pulled the product because of similar reports. Chewy continues to sell this 
product despite knowing of the issue. Reviews of this product indicate this is a widespread problem 
and is causing dogs to become sick.

EON‐547348 9/14/2023 7:40 Purina One TenderSelects - chicken cat 
food

Sep 9 or 10, 2023 I purchased Purina One Tender Selects cat food in 22lb bag at , 
 on Sep 10 I opened the cat food bag & fed my cats. Sep 11 my cats started getting sick 

vomited & lazy by Tues Sep 12 1 cat DIED suddenly name . 3 more cats still sick I went 
to the retailer told them & bought Science Diet sensitive stomach. Employee told me OhMy her nurse 
friend had same thing she had 5 cats & 4 DIED & 1 still alive so far. I called Purina & they transferred a 
Supervisor to me & will have me send them a sample of food & will work with my vet on testing 3 cats 
paying vet bill $250/ cat for max 3 cats I pay rest & send them invoice for reimbursement from Purina. 
Purina spoke with My local vet they said no send her to VCA urgent care - Purina called them Pls 
squeeze me in asap & they pay portion of bill - VCA  said No they are overloaded with ER 
Care & turning cats away call another VCA urgent care. I called VCA  & line is busy for 5 
minutes straight. It’s this food!!

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐547347 9/14/2023 7:40 Fussie Cat Market Fresh Salmon & 
Chickenmeal 10#

-product was returned to pet store, customers explained that they have 2 cats who have been eating 
this food for a long time with zero issues. they purchased this bag, and both cats got violently ill. Both 
cats had been eating the same food, the only variable that changed was inside the new bag, and both 
cats became ill at the same time with same symptoms.

Unknown Cat

EON‐547240 9/13/2023 8:20 Purina One Tender Selects Blend 
(chicken) cat food

I bought same cat food as always opened & fed on Sunday  brand Purina One cat food dry 
chicken blend. Within 24 hours cats were vomiting and didn’t finish their food which is very unusual. 
Less than 48 hrs 1 cat  died. 3 more cats vomiting now won’t eat another brand “Science 
Diet” brand. I went to my retailer told them & employee said Oh my! Her friend had the same thing 
happen. She had 5 cats & 4 died one survived. She thought it’s their Food& took cats to Vet & vet 
thought it’s cat flu /virus going on because they have a lot of cats sick lately. No, none of these inside 
only cats are near one another. this reminds me of 2007 when my dog almost died of renal failure from 
Iams dog food recall. I have this cat food that can be tested or sent to someone - I know it’s this food. I 
have a photo of bag & original 22lb bag 
My name 
Cat name  died !! Very healthy inside only cat - 3 others sick same bag of food

4 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐547239 9/13/2023 8:20 Kirkland Signature Chunks in Gravy 
Canned Cat Food Variety Pack 3 oz 40-
count

 ate the canned cat food (Kirkland Signature Chunks in Gravy cat food) and threw it up within 
about 30 min of consumption. He did not have an appetite following that, nor overnight. The next 
morning he had no appetite and was leaking completely liquid stool and had a stool accident out of the 
litter box. He also had a temperature of 95 degrees F, which is below appropriate temp for a cat of his 
age. He required warming, subcutaneous fluids and a vitamin B12 injection to stabilize and the vets 
have taken stool and urine samples to evaluate. He is fully dewormed and was healthy prior to food 
consumption.

2 Months Siamese Cat 1.5 Pound

EON‐547180 9/12/2023 12:44 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Senior 
Healthy Weight

Recently bought a 5 pound bag of Victor dry dog food, and received an alert that a lot number of 
Victor's dog food was being recalled for salmonella. I called 1-888-428-7544, and asked whether the 
lot I bought was included in the testing. Before I could give her the lot number, she wanted to know my 
personal info, and I asked why that was necessary. She ignored me. I did not feel comfortable giving 
her my info for no reason, and she refused to answer. I asked for a supervisor, she put me on 
hold...hold....hold...then transferred me to an nonanswering number.......

What is Victor trying to hide?
EON‐547178 9/12/2023 12:36 Special Kitty Pate Turkey & Giblets 

Dinner Cat Food
Opened new, unexpired cat food can. Typically brown food. Found a white goo like substance on top 
of food that also contained white, non-uniform solid matter.

EON‐547151 9/12/2023 9:40 Darwin’s natural pet products natural 
selection chicken recipe for cats

Three days ago began having issues keeping food down after meals. All cats have had issues with 
appetite and diarrhea since this date.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐547000 9/11/2023 3:04 BLUE BUFFALO BABY BLUE Healthy 
Growth Formula with savory chicken, 
BLUE BUFFALO Wilderness Trail 
Treats Grain Free Biscuits Salmon 
Recipe

After eating Blue Buffalo dry food for a week(by the end of July)  stared to develop neurological 
symptoms, it started with his head making circles , then it progressed to him losing balance both when 
walking and when laying down (falling on his side), he seemed to have trouble closing his eye, was 
acting paranoid, trying to hide between/behind things, couldn't sleep, kept pacing from wall to wall and 
back. It was terrible, I started to analyze what changed had taken place before the onset of the 
symptoms, and the thing that had changed was his dry food, I stopped giving it to him, within several 
days the symptoms stopped. At the end of August I unfortunately tried to give  Blue Buffalo 
Salmon Snacks thinking that it was a very different product, and the symptoms returned, he started 
getting anxious and paranoid again, was trying to hid in the washing machine among other things, it 
was painful to watch him. Around 4 am on  he asked to go outside, managed to leave the 
back yard through the fence and got killed by a car.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐546988 9/10/2023 19:52 Golden Rewards Chicken Duck and 
Beef Recipe Variety Flavor Jerky

She didn’t want to eat, was drinking more water than usual and had no energy. Stopped giving her 
treat and got an appointment with the vet for 8/15. After a ton of test, found that she had fanconi 
syndrome from the jerky treats.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐546983 9/10/2023 18:28 Badlands Ranch
Superfood Complete beef formuka

I opened a brand new bag of the Bandlands Ranch beef dog food from Katherine Heigl’s line. It was 
full of mold!!

EON‐546977 9/10/2023 16:00 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Dry

Acute idiopathic diarrhea. Non-responsive to traditional remedies. (De-wormer, prescription anti-
diarrheal medication, probiotics.)

12 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 60 Pound

EON‐546955 9/10/2023 4:28 Merrick Grain Free Real Buffalo and 
Sweet Potato Recipe Small Breed Dry 
Dog Food

 was born on 2010 and I have had him since he was a puppy. I am an extremely paranoid pet 
parent, and since 2012 I researched the BEST dog food to give to  In 2012, petwebsites 
recommended the top and most healthiest dog food was GRAIN FREE. I specifically chose MERRICK 
because it was stated to be made in only the USA, and I am paranoid about ingredients from China. 

 since 2012 has only eaten Dry DOG FOOG from MERRICK GRAIN FREE. With the exception 
of human food such as boiled chicken, seeet potato, and the occasional boiled beef or pork. I am very 
paranoid about what eats, because I want him to be healthy and live a long life. He also has a 
sensitive stomach and has diarrhea when he is introduced to new foods. The only dog KIBBLE  
has had from 2012-2019 is from MERRICK. I noticed he had severe coughing in 2019, that is when I 
took him to the Vet for X-rays and we informed of his enlarged heart, degenerative valve disease, and 
mitral valve prolapse, and that GRAIN FREE diets may cause this. After finding that out, I immediately 
stopped giving  all forms of Dog Food and have since only given him healthy human food such 
as boiled chicken. This is unforgivable that a dog food sold in stores can cause this and is not even 
labeled with this warning. Since researching this company, I have also found out that not everything in 
MERRICK is 100% made in USA like they claim. This dog food from MERRICK is not cheap, as it is 
one of most expensive dog kibbles in Petco.  condition requires him to do visits to a DOG 
CARDIOLOGIST which is NOT CHEAP - ~$1000 a visit, and to be daily on a medication called 
VETMEDIN, which is also not cheap! This GRAIN FREE DOG FOOD needs to be completely recalled 
to prevent future dogs and dog owners from THIS HORRIBLE SUFFERING!! THIS IS THE WORST 
FEELING,  IS MY BABY. THIS SUFFERING CAN BE PREVENTED.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐546951 9/9/2023 23:44 Purina pro plan small breed dog food 
with probiotics for dogs shredded blend 
chicken &r ice formula

Food was discovered to have maggots and moths flying out of the bin the dog food bag is stored in. 
Dogs have had diareah and excessive licking.

7 Years Bulldog Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐546943 9/9/2023 19:44 Purina Friskies Gravy Wet Cat Food 
Variety Pack TurChicken Extra Gravy 
Chunky Meaty Bits & Shreds - (40) 5.5 
oz. Cans

I hope this message finds you well. I am writing to express my profound disappointment and frustration 
regarding my recent purchase of Friskies wet cat food variety pack, specifically the "Turkchicken Extra 
Gravy Chunky, Meaty Bits, and Shreds" in 5.5 Oz cans, totaling 40 cans. The experience I 
encountered was both shocking and unacceptable.

I purchased this product from amazon and had opened it through the top initially to feed the 
community cats I care for. Yesterday evening I noticed the cats had gotten sick on the porch after 
eating the food. Today when I properly opened the box I encountered something very alarming. 

Upon un-packaging my order, I was immediately alarmed when I detected an unusual slimy substance 
on one of the cans. To my utter horror, as I proceeded to inspect the can further, I discovered that a 
black, slimy residue covered not only the initial can but also every can in the same row of the package. 
This was a deeply unsettling discovery, and it has greatly distressed me.

In an effort to address this issue, I promptly transported the contaminated cans to my sink to mitigate 
the potential health risks and to cleanse my hands thoroughly. After donning gloves for my own safety, 
I examined the cans more closely and was appalled to find that they were infested with black mold, 
with fuzzy growths emanating from this mold. This not only compromises the quality of the product but 
also poses a significant health hazard to both my household and, potentially, any pets I would have 
continued to feed this product to.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐546931 9/9/2023 15:20 Purim’s puppy chow 30 lb bag She ate her food and got seriously sick 6 Months Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 25 Pound
EON‐546923 9/9/2023 13:04 Purina Puppy Chow Tender and crunchy I noticed white spots on the outside of the dog food pieces themselves, so thinking it was mold I broke 

it open only to discover what appears to be waxworms inside and still alive I also check my other 2 
small dogs bowl which had a little left over food left in it and the worms actually had came out of the 
dog food and were crawling around in their dog food bowl. I have pictures of the worms both inside the 
broken dog food pieces and of them in my dogs dish.

EON‐546920 9/9/2023 12:40 Purina pro plan adult formula. Complete 
essentials. Beef and rice formula.

I have been buying purina pro plan for my dogs for years and as of recently, I am finding worms in their 
food. This is a new Occurrence in the past 3 months and I have found them in two separate bags 
bought months apart. The food is kept inside in single family home which I regularly treat for bugs so 
it’s not coming from me. I now need to be concerned that this is a source of parasites for my dog.

EON‐546919 9/9/2023 12:36 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach
Salmon & Rice Formula
40 LB Bag

Started vomiting and had diarrhea that began the same night after eating from a newly opened new 
bag of:

Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon and Rice Formula. UPC 38100-10077, Best 
By Date Jan 2025, 32011085 121L07

We did not realize it was from the new bag of food until we resumed the food and  got the same 
symptoms a second time. He has been eating this brand for several years. This is the first bag that has 
given him gastrointestinal distress.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐546918 9/9/2023 12:36 Diamond naturals 
Adult light formula

.my dog had diamond naturals light formula and started puking it out moments later. He has been 
evaluated and no issues found. The food is the only thing that has been making him puke. Organic 
fruit/vegetables have been fine for him.

American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐546916 9/9/2023 12:08 Pedigree adult dog food at the bottom of the bag of pedigree dog food, the brown kibbles were green with mold, and then they 
were maggots

4 Years Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐546818 9/7/2023 19:48 Dog Treats Chicken Hearts There is a small dog treat company called Wulf Snacks that is selling dehydrated dog treats with 
labeling that does not include the guaranteed analysis or nutritional facts about the ingredient used to 
make the treat. They also include “Human Grade” labeling on their packaging which shouldn’t be 
allowed in California. I found Wulf Snacks through TikTok where they target the younger audience to 
sell dog treats but it raises concerns on whether the small business followed all the right protocols and 
pet food manufacturing regulations.

EON‐546793 9/7/2023 14:40 Victor Pro Plan My dog has been sick after purchasing the 5 pound bag. Had numerous occurrences of vomiting along 
with a 4 day span of diarrhea and lethargy. After this bag was completed started noticing symptoms 
but also had purchased another bag. Got rid of the other bag due to these issues along with dog 
container and bowls.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐546792 9/7/2023 14:36 Blue Buffalo 6 count variety pack for 
kittens (chicken and salmon wet food)

I gave my four week old kitten,  a can of Blue Buffalo salmon kitten food. My toe older cats also 
got into some of the leftovers. All began to take ill within hours - vomiting and diarrhea. I wound up at 
the emergency vet the following night/morning because Ash had been vomiting consistently for 24 hrs 
and started having diarrhea with blood.  had been vomiting but stopped, and the four week old 
kitten had been vomiting and having diarrhea for 24 hrs too, but recovered. Diagnostics were run to 
confirm he had not swallowed a foreign object and a blood panel was also done. The vet confirmed it 
was a case of food poisoning and he was put on meds to help stabilize and rehydrate him. Given that 
the Blue Buffalo product (salmon kitten food) was the last thing he ate and all three of my cats took ill 
in the same manner at the same time after eating it, this was considered the cause. I have stopped 
feeding them it, switched to Fancy Feast, and all symptoms ceased.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7.5 Pound

EON‐546743 9/7/2023 9:08 Victor high pro plus I bought a new bag of Victor high pro plus which my dog has been eating for over a year . I opened the 
bag on Friday night and within 12 hours my dog started to become Ill with diarrhea and vomit. This 
proceeded for 3 days before I took him to the vet . I was in hope his stomach was just upset . While I 
was at the vet I learned of Victor dog food recall for salmonella. I had my vet test my dog with a full 
blood test of all organs, stool , and so on . My dog tested positive for salmonella poisoning and 
dehydration. I contacted Victor and was completely blown off since I did not have the bag or lot 
number . I did make them aware I still have the food in an air tight container and could be sent to them 
for testing .

3 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian (unspecified) Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐546742 9/7/2023 9:08 Purina Pro Plan- Shredded Chicken and 
Rice

There are maggots that are living in the kibble. It appeared to be paper baked into the kibble. I peeled 
back the paper and found a living creature, which I'm describing as a maggot. First observed on 8/17. 
Dog was scratching excessively for a couple weeks, observed several maggots embedded in kibble 
and notified FDA and Purina by email on/about 8/26
A few people recently commented that our dog appears to be thin and he's started scratching alot and 
all over. Purina contacted me by phone call to follow up. I explained the situation and that his stool 
appears normal. They advised they would cover vet costs- The local vets did not have availability to 
see the dog, but advised he should be seen. I notified Purina and we agreed I would bring him to the 
Vet ER to determine if this is impacting his health. His stool appeared normal, but one vet clinic 
advised there could be parasites in his feces.
After seeing the Vet ER, he was prescribed and is still taking antibiotics. No results have been 
provided from the fecal analysis.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐546741 9/7/2023 9:08 Fancy feasts petite seared salmon 
entree with spinach.

I open the cat food to a very horrible smell nothing was in it but green slimy substance. My cat had 
other packages I got at the same time but and they seamed ok. But this one had the most horrible 
smell I’ve ever smelled in my whole house. I love you too my cat but now she seems like she’s not 
feeling well.

EON‐546740 9/7/2023 9:08 48 can Purina Fancy Feast Seafood 
Selection Classic Pate

I have multiple indoor cats and recently purchased Fancy Feast Classic Pate 48 can variety pack from 
local sams club. Initially everything was ok but when they ate tuna florentein and cod,sole,&shrimp 
feast cans within 24 hours they became very sick and died. My first cat to die was only 3 yrs old and a 
male and I didn’t realize it was the food that killed him until my 2nd a female also 3 yrs old became 
very sick and died almost 24 hrs after eating this food. I currently have another cat here who is a 9 yr 
old male very sick and a male kitten also who is so sick that im not sure if they will make it. They all ate 
the same food and all either sick or dead. Took my second cat to vet after having same thing 
happened to my male 3 yr old a week a part and unfortunately due to not being able to go to vet day 
before on labor day when illness started my cat died within 2 hours after arriving. I couldn’t afford blood 
work on cat because vet said it’s a variance of different types and costly. I know that this food has 
done this because only these cats ate this food and not my outdoor cats who eat dry food

3 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐546739 9/7/2023 9:08 Blue Buffalo Nudges Homestyle Beef & 
Rice Dog Treats

Opened the product package immediately after purchasing once home & a number of the items are 
covered in white mold. Expiration not for another year.

EON‐546738 9/7/2023 9:04 Natural Balance Limited Ingredient: Beef 
and Brown rice

Upon eating Natural Balance limited ingredient beef and brown rice dry dog food, Rainer suffered 
diarrhea the following day. This continued for 3 three days while she was being fed this brand/type of 
dog food. She has had this brand/type before and never had any serious reactions.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐546674 9/6/2023 11:52 Natures domain salmon and sweet 
potato formula

We were slowly introducing Costco brand dog food into our dogs diet so we can eventually switch 
because it was more affordable. We mixed half cup of the Costco brand food in with 1 1/2 cups of 

 regular food. After two days,  stopped eating any food. After our other dog 
experienced adverse reactions, we no longer gave either dog the Costco brand food. One week after 
introduction of the Costco brand food,  is still experiencing intermittent vomiting and diarrhea, 
although his symptoms are very mild compared to our other dog.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound

EON‐546672 9/6/2023 11:28 natures domain salmon and sweet 
potato formula

We tried switching foods from Purina salmon sensitive stomach to Costco brand salmon sensitive 
stomach to save some money. We added in about a half cup of food on the first day into our dogs 
usual food, and then did the same the next day. By the third day our dog would no longer eat the food 
and starting having diarrhea. We thought these were side effects of the new food and just a tummy 
upset so we stopped giving the Costco food after that second day. Within the next day or two he 
started drinking a ton of water and was having accidents in the house. He was also vomiting clear 
liquid And refusing any dog food. This lasted just over 36 hours and we ended up at the emergency vet 
because he became very lethargic. At the vet they found evidence of kidney failure and it seemed as 
though his organs were shutting down. He was on fluids and medications for about 12 hours but was 
continuing to decline. He passed away (euthanasia) almost one week to the day he first had the 
Costco brand food. He had never been to the vet for an illness prior to this. He was a completely 
happy, healthy dog until he had the Costco brand dog food. The vet was baffled by the fast decline and 
ordered some testing to see if it could have been from a virus, but results are still pending. Symptoms 
started two days after his first meal with the new food mixed in, and our other dog also experienced 
vomiting and stomach upset which leads me to believe it was indeed the food.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐546668 9/6/2023 11:04 Victor super premium hi pro dog food Severe diarrhea while using latest bag of food. Problem resolved when we switched to different food. 
Recall noticed on small package 5lb, we purchased 40lb bag

2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound

EON‐546667 9/6/2023 11:04 Zesty paws Senior Advanced 11-in-1 
Bites Multivitamin Chicken Flavor

I use the brand Zesty Paws: 11in1 Senior Advanced vitamin and just noticed that my current bottle 
sparkles. I am unsure of the cause but I never noticed it sparkling before. I'm worried it could be fiber 
glass or similar.

EON‐546636 9/5/2023 20:20 Full Moon Kitchen-Crafted Natural Dog 
Treats
Chicken Jerky

The dog treat had a white residue on the chicken tenders. We discovered it after we got deeper into 
the bag. Notified Full Moon Pet and gave them the necessary info they asked for. They also were to 
send an email with their contact information so I can provide them with photos. two days later after not 
receiving the email, I filled out an online contact form and provided them with pictures of the treats. 
Didn't hear back so on September 5 I called them back to get updated and was pretty much told I'll be 
hearing, still. I want to know what if any, problems with these were and are the harmful to our pet.

EON‐546635 9/5/2023 20:20 Kirkland Chicken Rice and Vegetable 
adult dog food

On Thurs Aug 31 I discovered a large clump of dog food in the bag of Kirkland chicken and rice dried 
dog food. The clump was moldy dog food that was full of larvae. I realized that there were many pieces 
of moldy kibble in the bag and I was feeding the dogs this food since early-mid Aug. Both of my dogs 
have been throwing up at least once a day since I was giving them this food before discovering the 
larva. On Thursday, August 31, I stopped, giving them the food and feeding them homemade dog 
food. They have since been better and haven’t thrown up once they have more energy. Their bowels 
movements are more healthy as well.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 42 Pound
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EON‐546634 9/5/2023 20:16 Purina Beneful chopped blends I purchased the food, purina beneful, at Walmart on Saturday August 26. On Monday,  started 
having diarrhea, and she had not been anywhere prior to the house in over a week. She continued to 
have diarrhea every day. Tuesday, August 29, another one of our dogs started having diarrhea as well. 
That Thursday, August 31, we took her to the vet and they diagnosed her with either gastritis or 
coronavirus. We then stopped feeding her beneful and switched to chicken and pumpkin. She 
improved Friday, and then Saturday had to be rushed to the ER for severe nausea and issue with 
stomach emptying. They did bloodwork and it was normal other than possible signs of pancreatitis. 
They also did X-rays and heart/lungs were clear.  had to stay the night and the ER. The next day 
they redid images and her stomach still had not emptied. She later that afternoon had to have surgery 
to empty her stomach and stay another night in the ER. We took her home Monday and started giving 
her chicken only. Monday evening, the other 3 dogs received Beneful for dinner and today, Tuesday, 
all of them, minus  have been sick. We have no other answers as to what caused  to have 
these issues.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 18 Pound

EON‐546625 9/5/2023 18:20 Purina Pro Plan Adult
Sensitive Skin and Stomach
Turkey and Oatmeal Formula

Product was bought on 6 August 2023, food was administered and pet owner noticed a sticky 
substance that looked like cobwebs mixed in with the food. However, the bag was sealed closed at the 
time of purchase. The owner didn't see anything else wrong with the bag and continued to administer 
food to pets, only half the bag was given to the pets at the beginning of the month. The owner's cats 
had been sick, and throwing up more than usual, the food was not digested and half eaten food was 
found around the house almost every other day. The second half was distributed 5 September and as 
the owner poured the food into the automatic dispenser, live bugs were found in the bag. The food was 
then discarded and the store the bag was purchased from was notified due to owner's findings.

EON‐546624 9/5/2023 17:44 Solid Gold Winged Tiger Sensitive 
Stomach With Quail & Pumkin

ordered online from Chewy Solid Gold Winged Tiger dry cat food 6lb bag, upon opening it had a 
noticeably rancid stale smell. 2 Cats had very foul smelling mucousy soft stools and had low energy 
and high thirst. after withdrawing food the issue seems to be improving. Have two bags with 2 best by 
dates that have the same issue. Have been feeding this food for several months without issue.

6 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐546617 9/5/2023 17:04 Victor Hi Pro Plus
Best by 8/23/23
1000013385 1 WOC: J2 or

Our pet suffered from diarrhea and lethargy while eating the product. She was better within a few days 
of switching foods.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐546607 9/5/2023 14:16 Diamond Performance I ordered the food, and when I opened it, the smell was very rancid. I had to compare it with another 
bag to see if I was overthinking but the smell was horrible. I refused to feed my animals that bag.

EON‐546570 9/5/2023 9:16 Kirkland Nature’s Domain 
Small breed Salmon & Lentils Formula

For more than a year my dog  was consuming a grain free food for Costco mark Kirland for small 
breed. Yesterday the veterinary told me that he has his heart large ( miocardiopath) and for 
consecuenque respiratory problems. He past away so fast and she explain us the warning about this 
kind of food when we explained that our other dog named  has the same condition too and pass 
away. The gap from the first lost was only to 2 years and half from each incident. Two dogs ate the 
same food and result in the same condition that cause the dead. I want a full retirement of the product 
or a warning advertising about the risk of all products grain fee.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐546555 9/4/2023 22:04 Victor Hi Pro Plus  developed extreme non stop vomiting & non stop diarrhea. 8 Years Weimaraner Dog 78 Pound
EON‐546554 9/4/2023 21:56 Victor Hi Pro Plus  became extremely lethargic, with non stop vomiting, diarrhea & severe abdominal cramps. She 

also broke out in hives on her stomach and had facial swelling. She ended up at  emergency 
Vet which resulted in a $700 bill.

3.5 Years Weimaraner Dog 63 Pound

EON‐546511 9/4/2023 4:24 Hills Science Diet 1-6 Pet was eating Hills Science Diet 1-6 year adult food, halfway through the 35 lb bag she became very 
hesitant to eat and that turned into not eating at all over the course of 3 weeks. Animal was taken to 
vet and labs were drawn that showed high calcium with absolutely no other findings other than those 
associated with high calcium such as increased urination and thirst. We had briefly switched to a 
completely new brand of food and noticed a slight decrease in symptoms.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 69 Pound

EON‐546506 9/4/2023 0:04 WholeHearted All Life Stages Canned 
Cat Food - Grain Free Tuna and Salmon 
Recipe Flaked in Gravy 5.5 OZ

Cat threw up fish bones and he has never thrown up before other than a hairball. 2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐546503 9/3/2023 22:24 Frommbalaya Pork vegetable & rice 
stew

While preparing my dog's food I noticed a foreign object. I took a picture of can and I took it out and I 
took a picture of the foreign object. I continue to check the rest of the food in the can but did not find 
anything else.

EON‐546501 9/3/2023 21:36 Frommbalaya Pork vegetable and rice 
stew

In the act of preparing dinner for my dogs when I noticed a foreign object in their food. I took a picture 
of what it looked like in the food then pulled it out and took another picture of object & can it came 
from. I sifted through the remainder of the can & did not find anything else.

EON‐546453 9/2/2023 20:00 Purina ONE +Plus Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach

Dry cat food contained moist and moldy clumps of food. White moldy spots also dispersed among dry 
food clusters.

EON‐546452 9/2/2023 19:52 Friskees liver & chicken dinner
5.5 oz

Opened 5.5 Oz can of Friskees cat food & found a metal staple, 1/2", sitting on top of pate. Did not 
find any other metal in the food but wondered if there might be scraps?

EON‐546449 9/2/2023 18:36 Kibbles n bites bistro We recently purchased kibbles n bites bistro for our dog. With a few days of purchasing she became 
very sick out of nowhere. We had to rush her to a emergency vet after hours due to completely bloody 
foul smelling diarrhea and persistent vomiting. She had been perfectly fine prior. We had not changed 
anything else in her diet at all. We noticed she was refusing to eat the green pieces but hadn't thought 
anymore of it. She ended up needing meds,iv,and a shot. They said her intestines were swelled and 
inflamed due most likely to something she ate.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 15.43 Pound

EON‐546444 9/2/2023 16:52 Purina Weight Management Purchased Purina Weight Management Chicken and Rice dog food on 9/1. Opened it when we god 
home and there were webs and dead bugs found in the food.

EON‐546357 9/1/2023 11:48 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula Opened new bag of Purina One Lamb Rice. Both dogs ate a bowl and threw up. Both dogs refused to 
eat any of the rest of the bag. I tried for a week and they wouldn’t touch it. Purchased a new bag of the 
same formula with no problems.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound
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EON‐546344 9/1/2023 10:28 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Premium Dog Treats

Gave both of my dogs one piece of Golden Rewards chicken jerky each at around 11am and it caused 
them to starting having intense diarrhea and vomiting in the afternoon around 1pm which continued for 
over 24 hours. My relative accidentally fed one to my older dog on a different day and it again caused 
intense diarrhea.

8 Years Samoyed Dog 60 Pound

EON‐546342 9/1/2023 10:28 Purina Beneful IncrediBites with Farm-
Raised Beef Small Breed Dry Dog Food

She is a female, so she is spayed.. no option for that. I also have a 8 month Australian Shepard, both 
were switched to Purina Beneful Incredibites because they like the smaller size of the food. I started 
noticing them throwing up, itching, uncomfortable, and down right not normal. I thought it was allergies, 
went to the vet to get allergy medicine - still sick. I noticed mold in the food the last 3 months I have 
purchased.. I have had to go through and pick out moldy food. This is unacceptable to be sold to 
consumers. How can you allow that to be a product that is FDA approved? I am switching immediately 
because I told my vet and they said it is a problem and Ive found numerous accounts online were pets 
have died because nobody has done anything about it.

4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 18 Pound

EON‐546341 9/1/2023 10:28 Fromm Four-Star Beef Frittata Veg® 
Recipe Food for Dogs

Non-Hereditary DCM due to dog kibble per vet. Dog was a power house and parents are both AKC 
registered and clear on all fronts. Vet said food zapped her heart. Now she has enlarged heart and my 
wife, my adult age children and myself are crushed. Fix this. We thought she was on one of the best 
foods.

2 Years Pointing Dog - Hungarian Short-haired 
(Vizsla)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐546243 8/31/2023 10:44 SmallBatch Dog - Rabbitbatch sliders My dog had developed DCM 10 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 16 Pound
EON‐546241 8/31/2023 10:44 Taste of the Wild PREY Trout recipe for 

dogs
Developed fatigue and decreased exercise tolerance in 2023. In July, 2023 diagnosed with Advanced 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐546240 8/31/2023 10:44 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Duck Adult Dry 
Dog Food

I have been using Blue Buffalo for a number of years for my dog. She was recently diagnosed with 
Congestive Heart Failure. 

I used Purina dog food for her for the first few years of her life - then my new husband thought I was 
not taking good care of her and should start her on a more expensive brand - so I did. 

I am now trying to get her off the Blue Buffalo and back on Purina. I am so sorry that I ever changed 
her food. She is on a very expensive heart failure medication Vetmedin (over $100 for 50 pills 2 times 
a day) furosemide, and Enalaprin Maleate.
She is doing quite well now that she is on this regime. 

Thank your for the article and the list of suspected types of
f dog food.

12 Years Unknown Dog

EON‐546239 8/31/2023 10:44 Hill's Science Diet Adult Sensitive 
Stomach & Skin Chicken Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

My dog was diagnosed with copper associated hepatopathy due to the kind of copper and over 
supplementation of copper found in commercial dog food. He has had to have multiple surgeries to 
diagnose and treat the issue, and will die either due to liver failure from this condition or do to other 
complications cause by the liver issues. 

This condition has caused extreme stress and hardship on both me and my dog. I have had to spent 
thousands of dollars in medical bills (even after what pet insurance has covered), missed many 
days/weeks of work total, and watch my beloved animal slowly deteriorate.

I call on the FDA and AAFCO to thoroughly investigate the types and amounts of copper allowed and 
required to be in dog food to stop other pets from being impacted by this completely avoidable 
condition.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 140 Pound

EON‐546155 8/30/2023 11:56 Jack & Pup Bully Bites Dog Treats 2-lb 
bag

I purchased Jack & Pup Bully Bites Dog Treats, 2-lb bag at Chewy.com. 
I see white mold on it and it's smell really weird. (pungent odor)There is no expire date on the 
package.

EON‐546154 8/30/2023 11:56 Full Moon Beef Jerky Health All Natural 
Dog Treats Human Grade Made in USA 
Grain Free 11 oz

Purchased Full Moon Jerky treats (3 bags) the treats were to be used as rewards for our beagle. On a 
walk after dinner my wife rewarded the dog with a treat and he immediately threw-up the treat and all 
of his dinner. Next day on a walk and he was rewarded and again immediately threw-up the treat and 
the contents of his stomach. The next day on is early morning walk he was given a treat as a reward 
and immediately threw up three times. The third time brought the treat up and he then stopped 
throwing up. At this time his stomach was empty and the majority of what was brought up was mucus

EON‐546153 8/30/2023 11:56 Reveal Natural Wet Cat Food Fish in 
Broth Variety Pack
Reveal Natural Wet Cat Food Chicken in 
Broth Variety Pack

I switched to Reveal Natural Wet Cat Food. After eating it for a couple months, she got sick with 
diarrhea and puking and she eventually got better after a couple weeks. Then I reordered the food 
from Walmart.com and in this new batch she got extremely ill with puking MULTIPLE times. She laid in 
her bed not moving for at least 36 hours. She wouldn't eat or drink anything. After not eating for that 
time she seemed hungry but refused to eat that wet cat food. I purchased a different brand of pate and 
she gobbled it up! After switching brands she is bad to normal and healthy. I think that food it tainted!

16 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐546152 8/30/2023 11:56 Art naturals protection plus brushless 
toothpaste fortify dental shoes five in 
one

My dog died from eating the treat. He ate one last week & got sick. I gave him another one on Monday 
and he threw up from 8 PM until 8 AM on Tuesday! Then he slept all day Tuesday and passed away 
early Wednesday morning. And I called the 800 number on the back of the package and reported that 
he had gotten sick on Tuesday. I gave them the numbers on the back of the package as well. I never 
thought that it could’ve been a treat or I wouldn’t have given him a second one this needs to be looked 
into understand other people had problems with these treats. They’re in a red bag.

15 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18 Pound

EON‐546151 8/30/2023 11:56 Iams Mature Adult Chicken & Whole 
Grains Recipe

Started feeding our dog Iams Mature on 7/22/23. On 8/3, he vomited once and had diarrhea twice in 
the house. Then he wouldn't walk more than a few feet. He drank a big volume of water on 8/4 and 
had 7 seizures that night. Due to his age and fast deterioration, we had him euthanized early on 8/5. 
There were no other changes to his routine during that time. Although we don't know if there was a 
problem with the food, a report is being filed just in case others had issues.

12 Years Collie - Border Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐546047 8/29/2023 11:24 Fresh Pet Dog Joy treats for dogs slow 
grilled chicken recipe

Fresh Pet chicken treats called Dog Joy . Purchased aug 26th sell by date 11-21, opened them the day 
after I purchased them and found the entire bag to be full of moldy treats. I do have photos of the bag 
and the treats out of the bag. Amother bag was purchased at the same time and were fine.

EON‐546046 8/29/2023 11:24 Ls isla Bonita (mackerel and shrimp 
recipe au jus). Weruva 3.2 oz can

Cat was fed half can of cat food in the evening and was found deceased in the morning. 8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐546044 8/29/2023 11:20 Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded 
Blend Chicken & Rice Formula Dry 
Puppy Food

I purchased a 34 pound bag of Purina Pro Plan High Protein Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice Formula 
Dry Puppy Food, which was completely infested with weevils and larvae. I purchased it from a Petco 
location in  on 06/21/2023. SKU: 1451600

EON‐546043 8/29/2023 11:20 Natural Balance Limited Ingredient 
Single Animal Protein Large Breed 
Lamb & Brown Rice Formula

Tuesday August 1, 2023. Gave dog food from freshly opened bag of food, "large breed formula" (Batch 
code 3 087 094 1 2 23:53)
Thursday August 3, 2023. Dog had less energy than usual, and had more redness to skin than usual. 
Friday August 4, 2023. Dog had diarrhea inside her kennel in middle of night, which she has never 
done before. Several more diarrhea episodes over next 24 hours. Purchased a new bag of same 
brand of dog food, but the "small breed" formula, gave to dog; issues cleared within 24-36 hours.
August 23 , 2023. Because dog had finished the "small breed" dog food with no issues, i fed her from 
the original bag (Batch code 3 087 094 1 2 23:53). But slowly started seeing less energy, more 
redness in skin, some hair loss around eyes, but no digestive issues.
August 27, 2023. Dog again had diarrhea in kennel in middle of night. Stopped feeding her from that 
bag. Purchased a NEW bag of dog food same brand, with no specific breed sizing listed on label.
August 28,2023. No digestive issues, more energy, less redness in face color

4 Years Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog 55 Pound

EON‐546042 8/29/2023 11:20 Blue Tastefuls Chicken Entree Pate I opened a can off Tastefuls cat food and there was maggots in the can.
EON‐546040 8/29/2023 11:16 Special Kitty Kitten Formula Kitten suddenly became very sick. Drooling, diarreah, panting, unsteady gait. Took to vet within 1.5 

hours of onset of symptoms but after about 6 hours she died, the vet wasn't able to do anything for 
her.

9 Weeks Mixed (Cat) Cat 1 Pound

EON‐546036 8/29/2023 11:12 Taste of the Wild Trout GRAIN-FREE 
Limited Ingredient Recipe Dry Dog Food

Taste of the Wild Grain Free Prey and 
Beef were bought too

My beloved Golden Retriever died very unexpectedly at the age of 5 years old. Multiple Veterinarians 
suspect related to Grain-Free diet. Him and I kept very physically active (exercising everyday) and at 
his yearly vet physicals they always reported him in great heath (no known heart condition, great 
weight, lungs sounded great, handsome, happy). 
I noticed a cough on June 7th that seemed odd. I took him into the vet. The vet said he would likely 
heal on his own possibly from swallowing something and scratching his throat.  became 
increasingly lethargic and not himself and stopped eating Sunday night. I took him back into Vet 
Monday and they did a chest X-ray which revealed he was going into severe heart failure. Vet warmed 
me prognosis of recovery seemed poor. I rushed him into  where they 
gave him oxygen for elevated respiratory levels. Tuesday an echocardiogram revealed he had an 
enlarged heart, weak and thin walls and fluid build up-DCM. Both vets asked about diet and suspected 
this condition was acquired from the Taste of the Wild Grain Free food he was eating. They said there 
is research linking this grain free brand (along with others) to DCM. They put him on heart meds and 
recommended change in diet and supplementation of Taurine for heart. Unfortunately, Wednesday 
night they told me  seemed to be starting to suffer as they struggled to ween him off oxygen 
and it was best to say goodbye. I have been COMPLETELY DEVASTATED ever since. As I have done 
more research I see that there are many others who have gone through similar experiences related to 
this brand and other brands especially grain free dog food brands that include legumes, pea proteins. 
This seems absolutely criminal these brands have not been taken off shelves or that a lot of Vets 
aren’t advising against these (like mine), not until my loved one was very sick and dying. I will do 
ANYTHING to share my story and provide details to help save other dogs. I hate that it’s too late to 
save  but I must do everything I can to advocate anti-grain free. This all happened so so “out 
of the blue” and suddenly. I think he could have been starting to suffer before I noticed cough symptom 
but as we know dogs can’t always communicate with us and  always showed me love and 
happiness. He must be so strong and resilient but it makes me sad knowing he could have been in 
pain from this heart worsening condition before I was aware something was wrong. I would have done 
ANYTHING in my power to keep him alive but when the vet told me he was suffering and quickly 
declining, I had to make the absolute HARDEST decision of my life to euthanize.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐546035 8/29/2023 11:12 Wellness Complete Health Grain Free 
Small Breed (deboned turkey Chicken 
meal and Salmon Meal Recipe) 4 pound

We have always fed  Wellness grain free dry dog food. On 12/30/21 I called Wellness to 
complain about finding large perforations on the side panel of the sealed mylar 3 pound bag, which 
should be hermetically sealed! I was concerned that they were using defective packaging material. The 
customer service rep denied any problem. When  stopped eating around7/4/23, and was losing 
weight,I contacted them again. They said they were not aware of problems with the dog food. He was 
diagnosed with liver cancer on 8/5/23 and died on 8/18/23. I wonder if they had Aflatoxin or mold 
problems, causing cancer! I felt they were not honest with me. They made the perforations smaller on 
more recent bags.

8.5 Years Havanese Dog 8.3 Pound

EON‐545953 8/28/2023 12:32 Blue Buffalo Baby Blue Healthy Growth 
Formula salmon recipe

Fed kitten Blue Buffalo Baby blue kitten food (from multi pack) bought from fred meyers. 1 can if the 
salmon recipe upc 840243134403. Wole up to cat vomiting 9 times and pooping blood. Cat was in 
great health untill that point. Vet gave her meds to stop vomiting. Didn't feed kitten anymore from blue 
buffalo. Has been fin since. Kitten eats a wide variety of foods and isn't sensitive to food changes or 
types of food. This is the is the only thing kitten has reacted too.

6 Months American Shorthair Cat 5 Pound

EON‐545940 8/28/2023 11:20 Purina one puppy food Two separate bags from two separate stores both had moth larva inside of them. It’s clearly a Purina 
problem and they need to inspect the product they put out to stores.

EON‐545939 8/28/2023 11:20 Stella & Chewy’s freeze dried raw dinner 
dust grass fed beef recipe

I added Stella + Chewy’s freeze dried raw Marie’s magical dinner dust grass fed beef recipe to my 
dog’s food. About 2 minutes into hear meal, she began vomiting. My dog vomited about 5 times after 
she ingested this food topper.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound
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EON‐545938 8/28/2023 11:20 Fancy Feast We have been feeding our cats cans of fancyfeast for years without any issues. They love it! A few 
months ago one of our cats started vomiting and having diarrhea. We took her into the vet and all her 
tests came back normal. They put her on a bland diet and prescribed an antibiotic. We started her on 
the new diet and started administering the antibiotic. About a day or two later our other cat started 
vomiting and having diarrhea too. We switched his diet to bland as well to see if it helps. After about a 
week or so they were both back to normal. We started to feed their usual diet of fancy feast again and 
after a couple days the diarrhea and vomiting started back up again. That’s when I realized that it must 
be the food. We switched their diet completely away from fancy feast. They have had no issues for the 
last few months. We recently started looking into finding them new food that’s a little bit more 
affordable. We bought a store brand box of canned wet food to try and see if they like it. They loved it! 
After couple days I noticed one of my cats start having diarrhea and out of curiosity I grabbed one of 
the can and in little letters on it it said that it was made by fancy feast.

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐545937 8/28/2023 11:20 Nature's menu / beef barley and brown 
rice recipe.

I fed my dog the suspected product twice within two days,on the morning of the third day I woke up to 
him bleeding from the mouth dead.he was happy,healthy and playful until then.he was perfectly ok last 
night at about 12:30 last night when I last seen him.i found him laying in his dog house with his head 
and paws out like he was chilling,he bled out between 12:30 last night and 9:30 this morning when I 
found him.he threw up his food then started vomiting blood. His doghouse where he went was full of 
blood where he vomited .

EON‐545936 8/28/2023 11:20 Wellness Core Grain Free Large Breed 
Formula

My previously healthy, three-year-old dog  recently showed signs of not feeling well, such as not 
eating much, occasional vomiting, and general depressed demeanor. I took him to the vet, and blood 
tests revealed that his ALT level was off the charts -- a level of 1,583 when the upper limit of normal is 
just 125 U/L. He was sent immediately to an emergency veterinary hospital, where they began 
treatment and performed an ultrasound, which revealed hepatitis. The cause is currently unknown, but 
there are no known toxic exposures. I was shocked to find out that many dogs suffer from copper-
associated hepatopathy from an over-supplementation of copper in commercial pet food. I looked up 
the dog food I have been feeding him for all his 3 years, Wellness Core Grain Free Large Breed 
Formula, and discovered that in 2011, the copper levels in that brand and formula were 22.5 mg/kg, 
one of the highest of any foods listed and 3 times the minimum. Although I did careful research to 
select a high-quality dog food through sources such as Dog Food Advisor 
(https://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-reviews/wellness-dog-food-core-dry/), I had no way of 
knowing the copper level of the food, because this information is not printed on the bag. Because the 
copper level is only available by contacting the dog food company directly, I sent an email to see if the 
food is still high in copper, but for now I immediately stopped feeding it. I do not understand why the 
upper limit was removed and why the copper level is not more easily available. I have spent thousands 
of dollars so far on just the beginning of his treatment, but much more importantly, I do not know if my 
dog's liver will recover. I'm a recent widow, and  provides so much support and comfort to me, 
and this experience is extremely distressing. What if it was preventable! I implore the FDA to take 
corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food to mitigate this 
avoidable and potentially fatal illness.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐545935 8/28/2023 11:20 Victor Performance Our dog started vomiting about 7 or 8 hours after eating her food. We feed her Victor Performance dry 
food. This went on for 4 days. She occasionally will get sick, but this was consistent and she was 
throwing up a large volume of liquid several hours after eating. She was drooling heavily afterwards 
and lethargic for an hour or so and then she acted normal. The 5th day, when my husband put her 
kibble in the bowl, she refused to eat. It never occurred to us that her food was causing the issue, but 
when she refused to eat, my husband smelled her dry food. It had a chemical smell and nothing like 
dry dog food. We have this food shipped every 6 weeks in 40lb. bags from Chewy.com We always 
empty a new bag in a sealed dog food container so I did not have the bag at the time I reported this 
incident to Chewy. They asked for a Lot #, but I could not provide it.
We took our dog to the Vet on August 2 for her physical. They told us to keep watch on her and if she 
showed any more concerning symptoms to bring her back. Our Vet encouraged us to report this event 
and see about having the food sent away for testing.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐545933 8/28/2023 11:16 Purina Dog Chow Our first dog that had issues died on Sunday and we saw a concerning post on the Wednesday after 
so we actually hadn't fed anything the Dog Chow since that Tuesday. Then on Friday night our girl, 
Sage, went down. She was vomiting over and over, couldn't stand on her own, and wouldn't drink any 
water. We got her more comfortable and kept offering water for many hours and she finally turned the 
corner and started getting better late into the night. She seems to be fine now but this was such an 
odd occurrence there's no way this isn't related.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐545932 8/28/2023 11:16 Purina Dog Chow We had only gone through half a bag of Purina Dog Chow and  unexpectedly pass away. She 
was only 6, had water, was in great health, and she just died with no warning.

6 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

EON‐545930 8/28/2023 11:16 Purina ONE® +Plus Healthy Weight 
High-Protein Formula Dry Dog Food

My dog has been eating Purina ONE® +Plus Healthy Weight High-Protein Formula Dry Dog Food for a 
while and we like it. However, we saw some insects (one winged insect and many Copra beetles) 
inside an opened bag last two bags from Navy Exchange or Commissary near our house. No holes or 
breaks were found and saw some white stuff with the dog food. It looks like a cotton ball with an egg. 
We have never experienced this in 

EON‐545929 8/28/2023 11:16 Purina One chicken and rice formula Dog vomited food overnight and was dehydrated and sick by morning and then died less than an hour 
after I found him and rehydrated him.

1.5 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐545928 8/28/2023 11:16 Acana - Grain Free Freshwater Blend Diagnosed with cardiomyopathy after several years of eating Acana Freshwater Blend food. We were 
instructed to change her diet to a grain-free high protein food to help with allergies however, it sounds 
like that may have come at a risk to the health of her heart.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐545904 8/27/2023 22:00 Purine One Lamb and Rice Formula Two personal dogs (a 4 year old medium mix breed and a 12 year old small terrier mix) both 
experienced vomiting after consuming this food. The vomiting started off just vomiting up the food and 
bile and then progressed to vomiting up blood, clotted blood, and what appeared to be stomach 
lining/organ material. The older dog underwent radiographs, and bloodwork and then was were treated 
at the vet (me- because its my personal dogs) with fluids, sucralfate and cerenia and the symptoms 
subsided. After returning back to the food slowly from the bland diet- they started vomiting blood and 
clotted blood again. I bought the same brand and type of dog food, but bought a different bag and 
started feeding them the same exact brand of food (but different bag) and both dogs are doing 
completely fine now and have not vomited once. The dog food does not appear to have any mold or 
contaminants that are grossly visible.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐545897 8/27/2023 19:12 WholeHearted Large Breed Grain Free 
Food

noticed  was bloated and seemed lethargic - took him to the vet who sent me to my dog 
cardiologist -  was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyophathy and atrial fibriliation with rapid 
response rate - they drained his belly and he has been on multiple heart medications, diruetics, etc. 
since - it was determined it was associated with the diet of the grain free food as if it were genetic he 
would not have made it 2 months - he was diagnosed this February, he is still on meds and followups 
every 3 months with the next followup September 5th

5 Years Dogue de Bordeaux Dog 105 Pound

EON‐545891 8/27/2023 18:32 Taste of the Wild buffalo and wild 
venison grain free dog food

Dog became lethargic, bark became very hoarse and has remained so for 5 months, gradual loss of 
appetite, coughing, very tired, heavy breathing sounds congested, garbled breathing when sleeping 
which he is not do before, difficulties/ heavy breathing/wheezing when walking, no longer running. 
Breathing and appetite has improved with change of diet in June to regular Royal Canin dogfood. I had 
been feeding him Taste of the Wild grain free from the time he was 4 months old. He has improved but 
he is still unable to run for long, still coughs, has labored breathing at times, and has hoarse bark. He 
still seems tired more than usual. He was tested for heartworm twice and came back negative. He had 
a neck and chest x ray in June and found no problems except his heart is enlarged and consistent with 
Heartworm or DCM.

21 Months Coonhound - Treeing Walker Dog 60 Pound

EON‐545883 8/27/2023 16:52 Mighty Paw Naturals Yak Cheese Dog 
Chews

I purchased Mighty Paw Yak dog chews from Amazon and they arrived on a Thursday. That same day, 
I gave our dog one of the chews and he ate about 25% of it. By Saturday morning, our dog had bloody 
stools and diarrhea. I gave our dog chicken and rice over the weekend to see if that would help 
resolved the issue. On Monday, the dog was still experiencing a good amount of blood in his stool and 
watery diarrhea. He had several episodes of diarrhea in the house, which he could not control. We 
took him to our vet and he was give several medications, including sucralfate, famotidine, and Cerenia. 
The dog was still having bloody diarrhea on Tuesday and the vet added metronidazole. We sent 
pictures of bloody stool to the vet and there were large undigested and sharp pieces of the yak chew in 
multiple stools. The chews contain milk, lime and salt. We thought these would be digestible. I 
contacted the company and they stated "in drier environments and times of year, our Yak cheese is 
more prone to cracks and breakages." I also looked at reviews on Amazon and there are similar 
experiences of the yak chews potentially causing damage to other dogs. I am opening this report in 
hopes that other dogs will not be harmed by these chews. We have used these before with no issue, 
but the inconsistency in this product seems to make it unsafe. I also had an order from Amazon 
previously that had mold all over the chews, this also seems to be happening to other consumers 
based on product reviews. Our dog did recover eventually.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐545762 8/25/2023 11:48 Nylabone (brand)
Natural Nubz Edible Dog Chews

Mold is found on this product sold at Costco and it expires 4/13/26.

EON‐545750 8/25/2023 9:32 Blue Natural Veterinary Diet Novel 
Protein Alligator Dry Dog Food

Around July 29, 2023, my dog  was lethargic, not wanting to jump on the bed or the couch. He was 
eating normally. I suspected he hurt himself, so we rested him. He continued to act lethargic, so I 
examined him and found a heart murmur. I made an appointment with a cardiologist on August 
11,2023. He was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy and moderate mitral valve insufficiency. The 
cardiologist suspects it's nutritional from the Blue Natural Veterinary Diet Novel Protein Alligator Dry 
dog food.

23 Months American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 83 Pound

EON‐545736 8/25/2023 6:36 Diamond Naturals Adult Dog Lamb and 
Rice Formula

We have been using Diamond Naturals lamb for a long time, but as soon as we opened the newest 
bag, both dogs started having loose stools. Then I read on a site I follow that other people have 
experienced this same problem just recently

Unknown Dog

EON‐545727 8/24/2023 21:36 Royal CANIN Veterinary diet adult 
gastrointestinal moderate fat dry dog 
food

My service dog “  and I both developed nasal issues as a result of giving him veterinary Royal 
CANIN Digestive support- moderate calorie. He has been diagnosed with a severe nasal infection. I 
still have a couple kibble left in the bag as well as the dog food original bag with lot numbers, etc. My 
dog and I started sneezing repeatedly every day since I fed him from this bag of food until I finished it. 
.I went through boxes of Kleenexes and daily Benadryl. I did not think it was the dog food; I thought he 
and I had allergies. I had checked for food recalls but there was none on this food. As his health 
deteriorated , I took him to the vet on 8-18-23. My Vet cultured his nose and the culture came back as: 
Pantoea agglomerates, Enteroccocus species, and Meth Resistant Staph schieferi coagulants on the 
nasal swab. The sneezing has turned from clear drainage with sneezing to thick yellowish white 
drainage, then turning pink drainage. My vet is starting him now on Baytril after just getting the culture 
back. He has been just miserable and hangs his head down and does not want his head touched. My 
sneezing (and his too), stopped after I finished the dog food bag, but now the drainage in my nose is 
blocking my breathing ( just like it did with him) and as of last night I had chills and it felt like my 
sinuses on the right side of my face were on fire! It was not until I finished the bag and the very next 
day my sneezing stopped that I related the problem to the dog food. Please help us! Dates provided 
are approximate.

9 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound

EON‐545725 8/24/2023 21:20 Jinx 
Grain free 
Salmon sweet potato carrot recipe 
All life stages

We found a nail in our dog food that just came from the food bag.
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EON‐545715 8/24/2023 17:08 Purina Friskies Gravy Wet Cat Food 
Shreds Turkey & Cheese Dinner

I bought discounted Purina Frisky Wet Cat food cans from Amazon.com and upon leaving the can out 
for some time I noticed mold building up which would never happen with any other wet can food. 
Random little fruit flies came out of no where from within the can itself. I began to suspect the cat fold 
company or Amazon.com intentionally created this issue and that it may be linked to Covid. I decided 
to record video footage of the mold and flies in the cans that I saw. I also decided to confirm my 
suspicions by isolating a fresh opened can inside a plastic shower cap to see if the bugs were coming 
from the cans. After 5 days I open the bag and see white worms moving on their own and weird fruit 
flies swarming the can after opening it. These came directly out of the can and started moving after 
removing the shower cap that sealed the can as a cover. I used a shower cap because it was see 
through. The cat food did not look normal from other companies that sell cat food as it looked like 
weird fat or egg shaped things were inside and the texture looked way off. I believe these cans cause 
cats to get some kind of parasite or infection that makes them a bit weird, have fleas, have their poop 
attract or create random flies, and making the cats behave weirdly like peeing on random places. 
Please investigate Purina Frisky cans and Amazon.com

Unknown Cat

EON‐545709 8/24/2023 16:00 Victor Purpose Performance Upon feeding new bag of Victor Purpose Performance food, which our dog has been eating for 3 years 
with no problems, he started having loose stools that got progressively worse as we continued the feed 
(about 5 days). This bag of food also smelled very strongly and hot typical to what we are used to. He 
had no other symptoms, behavior was unchanged, otherwise acting completely normal, which is why 
we think it was the food rather than an illness he caught. Immediate improvement once we stopped 
feeding this bag of food and switched to chicken and rice. We just started a brand new bag today, 
which does not have the same strong odor.

3 Years Great Dane Dog 149 Pound

EON‐545706 8/24/2023 15:48 First Street Sweet Potato & Chicken 
Wraps Dog Treats

Started feeding  First Street sweet potato & Chicken wraps from Smart & Final approx 1 year 
ago (age 6 months).
Had first bout of diarrhea and soft stool - treated at vet was OK. 
Only feed -1 per day. quit feeding but resumed this year (now 1.6) again trip to vet for loose stool 
followed by diarrhea - given antibiotic and anti diarrheal - cleared only to come back 2 week later ( 
some treats had been given during this time).
Another round of antibiotic and antidiarrheal - cleared but was closely followed by not eating, then 
diarrhea came back. 
Given antidiarrheal and beginning to eat again. 
Nothing changed about his food - always ate Nutro large breed puppy chicken and brown rice and 
changed to adult formula June 2023.
Note the above mentioned treats contain glycerin and are made in China.Lot#Y35319XJ12 purchased 
at .

1 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound

EON‐545673 8/24/2023 11:12 Taste of the Wild Prey Real Meat High 
Protein Trout Limited Ingredient Dry Dog 
Food Grain-Free Recipe Made with Real 
Spring-Fed Trout and Includes 
Probiotics for All Life Stages 25 lb

 was diagnosed with AFib and DCM after being on a grain-free diet (recommended by a vet) 
from the Taste of the Wild company for 4.5 years.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 99 Pound

EON‐545672 8/24/2023 11:12 Taste of the Wild Prey Progressive weight loss and lethargy, decline in appetite. Abdominal distention noted by owner. 
Examination showed palpable abdominal fluid wave, Grade II heart murmur, severe cachexia. 
Radiographs revealed severe, generalized cardiomegaly as well as peritoneal effusion.
Abbreviated ultrasound shows severely dilated cardiac chambers and poor myocardial contractility.
Bloodwork: elevated lactate and BUN, low Na and Cl. 
Findings consistent with Dilated Cardiomyopathy and Right-sided Congestive Heart Failure. 
Abdominocentesis performed. Treated with furosemide and pimobendan - patient improved enough for 
discharge, but still had cardiac murmur, weakness and abdominal effusion.

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 25.2 Kilogram

EON‐545671 8/24/2023 11:12 Paws&Claws Seafood Variety Pack Pate 
100% BALANCED & COMPLETE CAT 
FOOD FOR ADULT CATS / OCEAN 
WHITEFISH & TUNA DINNER PATE

 and  have been eating the Paws&Claws four variety pack cans over several weeks, and 
come of the can contents eemed to be fluffy with air pockets, but I would serve it and sometimes they 
would refuse and I would throw it out,. Sometimes they would eat, but would vomit the entire meal, 
which i would clean up and look for fur balls. After vomiting, they would not want anyfood but dry 
kibble, which one of them might vomit again. I couldn't detect any odor that seemed off in any of the 
cans during the weeks I was offering it, but today, I found a bulging can of ocean whitefish and tuna 
dinner pate, and the lid is really bulging. This can has Best used by AUG 14 25, K8WTV1 0435, if I am 
reading it correctly, and a UPC code 7 49394 13600 0

12 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐545670 8/24/2023 11:12 Purina Pro Plan essentials chicken and 
tuna

All three cats eat Purina Pro Plan. All became violently ill almost simultaneousl, lots of vomiting and 
diarrhea. All three taken to ER, one hospitalized for two nights, very sick and got pancreatitis. Feces 
tested positive for Clostridium perfringens. One cat that had recovered ate Purina again once home 
and had vomiting and diarrhea return. We think the food was contaminated.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐545594 8/23/2023 10:44 Ark Naturals Brushless Toothpaste 
Dental Chews (for Medium Dogs 20-40 
lbs)

After having a dental treat (Ark Naturals Brushless Toothpaste Dental Chew for Medium Dogs) at night 
on Aug. 18, 2023,  experienced a series of vomiting episodes and was unable to eat or have water 
for several hours. She also had several bouts of watery diarrhea. Her symptoms lasted approximately 
48 hours, after which time she began to show improvement. The only dietary difference she had 
before this time period was this dental treat, which we believe caused her stomach issues. She has 
had several types of dental treats in the past and has not had any issues, so this is a first-impression 
case for us.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 38 Pound

EON‐545593 8/23/2023 10:44 Nutriedge Salmon & Rice Formula for All 
Life Stage 6.8kg dog food

I opened a pack of Nutriedge dog food (Salmon and Rice flavor) 6.8kg on 17th August 2023. I bought 
it from an online shopping platform "Lazada" on 8th June 2023. After opening, I saw white spots on the 
product. I took a photo of it. I did email Nutriedge on the same day, 17th August 2023 but I have not 
received any reply from them. I have fed this brand and this same flavor to my pet dog for many years, 
and I have not seen this type of white spots before. I informed the seller through the messaging 
feature in Lazada app, he told me to throw the product away.

EON‐545517 8/22/2023 12:16 Urinary Tracts Cranberry following use, pet vomited 12 Years Terrier - Bull - American Pit Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐545509 8/22/2023 11:04 Natures logic canine chicken meal feast I fed my dog this food for several years. 1-3 times a month she would vomit bile. I attributed it to a 
digestive issue. I switched food three months ago. She vomited one time early on. Check chewy 
reviews, it appears to be a pattern of GI issues.

EON‐545507 8/22/2023 11:04 Farmina Ancestral Grains small breed 
dog food, Farmina Pumpkin Small breed 
dog food

 was diagnosed with a grade 2 heart murmur at his annual wellness visit at the beginning of 
2023 and was referred to a cardiologist. He underwent an echocardiogram and was diagnosed with 
dilated cardiomyopathy. He has eaten both a grain free and more recently grain inclusive diets from 
Farmina for a majority of his life. The vet mentioned the condition may be caused by his diet. Changing 
his diet and putting him on heart meds to stop him from going into congestive heart failure.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐545505 8/22/2023 11:04 Purina One Lamb and Rice Formula Cat ate food from dog’s bowl. Found vomit later on with partially digested food. Cat later had a seizure 
(for the first time), and became unresponsive. Small dog also vomited a partially digested piece of the 
same kibble.

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐545439 8/21/2023 13:40 Natural Balance Limited Ingredient 
Salmon and Sweet Potato Recipe

After opening the new bag of dog food and giving it to my dog I noticed first that the next day she had 
diarrhea. It persisted the rest of that day and the following day. At times there was some blood in it. 
Then she went to spend the day with the petsitter on the 3rd day. When I picked her up I was informed 
that she had thrown up her dinner. I stopped feeding her the food then and submitted an inquiry on the 
dog food company's website but so far I have not heard anything back from them. I am scared to give 
her any more of it or even to buy that same type again. For now I am feeding her some canned organic 
food to get her insides healed back up.

8 Years Pit Bull Dog 64 Pound

EON‐545437 8/21/2023 13:28 Darwins raw cat chicken Fed Darwin’s raw and cats got really bad diarrhea 2 Years Sphynx Cat
EON‐545435 8/21/2023 13:28 PureBites freeze-dried chicken breast 

6.2oz/175g
We purchased "PureBites freeze-dried chicken breast 6.2oz/175g" from Petco.com on Aug. 12, 2023. 
We found a piece of small transparent plastic in the freeze-dried chicken. The plastic is not smooth in 
its edges and is very sharp, buried deep in that piece of chicken breast. We did not notice until our pet 
ate half of the chicken treat. The item's UPC code is 8-78968-00104-5, LOT: K19242, expiration date: 
11/2025.

EON‐545434 8/21/2023 13:28 PetPlate Chicken Apple Sausage Bites I was about to give my dog,  a Chicken Apple Sausage Bite from Pet Plate and noticed 
something stuck in it and hanging off a little. Upon inspection it turned out to be a small ribbon of metal 
imbedded in the treat.

EON‐545357 8/20/2023 11:40 Wellness core reduced fat Within 48 hours of feeding dog developed explosive diarrhea. Stools were dark and foul in smell with 
blood. Continued x 3 days.

2 Years Bulldog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐545348 8/20/2023 6:44 Kindfull Chicken Jerky Treats Pt presented for annual exam and routine labs 8/10/23. Exam within normal limits, labs revealed new 
kidney value elevations (SDMA and creatinine), and low phosphorous

4 Years Bichon Frise Dog 10.98 Pound

EON‐545347 8/20/2023 6:44 PMI CANINE ADVANTAGE Woke up vomiting, seizure like symptoms, head jerking, eyes twitching back and forth, unable to stay 
on her feet then progressed to convulsions

13 Hours Australian Kelpie Dog 55 Pound

EON‐545289 8/18/2023 17:32 Blue buffalo life protection formula 
chicken and brown rice recipe for large 
breed adult dry dog foid

Fed dog from new bag of dry food and within a couple hrs, she was vomiting and having diarrhea. Did 
not injest anything else and had been eating same brand before this bag without issue.

2 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 70 Pound

EON‐545286 8/18/2023 17:12 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Beef & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

Started new bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Beef blend. Dog has been eating this exact adult 
formula WITH NO ISSUES since January of this year and was on the puppy formula her entire life until 
that point. Dog immediately started having loose bowel movements, increase in frequency of BMs, lost 
substantial weight (was 29 lbs prior to new bag of food), vomiting, increase in urination.

She was taken to the vet and received a round of antibiotics, prescription food, probiotics, and 
subcutaneous fluids. She was fairly dehydrated from the gastrointestinal issues. Stool improved on 
prescription food and then reverted back to previously stated poor quality when back on the PPP bag.

16 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Pound

EON‐545197 8/17/2023 17:56 Butcher Shop Collagen Dog Chews - 8" 
Chicken Twisted Roll Recipe

Dog developed severe vomiting, trembling and hemorragic diarrhea around 24 hours after eating the 
treat and was hospitalized. This was a week after we had given one of the treats to our other dog, who 
developed severe vomiting and diarrhea 24 hours after a treat.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 25 Pound

EON‐545128 8/17/2023 0:16 Kirkland Signature Adult Formula 
Chicken Rice and Vegetable Dog Food 
40 lbs

My dog was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy thought to be due to over-supplementation of 
copper in commercial pet food from Kirkland Signature Adult Formula Chicken, Rice and Vegetable 
Dog Food, 40 lbs . I implore the FDA to take corrective action to lower the maximum copper 
concentration in commercial dog food to mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness.

Copper-associated hepatopathy was confirmed by my local veterinarian after performing a liver biopsy. 
This liver disease and the treatment associated with it has greatly deteriorated the quality of life for my 
dog. The medicine he had to take and the experience had serious side effects at one point causing my 
dog to get pneumonia due to asphyxiating vomit caused from the medicine. In treating his condition I 
suffered significant financial costs upwards of $5,000. He will never fully recover. All I can do moving 
forward is manage the best extent I can the liver condition.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐545099 8/16/2023 16:56 Purina Beyond Natural Wet Dog Food 
Pate Grain Free Turkey & Sweet Potato 
Recipe Ground Entree and

She now has an enlarged heart... Pushing on her esophogus, , enlarged liver, pnumonia, and seizures. 
And all this came about a few month after changing her food.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 27 Pound

EON‐545094 8/16/2023 16:24 All kinds of home made dog treat. 
Chicken Feet
Sweet 30's
PB urkel 1/2 size

They are not licensed to make home made treats and haven't been tested in the lab. 
https://ogsweetsandtreats.com/shop
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EON‐545085 8/16/2023 15:44 Canidae Pure Real Lamb and Brown 
Rice dry food

We have been ordering our dog's food (Canidae Pure Real Lamb and Brown Rice dry food, 24 lbs) 
through Petco online for more than a year and have had no prior issues. However, our order from 
5/20/23 (order no.  made our dog sick. When we opened the bag (UPC 640461019625) 
on 6/17/23 he initially ate the first feeding for dinner, but then threw up three times the following day on 
6/18/23. In the days that followed, anytime we tried to feed him the food, he would smell it and only 
take a few bites, often spitting the food out. He would only eat maybe a half to one feeding per day, 
whereas before he would eagerly eat two feedings per day with no problems. We had a separate 
smaller bag of his food that we decided to try on 6/23/23. Our dog immediately ate it and had no 
stomach issues after. We contacted Petco on 6/24/23, who said they would report this to the 
manufacturer, and they sent us a replacement bag of food. We tried that bag, and our dog again 
immediately ate it and has had no stomach upset since then.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐545043 8/16/2023 11:52 Instinct Raw Boost Indoor Instinct kibble induces uncontrollable diarrhea. I switched brands and it stops but then itching started 
so I tried switching back to Instinct and the diarrhea immediately returned. I have tried three different 
flavors/types of instinct all with the same results. I contacted the manufacturer but they have not 
returned my money nor addressed the issue. I contacted Chewy.com where I purchased it and they 
have pretty much ignored me as well. This has been ongoing with  since May 2023.I have 
another older cats that had the same symptoms for over a year I just didn't see it was the food until I 
saw the second cat have same symptoms. This is feline limited ingredient, salmon flavor and chicken 
flavor with freeze dried Raw bits.

1 Years American Shorthair Cat 4 Pound

EON‐545037 8/16/2023 11:12 V-Dog Kind Kibble dry, Natural Balance 
Limited Ingredient Vegetarian dry

Dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure with occasional VPCs 9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 40.5 Kilogram

EON‐545036 8/16/2023 11:12 Purina Pro Plan Under 2 Years Puppy My dog would eat the food and throw up within 5 minutes of ingesting the food. She would throw up 
any amount of the food. She ate the food 4 times and it happened every time almost immediately.

1 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐544955 8/15/2023 12:28 Candidae all life stages  got into a seal bag of dog food that was behind a baby gate that did not get latched and he 
opened with his paw.  was able to rip open the bag and free fed for about 15 mins. I attempted to 
induce vomiting 2x afterwards.  hide and when able to reach him he was going into shock. I told 
him to the ER vet / vet where he has basically been since. Labs indicate more happened then over 
eating such as toxicity.

10 Years Unknown Dog 11 Pound

EON‐544954 8/15/2023 12:28 Nutri Source PureVita Grain Free Beef 
and Red Lentils Dry Dog Food

Almost three years ago I switched my dogs to Nutri Source PureVita Grain Free Beef and Red Lentils 
Dry Dog Food. I thought it was worth the money, my dogs emptied the bowl's every day, had beautiful 
coats and no digestive issues. However after couple episodes of heavy breathing, lethargic behavior 
and loss of appetite my 9 year old golden retriever was diagnosed with DCM. She was put on three 
medications to help with the heart failure. I am very worried about it and would like to find out why this 
type of food is allowed to be sold without any indication of possible side effects. I spend thousands of 
dollars on this "premium" dog food while it maybe main contributor of damaging my dog's heart. Now I 
have to spend thousands of dollars on veterinary care and medicine. I am so worried that otherwise 
healthy dog may die anytime of major heart failure. I am also worried that my almost 3 year old golden 
retrievers may be impacted.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 64 Pound

EON‐544952 8/15/2023 12:28 Stella and Chewy’s Raw Blend Free 
Range Recipe Grain Free Kibble, Vital 
Essential Freeze Dried Raw Minnows

 started to shiver and act unwell a few hours after dinner the evening of 08/03/2023. She was 
shivering and denied any food or water. She had loose stool that evening. The next day she still 
refused all food and water and became lethargic in the early afternoon. I called her Vet who had no 
openings and said to take her to Emergency. They saw blood in her stool and ran tests. Tests 
indicated gastroenterotis and colitis due to infection (low wbc).

16 Months Griffon - Brussels Dog 9 Pound

EON‐544951 8/15/2023 12:28 Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet Grain 
Free Real Rabbit Recipe Natural Wet 
Cat Food Topper 3 Ounce (Pack of 24)

Hello,
I ordered my cats specialty pet food off amazon. I have been using this food for awhile now and have 
never had problems so I’m not sure what happened but the food arrived spoiled and smelled like vomit 
and looked like spoiled meat, I almost threw up after opening the bag! I immediately threw it in the 
trash because it was obviously not safe for my animals to consume. Amazon also gave me a really 
hard time about getting a refund too which is a huge red flag! Someone should be overseeing amazon 
and how they transport & handle pet food because this is not the first time that I received bad food 
from them. 

Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet Grain Free Real Rabbit Recipe Natural Wet Cat Food Topper, 3 Ounce 
(Pack of 24)

EON‐544819 8/14/2023 11:52 Nulo Medal Series. No grains added. 
Premium Puppy food. Salmon and 
lentils. Dry formula.

 has been on Nulo puppy dry formula for approx 5 months. Have never had an issue. A new bag 
was started a few days ago and  has vomited every meal. His energy level normal. No diarrhea. 
Everything normal except vomiting soon after eating. I put him on white rice and chicken and he is fine. 
I am returning bag to store today. I’m concerned whether I should purchase another bag. Other then 
this reaction  has been fine.

9 Months Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐544813 8/14/2023 10:48 Wellness Core Ocean Whitefish Herring 
and Salmon Grain-Free dry dog food

Was having some GI signs for last few months so taken to primary care veterinarian and then to 
internal medicine specialist who diagnosed cardiomegaly and reduced contractility. Echocardiogram 
performed on 8/10/2023 where dilated cardiomyopathy was diagnosed and medications started.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 23.6 Kilogram

EON‐544789 8/14/2023 0:28 Vital Essentials Minnows Freeze-Dried 
Raw Dog

Multiple episodes of explosive diarrhea that only resolved with medicine. We are on the 4th round of 
meds after diarrhea kept coming back. Tested positive for salmonella.

7 Months Shiba Inu Dog 23 Pound

EON‐544784 8/13/2023 20:12 Natural Nubz Edible Dog Chews Found treat with mold growth.
EON‐544771 8/13/2023 13:56 Diamond Naturals Senior dog Chicken 

egg and oatmeal formula
First the dogs didn't want to eat it. When they did, they vomited and got diarrhea. I only gave it to 2 of 
the dogs first because it is Specifically for seniors. I waited and tried again to make sure it wasn't just 
some kind of virus. Then I gave some to the 3rd dog, she is younger. She had the same thing happen. 
It was food poisoning from that food.

14 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐544750 8/13/2023 0:08 Purina One Complete Cat Chow While portioning out my cats food, I found a maggot in the food container which is kept air tight. Purina 
has made statements that they make their food from fly larvae but this is not the first time I have found 
maggots in my Purina cat food. I used to free range feed my cats and every once in a while would 
notice worms crawling around in it, but would dump the food bowl out and refill the bowl with new food, 
thinking something had come in from outside and gotten into the food. but now i portion out my cats 
food and noticed the same worms in the food straight from the airtight container. Maggots are harmful 
to cats as most maggots cannot be digested by cats and the larvae will remain in the cats digestive 
tract. This is unacceptable to be allowed to be purchased from stores.

EON‐544745 8/12/2023 20:32 Blue Buffalo Tastefuls Dry Cat Food 
15lbs

Fed my cats the blue buffalo Tastefuls cat dry food that I always give them, but this bag and only this 
bag made them terribly sick. They vomited all of it everywhere. I stopped feeding it to them. Opened a 
new bag of the same food and they ate it and were all fine.

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐544744 8/12/2023 20:32 Temptations adult complete nutrition 
seafood medley flavor

We have him the new temptations cat food for about 5 days and two days ago he started acting weird. 
I thought it was just his age catching up because he was fine. Earlier yesterday he looked at me and 
meowed and I thought he just wanted attention. A few hours later I found him almost dead. Within 
minutes of me finding him he died in my arms. He was healthy and even playing with me just a couple 
of days ago. The food is the only thing that changed in our household and his environment.

9 Years Turkish Angora Cat 12 Pound

EON‐544743 8/12/2023 20:32 Fresh Pet Select Black mold appeared in the Fresh Pet bag of dog food that was bought from a local Wal Mart, the 
expiration date isn’t until October of this year.

EON‐544661 8/11/2023 15:44 DIAMOND NATURALS small breed 
Adult Dog Chicken & Rice formula

Production Code: 3188 DM 12:40 
DSC0701 B2U NMD
Best By: July 6 2024

1 1/2 hours after ingesting 1/8 cup of a new batch of Diamond Naturals-small breed Adult Dog Chicken 
& Rice Formula my dog vomited, pooped and body became completely limp, could not react/respond 
and had glassy eyes.

1 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 8.6 Pound

EON‐544619 8/11/2023 11:44 Cesar 6 Filet Mignon Flavor 6 New York 
Strip Flavor

Day 1: fed my poodle and pointer and can of Cesar's New York Strip flavor. The poodle threw up 2 
hours after consuming, but I didn't think anything of it because sometimes she eats fast. 
Day 2: split a can of the same food from the same package and both dogs were very sick for hours. 
Throwing up and having loose poop around the house into the night. Their reactions started about 3 
hours after consuming the food. 
I know this is related to the Cesar's food because they both eat the same dry food and have not had a 
reaction to almost the empty 50lb bag.

6 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10 Pound

EON‐544618 8/11/2023 11:44 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Dry Dog Food

Purchased Purina Pro Plan food for my dog. I noticed after about a month after purchasing the 
product, there were worms crawling in the food and white specks on the kibble. My dog doesn't seem 
to be bothered by the food but I returned the product to the store.

EON‐544616 8/11/2023 11:44 Purina Puppy Chow After feeding all three dogs this food, all three became ill within 2 hours of ingestion. 2 male black labs 
were throwing up profusely for 24 hours. 1 female chocolate lab threw up for 2 hours and then began 
throwing up blood. She was taken to an emergency veterinarian clinic and was deemed critical 
condition and tachycardic upon admission. She was admitted overnight and is slowly beginning to 
show improvement.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 69 Pound

EON‐544532 8/10/2023 14:40 TLC Whole Life Dog Food Our two year old dog had consumed TLC dog food for the last year and was doing well on it. She really 
loved the food and was growing well. The last batch caused loose stool and my dog was constipated. 

I reached out to the company who did not provide any explanation as they mentioned that the recipe 
did not change.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐544496 8/10/2023 10:24 Bada bing bada beef Bark box website displays an outdated formulation of their bada bing bada beef product. What is 
ordered does not match what is revived. The formulation shown on the site has a guaranteed analysis 
of crude fat min 5.1%, crude fiber max 0.2%, and moisture max 9.5%. However what is being sent has 
a different guaranteed analysis crude fat min 10%, crude fiber max 2%, and moisture max 10%. 
The packaging is similar such that customers who order one item but revive another are in my opinion 
likely not to notice the difference. I notified bark box of this concern on Monday 8/7 as their site was 
still displaying an outdated guaranteed analysis. I implored them to update and notify their customers 
as this change could have made my dog very sick with life threatening illness, due to his pre-existing 
conditions. 
As of today 8/10 I have spoken with customer service representatives verbally, over the phone and via 
email notifying of this concern and I have yet to see any communication or change on their site 
notifying their customers of this formulation update. 
This is urgent as this item is already being sent out not as advertised and the changes if un noticed 
could cause serious harm. our pets specalist has stated that he can not have anything over 7% fat. 
I have previously called and verified with bark box that the fat content of the bada bing bada beef met 
this requirement. This new formulation is no longer within the scope of what  can eat, and it is 
barley noticeable change.

EON‐544469 8/9/2023 22:08 can was part of a case of six three 
turkey/venison and three chicken/duck.

The offending can label:
Tender Cuts In Gravy
With real turkey and venison Purina One
True Instinct

Purina One True Instinct Tender Cuts in Gravy/Turkey and Venison
Bottom of can: Best before Mar2025/30831159 L2TR61255

Purchased case (6 cans) at Walmart in Ocean Springs, appeared fine.
One of the cans maybe appeared very slightly bulging at the top, hardly noticeable but it gave me 
pause. I pulled the tab and the can essentially exploded from the pressure release. There was a visible 
outgassing like a fog and the smell immediately became pervasive. It smelled like roadkill, i.e., rotting 
flesh. I did not feed it to my animals. It was obviously rancid and not canned properly.
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EON‐544385 8/9/2023 9:32 Simply Nourish® Limited Ingredient Diet 
Adult Dry Dog Food - Salmon & Sweet 
Potato

Went into heart failure 4 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 54 Pound

EON‐544221 8/8/2023 3:36 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast Classic Pate First of all, this canned cat food doesn't contain enough taurine for proper nutrition for a cat. The label 
says that it only contains a MINIMUM of .05% of taurine, but it is supposed to contain a MINIMUM of 
.10% of taurine. My second complaint is that this canned cat food contains "artificial flavors," which 
isn't good. (I saw this on the "Chicken Feast Classic Pate" cat food label, but this ingredient may be in 
the other flavors of this cat food also.) The third complaint that I have may have already been 
remedied, but I'm not sure. In regard to recent cans of Fancy Feast cat food that I have purchased, 
including the "Beef Pate" flavor, I saw "sodium nitrite" on the label; this is a cancer-causing agent. The 
sodium nitrite is used for "color retention" in this cat food, but "color retention" is not necessary 
because the CATS DO NOT CARE WHAT THE CAT FOOD LOOKS LIKE, as long as it tastes good!!!. 
So please increase the amount of taurine in this Fancy Feast canned cat food--all flavors--to .10% or 
more, and please leave out the sodium nitrite--any cat food flavor that contains it--and please leave out 
all "artificial flavors" when you are producing/manufacturing this cat food. Cats do not need to 
consume cancer-causing agents such as sodium nitrite that may cause them to have cancer in their 
bodies, and they do not need to be consuming "artificial flavors" either; and they need at least .10% of 
taurine in their cat food in order to get enough taurine to maintain good health. We want our cats to 
live long, happy, healthy lives--right? I know that I want this for my cat and for any cats that I own in the 
future (and for any dogs that I will own also). I usually buy Wellness canned cat food for my cat 
because it contains more healthy ingredients in it than the canned Fancy Feast cat food does, and it 
contains an adequate amount of taurine and does not contain sodium nitrite, but I can't afford to buy 
Wellness cat food right now, since it is so expensive--but I wouldn't change any of its ingredients 
because they are high quality ingredients, and I will start buying the Wellness canned cat food for my 
cat as soon as I can afford to do so.

EON‐544219 8/8/2023 2:12 Pedigree Grilled steak and vegetable 
flavor

My dog was recently diagnosed with allergies to chicken. I fed them pedigree dog food that was 
chicken. When she was diagnosed, I switched to pedigree grilled steak and vegetables. My dog didn't 
get better, she got worse and had to go to the vet again. She had to be sedated, she had welts,bad 
ear issues, skin issues and hair loss. She is now on 39 days if high dose antibiotics and steroids. I 
looked at the ingredients and there is chicken in it. I believed it to be beef and no chicken was in the 
description. Just said grilled steak and vegetables. 

I called the company today, 08/07/2023 and spoke to someone and explained what happened. I was 
told no claim said it was beef and was ok to have chicken in it. Was also told that they get several calls 
about this issue and what they do is ok. It is not ok. When people see steak and vegetables, that's 
what we think they are getting. Not chicken. I states that they need to add chicken on the front, 
example; grilled steak, chicken and vegetables. 

I asked is it acceptable for the company to deceive their customers. This business practice is 
unacceptable. How many more dogs are suffering because of their "loophole" on labeling their dog 
food. Please, make them be honest about stating chicken is in that dog food on the front of the bags 
and cans.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 73 Pound

EON‐544214 8/7/2023 23:24 Victor Grain Free Hero Canine I ordered two bags of food from Chewy. I opened the first bag the day I got it, which was today. It 
smelled like cow manure. It smelled so rotten. I then opened the other bag since my dogs had no other 
food and it was the same. The smell was overwhelming. My entire house smelled like cow poo. This 
couldn't be good for my dogs. I'm worried this is a really bad problem with the food since it was in both 
bags. I haven't thrown it away and can provide a sample to you. It is Victor hero canine grain free.

EON‐544211 8/7/2023 19:52 Purina Pro Plan
Adult 7+ Prime Plus
4 flavors: Salmon & Tuna Ocean 
Whitefish & Salmon chicken and 
chicken & Beef We still have the 
majority of the 4 cases purchased last 
month from Chewy.

We ordered several cases on this food from Chewy.com, along with several others. We have never 
had this issue before. Every single time, I feed either cat this food, regardless of the flavor (Salmon & 
Tuna, Ocean Whitefish & Salmon, Chicken & Beef, and Chicken: All Adult 7+, Prime Plus, Best by Nov 
2024) it makes them howl and projectile vomit. I still have the cases here, should you want some serial 
numbers (i.e. The one currently in my hand now says: 23321162 L1DM50744) I have never had this 
issue before, so I experimented by feeding the food (1 flavor at a time) to each cat intermittently (i.e. 
waiting days or a week in between feeding them the ProPlan), and the reaction has been consistent -
both kitties vomiting. Our cats have no health issues, and are strictly indoor cats. My husband and I 
are convinced that Purina must be processing meat and fish (or fillers used in all flavors) that has gone 
bad, and we're worried this may seriously harm or kill someone's elderly cat, as it's specifically for 
seniors. Thank you in advance for investigating. I'm happy to provide more information if needed. My 
phone number: 

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐544154 8/7/2023 16:00 Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials 
Chicken & Rice Formula ( notes on 
website - with Probiotics high protein)

I began weening my cat onto Purina Pro Plan Chicken & Rice Formula with Probiotics high protein cat 
food two weeks ago that I bought from chewy. I was combining it with her current cat food and only up 
to a half and half mixture. At 2:30am night of August 6th/morning of august 7th, she started howling 
and running in circles. She then started seizing on the group, peeing and pooping everywhere. I looked 
at reviews on Chewy and saw another consumer had a cat that endured seizures related to eating this 
food and once they got off the samples they had it stopped.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐544128 8/7/2023 13:08 Freshpet Dog Joy Wood Smoked Turkey 
Bacon

 was first given the Freshpet DogJoy Wood Smoked Turkey Bacon treats 7/29. He received 2 
on 7/29 and 2 on 7/30. He died unexpectedly on the morning of . I can't be sure it was due to the 
treats but I do think it's worth investigating and here is why: The treats were the only change in his food 
or environment. He didn't have any exposure to anything else that could be hazardous.  was in 
excellent health. He had just seen his veterinarian in June for a routine checkup and dental cleaning. 
He had full bloodwork completed to make sure he was in tip top shape prior to the dental cleaning and 
he was. The only medication he was taking was sentinal flea and heartworm prevention and he was up 
to date on all his vaccines. I watch him very closely and there were no signs or symptoms of any 
problems prior to being given the treats.

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐544079 8/6/2023 21:20 Authority Sensitive Stomach & Skin Purchased 34lb bag of Authority Sensitive Skin and Coat Lamb flavor from Petsmart. I then began to 
distribute food into my dogs's bowls and observed a plastic-like substance attached to the food. I then 
began to inspect the food and noticed several pieces of food that looked spoiled and unsafe to feed 
my dogs. My wife and I then noticed that the bag itself appeared to be deteriorating.

EON‐544051 8/6/2023 9:12 4Health Strives Hi-Energy 83 formula I just bought the bag last week. I notce a glue smell too it which wasn't how the last bag smelled. My 
dogs absolutely refuse to eat the food. (My digs are not picky eater!) I gota different type of food and 
as I was putting the 4healt back in the bag from their food holder, it smelled rancid. Then I noticed the 
best by date of 10 July. It is 6 Aug!! Why is this still on the shelf?

EON‐544048 8/6/2023 8:40 Canidae all life stages Started vomiting, diarrhea, then the next day lethargic, drooling, lungs filled with fluid, infection through 
out his body, no white blood cells, had to be put down because they couldn’t fix it.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 87 Pound

EON‐544046 8/6/2023 7:56 Orijen freeze dried medallions tundra I found a good size piece of plastic in my dogs food
EON‐543997 8/4/2023 23:48 Hill’s Kidney Care - Pate with Chicken 

Pate with Tuna
I have fed my cats wet food for a long time- different brands, different proteins. But I had to start my 
cat on a renal support diet. I had bought Hills Chicken and Tuna Pate for kidney support for a 
prescription, but there is something really wrong with the food. These heavily processed foods are 
typically meant to be more palatable for cats, however, these had a manure smell, very distinctly. Not 
typical wet food smell. I thought I smelled something, but then I had added just a little warm water for 
my cats food and it amplified. She wouldn’t go near it and multiple cans had the smell. There’s 
something off about this food. Hills has not responded back to my contact.

EON‐543884 8/3/2023 23:44 Freshpet Deli Fresh Grain Free chicken 
recipe with spinach and potato

My dog has been eating the same mixed dry kibble and freshpet for the last 5 years. It wasn’t until I 
opened a new roll of freshpet (Deli Fresh chicken potato and spinach) from Costco that I noticed it was 
more pink than usual and had some red flecks. Packing was intact, no holes, weird smells, and not 
expired. But once my dog ate this he began to have severe GI issues. Mucous encased stools, bloody 
stools. I called the freshpet rep and asked if they had changed the recipe and described what the roll 
looked like. She stated that when the product is overly pink with red flecks it’s been oxidizing was 
contaminated.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 18 Pound

EON‐543881 8/3/2023 22:52 Pro pac performance puppy Dogs ate a recalled dog food and experienced symptoms of salmonella poisoning and died before 
owners were aware of the contamination/recall

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐543829 8/3/2023 12:04 Family Pet Meaty Cuts Beef Chicken 
and Cheese Flavor

This is the third incident of profused vomiting that my dog has experienced from this food. The first 
time he did this a while back I assumed it was due to it just being a new brand. Until he did it again a 
second time I fed him the food and I realized the dye in it must be irritating his stomach. From that 
second encounter I just decided not to buy this food again.

This most recent time I had no other option but to get it due to my regular brand being unavailable. I 
fed this to him 8/1 & 8/2. Today 8/2 around 4 pm he started vomiting profusely in my niece's room from 
eating the food.

This needs to be taken off the market before it gets worse for another dog.

Terrier - Bull - Staffordshire Dog

EON‐543827 8/3/2023 12:04 Solid gold wee bit
Toy & small breed
Bison brown rice & pearled barley recipe

Opened a new bag of solid gold dog food and shortly after my dog became sick. Jaundice, vomiting, 
black stool, elevated liver enzymes. He was hospitalized for 2 days starting on the 7/11. Got him back 
and on the 16th I let him eat his food and he got sick again. He was hospitalized again 7/19 for another 
2days. Got him back, discontinued food and he recovered. Ran test on 1cup of the food and aflatoxin 
came back at 7.040 ppm. The lab vet and my vet went over testing done on my dog and came to an 
agreement that the food was what caused my dog to get sick.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.8 Pound

EON‐543823 8/3/2023 12:04 Solid Gold 
Wee Bit
Toy and Small Breed
Bison Brown Rice Pearled Barley
Whole Grain Potato Free

Pt presented to our hospital for vomiting and anorexia. Upon exam, pt was extremely icteric. BW 
revealed elevated ALP, ALT, and TBIL. NAF on rads. Pt was hospitalized for several days and 
improved. Pt went home and was fine on the liver diet, O returned him back to his Solid Gold food and 
he relapsed. Pt was again hospitalized for supportive care. Lepto test was negative, NAF on 
abdominal u/s. Pt recovered and was sent home again. Pt was not fed Solid Gold food and did well. 
Food was sent to K-state diagnostic lab and came back with 7.040ppb Aflatoxin B2.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.2 Pound

EON‐543822 8/3/2023 12:04 Cats in the kitchen . Word of the bird . 
Variety pack .

After eating 2 cans of the food. Cat started throwing up daily for over a week and stopped eating. 
When taken to the vet , multiple exams and X-rays were taken and a gastric problem was found on the 
X-rays . Since blood work , feces and everything else were fine, conclusion was that it was probably 
caused by the food but it wasn’t an allergic reaction

1 Years Bengal Cat 20 Pound

EON‐543821 8/3/2023 12:04 KMR Kitten Milk Replacer I run a cat rescue organization and have used KMR exclusively to bottle feed kittens. Three kittens 
receiving KMR from the same bag of powdered formula developed vomiting, diarrhea, and lethargy. 
Resuscitative measures, including administration of sub q fluids, antibiotics, and antiemetics were 
necessary to revive the kittens. I changed to a different bag of KMR, with a different lot number. After 
medical intervention and change of formula, the kittens slowly recovered. The only reason I considered 
the formula as a source of the issue is that I spoke with a fellow rescuer in the area and she had gone 
through the same situation about a month ago. She actually lost nine kittens before they settled on the 
formula being the problem. Had I not spoken with her, I would not have made the formula change so 
quickly and may have lost my kittens as well.

7 Weeks Domestic Shorthair Cat 700 Gram
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EON‐543720 8/1/2023 23:08 Purina Fancy Feast Seafood Grilled 
Collection - 24 cans

On July 24th I ordered a 24-pack of Purina Fancy Feast wet cat food (seafood collection, grilled) from 
Amazon. At first I did not notice any problems, but then I opened a can of the tuna flavor cat food 
yesterday (7/31/23) and noticed a foul odor. I thought the smell was coming from something else in the 
room, so I gave the wet food to my cats as usual. They did not finish eating the food (which is unusual 
for them), so I cleaned out their food bowls and noticed that the food smelled like it had gone bad. I 
thoroughly cleaned the bowls, opened another can of the tuna flavor, noticed the same rotten smell, 
and disposed of the opened can. Then I opened a can of the seafood flavor, smelled it to make sure 
there was no foul odor, and fed it to my cats.

So far, I have not noticed any signs of illness in either of my cats. They seem happy with the seafood 
flavor of Fancy Feast that I fed them tonight. I have not opened a can of the salmon flavor yet, but I will 
check tomorrow to see if it smells alright and if my cats will eat it. All of the wet food cans that I 
received are printed with an expiration date of 2025; none of them have an earlier expiration date, so I 
do not believe that I was given an old batch of wet food. However, it seems like this particular batch of 
tuna flavor has something wrong with it, and I will not be feeding the other cans of tuna flavor wet food 
to my cats.

EON‐543617 8/1/2023 12:16 Wonder Bound Pate Chicken Dinner I buy a LOT of Amazon brand Wonder Bound cat food. I own 5 cats and have 8 others I'm fostering. 
This one particular case of food, the cats refuse to eat. It's the ONLY thing they eat, but they kept 
refusing it, meal after meal, even though they were letting me know they were hungry. After a couple 
days (I gave them some dry food, I'm not a monster) I set out their plates again, again they refused, 
and then I opened a can of the exact same stuff from another case, put it on plates and set it down 
right beside the plates they had just refused. They sniffed it, and then proceeded to inhale it like they 
hadn't eaten in days. I waited a couple days and tried one more can from that case (ok, it was actually 
an accident, I had set the case aside and forgot) and got exactly the same response. Won't touch it. I 
don't know if it's contaminated, or maybe has an off smell, or what, but they've never done this before, 
and so I'm sure there is something wrong with that case. Nobody got sick, but then, nobody ate any. 
I'm only submitting in case there are other complaints. I did contact amazon customer service and they 
kindly gave me a refund.

EON‐543614 8/1/2023 12:12 Nylabone Nubz On Thursday, 7/27/23, at approximately 3:30pm, I gave my corgi,  one Nylabone Nubz. He 
had no other treats that day and his dog food is always the same. By 6pm,  began vomiting 
and proceeded to vomit 11 more times. The only item in the vomit were pieces of the Nylabone Nubz. 
In one puddle, several small pieces had adhered together into a larger mass. You could break it apart, 
but it was stuck together.  also experienced weakness in his hind legs and was not able to go 
up and down stairs. Sometimes he could not remain standing. On Friday we took  to the vet. 
After testing, he determined  had an infection and agreed the treat was the likely culprit. We 
received antibiotics. The vet bill was $195.00 and the remainder of the bag of treats was thrown away.

7 Months Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 29 Pound

EON‐543498 7/31/2023 15:04 Grain-Free Beef meal and potatoes Dog begin to breath heavily even while sitting. He is normally very energetic, but during the episodes 
seemed as though could not move his legs. Would just lay on his belly and legs in front of him. He was 
still aware of surrounding and could respond verbally and turn head. The episodes would last for about 
20 minutes and seemed to always be after eating the midwestern petfood.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐543497 7/31/2023 15:04 Stewart Dog Treats Beef Liver Single 
Ingredient Freeze-Dried Treat

 has a very strict diet, rarely do I allow her to try new foods or treats. She is supervised 
constantly and always with me (as we are travelling in an RV).  went for a checkup at a new vet 
on 7/19/23. This vet fed her approximately 20 tiny pieces of these treats (1/4" to 1/2" cubed). I 
questioned the amount and the vet said dogs with sensitive stomachs handle them fine, the amount 
they gave her would not be a problem, and treats are ok.  loved them so I purchased a tub later 
that day at Petsmart. That evening  had zero appetite and was very lethargic, both which I 
attributed to the long day, excitement, and too many treats. After about 2 days her appetite returned 
and her bowel movements were mostly normal. However, her stomach was very bloated and very firm 
and hard to the touch. On 7/24/23 I opened the tub I purchased and fed  approximately 5 small 
bites (1/4" cubed size) of the treats. On the morning of 7/25,  had 2 abnormally large bowel 
movements that each contained a lot of an unusual gelatinous type substance in the stools. She then 
had a very large abnormal bowel movement that was almost diarrhea consistency. It was obvious from 
her behavior she felt unwell. About 5 hours later, she had 2 more bowel movements, both extremely 
soft diarrhea with small bright red bits visible in it. Alarmed I thought it could be blood. The next 
morning she had a bowel movement that was a loosely formed stool, but still incredibly soft, with no 
visible red. She later threw up all her food, which is unusual but has occurred before. 

7 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 26 Pound
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About 2 hours later she then had another bowel movement that was pure diarrhea with water like 
consistency, but no visible red. Then about 3 hours later,  vomited a lot of clear fluid (very 
abnormal for her) and instantly had a massive bowel movement that was watery diarrhea full of bright 
red blood, followed by a significant amount of pure bright red blood flowing out directly after the 
diarrhea. I rushed  to an Animal Hospital where they saw her immediately. There she had 
another bowel movement, pure watery diarrhea accompanied by more significant blood. Lab/Blood 
work showed an elevated liver number, but all other numbers were within range. XRays showed 
excessive gas and inflammation in the intestines. The vet diagnosed extreme colitis / gastroenteritis. I 
explained everything the same as explained here  and the er doctor believes the colitis is due to the 
treats, and the bleeding is a reaction to them.  is being treated with medicines and her condition 
is now improving. I believe that the treats contain too much iron/or other mineral and this had a toxic 
effect on  I called and wrote the manufacturer asking for clarity on how to read the nutrition 
label and guarantee analysis. They stated that the amounts on the label are per kilogram of food, and 
1 tub of treats equates to approximately 1/2 a kilogram. They also stated that any overdose would not 
lead to toxicity but possibly only diarrhea. I report this issue because I believe the labeled analysis may 
be inaccurate or there is something harmful in these treats. The ingredient list is only Beef Liver, 
however the treats themselves contain many hard bits and what looks like dehydrated byproducts. I 
firmly believe these treats are responsible for  current medical condition.

EON‐543359 7/29/2023 15:00 Blue Skin & Coat Presented for increased respiratory effort/rate. Owner was concerned for foreign body. When 
examined heart rate was 220, on chest xray VHS was 14. Patient referred to specialist for cardiac 
evaluation for heart failure. On heart medications pimobendan, benazepril, furosemide, DES and 
spironolactone. Is still doing poorly, one cardiologist says may recover, other is several months at best 
before humane euthanasia likely needed.

3 Years Weimaraner Dog 26.2 Kilogram

EON‐543353 7/29/2023 12:44 Sportamix small bite chicken dry foodq After feeding her Sportamix dog food for about 2 years she all of a sudden started getting really sick. 
Sluggish, tired, puking and pooping blood, and I took her to my vet who ran a bunch of test but we 
couldn’t figure it out until we figured out about the recall on this product and everything made complete 
sense.

5 Years Maltese Dog 9 Pound

EON‐543348 7/29/2023 11:24 Purina Pro Plan Performance All Ages Purchased a bag of Purina Pro Plan Performance dry dog food for all ages yesterday and it was 
infested with green worms and weird eggs at the bottom. My dog was throwing up all day yesterday 
and had n oxides why until I noticed the dog food today.

11 Months Australian Kelpie Dog 40 Pound

EON‐543346 7/29/2023 10:44 Purina ONE +Plus Vibrant Maturity Adult 
7+ Adult dog food

Product contaminated with sponge rubber. I received two bags with different lot numbers and both 
bags contain sponge rubber. I soaked the irregularly shaped pieces to determine it was sponge. 
Please refer to ICSR 2144059 submitted on 7/24/2023 with the product code, lot number, and best by 
date. I will reenter all information for the second bag received.

Distributor Chewy has been notified. Also, notified Purina (case 22917738).
EON‐543270 7/28/2023 13:56 Purina Friskies Chicken Lovers (Shreds 

with chicken in gravy)
Extreme diarrhea and vomiting after eating Purina Friskies chicken lovers cans. They've been eating a 
can a day for at least 3 years now and never have a problem. They loved them and will meow until 
they get their can for dinner.

4 Years Sphynx Cat 10 Pound

EON‐543255 7/28/2023 11:04 Taste of the Wild - High Prairie -Canine 
Recipe with Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison

Dear Sirs:

I am writing to file a formal complaint about a dog food product I recently purchased. The product in 
question is Taste of the Wild (High Prairie/ Canine Recipe with Roasted Bison & Roasted Venison) 
and I found a foreign item inside the food bag. The foreign item appears to be paper or cardboard of 
considerable size and should not be present in the dog food. I am concerned that this problem may 
affect the health and well-being of my pet and other animals that consume this product.

This is a copy of the message I sent to the distributor in my country Colombia, they requested the bag 
with the foreign element and I delivered it to them.
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EON‐543254 7/28/2023 11:04 Open Nature Grain Free Formula Beef & 
Chicken Adult Dog Food

On July 19, 2023, I opened a can of Open Nature Grain Free Formula Beef & Chicken Adult Dog 
Food.
• Barcode # 79893 98124
• Lot Code # UD9BM2H
• Best By May 17 26
• Time Stamp 0644
• Plant # S1748

I encountered the same unusual liquidity of the gelatinous-type substance that I identified about a 
different lot code in my July 16, 2023, FDA Report ICSR # 2143781 (ID # 368937). Notified Walter of 
distributor Lucerne Foods (877) 232 - 4271. Provided to Walter the above-mentioned numbers, date, 
etc. Later in the day, I opened another can of the same Lot code and encountered the same unusual 
liquidity issue. Notified Candace of Lucerne Foods. Per Candace's instructions, I emailed pics of both 
cans to cbinfo.csc@albertsons.com under Reference # 5571613.

Also notified Casey of the . The cans 
probably came from this particular Safeway because it is the Safeway listed on the Door Dash receipts 
that I have ever looked at. However, I have not always viewed every such receipt.

By the end of July 19, I discarded the cans because I have nowhere to store them except in the freezer 
but do not want them around my food in case there is something wrong with them.

As of the date / time of filing this report, I have no opened cans from this lot code. However, I have 7 
unopened cans from the same Lot code of UD9BM2H. Two cans are from an unknown purchase or 
purchases because I no longer have the receipt(s). Two other cans come from a purchase for which I 
do have the receipt. The three remaining cans are from a purchase for which I do have the receipt. I 
am attaching a pic of this info and receipts.

EON‐543253 7/28/2023 11:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon and Rice Dry Dog 
Food Adult

My dogs food was Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice formula. My dogs did 
well on this prior to May 2023 for approx 1 year. My dog started intermittent vomiting and had diarrhea. 
My dog has a sensitive stomach and when my husband and I noticed the symptoms we took him to the 
vet. During this time around May/June 2023, I researched this dog food and there was formula change 
to this brand and type of food. My husband noticed the bag that was opened was a new look where the 
old had orangish coloring on it where the new bag with the formula change was purple when his 
symptoms started. I also noticed the reviews from other dog owners with having similar issues on 
Purina's website and Chewy's website. This food used to be an almost 5 star dog food. Currently on 
purina's website it is now 3.8 with many issues continuing with other dogs. My dog has had major 
issues since and has lost weight and possibly caused IBD flare in him. I am a concerned citizen for not 
only my dogs but other peoples animals. This is now July 27, 2023 and issues seem to be continuing 
with this formula change. I have concerns that there may be a quality issue in the product or possible 
other changes that may not being disclosed to consumers. I appreciate your time. Thank you.

8 Years Basset - Artesian Norman Dog 46 Pound

EON‐543251 7/28/2023 11:00 Lovin' Tenders Gourmet Treats for Dogs 
Chicken and Biscuits recipe

Patient began exhibiting urinary signs (increased thirst/urination, urinary incontinence, glucosuria, 
dilute urine) noted in approximately December 2022, since starting treats from China (Lovin Tenders 
chicken and biscuits tenders).

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9.6 Pound

EON‐543250 7/28/2023 11:00 Wellness Pate Turkey and Salmon 
Entree Smooth Loaf

The pet food has a different consistency and odor compared to normal. My cat vomits every time he 
eats this batch of food, but he doesn't vomit if I feed him food from a different batch.

13 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11.7 Pound

EON‐543171 7/27/2023 12:00 SKU 11000 SD Ca Adult Chicken 35lb. 
bag with the manufacture code of 
092024U082184

I fed May on May 28, 2023 as usual. Overnight she had severe diarrhea and vomiting. there was 
blood. the only thing she had consumed was her Hills kibble. I went to the bag which we were towards 
the end of it (bottom of the bag) and noticed it was wet and i'm guessing spoiled. Had to take her to 
ER which cost me over $800. had a case with hills which they dismissed with no reason, no 
transparency after i asked why and after processing my case for eight weeks. their food made my dog 
sick and they are not taking any responsibility.

3 Years Cattle Dog - Australian (blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland cattledog)

Dog 51 Pound

EON‐543137 7/27/2023 9:56 Primal nuggets for cats. Chicken and 
salmon formula

There are inconsistencies with the product. The cat does not want to eat some of the different 
packages of the same product. Once consumed the cat vomits large mucus blobs and has mucus in 
their feces. At times they become very constipated and other times they have diarrhea. Sometimes 
they have sneezing in addition to the symptoms described. What worries me the most is that the 
disease they are getting from the food may be transmissible to humans as I am having the same 
symptoms after they being to show symptoms I have mucus diarrhea and mucus constipation with 
respiratory irritations and migraine beaches within 3 to 5 days of my cats. This problem seems to be 
ongoing for the last two years on and off and this is the time frame when I noticed inconsistency with 
the product as well.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐543136 7/27/2023 9:56 Purina Pro Plan Elemental Dog was placed on Pro Plan ELEMENTAL in October 2022. She died in early November 2022 after an 
hour of sudden labored breathing, followed by limpness, on the way to the vet.

9 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐543135 7/27/2023 9:56 Purina kitten chow naturals It says to fill that out for each cat but all the information is basically the same other than names and 
genders  was the first to start vomiting after a new bag of food now a total of 4 cats are vomiting 
it’s clear slimy vomit no hair balls or nothing at first I just thought maybe she didn’t feel good but now 
I’m noticing that the same thing is happening to her brother  and her cousins who are sisters 
names  and  they are 2 years old. I rescued all the cats as they were born to strays 
outside and I worked really hard to find homes for the other siblings and the parents and I’ve been 
getting them fixed as I can one at a time. I figured out that it must be the food but I really don’t have 
money to throw the food away and buy more right this minute I bought Purina kitten chow naturals. It 
was bought from Kroger or Walmart in  I would like to just let y’all know in case y’all 
have more people report. Our cats we’re told are really healthy they don’t even have fleas and we love 
them so I hope someone can make sure the food is ok like I said I seen  eat she vomited 
yesterday then today I see   and  vomiting after eating this bag of food

1 Years Ragdoll Cat 8 Pound

EON‐543134 7/27/2023 9:56 Open Nature Grain Free Formula 
Chicken Adult Dog Food

On July 21, 2023, I opened a can of Open Nature Grain Free Formula Adult Dog Food Chicken and 
noticed: that the color was lighter than usual; that the gelatinous-type substance between the food and 
the inner side of the can was lower than usual; that there was a small amount of black substance on 
the inside of the can where the upper rim meets the body of the can.
I opened the other remaining Chicken can that I had. Saw no black substance, but the above-
mentioned color and gelatinous irregularities were present.
Phoned this information to Lisa at the distributor Lucerne Foods at (877) 232 - 4271. Per her request, 
gave the following information from the can which contained the black substance. Barcode 79893 
98123, Lot Code UD9CM2H, Best By Date Oct 12 2025, Time Stamp 2121, Processing Plant #S1748.
Lisa escalated the case to a manager who may call me on July 22. She added to the case notes that I 
have filed some information with the FDA. She requested that I email photos of the Chicken cans to 
cbinfo.csc@albertsons.com utilizing Reference #5571613. I emailed five photos after speaking with 
Lisa.
I kept the two Chicken cans for one day in case Lucerne Foods were to call me on July 22 for 
additional information. No call came through, so I discarded them on July 22 as I have no way to 
preserve them. As of the time of filing this report, I have the label, pop-top lid, and a food sample from 
the can which contained the black substance. Over the course of some hours, the black substance 
turned gray, and then faded to an appearance similar to that of the gelatinous-type substance.
Also on July 21, 2023, I spoke via phone with Manager Ryan at the  

. Described to Ryan the above-mentioned can issues and informed him 
that I updated the distributor. Per his request, I gave him the above-mentioned Barcode, Lot Code and 
product name.
He stated that he would take the cans off the shelf but that he could not dispose of them without an 
official recall notice.
Informed Ryan that most of my Safeway purchases are via Door Dash, and that any such Door Dash 
receipts that I have actually viewed did specify the  

.

EON‐542990 7/25/2023 21:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish Premium Natural 
Dry Food Real Beef Pea & Brown Rice 
Recipe

I bought this dog food from Amazon on June 28, 2023. A few days after my dog started eating this 
food, he began having diarrhea symptoms and pooping more than usual. When I stopped giving him 
the food, this issue stopped. This dog food is the Rachael Ray Premium Nutrish Natural Dry Dog Food 
which is supposed to be made with real beef, peas, and brown rice. The food is the 6lb bag. The same 
thing happened to my friend's dog who ate some of the same bag of food.

3 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐542989 7/25/2023 21:08 Purina True Instincts High Protein with 
Real Beef and Salmon

Larvae infested food. PURINA TRUE INSTINCT 
Brand-new bag just opened it and it is infested with larvae. Both of my German shepherds have 
consumed this and are experiencing stomach issues related to this infested food.

EON‐542982 7/25/2023 18:52 Iams Indoor weight and hairball health I bought a bag of IAMS cat food from publix and i found a rock in the bag after opening and scooping 
out cat food to feed my pets. One of my pets could have choked on that and died. I tried to break it in 
half if it was a burnt piece of cat food but that is definitely not the case. This is a rock and i could send 
it in for proof. I can sift through the rest of the bag to see if there are any more.

EON‐542980 7/25/2023 18:52 Greenies Anytime Bites Blueberry Flavor Greenies Anytime Bites (Blueberry Flavor) gave my dog severe colitis. 3 Years Beagle Dog 22 Pound

EON‐542979 7/25/2023 18:52 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Adult

On July 15th we opened a new bag of purina pro plan sensitive skin and stomach dog food. My dogs 
have been eating this for almost a year now. Willow is highly food motivated and loves the food. Once 
we opened the new bag we observed her demeanor completely change. She was lethargic, food 
aggressive, nauseous, experienced bloody vomit and bloody diarrhea, and began refusing to eat or 
even smell the food. We switched to a bland diet (chicken and rice) and when she returned to normal 
we began feeding her the same food again- thinking she had a stomach bug. Her symptoms started all 
over again. Another bag of food was delivered from a different lot code on July 25 and she was 
extremely excited when we opened the bag. Once she had a serving of the new bag on July 25 it was 
as if she was instantly cured. After trips to the vet and stool samples etc. Luckily she is fine, but 
something is not right about this batch of food.

1.5 Years Shepher Dog (unspecified) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐542898 7/25/2023 9:36 Purnia Healthy weight and Hairball 
formula

I purchased this Cat food on 6/30/23 and started feeding it on 7/1/23.  was an indoor cat 
that ate whenever she wanted to . a week and a half later she died.

7 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 20 Pound
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EON‐542897 7/25/2023 9:36 Purina ONE +Plus Vibrant Maturity Adult 
7+ Formula Adult Dog Food.

On June 3, 2023 I ordered this product from Chewy. It came in a 31.1 lb bag, UPC Code 17800-14935, 
NZ 0800 738 847, AU 1800 738 238. The best by date in the pink box is so light it is illegible. The 
batch code is BCP 01-20-23 04:11. This is unrefrigerated dry kibble. I noticed the lighter kibble had an 
irregular shape and consistency. I put the regular shaped kibble and irregular kibble in water to see if it 
would dissolve. The dark kibble dissolved and the lighter kibble floated. It is obviously sponge rubber. 
I've notified Purina and suggested they recall this product. I also notified Chewy so they could avoid 
sending out this product in case of widespread contamination. I stored the kibble in a plastic container 
with lid. I did not notice a foul odor. I have the bag and kibble and will gladly send it to you if needed. 
My dogs weigh 15 and 19 pounds, are spayed, ages uncertain as they are rescues but both are 8+ 
years, a poodle and snoodle. I picked out the irregular kibble so they did not consume much foam and 
don't appear to have suffered any health issues. My dogs do not spend time outside unsupervised 
except when they are in my small courtyard back yard.

EON‐542895 7/25/2023 9:36 Purina Indoor cat food Healthy weight 
and hairball

 is my indoor/ outdoor cat. He would only eat this food when he came into the house which was 
sporadic, and after my other cat died, he would not come in the house at all so i started feeding him 
outside on my front porch so he could eat whenever he liked to, a week and a half later he died.

9 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐542783 7/24/2023 11:04 Royal Canin Selected Protein PR I have been purchasing Royal Canin Selected Protein PR for my cat through Petco online. This is a 
veterinarian prescribed food, and supposed to be carefully regulated as a prescription diet for food 
allergies. In a recent order (Petco order #R33095247) I have discovered two cans (so far) that have a 
tiny, blue, plastic-like foreign object. I believe the lot # reads 316C2RS002 05:29 RFRP. The first piece 
was found in a can I had already opened (and stored in the fridge with a food-saver lid), so I thought I 
could not be certain it hadn't come from my home, though I could find no nearby source around where 
the food had been. But the discovery of another, slightly bigger piece in a second can has me 
convinced this is an issue with the food/lot.

EON‐542780 7/24/2023 11:00 Pet Honesty Hip +Joint Health Max 
Strength

Pet Honesty Hip and Joint Health Max Strength, lot 3019F "crystals" present in container and on 
product

EON‐542773 7/24/2023 10:32 Friskies Pate Salmon Ocean Whitefish 
Tuna Sea Captain's Choice

Similar to  report 2144047 , cat went off food on around 7/12/2023. Was euthanized 
. Initially thought this was simply due to complications of diabetes in a 12 year old cat; 

however, a few days later , a 2.5 year old cat in same household in excellent health also 
had to be put down due to acute renal failure. Both cats were indoor cats with no known exposure to 
any other potential toxins.

12 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 7 Pound

EON‐542770 7/24/2023 10:16 Friskies Pate Salmon dinner Ocean 
Whitefish and Tuna Dinner Sea 
Captains Choice

Indoor cat, no apparent exposure to any renal toxins within house. Only consuming canned pet food 
(Friskies), developed acute renal failure 3-4 days after stopped eating food.

2.5 Years Crossbred Feline/cat Cat 10 Pound

EON‐542764 7/24/2023 9:44 Retriever Adult Hearty Beef Flavor 
Chopped Wet Dog Food 13.2 oz. Pack 
of 12 Cans

I first noticed my two adult blueticks,  and  come down with symptons.  seemed to be the 
least affected.  was very standoffish and would not come to me, when usually she is the first one 
in the house. Both adult dogs are very lethargic, would not take food or water, and are shakey. 
We have a litter of 8 puppies whom we bought the food for. They seemed to be experiencing the same 
symptoms. We lost one puppy in the process. 
I assume it was the food because it is the only commonality between all of the dogs. The puppies 
mainly ate it, the mama was exposed to it more being with her puppies, and  just happened to eat 
what may have been left around. 
After elimiating the product an force feeding liquids, everyone seems to be recovering.

1 Months Coonhound - Bluetick Dog 50 Pound

EON‐542762 7/24/2023 9:16 American Journey Limited Ingredient 
Turkey & Sweet Potato Recipe Dry Food

I was getting ready to feed my dogs,  and  I went out to get their food opened up the locked 
sealed bin where the food is kept (when I receive the food from Chewy i open up the bag and put it in a 
lockable bin) I saw a carcus that looked somewhat old of a dead mouse. Prior to noticing the dead 
mouse both dogs had been vomiting and their stool had become very loose.

3 Years Dalmatian Dog 90 Pound

EON‐542732 7/23/2023 16:24 Hills Science Diet Light Adult 1-6 Began feeding our cat Tommy Hills Science Diet in June 2023. He started getting sick and vomiting a 
week later. Became lethargic and wouldn't eat after two werks. Found deceased .

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐542721 7/23/2023 10:48 Blue Buffalo Adult life Protection 
Formula Chicken and Rice

Was very slow to eat food, would not finish. Later that night was vomiting and had diarrhea 4 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 67 Pound

EON‐542712 7/23/2023 2:40 Fresh Pet Vital Care grain free beef and 
bison recipe

I must of gotten a bad batch of fresh pet. My dog became lethargic and had an allergic reaction to the 
food. I have been feeding her this same food since she was 8 weeks old with no problem. She had 
diarrhea, bloating, severe vomiting and nausea and dehydration. There was also a piece of something 
in her food that looked like a cork. I took pictures and reported it to Fresh pet and haven’t heard 
anything back from them. She refused to eat the food after that. I had to take her to the vet because 
she was vomiting brown liquid, which was very concerning. The veterinarian said she had an allergic 
reaction to her food. She also has hives and is very red around her muzzle and paws. I reached out to 
fresh pet and they did nothing.

22.5 Months Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐542698 7/22/2023 16:20 Special Kitty Pate Mixed Grill Dinner This relates to first report I filed today, 235D37E6-5CAF7C89-78F202E6-9EBAFAA4-F07D980A-
9A4C67D0-0C382C13-5129017B. On Monday, July 17, I fed my 2 kitties Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner. I have fed them this food countless times in the past. Usually I don't feed the 2 cats the same 
canned food at mealtime (I believe the reason why is irrelevant here), but Monday I fed both of them 
the Mixed Grill.  became listless, lethargic, and had no appetite for the rest of that day, 
decreased appetite for 2-3 days afterward. For  this is HIGHLY unusual (the last time it 
happened, he was riddled with parasites that required veterinary Tx.). Since both cats were similarly 
affected, I suspect the Mixed Grill food was the cause of their issues.

4 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 12.5 Pound
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EON‐542694 7/22/2023 15:56 Special Kitty Pate Mixed Grill Dinner On Monday, July 17, I fed my 2 kitties Special Kitty Mixed Grill Dinner. I have fed them this food 
countless times in the past. In fact,  had eaten it daily for approximately 3 days before this 
event. Usually I don't feed the 2 cats the same canned food at mealtime (I believe the reason why is 
irrelevant here), but Monday I fed both of them the Mixed Grill. About lunchtime,  my 14-year-
old cat, threw up his canned food, and proceeded to throw up repeatedly throughout the afternoon and 
evening (approximately 6 times). Around 8pm, I dosed him with Cerenia (that I had left over from 
another cat), which helped. He was listliss, lethargic, had little appetite until July 20-21. I'll discuss the 
other cat's reaction later in this report.

14 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 11.5 Pound

EON‐542688 7/22/2023 13:04 Royal Canin Ultamino Received a bag of food where kibble pieces were stuck together and could not be separated by hand. 
Concerned of a choking hazard.

Received a replacement food bag from retail store. After eating dog has stomach noises, loose stools, 
regurgitation, and lethargy.

Terrier (unspecified) Dog

EON‐542687 7/22/2023 12:12 Diamond Naturals Large Breed Puppy 
Lamb and Rice Formula

He has been eating Diamond Naturals Large Breed Puppy Lamb and Rice food for months. After 
swapping to a new bag of the same food he began having uncontrollable diarrhea for 4 days. A trip to 
the emergency vet as well as a regular vet have rules out many other possible causes. The vet 
recommended him to eat a bland diet of chicken and rice for a few days. When on the bland diet he 
had no GI issues. After swapping him back to the kibble he began having the same issues. This is how 
I have determined the kibble to be the source. He never had an issue with the last bag this same food. 
I believe theses issues are a result of this food. After reading recent reviews from Chewy on this 
Diamond Naturals Large Breed Puppy Lamb and Rice food, I found that other people are having 
similar issues with their dogs eating this and having diarrhea.

6 Months Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 36 Pound

EON‐542685 7/22/2023 11:24 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach
Purina Pro Ultra Salmon, Purina Pro 
Ultra With Salmon

Purchased Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Stomach for  After getting halfway through the bag (30lb) I 
noticed some bugs on the scooper in the sealed food container. I poured the food into a container and 
found loads of grain weevils(?) and contacted Pet Supermarket. They wrote to go to the pet store, and 
they would replace the bag for free. I took the second bag home and eventually found a lot of white 
pieces on the dog food and thought it might have been some paper remains but eventually found out if 
was meal moth larva as I checked the food to find loads of worms. 
We have another dog, and he eats Purina Pro Ultra Salmon and found bugs in that bag also. I 
contacted Purina but have not heard back yet. I am not looking for compensation but a resolution to 
the bug infestation problems, and hopefully keep them out of our own food pantry where we stored 
(not anymore) the food in containers.
NOTE: I do have videos of the bug infestation for both bags of dog food.

EON‐542651 7/21/2023 17:00 Purina One True Instinct Nutrient- 
Dense with a blend of real turkey and 
venison

I have been feeding my dog Purina True Instinct Turkey & Venison dry dog food for about 3 years. I 
purchased a bag on June 19, 2023, and began using a week later. After eating from the new bag, my 
dog began to vomit and have severe diarrhea. He stopped eating his normal amount of food. Since he 
had been eating that food for years, it took me a while to figure out it was the food, even though my 
dog knew and wouldn't eat as much of it. No recalls or warnings on Purina site, but many, many 
comments of the same scenario as my dog experienced on Amazon, Chewy, Target and other 
websites, to which Purina responded and which started early this year. I just saw these this morning 
after Purina responded to my contact with "we made a slight change but it should not have made your 
dog sick."

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 90 Pound

EON‐542636 7/21/2023 14:44 TARA CARE All the large fish died after eating TETRA CARE floating fish food. The small fish are not able to eat 
the large floating food

LOT # 820247 

Dated. 10/25

Fish

EON‐542533 7/20/2023 18:36 Family Pet
Meaty Cuts
Adult dog food
Beef chicken and cheese flavors

All of our dogs were fed Meaty Cuts “beef, chicken and cheese flavored” dog dry food. I purchased the 
bag on Friday 7-14-2023 at the family dollar store in 
My dogs ate it for breakfast and dinner.
Sunday the first puppy,  started throwing up. Tuesday at 12:20 he passed away after vomiting 
non stop and having bloody diarrhea. 
The same day the older dogs,    and  started having a rash all over 
their bodies. They are hairless dogs so easy to be seen. 
Same day all other dogs started vomiting. 
Wednesday night,   and  got very sick.  was vomiting non stop along 
with diarrhea. Thursday morning we took her to the vet where they did blood tests, X-rays and kept her 
for a few hours. They rules out most sickness and said there is definitely signs that she ate something 
toxic. 
She is on antibiotics and nausea medicine.

5 Months Chinese Crested Dog – Hairless Dog 10 Pound

EON‐542484 7/20/2023 12:08 Purina One Beef & Barley Entree 
(Tender Cuts in Gravy)

 started having diarrhea and vomiting shortly after we got  We took him to the emergency 
vet and he was diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis and received fluids for 2 days. He was sent 
home with metronidazole, proviable probiotic, cerenia, and sucralfate. Symptoms improved quickly, but 
he refused to eat food from the Purina One Beef and Barley Entree (tender cuts in gravy).  is a 7 
month old puppy, so we greatly encouraged her to eat, even though she avoided it. She started having 
diarrhea after starting to eat the Purina One wet food. A couple of days later she started throwing up 
and experiencing symptoms of gastroenteritis. We think the food may be contaminated with e coli.

3.75 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐542436 7/19/2023 17:44 Full Moon Natural Essentials
Chicken Jerky

Not eating, acting weak
was diagnosed with Fanconi-Like syndrome through diagnostic testing

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16.8 Pound
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EON‐542350 7/18/2023 16:44 Acana light and fit My dog has had an ongoing cough for 3 weeks vet thought was kennel cough. After 2 doses of ATB, 2 
steroids, decided to do a chest X-ray. My dog is only three otherwise healthy. Has been on Acana light 
and fit since one year. Prior on puppy formula. We did not know these were grain free and HIGHLY 
related to cardiomyopathy. We are devastated that our three year old now has cardiomyopathy likely 
due to this. There is no other reason for this. He now has to start medication and go to a specialist. 
This is our worst nightmare because our last dog died from CHF. We pray this can be reversed. This 
food should be taken off market!!! Or at least labeled grain free and have warning!!

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐542337 7/18/2023 14:40 PURINA
BENEFUL MEDLEYS

She had blood work done and results were in elevated kidney function enzymes along with elevated 
liver enzymes.
The exact same health problem happened to the 3 dogs I have, and this brand has already a Law suit 
since 2019 for making dogs sick and still is being sold all over USA

10 Years Maltese Dog 17 Pound

EON‐542276 7/17/2023 20:04 Natural Hounds Original Recipe I was getting food made for  which contained no poultry, by Natural Hounds. The worker told me 
upon pickup that they ran out of the packaging that said "beef," but the food I was given was all beef 
and no poultry. When I gave  a package that said "turkey," she had horrible diarrhea for days 
after (completely ruining one of my rugs), started nipping at her paws, and developed dry skin patches 
on her chin. Thinking this food was beef, despite its mislabeling as I had been told, I thought it would 
be ok to feed   does not have accidents in the house but could not control her bowels 
from this improper food.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐542239 7/17/2023 14:36 Victor Super Premium Dog Food Used a remaining bag of Victor from the breeder. Once the trial bag ran out, provided puppy with 
brand new bag of Victor Dog Food in small increments. After 48 hours, puppy suffered grand mal 
seizures and cluster seizures.

13 Weeks Poodle - Miniature Dog 5 Pound

EON‐542194 7/17/2023 2:40 Zesty Paws Vet Strength Mobility Bites 
is a hip and joint supplement for dogs

My dog was on wuffes joint support for 2 months and saw an add for zesty paws. I wanted to try this 
product so I ordered it online. The product came with a coating that I thought was normal but now I am 
not so sure as my dog violently threw up 30 mins after eating a dose it was yellowish green foamy 
texture. I figured it was just a one off but she never really has thrown up before. Shortly after she 
repeated to vomit and probably about 10 plus times mid day diarrhea came with it and by end of the 
night there was blood present in both. At this point I was frantically calling emergency vets as it was 
around 1 am when the blood was present . I could not get her in to a emergency vet until 830 next 
morning. They took her right away and did fluids and testing they asked me if she may have gotten into 
anything or change or food I said no because the first incident was rihht when we got up and right after 
giving her the supplement her throwing up and then going outside. I mentioned zesty paws and that it 
was a new thing for her. She had a bad case of gastritis they sent us home with fluids in her body 
probiotics and anti nausea medication. 2 more days went by she hasn’t eaten at this point for 4 days I 
had to return to the emergency vet they did more testing and sent me home with more medication the 
morning I took her the second time I was really scared for my dog she was a shell of a dog not present 
lethargic seeing imaginary flies refusing to eat and treats the only thing positive was she was still 
drinking. After 6 days she’s finally on the mends and a stop to giving zesty paws supplement the day 
she threw up. She still has diarrhea til this day

2.8 Years Bulldog Dog 48 Pound

EON‐542189 7/16/2023 22:56 Open Nature Grain Free Formula 
Chicken Adult Dog Food

Content irregularity in three cans of Open Nature Grain Free Formula Chicken Adult Dog Food. The 
gelatinous-type substance which usually forms a semi-stable layer between the food and the inner side 
of the can was instead very liquidy. The texture of the food itself was somewhat runny which is not 
usual. One can was peculiarly filled to the very brim with no room to spare.

On July 14, 2023, I called the distributor Lucerne Foods Inc at (877) 232 - 4271 and spoke with a lady 
named Kris. I described my observations in detail. Per her request, I provided to her the following 
information.

• Processing Plant # S1748
• Barcode # 79893 98123
• Best By Date for two cans was APR 16 26. One or both of these cans had a time stamp of 09 02.
• Best By Date for the other can was JUL 01 25 with a time stamp of 12 06 or 12 08. The printing was 
not entirely clear.
Curiously, there was no pull tab on the lid of this can.
• Despite different Best By Dates, all three cans seem to have had the same Lot Code # UD9CM10. 
Printing was somewhat unclear,
particularly in regard to the letter that seemed to be "M".
• The color and / or smell of the food may or may not have been a little irregular. Hard to be certain. 
But the food texture and the consistency 
of the gelatinous-type substance were unquestionably considerably irregular.

Per Kris' instruction, I discarded the cans and the food.

Kris provided me with Reference # 5571613 to be used in the subject line of my email correspondence 
to the below-mentioned email address.
I emailed 9 photos to cbinfo.csc@albertsons.com. Due to email limitations, I ended up needing to send 
four emails in order to convey all nine photos to cbinfo.csc@albertsons.com.

EON‐542184 7/16/2023 19:00 All products Pet foods and treats use a unit of kcal when they really mean cal. This mixing and misuse of units is 
unacceptable, aggravating, idiotic, and should be stopped. Please stop this practice.

EON‐542149 7/15/2023 22:32 Valu Pak Black On the evening of July 14, 2023  was seen having watery diarrhea. The following morning, she 
had vomit up all the food she had eaten the previous day. We immediately removed all of the dog food 
from all the dogs bowls and returned it to the bad then returned it to the feed store where it was 
purchased, for a refund.

2 Years Billy Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐542148 7/15/2023 22:32 Nylabone Natural Nubz edible dog 
chews chicken 13.2oz small

Purchased 2 bags of Nylabone chicken Nubz dog chews and both bags visibly covered in white mold.

EON‐542147 7/15/2023 17:12 Kirkland Signature Chicken and Rice 
Cat Food

I found a small shard of plastic in one of the pellets of Kirkland Signature cat food.

EON‐542140 7/15/2023 14:52 WholeHearted Grain Free All Life 
Stages Lamb and Lentil Formula Dry 
Dog Food 40Lbs.

We have 3 Dogs who have gotten sick after eating Petco WholeHearted Grain Free All Life Stages 
Lamb and Lentil Formula Dry Dog Food, 40lbs.
SKU: 3275229
UPC: 800443472354
BEST BY: 01 Aug 2024 3153
WHR0601 SCN 07:38 337
Affected Pets:
Dog 1:  - German Shepherd, 4 years old, 87lbs, 4 cups of food per day / 2 cups morning & 2 cups 
evening
Dog 2:  - Carolina Dog, 13 years old, 40lbs, 2 cups of food per day / 1 cup morning & 1 cup 
evening
Dog 3:  - Mini Poodle, 8 years, 12lbs, 1 cup of food per day / 1/2cup morning & 1/2 cup evening
Approximately 1/3 of way through bag currently, symptoms arose 1/4 of way through bag for first dog.
The German Shepherd (Dog 1) was the first to show symptoms 1 week ago (7/7/23). After consuming 
the food 8-10 hours would pass and Dog 1 would begin dry heaving and vomit bile 1-2 times in the 
morning. This continued for 3 days. Dog 1 was taken to the veterinarian on 7/11/23 for fear of 
stomach/intestinal blockage. Abdominal X-ray Study showed no blockages, visible gastritis or possible 
pancreatitis. Administered Maropitant (Cerenia) 10mg/mL/mL qty 3.9, Famotidine (gen) 10mg/mL/mL 
qty 3.9 at veterinarians office. Diet changed to boiled chicken breast and white rice and administered 
1g Sucralfate every 8 hours. Condition is stable.
Dog 2 began showing similar symptoms 7/14. 7/15 dog vomited bile 3 times in the morning with 3rd 
time noticing trace amounts of blood. Dog was administered 1g Sucralfate every 8 hours, diet changed 
to white rice and water only. Condition is stable currently 7/15 afternoon.
Dog 3 also has show symptoms of vomiting on 7/13 and 7/14.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 87 Pound

EON‐542138 7/15/2023 14:20 Fresh Pet Select Roasted meal Mold in food
EON‐542114 7/15/2023 1:20 Nulo Freestyle Salmon and Mackerel 

Recipe Cat & Kitten Food
 has always been a very healthy cat. We have purchased Nulo for years. We had issues with 

their other flavors last year when the consistency changed and the cans basically became mush. We 
continued using Salmon and Mackerel because it hadn't become mush... until recently, much to our 
disappointment, it, too, has become unusually "mushy."  started hissing (completely unusual 
behavior!) He laid on his side with one of his legs up in the air and was making nonstop mumbling type 
noises that he had never made before. I also found blood tinged mucos on our step with a little brown 
(poop) mixed in. This was from a can dated 10/24/2025. We stopped giving cans with that date for a 
few days. There wasnt any more blood. This morning my husband gave a can with that date again and 
I found a nickle size amount of blood outside of the litter box. His stool was also much runnier than 
normal.

I contacted Nulo. They said, "From 2020 to 2022, the pet food industry experienced unprecedented 
supply challenges that affected ingredients and production capacity. The canned pet food category 
was especially affected. In response, Nulo employed a number of different strategies to help ensure 
availability of our products for dogs and cats. By late 2022, many of these issues have been resolved 
by adding another supplier to increase production capacity and minor formulation updates have also 
been made to help alleviate some of the constraints on raw materials that have been in low supply. 
Very minor differences are present in a few of the essential nutrient supplements used in each 
formula.... These formulas may be in the market through 2026, due to the 3-year shelf-life of our 
canned products."

I would also like to add that we were buying this food in 12 packs. Three of the twelve cans did not 
have any date on the bottom OR a manufacturing code which is concerning!

6 Years Maine Coon Cat 20 Pound

EON‐542101 7/14/2023 18:52 Acana Limited Ingredient Diet Duck & 
Pear

We took  in for his annual visit on Tuesday, July 11, 2023 and his vet noticed an irregular 
heartbeat and suggested an EKG to be read by a cardiology specialist. On Wednesday, July 12 we 
were asked to return to the vet for followup testing including an echo, chest x-rays and bloodwork and 
given a prescription for diltiazem. The following day, we were told  has DCM and needed to begin 
treatment immediately. He has been on Acana limited ingredient duck and pear since he was one year 
old to manage a food allergy. We are waiting on a taurine test result.

Post-diagnosis, the current regimen is below - we were instructed to continue this for one week and 
have a followup EKG next Thursday. 
Diltiazem 120 twice daily
Digoxin twice daily
Pimobendan 10 mg twice daily
Lotensin 10 mg once daily
Aldactone twice daily
Lasix 50 twice daily
Taurine 1000 mg twice daily
L0carnitine 1000 mg twice daily
CoEnzyme Q10 once daily

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 82 Pound
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EON‐542069 7/14/2023 13:52 Pro Plan Classic Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Entree

One threw up. They both had severe diarrhea, unrest, lethargy etc. One of the dogs was examined. 
Both were placed on antibiotics, prescription probiotics, and a prophylactic dewormer and special food. 
Fecal sample showed no worms etc. Got better with meds, time and special diet of home cooked 
tilapia, chicken and rice. Small amount of purina was reintroduced. Dogs got sick within a few hours; 
were placed on another round of antibiotics and prescription probiotics and continued special diet. At 
time, we thought maybe Heartguard may have irritated their stomachs, but we were wrong. Got better. 
Small amount (less than a quarter of a fresh can per dog) of purina was reintroduced. Dogs got sick 
again within 12 hours. We've dropped off another fecal sample and reported issue to Purina. At this 
point, we believe we've isolated that the wet dog food is the source of their issue.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐542060 7/14/2023 12:52 Vital Cat Freeze-Dried Chicken Patties My kitten has been eating the food but, has started having diarrhea as of yesterday 7/13 with no other 
changes in her diet.

7 Months Maine Coon Cat 11 Pound

EON‐542043 7/14/2023 11:36 Waggin' Train Jerky Treats, Good ’n’ 
Fun Chicken Flavored Dumbbells

Unbeknownst to me I was purchasing dog treat products which contained Irradiation. Over the span of 
his 6 short years, he wasn’t given them in tremendous amounts but as a snack (3 - 4 per day). My 
Schipperke’s deteriorated over the span of a year before his death. The Vet and I collaborated but it 
wasn’t discovered until about 6 days before he died. His kidneys were shutting down, he was loosing 
blood and no treatment helped in any capacity.

6 Years Schipperke Dog 37 Pound

EON‐542011 7/13/2023 19:24 Redford Naturals Chicken and Brown 
Rice

Both of my dog had severe diarrhea after eating a newly opened Redford Naturals Chicken and Brown 
Rice. Once I narrowed down the cause to the dog food, I opened a new bag and both their GI upset 
has stopped. They have been eating this brand of dog food for 2 years now and have not had any 
issues until this bad batch.

Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐542006 7/13/2023 18:04 Primal Freeze-Dried Nuggets Turkey & 
Sardine Formula

I found a small piece of blue clear plastic in one of the nuggets in the bag of Primal Canine Freeze-
Dried - Turkey & Sardine Formula. I initially thought it was a piece of vegetable but when I removed it 
from the nugget and unraveled it, it was actually plastic. The lot/batch number of the bag is 
W10084868. 

I have reported this to Primal via email as there may be other bags affected. I am quite disappointed 
that their quality control is not up to their 'Safety & Quality Guarantee' standards.

I have also contacted the online store in Alberta where I purchased the bag from and they will be 
provide me a refund.

EON‐541982 7/13/2023 14:16 Hills Sensitive stomach turkey and rice 
stew canned dog food.

My dogs as well as my moms dogs who live at a separate residence have had turkey and strew 
sensitive stomach as their food, well I got a new case and my two golden retrievers have had very bad 
diarrhea. I took them to the vet to rule out parasites, Giardia, etc. it was clear. My moms dogs are 
having the SAME exact issue from a separate case of the same canned food. She has three dogs and 
they all have bad diarrhea! It’s most definitely the canned food. I’m concerned for other dogs as well!

EON‐541957 7/13/2023 12:00 Natural Balance We bought two large Adult Natural Balance Dog Food from two different pet stores. Both had moth 
growths in the packages. The manufacturer was indicating it was probably caused at the pet store 
inventory. We went to one of the pet stores and noticed the bottom of the seal was open which could 
have caused the infestation. We were told it was not harmful to our dog but I think further investigation 
needs to be done.

EON‐541908 7/12/2023 14:24 Paul Newsman’s Own Beef Jerky
Original Recipe 
Grass fed beef

I went to give my dog a Paul Newman dog jerky treat, it has what looked like white mold or bacteria 
growing on it. It was just purchased and the expiration date is November of 2024. I didn’t want to touch 
the other treats so I just sealed the bag. I did take a picture of it, the expiration date on back of bag.

EON‐541906 7/12/2023 14:04 Purina Friskies Shreds Wet Cat Food 
Variety Pack 5.5 oz Cans (40 Pack)

Product packaging had off smell. Contributed to possibly something bring spilled on packaging. Open 
a can of the food and it smelled worse than the packaging.

EON‐541895 7/12/2023 12:16 Purina Pro Plan 27/17 Lamb I am reporting what the dog food did to my dogs.  a yellow male Labrador retriever champion 
show dog. My dog was being fed Purina Pro Plan 27/17 lamb. I started to notice when he would eat he 
would choke on his food & have difficulty swallowing. I was very concerned & took him to the vet. I also 
took a video of him choking. If I soaked the food he could swallow it which made no sense. After 
watching him I noticed it was within 20 seconds when he started to eat the dry food. I took him to the 
vet & a ct scan & scope was done. It showed a severe infection in his stomach & an enlarged palate. I 
gave antibiotics & soaked food for a while & improved a little but if I gave him dry food he would choke 
again. It made no sense. He also drooled a lot to the point of leaving puddles of drool on the floor. He 
was very restless at night & from that video he was appearing to be in pain throughout the night. Back 
to the vets & now he has pustules on his palate. Once again treated & tried dry food & he choked 
again. This was not making sense & he was still sick & losing weight. This was going on over a few 
months & took us a few months to discover the problem. The vet gave him a bowl of a different dry 
dog food in front of us at the clinic & he ate it fine no choking. I stopped at the store on the way home 
& got him Fromm & he ate it fine & no choking. He continued to eat Fromm & also Royal Canin & eats 
fine. He suddenly started getting better & no more infections or choking. He also had allergy tests to 
rule out that issue. He has been fed grain free & grain inclusive dog food & is healthy again. As soon 
as he was changed to a different brand he became healthy again showing it was something in the dog 
food. I also have photos of how bad he looked from getting sick from this food. At a similar time I was 
also feeding a 30/20 to two other Labradors. One day one started vomiting violently to the point I have 
never seen before & I have been raising Labradors for over 20 years. That evening when I went to 
feed I found a different dog food in it. I stopped the food & that dog got better. I have the 27/27 food an 
opened bag & an unopened bag the same lot & experation date. From the vet records it shows the 
food is what was making my dog sick. I am just trying to find out what in this dog food could have 
made a champion show dog get so sick & I do not want to see this happen to someone else. I also 
have video of  choking I would like to send you.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐541878 7/12/2023 9:28 Hill's Science Diet/Sensitive Stomach & 
Skin/Salmon & vegetable Entree

In 2022, both dogs Yorkie and Maltese) were both sickened when fed Fresh Pet chicken meals. They 
had been using the product for almost a year. Later found out that it had been recalled. In February 
2023, settled on Hill's Science Diet/Sensitive Stomach/Skin/Salmon & Vegetable. In the afternoon on 
July 11th, my Yorkie had diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, excessive thirst. The Maltese had similar 
reactions overnight.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐541861 7/12/2023 0:36 Dr. Mercola Ubiquinol for Cats & Dogs Added Dr. Mercola Ubiquinol for Cats & Dogs to food. Diarrhea ensued. Second time, vomiting. Tried it 
on myself (so I suppose I'm a second "animal"), and also had diarrhea so I'm 100% certain on this. Dr. 
Mercola sells an identical one for humans, just in blue packaging, so this is also a potential concern for 
that product.

181 Months Chihuahua Dog 17.5 Pound

EON‐541857 7/11/2023 22:48 IAMS Smart Puppy Puppy was given the orange/yellow bag of IAMS Smart Puppy and began throwing up violently. Our 
cat may have also found his way into the food because he is also throwing up piles of food 
everywhere. This is the only explanation as nothing else is different aside from switching to this dog 
food. Both are still throwing up heavily.

5 Months Dachshund - Miniature Dog 3 Pound

EON‐541796 7/11/2023 13:36 Kirkland Signature Chicken and Rice 
Formula for Dogs.

I have purchased this same dog food for over a year. This current case of dog food has a very different 
texture. It is quite runny and mushy. It is supposed to be firm. I am concerned about the ingredients.
The bottom of the cans reads.....
Best if used by June 05 2026. 43E(orC) RM10 0352

EON‐541735 7/10/2023 20:04 Yummy In My Tummy Dog Cookies We have discovered fungus and bacteria on the dog biscuits we purchased from the HSR branch of 
Heads up for Tails in Bangalore. While feeding the biscuits to my dog, I noticed the presence of fungus 
and bacteria. I immediately contacted the branch on Friday, July 7th, 2023 at 7:55 pm to report the 
issue.

Upon speaking with a store representative, I was informed that they had experienced a similar problem 
in the past and found the entire batch to be affected and they have removed the entire batch from the 
market to address the issue. However, no notification was given to customers who had already 
purchased those biscuits.

The store representative mentioned that the area manager would contact me after informing the 
backend about the situation. Later that evening, on July 7th, 2023 at 8:45 pm, I received a call from the 
area manager who confirmed the issue with the entire batch (call recordings are available for 
evidence). They assured me that the batch had been recalled from the market. The area manager 
apologized for the inconvenience caused and offered to replace one product as compensation. They 
informed me that an executive from the HSR branch would follow up with further resolution.

I was contacted by the HUFT HSR branch through WhatsApp and sent the pictures of the available 
products from which I could choose a replacement. However, to verify their authenticity, I asked them 
to include a few additional products worth Rs639. Surprisingly, they asked me to pay for the additional 
items, stating that they would only provide a Rs349 product as compensation, and I had to cover the 
remaining cost.

Given these circumstances, it is now imperative for action to be taken, as your brand has displayed a 
lack of empathy and courtesy. Furthermore, my pet has fallen ill after consuming the biscuits 
contaminated with fungus and bacteria

Note of recovery has been mentioned as 10th July but pet is still not well. Please advise and need your 
help

4.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 32 Kilogram

EON‐541708 7/10/2023 14:52 Purina Beggin' with Real Meat Dog 
Treats Fun Size Original With Bacon 
Flavor - 25 oz. Pouch, Nature Gnaws 
Natural Beef Crunch Wrap Chews for 
Dogs - Beef Jerky

Opened new bag of beggin strips on June 23. A couple days later, my dog began having intermittent 
vomiting (usually int he morning) and diarrhea. Diarrhea sometimes had blood. He has since 
recovered for the most part.

11 Years Bichon Frise Dog 12 Pound

EON‐541707 7/10/2023 14:40 Purina Beggin' with Real Meat Dog 
Treats Fun Size Original With Bacon 
Flavor - 25 oz. Pouch, Nature Gnaws 
Natural Beef Crunch Wrap Chews for 
Dogs

Ordered a new bag of Purina Beggin' fun size treats from Amazon. Received and opened on June 23, 
2023. 3 days later, my dog began having occasional vomiting and diarrhea. 1 week later, I fed my dog 
a few pieces, she later vomited them all up and had zero appetite and lethargy afterwards. This 
continued despite medications from the vet. 5 days later, she had a seizure and died. The vet 
suspected some sort of toxic poisoning due to my dog's low body temperature.

12.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐541685 7/10/2023 11:48 4health salmon&potato formula Was feeding my dogs and found a pin /needle in the bag of food
EON‐541684 7/10/2023 11:48 Sportmix original Upon ingesting the recalled cat food my cat became lethargic, had severe diarrhea, vomiting, 

weakness, high fever, sleeping too much, stopped eating and drinking, constant sleeping and 
meowing in pain.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐541683 7/10/2023 11:48 Orijen Amazing Grains Original I found a capped bolt in a bag of Orijen Amazing Grains Original dry dog food. I have photos, lot 
number, date of expiration and the object. The manufacturer denies that they have a production line 
problem.

EON‐541682 7/10/2023 11:48 Retriever Hearty Beef Flavored Wet Dog 
Food

I opened a can of Retriever hearty beef flavored wet dog food, and there were multiple black specs 
that looked like they were rotten jelly.

EON‐541681 7/10/2023 11:48 PEDIGREE CHOICE CUTS in Gravy 
Adult Soft Wet Dog Food 48 Pouch 
Variety Pack 3.5 oz. Pouches

After 2 days of eating Pedigree pouches,  began having bloody diarrhea. I immediately switched 
her back to her previous food. Unfortunately, the bleeding continued. The following day,  laid 
around with obvious lack of energy. She passed away just after 5:00pm. To sum up the time line: 
bloody diarrhea began and she died less than 24 hrs later.

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐541680 7/10/2023 11:48 Fresh pet moisture rich tender bites I purchased the Fresh Pet Moisture Rich Tender Bites for my cat. The package expiration was 27 
August 2023. After my cat threw up I noticed the mold on the kibbles. I went to look in the bag, which 
was still about half full, and many of the kibbles were moldy!!!! Yeeeccchhhhh!!!!
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EON‐541679 7/10/2023 11:48 Whole Hearted Patient started profusely vomiting food about 1 hour after eating breakfast on day of ER visit. She was 
fed a new food that morning (Whole Hearted) since her normal food had run out. This was an abrupt 
diet switch.  continued to vomit food throughout the day, at least 10 times. In the afternoon 
another dog in the household that also switched diets started to vomit as well. The two other dogs in 
the house that were not fed the new food were behaving normally.
In the afternoon  declined rapidly and became laterally recumbent. She became less and less 
responsive as her owner attempted to obtain vet care for her. On the way to   was cold 
and barely moving except she developed nystagmus.

 is previously healthy and UTD on vaccines. She is monitored closely, kept on leash while 
outside, and kenneled when not supervised. No known dietary indiscretion or toxin exposure

5.5 Months Shepherd Dog - Australian Dog 4.75 Kilogram

EON‐541678 7/10/2023 11:48 Smoked Turkey Recipe With Ancient 
Grains & Superfoods Earthborn Holistic 
product made by Midwestern Pet Foods 
Inc. Evansville IN 47725 USA. Recall 
March 2021 of similar products for 
salmonella

Dog throwing up after eating and decrease in appetite.

EON‐541677 7/10/2023 11:48 JINX- Chicken brown rice sweet potato 
recipe

Purchased dry food from target one day ago and upon opening it seemed a bit off color and textured 
but it smelled fine so I thought nothing of it. We finished the previous food bag today, I don’t mix 
different bags of food in our canister at the same time, and fed the new purchased bag this evening. 
Dog would only eat about half the meal, which is extremely unusual, he would not even go back near 
his food bowl. Within 20 minutes he had numerous bouts of diarrhea and vomited up multiple times all 
the food he had just eaten. This is very unusual for my dog. Unfortunately I had already taken the trash 
out after cleaning and cannot retrieve the lot number from the bag and I’ve already disposed of the 
remaining food that we poured into our food canister.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐541574 7/8/2023 10:16 Raw dog foid I purchased food from Petsnart. I fed it to my dog for 3 days. After day three she became very lethargic 
I took her to the vet appears she had acute liver disease.  was admitted into icu where she 
passed away

5 Days Bulldog - French Dog 16 Pound

EON‐541383 7/6/2023 5:24 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Adult 
Selected Protein PR Loaf in Sauce 
Canned Cat Food 5.1-oz case of 24

In January 2023 my cat,  was put on a prescribed diet of Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Adult 
Selected Protein PR Loaf in Sauce Canned Cat Food, 5.1-oz. Initially I purchased some of this item 
from the Vets office to get started.  is under weight due to lymphoma and is a very picky eater, 
so I was delighted when she DEVOURED this food and would even beg for more. The next few cases 
I purchased from Chewy, which there were no problems with, and she continued to eat it no problem. 
During her check up at the end of February,  weighed 3kg up from 2.2kg the previous month so 
it was clear the food was working. However it was after that visit that things went from. I decided to 
switch to purchasing the same exact food from Petco, since I had a membership with them. 
Unfortunately once the Chewy cans were depleted and I started to try and feed her from the Petco 
supply,  not only refused to eat the food but ran from it every time I would set it down next to her. 
I tried for several weeks to get her to eat the food from Petco with no luck, and when I took her in for 
her next appointment in April she was back down to 2.4kg. While at the vet I purchased a few cans of 
the same exact food so I could figure out if she was just over the food or if there was an issue with the 
cans from Petco. When we got home from the vet I popped open one of the cans I had just picked up 
and as soon as I sat the bowl down she was once again devouring the food. At that point it became 
clear to me there was something wrong with the food from Petco, so I called their customer service 
number to report the problem and set up to return the food to them, however after speaking with a 
supervisor for over an hour, I was told "the warranty of merchantability does not apply to pet food" 
(WRONG) and that "we don't consider a product defective or in need of being investigate just because 
your cat won't eat it." These same points were echoed by a second supervisor I spoke to a few days 
later. What Petco is choosing to ignore is the fact that  IS eating the food just NOT the same 
exact food purchased from them. This tells me that the problem lies in how Petco stores and/ or 
handles the food while it is in their custody. This food is not cheap, costing around $100 a case, and I 
purchased 8 of them from Petco, so I intend to take Petco to small claims to get my money back, 
however I feel strongly that Petco's supply chain needs to be investigated and throughly scrutinized 
since its clear they aren't doing so themselves.

EON‐541374 7/5/2023 23:28 Wellness Core Grain Free Lamb & 
Lamb Meal Recipe

Eight year old Weimaraner diagnosed with DCM/enlarged heart. After reading several articles it 
appears that grain free diet might be one of the reasons for this terrible disease. I wanted to document 
my dog death due to DCM to help others and continue to investigate and possible determine if grain 
free diet needs to be removed from a dog diet.

8 Years Weimaraner Dog 63 Pound

EON‐541369 7/5/2023 20:24 Acana Adult Large Breed Dog Food We had  to the cardiologist for a heart echo so that we could get her OFA heart certifications. 
The cardiologist discovered that she had diet induced DCM. He hope that with a diet change her heart 
would completely restore itself to health. However, she was at risk during the recovery time. Only a 
couple weeks after seeing the cardiologist her heart experienced a fatal arrhythmia related to her DCM 
and she passed away. She was only two years of age. She had been to our local vet three months 
prior for her hip and elbow OFA certifications, and her heart had not been affected as of yet. She was 
in prime condition and not overweight at all. As the cardiologist described to us, he is seeing a rising 
number of cases in dogs who are developing DCM after being fed dog foods with legumes in the top 
ten ingredients. We had fed her Acana Large Breed Puppy food up to two years of age. Aprox January 
2023 we switched her to Acana large breed adult food. She died .

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 68 Pound

EON‐541337 7/5/2023 13:20 Great Choice® Dog Wrapped Treat - 
Chicken & Sweet Potato

 was fed jerky treats over the course of about 2 years and subsequently developed fanconi 
syndrome likely attributed to the treats

2.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐541290 7/4/2023 20:08 Pure Balance perfect servings kitten 
pate

When I opened the package the end was green instead of a light brownish pink. When I opened the 
other half of the packet it was the same way.
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EON‐541285 7/4/2023 18:08 Kibbles Delight
Beef and Chicken flavor dog food

Approximately one month apart we had given the dog the Kibbles Delight food while away from home. 
Both times she started acting lethargic and like she was very tired. The second time she became 
unable to walk and was falling over as her back legs were not working. She had a bowl movement that 
was light colored and liquid. She is panting and her heart rate was elevated. It took about 4 days to 
recover the first time, we will see how long it takes the second time, if at all.

2 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐541280 7/4/2023 16:44 Nutrisource Beef and Rice after increasing Proin he collapsed. after testing, cardiologist advised he has DCM, possibly linked to 
diet induced cardiomyopathy. the Proin increase alerted us to a problem.

5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐541259 7/4/2023 9:00 PS+ BIRD FOOD ULTIMATE 
COCKATIEL

Family and I have purchased bird feed from Pet Supplies Plus that was infested with weevils and 
moths. My elerdy parents were unaware all three instances when they purchased loose infested bird 
seed at this store. Spoke with management several months back but store did not do anything about it.

Other Birds

EON‐541233 7/3/2023 19:48 Taste of the Wild Grain Free Pacific 
Salmon

Dog consumed food from a new bag of Taste of the Wild and became ill. 7 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 50 Pound

EON‐541225 7/3/2023 16:36 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Adult Chicken 
Dry Dog Food

Received new formulation of Blue Buffalo Wilderness Adult Chicken Dry Dog Food. My dog has been 
eating the previous formulation of 8-10 years. Made him extremely ill with diarrhea and weakness after 
eating for two days. He was taken to a local veterinarian and stool tested for parasites or other 
organisms, all tests normal.

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐541215 7/3/2023 15:04 Fromm Dog food  stopped wanting to take walks, had diarrhea, vomited and started to look tired over several 
weeks. Then she completely did not wish to walk which was odd as we would take walks daily. Took 
her to the vet. He stated she had Jaundice and sent me to the  specialists 2 1/2 
hours away. They stated she needed a biopsy and gastrointestinal biopsy as her blood showed 
problems with the liver. The liver came back with high contents of copper. I have always had her on 
expensive dog food and the veterinarians told me to stop. The type of dog food had copper chelate 
and they told me that they really didn't have a maximum on copper so they did not check it often but it 
was 14 or higher. I have always kept her on the Dog food "only" to make sure she was getting all her 
nutrients, but what I did not realize is she was getting large amounts of "natural" copper in her diet 
from the dog food her breeder had her on and I have had her on. Copper chelate is the issue and none 
of the airedales my breeder owned previously had a problem with sensitivity to copper. However, he 
also is not using the dog food or any dog food as he has noticed his dogs started to have problems of 
losing energy, females not able to keep a litter, etc. He now makes his own dog food because of the 
max copper in the dog food is not controlled which he thinks was the problem as the dogs are all doing 
well now and recommended I do the same. 11K later,  is on 9 different medications, I am starting 
to make her food from hand, have stopped feeding her any dog food as Hill's prescription diet could 
not tell me what type of copper they are using in their food. Fromm is the dog food I had fed her all her 
life which I found has copper chelate in it and not natural copper.

4 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 55 Pound

I feed my dog a balanced diet of a low copper veterinary-approved homemade food mix that I make 
and some Scoop dog food as it has only natural copper. Please place the max levels of copper on the 
dog foods as this is yet another dog impacted by the maximums being removed on copper in dog food. 
To have copper chelate instead of natural copper means they do not have to put as much meat in the 
dog food and it also means they can use a high concentration of copper that is provided in the copper 
chelate without worries of maximum copper. Please see the University of Michigan study on this as 
well as Cornell Veterinary school. I am a college professor teaching Masters in Public Admininstration. 
This is an example of a government agency not having all the facts when companies are trying new 
elements in the products and it takes years and several thousands of animals that lose their lives early 
because the agency will not move on the problem. Poor animal foods and stockyards feeding animals 
chelated copper for early growth just under the levels that the feed animals do not perish prior to the 6 
months is not only a worry for future animals but for people who are consuming copper-chelated feed 
animals. Please make sure to work on this issue and not wait any longer. Contact the universities that 
have not only a piece of my dog's liver (Univ of Michigan) but several thousand others. The problem is 
most owners will not go this far to save their pets as 11K is well above any pet insurance levels 
covered, and many of the animals die with the symptoms and no verification of the liver biopsy. Please 
place the max levels back on the dog food levels and demand regular testing of the dog food. We do 
not know if she will survive, but we are working it daily and are told it will be a long road to recovery but 
her life span will be shortened.
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EON‐541208 7/3/2023 13:20 Purina pro plan 30/20 chicken I have been feeding ProPlan 30/20 To all my dogs starting out with my 11yr old Toy Poodle male 
neutered who use to do agility course so higher protein fat content was great for him. My Belgian 
Malinois is 6yrs old female spayed and has been on it her entire life and has done great, along with my 
3yr old male neutered Dachshund and 1yr old intact male goldendoodle. All of these dogs have been 
on proplan 30/20 chicken since pups never had any issues till a few months now I have been keeping 
watch and recording each dogs appetite, bowl, behaviors and the food in the bag before feeding. I 
have found hairs that are not my dogs hairs mind you opening the dog food bag in my laundry room to 
ensure none of my dogs hair is getting in I have found random dog hair through the freshly opened 
bags, I have found a lot of bits of plastic to include in the kiddle after adding water to it. I loved proplan 
so much and how great it kept my dogs body weight even when not excersicing and how amazing it 
has been for my senior toy poodle. Once I started seeing changes in the food I noticed each dog would 
go through a period of diarreah. The do not eat anything else at home just kiddle and beef liver baked 
treats done by me for more than 15yrs. I started seeing my poodle and doodle throwing up right after 
eating, my belgian gets super lethargic right after eating sometimes and wont it again for acouple of 
days, I used to only use kibble as training rewards and now in the last couple years they lost all urge 
and want for the kibble they eat teice a day only portioned controlled and I can put the food down and 
they wont start eating till they seem like they are starving and have no choice. It wasn't like this before. 
My toy poodle because of the diarreah has now had in 6 months time anal gland issues which he has 
never had. My doodle constantly is puking up the food and diarrea. My Belgian starts diarrea and just 
wont eat the food at all. Once she eats again she is okay for a couple days and starts again. It isn't an 
allergy issue due to none of them showing allergy symptoms. My dachshund has to now kind be forced 
to eat so I now feed them all together to entise each to eat. Food quality has changed I don't know why 
or how when we are psying almost 100$ for 50lb bag of dog food.

Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐541201 7/3/2023 12:44 Hill's Science Diet Urinary Hairball 
Control

 is a 4 yr old MN DLH feline with no history of any medical problems. He and his 
housemate  (see other report) were fed Hill's Science Diet Urinary Hairball Control and a new bag 
was opened on 6/19/23.  began vomiting on 6/21 and had a decreased appetite starting 6/22. He 
was first presented to the hospital on 6/24 and found to be mildly febrile (102.9). He was started on 
Orbax and Cerenia and there was immediate concern that his illness was related to  due to their 
symptom similarities. Bloodwork was sent out on  (day that  died) and found to have mildly 
increased WBCs and severly elevated creatine phosphokinase (1168). He began projectile vomiting 
fluorescent green liquid on 6/28 (appears identical to  vomit in the hours before his death) and 
Ollie was hospitalized on high rate IV fluids and IV antibiotics+Cerenia. Pet initially improved on 6/28, 
but began slowly decompensating during 6/29 into 6/30 (during continued hospitalized care). 6/30 AM 
pet appeared near moribund, stomach was immensely distended with fluid, renal pelvises radiolucent 
on xrays, pet repeatedly projectile vomited green fluorescent liquid, and was lethargic and minimally 
responsive. Placed nasogastric tube and drained approx 200cc green liquid from stomach. Added GI 
motility agents (metoclopramide and azithromycin) and antacids (famotidine) to treatments. Pet 
clinically improved after gastric fluid removal. Daily chemistry panels show no azotemia developing. 
Continued all treatments through 7/3 - pet is still doing well and being discharged this evening.

4 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐541197 7/3/2023 12:16 Hill's Science Diet Urinary Hairball 
Control

 was a healthy MN 10 yr old DLH feline with a history of FLUTD controlled on OTC urinary diet. A 
new bag of Hill's Science Diet Urinary Hairball Control was opened and started to be fed on 6/19/23. 
He began vomiting on 6/20, vet exam revealed uncomfortable abdominal palpation, Cerenia and 
Metacam rx'd with suspicions of FLUTD recurrence. Pet re-presented on 6/24 for not eating or 
drinking; bladder was small and easy to express; urinalysis unremarkable, USG 1.060; treated with 
fluids and antibiotics. Pet began decompensating rapidly 6/26 PM and presented moribund  AM. 
Pet was hypothermic (95.1), stiff, bloodwork showed severe azotemia, abd radiographs showed 
stomach very enlarged with fluid. and radiolucent renal pelvises. Pet projectile vomited fluorescent 
green liquid numerous times in the 12 hours prior to death. Pet died shortly after presentation into 
clinic. Other pet in household ) began exhibiting similar symptoms on 6/20/23 - full 
report will be provided in report under his name.

10 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 18 Pound
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EON‐541152 7/2/2023 13:04 ONE Natural dog food - chicken At age 3  become very ill, close to death. She became anorexic, jaudice, and close to death. An 
Nasal Gastric Tube was installed and It took weeks to get a diagnoses. An MRI and Liver biopsy, & 
$16,000 later,  was diagnosed with Copper-associated hepatopathy (CAH). 
53 in every 100 Labs are diagnosed with this disorder, and that study was only up untill 2009 I belive. 
Thats over a 1000% increase in diagnosis since the 80's. 
Why are you, the FDA, not regulating the amount of added copper that goes into dog food? 

 is now 5 and is currently sick again. She has a secondary issue caused by Copper-associated 
hepatopathy (CAH) and is bleeding via her lower/small intsetine. 
I have owned 4 labs in my lifetime. They have all lived to 13 or older. This dog is on medication for life, 
and currently suffering, because of manmade chelated copper being added to dog food. The rate of 
diagnoses is skyrocetting and this is only in labs that I am somewht edcucated on. I do not know the 
numbers for other breeds but I know it cannot be good. 
In addition to trying to navigate this illness, I have also had to do my own research on what food is safe 
and unsafe. After days of reading and researching, because  has stopped eating her perscription 
foods (its something she associates as not feeling good and when she becomes anorexic shes too 
smart for her own good and knows not to eat the food that made her sick) I have to make sure that the 
new food I am giving her has no chelated copper in it. 
I need to also stress that I am not a pet owner who hyperfixates on her animals wellbeing. I want what 
is best for my animals of course, but I do not make a fuss over things like food. I am not a " raw diet is 
the best diet" BUT I know my dog is dying because of this chelated copper being added and it needs to 
stop. YOU need to do something. 
Disregard the monitary issue, but the stress alone. i am loosing sleep over her suffering. DO BETTER 
FDA. You are allowing memebrs of our families to be poisoned slowly. This is a long drawn out death 
for an animal who only knows how to love. 

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

The scoop dog food is a GREAT refrence for how and what dogs should be fed, and it does not break 
the bank. YOU need to approve them so it can get on the market and more people can have access to 
it. Their food has no added chelated copper, there are only perscription foods that are ok (not great) 
for this illness, and you can make it so much eaiser if you just approve them. I am a veteran, and I do 
not use that card often, but I am today. This is my bestfriend. She helps me emotional with PTSD and 
YOU need to step up. 
Ill be more than happy to send you her medical records if it helps reverse what large dog food 
companies are doing. 
Thank you for your time. Happy 4th of July. 
Respectfully, 

EON‐541150 7/2/2023 12:04 Alpha all raw https://alphaallraw.com/

They are trying to sale people this all raw dog food and they are not licensed and have not been 
nutritionally tested. They are advertising on Facebook in local dog groups in Arizona and listed their 
ingredients as heart,liver,kidney with no added nutritional items, no calcium, iodine, no nutritional 
breakdown. I don't want to see anyone's pet be affected by their "food" before they take all the legal 
steps necessary to saw raw dog food like this.

EON‐541146 7/2/2023 9:00 Royal Canin Ultamino Dry dog food Our dog  was diagnosis with dipper storage disease in his liver. 9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound
EON‐541125 7/1/2023 18:28 WELLNESS MINCED SALMON 

DINNER WET CAT FOOD
I found what appear to be blue plastic pieces in my Wellness Grain Free wet cat food (Minced Salmon 
Dinner) 3oz. Bar code number 0 76344 03671 5

EON‐541119 7/1/2023 15:32 Kirkland Brand Maintenance Cat 
Chicken and Rice Formula made with 
fresh chicken. Purple bag.

After opening a new bag of Kirkland Brand Maintenance Cat food, within the next few days all three of 
our cats were vomiting after eating the food. It would take a little time for the reaction to start but all 
three would vomit after eating. After giving the cats a diet of wet food and a different bag of dry food of 
the same Kirkland Brand Maintenance Cat on 28 JUN 23, none of our cats have experienced any 
vomiting since then.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐541105 7/1/2023 9:16 Bistro Oven Roasted Beef Spring 
Vegetable & Apple Flavors Small Breed 
Mini Bits

I bought this food my three dogs ate it for a week or two and then stopped eating with three weeks I 
buried all three with the same symptoms of each other two of the three were seniors dogs but  
being my service animal who helped me with my depression and anxiety and multiple personalities 
was only three years old he still had a lifespan of 16 more years left .

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 25 Pound

EON‐541091 7/1/2023 0:20 Rocky Mountain Recipe with Red Meat 
Senior Dog Food

Bag of unopened dry dog food is swollen.

EON‐541083 6/30/2023 21:24 Purina Pro Plan Adult Shredded Blend 
Salmon & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

Our dog was scheduled for a routine dental cleaning and removal of a benign cyst (sample was benign 
upon study). The pre-op bloodwork showed very elevated liver values (all three). A ultrasound showed 
that his liver was scarred and abnormal. He had a fasting/after-eating test of his bile duct which was 
elevated but in the normal range. He has no obvious symptoms of anything being wrong - happy, 
active, typical for his. He then had a liver biopsy and bile sampling from his gallbladder (via open 
abdominal surgery). Based on the analysis and interpretation of samples, the internist vet concluded 
that he has chronic active hepatitis and copper storage syndrome and a biliary infection. We are 
currently treating with clavacillin, penicillamine, demerarin, ursodiol and will be re-running labs and 
consulting with the internist vet again in about two weeks.

8 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 49 Pound

EON‐541071 6/30/2023 17:04 Hill’s prescription diet food sensitivities 
z/d

Pet began new bag of Hills Science z/d. Next day had vomiting hours after eating each time she ate. 
Was subsequently diagnosed with pancreatitis. Purchased new bag of hills science z/d to compare 
since onset was at time of starting a new bag, and the other bag had a completely different smell, 
color, and texture. Concern about rancidity or mold.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐541035 6/30/2023 12:04 Whole Paws
By Whole Foods Market
Indoor Formula

I found a very sharp object imbedded in my cat's food. It looks like a piece of bone. It is sharp enough 
to cut you. I contacted the manufacturer on their website chat. They were supposed to send me an 
email with a link to upload pictures, but I never got it.
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EON‐541008 6/30/2023 0:40 Meijer complete nutrition cat food None of my 3 cats will eat it. None of my neighbors barn cats will eat it. Something is wrong with this 
food.

EON‐540997 6/29/2023 20:00 Wellness Pate Chicken Entree Smooth 
Loaf

All four of my cats have had diarrhea with their normal Wellness Canned Chicken Pate. This lot is 
darker in color than normal and has given all 4 cats consistent diarrhea for the last week, one of which 
developed a fairly severe liver/galbladder infection that required over $1000 in vets bills to treat. She 
was perfectly healthy and I would not associate this with the food had our other cats not become sick. 
They are still experiencing diarrhea and we have switched lot/batch of this food (since we order by the 
case) in hopes the GI symptoms improve.
All 4 cats have been eating this same food for 1.5+ years now, it is administered the same way each 
day.

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐540971 6/29/2023 14:28 Jungle Calling jerky treats Patient was seen at a local ER clinic for excessive thirst and urination along with a urinary accident, 
vomiting, and hyporexia. She was diagnosed with glucosuria despite a normal blood glucose. The ER 
vet inquired about whether she was given jerky treats and the owner reported she gets them frequently 
and loves them. Those were discontinued. I saw  in March after the glucosuria persisted. She 
has Fanconi syndrome based on amino acid profile on her urine. I saw her again in June and she now 
has a mild increase in creatinine and has progressive amino aciduria.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Kilogram

EON‐540931 6/29/2023 10:00 Wellness Grain Free Pate
Chicken & Herring Dinner
Smooth Loaf

there was a piece of blue plastic that i fished out of my cat's canned wet food.

EON‐540930 6/29/2023 9:44 Purina Beneful Prepared Meals Beef 
Stew with Peas Carrots Rice & Barley 
Wet Dog Food

I opened up a new container of Beneful chopped blend of beef stew and fed her at 5:30am. By 
10:30am she was violently vomiting up to 10 times all over her pen. After vomiting for 2 1/2 hours with 
no relief, we made an emergency vet visit which cost close to $800. After xrays, blood work, etc. the 
doctor ruled out pancreatitis, diabetes, bowel obstruction, UTI, etc. The only thing left that may have 
caused this was her food.

13 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

EON‐540927 6/29/2023 9:24 Heart to tail. Dog treats. Beef flavored 
sticks.

Within 7 to 8 hours after giving this dog treats to my dog, he had urgent diarrhea. This happened three 
days in a row before I was able to isolate what was causing the problem.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 28 Pound

EON‐540915 6/29/2023 1:28 Just food for dogs - turkey and whole 
wheat macaroni recipe

About 3-4 hours after giving him food, he got explosive diarrhea. 5 Years Terrier - West Highland White Dog 20 Pound

EON‐540909 6/28/2023 22:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 
Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

She vomited eight times after ingesting her dog food. This dog food was just opened that day. I fed her 
again and she vomited another four times and she did not finish her food. She doesn't have a history 
of vomiting.

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 16 Pound

EON‐540895 6/28/2023 19:04 Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain Dog began with symptoms of lethargy and reduced appetite, progressed to include inability to stand, 
labored breathing and distended abdomen. Dog went into tachycardia and was able to be brought 
back to a normal heart rate overnight. The following morning, dog had heart attack and died.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 74 Pound

EON‐540887 6/28/2023 16:04 Darwin’s Natural Selections Turkey Excessive diarrhea, day 4 15 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound
EON‐540835 6/28/2023 2:00 Pure vita beef entree Lots of molds on the wet foods. my cat licked a little bit of it and i soon realised there are too many 

mold so i took a video then threw it away. I then checked online and saw there are reviews on amazon, 
etc. People saying they have found mold too!!!!

EON‐560981 1/27/2024 1:00 Small Breed Lamb and Rice Formula Provided Narrative

We have a complaint that came in last Friday regarding sick dogs and their owner was also not feeling 
well. Our complainant, feed her dogs Diamond Natural Small Breed Lamb and Rice recipe.

When our complainant took her dogs to the Vet, her veterinarian learned that she was also not feeling 
well, and the vet suggested that she go to her doctor and get tested. Test results came back today, 
and Ashley forwarded them to me. This was a stool test for gastrointestinal bacteria

According to what I have, the analysis was performed by RealTime PCR using the Biofire FilmArray 
Gastrointestinal panel. 
Results are a detect for Shiga-like toxin producing E. coli. Detected E. coli non-O157?
According to the results, MLabs has been notified of positive Shiga-like toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) 
on 1/23/2024. The form also states that this is a reportable infection and it has been reported to the 
county health department.

As far as I have at this time, our complainant's information is as follows:

The complain had indicated that a neighbor who took care of her dogs was also sick. So, there may be 
another person going in for testing.

[end of provided narrative] 

EON‐560591 1/24/2024 1:00 Pro choice sensitive skin and stomach Product - Purina Pro Choice Sensitive Skin and Stomach
EON‐560590 1/24/2024 1:00 Ashland Farms Premium Food for Adult 

Dogs
CCC CIN-DO received voicemail with concerns of pet food. Complainant states after starting her dog 
new food, he died 6 days later.
Breed: American Bully, 6 months old, male, not neutered, UTD on shots, 40lbs
Complainant ran out of Pedigree dog food and switched to Ashland Farms food. No mixture of foods 
prior to switch of foods.First time using Ashland Farms food. States she fed her dog 3times a day, 7 
cups each feeding. Complainant reassured me the amount is 7 cups each feeding. Complainant did 
not seek medical care for the ill animal as she stated she could not afford it or find a veterinarian to 
care without being an established patient. 
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EON‐560455 1/23/2024 1:00 Adult Pomeranian Over 8 months old 
Tailor-Made Kibble

Product: Adult Pomeranian Over 8 months old Tailor-Made Kibble
On 1/19/24, the complainant reported fed her 6 yr old Pomeranian dog the product yesterday, noticed 
him choking, appears to try to vomit, the kibble dropped out of his mouth, discovered about 4 sharp 
white bone fragments approximately 1/4 inch long in the kibble. She stated fed this product to her dog 
about 5 yrs ago without issues, and now going back to this brand. As of today, she stated he did not 
eat or drink, rubbing himself on the carpet as if has pain in his throat. The complainant reported did not 
take her dog to the veterinarian but will monitor her dog's symptoms. She stated her dog ate his usual 
Natural Balance dry dog food without issues, did not eat anything out of the ordinary. The complainant 
reported this incident to the company Royal Canin twice has not received a response and retail store 
Amazon. 

EON‐560197 1/20/2024 1:00 Ribeye Flavor Delicious Treats for Dogs Product: Ribeye Flavor Delicious Treats for Dogs by Grill House.
On 1/18/24, the complainant reported his 3 yr old Golden Retriever was acting crazy, running 
sideways, thought his dog was having a stroke within one hour after consuming two pieces of dog 
treats. He stated also fed the treats to his 15 yr old Labrador and that he was fine, had no issues. The 
complainant stated this was the first time fed his two dogs this treat. He took his Golden Retriever to 
the ER veterinary, they induced vomiting and gave him IV and charcoal. Subsequently, he stated the 
Golden Retriever vomited one treat and a chewed up treat and some bile and went home. As of today, 
the complainant stated his Golden Retriever is 100% better. He stated both dogs have been eating 
their usual dry dog food and this product was the only treat that was given to them. He stated tried to 
call the phone number (855)468-9864 shown on the packaging to report this incident but found it is an 
electric company and the Distributor shown is TZUNI Pets New York, NY 10016.
Product of Costa Rica.

EON‐559766 1/17/2024 1:00 Pro plan adult large breed shredded 
blend chicken and rice formula

I purchased a bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult Large breed shredded chicken and
rice formula from pet smart in  a couple of weeks ago. My
dog will not eat the food. I noticed it had white specs on the chicken pieces.
Upon further investigation every piece with the white spec is a worm. A live
worm. The bag was sealed and placed into an air tight container upon opening.
Has not been exposed and is inside my house. Some people are reporting
adverse reactions with purina so I became suspicious when the dog wouldnt
eat it. Today is the day I saw the worms.

EON‐559765 1/17/2024 1:00 Adult Cat Hairball Control CCC NOL DO: 7 yr old Cat,American Short Hair Orange and White, 11 pounds, Neutured. No 
Symptoms. Consumer states that he has been on this food for a year but had also been on the Blue 
Buffalo Indoor Hairball Control for 4 years and the packaging changed a year ago.

Consumer states that he was in Good Health, running around and using the bathroom normally. 
Consumer notes that he is 1 of 3 cats and the other 2 cats barely ate the product but when they 
nibbled on it they threw up. Consumer noted that those cats have not vomited since the food was take 
away.

Consumer stated that the cat walked up to her husband convulsed and died.
EON‐559101 1/12/2024 1:00 dog food, dry Ancient Prairie He found mold inside Taste of the wild dry Ancient Prairie dog food after feeding his dogs. On 

01.11.24 he opened a new Taste of the wild dry Ancient Prairie dog food bag and fed each dog. He 
gave each dog one scoop each, and got to the middle of the dog food and noticed white mold on 
pellets. 
He called manufacturer customer service (877-738-6742) and demand to speak with a decision 
making manager; they indicated a representative would return his call. He want to know what should 
he do if his dogs get sick. 

Informed consumer FDA does not give legal advice, he must ask company regarding their internal 
process.

EON‐559100 1/12/2024 1:00 Cockatiel Mix Bird Food CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding concerns of pet food recall. Complainant is questioning if 
this cockatiel food is part of the 3D parrot food recall. States his 20year old cockatiel died suddenly on 
01/10/2024. The bird has been eating the same food for multiple years. Unable to provide product 
information from the bag.
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EON‐559099 1/12/2024 1:00 High Protein For Puppies with DHA. Consumer reports multiple illness and 1 death related to Purina brand dog food. Adverse events. 
Consumer is a dog breeder and purchases pallets of dog food at a time for her breeding business. 
Consumer purchased 150 , 7.5 pound bags of Purina Proplan High Protein Sport, Lamb and Rice.
She also purchased 150 , 7.5 lb bags of Purina High Portion For Puppies with DHA. 
In October or November 2023 consumer reports a 1 year old golden doodle died after consuming the 
Purina Proplan High Protein Sport, Lamb and Rice. Animal was taken to their Veterinarian for 
treatment. Dog was hospitalized for 5 days but no diagnosis was provided. No tests came up with 
anything wrong. About 2 days after the dog was released from the vet, the animal passed away at 
home. 
In January of 2023, the consumer noted that ?many? of her 20 Cocker Spaniel puppies started to 
expeireced vomiting and bloody diarrhea. The puppies were given Purina High Portion For Puppies 
with DHA. No medical treatment was reported for the puppies. 
Consumer did report she had a fecal analysis on some of the puppies and nothing was discovered. 
Consumer also reports the Facebook website ?Save 1 pet at a time? URL is 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DuncanStrong has multiple people reporting issue with Purina dog 
food. 
Consumer initially reported her concerns to Purnia, Case #  on Jan 8th 2023. Consumer was 
told they company would pay for vet bills and compensation for the food that was purchased. 
Consumer is worried for her Breeding business as she also sent many customer home with bags of 
Purina dog food 
Consumer still has multiple closed bags of food available for testing. Consumer will be contacting legal 
counsel and the media to report her concerns as well

EON‐559098 1/12/2024 1:00 Sensitive Stomach Salmon and Rice CCC NOL DO tried to contacting the consumer and after a couple of voicemails, CCC was able to 
access the consumer on 01/11/2024. CCC NOL DO received a complaint referencing a dog death, 
consumer reached out to the FDA to see if there was any additional information referencing the Purina 
Pro Plan Pet Food Product. CCC NOL DO is emailing the consumer to gain more information.

EON‐559097 1/12/2024 1:00 Proplan High Protein Sport, Lamb and 
Rice

Consumer reports multiple illness and 1 death related to Purina brand dog food. Adverse events. 

Consumer is a dog breeder and purchases pallets of dog food at a time for her breeding business. 

Consumer purchased 150 , 7.5 pound bags of Purina Proplan High Protein Sport, Lamb and Rice.

She also purchased 150 , 7.5 lb bags of Purina High Portion For Puppies with DHA. 

In October or November 2023 consumer reports a 1 year old golden doodle died after consuming the 
Purina Proplan High Protein Sport, Lamb and Rice. Animal was taken to their Veterinarian for 
treatment. Dog was hospitalized for 5 days but no diagnosis was provided. No tests came up with 
anything wrong. About 2 days after the dog was released from the vet, the animal passed away at 
home. 

In January of 2023, the consumer noted that ?many? of her 20 Cocker Spaniel puppies started to 
expeireced vomiting and bloody diarrhea. The puppies were given Purina High Portion For Puppies 
with DHA. No medical treatment was reported for the puppies. 
Consumer did report she had a fecal analysis on some of the puppies and nothing was discovered. 

Consumer also reports the Facebook website ?Save 1 pet at a time? URL is 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DuncanStrong has multiple people reporting issue with Purina dog 
food. 
Consumer initially reported her concerns to Purnia, Case # on Jan 8th 2023. Consumer was 
told they company would pay for vet bills and compensation for the food that was purchased. 
Consumer is worried for her Breeding business as she also sent many customer home with bags of 
Purina dog food 

Consumer still has multiple closed bags of food available for testing. Consumer will be contacting legal 
counsel and the media to report her concerns as well 

EON‐559096 1/12/2024 1:00 Adult Complete Essential CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding concerns of dog food.Complainant states healthy mixed 
breed, 70lb dog aged 12 years died unexpectedly on 01/04/2024. Updated on all vaccines. States her 
dog did not wake in the night and found him deceased. Dog supervised in fenced yard when outside 
and did not visit any other dogs or dog parks. States her dog has been healthy and no remarkable 
noted veterinarian visits. She states her family told her about Purina dog food on the internet and she 
is inquiring about if this is the cause of her dog death. NO autopsy performed.No other pets in the 
home.Last feeding evening of 01/03/2024 1.5cups. Unable to recall purchase date or location, possible 
PetCo or PetSmart. Complainant scoops food product from bag as needed.
10% of food in each feeding comes from this food product.
90% of food from each feeding comes from Purina Pro Plan Adult Weight Management Complaint 
#
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EON‐559095 1/12/2024 1:00 Adult Weight Management CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding concerns of dog food.Complainant states healthy mixed 
breed, 70lb dog aged 12 years died unexpectedly on 01/04/2024. Updated on all vaccines. States her 
dog did not wake in the night and found him deceased. Dog supervised in fenced yard when outside 
and did not visit any other dogs or dog parks. States her dog has been healthy and no remarkable 
noted veterinarian visits. She states her family told her about Purina dog food on the internet and she 
is inquiring about if this is the cause of her dog death. NO autopsy performed.No other pets in the 
home.Last feeding evening of 01/03/2024 1.5cups. Unable to recall purchase date or location, possible 
PetCo or PetSmart. Complainant empties food in seperate container and scoops food product as 
needed.
90% of food in each feeding comes from this food product.
10% of food in each feeding comes from Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete Essential

EON‐559094 1/12/2024 1:00 Dry cat Food Log # 8-206 - Complaint reported that her mother-in-law had fed her cat about 1/2 of a bag of cat food, 
when her cat just disapperared. The bag was given to the complainant to fed her 2 y/o female white 
loghair. After feeding the cat for about 2 days , her cat also disapperared and she feels that her cat 
and her mother in-law's cat both just went out in the field and died after eating this cat food.

EON‐558963 1/11/2024 1:00 Purina One Tender Selects Blend with 
Salmon

Complainant has two 4-year-old cats which both ate Purina One Tender Select Blend with Salmon pet 
food. One cat started the food on 12/23/23 and the other started it on 12/31/23 both became ill with 
vomiting approximately one time per day and had diarrhea also. The first pet's symptoms resolved on 
1/1/24 and the other?s resolved on 1/4/24. They were not taken to the veterinarian as the symptoms 
were not severe and resolved after the food was changed to a different brand. Complainant reported 
this to Chewy.com and Purina (Purina did not respond to the complaint). Okay to share complainant's 
information with manufacturer.

EON‐558962 1/11/2024 1:00 Adult Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon 
& Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

On 1/8/2024, a complainant reported illness in her dog after switching her food to Nestle Purina Pro 
Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food. Veterinary care was 
obtained. The product is packaged in a 30-pound bag.

The complainant identified her dog as "  an 11-year-old, 70-pound female Catahoula Leopard/ 
German Shepherd mix.  has the pre-existing conditions of joint pain and a skin condition which 
manifests as a rash on her abdomen; she is a healthy dog otherwise. Prior to this event, she was fed a 
Wellness brand dry food (the complainant didn't recall the specific variety). She was fed 1-cup of the 
food twice daily. The complainant explained  was being seen by  

, on or around 12/19 for her existing skin condition 
and it was recommended she try the Nestle Purina Pro Plan product.  was transitioned to the new 
food over a week's time, receiving both the dry and canned types from that point (est. 12/26) until 1/4. 
During this period, she began losing patches of fur from her back. A medicated soap was used every 
other day; however, she did not appear to improve. A week in, she developed diarrhea, which 
continued for 1 to 2-weeks. 

On 1/2, she was returned to the vet where she received an antibiotic, X-rays and blood work and it was 
determined she exhibited high liver enzymes. The vet remarked that  liver enzymes were 
dramatically elevated from her recent blood work, prior to switching the foods. In the interim, the 
complainant read online about a recent recall of Pro Plan dry dog food for excessive Vitamin D 
content. I determined her product was not part of the recall.

CONTINUED IN REMARKS:
EON‐558816 1/10/2024 1:00 Unknown On 10/04/23, a consumer contacted FDA to report concerns with toxic ingredients in dog treats. 

(Animal Food)
EON‐558815 1/10/2024 1:00 wet dog food Product - fresh dog food

T^he complainant called to report 2 dogs becoming ill after consuming the Farmer?s Dog packets. The 
owner said they had eaten the food in the past without a problem but this recent episode caused both 
dogs to have diarrhea and vomiting. The complainant said her house partner uses this product for her 
dog and the complainant?s dogs have eaten it on occasion. This time she received a free sample pack 
of three flavors, Turkey, Chicken and Beef. She isn?t sure which of the flavors made the dogs ill but 
afterward she had to take them to the vet because of the severity of their vomiting and diarrhea. The 
complainant said she called the firm and was told to throw away the product she still had on hand. 
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EON‐558814 1/10/2024 1:00 Greenies Dental Treats Original flavor 
Teenie size

Complainant reporting problem with Greenies veterinary treats causing her two healthy purebred 
Maltese dogs to get sick with pancreatitis and kidney conditions. Both had high glucose levels in their 
blood.

Complainant said her dogs went to the vet routinely, and always had good bloodwork results prior to 
this incident. They were just fine on their normal food, and only displayed symptoms after consuming 
these dog dental treats. 

She first gave them treats 11/14/23, and the 13 year old female vomited 15-20 minutes (hadn't 
vomited in 2-3 years, as they are meticulous about what the dogs consume), and she continued being 
sick and vomiting over the next few days, and was in ER overnight 11/18-19/23 until she was 
stabilized. The female dog's kidney also started shutting down, so she was administered meds via IV. 

The 2 year old male was given treats 11/14-15/23, and he vomited 11/16/23, had intestinal blockage, 
then had diarrhea on 11/18/23, then he was taken to the ER. The boy had dark stool because of blood 
in the stool, and the vet thinks the product harmed his intestines (not confirmed, as no surgery was 
performed). The mala received 2 pancreatitis shots & IV for treatments while in the ER 11/22-23/23. 
Because their primary vet was closed for the Thanksgiving holiday, they took the male dog to their 
secondary vet  

on 11/24/23 for continued care of the pancreatitis symptoms. The male dog went back to the 
primary vet on 11/30/23 and had more IV drugs because he was still struggling with the pancreatitis.

EON‐558813 1/10/2024 1:00 Dog Food Complainant  has been purchasing Victor Dog Food for the last two months, and her dog has 
been sick. She couldn't figure out what was causing the illness until she went to purchase the product 
again and was informed that it had been pulled from shelves because of salmonella contamination. 
She doesn't have product packaging information or lot codes, as she threw away the bags as she fed 
the product to her dog. Her dog is now being treated for diarrhea for the last two months by two 
different vets.

On 12/01/23, Complainant called back and said her dog is still being treated for diarrhea, but the vet 
says the stool sample results show the dog has Giardia, not Salmonella. Vet doesn't know the source 
of the Giardia. Dog has had diarrhea since he was 9 weeks old when she got him, and he's now 5 
months old. She said he has energy and doesn't act sick, just has diarrhea.

EON‐558812 1/10/2024 1:00 Abound On 10/02/23, a consumer contacted FDA to report concerns with Abound Bone (Pet Food). 
Complainant stated that product desintegrated and her dog swalloed the product causing intestine 
perforation, bleeding and lacerations.

EON‐558575 1/9/2024 1:00 High Protein Shredded Blend Chicken 
and Rice Dry Dog Food

Product: High Protein Shredded Blend Chicken and Rice Dry Dog Food (Purina Pro Plan).
On 1/8/24, the complainant reported this is standard product for feeding her two dogs, 14 yr old 
Labrador Retriever mix and 15 months old German Shepherd Labrador mix. She stated last month, 
three out of four weeks, both dogs had diarrhea, drank more water than usual, unknown root cause 
stated it had to be the food. The complainant stated her dogs did not eat any other products or dog 
treats during this time and saw in the media illnesses associated with Purina Pro Plan pet food. She 
stated stores the dog food in a container and discarded the remaining product, and bag/packaging, lot 
code, product details unavailable. The complainant self-care her pets at home, did not take them to 
the veterinarian. She stated presently the dogs are feeling better. 

EON‐557984 1/5/2024 1:00 Pro Plan Dry Dog Kibble Caller reported  their 9 year old, 20 lb., healthy Shiatsu/Maltese dog developed, vomiting, 
diarrhea, lethargy, resulting in death, after consuming Purina Pro Plan dry kibble.
Fed 1/2 C, twice daily. New bag. 
Two other large dogs (70 - 80 lb. doodles) in the home, that were only given small amounts of this 
product as treats occasionally, also developed diarrhea, but after discontinuing food are fine.

Consumer has about half of the bag available.

Consumer stated they contacted Purina and were told Purina has not received any illness complaints 
for this product.

Waiting on additional information from consumer.

EON‐557888 1/4/2024 1:00 Pet Food 01.02.2024 DAL-DO VM: Aflatoxins in pet food; dog got severely ill and refuse to eat
EON‐556962 12/21/2023 1:00 dog food treat, dental NUBZ Complainant request to remain anonyomous. Report finding mold inside Nylabone Natural dog treats 

dental editable chew products. Complainant purchased 1 bag of Nylabone Natural Medium Nubz 
Chicken Flavored Chewy Dental Treats Dog Treats - 12ct, AND Nylabone Nubz Peanut Butter Large 
Chews Dog Treats - 1.7lb/15ct. 

Complainant opened the product, discovered mold, called company but no one answered the phone. 
Complainant searched product online and noticed multple complaints about product. Pets were not 
harmed.

EON‐556882 12/20/2023 1:00 Punpkin Pie Dog Treats [No Complaint Description Provided]
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EON‐556881 12/20/2023 1:00 HF Hydrolyzed for Food Intolerance 
Grain-Free, Wet Dog Food (Natural 
Veterinary Diet)

Product: Blue Buffalo HF Hydrolyzed for Food Intolerance Grain-Free, Wet Dog Food (Natural 
Veterinary Diet)

Complainant has a 15.5- year female dog that has been on Hydrolyzed Protein for 5 years on and off. 
She is in good health, but has food allergies. She has been taking fish oil for 4 years.

In November 2023, Complainant purchased 2 cases of Hydrolyzed Dog Food from Chewy.com. There 
are 12 cans in a case. She has been feeding her dog one can a day.Complainant mentioned that she 
opened three cans of Hydrolyzed Dog Food and they all bubbled as soon as she opened the cans. 
She did not feed it to her dog. They fed her prior cans from that lot. Nothing bulging or dented in 
anyway.

For a whole month, she had a can of Hydrolyzed Dog Food. After that, her dog had behavior changes 
described as dementia, and other symptoms. Such as, severe insomnia, fast walking, jumping in a 
circle, running everywhere, agitation, anxiety, extreme hunger, and tremors. When she took her off the 
dog food two days ago (12/17/23) all her symptoms stopped.

Complainant called a doctor and spoke a veterinarian multiple times. , a toxicologist, 
but not the dog's veterinarian told her that it could be botulism. A biologist told her it could be 
contamined with bacteria. The toxicologist advised Complainant to contact FDA Veterinarians for 
product testing.

Complainant contacted the manufacturer and they would like to have the product returned to them for 
analysis.

Pet facts: Female; 15.5 years old; weighs 27.3 pd.; not pregnant; sprayed

EON‐556534 12/16/2023 1:00 Dog Food Narrative: 

Consumer reports the death of her 1 year old miniature schnauzer (female) after consuming Kibble n 
Bits brand dog food. No previous health incidents or conditions reported. 
Consumer purchased a new bag of the Kibble n Bits on 12/13/2023 around 9 pm. At 10:00pm the 
consumer gave a brand new bowl of the food to her miniature schnauzer. The consumer had another 
dog but this dog did not eat any of the food
The morning of 12/14/2023, the consumer had noted their dog had vomiting all over their cage during 
the night and was extremely lethargic in the morning. Through the day, the dogs symptoms worsened. 
The dog became extremely lethargic and unbale to move. The dog refused to eat anything and would 
only drink sips of water.
Consumer also noted their dog seems to have trouble with their eye site. No other food was 
consumed. Vomiting also continued.
The morning of 12/15 the consumer awoke to find their animal had passed away. The consumer 
buried their animal on their property. No autopsy performed. 
The consumer noted that on 12/15, one of their cats (male) had also started vomiting multiple times. 
The consumer believes the cat ate some of the dog food that was left over in the bowl and is now 
having the same symptoms. 
Consumer did not have the specific product information available during the 12/15 call, but will be 
going back to Walmart to get he specific variety of food and will provide this to FDA.
Consumer does not have product packaging, but they do have most of the food the dog consumed in a 
sealed bin in their home. 
No medical treatment for the dog was sought as the only vet was closed in town. 

[end of narrative] 

EON‐556311 12/14/2023 1:00 dog food, Mackerel & Lamb Grain-Free 
Air-Dried

Complainant state on 5 May 2023, she purchased 8 bags of ZIWI Peak, Mackerel & Lamb Grain-Free 
Air-Dried Dog food from .
On 5 May, she began opening and using the bags of dog food. She discovered live and dead maggots 
in two bags, and returned to the  store of purchase. The remaining 6 bags were 
opened and returned

- Live maggot inside the food.
EON‐555851 12/9/2023 1:00 Beef Meal and Brown Rice 7 year old Great Dane died from unknown cause . On 10/30/2023 consumer rec'd Victor dog 

food recall notice from chewy. The consumer reported that her dog had consumed this product for the 
7 years of his life.

EON‐555519 12/6/2023 1:00 dog food Complainant states she purchased and opened 2 sealed bags of Purina dog food to find larva and flies 
inside the dog food bag.

EON‐555515 12/6/2023 1:00 Pet Food Beef Meal and Brown Rice Complaint about a Recall on Mid America Pet Food Beef Meal and Brown Rice. He think there are 
other issues with Mid America Pet Food brand in same line. He fed his dog performance and high pro 
plus, noticed dog was reluctant to eat both; not just the Recalled dog food. Is testing being conduct on 
other dog food.
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EON‐555514 12/6/2023 1:00 Beef & Vegetable Stew, Grain Free 
Adult canned dog food

12/4/23 - HAFW4/DEN-DO received EON-555276, dated 12/2/23.
Complainant reported "A can of 4Health Grain Free Beef and Vegetable Stew (expiration July 21 2026, 
lot #HXBSTM10 0428, CR Code 4939411968) exploded forcefully in my hand when I lifted the ring to 
remove the lid. The explosion caused considerable pain in four fingertips and nailbeds of my right 
hand. I recently (within the last 30 days) purchased the case of food with this can from the 

, drove directly home, and stored the case in my 
kitchen pantry. I have fed my dogs 8 cans from the case without incident. I am concerned about both 
the pain caused by an exploding can and the quality of the food contained within. Needless to say, I 
did not feed my dogs the contents of that can. Only today, I purchased two additional cases of 4Health 
dog food. Now, I am hesitant to feed it to my dogs since I don't know what caused the build up of 
pressure in the can.

EON‐555222 12/2/2023 1:00 Puppy Chow Tender & Crunchy with real 
Beef & Rice Dry Dog Food

Product: Purina Puppy Chow Tender & Crunchy with real Beef & Rice Dry Dog Food

Complainant had 7 dogs (4 females, 3 males), now 6 dogs. On , a 7 year one month old, 
German Shepherd died. All seven dogs ate the product. The younger dogs less than 4 years old did 
not get sick. The three older dogs (4-7 yrs. old), a Female Boxer, Chocolate Labrador, and German 
Shepherd ate the pet food and vomited.

On 11/14/ 2023, before the 7 yr. one mo. female German Shepherd died, the veterinarian took an 
exray and gave her prednisone for chronic bronchitis and she was getting better. She took 1 tablet 
every 12 hours for 5 days and then one tablet once day for another 5 days. Before the sickness she 
was a healthy and enthusiastic dog who ate a lot and she had 2 puppies. She was not unsupervised, 
but fenced in. After eating the pet food (on 11/28/2023) she started acting weird and was running 
around and jumping on her owner. By 12 am, she became lethargic, her legs went out, vomited blood 
+ water, and breathed hard. This went on throughout throughout the next day. At 8-9 pm, the 7 yr. one 
mo.old German Shepherd went outside and that's when complainant saw her diarrhea. She did not get 
better and died on , at 11:50 pm. 

It was on 11/28/2023 or 11/29/2023, complainant did contact the veterinarian and the vet told her to 
stop feeding her and only give her water. She did not ask to see her and no diagnostic was performed. 
Complainant suspects it is the dog food.

Complainant looked up the pet food and it was not on the recalled list.

EON‐555221 12/2/2023 1:00 dog food Complainant is a vet, states she has a K-9 patient that died. It is believed that the dog died due to 
consuming Victor Dog food. The owner did not retain the product packing. After opening the dog food 
bag, the dog food content was poured into a bin and dog food bag discarded.

EON‐554824 11/28/2023 1:00 Simple Limited Ingredient Diet, Lamb & 
Oatmeal Formula, dog food, dry

-Product: Wellness Simple Limited Ingredient Diet, Lamb & Oatmeal Formula, dog food, dry-

The Complainant stated that she has 2 dogs: the first dog is, a Maltese, female, 11 y/o, 4 lbs (est) in 
previously good health except for medically diagnosed Lyme Disease since 1 y/o (estimated), and no 
medications). The second dog is a Miniature American Shepherd, male, 10 y/o (est), 10 lbs (est), 
neutered, and in good health. The Complainant stated that both dogs are supervised when they go into 
the yard. She doesn't recall dates of last check-ups. On 11/12/23, she purchased a bag of the 
Wellness Simple Limited Ingredient Diet, Lamb & Oatmeal Formula from  

. The was first use of this product and they had been using another 
brand of dry, dog food for some time, but had decided to transition the dogs to the Wellness dog food 
due to the other brand being so expensive. On 11/14/23, at 7:00 pm, she fed both of her dogs the 
Wellness mixed with the other brand, 1/2 cup each. The Maltese dog ate the other brand of food, but 
did not want to eat the Wellness food until the Complainant put human-grade, canned salmon on top 
of the Wellness food and then she consumed it. On 11/15/23, the Maltese experienced lethargy and a 
change in mood and was not playful as she had previously been. The other dog did not experience 
symptoms. At 7:00 pm, the Complainant fed the dogs the Wellness food mixed with the other brand. 

On 11/16/23, the Maltese vomited 1x. Her other dog did not experience symptoms. At 7:00 pm, the 
Complainant fed the dogs the Wellness food mixed with the other brand. She put the human-grade 
Salmon on the food. The Maltese did not want to leave her bed. The Complainant thought that the 
Maltese may be experiencing symptoms of old-age and her husband though that it was just an upset 
stomach. The Maltese's lethargy and change of mood persisted. 

(continued in Remarks below):

EON‐554169 11/22/2023 1:00 Super Premium Dog Food Classic 
Progessional

Complaintant's dogs became ill after consuming party. They began vomiting aprox 30 hours after initial 
consumption. Product was stoped dogs improved. Dogs again began vomiting after reinterduction.
75 lb doberman 10 month old 75 lb neutered UTD.
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EON‐554066 11/21/2023 1:00 Dog Food, Victor Classic HiPro Bites 
Dog Treats Tender Beef Recipe

Complainant reports his dog died on  after consuming Victor dog food and Victor 
Classic HiPro Bites Dog Treats Tender Beef Recipe. In July 2023, his dog,  contracted a urinary 
tract infection; he took her to the Veterinarian. Months later, he began noticing she was reluctant to 
eat, and lethargic. On , he took her to the Veterinarian and a blood test was 
conducted. The vet asked him if the dog had been poison, and  died on the same date. On 
Friday night, he heard on the news Victor Dog food was Recalled. The veterinarian still has  
blood; they will test for Salmonella today 
-----
Complainant does not have the product bag. He discarded it after pouring the dog food content into a 
feeding bin.

uarter Collie
EON‐553780 11/18/2023 1:00 Super Premium Hi-Pro Plus CCC CIN-DO recieved voicemail regarding recalled pet food product. This product was fed to puppy. 

Unable to leave voicemail message
EON‐553593 11/16/2023 1:00 Dog Food, Dry SmartBlend Digestive 

Health w/ Real Chicken
Complainant reports finding live bugs inside sealed dog food.

EON‐553458 11/15/2023 1:00 Sprout Dental Chews Conplainant reported that she purchased Sprout Dental Chews, 27 oz bag at  
on 11/4/2023. Complainant gave each of her labradors 1 of the chews and 

within 8 hours they both experienced vomiting, diarrhea and bloody diarrhea which last 24 hours. No 
vet care was reported.

EON‐553456 11/15/2023 1:00 Senior Healthy Weight Dog Food On 11/13/2023 a consumer contacted ATL-DO to report concerns with Victor Senior Healthy Weight 
Dog Food. Consumer reported pet dog, Breed Great Dane, gastrointestinal distress after consuming 
product. The Consumer reported product is recalled for Salmonella. The consumer reported her pet 
dog has been consuming product from 8/2023 to 10/21/2023. The consumer reported symptoms of 
vomiting, fever, lethargy, and tremors. The consumer reported taking dog to vet (  

) beginning in Aug 2023. Vet prescribed food, once the prescribed food was gone she begin 
giving her pet the product again, and the symptoms began to reoccur. The consumer reported this 
cycle continued from 8/2023 to 10/21/2023 when they discontinued giving pet the product and 
symptoms stopped. The consumer reported becoming aware of recall and contacting firm to report dog 
cycle of illness and all the Vet bills. Please see continuation in Remarks

EON‐553349 11/14/2023 1:00 Grain Free Yukon River Canine CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding ill pet. Complainant states dog consumed recalled pet food 
product and became ill.Last consumption of 1 1/4 cups on 11/07/2023. Diarrhea started 11/05/2023, 
Bloody diarrhea started 11/08/2023, Liquid diarrhea 11/09/2023. Complainant states the Vet diagnosed 
"garbage gut"/gastrointestinal distress. Dog has improved after given antibiotics and special food.

EON‐553348 11/14/2023 1:00 Classic High Energy CCC CIN-DO received pet food complaint.Complainant states 3 of her dogs became ill, with one 
passing after consuming recalled pet food. Complainant feeds the dogs Multi-Pro40lb and High Energy 
40lb Victor brand food, alternating different foods weekly,feeding 2 cups 2xday also adding fish oil, 
goat milk powder and coconut oil with morning feeds.German Shepard, male,age: 10years 7months 
deceased on 10/29/2023 with diagnosis of anaplasma.History of Lyme disease.
Multi-Pro UPC:TBD
High Energy UPC: TBD

EON‐553024 11/10/2023 1:00 Duck Duck Goose Products CCC NOL DO received a complaint from a consumer who states that human hair is being found in the 
Duck Duck Goose product. Consumer noted that they noticed this about a month ago. Consumer 
stated that her yorkie was eating this product and she started to choke on the product and spit it up 
and found what looks to be hair. There has been numerous choken episodes. 

Consumer states that he has had to add water to the product so that it can be broken apart and taken 
out while he is feeding this to his dog. 

Consumer states that he purchases from Amazon and Petco and the product still has hair in it. 

Consumer's yorkie is 8 years old,  10 pounds. Consumer states that he took her to the Vet in 
August when this first occured to check if she had a collapsed trachea and she is in good health.

EON‐552923 11/9/2023 1:00 Dog Food Voice message: Complainant fed her dog the brand and believes her dog may have eaten the 
Recalled product. She saw the symptoms on line for Salmonella based on a recent Recall.

EON‐552500 11/4/2023 1:00 B6 vitamines Complainant stated she wanted to report suppliments. Left voice message for her to return my call on 
10/31/23. Reached complainant on 11/3/23. She said she complained 8 years ago about all B6 
vitamins but now wanted to drop the complaint because she did not have a sepecific product, 
manufacturer etc to speak about but wanted to talk about all B6 vitamins in general.
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EON‐551921 10/31/2023 1:00 Large Breed Puppy Lamb & Rice 
Formula

Asked to place information in FACTS from HAFE6. Complaint is regarding 2 consumers who had 
complaints related to Diamond Pet Food. Below is the provided summary of the complaints: 

: Dog  ? 4 years old Lab Mix)
Product: Diamond Naturals Adult Dog Lamb & Rice
Lot Code: Best By 10 May 2024 3131 DM DLR0510 B32S JMO 00:01
Symptoms: Wouldn?t eat, lethargic, died of acute kidney failure 

: Dog (  - 9 months old Dogue de Bordeaux)
Product: Diamond Naturals Large Breed Puppy Lamb & Rice Formula
Lot Code: Best By 18 AUG 2024 3231 DM DLR0810 C12N JMD 19:44
Symptoms: Vomiting, Diarrhea, Slightly Elevated Vitamin D in blood (450 H nmol/L)

[end of narrative]
EON‐551616 10/27/2023 1:00 Pet Food (dog food) Asked to place information in FACTS from HAFE6. Complaint is regarding 2 consumers who had 

complaints related to Diamond Pet Food. Below is the provided summary of the complaints: 

: Dog  ? 4 years old Lab Mix)
Product: Diamond Naturals Adult Dog Lamb & Rice
Lot Code: Best By 10 May 2024 3131 DM DLR0510 B32S JMO 00:01
Symptoms: Wouldn?t eat, lethargic, died of acute kidney failure 

: Dog (  - 9 months old Dogue de Bordeaux)
Product: Diamond Naturals Large Breed Puppy Lamb & Rice Formula
Lot Code: Best By 18 AUG 2024 3231 DM DLR0810 C12N JMD 19:44
Symptoms: Vomiting, Diarrhea, Slightly Elevated Vitamin D in blood (450 H nmol/L)

[end of narrative]
EON‐551615 10/27/2023 1:00 Clean Cat Food, Dry Kibble On 10/19/2023 a consumer contacted ATL-DO to report concerns with Dr. Elsey's Clean Protein Cat 

Food. The consumer reported adding approximately 1 teaspoon (25 pieces) of the dry kibble to the 
pets regular food (Royal Canine) on Sunday 10/15/2023. The consumer reported pet only consuming 
approximately half (12 to 13 pieces) of the product with regular food and with 15 min cat began 
vomiting. The consumer reported giving cat 2 tablespoons of water. The consumer reported a approx 
7:10 am cat had blood in stool consumer took cat to vet at  

 The consumer reported that the cat has a sensitive stomach however the consumer reported she 
believes the illness was caused by the food because the vet could not find anything wrong with the cat. 
The cosumer reported the cat is a domestic short hair cat; 2 year old female no specific breed, and cat 
never goes outside. The consumer reported this vet visit cost over $700. The consumer reported she 
did contact the manufacturer (877-311-2287) . The consumer reported she purchased the product on 
amazon and has used other products such as Dr.Esley's cat litter without incident.

EON‐551006 10/21/2023 1:00 Chopped Ground Dinner, Beef Bacon 
And Cheese Flavor

Product: Wet Dog Food Chopped Ground Dinner with Beef, Bacon & Cheese Flavor (Pedrigree). Label 
issue.
On 10/20/23, the complainant reported have been feeding her 10 yr old German Shepherd product 
since 2020. She stated when her dog was younger noticed her pet was itchy after consuming chicken, 
the complainant avoids buying product that contains chicken. She stated feeds her pet one can per 
day of this product, most recent feeding was today and noticed that she was itchy about one hour after 
consuming product, symptoms lasted 6-7 hours. She did not take her pet to the veterinarian for this 
incident, but have taken her to  

several times in the past for anti-allergery shots when she was itchy. She read the label, 
discovered chicken is first on the ingredient list, stated the front label indicates Chopped Ground 
Dinner with Beef, Bacon & Cheese Flavor. The complainant reported this information to the company 
but was not satisfied with their response, informed her it was marketing. The complainant plan on 
switching brands that does not contain chicken. She alleged mislabeling as the front of the can 
indicates beef, bacon and cheese flavored, the complainant stated the label should include chicken 
since chicken is listed in the ingredients and that she should have read the ingredients on the back of 
the label and had she realized this, would have avoided buying this product.

UPC 0 23100 01017 5
BB 060725 21BU underneath 323F3KKCFC0024
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EON‐550911 10/20/2023 1:00 Duck Jerky Treats for dogs -Product: K9 Cookhouse Duck Jerky Treats for dogs, 4.5-oz, plastic bag

The Complainant stated that on or about 10/14/23, she purchased this product from  
. On 10/16/23, she opened the factory-sealed 

product that had no holes nor defects, and gave her 2 dogs, 1/2 treat each. She then noticed a great 
deal of black dirt that was in the bag. She discontinued used. No injury nor illness was reported. The 
Complainant stated that this was the second time, she had observed this in a bag of these treats. She 
had previously purchased a bag one year ago and had returned it back to the same store and 
exchanged it for a new bag, which was fine. She did not retain product codes for the 1st bag, but the 
UPC of both bags are the same.

Product Codes from 10/2023 purchase:
BB Date: 05/18/2025
Lot Code: LX230519
UPC: 817855297697

EON‐550519 10/17/2023 1:00 Perfect Portions Cat Food Wet Chicken 
Recipe Cuts and Gravy

Product: Perfect Portions Cat Food Wet Chicken Recipe Cuts and Gravy.
On 9/12/23, the complainant reported the dried wet cat cat food is covered with insects, fly pupa, the 
end stage before it comes flies or moths. He stated this is the second time this has happened, the first 
incident was about 1 1/2 weeks ago, Chewy replaced the product for free and a second case was 
received last week with insects; none of the product was damaged in any way, not broken, opened or 
tampering involved. The product comes in 24 trays per box, he stated 3 or 4 trays had insects and was 
discarded, reported the product was intact, sealed, no leaking. The complainant did not feed his cat 
the product, stated that he had purchased product many times before without issues, his cat 
consumed product several times per day. The complainant reported to the manufacture Mars Inc, 
IAMS Case ID .

EON‐550208 10/13/2023 1:00 pet treat 10.12.23 DAL-DO CCC received email: Dear , My 3 year old Havanese died this week after 
ingesting the dog treats from Pet Center Inc. We purchased them from Amazon in September and 
almost immediately,  had a huge throw up attack. After two weeks of sickness including about a 
week in ICU and more than $8,000 later, we were unable to save him. He stopped eating, throwing up, 
bloody stools and total decline. He was a healthy, vibrant and very well loved pet. We are devasted 
and wondering if there is anything we can do to join up with this action? Thank you, 

EON‐550108 10/12/2023 1:00 Vegetarian Dog Food (canned) Consumer reports her two dogs (unspecified Mutts, years 1 and 6) experienced severe diarrhea after 
consuming Evanger's Brand Vegetarian Dog food. No vet visit or diagnosis provided.

Consumer reports she received a 12 count case of the Evanger Vegetarian canned dog food on Sept 
9th 2023 . No issues with the product packing were noted. The next day, the consumer opened a new 
can and mixed it with an older, meat based Evanger's food the consumer already had on hand. 
Consumer noted the vegetarian food looked very "loose" in the can and was not packed tightly. 
Consumer gave both her dogs the food for breakfast and dinner on the 10th. About 6-8 hours after 
dinner (5:00pm) later the dogs experienced severe diarrhea. No other symptoms reported. 

The consumer?s dog?s had previously eaten the older food with no issues. 

Consumer didn't think the food was the issue at this point. The consumer feed her dogs the same 
mixture of the new Vegetarian food and the older meat based Evanger's food. Again the dogs 
experienced the same symptoms in the same time period.

No diagnosis or treatment was sought. The consumer switch her dogs to cooked rice and beef and the 
dogs no longer had any symptoms.
The consumer believe it was this new Vegetarian Variety that cause her dogs symptoms. Issue was 
reported to the brand name but no response was given 

EON‐549988 10/11/2023 1:00 cat food 10.10.23 VM: Report special Kitty canned cat food made my cat sick.
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EON‐549413 10/7/2023 1:00 Dog Food (Canned) Narrative: 

Consumer reports their 15 year old Bishon dog passed away in  after consumer 
canned Hill's Diet Food. Vet visit was reported. Records available at Vet Office 

Consumer started their dog on the Hill's Diet canned food in 2018 at the recommendation of their Vet. 
Consumer did not remember exact flavor or variety but did note it is was for Kidney health. Consumer 
reports that over the next 4 years, her dog would undergo periods of eating the food initially, and then 
refusing to eat. Anytime the dog stopped eating the dog food the consumer would switch to a different 
Hills Diet variety at the recommendation of their vet. 

During 2018-2022, symptoms reported were this intermitted not eating of food and switching to 
another variety of hills diet. During this time, no diagnosis or treatment was provided by the Vet. 

In  the consumer noted her dog began to experience lethargy, vomiting and some 
diarrhea. Consumer was told by their Vet that their was nothing really more they can do to treat their 
dog and the dog had to be put down. 

No formal diagnosis was provided by the consumer as to why the animal was put down. Consumer 
found out about the 2019 Hill Diet recall in 2023. Consumer believe it was this brand that caused her 
dogs death. 

[end of narrative] 

EON‐548954 10/5/2023 1:00 Proactive Health Adult Indoor Weight & 
Hairball Care With Salmon

Product: Proactive Health Adult Indoor Weight & Hairball Care With Salmon (dry cat food) by IAMS.
On 10/4/23, spoke with complainant in her 70's who stated began feeding her 17 yr Tabby cat the 
product on or about 8/26/23 - 9/3/23 in a span of six days. She stated her cat had symptoms of 
diarrhea and vomiting about three days after feeding her cat this product. The complainant took the cat 
to  who prescribed a 7-day regimen and has fully recovered. She stated 
during this time also fed the cat Buffalo Blue wet cat food and stated the product in question is not the 
wet cat food as she has been feeding this product without issues for a long time. The complainant 
returned the product to PetSmart who gave her a refund, lot# not available. She reported this incident 
to IAMS but was not satisfied with their response stated wants to sue them and be part of a class 
action lawsuit. Towards the end of our conversation, the complainant provided the 
Lot#0001901471246, when I asked her how this lot# was obtained given that she had returned the 
product to the retail store, she was unable to provide a response, per Rolodex the Lot# contains alpha.

EON‐548879 10/4/2023 1:00 Premium Maintenance Formula for Dogs Consumer has two dogs - 1 8y.o. male and 1 5y.o. female. Have eaten this food for years. Purchased 
50 lb. bag of food Jan '07. 8y.o. dog got sick the beginning of Feb '07 and stopped eating. Took to vet 
2/20/07 - vet did tests and found liver function very high - gave meds and sent home. The dog didn't 
get any better, so consumer took him back to vet the morning of 3/16/07. The vet kept the dog to push 
IV fluids. Consumer visited dog that evening and he seemed to be doing better. The dog died at 3:00 
a.m. 3/17/07. Vet tested 5 y.o. dog and said her kidney function was high, however, not enough to 
worry about. Consumer has been contacted by Country Vet....she does not know how they got her 
phone number as she did not contact them first.
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EON‐548486 9/29/2023 1:00 Grain Free Turkey Recipe Pate Adult 
Wet Cat Food

Product: Whole Hearted Grain Free Turkey Recipe Pate Adult Wet Cat Food

Complainant has 3 Domestic Short-haired cats, 12, 2, and 1.5 years old and she buys their pet food 
from Petco.com. Petco.com sells cat and dog food online. The cats have been eating the same brand 
of food for a long time. They all eat can cat food  becomes disinterested in the food (mostly with 
turkey pates) and  is the finicky one (mostly with turkey pates).

Problem:
The pates are the ones that come with a film, and/or what appears the be dried out and pasted against 
the can. The Flakes formula is usually inconsistent with either flakes of chicken breast with small 
nibbles of dark meat, other times mainly dark meat nibbles, and many times barely any meat in the 
can but mostly broth,- they also at times refused the flakes. 

Also as I may have pointed out that cans that come packaged in a case of 12 can be badly dented 
even if they are nestled in the center of an enclosed case with no signs of damage to the putter cans 
of the enclosed case. I am attaching a sample of what an enclosed case looks like, please note the 
clear packaging of the case. It's not until the case is unwrapped that the dented cans can be found. 
Sometimes the damaged cans are at the bottom of the cardboard and some are in the center rows 
right above the bottom ones - We believe they are packed damaged. Nonetheless has been frustrating 
to have the experience. 

Currently,  has switch to Solid Gold, Petco has removed the SolidGold line from third stores and 
it can only be purchased online. On Saturday. I was able to create an online order for the Solid Gold 
line of food, ( put all items in the online Shopping Cart) , but upon checkout it would not process the 
order because it appears the items are not available. . Solid Gold is also the older cats diet so we were 
in urgent need of the food, luckily we found it on Amazon and were able to get it the next day. 

Continued in Remarks.....

EON‐548217 9/26/2023 1:00 Sensitive Skin Dry Dog Food On 9/22/2023, the Washington State Department of Health (WA/DOH) reported they were notified by 
several Washington counties of four human cases of E. coli. O157:H7 with Hill's Science Diet brand 
dry dog foods as an epidemiological link [related complaints are: XXXXXXXXXXX]. The subject of this 
complaint is a complainant living in , who used Hill's Science Diet Z/D Food Sensitivities 
Dry Dog Food. 

On 9/25/2023, I reached the complainant who verified the reported details and provided more 
information. The product is packaged in a 25-pound paper sack, coded "***BEST BEFORE 08 20 24 
M224 2041 LG 142[Stamped on opening seal] ***[Stamped above UPC]: 23 108 B&B 5 12109***", 
read to me by the consumer who also emailed photographs (uploaded in CMS). 

The complainant, aided by her sister, reported she ordered the product from Chewy.com. She received 
and opened it approximately 6-weeks ago and at the time of our interview, she had used all but 3-cups 
of the food. I asked her how she scoops food from the bag, and she responded with a measuring cup. 
The bag is stored in the garage and smaller portions of food are stored in the house in a Tupperware 
container and scooped out with the measuring cup. She added, the food appeared lighter in color than 
she's observed with other bags. The dog is fed the food twice daily and is also provided four types of 
treats: Greenies Dental Treats, Nature Gnaws, Instinct Freeze-dried Treats, and Better Belly Dog 
Treats. 

The complainant added she was interviewed by the CDC ad they told her they were coming by for the 
food sample. I reiterated they should not provide the food to anyone, but the FDA and she agreed to 
hold it for the FDA.

CONTINUED IN REMARKS:
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EON‐547859 9/21/2023 1:00 Tender and Crunchy Combo Product: Friskies brand Tender and Crunchy Combo, Dry cat food 
Date product was purchased: September 16th 2023 
Where product was purchased:  

Amount of product consumed: Some of product 
Date consumed: September 16-th through the 18th 2023 
Amount of product remaining:: Most of product 
Did anyone else consume the product: N/A
Any adverse events: Yes
Adverse events date: September 18th 
Symptoms: Vomiting blood 
Medical Treatment: N/A 

Reported to retailer or manufacturer: Yes, Purina 
Permission for future FDA/State contact: Yes 
Photos: Yes 

Narrative: 
Consumer reports wooden splinters found in Friskies brand Tender and Crunchy Combo, dry cat food, 
in a 3.15lb bag. Consumer reports her 6 year old cat started vomiting blood after consuming the food. 
Consumer and to surrender the cat for treatment to a local shelter. Consumer reports her 2nd Cat also 
experienced vomiting but no blood was present. 
Consumer purchased the food on September 16th . Consumer switched out an old bag of food for this 
new one. Food was eaten by the cats for two days. On the 18th that is when the consumer noticed 
both cats symptoms. 

Consumer still has product on hand if needed. 

Brand Name: Friskies 
Variety: Tender and Crunchy Combo, dry cat food 
Net weight:3.15 lb 
Expiration Date: Aug 2024 
Lot Code (String of numbers/letters near the exp date:32204089 0503L10
UPC: 0-50000-084500

EON‐547764 9/20/2023 1:00 dog food Has bags of bad dog food from Tractor Supply
EON‐547762 9/20/2023 1:00 Original Soft Chew Dog Treats CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding mold found in dog treats.
EON‐547671 9/19/2023 1:00 UNK CCC CIN-DO received voice mail regarding mold found in dog food.
EON‐547670 9/19/2023 1:00 Tastefuls Chicken Entree Pate CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding 2 ill pets. Complainant states female indoor cats,age 13 

became ill after eating rancid smelling cat food.This product has been used for 12 years without 
illness. Both cats became ill but the older cat,on a different diet, ate some of the wet food and then 
received veterinary care. 1-2 hours after consumption, the owner noticed vomiting and lethargic. 2 
days after illness complainant seeked veterinary care. Preexisting health conditions: hyperthyroidism 
for multiple years, on medication

EON‐547336 9/14/2023 1:00 Nature's Harmony On 09/13/2023 a consumer contacted ATL-DO to report concerns with Solid Gold Natures Harmony 
Chicken and Duck. The consumer reported her two Maine Coon Cats ill (Diarrhea, vomiting, lethergy) 
after consuming product. Consumer reported she had gone back to the product even after cat has 
similar illness with dry kibble product because it is one of the only products on the market that does not 
have grain or gluten in product. The consumer reported discontinuing product and feeding her cats 
chicken and ham from the grocerey store. The consumer reported the cats have recovered.

Consumer reported: Two Maine Coon Cats 8 year old and 3 year old.
8 year old = 5 days ill
3 year old = 3 days ill

EON‐547230 9/13/2023 1:00 No specific product Consumer is concerned about information she had noticed on the FDA's website. Consumer stated 
she had spoke with someone from FDA who told the consumer that CVM was responsible for the 
information. KAN-DO CCC provided consumer with the phone number and website to (CVM 240-402-
7002 and AskCVM@fda.hhs.gov).

EON‐546826 9/8/2023 1:00 Cat Chow Naturals Indoor Dry Food On 09/07/2023 a consumer contacted BLT-DO to report concerns with Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
indoor Dry Food. The consumer reported a sharp foreign object in product that appears to be bone. No 
injury or illness reported with the complaint.

EON‐546729 9/7/2023 1:00 Temptations Adult Dry Cat Food in 
Seafood Medley Flavor

Complainant reported finding insects in Temptations Adult Dry Cat Food in Seafood Medley Flavor, 
13.5 lb bag. She purchased the cat food at Walmart in  on 5/31/2023. Complainant 
opened the bag on 5/31/2023 and she could see no bugs, then again on 7/31/2023, again she saw no 
bugs and then she opened it again on 8/28/2023 and she said there were many "mealworms" in the 
cat food. She also said the cat food now had an "off-odor". Complainant's cat did not contract any 
illness from the cat food. Complainant said she store the food in a plastic bag over the paper bag it 
comes in and in a cool dry place.

EON‐546406 9/2/2023 1:00 Small Adult Dry Dog Food On 09/01/2023 a consumer contacted ATL-DO to report neighbors dogs illness after consumining 
Royal Canine Dog Food For Small Adult Dogs. The consumer reported vet recommening food so her 
neighbor began feeding her 6 or 7 year old Schnauzer female dog  this food. The dog began 
refusing food and water, loss of energy (lethergy), abdominal pain (dog cries out when you touch 
abdominal area.
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EON‐546318 9/1/2023 1:00 dog food Complainant states he took his dog to the veterinarian after noticing it was reluctant to eat and 
vomiting. The veterinarian diagnosed his dog with heart complication and fluid build-up inside the dog's 
body also causing the dog to inflate.
He fed his dog 4-Health dog food; his vet advised him that the FDA website has a list of dog food 
brands that are causing heart failure when fed to dogs, and 4 health is on that list. He has spent 1,300 
on vet bill, and wants to 
Dog name-  2 years-old, Labrador and half-poodle, neutered, weigh 65 lbs. Complainant state 
his dog is doing better but may have permanent heart problems. In September he will meet again with 
the veterinarian for a follow-up.

EON‐546217 8/31/2023 1:00 Gourmet Formula, Dry Cat Food, 
Seafood Flavor Blend

On 08/29/23, a consumer contacted FLA-DO Consumer Complaints to report concerns with a 35 
pound bag of Walmart's, Special Kitty, Gourmet Formula Cat Food, Seafood Flavor Blend, which the 
consumer believes has an off taste, and could be rancid. The cats did not consume the product, but 
the owner did, and the owner believes that the product taste rancid. The consumer did not report any 
injury or illness with the incident.

Please see continuation in "Remarks"

EON‐546216 8/31/2023 1:00 Outdoor, Delious Flavor of Chicken and 
Tuna

On 08/29/23, a consumer contacted FLA-DO Consumer Complaints to report concerns with 24 pound 
bag of Dollar General, Heartland Farms, Outdoor, Excellent Flavor, Chicken & Tuna, 100% Complet 
Balanced Nutrition, which the consumer believes that the product has an off taste. The consumer 
stated that they tried to feed the product to their cats, but none of the cats would consume the product. 
As such, the consumer returned the product back to the store. No injuries or illness were reported with 
the incident.

Please see continuation in "Remarks"

EON‐546002 8/29/2023 1:00 Grain free wild Product:
EON‐545854 8/27/2023 1:00 beef pet food Product - Pet food

The complainant called because she was sent the wrong order from a butcher shop and it contained 
pet food which she ate. She said she didn't notice the small print on the label that said "Not for Human 
Consumption". Since the product was purchaseda at a retail store and not from the manufacuter and 
since the label plainly declared what was in the box, the manufacurer cannot be held responsible. she 
was advised to report her problem to the .

EON‐545576 8/23/2023 1:00 Lamb and Organs Recipe Product: Lamb and Organs Recipe by Rawternative Air Dried Food. 
On 8/22/23, the complainant reported the product Lamb and Organs Recipe that comes in a 3lb bag is 
darker compared to the 1 lb bag of the same product and brand. He stated his 4 yr old poodle will eat 
the product that comes in a 1 lb bag, but refuse to eat the product that comes in the 3 lb bag. The 
complainant stated fed her this product about one year ago and that she likes it. He resumed 
purchasing and feeding her the product that comes in 1 lb bag on or about 8/1/23. Subsequently, he 
purchased a 3 lb bag, noticed a darker, off-color compared to the 1 lb bag that had the lighter, creamy 
color, and that his pet dog refused to eat the product that comes in the 3 lb bag. He stated tried to mix 
the contents from the 1 lb bag (lighter color dog food) and the 3 lb bag (darker color dog food), his dog 
would eat the lighter ones. The complainant stated that his dog does not like beef and when he 
compared the 3 lb bag to the Beef product they looked similar. He stated it appears the ingredient Beef 
were eroneously placed in the 3 lb bag for Lamb and Organs. No illness or injuries were reported. The 
complainant stated manufactured in New Zealand. 

EON‐545575 8/23/2023 1:00 Cat food (pate) Product: Fresh Pet (cat food).
On 8/21/23, the complainant reported her cat has been consuming product for about one month did 
not notice anything unusual. She stated purchased four tubes of Fresh Pet cat food discovered 
product has ground bones in all of them. The complainant warmed up one of the tubes in the 
microwave for her cat to consume, placed her finger in it and rubbed it (pate) and that her finger hurts. 
She placed the product in a fine strainer and ran water through it, discovered tiny ground bones in 
them. She proceeded to open up the remaining three tubes for further examination, discovered all 
tubes has ground bones in them, the remaining tubes were not consumed. No illness or injuries were 
reported. The complainant contacted the company two weeks ago, had communication issues with the 
representative. 

Put her food in microwave, warm it up. put finger in it and rub, pate. it hurts her finger, comes in a 
tube. put in fine strainer, ran water, called manuf two weeks ago, firm wants pix. Called multiple times. 
Eat at least for a month. No bleeding. No vet. 2 same lot#, 2 different lot#. She ate 1/3 tube#1, 3 not 
consumed.
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EON‐545574 8/23/2023 1:00 Multi-protein complete meal (Chicken, 
Beef, Egg, Salmon Recipe)

Product: Multi-Protein Complete Meal (Chicken, Beef, Egg, Salmon Recipe) by Fresh Pet.
On 8/22/23, the complainant called reported a death of her 15 yr old dog breed Terrier Poodle after 
consuming product. She stated this is her first time feeding her dog Fresh Pet dog food about one cup 
per day. The complainant purchased product on Walmart's website began feeding her dog 8/7/23 - 
8/9/23 noted no issues, her dog was active, played in the park during this time period. On 8/10/23, she 
reported her dog began to have diarrhea, was still drinking water, gave him OTC diarrhea medication 
and that he just wants to sleep all day. On 8/11/23, she reported he had gotten worse, bloody diarrhea, 
her dog began convulsing, vomited some of dog food, could barely walk, fell over, tongue sticking out, 
took her dog to the shelter and was euthanized at 3:30pm. The complainant stated did not taker her 
dog to the Veterinarian or seek medical attention for her pet. The complainant stated about one week 
prior to this incident, she gave him dog treats, same brand Fresh Pet Grilled Chicken Treats and had 
no issues. She believed the dog food may have caused the death of her dog. Prior to switching over to 
Fresh Pet dog food brand, she stated he was consuming a different brand name Jiminey's Good Grub 
dog food for about a month without issues. The complainant reported prior to returning the 3lb dog 
food to the retail store, she saved about 1/4 cup of the product in a ziploc bag stored in the refrigerator 
if FDA wants to collect it. 

EON‐545306 8/19/2023 1:00 [No Product Name Provided] Complainant has 3 Domestic Short-haired cats, 12, 2, and 1.5 years old and she buys their pet food 
from Petco.com. Petco.com sells cat and dog food online. The cats have been eating the same brand 
of food for a long time. They all eat can cat food. The problem with the can is that the bottom of the 
can would be dry coated. Other cans won't have that problem. The film is at the bottom of the can. 
Even if the film is not part of it, the food is attached to the can and it's dried out and stuck to the can.

EON‐545305 8/19/2023 1:00 Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat 
Food

Product: Whole hearted Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat Food, 5lb. bags
Lot# (2nd and 3rd bag are the same): WHE 0605 NMF 3181 337 20:30

Complainant has 3 Domestic Short-haired cats, 12, 2, and 1.5 years old and she buys their pet food 
from Petco.com. Petco.com sells cat and dog food online. The cats have been eating the same brand 
of food for a long time. Earlier purchases were from the store. From Feb-April 2023, there was a mix of 
dog and cat food that were bite-sized pellets/kibbles; small light brown kibbles and large dark brown 
kibbles (dog food) of unequal size and color and inconsistent with the formula. From July-August 2023, 
she purchased the new 5lb. bags of Whole hearted Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat Food from 
Petco and the cats didn't want to eat the pellets. The cats thought there was something wrong with the 
first bag.  the youngest cat ate from the second bag and vomited and he refused to eat from the 
third bag. He vomited again when he ate from the fourth bag. On 8/6- 8/7/2023, complainant's 
daughter fed  the youngest cat from the fourth bag. He had 2 servings, 1/3 cup in the morning 
and 1/3 at evening at 10 pm., and by 1 am he was vomiting. He vomited 5 times from 1 am - 2 am. At 
5-6 am in the morning he was vomiting fluid.Within one day he was lethargic and went to sleep. Note: 
No treats, dietary supplements or drugs were given to the cat as part of his diet before the illness.

On 8/7/2023  was taken to the veterinarian where services were performed and on 8/9/2023 at 
2:30 pm he had a follow-up visit.

Veterinarian Services Performed
------------------------------------------
1 Examination
1 CBC (Complete Blood Count)
1 Chemistry Profile (in house)
1 X-Ray 1st View
1 Sub Q Fluids
1 Cerenia Injection
1 Convenia Injection

EON‐545129 8/17/2023 1:00 Wild Caught Salmon & Ancient Grains On 08/16/2023 a consumer contacted ATL-DO to report concerns with Open Farm Wild Caught 
Salmon & Ancient Grains Recipe With Quinoa & Pumpkin , 22 lb. Bag. The consumer reported he had 
been purchasing product for approximately 6 months for his 2 year old Golden Retriver. Approximately 
3 week ago the dog began refusing food or would only consume food one time a day. The consumer 
reported he tried hiding treats in the food. Dog would eat treats and none of the food. On 08/14/2023 
dog took dog to vet when she developed symptoms of loose stool and lethergy. Consumer discontinue 
using food and took dog to . The consumer reported all lab results came 
back negative. Consumer believes that there may be something wrong with the food. Consumer 
reported leaving voicemail messages and emailing firm however he has not been able to get in touch 
with firm to report the incident. The consumer reported he purchased the food from firm website and 
had the product autoshipped to his home. The consumer reported he purchased the product because 
it was a hight quality food that boost of manufacturing kebble in a human food facility and cost over 
$70 for a 22 lb. bag.
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EON‐544914 8/15/2023 1:00 Adult Chicken & Whole Grain Rice, 
Lamb & Rice

The complainant phoned to report that she purchased IAMS wet dog food and within 3-4 days of 
feeding her IAMS Proactive Health, the Shih Tzu starting having diarrhea and vomiting. The bowel 
movements were bloody then mucous. Her son took the dog to a veterinarian. She did not know what 
verterinarian he took the dog to. The rest of the cans were thrown away but the complainant kept the 
box and provided pictures of the box.

EON‐544704 8/12/2023 1:00 Pro Plan Cat Food CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding pet illness. Complainant states she is unsure which of her 
2 cats are sick and the exact food that was given.The cats are given 3 different flavor food of the same 
brand. Fed twice a day, half the container each. Unsure of the last food flavor the cats consumed.
Update 08/10/2023 Complainant states 2 dogs (9months old and 15 years old, male) are ill with 
vomiting and lethargic.Cats and dogs are given a dry food as well,different brand using free-choice 
feeding method.The cats in the home have access to the dog food but the dogs do not have access to 
the cat food.
Purina Pro Plan Dog Small Breed Adult Chicken & Rice Formula 6lb bag
BB 09/20/24 306010820939L16-89
UPC:038100131904

EON‐544578 8/11/2023 1:00 Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat 
Food

Product: Whole hearted Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat Food, 5lbs. bags
Complainant has 3 Domestic Short-haired cats, 12, 2, and 1.5 years old and she buys their pet food 
from Petco.com. Petco.com sells cat and dog food online. The cats have been eating the same brand 
of food for a long time. Earlier purchases were from the store. From Feb-April 2023, there was a mix of 
dog and cat food that were bite-sized pellets/kibbles; small light brown kibbles and large dark brown 
kibbles (dog food) of unequal size and color and inconsistent with the formula. From July-August 2023, 
she purchased the new 5lb. bags of Whole hearted Grain Free Chicken Formula Dry Cat Food from 
Petco and the cats didn't want to eat the pellets. The cats thought there was something wrong with the 
first bag.  the youngest cat ate from the second bag and vomited and he refused to eat from the 
third bag. He vomited again when he ate from the fourth bag. On 8/6- 8/7/2023, complainant's 
daughter fed  the youngest cat from the fourth bag. He had 2 servings, 1/3 cup in the morning 
and 1/3 at evening at 10 pm., and by 1 am he was vomiting. He vomited 5 times from 1 am - 2 am. At 
5-6 am in the morning he was vomiting fluid.Within one day he was lethargic and went to sleep. Note: 
No treats, dietary supplements or drugs were given to the cat as part of his diet before the illness.
On 8/7/2023  was taken to the veterinarian where services were performed and on 8/9/2023 at 
2:30 pm he had a follow-up visit.
Veterinarian Services Performed
------------------------------------------
1 Examination
1 CBC (Complete Blood Count)
1 Chemistry Profile (in house)
1 X-Ray 1st View
1 Sub Q Fluids
1 Cerenia Injection
1 Convenia Injection
Length of stay at ER: less than 1 hour
Diagnosis: Stomach infection believed to be from the pet food
Treatment: Homecare with Pedialyte, 3cc every 2 hours

EON‐544369 8/9/2023 1:00 Blue Nudges Jerky Cuts Made with Real 
Steak

Complainant reported purchasing and giving her dog Blue Nudges Jerky Cuts Made with Real Steak to 
eat. 3 hours later her dog experienced vomiting and diarrhea. Complainant's dog fully recovered within 
3 days. No medical attention was sought. Complainant said that she believes that illness occurred at 
least 2 other times but she did not associate the illness with the snacks but now she is convinced that 
the dog treats cause illness.

EON‐544217 8/8/2023 1:00 Blue Wilderness High Protein Natural 
Adult with Chicken

CCC NOL DO received a complaint from a consumer who states that her 3 cats has been eating this 
Blue Wilderness product for at least 2 years. Consumer states that  her orange tabby, 
developed lesions on her skin. Consumer noted that she took "  to the vet June 5, 2023 and 
was prescribed antibiotics and cortizone shot. July 25, 2023  attended the vet again and was 
given steroids anti itch medicine and topical spray.

 Information- 2 yrs old, 6 pounds, spayed and was healthy until this issue. 

Consumer states her other 2 cats,  and  began itching bad and getting skin rashes. 
The rashes are scabbed over on their skin. They have an appt on August 9, 2023.

 information- 5 years, 10 pounds, spayed and healthy
 information- 9 years, 13 pounds, spayed and healthy
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EON‐543799 8/3/2023 1:00 Milk Replacement Product: Puppy Bac - Milk Replacement 
Date product was purchased: July 2023 
Where product was purchased: Amazon.Com
Amount of product consumed: 1 whole can, 3 quarters of 2nd can 
Date consumed: Week of July 24th 2023
Amount of product remaining: Quarter of open container 
Did anyone else consume the product: 
Any adverse events: Yes 
Adverse events date: Week of July 24th 
Symptoms: Bleeding from nose, bloated bellies, death. 
Reported to retailer or manufacturer: Reported to Brand Name. No case # provided 
Permission for future FDA/State contact: Yes 
Photos: Yes 
Narrative: 
Consumer has been a dog breeder for 28 years and states he is knowledgeable about how to raise 
and take care of puppies. 
Consumer reports 9 English bulldog puppies died after consuming Puppy Bac brand Milk 
Replacement. Consumer reports the puppies were about 3 weeks old when the deaths occurred.
Consumer reports that he has been giving his puppies Puppy Bac Milk Replacement for years without 
incident. 
The puppies at the center of this complaint were born in July 2023. The consumer feed the puppies an 
entire container of Puppy Bac Milk Replacement without incident.
The week of July 24th, the consumer opened a 2nd container of the product he had purchased from 
amazon. Within a day of feeding to the puppies he noted something was wrong. Consumer reported 
bleeding from nose, bloated bellies and eventually death of 9 puppies that consumed the milk 
replacement.
No medical treatment was sought for the puppies. No autopsy is available. 
Consumer will provide photos and Amazon receipt of purchase.
Consumer reports issue to firm. No case number provide. Consumer stated he wanted to sue firm. 
[end of narrative]

EON‐543723 8/2/2023 1:00 Original Cat Wet Food CCC CIN-DO received voicemail regarding pet illness.
EON‐543227 7/28/2023 1:00 Rejensa Joint Care Chews Complainant is a veterinarian and she called to report an adverse reaction in a 3 year old female 

doberman dog she had treated named "  She recommended a product called Rejensa Joint Care 
Chews For Dogs because of a previous knee injury. The owner of the dog reported a worsening of 
head tremors after giving his dog 1 chew daily. The complainant said that she had recommeded these 
chews and sold them to multiple dog owners and no other adverse reactions were reported.

I spoke with the owner of the dog, "  and was told the dog was given 1 chew daily between 
4/17/2023 and 5/29/2023. The dog had two head tremors during that time period, 1 on 5/15/2023 and 
1 on 5/29/2023. The owner stopped giving his dog the chews. "  has not experienced another 
head tremor since the owner discontinued use of the chews on 5/29/2023.

EON‐543116 7/27/2023 1:00 Freshpet Small Dog CCC CIN-DO received email from USDA. Per report: "We bought (3) bags of Freshpet dog food 
products from our local Target store on July 8th 2023. As of 7/22/23 one of their products has a Best 
Buy Date of 10/06/23 and it has mold on the product. (2) of their products don't even expire until the 
beginning of September of 2023 and has no visible mold. We keep this food properly sealed in our 
refrigerator with a constant temperature of 39 degrees. Our dog ate some of this product on the day of 
purchase and couldn't stop having diarrhea for 3 days."

EON‐542999 7/26/2023 1:00 Chicken Recipe Cat Treats On 7/25/2023, a complainant reported that a live spider ran out of a bag of Inaba Foods /Churu 
Chicken Recipe Cat Treats upon opening. No spider bites or injuries were reported. The product is a 
semi-soft cat food packaged in a .50-ounce heat-sealed packet and is intended to be opened and 
expressed out of the packet for a cat to lick. There are 4/.50-ounce packets to plastic bag, heat-sealed 
shut. The product is manufactured in Thailand. The complainant explained she opened the plastic bag, 
and a big brown spider ran out and disappeared in her house. The complainant gave me permission to 
share her contact information with the importer.

I then contacted Taz Pacheco, Customer Service Manager, Inaba Foods, Torrance, CA (310-818-
2270) who reported no similar complaints and verified their Thai manufacturing site. Mr. Pacheco said 
he planned to reach out to the consumer for further follow up. 

EON‐542674 7/22/2023 1:00 Home Style Recipe Chicken Dinner with 
Garden Vegetables & Brown Rice Dog 
Food

On 7/21/2023, a complainant reported a soupy consistency in 12.5-ounce ring-pull top cans of Blue 
Buffalo Home Style Recipe Chicken Dinner with Garden Vegetables & Brown Rice Dog Food (General 
Mills). None of the product was used. The complainant explained he ordered two cases of the same lot 
of this product from Chewy.com and discovered three cans exhibited this condition. He contacted 
Chewy.com and they replaced his purchase with a new lot. 

I left a voicemail for Raquel Maymir, Head of Global Product Safety & Regulatory, General Mills, 
Minneapolis, MN (763-764-2026).

In Progress

EON‐542369 7/19/2023 1:00 Nutritious Chicken and Real Veggie 
Recipe

[No Complaint Description Provided]
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EON‐541452 7/7/2023 1:00 Dog Food Consumer reports received prodcut from Farmer's dog brand without any ingredients labels. Consumer 
is concerned this product should be labled.

EON‐541451 7/7/2023 1:00 Plus Indoor Advantage CCC NOL DO: received complaint from consumer reporting this complaint on behalf of her mother. 
Consumer states that her mom noticed that her cat  was not drinking or eating that much. The 
food was filled on Monday and as of Tuesday the food was still there.

 Shorthaired Tabby, 3 years old and also eats treats. Consumer noted that her mom changed 
out the bag on 07/04/223 to a fresh bag and they began eating normally.

EON‐541450 7/7/2023 1:00 Cat Chow Indoor Hairball and Healthy 
Weight

CCC NOL DO received a complaint where a consumer states that her cats consumed Purina Cat 
Chow Indoor Hairball and Healthy Weight and she noticed that the cats stopped eating the food on 
Sunday 07/02/2023. There were no previous symptoms that was identified by the consumer. 

July 4, 2023 she noticed that her Cat,  was just laying there that morning. The consumer took 
her cat to a Vet where the vet stated that her insulin was at 29 and Heartbeat 80 and 90. Consumer 
noted that this cat had diabetes and was usually given 3 units of insulin twice a day.
After consulting the Vet, the decision was made to put her cat down as the treatment would be more 
painful.

 Domestic Long Haired tabby, 8 or 9 pounds, Indoor cats, No treats. Per the information 
provided above, this cat was diabetic and the one that is currently deceased.

There are 2 other cats that are 16 and 17 with no issue or symptoms. They both also stopped eating 
the food as well similar to elchabie. 

Consumer changed the food to a new bag and the other 2 cats began eating normally on 07/04/2023 
and Consumer notes that they have been on this food for 12 to 15 years.

EON‐541246 7/4/2023 1:00 Premium Cat food Turkey and Giblets 
Entree

Product: Premium Cat food Turkey and Giblets Entree
On 7/3/23, the complainant stated resides in a poorer community and because of that the stores in her 
area, Target, Walmart, Rite-Aid,  regularly receive damaged pet foods with damaged 
seals. She stated her low-income community is a dumping area for damaged products and that this 
would not be allowed in a more affluent area. The complainant reported was at Aldi's supermarket and 
observed a swollen cat food and when she pressed on the lid a little bit had air in it and took it to one 
of the employees Josephine who removed it off the shelf, no quality control of product. She stated did 
not purchase product, and that time and time again she sees damaged pet products in various retail 
stores and reports them to the specific retail managers, the companies and the city mayor but no one 
is doing anything about it, and that she will write a letter to the State Attorney. 

EON‐541245 7/4/2023 1:00 Sportmix Premium High Energy Product: Sportmix Premium High Energy

On 01/04/21 Complainant called to report her dog became ill after consuming product. 

On 01/05/21 KAN-DO CCC called complainant and was not able to speak with the Complainant. KAN-
DO CCC left a message with the FDA Safety Reporting Portal Information and contact information. 
01/06/21 KAN-DO CCC called complainant and was not able to speak with the Complainant. 
01/07/21 KAN-DO CCC called complainant and was not able to speak with the Complainant. KAN-DO 
CCC left a message with the FDA Safety Reporting Portal Information and contact information. 

EON‐541244 7/4/2023 1:00 Cat Food Consumer called and indicated he has questions and is concerned about the level of fish oil in cat 
food.

KAN-DO CCC provided the consumer with the contact information to CVM (240-402-7002 and 
AskCVM@fda.hhs.gov).
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